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Introduction

Statement summarizing the proceedings of
the Rome meeting

by J. COULOMB

(Presented at the final plenary session of the

International Union of Geodesy

and Geophysics, September 25, 1954)

La dixiéme Assemblée de notre Union restera marquée pour

les Géomagnéticiens par la mort de l‘Association Internationale

de Magnétisme et Electricité Terrestres et par sa résurrection

sous le nom d’Association Internationale de Géomagnétisme et

d’Aéronomie. C’est l'aboutissement d‘une longue négociation avec

les Unions Scientifiques représentant des disciplines apparentées
au magnétisme terrestre, notamment l'Union Radio-Scientitique
Internationale, ainsi qu’avec I‘Association Internationale de Mé-

téorologie. Je veux ici remercier de leur comprehension nos col—

legues appartenant a CBS organismes si directement intéressés

par cette transformation.

La liaison intime entre les perturbations géomaguétiques et

certains pllénomenes de la halite atmosphére ue faisait certes

aucnn doute pour personue; i1 était difficile delimiter au départ
notre action dans ce domaiue, inais il fallait éviter de heurter

des traditions légitimes. La solution a été trouvée d’une part dans

une convention de travail conclue avec nos collegues météoro-

logistes, d'autre part dans l‘adoption de ce terme d'Aéronomie,

dfi au Professeur Chapman, terme nouveau et encore imparfaite-
ment défini, Inais dont chacun de nous, en apportant 1e résultat

de ses recherches aux procliaines Assemblées, contribuera a polir
les contours.



Dés cette année, 1e comilé Inixte (18 la Haute Atmosphére que
nous avons élu i1 Bruxelles a fait preuve, sous l'impulsion de son

President 1e Prof. Kaplan et de son Secrétaire 1e Dr. Nicolet, (l’une
activité exemplaire. Les séances qn’il a organisées ont soulevé un

énorme intérét. Citons parmi les sujets qui lui ont été contiés

les aurores polaires, les marées de l’atmosphere, et les relations
entre le rayonnement Cosmique et les pliénomenes geomagneti-
ques; sur ce dernier point des résultats extrémement importants
et nouveaux nous ont été communiqués.

L’électricité terrestre disparait (le notre titre, déjil assez long.
Cependant l‘électricité tellurique est évidemment Iiée au geo-
magnétisme. Quant £1 l’électricité atmosphérique, une de nos

activités traditionnelles, elle est intluencée par la météorologie,
a laquelle je concevrais personnellement qu’elle pfit étre ratta-

Chée. Elle est pour l’instant étudiée par un second conlité mixte

entre nos deux Associations.

()utre ces questions, on peut citer parmi les sujets traités dans

nos séances les perturbations niagnétiques rapides, 1e paléomag-
nétisme et la variation séculaire. Une séance commune avec

l’Association de Séismologie a été consacrée aux mouvements

dans le nogau terrestre et a sa conductibilité; elle fut présidée
de facon inoubliable par le Professeur Bullard. Enfin un tr‘es

gros effort a été fait pour détinir Ies conditions scientitiques dos

études géomagnétiques au cours de la prochaine Année Géo-

physique Internationale.

Le réle joué (lans In preparation des séances par les coniités

spécialisés de notre Association a été plus grand qn’aux assem-

blées précédentes, et j'espere qu’il s’accroit‘a encore. Notre As-

sociation a reconsidéré leurs huts et regronpé certains d’entre

eux pour augmenter leur eti‘icacité. Mais cette réforine ne (limi—

nuet‘a pas, et meme augmentera probableinent la lourde charge
qni pése sur les épaules de notre part‘ait Secrétaire Général le Dr.

Laursen; il a bien voulu néaunloins en accepter le renouvelle—

meut, aux applaudisseinents de tous. i'ous avons élu comme

President le Professeur Bartels, l’éininent Directeur de l'lnstitut

de Géopliysique de l’Université do Gottingen, et comme Vice-

présidents le Professeur Kaplan et le Dr. Rayner.



Part I

Agenda and Minutes

Final agenda for the meeting

The following agenda is based on the provisional agenda issued

on July 15, 1954, but will include all later modifications and

amendments, in order to cover as exactly as possible the actual

programme for the individual meetings. It should be noted that

on certain days two parallel meetings were held, one indicated

as a meeting of »Group G« and one as a meeting af »Group
UA«. In such cases the »G«-meeting will be on special geo-

magnetic topics, whereas the programme of the »UA«-meeting
will have relation to special problems in upper atmospheric

physics. The »UA«-meetings and also several plenary sessions

of the Association were arranged by the President and the Se-

cretary of the Joint Committee on Upper Atmosphere.

Tuesday, 14 September

141‘00: IATME, opening session (Minutes see p. 9).
Presidential address presented by Prof. J. Coulomb.

Wednesday, 15 September

9“00: IA'I'ME, plenary session (Minutes see p. 9).
1. Secretary's report.

Modification of statutes.

Nomination of Temporary Committees for the Rome

meeting.
Special Committees for the next three-year period.

. National reports.

14h30: IATME, plenary session (Minutes see p. 12).
1. National reports (continued).
2. Report of Committee No 5 (Giant l’ulsations).

W‘—

we

Thursday, 16 September

900: IATME, group meeting. Group G (Minutes see p. 13).
1. Report of Committee No 1 (Sites of New Observatories).
2. Report of Committee No 3 (Secular Variation).



9“00:

141‘30:

9"00:

141‘30:

WOO:

91‘00:

WOO:

9"00:
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3. Report of Committee No 4 (Magnetic Charts).
4. Communications on secular variation.

5. Communications on magnetic charts.

IATME, group meeting. Group UA (Minutes see p. 14).
1. Communications on the thermosphere.
2. Rocket observations during the International Geophy-

sical Year.

IATME, plenary session (Minutes see p. 15).
1. Nominations of Chairmen for Special Committees.
2. Communications on magnetic perturbations.

Friday, 17 September

IATME. plenary session (Minutes see p. 17).
1. Election of Executive Committee for the next three-year

period.
2. Magnetic observations during the International Geo—

physical Year.

3. Report of Committee No 11 (Equatorial Observations).
4. Communications on the equatorial jet current and al-

lied phenomena.

IATME, plenary session (Minutes see p. 18).
1. Report of Committee No 9 (Characterization).
2. Communications on instruments and observatory tech—

nique.
3. Communications on earth currents.

4. Communications on magnetic activity.

Saturday, 18 September

Joint meeting. Group G + Association of Meteorology.
(Arranged by the Joint Committee on Atmospheric Elec—

tricity. Minutes see p. 19).
Problems in atmospheric electricity.

IATME, group meeting, Group UA (Minutes see p. 20).
1. Report of Committee No 2 (Aurora).
2. Communications on the auroral spectrum.

Monday, 20 September

IATME, group meeting. Group G (Minutes see p. 21).
1. Communications on the electrical conductivity of rocks.
2. Special Report on palaeomagnetism (Prepared by '1‘.

Nagaia, Special Reporter on Palaeomagnetism).
3. Communications on palaeomagnetism.

IATME, group meeting. Group UA (Minutes see p. 24).
1. Communications on the airglow spectrum.



l4"30:

141‘30:
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9"00:
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14l‘30:
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2. Auroral and airglow observations during the Interna-

rional Geophysical Year.

Joint meeting. Group G + Association of Seismology

(Minutes see p. 25).
Movements in the earth’s core and electrical conducti—

vity (Discussion arranged by Sir Edward Ballard).

IATME, group meeting. Group UA (Minutes see p. 29).
1. Communications on atmospheric spectra (cont.).

Tuesday, 21 September

lA'l‘Mli, plenary session (Minutes see p. 29).
1. Administrative matters

a) Statutes (Name of the Association).
1)) Other administrative matters.

2. Communications on magnetism and aurora.

IATME, plenary session (Arranged by the UA Group.
Minutes see p. 3-1).
1. Report of Committee No 13 (Lunar Variations).
2. Communications on atmospheric tides and allied phe-

nomena.

Wednesday, 22 September

Joint meeting with Association of Meteorology.

(Arranged by the Joint Committee on Upper Atmosphere.
Minutes see p. 34).
Problems of the mesosphere.

lATME, group meeting. Group G (Minutes see p. 35).
1. Report of Committee No 6 (Observatory Publications).
2. Report of Committee No 8 (Observational Technique).
3. Instrumental equipment for the registration of rapid

magnetic variations (Special report prepared by E. Thel-

lier on behalf of Committee No 8).
4. Communications on instruments and observatory tech-

nique (cont.).
lATME, group meeting. Group UA (Minutes see p. 36).
1. Communications on ultraviolet radiation and X—rays.

Thursday, 23 September

IATME, group meeting. Group G (Minutes see p. 37).
1. Communications on instruments and observatory tech—

nique (cont.).
Report of Committee No 7 (Comparisons).
Report of Committee No 12 (Airborne Surveys).
Communications on field observations.4‘95!“
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9“00: IAl\iE,g1oup meeting. Gloup UA (Minutes see p. 39)
1. Communications on the Geophysical aspects of cosmic

laxs.

2. Cosmic my observations during the International Geo-

physical Year.

14"30: IAT\IE, plena1y session (Minutes see p.40).
1. Special rep01t on the equat01ial jet eurtent (Prepaled

by D. F. Marian on behalf of Committee No 11).
Nomination of membe1s of Special Committees.

Budget.
Resolutions.1593!:

List of Delegates attending the meeting

The following list gives the names of Delegates who attended
the Rome meeting of the Association of Ter“1est11al Magnetism
and Electricity (with the omission of Delegates attending onlv
the P1esidential AddIess on the 14th September).

Name Country Name Country

Adkins, J. N. U.S..—\. Brockamp, B. Germany
Amboll, N, Sweden Buclier, W. H. USA.

Ashour, A. Egypt Ballard, Sir Ed~ 1

Balsley, J. It. U.S.A. ward ,Great Britain

Barbier, I). France Bullen, Ii. E. Australia

Barnett, M. A. F. New Zealand Bullerwell, W. Great Britain

Bartels, J. Germany Bureau, J.»L. France

Bates, D. R. Great Britain Bureau, R.
‘

France

Bath, M. Sweden Cagniard, L.
‘

F1" nce

Beals, C. S. Canada Carder, I). S. ‘U,S.A.

Beloussov, V. USSR Cardus, J. 0. ‘Spain
Benkendorif, 11. Germany Chapman, S. ,Great Britain

Berkncr, L. V. U.S.A. Cortesi, C. Italy
Bernard, 11. France Coulomb, J. ‘France
Bidault, G.

Bider, M.

M oroceo

Switzerland
Conrvoisier, P.

Craddock, J. M.

Switzerland
l Great Britain

Birch, F. Curtis, A. R. .Great Britain

Boato, G.
. Danusaputro, S. Indonesia

Bock, 11. Germany Davies, Frank T. :Canada
B0110, It. France Denisse, J. F. France

Boni, A. Italy Dessens, H. 1France

Bossolasco, M. Italy Deutsh, E, Great Britain

Bouska, J. Czechoslovakia Devik, O. M. Norway
Bricard, J. .France 001,1. L. J. L. Holland



LIST OF DELEGATES

Name Country Name Country

Dias, M. Alfonso Portugal Jobert, N. France

Diegesi, 1). Italy Kaiser, T. It. Great Britain

Dieminger, \V. Germany Kalashnikov, A. G, USSR

Di Martino, G. Italy llamas, K. Hungary

Doporto, M. Ireland Kaplan, J. U.S.A.

Du Bois, P. M. Great Britain Kaplan, L. D. U.S.A.

Ductaux, F. France Karapiperis, P. Greece

Egedal, J. Denmark Khalek, A. Afghanistan

Ehmert, A. Germany Kjaer, R. Norway

Elliot, ll. Great Britain Knudsen, J. Norway

Elst, N. Van (ler Belgian Congo Koenigst‘eld, L. Belgium

Elvey, C. T. U.S.A. Kunetz, Gr. France

Emery, K. O. U.S.A. Lahaye, E. Belgium

Errulat, F. -Germany Lanrsen, V. t‘ Denmark

Fea, G. Italy Longuet-Higgins,
Fedele, D. Italy M. S. Great Britain

Ferraro, V. C. A. Great Britain Lowes, F. J. Great Britain

Festa, C. Italy Madill, R. Glenn Canada

Finch, H. F. Great Britain Maeda, K. Japan

Flohn, H. Germany Mange, P. U.S.A.

Friedman, H. U.S.A. Martino, G. Di Italy

Gandolfo, S. Italy Mason, B. J. Great Britain

Gaskell, '1‘. F. Great Britain Matsushita, S. Japan

Geneslay, It. France Maurizid, G. Italy

Gerson, N. C. U.S.A. Maxwell, A. Great Britain

Giorgi, M. Italy Mayaud, P.-N. France

Glasenapp, M. v. Germany McFarlane, P. B. Great Britain

Gold, T. Great Britain Medi, E. Italy

Goody, It. M. Great Britain Meisser, 0. Germany

Gornoung, M. USSR Migaux, L. France

Gorshkov, P. G. USSR Miley, H. A. U.S.A.

Grenet, G. France Misener, A. D. Canada

Griffiths, D. H. Great Britain Molina, F. Italy

Gutenberg, B. U.S.A. Monine, A. USSR

Hall, S. H. Great Britain Moore, A. F. Great Britain

Hales, A. L. South Africa Montalbetti, B. Canada

Harang, L. Norway Murphy, T. Ireland

Hecht, F. Austria Mnhleisen, R. Germany

Hée, A. France Nagata, T. Japan

I‘lerlot‘son, N. Sweden Nelson, J. H. U
‘

A.

Herrinek, P. Belgian Congo Newell Jr., H. E. U.S.A.

Hide, It. Great Britain Niblett, E. It. Canada

Hill, M. N. Great Britain Nicolet, M. Belgium

Huge, Edm. Belgium Noetzlin, J. France

Honghton, J. T. Great Britain 0dishaw, H. U.S.A.

t-lulburt, E. 0. U.S.A. Olsen, J. Denmark

Imbert, B. France Orlin, J. J. Norway

Irving, E. Great Britain I’aetzold, H. K. Germany

Ising, G. Sweden Parry, J. H. Great Britain

Israél, H. Germany Pekeris, C. L. Israel

Jacobs, J. A. Canada Peoples, J. A. \.

Jager, C. de Holland I’erlat, A.

Jarman, C. A.

Jetl'reys, Sir Ha-

rold

Jobert, G.

Great Britain

Great Britain

France

Pettit, H. B.

I’ieree, E. T.

l’lassard, J.

Poncel, I.

L. —\.

Great Britain

France
. France
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Name Country Name Country

Pramanik, S. K. India Sousa Nazareth, i
Price, A. T. Great Britain F. M. de Portugal
Ramsey, W. H.

lianzi, l.

Ramachandra

Rao, M. B.

Ramanathan, K. It.

Rayner, J. M.

Revelle, It.

Rigby, M.

Rivault, It.

Rikitake, T.

Rittmann, A.

Roach, F. E.

Roberts, E. B.

Roberts, P. I].

Robertson, E. J.

Rodriguez~Navar-
ro De Fuentes, J.‘

Romafiz’i, A.

Roquet, J.

Rosini, E.

liuncorn, S. K.

Schielderup Paul-

sen, H.

Seholte, J. G.

Seaton, M. J.

Sestoft, I.

Shapley, A. H.

Sheppard, P. A.

Siksna, It.

Silleni, S.

Simpson, J. A.

Singer, S. F.

Slaucitajs
Smytli, E.

Great Britain

Italy

India

India

Australia

U.S.A.

U. A.

France

Japan
Switzerland

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Great Britain

New Zealand

Spain
l Spain
! France

Italy
Great Britain

Norway
3 Holland

Great Britain
‘

Denmark

U.S.A.

Great Britain

Sweden

Italy
U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Argentina
Great Britain

Spencer Jones,
Sir Harold

St. Amand, P.

Stoneley. it.
iStoyko, N.

Suclisdorfl‘, E.

Thellier, E.

Thellier, 0.

Thomson, Andrew

Ttiorarinsson, S.

Toperezer, M.

Tozer, D. C.

Tonsberg. E.

Ull‘en, Ii. J.

Urey, H. C.

Vacqnier, V.

Vassy, A.

Vassy, E.

Vegard, L.

Veldkamp. J. v‘

\‘lodavez, V. i
Vodusek, R. .

Voogt, A. H. de

Walton, G. F.

Weelden. . . van

Wells, H. W.

Wexler, H.

Wilkes, M. V.

Wilson, C. D. V.

“WEDn,J.T.
Wolbach, .l. G.

Wormell, T. W.

Yrilierry. A. J.

()zdogan, I.

Great Britain
U.S.A.

Great Britain

France

Finland

France

France

Canada

Iceland

Austria

Great Britain

Norway
Canada

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

France

France

Norway
Holland

USSR

Yugoslavia
Holland

Great Britain

Holland

U.S.A.

U.S..—\.

Great Britain

Great Britain

Canada

U.S.A.

Great Britain

Argentina
Turkey



Minutes of the meeting

Session of September 14, 1954

Opening session

The meeting was called to order by the President, Professor

J. Coulomb, at 14“00 in one of the rooms of the Palace Of Con-

gresses of the Organization »E. U. R.«, \Vorld Fair of Rome.

Professor Coulomb then presented his Presidential Address

(see Appendix 1, p. 42).

Morning session of September 15, 1954

Plenary session

The President called the meeting to order at 9‘05, and reque-

sted the audience to rise in honour of those Magneticians whose

deaths had been reported since the Brussels Assembly, and whose

names were read by the President (see Appendix 2, p. 55).
The Secretary presented his report which was approved by

the meeting (see Appendix 3, p. 56).
The discussion was then opened on the provisional agreement

which had been established between the Association of Terre-

strial Magnetism and Electricity and that of Meteorology on the

position within the IUGG of Upper Atmospheric Physics (see

Appendix 5, I, p. (33).
In reply to a question raised by Sir Harold Spencer Jones the

President underlined that there would be no overlapping of work

between IATME and URSI because all questions relating to radio

transmission are left entirely to URSI.

The meeting approved in principle the agreement as submit—

ted. The question of a new name will be discussed in a later

meeting, when the agreement has been discussed in the Meteo-

rological Association.

The meeting also approved the purely formal change of sta-

tutes, which had been proposed by the Bureau of the Associa-

tion, and which concerns the right to invite guests to General

Assemblies (see Appendix 5, II, p. (37).
The following temporary Committees were established for the

duration of the Rome meeting:
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Nominations Committee:

Prof. Lahaye, Convener

Dr. Rayner
Prof. V. Vacqzu'er
Prof. Nagaia
Dr. Ambolt

Resolutions Committee:

Prof. Thellier, Convener

Prof. Kaplan,
Father Remand or Father Cardi'ls

Budget Committee:

Dr. Koenigsfela', Convener
Dr. Olsen

Prof. Eluey
Dr. Veldkamp

The meeting approved a suggestion by the Executive Commit—
tee that the following be appointed representatives of the IATME
on the Mixed Commissions of the ICSU:

Mixed Commission on lonosphere:
Prof. Chapman
Prof. Bartels

Prof. Bales

Prof. Nicole!

Mixed Commission on Solar and Terrestrial Relationship:
Prof. Vassy
Prof. Hasegawn
Prof. Burlels

The discussion was then opened on the establishing of Special
Committees for the next three—year period. The Executive Com—
mittee presented the following proposal:

1. (comprising the previous Committees 1 + 11 + 6 + 15)
Committee on Observatories.

. (2) Aurora.

. (14) Upper Atmosphere.
(3) Secular Variation (Palaeomagnetism).

, (4 +12) Magnetic Charts.

(13) Lunar Variations.

(7) lntercomparisons.
(8) Magnetic Instruments.

(9 + 5) Characterization.

(10) Atmospheric Electricity (Joint Committee with Meteo-

rology).

PpWNQWFWNH
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Dr. Egedal asked why it was considered desirable to reduce

the number of Committees.

Prof. Bock recommended the establishing of a Special Com-

mittee on earth currents. The proposal was supported by Father

Remand. Prof. Thelll'el‘ proposed a Committee on pulsations and

was supported by Prof. Grenet. Prof. Barlels said that all aspects
of geomagnetism could not be covered by Special Committees.

Prof. Vacqaier underlined the importance of secular variation

for the construction of magnetic charts, and after further re-

marks by Dr. Roberts, Dr. Herrinclc, Prof. ’I‘hellier, Father Cardas

and Dr. Egedal the meeting decided by vote that the following

Committees should be established:

1. Committee on Observatories

2. n 1) Aurora and Airglow
3. » » High Atmosphere
4. » » Secular Variation and I’alaeomagnetism
5. » » Magnetic Charts

6. » » Lunar Variations

7. » » Comparisons
8. n » Magnetic Instruments

9. n » Characterization

It was further recommended that subject to the approval of

the Association of Meteorology the two Joint Committees with

this Association be continued, namely:

the Committee on Atmospheric Electricity
» >> » Upper Atmosphere.

Father Ramand was requested to prepare for the afternoon

meeting a brief statement concerning the proposals made by Prof.

Bock and by Prof. Tllcllier (Earth currents, pulsations).

National reports were then presented as follows:

Spain by Dr. Rodriguez Navarro

France by Prof. ’I'lzellier

Denmark by Dr. Egedal and Dr. Olsen

Belgium by Prof. Lalzaye
Belgian Congo by Dr. Herrinclc

Argentina by Father Yribcrry

Germany by Prof. Errulal and Prof. Dieminger
Australia by Dr. Rayner
Canada by Dr. Madill and Dr. Davies

Norway by Prof. Vegan]
Japan by Prof. Nagala
Finland by Dr. Sucksdorfl'
Sweden by Dr. Alnbolt

India by Dr. Pranianilr.
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Presenting the Danish National Report Dr. Egedatpointed out
that it should be more valuable if observatories, instead of publi-
shing monthly or 3-monthly mean values, would publish a year—
book as soon as possible after the end of the year. It should not
be necessary for observatories to publish their character figures
as this is done very quickly by the Association.

It was decided that the afternoon meetings should begin at

14"30 and not, as provisionally fixed, at 14h00.
The meeting adjourned at 11‘45.

Afternoon session of September 15, 1954

Plenary session

The meeting was called to order by the President at 141‘30, and
the presentation of National Reports was continued as follows:

Ireland by Dr. Doporto
New Zealand by Dr. Robertson

Great Britain by Dr. Ferraro

Italy by Prof. Medi

U.S.A. by Prof. l’acquier, Prof. Kaplan and Dr. Singer
Czechoslovakia by Dr. Boris/ca.

In connection with the U.S.A. report Dr. Roberts gave some

additional information concerning the new observatory at Frede-

rickslmrg which is going to replace Cheltenham.
Father Remand then presented his statement concerning the

establishing of Special Committees for earth currents and pul—
sations. He felt that international cooperation was badly needed
for an adequate study of these two subjects, but at the present
stage he would not insist on the creation of new Special Com—

mittees, since the work might very well be referred to smaller

working groups within already existing Committees. In this con-

nection he suggested that the nomination of members for Spe-
cial Committees should be deferred to one of the last meetings
of the Assembly, in order to be able to include scientists who

during the Assembly might have shown a particular interest in
the subjects concerned.

Prof. Cagniard would prefer the formation of a Special Com-
mittee on earth currents, and the opinion of Prof. Cagniard was

supported by Dr. Rodriguez Navarro and by Father Cardiisnvho
remarked that when parallel variations occurred in magnetism
and in earth currents the latter were frequently the most clear.

Also Prof. Grcnet and Father Romafzd were in favour of Prof.

Cagniard's proposal and the meeting finally decided that in ad-
dition to the 9 Committees proposed during the morning mee-

ting there should he a Committee No 10:

Committee on Rapid Variations and Earth Currents
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A proposal by Dr. Egerlal that the Committee should be

divided up in two Committees was not accepted.
Dr. Olsen, Chairman of Committee No 5 (Giant Pulsations),

then presented the report of his Committee. This report was

discussed by Dr. Herrinck. Dr. Ambolt drew attention to some

recent investigations carried out in Stockholm by Prof. Alfuén
and his collaborators.

It was decided that the programme of Committee No 5 should

form part of the programme of the new Committee No 10.

The meeting adjourned at 16930.

Morning session of September 16, 1954

A. Group meeting, Group G

The meeting was called to order at 9”]0 by the President.

Prof. Lahaye, Chairman of Committee No 1 (Sites of New

Observatories), presented the report of his Committee. Dr.

Roberts made a few comments on the report, stating that

1) The proposed station Jarvis Island is a definite part of

the U.S. Geophysical Year programme.

2) The Florida observatory (temporary) is now operating

(near Cape Canavarat).
3) The Fuquene observatory (Colombia) is now operating.

4) The Tatuoca observatory (Brazil) will probably operate in

about one year.

The meeting approved the proposals made by Committee No ‘1

that the Association should approach the authorities in Hong

Kong and in Brazil, urging that the observatories of Hong Kong
and Tatuoca be put in operation as soon as possible. The pro—

posals were referred to the Resolutions Committee (see Part VI,

Resolution No I).
In the absence of Dr. Vestine, Chairman of Committee No 3

(Secular Variation), Dr. Pramanik presented the report of the

Committee. The Committee will meet during the General Assem—

bly in order to see whether the general recommendations made

in the report can be brought into a more definite form so as to

form a suitable base for a resolution.

Dr. Ambolt, Chairman of Committee No 4 (Magnetic Charls),

presented the report of his Committee.

The meeting approved recommendation No 1 of the Committee

that in the future the epoch .0 (January 1) shall he used as

reference date for magnetic charts. Dr. Ambolt stated that the

values used should be mean values for 12 months, centred on

January 1. The proposal was referred to the Resolutions Com-

mittee (see Part VI, Resolution No 3).
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Recommendation No 2 was discussed by Dr. Roberts, Sir Ha-
rold Spencer Jones, Dr. lllatlz'll and Dr. Ambolt, but will not form
the base for a resolution.

Recommendation No 3 was withdrawn. and following some

discussion by Sir‘Harolrl Spencer Jones, Prof. Thellier, Dr. Ro-

berlson, Prof. Coulomb and Prof. Nagula the recommendation
No 4 concerning the desirability of obtaining declination obser—
vations from weather ships was referred to the Resolutions Com—
mittee. At the same time and in accordance with a proposal made

by Dr. Robertson the Committee No 4 was requested to prepare
a similar recommendation concerning naval ships and to submit
also this recommendation to the Resolutions Committee (see Part

VI, Resolution No 2).
Prof. Slaucitujs then presented his communication: “0n the

movement of geomagnetic intensities’ isoporic foci near the South
American Continent”.

The communication by Dr. Mendongta Dias: “Analysis and

interpretation of a transient geomagnetic anomaly in secular
variation in “Peninsula Iberica” and North Atlantic” was pre-
sented by title, reference being made to the distributed abstract.

Father Romaful presented the communication by himself and

by Gaibar Puerlos: “Etude d’un sieele de variation séeulaire dc
F et G, et de D et I dans l’ensemble des observatoires magne—
tiques du Globe”. For further details 011 the subject Father
Ronmfia’ referred to Memoria N0 11 de l’Observatoire dc l’Ebre:
“Variacion secular del campo geomagnético” of which publica-
tion the observatmy would be glad to send copies to scientists
interested in the problem. The paper was discussed by Prof.
’I‘hellier, Sir Edward Bullurd, Dr. Ambolt and the President.

Dr. Lowes presented his communication: “The geomagnetic
secular variation and induction in the earth’s core”, which was

discussed by Prof. Coulomb.

Finally Prof. Bock presented his “Map of the disturbances of
the geomagnetic vertical intensity of Europe”. Copies of the map
were distributed and Prof. Beck’s proposal as to a continuation
of the work was referred to the Committee on Magnetic Charts.

The Ineeting adjourned at 11“30.

Morning session of September 16, 1954

B. Group meeting, Group UA

The meeting was called to order at 9"00 by Prof. ill. Nieolet.
Technical communications were presented as follows:

H. E. Newell: Rocket data in the thermosphere.
P. Mange: Diffusion processes in the thermosphere.
H. lV. lVeIls: Travelling disturbances in the upper ionosphere.
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A. Mamiuell: Investigations of the upper ionosphere by observa-

tions of radio stars.

These papers were discussed by II.E. Newcll, P. Mange, Adler—

well, H. IV. lVells, T. R. Kaiser, L. V. Berliner, C. T. Elvey, L. 11a—

rang, D. Burbier, M. V. lVillces, M. Nicolet and others.

The following papers were presented by title:

P. Dominiei: lonospheric recordings in Rome during the solar

eclipse of June 30, 1954.

F. Mariani: On some physical interpretations of h’(f) curves of

ionospheric virtual heights.
F. Mariam: An extension of Chapman’s photoionization theory

to a non—isotherm atmosphere.

The meeting continued by discussing rocket observations (lur—

ing the International Geophysical Year. The subject was referred

to a working group, which was appointed at the end of the

meeting with the following membership:

H. E. Newell, Chairman

A. Bani

A. Ehmert

T. Gold

N. Herlofson
R. Montalbetti

J. M. Rayner
S. F. Singer
E. Vassy.

The working group met several times during the General

Assembly, and a report was submitted to the Special Committee

for the International Geophysical Year (CSAGI).

Afternoon session of September 16, 1954

Plenary session

The President called the meeting to order at 14h30, and re—

quested Prof. Lahaye to present, on behalf of the Nominations

Committee, the list of suggested Chairmen for the 10 Special
Committees of the Association. The list was adopted with some

few modifications and the Chairan elected as follows:

Committee Chairman

1. Observatories Prof. Lahaye
2. Aurora and Airglow Prof. Eluey
3. High Atmosphere Prof. Kaplan
4. Secular Variation and

Palaeomaguetism Prof. Naguta
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5. Magnetic Charts Dr. Ambolt*)
6. Lunar Variation Prof. Chapman
7. Comparisons Mr. Laursen
8. Magnetic Instruments Dr. Madillfl
9. Characterization Prof. Bartels

10. Rapid Variations and

Earth Currents Father Romafid

Joint Committee on Atsmospheric
Electricity (subject to the

approval of the Association of

Meteorology) Dr. Koenigsfeld.

It was underlined that the Chairmen have the right to establish
within their Committees smaller working groups on special
problems.

There followed a presentation of communications on magnetic
perturbations.

Prof. Coulomb first presented his paper: “Pulsations enregi—
strées a I’Observatoire de Chambon-la—Forét”, which was illu-
strated by copies of records obtained at Chambon-la-Forét.

Dr. Veldkamp then presented a paper on “Geomagnetic and

geoelectric pulsations”, which paper was discussed by Prof. Na—

gata and Dr. Rilcitake.

Prof. Tliellz'er presented a paper by himself and by Mme Thel—
lier: “Sur la variation D5. des orages a début brusque et des

orages a début progressif”. Father CardL’is, Prof. Ferraro and
Prof. Chapman took part in the discussion.

The communication by E. H. Vestine: “Magnetic storms as an

atmospheric phenomenon” was presented by Dr. Wells.
Prof. Nagatu presented the paper by himself and by Dr. Fuku-

shz'mu: “Characteristics of polar magnetic storms”.
Dr. Rilcitalce presented two papers, first the paper by

Rilcitalce and Yolcoyama: “Anomalous relations between H and Z

components of transient geomagnetic variations" and then the

paper by Rikitalce: “Regionality of the sudden commencement
of magnetic storms”. The two papers were discussed by Prof.

Bartels, Prof. Coulomb and Dr. Price.
The paper by Grcnet, Kata, Ossaka and Olcuda: “Pulsations

in the terrestrial magnetic field at the time of bay disturbance”
was presented by Prof. Grenet and discussed by Prof. Coulomb
and Dr. Veldlcamp.

The meeting adjourned at 16h45.

*) Dr. Ambolt has later requested to be relieved of his duty as Chairman
of Committee No 5, and in accordance with a suggestion by the Exe-
cutive Committee of the Association Dr, Madill has assumed the
chairmanship of the Committee on Magnetic Charts, while Dr. J. H.
Nelson has taken over the chairmanship of the Committee on Magnetic
Instruments.
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Morning session of September 17, 1954

Plenary session

The meeting was opened at 9"10 by the President, who called

at once 01! Prof. Luhaye, Chairman of the Nominations Coin-

mittee, to present the Committee’s list of suggested names for the

new Executive Committee. The names proposed by the Com-

mittee were all accepted, and the Executive Committee for the

period 1954——1957 will be composed as follows:

President: Prof. Bartels

Vice—Presidents: Prof. Kaplan and Dr. Rayner
Secretary and Director of the Central Bureau:

Mr. Laursen

Members: Prof. Chapman
Capt. Roberts

Prof. Nicolet

Prof. Hasegawa
Prof. Slaucitajs
Prof. Coulomb (Retiring President).

Since the discussion on statutes had been deferred to the

plenary session of Tuesday 21 at 9”00 the meeting went on to the

discussion of magnetic observations during the International

Geophysical Year. It was decided to appoint a special working
group to consider the question and to prepare a report, not later

than Monday the 20th Sept, for submission to the IUGG Com-

mittee on the AGI. The working group was established as follows:

Prof. Coulomb

Mr. Laursen

Dr. Madill

Dr. Egedal
Dr. Rayner
Prof. Bartels

and the group was convened to hold its first meeting in direct

continuation of the full session.

Dr. Egedal, Chairman of Committee No 11 (Equatorial Obser-

vations), then presented the report of his Colnmittee. In con-

nection with the report Dr. Rodriguez Navarro gave additional

information concerning recent observations carried out in Spa-
nish Guinea and Fernando P00.

The five resolutions, proposed by the Committee and ex-

pressing the gratitude ot the Association for special magnetic
observations carried out by

Observatorio del Ebro

Dr. M. R. Madwar, Helwan

The Sudan Meteorological Service

Observatorio Nacional, Rio de Janeiro

The Geophysical Institute of Huancayo
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were referred to the Resolutions Committee (see Part VI, Reso-

lution No 4).
The President regretted that Dr. D. F. Martyn, who was to

present a special report on the equatorial jet current, in connec-

tion with the report of Committee No 11, had had to return unex-

pectedly from Great Britain to Australia and that the text of

Dr. Martyn’s report had not yet been received.

Dr. Pramanilr then presented the following two papers: S. K.

Pramanik and S. Yegnanarayanan: “Diurnal magnetic variation
in equatorial regions”; S. K. Pl'amanik and P. S. Hariharan:

“Diurnal magnetic variations near the magnetic equator”.
Father Cardz’ts presented the paper by Father Romafia’ and

himself: “The range of the diurnal magnetic variation in Spanish
Guinea near the equator”.

S. Matsushita presented his paper: “On the Es near the mag-
netic equator”.

In connection with the above communications Dr. Herrinck

reported briefly on “La variation diurne de la composante hori—
sontale et de la déclinaison magnétique le long du 30""2 méridien
du Congo Belge”.

The meeting adjourned at 10h45.

Afternoon session of September 1'7, 1954

Plenary session

The meeting was called to order at 1430 by the President,
who asked Prof. Bartels, Chairman of Committee No 9 (Charac-
terization), to present the report of the Committee.

Following the presentation of the report Dr. Veldlcamp,
Secretary of the Committee, gave some additional information

concerning the latest volume, Bulletin 12 h, which had just been

issued in the series of magnetic activity indices publications.
Dr. Veldlmmp wished to express the gratitude of the Committee
towards all observatories which had contributed so promptly to

the volume.

On behalf of the Association the President expressed his appre—
ciation of the work done by the Characterization Committee and

quite especially of the remarkable effort which had made it

possible to have the Bulletin 12 h issued before the Rome meeting.
Dr. Veltllcamp announced that he had brought with him a

number of copies of Bull. 12 h, which he would be glad to distri-

bute t0 delegates particularly interested.

The report of Committee No 9 includes a series of recommen-

dations as to the future work of the Committee. It was decided

by the meeting:
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a) To instruct the Characterization Committee to continue the

current schemes of K, Kp, A1) and Ci, and to entrust to

Committee No 10 the study of ssc, psc, si and sfe, it being
understood that the occurrence of these phenomena will

also in the future be published in the Bull. 12.

b) To instruct the Characterization Committee to provide for

further correlation studies of K...Kp, to be used in con-

version tables (K into Ks) and for discussions on the geo-

graphical and time distribution of geomagnetic activity.
c) To encourage by an appropriate resolution the scaling of

K—indices for years before 1937 by stations with long series

of magnetograms.
d) To instruct the Characterization Committee to make fur-

ther studies on current measures of solar wave radiation,

W, and the equatorial H-level (ERC).

The recommendations a) to c) were referred to the Resolutions

Committee (see Part VI, Resolutions N0 5 and 6).
Professor Kalashnikov presented his paper: “Investigation of

terrestrial magnetism by means of a fluxmeter”. The paper was

commented upon by Prof. Vacquier. In connection with the pre-

sentation of the paper Dr. Ambolt expressed the general wish

that scientific papers published in Russian should, whenever

possible, be accompanied by an abstract in some Western Euro«

pean language.
The President thanked Prof. Kalashnikov for his interesting

communication and then called on Dr. Kunetz to present his

paper: “Enrcgistrements des courants telluriques a l’occasion de

l’éclipse de soleil du 25 février 1952”. The paper was discussed

by Dr. Veldkamp.
Dr. J‘ F. Denisse presented a communication on “Contréle

de l’activité géomagnétique par les centres d’activité solaires,

distingués suivant leur propriétés radioélectriques”.
The President suggested, that a resolution should be passed,

expressing the congratulations of the Association on occasion

of the 50 years jubilee of the Alibag observatory. This suggestion
was approved by the meeting and referred to the Resolutions

Committee (see Part VI, Resolution No 7).
The meeting adjourned at 16h30.

Morning session of September 18, 1954

A. Joint meeting. Group G + Association of Meteorology

(Arranged by the Joint Committee on Atmospheric Electricity,
IATME and IAM) on Problems in atmospheric electricity.

The meeting was called to order at 905 by Prof. J. Coulomb,

2‘
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President of the IATME, and then Dr. T. lV. lVormeIl took over

the chairmanship with Dr. L. Koenigsfeld acting as Secretary.
Owing to illness the Chairman of the Joint Committee, Prof.

H. Norinder, was prevented from attending the meeting.
Dr. Wormell presented his communication: “Recent tendencies

in research in atmospheric electricity”, and continued by sub—

mitting two recommendations made by the Joint Committee on

Atmospheric Electricity. These recommendations were referred
to the Resolutions Committee (see Part VI, Resolution No 12).

The following communications were then presented and dis—

cussed:

L. Koenigs/‘eld: Le gradient de potentiel en altitude (inesures
ohtenues par radiosondes).

H. Norinder: Magnetic field variations caused by lightning in

vicinity (presented by Dr. Ambolt).
M. Giorgi and F. Molina: Electric field and air masses at Rocea

di Papa’s Observatoxy
M. Bossolasco: Recherches d’e'lectricite' atmosphérique en mon—

tagne.
M. Bossolasco: Die Zeitdauer des Blitzes.

M. Kawamo: The local anomaly in the atmospheric electric field
in a large city.

R. Miihleisen: Untersuchung der Ahweichungen des Ganges der

luftelektrischen Elemente fiber dem Kontinent vom welt—

weiten Verlauf.
E. Medi: On the electric charges of the atmosphere.
E. Medi: Researches on the behaviour of the earth’s magnetic

field during the solar eclipse of June 30, 1954.

H. Israél.‘ Zur Trennung von Leitungsstrom und Maxwell’schem

Verschiehungsstrom bei Messung des luftelektrischen Verti—

kalstromes.

E. T. Pierce and M. Large: The fine structure of natural point
discharge currents.

D. Fedele e Vittori Atisari: Sonda dinamica per la misura (lel

campo elettrico terrestre.

B. Mason: The generation of charge in thunderstorms.
Prof. H. Israé‘l, Father er'berry and Dr. L. Kocnigsfeld took

part in the discussion.

The meeting adjourned at 12h30.

Morning session of September 18, 1954

B. Group meeting. Group UA

The meeting was called to order at 9“00 by the acting Chair-

man, Dr. D. Barbier.

In the absence of Prof. C. Stdrmer, Chairman of Committee
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No 2 (Aurora), the report of the Committee was presented by
Prof. L. Vegard.

Dr. R. Montalbetti presented his paper: “Interpretation of the

auroral spectrum” reviewing auroral and airglow investigations
in Canada.

D. R. Bates then presented his paper: “Theory of the auroral

spectrum”.
A paper by Dr. W. N. Abbott: “Observations of low—latitude

aurorae in Greece” was presented by title.

The papers were discussed by R. Montalbetti, D. R. Bates, L.

Vegard, S. Chapman, L. Harang, M. Nicolet, H. E. Newell, M. J.

Seaton, A. Maxwell, C. T. Elba], J. Kaplan, and V. C. A. Ferraro.

Morning meeting of September 20, 1954

A. Group meeting. Group G

The meeting was called to order at 900 by the President. Mme

0. Thellier acted as Secretary.
The first item on the agenda was the presentation of the paper

by S. K. Rancorn and D. C. Tazer: “The electrical properties of

olivine and related substances at high pressures and tempera—
tures”. The paper was discussed by Dr. Uffen and Dr. Vacqllier
and also by Prof. Price who made the following remark:

It is of great interest to find that the conclusions arrived at

by Dr. Lahiri and myself about the increase of electrical con-

ductivity with increasing depth within the earth, based on ana-

lysis of the geomagnetic variations, are finding support from

experimental and theoretical investigations of the temperature
effects on semi—conductors. I should emphasize that our results

only gave a lower limit (of about 10“ e.m.u.) for the conduct—

ivity below 1000 km., but we found that in the region 400—600

km. the conductivity cannot be higher than about ‘10'13 e.m.u.

If I understand Dr. Runcorn rightly, any increase of ionic con—

ductivity will be inhibited by the high pressure, but there will

be a considerable increase of electronic conductivity. I am not

quite clear, however, whether Dr. Runcorn also considers that

there is in addition some change of composition or of state of

the earth minerals in the region between 40071000 km. depth.
Prof. T. Nagata then presented his Special Report on Palaeo—

magnetism, prepared for the Rome meeting at the request of the

Association. Prof. Nagata further outlined a probable inter-

national scheme for palaeomagnetic research.

The communication by K. M. Creer, E. Irving and S. K. Ran-

corn: “The direction of the earth’s magnetic field in remote

epochs” was discussed first by Dr. Deutsch, who said:

I think it is necessary here to separate the problem con-

cerning the complete reversal of magnetization in rock forma-
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tions (of the order of 180°) from that of the rotation of the

magnetic azimuth through intermediate angles.
Dr. Runcom’s conclusion to the effect that the earth’s magnetic

field has been reversed in the past is supported by evidence from

several other sources, in particular the detailed work carried

out under Prof. Bruckshaw at the Imperial College, London, on

Tertiary dykes and lava flows of Great Britain.

As far as the second problem is concerned, I wonder whether

the occurrence of obliquely directed magnetization vectors, ob-

served only over the small area of Great Britain, is alone suf—

ficient to support the theory of pole wandering.
In this connection, I would like to mention some of the results

obtained by Prof. Blaelrett’s group at Imperial College from their

work on Keuper marls: As outlined in a recent paper by Clegg,
Almond and Stubhs, the marls from 9 sites across Great Britain

all showed declinations roughly along a northeast—southwest axis.

About half of all the specimens had normal polarizations (i.e.
declinations towards the north-east and downward dips) and the

other half were reversed Most of the magnetic dips, however,
were considerably smaller than the present dips at the same

localities. It is suggested in this paper that the whole land mass

which now constitutes England has rotated clockwise through
34" relative to the earth’s geographic axis.

Finally, if pole wandering has occurred, as Dr. Runcorn sug-

gests, does this not imply that at the times concerned the rocks

outside the British Isles should also have been magnetized in

directions differing considerably from that of the present geo—

magnetic field? Graham, on the other hand. has suggested that

the direction of the magnetic azimuths of rocks from certain

parts of the United States has remained roughly northward for

200 million years. This seems to me to contradict the pole wan-

dering theory.
Dr. Gold then made the following statement:

The discussion concerning the origin of the large angles of

magnetization from the present geographic pole is now concerned

with the two hypotheses of large scale continental drift and polar
wandering. I should like to make clear what is implied by polar
wanderings. The simplest theory, and the one requiring least

movement. is that the earth does not possess permanent rigidity
of its geoidal shape. The absence of such permanent rigidity is

in any case implied by the general close approximation to iso—

stacy. Such an earth would then, when a small unbalance has

occurred. turn over slowly relative to its axis of rotation, and

adjust all the time its shape appropriately to the axis of rotation.

Stability would only occur when the equator runs through the

excess unbalancing mass.

Of course the investigations will be able to settle the contro—

versy in the end. But it is important to realize that the condition
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of polar wandering has almost to be expected, while that of large
scale continental drift requires assumptions of adequate mobility
of the crust.

It must also be mentioned that the magnetic consequences of

polar drift are small along a meridian containing the path of the

pole. Such a condition applies to some of the American data.

The discussion continued by the following comment by Dr.

Lowes:

The positioning of the geomagnetic pole from the direction of

magnetization of rocks depends not only on the horizontal direc—

tion of magnetization (declination), which is probably very close

to the direction of the original field, but also on the vertical direc—

tion (dip). For the lava flows this latter direction is also reliable,
but there have been arguments put forward that this is not neces-

sarily so with sedimentary rocks. If the magnetization of these is

depositioned it is possible that the grain directions might be flat-

tened, and the dip reduced. However, the study by Irving of the

slump fold in the Tarridonian (which took place shortly after

deposition) shows that for some time after deposition the mag—

netization was unstable, but the SE direction of the slump bed

and the sandwiching beds shows that the magnetization has

remained stable for most of their life. This can only indicate

that, in this case at least, the magnetization is by some process,

as yet unknown, which occurs after deposition. With a fast-

depositioned magnetization process it is much more likely that

the observed dips are those of the original field.

Also Dr. Irving took part in the discussion.

Prof. Thellier presented the following papers:

A. Roche: “Expose sommaire des études relative a l’aimantation

de materiaux volcaniques”.
Mlle J. Roquet: “Sur les aimantations rémanente isotherme et

thermorémanente du sesquioxyde de fer a et de la magne-
tite”.

E. Thellier et Mme O. Thellier: “Nouveaux résultats sur la direc-

tion et l’intensité du champ magnétique terrestre dans le

passe historique”.
Then followed the presentation of the following communica—

tions:

J. R. Balsley and A. F. Buddingt‘on: “Correlation of reverse re-

manent magnetism and negative anomalies with certain

minerals”.

J. Parry: “Interpretation of reversed magnetization in igneous
rocks”.

T. Nagata, S. AIcz‘moto, S. Uyeda, K. Memos-e and E. Asami: “Re-

verse magnetization of rocks and its connexion with the

geomagnetic field”.

N. Kawai: “Instability of natural remanent magnetism of rocks”.
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K. Kala, A. Talcayi and I. Kata: “Reverse natural remanent mag-
netism of dyke of basaltic andesite”.

D. H. Griffiths: “The remanent magnetism of varved clay from

Sweden”.

The last mentioned paper was commented upon by Prof. [sing].
The papers by J. Hospers: “Summary of studies on rock mag—

netism”, and by J. tV. Graham: “Tracing the earth’s magnetic
field in geologic time”. were read by title.

The meeting adjourned at 11h30.

Morning session of September 20, 1954

B. Group meeting. Group UA

The meeting was called to order at 9b00 by the acting Chair—

man. Prof. E. Vassy.
Communications on the airglow spectrum were presented as

follows:

D. Barbier: Interpretation of the airglow spectrum.
M. Dufay and J. Dufay: Contribution to the study of the violet

and ultraviolet airglow spectrum, (presented by D. Barbier).
P. Berlhier: Nouvelle évaluatiou dc l’altitude (le l‘émission des

bandes du proche infrarouge des molecules OH et 02 durant

la nuit, (presented by D. Barbier).
J. Dufay et P. Berthier: Dispositif pour l’enregistrement continu

des variations d’intensité des speetres noeturne et crépuscu—
laire, (presented by D. Barbier).

F. E. Roach: Variations in the airglow spectrum.
P. St. Amand: Observations on the red line of oxygen.

The papers were discussed by D. Barbier, F. E. Roach, D. R.

Bates, L. Vegan], M. Nicolet, H. E. Newell, M. J. Seaton, C. T. EI-

uey, Mme A. Vassy, A. H. Shapley, T. R. Kaiser, P. St. Amand.

D. Barbier presented a preliminary report on planned airglow
observations during the International Geophysical Year. This

report had been prepared by a special working group with Prof.,
Barbier as Chairman and with the following members:

J. Bricard

C. T. Elvey
J. Kaplan
Father Mayaud
T. Nagata
M. Nicolet

F. E. Roach

M. J. Seaton

Mme l'assy.
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Another working group on auroral observations during the

IGY was set tip with the following membership:

C. T. Eluey, Chairman

D. R. Bates

S. Chapman
L. Harang
T. R. Kaiser

Father Mayaud
R. Montalbetti

F. E. Roach

E. Tonsberg
L. Vegard.

The final reports of the two working groups were later sub-

mitted to the Special Committee for the International Geo-

physical Year.

Afternoon session of September 20, 1954

A. Joint meeting. Group G + Association of Seismology

Discussion on Movements in the earth’s core and electrical

conductivity.
(Arranged by Sir Edward Ballard).
The meeting was called to order at 14h30 by the Chairman,

Sir Edward Bullard. Dr. M. N. Hill acted as Secretary.
The discussion was opened by E. C. Bullard and other papers

read were by:

K. E. Bullcn: Physical properties of the earth’s core.

H. C. Urey: Energy sources in the core.

S. K. Ituncarn: Motions in the earth’s core and geomagnetism.
J. Coulomb: The magnetic secular variation.

T. Rikitake: Electrical conductivity of the core.

E. H. Vestine: Relation between fluctuations in the earth’s rota—

tion, the variation of latitude, and geomagnetism.
R. Reuelle and \V. Mluzlc: Causes of irregularities in the rotation

of the earth.

D. G. Knapp: The synthesis of external magnetic fields by means

of radial internal dipoles (read by title).

In his introductory paper Ballard noted that it is only recently
that anything became known about movements in the earth’s

core; the knowledge is still slight but there are probably several

observable phenomena which are connected with such motions

and there are good prospect of discovering their important fea-

tures. The first suggestion of an observable effect due to motions

in the core came from the time scale of the magnetic secular
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variation. Large changes, with their origin within the earth,
occur in times of the order of a hundred years which is about a

factor of 105 times less than the usual time scale for events in the
solid part of the earth. For this reason it appears impossible that
the secular variation, or any other rapidly changing phenomenon,
can have its origin in the earth’s mantle. The simplest method
of accounting for the secular variation is to suppose that it is
attributable to motions in the fluid core although there is, so far,
no direct evidence of their existence.

The hypothesis of fluid motion raises many questions con-

cerning the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties of the
material of the core, and allows clectrodynamical theories to
be developed to explain not only the secular variations but also
the origin of the earth’s main magnetic field. A number of papers
have been published by Ballard, lV. M. Elsasscr and others about
these theories of the main field. These were not considered in
detail at this discussion. Ballard pointed out, however, that the

dynamo theory of the origin of the main field provides a strong
field within the core which does not normally reach to the sur-

face. On the other hand the secular variations are produced by
fluid motions which must be near the surface since otherwise
the screening effect caused by the high electrical conductivity
of the material of the core would prevent their being observed
at the surface of the earth. Calculations have shown that eddies
at the core surface cannot produce the observed effects unless
the initial field is considerably greater than the main dipole field.
Billiard suggested that this might occur where the strong field
associated with the dynamo theory is brought to the surface of
the core at those places where the material rises from within the
core. This process is analogous to a theory of the magnetic field
of sunspots and appeared more plausible than the model sug-
gested by Coulomb later in the meeting.

Bullcn’s paper concerned the density, the pressure and the
elastic constants in the lower mantle and in the inner and outer
cores. At the surface of the outer core Bullen estimated that the

density lies between 9.4 and 11.5 g/cm8 and increases to between
9.8 and 12.0 g/cm3 at the base of the outer core. The comparable
figures for the incompressibility are between 6.2 and 12.6><1012

dynes/cm2 increasing to between 6.4 and 13.1)(1012 dynes/cmz,
and for the pressure 1.35X10“ kg/cm2 increasing to 3.20><106

kg/cmg. The rigidity is probably less than 1010 dynes/cnf. At the
base of the mantle the density appears to be 5.6 g/cma. At the
centre of the earth Bullen estimated that the density is be-
tween 14.5 and 18.0 g/cma, the rigidity between 1.5 and 3.6x 10”

dynes/cmz, and the incompressibility about 17><1012 dynes/cm2.
The pressure at the centre probably lies between 3.6 and 4.0 X 106

kg/cmz.
Bullen suggested that the most probable composition of the
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outer core is a mixture of iron and ultrabasic rock perhaps in

the form of a high pressure modification. The inner core consists

of material whose atomic. number is at least equal to that of iron

with the possibility of an accumulation of elements of higher
atomic number.

Urey’s paper concerned the distribution of radioactivity which

for thermochemical reasons might be present in an iron core,

and a considc 'ation as to whether it might be adequate in quan-

tity to maintain the adiabatic gradient which is the primary
condition for convection. He concluded that Uranium and The—

rium are not present in the core but that it was not inconceivable

that the heating is caused by the presence of radioactive Potas-

sium. He also suggested that it was incorrect to expect, as in

earlier work, a similarity between the concentration of the radio-

active elements U. Th and K in iron meteorites and in the earth’s

core. Finally Urey expressed extreme uncertainty concerning
the presence of the radioactive elements in the core and sug-

gested, as in an earlier paper, that a more likely source of energy

for maintaining convection currents would come from a reduc-

tion in the gravitational potential energy of the earth as a result

of progressive differentiation from a more uniform to a less

uniform chemical composition.
In the discussion following Urey’s paper Runcorn asked

whether there was any evidence for the present transference of

iron from the mantle to the core. This might provide, through
the loss of gravitational potential energy, the heat required to

maintain the fluid motions. Urey replied that this process might
exist but that there was no evidence for it.

Runcom’s paper opened with a discussion of the electrical con-

ductivity of the lower part of the mantle. He explained that the

value could not exceed about 1 ohm‘1 cm“ since otherwise the

sudden changes in rate of the secular variations would be oh-

scurcd from the surface by electromagnetic induction. Runcarn

also suggested that the irregular changes in the length of the

day are caused by varying electric currents in the lower part of

the mantle and their associated torques. These changes occur

in times comparable with the changes in the rate of the secular

variation, and this confirms that the conductivity cannot exceed

a similar value. Further, if the conductivity were much less

than 1 ohnr1 cnrl thcn excessively high E.M.F.’s would be re—

quired to produce the variable currents.

Finally. Rzmcorn gave details of calculations from which he

concluded that reversals 0f the earth’s main dipole field could

be produced by changes of distribution of fluid motions in the

toroidal field. It would not be necessary to reverse the direction

of the toroidal field.

Coulomb considered a non-rotating earth model whereby the

secular 'ariation and the non—dipole fields are produced by
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steady motions in the core of the form of a “champignon”. Be-
cause of the high electrical conductivity of the core the fields
must be produced from the surface layer of such motions which
would in effect crowd the dipole field into regions of convergence
of the flow and disperse it in regions of divergence. The velocity
of vertical motion in a column of cross section 100 km2 which
would be required to produce dipole fields of the order of mag-
nitude of those observed would be 5 111/s. This is considerably
greater than velocities previously postulated but on the other
hand Coulomb pointed out that Elsasser admits the existence of
horizontal velocities at least of the order of 0.1 CID/S, which is
the value which would be obtained for a layer 50 km thick at

a distance of 1600 km from the ascending column. In the dis—
cussion following Coulomb’s paper doubt was expressed as to
whether vertical velocities of the suggested magnitude could exist.

Reuelle and Manic discussed the irregular fluctuations in the
rotation of the earth. They deducted that the annual variations
in the length of the day and in the position of the axis of the
earth’s rotation relative to the earth’s crust could not be asso—

ciated with motions in the earth’s core but rather with atmos—

pheric changes. On the other hand they believed that the atmos-

phere could not account for all the variations taking place in the
order of ten years, and by a process of elimination they con—

cluded that the observed fluctuations in the length of the day
were probably due to the transference of angular momentum

from the core to the mantle. The variations in relative angular
momentum agree in sign and magnitude with those inferred from
the westward drift of the magnetic field discussed in Vestine’s

paper. The combined evidence indicates a differential velocity
between the core and the mantle of 10—12 km/yr near the bound—

ary at the equator. The slippage zone cannot be thick since other-
wise the detailed features of the non—dipole field could not be
observed at the surface. This places a useful upper limit to the

viscosity of the core material and supports Bullard’s conclusion
that the viscous coupling between the core and the mantle is less
than the electromagnetic coupling.

In the discussion following this paper Ballard said that the
various estimates of the kinematic viscosity of the core covered
the range 10‘3 to 107 cm2 - 5". He favoured a value of 10’3 cm2 - s—1

and considered there was no necessity to exceed a value 1 cm2 - 8".

Sir Harold Jeffreys replied that the nutation changes give an

indication of a much higher value which might be adequate for
viscous coupling between the core and mantle. T. Gold questioned
the validity of Jeffrey’s method of obtaining this higher value.

Rilcitalcc’s paper was concerned with the determination of the
electrical conductivity of the core supposing that the currents
which produce the secular variations are no greater than those

required by a dynamo theory to produce the main field. If an
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upper limit to the electrical currents is set then for an observable

magnetic effect at the surface of the earth, there is an upper limit

to the conductivity of the core. This is because of the cancelling
effect of the field of the primary current which will result from

the induced secondary currents producing the fields which be—

come more nearly equal to that of the primary current as the

conductivity increases. Rikitalre estimates that from these con—

siderations the conductivity must be less than 10" ohm" cm“,

a figure compatible with the result required by the physics of

metallic iron under high temperature and pressure. In this paper

Rikitake did not consider the magneto»hydrodynamic effect.

Afternoon session of September 20, 1954

B. Group meeting. Group UA

The meeting was called to order at 14‘130 by the acting Chair—

man, Prof. D. R. Bates, and the discussion on atmospheric spectra
which had been opened in the morning session of the UA—group
was continued by the presentation of the following papers:

M. J. Seulon: Theory of the airglow spectrum.
C. J. Johnson and E. B. Meadows: Mass spectrometric determina—

tion of atmospheric ions (presented by H. E. NeweII).
P. St. Amand: Instrumentation for nightglow research.

L. chard: The intensity distribution of the sodium D—line emis-

sion in the atmosphere.
L. Vegard: Intensity variations of auroral hydrogen lines and the

influence of the solar proton radiation on the auroral lumi—

nescence.

M. J. Seaton, F. E. Ranch, P. St. Amand, M. Nicolet, S. F. Singer,
C. T. Elvey, T. R. Kaiser and E. Vassy took part in the discussion.

Morning session of September 21, 1954

Plenary session

The meeting was called to order by the President at 9‘05, and

the discussion was opened on the question as to whether the

Association was to change its name. The President suggested,
that the discussion should be limited to the following three possi-
bilities:
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1) That the Association retains its old name.

2) That the name is changed as suggested in the agreement
between tlle Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and Elec-

tricity and that of Meteorology, the new name being
International Association of Geomagnetism and

Ionospheric Physics
Association Internationale de Géomagne'tisme et

de Physique dc I’Ionosphére.
3) That the name is changed as suggested by Prof. Chapman

into

International Association of Geomagnetism and

Aeronomy
Association Internationale de Géomagnétisme ct

d’Aéronomie.

Dr. Ambolt opened the discussion by expressing the hope that
a change of name, leaving out the word “electricity”, would mean

no change in the position of the atmospheric electricity within
the domain of the Association.

Prof. Ferraro: The term “Ionosphcric Physics" suggests that

only the ionized layers of the atmosphere are being considered,
whereas in fact many other aspects of the physics of the atmos-

phere are being included in our Association. It is clear that the
second name proposed is thus not sufficiently comprehensive.

Prof. Nicolet: Je pense (111’i1 faut e'viter toute confusion dans
l’utilisation du mot ionosphere. Nous avons, en effet, 1a Com-
mission Mixte de I’Ionosphere qui peut s’occuper de tous les

aspects des recherches ionospheriques. De plus i1 faut utiliser
un 110m ayant un sens beaucoup plus large.

Dr. Ber/Crier made the following comments: May I speak in
favour of the title Geomagnetism and Aeronomy as the name of
the Association. There is real need for a new word to express the
scientific interests of the Association in the outer atmosphere.
The word, aeronomy, suggested by Prof. Chapman, is the science

connecting astrophysics and our interests in the outer atmos-

phere. It is always difficult to become familiar with a new Word.

Twenty—five years ago there was much objection to introduction
of the word “ionosphere”, yet this word has become very useful.
In fact, the development of our science has depended on it. The
word “aeronomy” expresses, similarly, ideas that are very im-

portant for which we need such a single word. The word aero-

nomy properly expresses our interests in the high atmosphere
and astrophysical effects upon it. Therefore I would urge adop—
tion of the name Geomagnetism and Aeronomy as the title of
this Association.

Captain Roberts supported the view expressed by Dr. Berlmer,
and so did Prof. Chapman, who said: It occurs to me that there
is advantage in having a brief title for an Association. Proposals
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2 and 3 shorten Terrestrial Magnetism to Geomagnetism. Pro-

posal 3 also simplifies the second part of the proposed title, and

I hope the new word aeronomy will in time become a familiar

name for the not yet (and perhaps never to be) precisely defined

subject of the physics of the high atmosphere.
The meeting was adjourned for 5 minutes and when it was

called to order again by the President the new name of the Asso-

ciation was put to the vote. Since a change of name would involve

a modification of the statutes the vote was taken by countries,

and the delegates of 14 member countries, represented at the

meeting, decided by 12 votes for proposal 3, 2 for proposal 1 and

no abstinents that the new name of the Association should be

The International Association of Geomagnetism and

Aeronomy
L’Association Internationale de Géomaguétisme et

d’Aéronomiet‘).

On behalf of the Resolutions Committee Prof. Thellier sub-

mitted a draft resolution expressing the congratulations of the

Association on the occasion of the Golden Jubilee of the Alihag

Observatmy. This resolution (Res. No 7) was finally adopted
and immediately conveyed to the Director General of Observa—

tories, New Delhi.

On behalf of the Committee on Magnetic Charts Dr. Ambolt

made the following statement concerning the proposal by Prof.

Bock on the construction of a vertical intensity map for Europe:

Regarding the proposal from Prof. Bock to entrust to the “Amt

fi'lr Bodenforschung”, Hannover, to design a new map of geo—

magnetic vertical intensity for Europe, the Committee is of the

opinion:

1) That the time is not yet ripe for such an action.

2) That if an action of the kind mentioned should be taken, it

ought to be made on a world—wide scale and entrusted

to a special sub—committee of the IAGA Committee on Mag-
netic Charts.

The meeting then considered the preliminary report of the

working group on geomagnetism, International Geophysical
Year. The report was adopted with some minor corrections and

amendments.

The meeting continued, with Dr. T. Gold in the chair, as a dis-

cussion on magnetism and aurora. Communications were pre—

sented as follows:

*) The Executive Committee of the Association decided at a later meeting
that subject to the consent of the Union the new name should become

effective from the closure of the Rome Assembly.
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V. C. A. Ferraro: The origin of magnetic storms and aurora.

T. R. Kaiser: Radioecho from aurora.

The latter paper was followed by a presentation of Prof.

Rydbecle’s film showing records obtained by radar observation
of aurorae at Kiruna, Sweden.

E. 0. Hulburt: Solar proton aurora theory.
N. Herlofson: Outline of Alfvén’s latest work on auroral theory.

In discussing these papers it was stated by Dr. Snelcsdor/‘f:
According to my experience there are three essentially different
forms of aurora: 1) the homogeneous arcs, 2) the moving forms
with rays, corona, etc. (the auroral disturbance), and 3) the

flaming aurora. These three forms of the aurora are in their

appearance so different, that it seems to me to he almost im-

possible to explain them all through a common physical theory.
Dr. SneI;srlorff’s opinion was supported by Dr. Ambolt.
Prof. chard made the following comment: These papers deal

with fundamental problems in connection with auroral theories,
and there will be no time for a profound discussion. All three
theories differ in essential points from my own, and I may also
mention that the reference of Ferraro to the Doppler displace-
ment of auroral Hydrogen lines is incomplete and liable to give
a wrong impression of historical facts. These facts, as well as my
own auroral theory, have been given in previous publications
and briefly also in one of the papers read at this congress. Ac—

cording to my View the essential features of aurorae and mag—
netic storms are explained by assuming that the solar ray bundles
are composed of electron rays electrostatically neutralized by
positive ions (mainly protons).

The theory of Chapman and Ferraro, however, as well as that
of Alfuén does not explain the typical distribution and features
of aurorae and magnetic storms, e. g. the facts that they mainly
appear in the auroral zone and are concentrated near magnetic
midnight. It remains to be found out if these theories can be
further developed or whether they are based on essentially wrong
assumptions.

The theory suggested by Hnlburt may in a way be regarded as

an extreme specification of the neutralized bundle, on which

my theory is founded. He assumes however, that the bundle con—

sists of protons, and that it is neutralized by slow electrons, which
are picked up by the bundle on its way through space from the
sun to the earth. Such a bundle, however, cannot explain the
observed facts, e. g. the great variability of the relative intensity
of the hydrogen lines, and other properties of the auroral spec-
trum, seine of which were mentioned in the paper on aurorae

read at this general assembly of U.G.G.I.
Prof. Chapman: I agree with Prof. Vegartl that the theories of
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magnetic storms are very far from giving any satisfactory ex-

planation of the aurora at present. This is because of the great
mathematical difficulty of developing the theory; we are just
at the beginning of a long story. It would be very desirable if

laboratory experiments could solve some of these difficulties

for us. but experiments can have no demonstrative force, what-

ever their qualitative merits, unless there is a sound theoretical

linkage between the experiment and the conditions in nature.

I do not think that this has yet been supplied for the interesting

experiments by Dr. Malmfors. As regards Dr. Alfuén’s theory,
so well expounded by Dr. Hel‘lofson I am unconvinced that the

events occurring when the solar stream approaches the earth can

be treated in the way he adopts. I think that the theory must at

all stages take account of the simultaneous presence of both the

positive and negative charges, and it is not satisfactory to con-

sider either set alone and merely say that any space charges

developed according to this manner of treatment will rapidly
be dispersed.

Dr. Singer expressed the opinion that theories of aurora and

magnetic storms must take account of the fact that there are

also cosmic ray effects. These CR. effects are more likely to

give us information about the solar beam itself before it interacts

with the earth’s dipole field, and it is on the nature of the beam

that all theories disagree with each other. QR. can thus investi-

gate electromagnetic conditions far from the earth (it is mainly
for historical reasons that aurora and magnetic storms receive

most attention). Theories should therefore try to explain some

of the CR. phenomena, e. g. 1) how to produce CR. decreases,

2) why during some storms there are no C.R. decreases, 3) why
QR. decreases are sometimes observed at the geomagnetic pole
(this points to a mechanism far from the earth).

Prof. Ferraro made the following remark: There have been

several attempts made to revive the Stormerian hypothesis
recently. and we have just heard one such hypothesis from Dr.

Hulburt. The advocates of the solar electric current hypothesis,
however, overlook one important fact, namely that during the

growth of an electric current there is an associated electric field

which tends to accelerate interplanetary electrons to the speeds
of the ions. I have recently shown that the maximum current a

solar stream can carry is of the order of 50 amperes. This is much

too small to be of any geomagnetic interest. Further the diffe—

rential velocity is such that the streams could not he appreciably
bent in the earth’s magnetic field. I am afraid therefore that all

such attempts to revive the solar electric current hypothesis are

bound to be fundamentally incorrect.

The papers were further discussed by T. Gold, T. R. Kaiser,
E. O. Hulburt, N. Herlofson and H. Elliot.

The meeting adjourned at 1200.

5
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Afternoon session of September 21, 1954

Plenary session

The meeting was called to order at 14130 by Prof. S. Chapman
as acting Chairman.

In his capacity of Chairman of Committee No 13 (Lunar varia-

tions), Prof. Chapman referred to the distributed report of the
Committee and then called on the following experts to present
their communications on atmospheric tides and allied phe-
nomena:

M. V. VVilIces: General aspects of atmospheric oscillations.
B. Haurwitz: The lunar air tide (read by title).
A. Romaiid, S.J.: Influence de la lune sur la composante hori—

zontale a Moka (Fernando Poo).
J. 0. Cardi’zs, S.J.: L~effect on D in Tortosa.
S. Matsushita: Lunar tidal variations in the sporadic Eregion.
J. Bartcls: A new reduction of S and L at Huancayo. 1922 1946.
J. Bartcls: Atmospheric tides at Zurich and Santis, 1894—1949.

The papers were discussed by J. Bartels, S. Chapman, P. Her—

rinclc, K. R. Ramunathan and M. V. lVilIces.
In discussing Dr. W'illccs’ paper Prof. Ramanathanpsaid: \Ve

know that in addition to the input of energy near the ground an

appreciable quantity of solar radiation is absorbed in the atmos-

phere near the top of the ozone layer between 30 and 50 km, and
it is estimated that there is a temperature range of the order of
10°C near 50 km. “that is the effect of the input of energy at

these levels on the distribution of velocities of oscillation between
the ground and 80 km?

\Vith reference to the paper by Father Cardi’zs Prof. Chapman
pointed out that the different ratio Sx/LN and SD/LD maybe due to
the fact that there is a reversal of the north component at middle
latitudes for S, and so it is possible to get very different values

for the ratio at different stations; for I) there is not such a reversal.
In discussing Prof. Bartels’ papers Dr. Herrincl: pointed out

that an analysis of the lunar variation at Elisabethville (19387
1953) gives practically the same results as those found by Prof.
Bartels for Huancayo.

Dr. “’17st asked in what circumstances it would be useful
to give curves for the variation of a quantity under discussion
as a function of lunar time, and in what circumstances resolution
in harmonic components would be more useful.

Morning session of September 22, 1954

Joint meeting with Association of Meteorology
(Arranged by the Joint Committee on Upper Atmosphere,

IATME and 1AM) on Problems of the mesosphere
The meeting was called to order at WOO by Prof. J. Kaplan,

Chairman of the Joint Committee.
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There followed presentation of the following communications:

H. E. Newell: Rocket data on atmospheric pressure, temperature,

density, and winds.

7‘. R. Kaiser: Atmospheric data from meteors.

W. Dieminger: Remarks about the distribution of electron den-

sity at mesospheric levels.

F. J. Scrase: Variations of temperature in the stratosphere up to

30 km over the British Isles, (presented by J. M. Cruddoclc).
P. A. Sheppard: The meteorological point of view on observa—

tional data in the mesosphere.

Afternoon session of September 22, 1954

A. Group meeting. Group G

The meeting was called to order by the President at 14h30, and

Capt. Roberts, Chairman of Committee No 6, Committee on Oh—

servatory Publication, was called upon to present the report of

his Committee. The report was adopted with some modifications

of the proposed resolution on a “standard schedule of magnetic

observatory publications”. The discussion on this resolution was

partly concerned with the general desirability of some of the

data suggested for publication, and partly with the degree of

priority to be given to each cathcgory of data.

Dr. A. F. Moore stressed the importance of publishing daily
means. Some observatories do not publish such means, but pub-
lish the average value of each hour for each month only, which

makes the analysis of the mean daily values impossible.
Prof. Coulomb questioned the real use of giving daily maxima

and minima and Dr. Finch said in this connection, that if maxima

and minima are required it may not be desirable to suppress pub-
lication of these values at observatories at which a decision has

been made to publish magnetograms.
Father Cardus expressed the opinion, supported by Prof.

Coulomb, that descriptions of magnetic activity need not to be

given in the yearbooks in so far as such descriptions have already
been published in the Association Bulletin 12.

Also Dr. Ambolt, Prof. Bartels, Dr. Lowes and Capt. Roberts

took part in the discussion before the proposed resolution was

referred to the Resolutions Committee (see Part VI, Resolution

No 14).
Prof. Thellier, Chairman of Committee No 8, Committee on

Observational Technique, then presented the report of his Com-

mittee.

The report was adopted after a brief discussion as to whether

horizontal variometers in high latitude ought to be orientated in

the astronomical X Y directions or in the geomagnetic X’ Y’ direc«

tions. The meeting seemed to be in favour of the astronomical

orientation.

3-
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In connection with the report Dr. Olsen gave some informa-
tion concerning an improved observational technique developed
in Denmark for the determination of D by means of QHM.

Prof. Thellier went on to the presentation of the special report
on instrumental equipment for the registration of rapid magnetic
variations, which report has been prepared by Prof. Thellier on

behalf of Committee No 8, and at the request of the Special Com—
mittee for the International Geophysical Year 1957—58.

The report gave rise to a thorough discussion of several aspects
of the subject.

Father Yriberry mentioned the disadvantages connected with
the disturbing magnetic effect of the core in core instruments.

Prof. Bartels and Dr. Nelson discussed the considerable varia-
tion with ordinate of the scale value of a sensitive H—variometer.
This variation must be taken into account when evaluating the
records.

Prof. Cagniurd drew attention to the possibility of recording
magnetic variations on sound tracks.

Prof. Grenet saw a clear interest in the recording of dH/dt
which quantity is proportional to the energy.

Dr. Veldkamp underlined the importance of reliable time
marks on the magnetic records and recommended to produce
such time marks by short-circuiting a resistance in the recorder—

lamp circuit.

Further technical details were discussed by Prof. Coulomb,
Prof. Grenet and Prof. Thellier.

Dr. Pramanik then presented the paper by V. V. Sohoni,
S. K. Pramanilc, S. L. Malurkar and S. P. Venlcz'tcshwaran: “Effect
of electric current on the magnetic instruments at Alibag Ob-

servatory”.
Dr. Nelson presented his “Preliminary report on a differential

magnetograph”, which report was discussed by Prof. Coulomb,
who drew attention to the device developed by Diirschner, by
Dr. Lowes who commented upon the use of electronic ampli-
fying, and by Dr. Herrinck. Dr. Nelson and Dr. Lowes will keep
the Instrument Committee of the Association informed about
further development of the equipments described.

The two communications: J. Caslet et G. Grenet: “Variometre

électromagne’tique Type B”, and J.—L. Bureau: “Etude des P.S.C.
enregistrées au moyen du variométre électromagnétique. Com—
paraison avec les enregistrements classiques”, were presented by
Prof. Grenet and Dr. Bureau and discussed by Prof. Thellier and
Prof. Cagniard.

The meeting adjourned at ”‘00.

Afternoon session of September 22, 1954

B. Group meeting. Group UA

The meeting was called to order at 14“30 by the acting Chair—
man, Dr. E. O. Hulbun‘.
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The following communications on ultraviolet radiation and

X—rays were presented:

H. Friedman: Rocket results on ultraviolet radiation and X—rays.
C. de Jager: Theories of the ultraviolet emission from the sun.

J. C. Seddon and U. E. Jackson: L’application des fusées a l’étude

de l’ionosphére (presented by H. E. Newell).
S. F. Singer: An artificial satellite for observing ultraviolet ra-

(liation.

D. H. Menzel and J. G. IVolbaeh: Variations at the E—layer (pre—
sented by title).

The papers were discussed by H. Friedman, C. de Jager, E. 0.

Hulburt, S. F. Singer, M. Nieolet, IV. Dieminger, L. Vegard,
H. E. Newell, M. J. Seaton, A. H. Shapley, L. V. Berlcner, P. Mange,
N. C. Gerson.

Morning session of September 23, 1954

A. Group meeting. Group G

The meeting was called to order at 9‘300 by the President, and

continued the discussion on instruments and observatory tech-

nlque.
Dr. Nelson first presented the paper by L. Hurwitz, Patrick

L. O'Dea and J. H. Nelson: “Machine processing of magnetic
data”.

The paper was discussed by Dr. Wilkes, who gave some details

concerning the procedures used in Cambridge, and also by Prof.

Coulomb and Dr. Pramanilc.

The Secretary, in his capacity of Chairman of Committee No 7,
Committee on Comparisons. presented the report of the Com-

mittee. The report was discussed by Dr. Nelson, Dr. Ambolt,
Dr. Pramanik and Sir Harold Spencer Jones.

Since Dr. J. IV. Joyce, Chairman of Committee No 12, Com-

mittee on Magnetic Airborne Surveys, had been unable to attend

the meeting, reference was made to his written report, which had

been distributed, and which was adopted without discussion.

From Mr. H. F. Johnston, Chairman of Committee No 15, Com-

mittee on a Thesaurus of Annual Observatory Values, no report
had been received.

Dr. E. Hoge presented the report by E. Hoge and J. M. van Gils:

“Anomalies magnétiques et séismicité en Belgique”.
The meeting then continued the discussion on the recommen—

dation to be made concerning the registration of rapid magnetic
variations, with special reference to the International Geophysi-
cal Year. The meeting was in favour of the proposal that quick-
run records of the variations of X, Y (H, D), and Z should be

obtained by means of very sensitive variometers, scale values
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1 y/mm for X and Y, 1/10 y/mm for Z, and with a paper speed of

6 mm/min. For X and Y (H and D) appropriately damped mag-
net variometers may be used, for Z it seems necessary to use

a coil instrument with fluxmeter.

Father Mayaud made the following remark: “Pourquoi ne pas
faire travailler le déclinométre en X—métre. c’est—a-dire, avec un

fil de torsion, en sorte qu’un aimant compensateur ne soit pas
nécessaire pour avoir la sensibilité suffisante de ly/mm? D’autre

part, il semblerait preferable d’enregistrer sur H et D (e11 X—

metre) si les enregistrements lents sont sur H et D, ceci pour les

regions non-polaires.”
It was agreed that a registration of dH/dt with a scale value

of abt. 0.05 y/sec/mm would be highly desirable. Prof. Coulomb,

supported by Father Romafid, stressed the interest of a registra-
tion also of dZ/dt. The meeting was in favour of the registration
of the derivatives of two horizontal rectangular components
dX/dt and (lY/dt. If only one derivate could be recorded, then

preferably (lX/dt (dH/dt).
The meeting charged Prof Thellier with the preparation of a

resolution which should afterwards be passed on to the CSAGI.
Dr. R. Kjazr presented his report: “The Norwegian Hydro-

graphic Office and the Inagnetic survey of Norway”.
The communication by Dr. A. Maxwell: “Electronic recording

of the transient variations in the geomagnetic field” was pre-
sented by the author.

Prof. Bartels thanked Dr. Maxwell for his interesting com-

munication, and Dr. Vacquier opened a discussion on the costs

of operating an electronic equipment and the qualifications of

the personnel required.
Dr. J. R. Balsley stated that it had been the experience of the

U.S. Geological Survey during the last ten years that the main-

tenance of electronic magnetometers could be easily accom-

plished by radio and television maintenance personnel who had
had a limited training in the particular technique involved.

Dr. Maxwell expressed the opinion that mechanical recording
equipment would gradually be replaced by electronic equipment,
and Father leberry suggested that for the AGI there be set up
one or two electronic sets which could be compared directly with

corresponding mechanical equipments.
Prof. Barlels was in favour of utilizing the experience of the

electronic specialists, but warned against throwing away the

classical types of instruments. Usually a photographic recorder

gives more than a pen recorder owing to the thickness of the

trace of the pen-record.
Further details were discussed by Sir Harold Spencer Jones

and by Dr. Nelson who expressed the need for a higher accuracy.
In this connection Dr. Balsley reported briefly on a new develop-
ment in electronic magnetometers using the gyromagnetic re-
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sonance of water to give a drift—free absolute value of magnetism
accurate to 0.1y according to recent reports. The measurements

employs only the standards of frequency which are the most

accurately and easily obtained. This development should be

closely followed by the IATME because of its obvious applica-
tions to magnetic observations.

Dr. Jarman mentioned an absolute instrument which had been

used in airborne surveys for over 15 months with an accuracy

of 1/20000.
Prof. Coulomb and Dr. Maxwell finally discussed the possibi-

lity of manufacturing the electronic equipment in mass—produc-
tion. Dr. Maxwell was requested to contact appropriate firms

and to report to the Instrument Committee and to the CSAGI

concerning delivery conditions and price.
Dr. Molina was then called upon to present the report by

M. Giorgi, E. Medi and F. Molina: “A magnetic survey in Northern

Sicily”.
Dr. Egedal gave a brief report on the magnetic effect of the

solar eclipse of June 30, 1954. The D-record from Rude Skov

showed a distinct depression near the maximum of the eclipse,
and Dr. Egedal and Dr. Ambolt had initiated an inquiry among
other observatories in or near the total zone in order to throw

more light on this interesting question.
The meeting adjourned at 1200.

Morning session of September 23, 1954

B. Group meeting, Group UA

The meeting was called to order at 9b00 by the acting Chair—

man, Dr. H. Elliot, who opened a discussion on the geophysical
aspects of cosmic rays. The following communications were pre-

sented:

S.

F.ISinger: Geophysical aspect of cosmic rays
— present prob-

ems.

J. A. Simpson: The cosmic radiation and solar-terrestrial rela-

tionships.
S. E. Forbush : World—wide variations of cosmic-ray intensity and

terrestrial magnetic activity, (abstract read by H. Elliot).
Working Association of Primary Cosmic Ray Research, Japan:

On the morphology of the cosmic ray storms, (presented by
T. Nugata).

S. F. Singer: Remarks concerning a particular geomagnetic storm.

A. Ehmert: Cosmic rays and magnetic disturbances.

F. Bachelet and A. M. Conforto: Variations with time of cosmic

ray intensity.
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The papers were discussed by H. Elliot, S. F. Singer, J. A.

Simpson, T. Nagata, A. Ehmert, L. V. Berlmer and F. E. Roach.
A special working group with the following constitution:

T. Gold, Chairman

H. Elliot

A. Ehmert

N. Herlofson
S. F. Singer
T. Nagata
J. A. Simpson

had been charged with the preparation of a report on cosmic

ray observations during the International Geophysical Year.
This report was submitted by Dr. Gold and passed on to the

Special Committee for the International Geophysical Year.

Afternoon session of September 23, 1954

Plenary session

The meeting was called to order at 14h30 by the President.
The minutes for the meetings on Sept. 15, 16 and 17 (morning)

had been distributed and were submitted for approval. The

meeting approved the minutes in principle; amendments are

to be sent to the Central Bureau.
Prof. Chapman presented the special report on the equatorial

jet current, which Dr. D. F. Marlyn had prepared on behalf of
the IATME Committee No 11. The report was accepted with

thanks, and it was regretted that the author had been unable
to attend the meeting and to participate in a further discussion
on some of the conclusions drawn.

Prof. Lahnye, on behalf of the Nominations Committee, pre—
sented the suggestions of the Committee as to the membership
of the Special Committees of the Association for the coming
three year period. The proposed list of members for each Com-
mittee was adopted with only few amendments, and the meeting
further approved the following suggestions put forward by the
Nominations Committee:

1) That Dr. I. A. Fleming be nominated Honorary Chairman
of Committee No 1, Committee on Observatories.

2) That Prof C. Stdrmer be nominated Honorary Chairman
of Committee No 2, Committee on Aurora and Airglow.

3) That Prof. J. Kerr'inen be nominated Honorary Chairman
of Committee No 5, Committee on Magnetic Charts.

4) That the Executive Committee consider the possibility of

adding to each of the Special Committees an additional
member from the USSR.
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For membership of the Committees, see Part VI, Resolutions

and Committees.

Dr. Egedal recommended that the creation within a Committee

of smaller working groups for the treatment of special problems
should be announced in an appropriate way, so that those inter-

ested in the problems in question would know about the existence

of the group.
In a report, presented by Dr. Koenigsfeld on behalf of the

Budget Committee, the Committee summarized the result of its

examination of the financial statement for the period lst January
1951 to let December 1953, as prepared by the Secretary (see

p. 62). In accordance with the recommendation of the Committee

the meeting approved the statement as submitted.

The budget for the period lst January 1954 to Slst December

1956 was then submitted in the form recomnlended by the

Executive Committee, and approved without amendments (see

p. 62). Following a proposal by Prof. Chapman it was decided

that if additional resources should become available during the

period, such resources should preferably be used for purposes

relating to the International Geophysical Year.

The Resolutions Committee now presented the final text of

the resolutions which had been adopted in principle during
the meeting. All the resolutions were carried unanimously with

only minor amendments (see Part VI, Resolutions and Com—

mittees).
This was the last item on the agenda for the General Assembly

1954, but before the meeting was closed the President-elect, Prof.

Bartels, rose to express, on behalf of the audience, the thanks

and appreciation of the Association, for the splendid work done

by the Chairman and the Secretary of the Upper Atmosphere
Group, Prof. Kaplan and Prof. Nicolet, in organizing and con-

ducting the special meetings on upper atmospheric physics.
Finally Prof. Bartels addressed the retiring President, Prof.

Coulomb in words of gratitude and recognition for the out-

standing way in which he had conducted the work of the Associa—

tion during the past three years, and for his excellent leadership
during the Rome meeting.

The meeting adjourned at 16“15.
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APPENDIX 1

Adresse Pre’sidentielle

Présenléc par le Professeur

J. COULOMB

Mesdames, Messieurs,

La cloture de I’Assemhlée de Bruxelles laissait aux soins de
votre Président deux questions importantes. Il lui fallait tout
d’abord essayer de sauver 1e “Research”, 1e navire non mag-
uétique construit avant la guerre par l’Amirauté britannique;
celle—ci ne jugeait plus possible d’en achever l’équipement et d’en
assurer I’entretien. La mission que vous m’aviez ainsi confiée,
j’ai fait les plus grands efforts pour la remplir. 11 a été envisage
successivement de faire du “Research” un Laboratoire Inter-
national des Nations Unies, de le faire prendre en charge par le
Conseil Océanographique que l’U.N.E.S.C.O. avait projet de
crécr, enfin de Iui consacrer les premieres sommes qui pourraient
étre recueillies aupr‘es de grandes fondations privées au titre de
l’Année Géophysique Internationale. Chacun de ces huts a été
poursuivi par les Voies les plus diverses: en faisant appel aux

Comités Nationaux pour l’U.N.E.S.C.O., au Conseil Economique
et Social des Nations Unies, a la voie diplomatique. Le Secre-
taire Général de l’Union, ainsi que nos anciens Presidents, le
Professeur Chapman ct le Dr. Fleming, ont eux—mémes fait des
démarches pressantes, auxquelles répondaient celles des hommes
de science anglais et en particulier celles de notre collégue l’Astro-
nome Royal Sir Harold Spencer Jones. Nous avons trouvé par-
tout 1111 accueil compréhensif, on lie nous a nullc part oppose de
refus catégorique. Mais des années sont nécessaircs pour mettre
on mouvement les grands organismes internationaux, des années
pendant lesquelles i1 cut fallu entreteuir 1e “Research” sans étre
5131' de pouvoir l’utiliser ensuite. Durant ces délais, 1a (lécision de
démolir le navire a été prise fin Mars 1952. Cette perte dou-
loureuscment ressentie par tous les géomagnéticiens nous a rendu
manifeste, une fois de plus, la grandeur des services rendus a
notre science par l’Institution Carnegie.
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Mais elle ne nous dispense pas dc songer £1 l’avenir. On a 1311,

de divers eotés, pallicr a l’absence dc grand navire spécialisé.
Je citerai seulement deux de ces entreprises. D’ahord l’expédition
de la Galathea qui comportait (les mesures en mer profonde
faites par nos collegues danois. D’autre part j’ai appris par

hasard i1 y a quelques mois que la Dr. B. M. Cwilong, professeur
de physique a l’Université de Colombie Britannique, avait entre-

pris avec un petit batiment de 48 tonnes, la “Princess VVaimai”,

une croisiere d’observations magnétiques dans l’Océan Pacifique,
et ([u’un autre navire non magnétique, de 10 metres de long,
1e Non—magnetic III, en achevcmcnt a Vancouver, devait le re-

joindre aux iles Hawai. Le Canada nous donne ici une précicuse
legon: Que les grands pays maritimcs. seuls ou par groupes,

acceptent d’armer pour faire des mcsures (les batiments dc faible

tonnage, par exemple des dragueurs dc mines qui sont extrémc—

ment peu magnétiques, et les expeditions plus importantes, dont

vous savez comme moi l’absolue nécessité pour la science, ne

tarderont pas a s’imposer d’elles—mémes. Peut-étre, aprés e11 avoir

discuté, pourrons nous émettre des voeux précis que notre futur

President essayera a son tour de faire ahoutir; j’espére qu’il
aura plus de sueeés que je n’en ai eu moi-méme.

Le second des grands problemes qui s’étaient posés a l’Associa-

tion au cours de I’Assemhlée de Bruxelles, c’était de trouver, pour

nos collegues engagés dans les recherches concernant la Haute

Atmosphere, la place on ils puissent discuter le plus utilement

(les questions que les intéressent et (les actions internationales

qui pourraient en faciliter la solution. Beaucoup d’entre eux sou-

haitaient que notre Association leur fournisse une telle place;
les accueillir nous paraissait 2‘1 tous un enrichissement certain.

Un projet accordant a la Hautc Atmosphere une tres grandc
liberté d’action tout en évitant l’éclatement dc notre Association

avait été étahli a Bruxelles par le Professeur Chapman ct soumis

a l’Association de Météorologie. Mais i1 intéressait beaucoup
d’autres organismes. en particulier l’Union Badio-Scientifique
Internationale. Votre Bureau a procédé avec euX a un trés large
échange dc vues. Puis, au cours d’une réunion du Comité Exé—

cutif de l’Union tenue ‘21 Paris on Avril 1953, lo Bureau de l’Asso—

ciation dc Météorologie en a dc nouvcau discuté avec notre

Bureau, sous la présidence du Professeur Chapman. Nous som-

mes arrivés a un accord qui délimite autant qu’il est possible les

domaines d’action de nos deux Associations. Cet accord ne pourra

évidemment étre considéré comme définitif qu’e‘i l’issue de cette

Assemblée, mais il a déja permis de donner une forme nouvelle

an programme de nos travaux. Comme vous avez pu 1e constater

£1 la lecture de l’ordre du jour, nous aurons cette année deux

sortes de Seances : D’une part des séances plénieres sur des

questions administratives ou sur des questions scientifiques intér-

essant l’ensemble de nos melnbres ; d’autre part des séances
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jumelées on se diseuteront dans des salles séparées les prohlémes
de la Haute Atmosphere et les problémes du Géomagnétisme
interne ou superficiel. Les réunions coneernant la Haute Atmo-
sphere sont organisées par le Comité actif que nous avons élu
a Bruxelles conjointement avec l’Association de Météorologie,
et l’une des réunions prévues est commune avec cette Association.
Ce sera a vous de dire si vous appronvez la nouvelle organisa-
tion, on sinon de suggérer 2‘1 notre dévoué Secrétaire Général
comment il faudrait la perfectionner pour la preparation de la
prochaine Assemblée.

Une question étroitement liée a la précédente est celle du titre
Inéme de notre Association. Tout le monde est d’accord pour
maintenir dans ce titre le Magnétisme terrestre, et méme pour
l’abréger en Géomagnétisme. Mais les Météorologistes répugne-
raient '21 nous voir ajouter quoi que ce soit qui rappelle 1e mot

d’Atmosphere, meme “haute” on “supérieure”. lls snggérent que
notre but est la physique de l’lonosphére, tandis que le Professeur

Chapman nous conceille d’adopter le niot neuf d’Aéronomie. Je
vous en parle surtout pour vous laisser le temps de vous accou-

tumer a ce mot, mais i1 ne serait pas souhaitable d’ouvrir une

discussion sur le titre (16 metre Association tant que l’aeeord ne

se ‘ait pas complet sur le domaine qu’elle doit convrir ; en effet
cette question do titre, qui parait a priori secondaire, souleve les
plus grandes passions et risque, si on la pose d’emhle’e, de faire
échouer toute la réforme.

Pour répondre a l’aecroissement de ses responsabilités, notre
Association devra examiner, dés la présente Assemblée, si elle
n’estimerait pas souhaitahle d’améliorer son organisation interne,
en particulier la repartition des tfiches entre ses divers Comités.
Notre role statutaire eonsiste a étudier les questions qui con-

cernent le Magnétisme et l’Electricité terrestres en tant que ces

questions exigent nne cooperation internationale. Ainsi nous

avons d’abord a stimuler et a coordonner les efforts nationaux.
C’est pourquoi nos Comite’s ont été eréés en vue de taches pré-
cises : ohtenir des résultats mieux répartis 011 plus comparables,
recueillir et élaborer (les données éparses. Quelques uns ont ac-

eonipli dans cet 0rdre (l’idée un travail énorme; ils peuvent
étre considérés (et sont méme considérés par l’U.N.EtS.C.0.)
comme de véritables services internationaux. Je pense surtout
a notre Comité pour la comparaison internationale (les étalons
géomagnétiques et a notre Comité des caracteres niagnétiques.
Par contre, certains de nos Comités remplissent surtout un role
d’information sur les progrés réalisés dans les divers pays, role
(lévolu souvent £1 leur seul Président. Or ees informations de-
vraient déjél figurer dans les rapports nationaux, et eeci enléve
un peu d’intérét a 11ne récapitulation par sujets de travail.

Peut—étre serait-il possible de distribuer plus largement la be-
sogne entre les divers Comités Spéciaux et, au sein de chacun
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d’eux, entre les Inembres qui les Composent. Du lnéme coup, i1

semblerait possible de réduire un peu le nombre de nos Comités,

qui e'tait de 5 in la premiére Assemblée de Rome en 1922, qui est

maintenant de 15. Un questionnaire en ce sens a été adressé aux

Presidents des Comités eux-mémes, et nous aurons a discuter

leurs propositions. Cette reduction permettrait éventuellement,

sans alourdir la tache de notre Seerétaire Général, de donner

satisfaction aux demandes de creations nouvelles, qui vous parai—
traient justifiées. Vous aurez, ici encore, des decisions a prendre.
C’est ainsi ([u’on nous a proposé la creation (l’un Comité Spécial
du Magnétisme fossile. Pour que vous soyez eomplétement
éclairés, 1e Comité Exécutif a désigné le Professeur Nagata
eomine rapporteur de cette question. Vous pourrez ainsi juger
dans quelle mesure elle est susceptible d’une action internatio-

nale.

Si j’ai Cru devoir mettre l’aeeent sur notre role de cooperation
matérielle, il est evident que toute organisation serait vaine si

elle ne considérait simultanément l’aspect purement scientifique
des problemes £1 résoudre. C’est '21 cc titre que, dans l’ordre du

jour de nos Assemhlées, une part de plus en plus importante est

consaerée a l’exposé de travaux seientifiques personnels. Je me

demande si, dans eette voie, nous n’avons pas atteint a Bruxelles

une liniite qu’il serait raisonnahle de ne pas dépasser. En effet,
nous ne pouvons espérer intéresser l’ensemble de nos membres

a des discussions de détail ; nous ne pouvons non plus fragmenter
notre Assemhlée en un grand nombre de eolloques fermés dont

chaeun réunirait un petit nombre de spéeialistes. De tels col—

loques sent bien entendu de la plus grande utilité. Notre Asso-

ciation se doit d’aider, ou de faire aider par l’U.N.E.S.C.O., eeux

dont nos collégues pourraient prendre l’initiative en dehors de

nos Assemblées triennales, on a leur occasion, immédiateinent

avant ou aprés. A l’Assemblée méme il me semble que eertaines

restrictions sent inévitables dans la presentation des communi-

cations. Une telle discipline est déja exereée, dans une mesure

on general assez faihle, par les Comités Nationaux. 11 me semble

qu’elle serait mieux assurée encore si l’organisation de chacune

de nos séances était eonfiée £1 l’un de nos Comités Spéeiaux, on

a défaut de Comité competent, confiée a une personnalité
partieuliérelnent qualifiée. II no s’agirait d’ailleurs pas néees-

sairement de limiter Ie temps de parole. Au contraire i1 serait

parfoit néeessaire de provoquer des exposes d’ensenlble sur

des points insuffisamment couverts. U11 tel role est dés main—

tenant assure par le Comité Spécial de la Haute Atmosphere
dans son propre domaine, qui est pourtant trés vaste, mais i1 me

semble que la formule pourrait étre généralisée.
La difficulté évidente d’une telle organisation est qu’elle doit

étre envisagée longtemps a l’avanee. Cette difficulté ne semble

pas insurmontable. Nous avons tenté un premier pas dans cette
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voie (les la présente session, e11 groupant, le mieux possible, les
communications prévues et en les rapprochant du rapport pré—
seuté par le Comité Special qui traite du sujet le plus voisin.
J’en donnerai seulelnent quelques exemples : — 1°) — Les com—

munications sur le spectre auroral suivront le rapport du Comité
n°2 — 2°) — Nous avons demandé au Dr. Martyn de bien vouloir

presenter, aprés le rapport (111 Dr. Egetlal concernant les obser-
vations équatoriales organisées par notre Comité 11°11, une dis-
cussion scientifique (les résultats obtcnus ~ 3°) — D’aceord avec

l’Association de Séismologie, le Professeur Ballard présidera unc

séanee entiérement consacrée aux recherches théoriques sur les
mouvements dans le noyau terrestre, qui out commence il y a

15 ans a peine par le travail d’ Elsasser et qui semblent devoir
résoudre (le'fini 'venient les questions posées par l’origiue du

champ ct sa variation séculaire; les communications sur ce

sujet qui nous ont été adressécs directement ont été transmises
au Professcur Ballard et 11 en a lui—niéme provoqué d’autres. —

4°) fl Enfin 1e Comité n°8 sur la technique des observations
a confié au Professeur Thellier 1111 rapport sur les modes d’en—

registremcnt a adopter au cours de l’Année Géophysiquc Inter-
nationale pour l’étude des variations rapides, en particulier des

pulsations. J’espere que la lecture de ce rapport amenera de
fruetueux e’changes dc vue, et que des rapports analogues seront

consacrc’s, lors de prochaines Assemblées, aux perfectionnements
instrumentaux les plus désirables, par exemple aux étalons pri-
maires qui nous font si cruellement (léfaut. Bien entendu, la
tache du Comité 11°43 ne s’arréterait pas la, mais il devrait

stimuler, entre les Assemhlées l’exécution du programme en—

visage’.
On voit par ces essais encore trés iniparfaits ce que pour-

rait étre l’organisation de nos séauccs par les Comités eux-

mémes. J’ai tenu a presenter de telles suggestions, car je les
crois dc nature a développer leur activité et a orienter favorable-
incut la vie niéme de notre Association, mais je pensc que vous

attcndcz aussi de moi quelques considerations plus scientifiques.
Je lne gardcrai cepcndant d’aborder, malgré leur importance,
les questions pour lesquelles nous avons pre’vu (les séances spé—
cialcs, cn partieulier la question de la variation séculairc, bien

que son intérét soit pleinement reconnu en France, puisque ses

principaux aspects scront évoqués par le Professcur Nagata d’une

part, par le Professeur Ballard de l’autre. La question (les pul-
sations qui sera traitee par le Professeur Thellier du seul point
de vue instrumental, m’a paru an contraire Inériter quelques
mots précédant la discussion sur les appareils qui scrviront a
les cnregistrer.

Les travaux sur les pulsations pourraient étrc 1nédités par
l’historien des sciences. Car les géophysiciens s0 sont intéressés
a elles a plusieurs reprises; des auteurs tres eonnus ont bien
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(lécrit lcurs propriétés essentielles dans des périodiques répan—
dus. Et pourtant la curiosité soulevée par ces publications s’est

chaque fois rapidement émoussée. Lorsque survenait une nou—

velle crise, peu de chercheurs avaient le courage de fouiller les

vieux textcs, et beaucoup retrouvaient (les phénom‘enes observés

depuis longtemps. Parmi les pionniers dont les observations sont

£1 relire, il faut rendre hommage a Van Bemmelen, Ebert, Birke—

[amL Angenheister, pour ne eiter qu’eux parmi bien d’autres.

(La mémoire d’Eschenhagen a été mieux gardée parce que son

nonl était souvent associé aux pulsations elles—mélnes). Ce devoir

dfunent renlpli, je me permettrai do 110 plus trop me soucicr dcs

priorités; j’essayerai plutot de voir dans son ensemble la situa-

tion aetuelle, et do me tourner 1111 pen vers l’avenir.

Il faudrait définir d’abord ce que nous appellcrons des pul—
sations. Ce non), qui n’est pas le seul a avoir éte adopté, mais

qui semhle aujourd’hui généralement admis, a été employé dans

des sens trés divers. Dans son sens 1c plus général, il qualificrait
les variations plus ou moins oscillatoires du champ magnétique
terrestre comportant des composantes spectrales de période com—

prises entre 1/10“” (le seeonde et 10 minutes par exemple. Bien

entendu (les composantes dc période plus courte 011 plus longue
sont présentes dans n’importe quel phenomene magnétique. Mais

un meme enrcgistremcnt ne peut les mettre en évidenee. En ce

sens, notre definition des pulsations est en réalité instrumentale.

Bien plus, la bande de fréquenccs indiquée est encore trop large
pour la plupart des appareils. On trie en ge’néral plus fincmcnt

dans leur spectre. C’est l’origine de quelques contradictions entrc

les résultats publiés et c’est pourquoi nous devrons faire un effort

pour unifier simultanément nos instruments ct notre vocabulaire.

Au dessus de 10 minutes dc période, on se trouve dans 1c do-

maine dcs enregistrcurs classiques ; les variations qui sont ainsi

enregistrées, et quc vous connaissez bien, n’ont pas de caractére

oscillatoire marqué. Par contre, la limite infe'rieure des périodes
semble Inoins tranehee. Nos collegues Hal'ang (l’une part, Suclcs~

tlnrff de l’autrc, ont décrit des pulsations dc période trop courte

pour ctre séparées par les cnregistreurs ordinaires. Ces “vibra—

tions” conuuc les appellc Hurang présentent un caractere trés

lo ".11. Mais ellcs sc montrent quelques fois aux latitudes moyen-
nes ; on les a vues par excmplc lors de la tempéte iilagnétique du

28 Mars 19-16 inscrite a Clialnhon—la—Forét sur l’enrcgistreur La

Cour rapide. Cependant il faut étre prudent dans l’interprétation
des données correspondant aux variométres non amortis. Ici

j’einpiete un pcu, mais trés peu, sur le domaine du Professeur

Thcllier: Lors dc coups dc foudre proclics enregistrés sur le

meme appareil en 1053, les oscillations propres (les aimanls ont

donné a l’enregistrement un aspect analogue au precedent. Or

un variomctre amorti, qui 11’était pas en service an moment de

la telnpétc magnétique préeédcnte, a donné seulement (165 im-
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pulsions insignifiantes. Ainsi, pour l’observation des pulsations,
l’amortissement est une condition presque aussi importante que
l’accroissement de sensibilité.

Si on veut descendre a des périodes encore plus basses, i1 faut
admettre un changement complet dans les méthodes de mesure,
et c’est a cause dc cctte modification instrumentale que j’ai cru

pouvoir fixer £1 1/10éme dc seconde la limite des pulsations pro-

prcment dites. Dans leur domaine, l’amplitude décroit déja avec

la période, a peu pres constamment de quelques dizaines de

gannnas a une fraction de gamma. Mais an dcssous de 1/10Em
de secondc ceite amplitude devicnt si faihle qu’on perd l’espoir
de mettre en evidence la forme précise (les pliénoménes. On

determine seulement l’énergie mise en jeu dans am certain

intervalle de fréqucnces. Pour une largeur dc bande de 1 cycle
par seconde, l’c’ncrgie ohservée est celle qui correspondrait a une

amplitude fixe de l’ordre du centiéme de y vers 10 cycles par

seconde, du millieme vers 100 cycles, du dix milliéme vers la

fre’quence mille, si on en juge par les trois ou quatre experiences
assez divergentes qui ont été faites jusqu’ici (par Menzel et

Salisbury, Willis, Aarons). On passerait ensuite a la gamme des

bl‘uits solaires, beaucoup mieux étudiée mais qui sort franche—
ment dc notre sujet.

Si les expériences que je viens de citer ne concordent pas par-
faitement, si les variations de période trés courte ont des niveaux
extrémement variables d’un point a l’autre, cela est dfi au moins

en partie aux differences géographiques de conductivité du sol,
qui sont déja sensibles dans le domaine des pulsations propre-
ment dites. Dans une comparaison entre deux station francaises
(Chalnbon—la—Forét at St. Michel I’Observatoire) distantes de
500 Km, l’amplitude des mouvements ayant des périodes de quel—
ques minutes était 1e méme, pour autant qu’on pfit parler de

période dans ces cas. Au contraire, l’amplitude était supérieure
de 50 % environ a Chambon, pour les pulsations ayant une

période dc vingt 2‘1 trente secondes. C’est évidemment a l’effet

pelliculaire (on skin effect) que l’on doit cette variation: les
courants induits dans 1e sol par les variations magnétiques
pénétrcnt a dcs profondeurs qui croissent avec la période jusqu’a
intél‘csser toute la crofite, réduisant alors l’importance de la

geologic superficielle. On voit l’intérét d’associer lcs mesures de

courants iclluriqucs aux mesures de champ. Cugzu'm'd a montré

comment, en comparant les deux espéces de variation on pourrait
obtcnir des données pratiques sur la nature du sous-sols Inverse-
ment on peut utiliser cette comparaison pour s’affranchir (les

conditions locales.

Reprenons la description des pulsations. Pour qu’elles appa-
raissent, il faut que la journée soit un peu agitée. Si elle ne l’est

pas trop, et cela quelle que soit la forme d’enregistrement
adoptée, les pulsations se présenteront différemment aux heures
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de jour et de nuit (Fig. 1) : les baies, qui se produisent la nuit,
avec un maximum vers 23 heures, sont en général accompagnécs
de pulsations ; c’est le phénoméne (les p.s.c., polar or pulsational
sudden a commencements, dont notre Comité n°9 catalogue les
cas les plus importants. D’une station a I’autre les amplitudes de
la baie varient beaucoup et de fagon a pen pres indépendante,
an point qu’on enregistre souvent des baies sans pulsations et

des pulsations sans baies. Mais ceci ne doit jamais étre vrai
simultanément pour l’ensemble des stations. 11 est probable que
toute pulsation est accompagnée, au moins dans les regions
polaires, de phénoménes a plus grande période.

Le jour, l’agitation est a pen pres incessante, 1a période des pul-
sations est courte. Cependant i1 ne faut pas exagérer leur dif—
ference (1e nature avec les pulsations nocturnes. En comparant
des enregistrements faits au Japon d’une part, au Sahara de
l’autre, Kato et Ossalu‘a ont retl‘ouvé dans l’hémisphere diurne les

pulsations obsel‘vécs du cote nocturne, tres scmblables d’une
station a l’autre. Done une partic dc l’agitation diurne est aussi
attribuable aux baies et i1 serait important de la séparer. Mais
elle est masquée par des périodes plus courtes qui, elles, n’ap-
paraissent pas pendant la nuit, tout au moins avec la sensibilité
des recepteurs actuels.

Tous les pllénomenes dont nous avons parlé jusqu’ici sont en

géuéral tres irreguliers et font simplement penser £1 une turbu—
lence (le l’ionosphére comme celle qu’observent les radioélcctri-
ciens. Leul‘ etude sel‘ait done justifiable (les méthodcs stati—

stiques. La comparaison de champs magnétiques ou telluriques
aléatoires en deux stations differentes pose un prohléme assez

intéressant (le correlation vectorielle (indépendantc dcs axe dc

coordonnées) qui a étc 1‘ésolu récemment, et on peut cspérer
obtenii' prochainement (les précisions numériques sur cette cor—

rélation.

Ce genre d’études statistiqnes. pour indispensable qu’il soit,
paraitra probablement severe it beaucoup d’entre nous. Au c011—

tl‘aire, ce qui a exité la curiosité (les magnéticiens, ce sont les
trains (l’oscillations, d’une regularité parfois spectaculaii'e, qui
appal‘aissent inopinément dans les enregistremcnts an milieu (le

l’agitation. C’est ce qui se passe dans les regions polaircs pour
les pulsations géantes. Vous connaissez bien ccs pulsations, qui
font l’objet cette fois (les travaux (1e notl'e Comité n°5, et YOLIS

savez qu’elles peuvent avoir (les amplitudes et (les périodes ex-

ceptionnelles. Un exemple extréme est (lonné par la pulsation
du ler Mars 1942 (Fig. 2) dont la période était de 4 minutes et
demie et qui a été bien observée jusque dans les regions tropi—
cales.

Sur les enregistrements rapides (105 stations dc latitude

moyenne on tronve dc mémc, parmi les pulsations (liurnes, (les
oscillations plus ou Inoins l'égulieres, qui pal‘fois durent des
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tere régulier ou irrégulier de chaque portion d’enregistrement.
Le eritére actuel, savoir la presence (le quelques oscillations dont

la période soit it peu pres constante et l’amplitude lentelnent

variable, nous met dans la situation des sophistes grecs se deman-

dant quel est le nombre minimum (105 grains de blé pouvant
constituer un tas.

Contrairement aux pulsations géantes, qui sont en général
restreintes £1 une region voisine de la zone aurorale et extérieure

'21 celle—ci, les pulsations régulieres des latitudes Inoyennes, quoi-
que heaucoup plus faihles, ont une extension bien plus grande.
Les euregistrements telluriques de la Compagnie Générale de

Geopliysique lnontrent parfois les memes groupes d’ondes en

Europe, en Afrique et en Amérique (Fig. 4). Au cours d’uno pro—

chaine séance M. Kunetz vous donnera (les détails a co sujet.
Dans la comparaison plus modeste entre deux points de France,
dont je parlais tout a l’heure, la plupart (les pulsations, régu-
liéres ou irrégulieres, se retrouvaient en général sans difficultés

d’une station a l’autre. Cependant les courtes périodcs étaient

favorisées 51 St. Michel par l’ionosphere locale, au point qu’elles
arrivaient parfois a masquer les périodes plus longues.

Je ne vous parlerai pas (les variations observees (lans la fré—

quence des pulsations au cours du jour ou de l’année. Vous com-

prenez que le choix (les instruments est essentiel, puisqu’il incor—

pore dans les statistiques une portion plus ou moins grande de

pulsations nocturnes dont la période est plus longue. D’ailleurs

l’amplitude, qui est liee a la conductivité de l’ionosphere et du

sol, n’a pas une signification aussi universellc ([ue l’heure ou la

période d’apparition. Peut—étre la difference entre la nuit et le

jour est-elle seulement due aux differences do conductivité de

l’ionosphére. Cela donnerait uu intérét particulier aux mesures

faites au moment des éclipses, si la variabilité coutumiére des

pulsations ne risquait de noyer toute variation systématique
observée.

Il faudrait maintcnant aborder la théorie des pulsations. Avon-

0115 d’emblée qu’elle n’a pas fait un pas depuis cinquante ans.

(Ceci ne doit d’ailleurs pas nous décourager si nous réfléchissons

au temps qui s’est ecoulé entre l’inauguration des enregistrements
magnétiques et le moment 01'1, pour la premiere fois, un des

pliénoménes qu’ils pouvaient faire apparaitre, cclui (les crochets

magnétiques liés aux eruptions chromosphériques a été bien

identifié.). A vrai dire il n’y aurait peut-étre pas de trés grandes
difficultés a compreudre la presence des pulsations irréguliéres :

les perturbations accidentelles de l’ionosphére dues aux chutes

de corpuscules dans la zone aurorale, ou meme ailleurs, suf-

firaient a les expliquer. On a parfois placé dans la couche E le

siege de ces perturbations. Mais la scintillation des radio-sources

galactiques observées par Little et Manuel! par exemple conduit

51 mettre plutot en cause des fluctuations de structure dans la
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couche F on dans des couches plus élcvées encore. Quelques
résultats dc sondagcs ionosphériques rapidcs confirincraient ce

point de vue.

La question la plus irritante est celle de la formation des grou~
pes réguliers, si caracte’ristiques qu’ils ont donné lien a des

expressions comme “pulsation en navette” ou “pulsation en

fuseau”. Il serait tentant de faire dériver les pulsations regu—
lieres des pulsation irréguliéres en supposant que celles-ci sont

filtrées par un systéme resonant a bandc passante étroite, on

encore qu’une propagation avec dispersion fait prédominer les

périodes privilégiées qui correspondent a des maximums ou a
des minimums de la vitesse de groupe. Il est possible d’imaginer
dans l’ionosphere des mécanismes de resonance ou de propaga—
tion dispersive; on a notamment invoqué des oscillations de

plasmas. Mais ces explications, qui se présentent d’elles-mémes,
butent contre la soudaineté et la simultanéité d’apparition dos

pulsations réguliéres en des regions écartées.
Si on admet an contraire quc les pulsations régulieres consti—

tuent un phénoméne original, on est conduit a lcur chercher une

cause a la fois peu étendue dans son principe, puisquc leurs
périodes sont relativement courtes, mais étendue, dans ses effets,
a la Torre entiere L’explication ancienne qu’en avait donné
Stormer, savoir 1a circulation de nuages d’ions autour de la
Terrc sur des orbites périodiques, était dans la bonne direction.
Elle ne satisfait plus personne aujourd’hui, mais i] no semblerait
pas impossible de la inodcrniscr. En attendant, on pourrait
l’ntiliscr, £1 défaut d’autre guide, pour des projets d’obscrvation.
Par cxemple, commc l’a fait remarquer Haraug, ces orbites
s’approchent allernativcmcnt (les deux zones aurorales; on

pourrait donc examiner pendant la prochaine Année Geophy—
sique si une méme pulsation géante peut intéresscr simultane-
ment des regions arctiques et antarctiques.

Si on se rapellc que l’étude (lcs pulsations liées aux baies
nous a conduit a souhaiter aussi une comparaison des hemi—
sphéres obscur et éclairé; si l’on considere (1110 la mise en

evidence d’une propagation éventuelle dépend d’ol)servations
bien synchronisees en une cliaine de stations proches, chaine

qui figurerait au programme (I l’Année Géopliysique suivant une

heureusc proposition (le nos collegucs allemands, on voit que
la connaissance des variations ‘apides géomagnétiqucs exigerait
inpérieusement un effort veritablemcnt mondial. Elles represen-
tent donc un modéle (les actions communes que notre Association
se fait gloire d’entrcprendre. C’est la la raison principale pour
laquellc je désirais vous en parler.

Au travail maintenant! J’espére, Mesdaines, Messieurs, quc
dans le cadre imposant préparé par nos collégues italiens vous

tirerez (1e vos contacts niutuels 1e hénéfice et l’agrément ordi-
naires. L’Asselnblee de notre Association cst ouverte.
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APPENDIX 2

Geophysicists whose deaths have been reported
since the Brussels Assembly 1951

Dania] Lyman Hazard (U.S.A.). D. L. Hazard died 011 Septem-
ber 21, 1951, at the age of 86. He entered the U.S. Coast and

Geodetic Survey in 1892, and as Chief of the Division of Ter-

restrial Magnetism during many years he contributed largely to

the development of geomagnetic research in the United States.

His “Directions for magnetic measurements” will be well known

to magneticians all over the world.

Bruno Collasius (Argentina). B. Collasius of the Geophysical
Department of the Servicio Meteorologico Nacional, Argentina,
died on October 19, 1951, at the age of 57, after nearly 35 years

of service in geophysics. He spent five years at the Orcadas

(Laurie Island) Observatory, four of them as Officer—in-Charge.
Alemander Crichton Mitchell (Great Britain). Dr. A. Crichton

Mitchell died in Edinburgh on April 15, 1952, at the age of 87.

In 1916 he was placed in charge of the Eskdalemuir Observatory
and in 1922 he became the first Superintendent of the newly-
established Meteorological Office in Edinburgh. His principal
interest was terrestrial magnetism, to which discipline he made

outstanding contributions, including a valuable review of the

subject in its historical aspect.
A. Tanalcadate (Japan). A. Tanakadate, Professor Emeritus

of Physics, Tokyo University, died on May 21, 1952, in his 96th

year. He was well known internationally and was an authority
on terrestrial magnetism. He attended and took an active interest

in many of the early meetings of the International Union of

Geodesy and Geophysics, and was elected first president of its

Section of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity at Brussels in

1919.

Harold Edgar McComb (U.S.A.). H. E. McComb died on 0c-

tobcr 11, 1952, at the age of 66. He was appointed magnetic
observer in the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1909, and

took an active part in the general magnetic survey of the

country. After the close of World \Var I he was placed in charge
of the magnetic observatory at Honolulu, where he spent nine

years. In 1948 he becalne Chief of Geomagnetism Branch of the

Coast and Geodetic Survey. His final important work was the

completion of his “Magnetic Observatory Manual”, published in

1952 shortly after his death.

Hans Benndorf (Austria). Prof. Dr. H. Benndorf of Graz died

on February 11, 1953, at the age of 82. Among geophysicists he

will be remembered for his mechanically recording electrometer,
used in atmospheric electric research. He also made pioneering
contributions in the field of radio-activity, cosmic radiation and

meteorology.
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Rosendo Octavio Sandoval (Mexico). R. O. Sandoval, Chief of
the Magnetic Department, Geophysical Institute of the National

University of Mexico, (lied on April 2, 1953. He was well known
in the field of terrestrial magnetism to which he contributed
much information pertaining to the values of the magnetic ele—
ments and the secular variation in Mexico.

George Ray Wait (U.S.A.). Dr. G. R. Wait, a leading authority
on atmospheric electricity, died on April 9, 1953, at the age of 66.
He joined the staff of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism,
Carnegie Institution of Washington, in 1920, and from 1921 to

1924 he was in charge of the \Vatheroo Magnetic Observatory.
Dr. Wait contributed largely to the discovery of characteristic
features in the diurnal variation of the earth’s electric field.
After his retirement in 1951 he completed an outstanding study
of atmospheric electric observations made at Tucson.

T11. stsoe Muller (Denmark). Th. Lacssoe Muller, the Danish

instrument—maker, who proposed the optical temperature com—

pensation of Inagnetic variometers and in consultation with
D. la Cour constructed the monad balance magnet, (lied on July
10, 1953, in his 77th year.

Nicholas Hunter Heel: (U.S.At). Captain N. H. Heck, Chief of
the Division of Terrestrial Magnetism and Seismology of the
US. Coast and Geodetic Survey for 20 years, died on December

21, 1953. at the age of 71. He was a leading authority on seismo-

logy and has published a great number of papers concerning
nautical problems, compensation of the magnetic compass, velo-

city of sound in sea—water, radio~acustic method of determining
position in hydrography and other questions.

APPENDIX 3

Report of the Secretary and Director of the
Central Bureau for the period 1951—1951;

General

The period under review marked a new and gratifying step
forward along the line of increasing activity that has for so many
years characterized the work of the Association of Terrestrial

Magnetism and Electricity.
The world-wide character of the activity of the Association

becomes more and Inore pronounced, not only owing to the

steady increase in the number of countries joining the Interna—
tional Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, but also owing to the
fact that an increasing number of these countries are implement—
ing a geomagnetic research programme of their own, for the

planning of which the advice of the Association and its Special
Committees is often requested.

At the same time, and to make allowance for all the varied

aspects of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity, the scope of the
Association seems to have become even wider than before. This
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is illustrated by the fact that at the Brussels Assembly 1951 not

less than 15 Special Committees were established for the coming

three—year period. All of these Special Committees have been

working efficiently as will be seen from the activity reports

presented at the Rome meeting.
According to a resolution passed by the Union at its Brussels

meeting it was left to the Central Bureau of the IATME to get in

touch with all international organizations concerned in order to

obtain within the frames of the IUGG an appropriate and well

defined place for the discussion of problems relating to upper

atmospheric physics. A preliminary agreement has been reached,
which is submitted for the consideration of the Home Assembly.

At the request of the Special Committee for the International

Geophysical Year, the Bureau of the Association initiated in 1953

a general inquiry among all magnetic observatories and geo—

physical institutions for the purpose of obtaining full information

as to the different types of special instrumental equipment used

for the registration of rapid variations. The material has been

studied by the Chairman of the IATME—Committec on observa~

tional technique, Prof. Thellicr, who has prepared for the Rollie

Assembly a comprehensive and important report on the subject.

Publications

The Transactions of the Brussels Meeting, IATME Bulletin

No 14, were prepared for printing by the retiring Secretary and

Director of the Central Bureau, Dr. J. W. Joyce, who most gene—

rously took upon himself this arduous task. Although at the

same time Dr. Joyce has had to undertake a steadily increasing
amount of official duties which has caused some delay in the

preparation of the Transactions he succeeded in getting the

volume ready for distribution in July 1954, and it is hoped that

practically all member—countries will have received their copies
in time for the Rome meeting. The main distribution has taken

place through National Committees, with single copies to the

Officers of the Association, to the Chairmen of Special Commit-

tees and to the Secretaries of other Associations. Preliminary
distribution figures are as follows:

To National Committees ..................................... 1055 copies
To Individuals ............................................ 35 ,,

To the General Secretary IUGG and UNESCO 20 ,,

Held in stock ...................................................... 344
,,

Total edition 1454 copies

Dr. Joyce has also made the practical arrangements for the

printing and distribution of

Edition

Bulletin 12 f, Geomagnetic Indices K and C, 1951 ......... 600

Bulletin 12 g, Geomagnetic Indices K and C, 1952 ......... 650
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Bulletin 12 h, Geomagnetic Indices K and C, 1953, edition 650

copies, has been printed in Holland under the supervision of
Dr. Veltllcamp, Secretary of the IATME Committee on charac—

terization, and thanks to a remarkable effort on the part of the
Committee the Association has succeeded in having also this
volume issued in time for the Rome meeting.

Finances

At the Brussels meeting the Association approved the following
budget for the period January 1, 1951 to December 31, 1953

ESTIMATED RECEIPTS ESTIMATED PAYMENTS

S .5
Cash on hand 1,!‘1 51... 10.530 Management expenses
From Union for period (including “13911505

1/1 51 to 31/12 53, based smcv 1/1 51) ......... 1.200
on guaranteed mini- Brussels Transactions.. 3.500
mum of £900 per yeari 7.560

Preparation for Brussels

Total ................. 18.090 (1/1 51 to Assmnhly).. 600

Preparation for 1954

meeting .............. 700

Suhventions:

Outstanding to Journal
of Geophysical lic-
search ............... 170

Magnetic intercompari-
sons ................. 1.000

Equatorial observations 500

Magnetic activity indiees 1.250

Lunar studies .......... 1.000

(iiant pulsations ....... 250

Instrumental program“ 6.000

Estimated payments. . .. 16:170 16.170

Estimated balance 31/12
53 .................... 1.920

NOTE: Estimated expenditures are 88.610 in excess of estimated income.
No account has been taken of UNESCO grants. These, if received, will
reduce the amount of deficit spending.

Actual receipts and payments for the period are listed in the

appended statement of accounts. This statement is a summary
statement based on two detailed and audited part»statements,
one for the Copenhagen sub—account and one for the \Vashington
sub-account 0f the Association. The two audited part—statements
will he submitted to the speCial Budget Committee appointed
for the Rome Assembly.

\thn the total payments listed in the statement of accounts
seem extraordinary small as compared with those foreseen in
the budget for the period, this is due mainly to the following
special circumstances:
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(1) An unforeseen delay in the preparation of the IATME

publications Bulletin 14 and Bulletin 12 g made it impossible to

have these volumes printed and distributed before the 3lst

December 1953. Printing and distribution costs amounting to

abt. $ 1.425 have been defrayed since the lst January 1954.

(2)Also the disbursement of the Subvention $ 1.000 for lunar

studies had to be postponed until early in 1954 and could there-

fore not be included in the statement here submitted.

(3) The instrumental programme for which a sum of $6.000
was set aside in the budget was deferred to await the results

of the latest improvements of the special variograph equipment
which the Association had considered to acquire.

Taking into account the above points (1), (2) and (3), the

formal balance as of 31 December 1953, $16.133,80, is partly
counterbalanced by firm commitments amounting to abt. $ 8.425

so that the amount actually at disposal for further expenditures
will be abt. $7.700 as against abt. $ 10.500 at the beginning of the

period under review.

UNESCO grants—in—aid have again most efficiently contributed

to the furtherance of the programme of the Association. The total

of the grants for the period here considered was $ 4.350, including
$ 500 for travel grants to the Brussels meeting. 5% 1.400 was allo—

cated for international comparisons which amount covered air-

transport of QHM—instruments and necessary repairs and com-

pletion of instrumental equipment. To assist in the publication
of the Brussels Transactions a total of $1.400 was granted and

a sum of $1.050 was made available for the publication of geo—

magnetic indices.

As for future expenditures it seems very liker that the plan—
ning of the International Geophysical Year 1957758 will be

reflected also in the activity of the IATME during the coming
years, so that in preparing the budget for 1954——57 due regard
should be paid to such special requirements as may be expected
in connection with the preparations for the AGI.

Preparations for the Rome meeting
The first circular letter giving an outline of the programme

was sent to National Committees and Officers of the Association

and its Committees in January 1954. It was followed in May 1954

by a second letter giving a provisional agenda for the meeting,
and in July 1954 the detailed agenda was prepared and distri-

buted as Circular Letter No 3. An appendix to Circular Letter

No 3, containing proposals, reports of Special Committees,
abstracts of National Reports and Technical Communications,
has been prepared for distribution in Rome. The appendix has

also been distributed by mail in so far as such a distribution

could be completed in time for the meeting.
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APPENDIX 4

Statement of accounts and Budget

International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity
Summary statement ofaccounls from is! January 1951 llu'ough 3181‘Deccmbcr 1953

RECEIPTS

Balance 31 December 1950

Allocations from the Union:

1951 £ 900 (Dan. acc.) ................

1952 £ 000 »
._

.

1953 £ 900 »
.......................

Grants~in-aid from UNESCO:

To Dan. acc. To US acc.

1951 8 2150.00

1952 $ 400.00 000.00 . . .

1953 $ 500.00 400.00

Interests:

Danish savings account
.....................

US savings account ........................

Sale of publications:
Dan. acc.....................................

US acc, .

From Temporary Commission for Liquidation
of the Polar Year 1932-33 (For publication of

K/Kp tables for 1932-33 in IATME Bulletin

No. 12c) (US acc.) ............................

Total receipts

US dollars

2596.78

25-678

,

2526.78

2150.00

1300.00

900.00

83.44

377.97

11.89

209.20

US dollars

10530.93

7580.34

4350.00

461.41

221.09

72.43

23216.20
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PAYMENTS

Snbventions:

Page charges, Journal of Geoph. Res. (US ace.)
Magnetic intercomparisons (Dan. ace.) .......

Equatorial observations (Dan. acc.) ..........

Magnetic activity indices

Dan. acc. 206.81

US ace. 689.29

Giant pulsations (Dan. aec.) .................

Reprints of Thesaurus of Observatory value

(L'S ace.) .........................

Brussels meeting (US acc.) .....................

Management expenses:
Dan. acc..

US acc. . .

UNESCO grants-imam
1951

Travel grants to Brussels meeting (US acc.)
Aid in publ. of IATME Bull. 12B (US acc.)
Intercomparisons of magn. standards (US

acc. ..................................

Aid in publ. of IATME Bull. 14 (US acc.).
1952

Aid in pub]. of lATME Bull. 12f (US ace.)
Aid in publ. of IATME Bull. 14 (US acc.).
Intercomparisons of magn. standards (Dan.

1953
Aid in publ. of IATME Bull. 12;; (US acc.)
Intercomparison of magn. standards (Dan.

acc.) ..................................

Transferred to Prof. C. Stormer for auroral

publications for re-sale (US acc.). . .. ..

Exchange in transferring 8 1000 from Was

ton to Copenhagen .......................

Total payments

Balance 31 December 1953

Dan. acc..

L'S acc..................

Total

US dollars

172.00

20.62

116.65

896.10

39.70

14.00

281.08

573.12

8001.71

8132.09

61

US dollars

1265.07

545.03

854.20

4350.00

65.00

3.10

7082.40

16133.80

23216.20

The above statement is summarizing the sub-accounts of the Association,

the US subvaccount, audited by A. David Singer, Accountant, Geophysical
Laboratory, Carnegie Institution of Washington, and the Danish sub-account,

audited by B. Hoff-Jessen, Chief Accountant, Danish Meteorological Institute.

In the summary all receipts and payments in Danish crowns have been

converted to US dollars, using as rate of exchange 1 US dollar to 6.8886

Danish crowns. The Danish balance, 5 8001.71, is the dollar equivalent of

5512068 Danish crowns.

Charlottenlund, 23rd August 1954

V. LAURSEN

Secretary, IATME.
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Report of Budget Committee

Le Comité de budget se composant de

Dr. Koenigsfeld
Dr. Olsen

Dr. Elvey
Dr. Veldkamp

a examiné le 20 septembre 1e rapport du Dr. V. Laurscn sur le budget du

ler janvier 1951 an 31 décembre 1953,

Ce rapport a été approuvé par tous les membres présentsl
Le Comité propose que l’Associa’tion de Magnétisme et Eiectricité

Terrestres remercie 19 Dr. Laursen pour la clarté du rapport remis et la

bonne gestion des finances.

L. Koenigsfeld Johannes Olsen C. T. Eluey I. VeIdkamp

Approved budget for the International Association of
Geomagnetism and Acronomy for the period January 1, 1954,

to December 31, 1956

ESTIMATED RECEIPTS ESTIMATED PAYMENTS

3 8
Cash on hand1/1 1954.1 16,130 Management expenses“ 1,200

From Union for period Brussels Transactions

1/1 1954 to 31/121956 (expenses 1/1 54 to As-

(£ 900 a year) ....... 7,560 semhly) ............. 1,200

Total .................. 23,690 Home Transactions ,,,,, 3,500

Preparation for Rome

(1/1 54 to Assembly). 1,500

Preparation for 1957

meeting ................ 300

Magnetic activity indices 2,000

Magnetic intercompari-
sons ................ 1,000

Lunar studies (including

:5 1,000 expended sin-

ce 1/1 54) ........... 2,000

International Geophysi-
cal Year(Meetings and

instruments) ........ 8,500

21,200Estimated payments. . .. 21,200

Estimated balance 31/12
1956 ................. 2,490
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APPENDIX 5

Proposals

1

Proposal concerning the position within the IUGG

of the physics of the high atmosphere

At the Brussels meeting 1951 the IUGG passed the following
resolution:

“The means of providing for adequate treatment of the Physics
of the High Atmosphere require further careful consideration.

This Assembly authorises the International Association of Ter—

restrial Magnetism and Electricity to continue discussion with

the other Associations, Joint Commissions and Scientific Unions

concerned, in the hope that a satisfactory solution to the

problem may be reached at the next Assembly of IUGG.”

In pursuance of this resolution the Bureau of the Association

of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity initiated a general
inquiry among all international organizations concerned with

the study of upper atmospheric physics, and on the base of the

replies received the two Associations most directly interested,

namely the Association of Meteorology and the present Associa-

tion, agreed upon a proposal which is submitted for the con-

sideration of the Rome Assembly. The proposal was published
in the July 1953 issue of the IUGG News-Letter as the report of

a special Commission appointed to study the item 8 of the agenda
for the Meeting of the Executive Committee of the IUGG, Paris

13—17 April 1953. The official French text of this report is

quoted here for referenee together with an English translation.

1. Composition de la Commission :

President: M. S. Chapman, President dc l’Union

Membres : MM. J. Coulomb, President (10 l’AlMET

K. R. Ramanathan, President de l’AlM

V. Laursen, Secrétaire de l’AIMET

J. Van Mieghem, Secrétaire de I’AIM

2. Conclusion (18 to discussion:

2.1.1. La Commission estime que les problémes de la physique
dc l’Ionospherc et de la luminescence de la haute atmo—

sphere intéressent plus particulierement l’AIMET. Les

travaux relatit's a ces problemes devraient étre pré-
sentés a l’AlMET, discutés au sein de cette Association

et publiés par ses soins.
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2.1.2.

2.1.3.

2.2.1.

2.2.2.

2.2.3.

2.2.4.

2.2.6.

2.3.1.

2.3.2.

PART I. —— AGENDA AND MINUTES

La Commission estime (1110 105 travaux relatifs i1 l‘ozone

atmospliériquc, aux orages, a la propagation dcs ondes

sonorcs et £1 leur réflcxion par la haute atmosphere,
etc. appartiennent au domaine qui intéresse plus (lirec«

temcnt l’AIM. Ceux—ci (levraient étre présentés a l’AIM,
(liscutés a11 scin dc cettc Association et publiés par ses

soms.

Par contre, les phe’noménes delainésosphcreintércssent
les deux Associations. Les problémes situés a la limite

(les champs (l’activité (les deux Associations (météo—
rites, nuages lumineux, vent et turbulence (lans 1a Inéso-

sphere, etc...) devraient étrc discutés a11 cours (lcs

séances communes (lcs deux Associations.

E11 vue (le coordonner les aetivités des dcux Associa-

tions dans le domaine (le la Physique de la Haute Atmo-

sph‘ere ct d’e’tahlir entre elles une cooperation fruc-

t11euse dans ce domainc, il faudrait constitucr 1111

Comité mixte de la Haute Atmosphere dont lcs mem—

brcs scraient élus par les deux Associations.

Le Comité mixte élirait 1111 Président et 1111 Seerétaire

et pourrait s’adjoindrc par eooptation (le nonveaux

membres, dont la nomination (levrait étre ratifiée par
les Associations a l’Assemblée Générale suivante.

Le Colnité inixte pourrait se réunir s111' convocation de

son Président e11 dehors dos sessions de l’Asseml)lée

Générale do l’UGGI, 1‘1 condition d’en aviser les Bureaux
(les (leux Associations.

Lc Comité mixte établirait le programme de ses acti-

vités et organiserait, au cours des sessions do l’Assem-

blee Généralc dc l’UGGI les séances de travail c011—

sacrécs ‘21 la Physique (16 la Hautc Atmosphére en con-

sultation avec lcs Secrétaires des (leux Associations.

A chaque session (le l’Asscmhlée Générale dc l’UGGI,
le Comité mixte présenterait aux deux Associations 1m

rapport sur son activité au cours dc la période triennale

écoulée.

La composition (in Comité mixte serait récxaminée a

cliaque session de l’Assemhlée Generale, étant entendu

quc tout Incmbre sortant est rééligihle.
Les travaux (lu Comité mixte seraicnt publiés dans les

Proces—Vcrbaux de l’AIM, dc l’AIMET, 011 dcs deux
Associations.

Les demandes dc subsides (lu Comité mixte scraicnt

présentécs et appuyées par les deux Associations.
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2.4.1. Si nécessaire, les statuts des deux Associations de-

vraient étre modifies conformément aux alinéas 2.2.1.,

2.2.2., 2.2.3.

2.5.1. La Commission propose do substituer l’appellation
l"‘Association Internationale de Geomagnetisme et de

Physique (le 1’Ionosphére” a l’appellation actuelle

d’“Assoeiation Internationale de Magnétisme et Electri—

cité Terrestres”. 'l‘outefois, cette proposition n’exclut

pas toute autre suggestion qni pourrait étre faite.

Composition of the Commission:

President: Mr. S. Chapman, President of the Union

Members: Messrs. J. Coulomb, President of the IATME

K. R. Ramanathan, President of the IAM

V. Laursen, Secretary of the IATME

J. Van Mieglzem, Secretary of the IAM

Conclusion of the discussion:

2.1.1. The Commission considers that the problems of the

ionospheric physics and the airglow are of a particular
interest to the IATME. Papers concerning these prob-
lems should be presented to the IATME, discussed by
this Association and published under its auspices.

2.1.2. The Commission considers that papers relating to the

atmospheric ozone, to the thunderstorms, to the propa—

gation of sound wawes and to their reflexion by the

upper atmosphere etc. fall into the domain that inter-

ests more directly the IAM. Such papers should be pre-

sented to the IAM, discussed by this Association and

published under its auspices.

2.1.3. On the other hand the phenomena of the mesosphere
will he of interest to both Associations. Problems situ—

ated on the borderline between the fields of activity
of the two Associations (meteorites, luminous night
clouds, wind and turbulence in the mesosphere etc.)
should be discussed at joint meetings of the two Asso-

ciations.

2.2.1. In order to coordinate the activities of the two Associa—

tions within the domain of the upper atmospheric
physics, and to establish within this domain a fruitful

cooperation between them, a joint Committee on the

upper atmosphere should be appointed, the members

of which should be nominated by the two Associations.

2.2.2. The joint Committee should elect a President and a

Secretary, and should have the power to supplement
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2.2.5.

2.2.6.

2.3.1.
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itself by cooptation of new members; the nomination
of such members should be approved by the Associa—
tions at the following General Assembly.
The joint Committee could be convened by its Presi-
dent to meet at times outside the sessions of the General

Assembly of the IUGG, provided that the bureaus of
the two Associations have been duly informed of such

meetings.

The joint Committee should establish the programme
of its activities and organize during the sessions of the
General Assembly of the IUGG working meetings on

upper atmospheric physics in consultation with the
Secretaries of the two Associations.

At each session of the General Assembly of the IUGG,
the joint Committee should present to the two Associa—
tions a report of its activity during the past triennial

period.

The composition of the joint Committee should be
revised at each session of the General Assembly it being
understood that each retiring member is reeligiblc.
The papers of the joint Committee should be published
in the Transactions of the TAM, of the IATME or of both
Associations.

Requests for subventions made by the joint Committee
should be presented and supported by the two Associa—
tions.

If necessary the statutes of the two Associations should
be modified in accordance with paragraphs 2.2.1., 2.2.2.,
2.2.3.

The Commission proposes that the actual name “Inter—
national Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity” be replaced by the name “International
Association of Geomagnetism and Ionospheric Physics”.
This proposal, however, does not exclude any other

suggestion that may be made.

If the Assembly approves the above proposal in principle a

decision will have to be taken as to the future name of our

Association. In the last paragraph of the proposal the name

“Association Internationale de Geomagnetisme et de Physique
de l’Ionosphere”, “International Association of Geomagnetism
and Ionospheric Physics”, has been tentatively suggested and
such a change of name would necessitate a modification of the
first paragraph of the statutes of the Association. The paragraph
actually reads:
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“L’Association a pour objets :

(1) d’étudier des questions qui concernent 1e magnétisme
et l’électricité terrestrcs en tant que ces questions exi-

gent 1a cooperation internationale pour on assurer

l’etude effective.

(2) ......................................................

”

“The objects of the Association are:

(1) The study of questions relating to terrestrial magnetism
and electricity in so far as these questions require inter-

national cooperation for their effective investigation.

(2) ......................................................

”

and in case the above name is adopted the following modified

text is submitted for consideration:

“L’Association a pour objets :

(1) d’étudier des questions qui concernent 1e geomagne-
tisme et la physique de l’ionosphere (au sens large) en

tant que ces questions exigent 1a cooperation interna-

tionale pour en assurer l’étude effective.

(2) ......................................................

”

“The objects of the Associations are:

(1) The study of questions relating to geomagnetism and

ionospheric physics (broadly interpreted) in so far as

these questions require international cooperation for

their effective investigation.

(2) ......................................................

"

It should he noted that any change in the official name of the

Association will affect the by—laws of the Union, so that an early
decision is required if it is deemed desirable to have the question
finally settled at the Rome Assembly.

II

Proposal concerning a change of statutes

In paragraph 5(c) of the by-laws of the IUGG the following
rule has been established:

“Le President de l’Union pent, de sa propre initiative, on it Ia

demande du President d’une Association on d’un Comité natio-

nal, inviter 51 assister aux séances de l’Assemblée Générale

certaines personnes, soit a titre personnel soit a titre de repré—
sentant d’une organisation scientifique. Les personnes invitées

ne participent pas aux votes.”
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“The President of the Union may, on his own initiative or at
the request of the President of an Association or at the request
of a National Committee, invite representatives of scientific
bodies or individuals to attend a General Assembly as guests.
Guests will not vote.”

In order to bring about conformity With the Union rules on

that point it seems necessary to change the wording of para—
graph 17 of the statutes of the Association of Terrestrial Magne-
tism and Electricity. It is suggested that the actual text:

“Avec le consentement du Comité Exécutif, 1e President peut
inviter eomme hotes des représentants d’institutions on d’autres
personnes intéressées a assister aux séances d’une assemhlée

générale.”
“With the consent of the Executive Committee, the President

may invite as guests representatives of institutions or other
interested persons to be present at meetings of a general as-

sembly.”
be modified into:

“Le President peut proposer an Président de l’Union d’inviter
comme hotes des représentants d’institutions ou d’autres per—
sonnes intéresse’es a assister aux séances d’une assemblée
générale.”

“The President may suggest to the President of the Union that
representatives of institutions or other interested persons he
invited to be present as guests at meetings of a general as-

sembly.”

APPENDIX 6

Meetings of the Ea‘ecutive Committee

First meeting

The Executive Committee met on September 14, at 16h00. The

following members were present: Prof. Coulomb, Prof. Bartels,
Prof. Kaplan, Dr. Rayner, and Mr. Laursen, Prof. Nieolet was

present by invitation in his capacity of Secretary of the Com—
mittee on Upper Atmosphere.

The Executive Committee first prepared tentative lists of
names to he submitted to the Association as suggested members
of the temporary committees of the Home meeting, namely the
Committees 011 Nomination, on Resolutions and on Budget. Cor—
responding recommendations were prepared as to the represen-
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tation of the Association on the Mixed Commission on the lone—

sphere and the Mixed Commission on Solar and Terrestrial

Relationships.
The possibilities of a simplification of the system of Special

Committees within the IATME were thoroughly discussed, and

so was a proposal submitted to the Executive Committee by Dr.

F. T. Davies:

1) That the first open meeting of IATME be asked for pro—

posals for chairmen of committees.

2) That the Nominations Committee discuss with the chairmen

they select the names of members of committees, then

submit their recommendations to open meeting.

As to the publication of the Rome Transactions it was decided

to continue the procedure adopted at Brussels in 1951, according
to which technical communications should be printed in abstract

only.
The Executive Committee finally studied a project submitted

by the General Secretary of the Union and aiming at a trans-

formation of some of the Association activities namely the

publication of magnetic indices and the comparison of magnetic
standards in so—called Pemnanent Services.

The meeting adjourned at 17h30.

Second meeting

September 22 at 17500

The meeting was attended also by most members of the new

Executive Committee. Present were Prof. Coulomb, Prof. Bartels,
Prof. Nagata (for Prof. Hasegawa), Prof. Kaplan, Dr. Rayner,
Dr. Roberts, Prof. Nicolet, Prof. Slaucitajs, Mr. Laursen.

A note had been received froln the Secretary of the Inter-

national Meteorologieal Association stating that the following
had been nominated IAM representatives in the joint Com-

mittees with the IATME:

Joint Committee on Upper Atmosphere
1V. W. Kellog (U.S.A.)
M. Nicolet (Belgium)
E. Palme’n (Finland)
E. Vassy (France)

Joint Committee on Atmospheric Electricity
1. Brical‘d (France)
H. R. Byers (U.S.A.)
Ross Gunn (U.S.A.)
T. W. Wormell (Great Britain)
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In consultation with the Nominations Committee it was

recommended that the following be nominated IATME repre-
sentatives in the same two committees:

Upper Atmosphere
D. Barbier (France)
T. It. Kaiser (Great Britain)
H. E. Nowell (U.S.A.)
J. Kaplan (U.S.A.)

Atmospheric Electricity
L. Koenigsfeld (Belgium)
H. Narinder (Sweden)
P. S. Nolan (Ireland)
A. J. YI'iberry (Argentine)

The Executive Committee agreed to an arrangement with the
LAM that Prof. Nicolet be nominated Chairman of the Joint
Committee on Upper Atmosphere and that Dr. L. Koenigsfeltl
be nominated Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atmospheric
Electricity.

The Executive Committee decided that subject to the consent
of the Union the new name of the Association should become
effective from the closure of the Rome Assembly.

A draft budget for the period 1/1 195%31/12 1956 was pre—
pared. This budget was submitted to the plenary session on the
23th September and approved without amendments. Details of
the budget are given on p. 62.

The meeting adjourned at 18'00.

Third meeting

After the final plenary session of the Association the Executive
Committee met on the 23th September at 17“00. Present were
Prof. Coulomb, Prof. Kaplan, Prof. Bartels, Dr. Rayner, Dr.
Roberts, Prof. Nicolet, Prof. Slaucitajs and Mr. Laursen.

The resolutions which had just been adopted by the General
Assembly were reviewed in order to decide what further action
would be required by the Association to carry out the decisions
and recommendations laid down in the resolutions.

The meeting adjourned at 17h45.
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Statutes

Statuts (Ie I'Association (le Géonmgnétisme et d’Aéronomie

de I’Unl'on Géotlésique cl Géophysique Internationale

I. Ohjets dc l’Association

1. L’Assoeiation a pour objets :

(1) d’étudier (les questions qui eoneernent 1e geomagne—
tislne et l’aéi‘onomie e11 taint que ees questions exigent
la cooperation internationale pour en assui'cr l’étude

effective ;

(2) d’eneonl‘ager l’e'tude (1e ees sujets par les différents

pays, institutions, on les partieuliers.

II. Melnbres de l’Assoeiation

2. Les pays qui adherent £1 l’Union Géodésique et Geophysiqm:
Internationale auront lc droit de s’inserire comme membres de

l’Assoeiation et (le nominer dcs délégue’s pour se faire representer
aux reunions de l’Association.

III. Comités Nationaux

3. Avee l’approhation de son Comité National de l’Union Géo—

de’sique et Geophysique Internationale, eliaeun (les pays, en

(levcnant Inelnbl‘e de l’Association, peut créer un Colnité National

pour faire progresser les objets de l’Assoeiation (tans son propre

tei'i‘itoil‘e. (les Comités NationauX nuront le droit de determiner

leur propi‘e constitution et (le régler lCIII'S affaires en accord avec

ees statnts et eeux dc I’Union Géodésique et Géophysique Inter—

nationale. Ils auront nussi 1e (lroit de nonuner des délégués £1

ehaque i'éunion (le I’Assoeintion et dc soumettre £1 ees reunions

des questions £1 (liscuter, poul‘vu que ees questions soient par-

venues an Secrétnire de l’Association an 11mins qnatre mois avant

la reunion de I’Assemblée on elles sent 51 (liscutei'.

4. La eori‘espondunee entrc un Comité National de l’Associa-

tion et le Comité Exéeutif (le l’Association sera conduite par Ie

Comité National local de l’Union Géodesique et Géophysique
Internationale.
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IV. Administration de l’Assoeiation

5. Les travaux de l’Association seront dirigés par l’assemblée
générale des délégués ehoisis par Ies Comités Nationaux de l’As-
sociation.

6. L’Association aura un Comité Exécutif élu par l’assemblée
générale.

7. L’intervalle entrc Ia eloture d’une assemblée générale et
la cloture dc 1a suivante sera appele’, pour les buts de ces statuts,
une période. Le Comité Exécutif comprend 10 President, deux

Vice-Presidents, 1e Secrétaire qui est en meme temps directeur
du Bureau Central de l’Association, cinq autres membres, enfin
1e President sortant s’il y en a un.

8. Le President et les Vice-Presidents sont elus pour une

période et rééligihles une scule fois. Le Secrétaire est éIu pour
deux périodes et rééligible par périodes successives. Les cinq
membres additionnels sont élus pour une période et rééligibles
par périodes successives. Le President sortant est meinhre de
droit pour une période settlement.

9. Le Comité Exécutif aura 1e droit de pourvoir aux vacances

qui surviendraient (tans son sein pendant l’intervalle entre dcux
assemhlées ge’nérales. Toute personne désignée dans ces condi—
tions restera en functions jusqu’a I’assemblée géne’rale suivante
et sa rééligihilité par consequent ne sera pas affeetée. Si la
vaeance est celle du President, 1e Comité Exécutif nominera un

des Vice—Presidents pour le remplacer jusqu’a l’assemblée géné—
rale suivante.

10. Le President présidera toutcs les assemblées générales ct
Ies séances du Cmnité Exéeutif et, en conference avee 1e Secré-
taire. régle'a Ies affaires dc I’Association entre Ies assemblées
générales.

11. Les Vice~Pre’sidents, Fun on l’autre, conforménient aux

dispositions ([ue prendra Ie Comite Exéeutif, présideront Ies
assemblées gene film en I’absence du President.

12. Les fonctions du Secrétairc seront Ies suivantes : (1) D’ex-
pédier toute correspondance relative aux affaires dc l’Associa-
tion; (2) de rccevoir et de gérer les sommes qui peuvent étre
allouécs par I’Union Géodésiquc et Géophysiquc Internationale
ou d’autre provenance; (3) dc déhourser tellcs sommes con-

forméinent aux (técisious de l‘asseinblée générale ou aux instruc-
tions du Comité Exécutif ; (4) de tenir 1e compte dc tout l’argent
regu et dépensé et (le soulnettrc cc conipto certifié par un comp—
table qualifié, a l’cxaineu (l’un eomité financier nomlné a cet
effet par l’asselnhlée générale; (5) de re'diger et publier Ies
colnptes—rendus de l’Association ct dc proceder a leur distribu-
tion scion Ies directives do l’assemble’e générale.
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13. Soumis aux directives genérales et spéciales de l’assemblée

générale, lc Comité Exécutif aura le droit : (1) dc fixer l'ordre

du jour de chaque assemblée générale; (2) dc confier a des

commissions spéciales 011 a des particuliers la préparation de

rapports sur des sujets rentrant dans la compétence de l’Associa-

tion ; (3) (le choisir et de consulter des personnes et des institu—

tions représentatives (les pays qui n’adhcrent pas a l’Association,
ces personnes 011 institutions étant considérées comme memhrcs

correspondants de l’Association.

14. Si, pour un motif qui semblerait bon et suffisant, 1e Comité

Exécutif considére nécessaire ou désirable de s’éearter de la

décision 011 des instructions (1e l’assemhlée géne’rale ou bien de

l’iuterprétation formellc (10 cos statuts, 11 cu aura le droit pourvu

qu’un exposé dc l’action réalisée 011 11011 réalisée, appuyé des

motifs, soit préscnté a l’assemblée généralc suivaute.

V. Assemblées de l’Association

15. Une assemhlée générale ordinaire se tiendra a l’occasion

de l’assemblée générale ordinaire de l’Union Géodésique et Géo-

physique Internationale.

16. Le Président peut, avec l’approhation (111 Comité Exécutif,

convoquer 11ne assemblée générale extraordinaire (le l’Associa—

tion. 11 scra tenu do 113 faii'e 51 la (lemande (l’au moius la moitié

des voix des pays adhérents 2‘1 l’Association, exprimée par leurs

Comités Nationaux.

17. Le Président peut proposer au Présideut de l’Uuion (l’i11~

viter comma hotes (les représentants d’iustitutions 011 d’autres

personnes intéressées a assistcr aux séanccs 11’1111e assemblée

générale.

18. Sauf dans 1c cas dc modification de ces statuts 011 de

questions financiéres, toutes les questions présentees a 11ne as-

semhléc générale seront décidées a la majorité des \‘oix des

délégués. Sur les questions relatives 51 la modification dc ces

statuts, chaque pays représcnté dans l’asscmhlée générale aura

unc voix, laquelle sera dounéc par 1111 representaut choisi par
les délégués du pays considéré. E11 cc qui concernc 105 questions
financieres, le scrutin se fera selon les statuts (le l’Union Géo-

désique ct Géophysique Internationale. Dans tout cas ne eon-

cernant pas 11ne modification aux statuts, s’il y a égalité dc voix,
celle (lu President sera prépondérante.

19. L’ordre du jour (l’unc assemblée géuérale se‘a préparé
par le Secrétaire et communique aux membres (le l’assemblée

gcnéralc au 111oi11s trois mois avant l’ouverture (lc la session.

11 y figurera toutes les questions qui auront éte’ soumises par les

Comite’s Nationaux pour étre discutées a l’assemhlée générale,
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avec d’autres questions qui peuvent étre 1nises i1 l’ordre du jour
par 10 Comité Exécutif. Toute question qui li’a pas été ainsi com—

muniquée ne peut étre prise en consideration qu’avec l’assenti-
ment de l’assemble’e générale.

VI. Budget
20. Le Secrétaire prépare ‘a un budget de prévision dc reeettes

et dépenses pour la période comprise entre deux assemblées géné-
rales ordinaires successivcs. II présentera ee budget au Comité
Exécutif au cours dcs sessions de l’assemblée générale qui pré-
eéde immediatement eettc période ct, apres en avoir reeu l’appro-
hation, i1 peut proeéder au déboursement des fonds conforme—
ment a cette approbation.

21. A chaque assemblée générale ordinaire, un Comité sera

institué pour examiner les eomptes et presenter a l’Association
un rapport sur Ies résultats dc cet examen.

VII. Interpretation et modification des statuts

22. Le present texte franeais servira exeiusivenicnt pour
l‘intcrprétation a donne ' £1 ccs statuts.

23. Aucun changemcnt ne pourra y étre apporté sauf (Ians le
cas 01‘1 :

(1) Un pays, par l’intermédiaire de son Comité National,
fait savoir son intention de proposer une modification
—— cette intention ayant été communiquée au Secrétaire
au moins six mois avant l’assemblée générale 51 laquellc
la question doit étre étudiée.

(2) Le changement reeoit l’approhation d’au moins deux
tiers du nombre des pays appartenant a l’Assoeiation.

Statutes of the Association of Genmagnetism and Agronomy
of the International Union 0/ Geodesy and Geophysics

I. Objects of the Association

1. The objects of the Association are:

(1) The study of questions relating to geomagnetism and

aerouomy in so fa '

as these questions require inter-
national cooperation for their effective investigation.

(2) The encouragement of research in the above subjects
by indivldual countries, institutions, or persons
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II. Members of the Association

2. The countries Which adhere to the International Union of

Geodesy and Geophysics shall be eligible as members of the

Association, and may appoint delegates to represent them at

meetings of the Association.

III. National Committees

3. With the approval of its National Committee of the Inter-

national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, any country becom-

ing a member of the Association may constitute a National Com—

mittee for the purpose of furthering the aims of the Association

within its territory. Such National Committees shall have power

to determine their own constitution and to regulate their own

procedure in accordance with these Statutes and the Statutes of

the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. They have

also the right to appoint delegates to each meeting of the Associa—

tion and to submit subjects for discussion at these meetings,
provided that notice of such subjects is received by the Secretary
of the Association not less than four months before the meeting
of the Assembly at which they are to be discussed.

4. Correspondence between a National Committee of the Asso-

ciation and the Executive Committee of the Association shall be

carried on through the local National Committee of the Interna—

tional Union of Geodesy and Geophysics.

IV. Administration of the Association

5. The work of the Association shall be transacted by the

general assembly of the delegates appointed by the National

Committees of the Association.

6. The Association shall have an Executive Committee elected

by the General Assembly.
7. The interval elapsing between the end of one general assem-

bly and the end of the next one, will, for the purpose of the

Statutes, be termed one period. The Executive Committee shall
consist of the President, two Vice»Presidents, the Secretary who

is simultaneously Director of the Central Bureau of the Associa—

tion. five other members. and the retiring President if there is

one.

8. The President and the Vice—Presidents shall be elected for

one period and may be reelected once. The Secretary shall be

elected for two periods and may be reelected for successive single
periods. The five additional members shall be elected for one

period and reelected for successive single periods. The retiring
President is member ex-officio for only one period.
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9. In the event of any vacancy in the Executive Committee

occurring in its membership during the interval between two

general assemblies, the Executive Committee shall have power
to fill the vacancy. such election being valid until the next

general assembly, and the eligibility for reelection of the person
so elected shall not be affected by such election. Provided that
if the vacancy be that of the office of President, the Executive
Committee shall appoint one of the Vice»Presidents to act until
the next general assembly.

10. The duties of the President are to preside at all general
assemblies of the Association and at meetings of the Executive
Committee, and, in consultation with the Secretary, to regulate
the current business of the Association between general assem-

blics.

11. It is the duty of the Vice-Presidents, one or other as may
be determined by the Executive Committee, to preside at general
assemblies in the absence of the President.

12. The duties of the Secretary shall comprise the folloving:
(1) To carry on al correspondence relating to the affairs of the

Association; (2) to receive and keep charge of such funds as

may be allotted by the International Union of Geodesy and Geo—

physics to the Association, or as may he received from any other

source; (3) to disburse such funds in accordance with the deci—
sions of the general assembly or with the instructions of the
Executive Committee; (4) to keep the account of all receipts and
disbursements and to submit such account, audited by a qualified
accountant, for examination by any financial committee ap—
pointed for the purpose by the general assembly; (5) to prepare
and publish the transactions of the Association, and to arrange
for their distribution in accordance with the directions of the

general assembly.
13. Subject to the general 01' special directions of the general

assembly, the Executive Committee shall have power: (1) To

arrange the agenda of each general assembly; (2) to entrust to

special commissions or to particular individuals the preparation
of reports on subjects within the province of the Association; (3)
to select and consult with persons or representative institutions

belonging to countries which are not within the Association, such
persons or institutions being deemed corresponding members of
the Association

14. If. for any reasons that may appear to it to be good and

sufficient, the Executive Committee considers it necessary or

desirable to depart either from the decision or the instructions
of the general assembly or from the strict interpretation of
these Statutes, it shall have power to do so, provided that a state-
ment of the action taken or not taken, with reasons for the same,
shall be laid before the next general assembly.
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V. Assemblies of the Association

15. An ordinary general assembly of the Association shall be

held in connection with the ordinary general assembly of the

International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics.

16. The President may, with the approval of the Executive

Committee, call an extraordinary general assembly of the Asso-

ciation. He shall be obliged to do so on the request of not less

than one-half of the votes of the countries adhering to the Asso-

ciation, as expressed by their National Committees.

17. The President may suggest to the President of the Union

that representatives of institutions or other interested persons be

invited to be present as guests at meetings of a general assembly.

18. Except in questions relating to the alteration of these

Statutes or to financial questions, all questions before a general
assembly shall be decided by the majority of votes of those

delegates then present. In questions relating to the alteration of

these Statutes, each country represented at a general assembly
shall have one vote, to be given by a representative chosen by
the delegates from the respective country. In all financial ques—

tions, the voting shall be in accordance with the Statutes of the

International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. In all questions
not relating to the alteration of these Statutes, if there be an

equality of votes, the President has a casting vote in addition to

his own deliberative vote.

19. The agenda of a general assembly shall be prepared by the

Secretary and circulated to members of the general assembly not

less than three months before the opening of the general assem—

bly. It shall include all questions which have been submitted by
National Committees for discussion at the general assembly,
together with any other questions placed on the agenda by the

Executive Committee. Any questions of which notice has not

thus been given may only be discussed with the consent of the

general assembly.

VI. Budget

20. The Secretary shall prepare, for each period intervening
between two successive ordinary general assemblies, a budget
estimate of receipts and expenditures during that period. He

shall lay this before the Executive Committee during the meetings
of the general assembly immediately preceding that period, and,

having received its approval, he may proceed with the disburse-

ment of funds in accordance with that approval.

21. At each ordinary general assembly a committee shall be

appointed to examine the accounts and to report the results of

their examination to the Association.
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VII. Interpretation and Alteration of Statutes

22. The French text shall serve exclusively for interpretation
of these Statutes.

23. No change may be made in the present Statutes except:

(1) By notice being given by any country, through its Na-
tional Committee, of its intention to move an alteration,
such notice being given to the Secretary not less than
six months before the general assembly at which it is
intended to be discussed.

By the approval of at least two-thirds of the number
of countries included in the Association.
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National Reports

ARGENTINA

National Report an Geomagnetism and Atmospheric Electricity

I. ~ Geomagnetism.

A. The Servicio Meteorologico Nacional has carried out the

following activities:

a) Field work. During the reference period 90 stations were

surveyed completely, 36 of which were occupied for the first

time. the remaining 54 being repeat stations, seine of which

were occupied for the fifth time; the distribution by years is

as follows:

Years 1951 19"2 1953 1954 Total

new stations 6 12 14 4 36

repeat stations 1 28 19 (i 54

Total 7 40 33 10 90

At all stations a full set of magnetic measurements was taken,

comprising D, H and I; at about 10% of the stations daily
variations were determined.

b) Observatory worlc. Routine work was continued at the Pilar,
La Quiaca and Orcadas Observatories. ‘Vork at Pilar was inter-

rupted on the 21St of November 1951 by a heavy storm which

destroyed the major part of the installations and equipment.
Nevertheless absolute observations could be reassumed after

only ten days, and about the middle of 1953 photographic record-

ings were taken up again. The absolute instruments which were

badly damaged could be repaired completely in the workshop
of the S.M.N., and it is expected that they will be in operation
very soon. Plans for rebuilding the Pilar Observatory on its old

site are well under way; it is hoped that every feature of modern

observatory technique can be incorporated in the new obser~

vatory.
Although no new observatories were installed a special 9

months program of observations was run on Deception Island

a
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(Antartida Argentina) from April to December, 1951, comprising
periodical absolute observations, measurements of daily varia—

tions in D, H, and I during selected days, as well as a general
survey of the Island covering 6 points.

'

c) Equipment. Beside the complete repair of the Pilar absolute

instruments (one Kew magnetometer, earth inductor and Eschen-

hagen galvanoscope) three quartz fibre magnetometers of the

Q.H.M. type were built and it is hoped that they can be in opera—
tion within two months.

(1) Publications. In “Meteoros” of July 1951, a paper was

published on a new method for reducing field observations; this

procedure is being used in reducing the data for the magnetic
maps of the Argentine Republic. In December 1951 magnetic
data for the Orcadas observatory were published for interna-
tional quiet and disturbed days of two typical years of different
solar activity, as well as monthly and yearly summaries. In the

second 1954 issue of “Meteoros” a summary of the above men-

tioned observations from Deception Island will be published.
Complete magnetic data from Pilar covering the period 1940
to 1949 have been processed for publication and it is expected
that they can he released late in 1954.

B. The Astronomical Observatory of the University of Eva
Perén (La Plata) has been active as follows:

1) Fieldwork on the continent. During the second half of 1951,
determinations of D, H and Iwere made at three secular stations

in the Province of Buenos Aires, paying special attention to the

rapid change focus of H near Bahia Blanca City. During 1952
seven points were surveyed paying attention specially to rapid
Z variations. Five of these points were in Patagonia and Tierra
del Fuego, one near Bahia Blanca and one near Eva Peron City.
In 1953, 12 stations in the central and northern parts of Argentina
were surveyed taking D, H, and Z values. Some of these were

repeat stations.

2) Antarctic activities. During the summer of 1953754 3

special Commission was sent to the Argentina Antarctic Sector
where l), H. and Z measurements were made at 8 new stations

and 4 reoccupations, including one surveyed by 0. Nordenslcjdld
in 1901—03. Fourteen auxiliary points were also surveyed with
H and Z readings. In all this work Danish QHM and BMZ instru—
ments were used successfully.

3) New station. Plans are being matured for the establishment
of the proposed geophysical observatory (including a magnetic
section) near Lake Viedma (50° S, 72° W). Two complete sets

of Ruska variometers and recorders are already at hand for
that installation.
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II. — Atmospheric Electricity.
A. Activities of the Servicio Meteorolégico Nacional:

At the present time the following stations are carrying out

work on atmospheric electricity with equipment slightly varying
in each case: Buenos Aires, Pilar (Gordoba), Mendoza, Tucuman

and La Quiaca; the head office of the Section of Atmospheric
Electricity is located at the Buenos Aires Observatory.

As this is the first report on atmospheric electricity in Argen—
tina a brief account of earlier work will be given for each station.

Observatorio Geofisico de Pilar:

Latitude: 31° 40’ 08” S.

Longitude: 63° 53’ 00” XVI}.

height above sea level: 338 mi.

It is located on the right bank of the Rio Segundo, in plain

territory close to the Sierras de Cérdoba.

Routine observations of the electrical potential with photo—
graphic recording have been made at this observatory since

1924. A water collector was used until 1938 and was afterwards

replaced by a radioactive collector. For observations of the ion

content of the air a wooden shelter is available, built in ac-

cordance with the ancient Observatorio del Ebro type which

permits observations at a height of about one meter. An Elster

and Geitel equipment for obtaining the coefficient of electrical

dissipation has been in operation since 1924; an Ebert ion aspi-
rator for obtaining the number and mobility of ions and the

conductivity has been in use since 1928. Up to 1938 one daily
observation of air ionization was made at eleven o’clock Mean

Local Time. Beginning in 1940 observations were taken at 8, 10,

12, 14 and 16 o’clock Mean Meridian Time, 60° \V., and beginning
in 1952 the daily schedule of observations was changed to 4, 8,

12, 16, 20 and 24 o’clock Mean Meridian Time, 60° W.

Observatorio Central Buenos Aires:

Latitude: 34° 35’ 30” S.

Longitude: 58° 29’ 00” VV.G.

height above sea level: 25 m.

Although it is situated in an urban district general conditions

for observation are fairly satisfactory as it is surrounded by a

large park belonging to the Faculty of Agronomy and Veterinary
Sciences.

Since 1941 an Elster and Geitel equipment for atmospheric
dissipation, an Ebert ion counter, and a Gerdien conductivity
meter are in operation in a shelter similar to the one used at

Pilar. Until 1950 daily observations were taken at 8, 10, 12,
14 and 16 o’clock Mean Meridian Time, 60° W. Later on the

schedule was changed to cover the 24 hour interval with six

observations.

6
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Observatorio de Mendoza:

Latitude: 32° 54’ 18” S.

Longitude: 68° 51’ 51” W.G.

height above sea level: 827 m.

Situated in the San Martin Park in the city of Mendoza it is
in operation since 1952 utilizing an Elster and Geitel dissipation
equipment and an Ebert ion counter installed in an Ebro type
shelter. Readings are taken at 8. 12, and 16 o’clock Mean Meridian
Time, 60° W.

Observatorio de Tucuman:

Latitude: 26° 48’ S.

Longitude: 65° 12’ \V.G.

height above sea level: 481 m.

The observatory is located far from the populated area. close
to the Experimental Field of the School of Agriculture. \Vork
was taken up in 1952 with an Elster and Geitel equipment and
an Ebert ion counter. Readings are taken at 8. 12 and 16 o’clock
Mean Meridian Time, 60° W. -

Obscrvatorio de La Quiaca:

Latitude: 22° 06’ 10” S.

Longitude: 65° 36’ 16” W.G.

height above sea level: 3458 In.

Same period, equipment and observations as Tucuman and
Mendoza.

At all observatories additional observations of atmospheric
nuclei were made by means of Aitken counters. A summary of
the Pilar electrical observations was given in two publications,
issued in 1952 and 1953, covering the periods from 1924 to 1936
and 1937 to 1950, respectively. In these papers a tentative pro—
cedure for processing atmospheric potential data is described.

Steps have been taken to install shelters for recorders of the
electrical properties of the air at Buenos Aires and Pilar. These
shelters will be ready for use in a near future. Five quadrant
electromoters are available for installation at Buenos Aires, and
the lay—out is being prepared for putting them in operation.
Photographic recorders will be used and it is planned to include
observations of medium and heavy ions. Similar observations
are expected to start at Pilar Observatory within a short time.

B. The Observatorio de Fisica Cesmica de San Miguel put in
operation in June 1951 its new Geoelectric Section where con—

tinuous automatic records are being made since then of the

following elements:
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1 —— Fair weather atmospheric potential gradient
2 — Conductivity of the air (Gerdien method)
3 -—- Light ion density (2 counters Ebert type)
4 — Large ion density (one counter alternates positive and

negative readings)
5 — Stormy weather electric field and lightning analyzing

recorder

6 - Total lightning activity recorder (Records are available

since 1950)
7 H Aitken nucleus counts (manual, once a day)

Results of items 11° 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 are published regularly in

the Boletin Mensual of the Obselyatory which tries to distribute

information within the year. A special Memoir giving all details

of this section has also been published at the end of 1952.

During the summers of 1951#52 and 1953—54 special studies

of lightning and other atmospheric electric elements were made

with portable recording fieldmills, conductivity apparatus and

ion counters, in the mountains (23° 50’ S — 66° 05’ W.G.) at

3500 In. height in a region remarkable for its severe lightning
storms.

C. Atmospherics. The Servicio Meteorologieo Nacional has

installed a net'of three stations, one near Buenos Aires (at San

Miguel Observatory), one in Gordoba City and one‘in Bahia

Blanca City. At each station there is a direction finder, a maxi-

mum field strength recorder and an average “spherics” number

recorder. All instruments are Lugeon type. During 1952 the

equipment was run experimentally and since 1953 it operates

regularly. Although these instruments are planned and used

principally for weather forecasting they may be useful for some

other atmospheric electric research programs.

III. — Earth Currents.

These have been recorded regularly at the San Miguel Obser-

vatory since 1950 and results of the N—S and MW readings
giving hourly values, type of curves, etc. are published regularly
in its Boletin Mensual. Description of layout and instruments

has been reported in the Memoir n° 1, La Seccion Geoeléctriea.

Some other short time studies have been made with portable
recording instruments at other points but those results are not

yet published.

IV. — Ionosphere.

The Argentine Navy has been making hourly ionosphere
observations since the middle of 1950 in Buenos Aires. In the

Argentine Antarctic Sector, at Decepcién (630° S — 60.7" W.G.)

li‘
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observations were made during the first half of 1951, and since
the beginning of 1952 this service is continuous. Equipment is
as follows: At Buenos Aires two automatic recorders, observa-
tions made hourly, 1 to 25 Me automatic sweep in 30 seconds.
At Decepcién, hourly observations, 1.5 to 16 MC manual sweep
in 15 minutes. New semi—automatic equipment is being prepared
for Decepcion which will be ready for the next southern summer.

Two more stations are planned. one in the northern part of

Argentina (about 23° S.Lat.) and the other intermediate be—
tween Buenos Aires and Deeepcion (about 50° S.Lat.). Obser-
vations are sent to the U.R.S.I. and regularly published and
distributed to interested parties. Although the actual program
contemplates only radio propagation forecast, the stations are

ready to cooperate in special geophysical projects if required.

V. —~ Cosmic Radiation.

The Observatorio de Fisica cosmica de San Miguel has had
the following equipment in service during the summers of 1952‘
53 and 1953—54 in one of the ships of the Argentine Antarctic
Research Expeditions. One three point cosmic shower coin—
cidence recorder and two, 3 coincidence, anticoincidence shielded
telescopes for cosmic activity recording. Continuous records were

made those summers since the ship left port, covering latitudes
between 35° and 68° S. The same equipment was sent on a trip
to Northern Europe with continuous recording on the way over

and back.

This same Observatory is preparing a Wilson non-magnetic
cloud chamber for automatic observations in a temperature
regulated chamber, controlled by coincidence and antieoinci-
deuce Geiger—\Iiiller tubes. The unit is planned for automatic

recording of various cosmic ray activity determinations and it
is hoped to have it ready for operation before the middle of 1955.
More equipment could be prepared if required for the Interna-
tional Geophysical Year.

The Atomic Energy Commission and the Universidad de Cuyo
have also been active in various cosmic ray investigations in
different parts of the country.

VI. — Papers published.
A. By the Servicio Meteorologico Nacional:

Otto Schneider. — Acerca de la variacion geomagnética de dias tranquilos,
en PiIar ; en “Meteoros” ; afio ll, 11“ 3—4, pag. 149—166.

Otto Schneider. — Rastros de un efecto lunar no eliminado en los indices
k de

1aetividad geomagnetica; en “Meteoros”; afio III, 11" 2—3, ping.
135— 40.

Carlos A. Martinoli. — Nuevo método para la determinacién de la relacion
de capacidades eléctricas en el aspirador Gerdien ; en “Mcteoros” ; afio
111, I1" 4, pég. 429—433.
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Resumen y Anzilisis de observaciones de Electricidad AtmOSférica, (Pilar),
afios 1924—1936 ; Publicacion de la Direccion General del Servicio Me-

teorolégico Nacional; Serie B; 221. Seccién, 33. Parte, n” 1, Buenos

Aires, 1952.

Resumen y Anélisis de observaciones de Electricidad Atmosférica, (Pilar),
afios 1937-4950 ; Publicacion de la Direccién General del Servicio Me-

teorologico Nacional; Serie B; 221. Seccién, 321. Parte, n" 2, Bllenos

Aires, 1953.

Dates climatologicos y geomagnéticos, Islas Orcadas del Sur, Periodo

1903~1950 ; Publicacion de la Direccion General del Servicio Meteoro-

logico Nacional; Serie B; 121. Seccién, 1a. Parte, n" 11, Buenos Aires,
1951.

B. By the Astronomical Observatory of the Universidad de Eva Peron

(La Plata) :

Leonidas Slaucitajs. — La observacién del campo geomagnético; Publ.

Observatorio Astronomica La Plata ; Ser. espec. 13, La Plata, 1951.

Leonidas Slaucitajs. —— Resumen de las investigaciones geomagneticas
efectuadas en la Antz'lrtida Argentina en el afio 1951 ; Mem. I Congreso
Nacional de Cartografia, Buenos Aires, 1952.

Leonidas Slaucitajs. — La variacion secular geomagnética; Rev. Cart. 1,
Buenos Aires, 1952.

Leénidas Slaucitajs. —— Resultados de las investigaciones geomagneticas
efectuadas en el afio 1952 en Tierra del Fuego y parte Sur de Patagonia ;

11311131. Oimeé‘vatorio
Astronomico Eva Peron, Serie Geofisica VII, 2, Eva

eron, 95 .

Leonidas Slaucitajs. — El origen fisico del campo geomagnético; Publ.

Observatorio Astronomico Eva Peron, Ser. espec. 19, Eva Peron, 1953.

Leonidas Slaucitajs. H Uber die zeitlichen Storungen der magnetischen
Deklination im Gebiete Nordeurasiens und Gr'ciulands; Geof. pura e

appl., Vol XXVIII, Milnno, 1954.

C. By the Observatorio de Fisica cosmica de San Miguel:
A. J. Yriberry. — Memoria n" 1, La Seccién Geoeléctrica, Observatorio

de Fisica Césmica de San Miguel, 1952.
A. J. Yriberry. —— Registro del campo electrostético tormentoso en San

Miguel y en Kew; Acta Scientifica, Ohservatorio de Fisica cosmica,
Cuaderno n° 2, 1954.

AUSTRALIA

Report presented by the Australian National

Committee. I.A.T.M.E.

PART I

Report on geomagnetic variations and upper atmosphere
research

(1) Administration.

Work on the ionosphere is carried out mainly by the perma—
nent staff of the Radio Research Board, and by University and

Government Departments associated with the Board, particularly
The lonospheric Prediction Service of the Commonwealth Oh-

servatory.
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(2) Ionasphere Research in Australia 1952—54.

In this section is outlined the scope of the ionospheric re-

searches at present being conducted in Australia. A detailed

bibliography follows, (§ 3).

Ionosph eI‘ic Winds.

The study of winds, or moving irregularities in the ionosphere
continues. At the University of Adelaide a particularly powerful
method of measuring winds in the lower ionosphere, by means

of radar echoes from meteor trails, is now in regular operation.
It seems likely that the results obtained by this method (for the
lower ionosphere) will be free from the difficulties of inter-

pretation which accompany other methods of observation in

higher regions. \Vork continues, at Sydney, Brisbane, and Perth,
on travelling F2 region irregularities.

As a result of these investigations, taken in conjunction with
measurements in other countries, the rough outlines of the world

pattern of ionospheric drift has now emerged.
In the F region at moderate latitudes (> 40° geomagnetic)

movement is towards the east by day, and to the west by night:
In summer, by day, the movement of irregularities is predomi-
nantly towards the poles; in winter, by day, towards the equator.

It has been shown that many of the complex patterns obtained

occasionally 011 ionospheric P’—f records are simply ascribable
to a horizontally moving corrugation or bulge in the ionisation
contours of the F2 region.

In Tasmania Z echoes have been subjected to accurate direc—

tion-finding, and it has been established that they occur when
a rugosity on the surface of the F2 region permits the incident

ray to travel along the direction of the geomagnetic field. This

interesting result may throw light on a long-standing contro-

versial issue ~ the origin of the second echo sometimes received
from the F2 region at frequencies below the gyro—frequency. (cf.
Martyn & Munro: Terr. Mag; p. 1, March 1939). These authors had

argued that such echoes must travel along the geomagnetic field;
Ellis” observations of higher frequencies show that corrugations
on the surface of the F2 region make this possible.

Extensive work has been done on the “dynamo theory” of the

magnetic variations. In a series of papers the fundamentals of
Balfour Stewart’s theory, as developed quantitatively by Schuster
and Chapman, have been examined afresh. It has been found
that the Hall conductivity is vitally important, and that the

polarization set up by Hall current increases the effective con—

ductivity substantially above the “Pedersen” conductivity, so

permitting quantitative reconciliation of the known wind velo—
cities and ionisation densities in the ionosphere with the require—
ments of Stewart’s theory, as propounded qualitatively some 70
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years ago. It must be almost unprecedented for a theory to

endure so many vicissitudes as has the “dynamo theory". \Vhere—

as several discoveries in atmospheric physics might have seemed

to establish the theory, each has been followed by one which

created fresh difficulties. At this juncture, when the matter

again seems to be settled in favour, it is interesting to recall

that Balfour Stewart’s interest in physics was first aroused nearly
a century ago, when he made a voyage to Australia, in the employ
of a Scottish mercantile company, and that he published his

first paper in Australia.

An important by—product of the recent development of

Stewart’s theory is that there should exist, near the magnetic
equators, a narrow ionospheric belt, some hundreds of miles

wide, possessed of exceptionally high conductivity. This accounts

for the existence of the equatorial “electro-jet”, a phenomenon
unknown to Stewart.

The above work has been extended to include detailed cal-

culations of the horizontal and vertical drift of ionisation in the

ionosphere, under the influence either of air winds or of electric

fields. It has been emphasized on many occasions (e.g. Martyn.
Proc. Ion. Conf. Pennsylvania 1950) that the observed movements

of ionisation in the ionosphere do not necessarily indicate the

atmospheric Wind vector. An attempt was made to lay the

foundations of the theory of the relations between horizontal

winds (or electric fields), and the resulting motions of distin-

guishable patches of ionisation. It is found that the motion of a

“blob” of ionisation which differed in density from the sur-

rounding medium had certain peculiarities, if Hall conductivity
were important, and it seems unlikely that such “blobs”, em—

bedded in a medium of this type, will have stability of motion.

Besides being important for the interpretation of measured

“winds” in the ionosphere these findings may be significant for

the theory of the production of “sporadic E” ionisation.

Considerable work has been done on the morphology of iono-

spheric disturbance, particularly in the F2 region, which is

specially susceptible. In this work the methods developed by
geomagneticians, such as Chapman, for the study of geomagnetic
storms. were largely followed. At an early stage however an

important departure from geomagnetic practice was adopted.
Magnetic storms start abruptly and simultaneously all over the

earth; ionospheric storms begin gradually, and it is difficult to

assess the initial instant or zero of “storm-time”. Preliminary
studies had suggested that all or nearly all ionospheric storms

were accompanied by magnetic storms. “Storm—time, ionosphe—
ric” was tentatively measured from the “commencement” of the

accompanying magnetic storm, if this were “sudden”. This

method of timing proved highly successful, and showed imme—

diately that ionospheric storms started certainly within an hour
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of the magnetic storm “sudden commencement”, and possibly
within minutes of the latter. This discovery was surprising, in
view of the impression which had gained currency during the
War that ionospheric storms occurred independently of magnetic
storms, and that they first appeared near the auroral zones,
and moved, (like migratory cyclones) to lower latitudes. All the
Australian results are opposed to the latter view, and lead to
the almost inevitable conclusion that ionospheric storms, like

geomagnetic storms, have a unitary character, and develop
almost simultaneously with the magnetic storm over the whole
earth. During the recent “Symposium on Ionospheric Storms” in

Japan it became clear that Japan’s radio-scientists are currently
of a like opinion, but it would be well to point out that these
views are not necessarily accepted in other countries at the

present time.

Another important discovery, which ensued from a direct

following of the statistical methods earlier developed by geo—
magneticians, was that the solar diurnal. (SD) component of

ionospheric storms was exceptionally large in proportion to the
storm-time (Dst) component, and that SD was fully developed
in a time less than one hour after the geomagnetic “sudden
commencement”. The SD and Dst components of ionospheric
storms have now been derived for some nine representative
latitudes, ranging from Clyde (completely within the auroral
zone) to Huancayo, very near the magnetic equator, and for the
three seasons. The results of this work are at present being
applied to the practical forecasting of the best operating circuits
from time to time during the course of the storm.

In addition a theory of ionospheric storms has been developed.
This starts from the novel viewpoint that such storms do not
arise from local bombardment by solar particles, but are due to
the presence throughout the ionosphere of an electrostatic field
created by the intense currents in the auroral zones. The field
which almost necessarily accompanies these currents is found
to have the amplitude and form required to produce not only
SD (ionospheric), but also SD (geomagnetic) by causing currents
to flow in the F2 and lower (E) ionosphere, respectively. Ten-

tatively, the view is held that Dst (ionospheric) is simply a

necessary accompaniment of the disturbance produced in the
F2 region by SD (ionospheric), and is not due, as probably is
Dst (geomagnetic), to a separate current system lying outside
the earth’s atmosphere. No evidence is found which would sup-
port classification of ionospheric storms, by latitude, as of “posi-
tive” or “negative” initial phase. The occurrence of such phases
in particular storms appears almost certainly to depend on the
local time of commencement, the curve of A f°F2 beginning
almost immediately to follow the course of the SD curve appro—
priate to the latitude, local time, and season, at a given locality.
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F2 Region Anomalies.

Much work has been done on the elucidation of the morpho-

logy of the F2 region and its time variations. It is believed that

the main features of the seasonal, geomagnetic, and sunspot

control of this region are now fairly well known.

In parallel with this investigation the “drift” theory has been

extended and applied, in a detailed quantitative attempt to

account for the peculiarities of F2 region behaviour. Earlier

attempts to apply the theory had been only partially successful.

It is now realized that the principal hindrance was imperfect
understanding and knowledge of the horizontal polarization
field associated with the production of the main current system
in the “dynamo” region, which lies in or near the E region. This

field controls the drift in the F2 region, and is therefore mainly

responsible for the F2 anomalies. As a result of the “dynamo”
investigation earlier described it is now realized that the polari-
zation field in the dynamo region is very different in form and

magnitude from that earlier deduced by Schuster and by Chap-
man, who took no account of Hall conductivity in developing
Stewart’s theory. The resulting changes in field pattern and

magnitude appear to have removed the major difficulties for-

merly encountered in applying the “drift” theory to interpret
the F2 region; at the time of writing all major F2 anomalies

appear quantitatively explieable by the drift theory. This work

will be presented during August and September this year at the

various meetings of U.R.S.I., the Mixed Commission on the Iono-

sphere, I.U.G.G. and at the “Physics of the Ionosphere" con—

ference to be conducted by the Physical Society of London, at

Cambridge. Various detailed applications of the “drift theory”,
in its earlier form, have been made (see Bibliography below).
These have helped to draw attention to both the adequacies and

inadequacies of the drift theory in its older form, and have

thrown light on the relative importance of the various factors

such as recombination, ion production, drift, and their height
gradients.

Meteoric Dust, Noctilucent Clouds, and Rainfall.
Pre—war work in Australia had shown that in certain seasons

there appeared to be a correlation between the day to day varia—

tions of ionospheric parameters and the meteorological condi-

tions at the ground. In the past year an attempt has been made

to correlate meteor showers with world—wide days of exceptional
rainfall, and with the occurrence of noctilucent clouds. The cor-

relation of the latter occurrences with meteor showers, first

suggested by Vestine, now seems certain. Later work (see Biblio-

graphy) has cast doubts on the validity of a suggested correlation

between meteor showers and world—wide days of excessive rain,
and also on the reality of the existence of such days.
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PART )1

Statement of magnetic surveys in Australia and

Sub—Antarctic Islands 1951—4953

by L. S. Prior

Abstract

This report summarises the activities of the Geophysical Sec-

tion of the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophy—
sics of the Department of National Development in so far as the

magnetic secular variation at stations under its control is con-

cerned. It is a continuation of previous reports submitted to the

International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, the last of which

covered activities during the years 1948—51.

Absolute field observations.

A programme has been drawn up for the re-oceupation and/or
establishment of seine 500 absolute magnetic field stations

throughout Australia and its dependencies. During 1952, part
of this programme was carried out and the stations re-oceupied
or established are listed in Appendix 1. Of the 48 stations at

which observations were made 29 were in Tasmania and the

remaining 19 selected around the border of the Australian main-

land. In Tasmania, 18 completely new stations were established,

the remainder being proximate or close re-occupations of pre—

vious C.I.\V. stations. On the continent 7 new stations were

created while 12 were exact or close rc—occupations of stations

previously established by C.I.\V. or North Australian Surveys.
It is intended to commence a re-survey of Victoria shortly

when it is expected that between 30 and 40 stations will be

either established or rc—occupied. The survey will then be ex-

tended through New South \Valcs and Queensland. Consideration

is also being given to a re»survcy of C.l.\V. stations on the

Canning Stock Route in \Vestern Australia.
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Magnetic maps of Australia.

As a result of the above survey an isogonic map of Australia
for epoch 1955.5 was prepared. The main points to note about
this map, when compared with the previous one produced for

epoch 1950.5 are:

(i) That the declination over Tasmania is from two-thirds to

three—quarters of a degree more easterly than would have
been expected from the 1950.5 map.

(ii) The annual rate of change of declination over the south—
eastern part of Australia shows an increased positive or

easterly value.

(iii) The annual rate of change of declination over the north—
western part of the mainland now shows a small negative
or westerly value instead of the small positive value shown
in previous years.

Magnetic maps of Tasmania for declination, horizontal inten—
sity and inclination are in course of preparation.

Magnetic observatories.

Magnetic observatories at Watheroo (Lat. 30" 19’ S, Long.
115° 53’ E) and Toolangi (Lat. 37° 32’ S, Long. 145° 28’ E)
have been maintained and all observations carried out to ensure

adequate base line and temperature control of variometers.
lntercomparisons of absolute equipment at these observatories
have been made with C.I.\V. Magnetometer N0 18 and with
QHM’S on world circuit.

Magnetic observatories at Heard Island (Lat. 53° 02’ S, Long.
73° 22’ E) and Macquarie Island (Lat. 54° 30’ S, Long. 158° 57’ E)
have been established on full-time basis and since March 1952
continuous recording of the earth’s magnetic field and requisite
instrumental control have been maintained.

An observer has accompanied the Australian National Ant—
arctic Research Expedition to the Antarctic continent and he
will set up an absolute magnetic field station during the ship’s
stay in Antarctic waters. Provision has been made for declination
observations to be taken with a eompass-theodolite by a member
of the party during sledging trips to be undertaken in the next
year. A search will also be made for a site suitable for the
establishment of a magnetic observatory.

A site suitable for the establishment of a magnetic observatory
in New Guinea has been found about eight miles south-east of
Port Moresby. Negotiations are now taking place for the acquisi—
tion of the land and it is hoped to commence regular absolute
observations during 1954.

Since September 1952 the Department of National Develop-
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ment has been issuing each month the “Geophysical Observatory
Report” containing magnetic disturbance indices and prelimi-
nary mean monthly values of the magnetic elements reported
from the observatories under its control. The report is distributed

to 100 collaborating observatories and institutions.

In Appendix 2 are listed:

Provisional Values of the Magnetic Elements for VVatheroo

1951—52—53.

Provisional Values of the Magnetic Elements for Toolangi
1951—52—53.

Absolute observations made at Heard Island 1951—52.

Absolute observations made at Isles de Kerguelen 1952.

Final Values of the Magnetic Elements at Heard Island 1952.

Provisional Values of the Magnetic Elements at Heard Island

1953.

Final Values of Declination at Macquarie Island 1952.

Provisional Values of Horizontal Intensity and Vertical Intensity
at Macquarie Island 1952.

Provisional Values of the Magnetic Elements at Macquarie Island

1953.

Aeromagnetic surveys.

During the report period, approximately 24.000 sq. miles of

the continent have been surveyed magnetically from the air.

This area is made up of seven smaller areas ranging from 1.000

sq. miles to 9000 sq. miles. Only changes in total force have been

measured so far, but steps are being taken to develop a tech—

nique to determine three components of the field intensity
during flight.

Reports issued.

“Geophysical Observatory Report” issued at monthly intervals.

Observations of Terrestrial Magnetism at Heard, Kerguelen
and Macquarie Islands 1947—48 — N. G. Chamberlain. ,

A Provisional lsogonic Map of Australia and New Guinea —

F. W. Wood and I. B. Everingham.
Magnetic Observations at Heard, Kerguelen and Macquarie

Islands 1947—51 — F. Jacka (Australian National Antarctic

Research Expedition).

Reports in preparation.

Magnetic Results from Heard Island 1952 — L. N. Ingall.
Magnetic Results from Macquarie Island 1952—P. M.Mc Gregor.
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Provisional values of magnetic elements at Watheroo, 1951-53

D ‘ D l' f W t
Intensity

a e ec ma ion as

Horizontal Vertical

1951 Degrees Minutes Gnmmas Gan-nuns

January 02 48.9 24849 #52088

February 02 48.8 24842 —52065

March 02 48.4 24840 —52067

April 02 49.0 24832 —52067

May 02 48.1 24832 ~52085

June 02 49.3 24838 #52062

July 02 48.4 24836 i ~52059

August 02 48.4 24839
‘

—52098

September 02 48.4 24819 1 ~52126

October 02 48.6 24834
“ ~52158

November 02 48.7 24853 —52110

December 02 4&4 24848 #52105

Annual Mean 02 48.6 24838 #52091
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1952 Degrees Minutes Gammnx Gamma:

January 02 48.5 24850 ——521 17

February 02 48.2 24844 —521 12

March 02 48.0 24841 —52122

April 02 48.2 24833 —52|03

May 02 47.6 24842 #52128

June 02 47.4 24841 —52121
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August 02 47.5 24848 752113

September 02 47.2 24838 A52106

October 02 47.9 24846 —52108

November 02 47.4 24859 —52119

December 02 47.5 24858 —52l29

Annual Mean 02 47.7 24846 —52118
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Horlzontal Vertical

1953 Degrees Minutes Gilmmas Gammns

January 02 46.8 24854 —521 12

February 02 47.0 24865 752159

March 02 47.6 24848 152133

April 02 46.8 24848 752121

May 02 46.5 Z4841_ ——52l31

June 02 46.9 24856 —52140

July 02 46.6 24850 —52146

August 02 46.1 24841 ~—5Zl35

September 02 46.9 24837 —52152

October 02 47.0 24864 —52163

November 02 47.1 24867 1
752184

December 02 46.9 24874 i 752150

Annual Mean 02 46.9 24854 I
——52144

7v
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Provisional values of magnetic elements at Toolnngi, 1951-53

Intensity
Date Declination East

Horizontal l Verlical

195; Degrees Minutes Gmnmus Gammus

January 09 36.5 22825 ‘56574

February 09 37.3 22814 —56385
March 09 37.9 22807 —56391

April 09 38.4 22796 —56392

May 09 3910 22796 —56401
June 09 39.5 22805 ~56402

July 09 39.6 22803 ~56410

August 09 39.9 22801 —56410

September 09 40.4 22783 750415

October 09 406 22792 —56413
November 09 40.6 22801 —56411
December 09 40.9 22803 —56409

Annual Mean 09 39.2 22802 ~56401

Intensi
Date Declination East

,
.

ty
1

Horizontal
‘

Vertical

1952 Degrees Minutes Gilmmns Ganmius

January 09 41.3 22798 —56412

February 09 42.1 22790 —56413
March 09 42.9 22787 —56428

April 09 43.2 22778 —56429

May 09 43.7 22780 ~56434
June 09 44.1 22787 —56426

July 09 44.9 22785 —56423

August 09 45.1 22788 ~56422

September 09 45.4 22781 —56428
October 09 46.0 22784 ~56427
November 09 46.4 22794 ~56427
December 09 46.3 22794 ‘56431

Annual Mean 09 44.3 22787
1 —56425

Intensity
Date Declination East

Horizontal 1 Vertical

1953 Degrees Minutes Gmninas Gnnlmas

January 09 46.8 22796 ~56438

February 09 47.5 22798 ~56426
March 09 48.0 22780

‘

~56434

April 09 48.7 22780 —56434

May 09 49.0 22774 —56443
June 09 49.2 22779 —56427

July 09 49.5 22775 —56434

August 09 49.9 22774
‘

—56439

September 09 503 22768 v56442
October 09 50.8 22774 ~56429
November 09 51.1 22776 —56414
December 09 51.1 22791 —56431

Annual Mean 09 49.3 22780 —56433
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Absolute magnetic observations at Heard Island and the

Isles de Kerguelen

(i) Heard Island

1951—1952

Date Declination West Horizontal Intensity Inclination

1951 Degrees Minutes Gammas Degrees Minutes

27 July 49 40.3

30
,,

~69 34.5

31
,,

49 43.9

17 August 768 33.9

18
,,

18467

4 October —68 37.5

6
,,

49 48.4 18460

21 November 49 44.1 18462 ~68 35.7

1952

22 January 49 46.8 18483 ~68 33.]

(ii) Isles de Kerguelen
1952

Date Declination West Horizontal Intensity Inclination

1952 Degrees Minules Gnmmas Degrees Minutes

5 March 48 34.0 18208

Final values of magnetic elements at Heard Island 1952

, ‘ Intensity
Month Declination West 7. ,

Horizontal l Vertical

Degrees Minutes Gummns Gummas

March 49 54.4 18450 ~47077

April 49 57.4 18432 | #47081

May 49 57.1 18445 747088

June 49 5610 18463 A47102

July 49 5712 18467 —47109

August 49 5813 18470 —47114

September 49 59.8 18460 ~47] 17

October 49 59.9 18466 747120

November 50 00.1 l8477 ——47 l 36

December 50 00.7
‘

18478 —47 142
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Provisional values of magnetic elements at Heard Island 1953

Month Declination West
,

[mermb
‘

Horizontal 1 Vertical

Degrees Minutes Gammas Gamma:

January 50 01.4 18483 ~47150

February 50 03.6 18470 —47151

March 50 06.3 18461
‘

—47158

April 50 06.9 18472 1 —47172

May 50 07.6 18473 ~47181

June 50 08.1 18482 1 ~47189

July 50 09.4 18477 1 —47196

August 50 10.4 18476 1‘ —47205

September 50 12.1 18470 1 —47210

October 50 12.2 18479
‘

—4721 3

November 50 12.2 18489 1 —-47227

December 50 12.8 18496 | “47231

Annual Mean 50 08.6 18477 1 417190

Final values of
intensity and

declination and provisional values of horizontal

vertical intensity at Macquarie Island 1952

Decli 11 11 East Intensity
Month ”131,211 W .1

Provisional Provisional

Degrees Minutes Gammas Gnmmns

April 24 02.9 13345 ~64556

May 24 03.2 13335 —n4557

June 24 03.9 13351 . —64555

July 24 05.0 13355 1 ~64544

August 24 05.2 13375 1 254545

September 24 05.3 13346 1 —64548

October 24 05.3 13344 .

—e4537

November 24 06.4 18354 ‘64532

December 24 08.0 13352 ~64538

Provisional values of magnetic elements at Macquarie Island 1953

Month Declination East
, Inte‘nsuy ,

Horizontal
‘

Vertical

Degrees Minutes Gammus Gnmnms

January 24 08.0 13350 ‘ 764543

February 24 09.3 13348 764540

March 24 11.1 13330 764539

April 24 11.1 13345 . —64534

May 24 12.9 13345 . ~64539

June 24 13.7 13360 . —64535

July 24 15.4 13355 1
— 54535

August 24 16.7 13345
‘

— 64536

September 24 17.1 13335 1 —64534

October 24 19.0 13332 >764536

November 24 20.4 13343 -—64518

December 24 18.1 13367 —64513

Annual Mean 24 14.4 13346 1 4.4534
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AUSTRIA

Bericht fiber erdmagnetische Arbeiten der Zentralanstalt

fiir Meteorologie und Geodynamik, Wien

Observatorium: Ende Juni 1952 musste der Betrieb des erd-

magnetischen Ohservatoriums Wien—Auhof ((p = 48° 12’1, X =

16° 14’1) eingestellt werden, da durch die Errichtung des grossen

Umspannwerkes VVien-West in unmittelbarer Nachbarsehaft die

dadul‘ch erzeugten technischen Stiirungen jedes ertréigliche Mass

weit fiberschritten hatten.

Als Ersatz wurde wéhl‘end 1953 das neue Observatorium

VVien—Kobenzl (1p 2 48° 15’1, A = 16° 19'1) erbaut. Es liegt
zwischen Heisenberg und Latisherg am Nordwesh‘and von Wien

innerhalb des die Stadt umgebenden Wald- und Wiesengfirtels
und ist von der Zentralanstalt fiir Meteorologie und Geodynamik.
der das Observatorium unterstellt ist, bequem und in kurzer

Zeit zu erreichen. Der Betrieb soll im Laufe des Jahres 1954

begonnen warden. Die zeitlichen Veréinderungen sollen durch

zwei Registrierséitze aufgezeiehnet werden, von denen einer

auch fallweise zur Schnelh‘egistrierung eingesetzt werden kann.

Spéiter soll auch die Registrierung von dH/dt aufgenommen wer—

den. Die Absolutwerte sollen nach zwei verschiedenen Methoden

(Theodolit, Erdinduktor, HTM, BMZ) abgeleitet Werden.

Vermessungstiiligkeit: In den Jahren 1951—fi53 wurden an

weiteren 1936 Punkten des Préizisionsnivellements Messungen
der Vertikalintensitfit mit der Schmidtschen Feldwaage ausge-

ffihrt. Insgesamt sind nun seit Beginn dieser Arbeit 3554 Neu-

punkte bestimmt warden. Die Arheiten werden auch heuer fort-

gesetzt.

Publikationen:

M. TOPERCZER: Der Vel'lauf der erdmagnetischen Elemente in Wien

1851 his 1950, Archiv f. Meteorologie, Geophysik u. Bioklimatologie,

Serie A, Band 5 (1952).
M. TOPEBCZER: Der sfikulare Verlauf der erdnlagnetischeu Elemente zu

Wien 1851—1950, Jahrbuch d. Zentralanst. f. Met. u. Geod. Wien 1951,

Anhang 4, (1952).
M. TOPERCZER: Der téigliehe Gang der erdmagnetischen Elemente zu

Wien 1933~1934, Jahrbuch d. Zentralnnst. f. Met. 11. Geud. \Vien 1952,

Anhang 7 (1953).
M. TOPERCZER: Der Verlaui der magnetischen Deklination zu Wien

1851—1950, Festschrift Eduard Dolezal 1952.

E. TRAPP: Tages- 11nd Monatsmittelwerte der Deklination nach den Be-

obachtungen zu Wien-Auhuf (September 1951——Mai 1952), Jahrb. d. Zen—

tralanst. f. Met. 11. Geod. Wien 1952, Anh. 5, (1953).
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B E L G I U M

Rapport National de la Belgique
Par Edm. Lahaye

Enregistrements du champ magne’tique terrestre.

Pendant le période 1951—1954 la station magnétique de l’Uni—
versité de Liege a Manhay a fonctionné normalement ; les
enregistrements de D, H et Z ont été faits d’une maniere con-

tinue. Un ensemble de variometres la Cour avec enregistreur a
marche rapide est installé. Les observations de 1951 et 1952 vont
bientot paraitre.

La station magnétique de l’Institut Royal Météorologique a
Uccle a continue a enregistrer la déclinaison jusqu’au debut
de 1953.

En mars 1952, 1e Centre de Physique du Globe établi a Dourhes
par I’Institut Royal Météorologique a eommencé l’enregistrement
de D, H et Z au moyen (1e variométres la Cour avec cnregistreurs
a marche normale et a marche rapide. Ces enregistrements se

sont poursuivis d’une maniere ininterrompue, sauf pour l’enregi-
streur a marche rapide qui est en cours de revision, et il sera
bientot remis en fouotion et la sensibilité (les variométres H et
Z correspondants sera fortement accrue. Les observations seront
publiées a partir de 1955.0.

Comparaisons des instruments.

Des mesures de comparaison ont été faites entre Manhay,
Cape Town, Copenhague et Elisabethville.

Levé magnélique de la Belgique.
Grace a la mise en fonction des installations magnétiques du

Centre de Physique du Globe 21 Dourbes, 1e levé magnétique de
la Belgique a commence en juillet 1952 et s’est poursuivi au
cours de 1953. Actuellement, les valeurs de H et Z Ont été
mesurées en 400 stations, sur les 550 prévues. Les mesures ont
été faites en chaque station par 2 membres du personnel scien-
tifique an nioyen de deux balances BMZ et de deux QHM. Les
appareils ont été controlés réguliérement a Dourbes au moyen
d’appareils absolus. Les stations de variation séculaire ont été
réoceupées en 1952 et 1953. Le levé de D sera fait aprés celui
de H et Z.

Prospections géomagnétiques.
Un levé magnétique détaillé du massif du Serpont a été

effectué de septembre a décembre 1951 par MM. Hoge et Gaibar-
Puertas. I] a mis en evidence une anomalie assez étendue et
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certaines anomalies locales trés élevées (12.000 7 en Z sur une

distance do 13 metres). Ce sont les plus ilnportantes anomalies

actuellement connues en Belgique. Des sondages peu profonds
(80 metres) ont révélés la présence de mineralisation en pyrrho-
tine.

Une autre prospection a été faite par M. J. Raynaud du massif

de la Gette.

Ces prospections ont fait l’objet de publications.

Centre (1e Physique (lu Globe d Dourbes.

La realisation de ce centre, créé par l’Institut Royal Meteoro-

logique de Belgique, s’est activement poursuivie. Actuellement,

les pavillons des mcsures magnétiques sont en function et dis—

posent de la Inajeur partie des appareils prévus; ils seront

completement équipés pour l’automne 1954. Le Pavillon des

mesures ionosphériques est a pen prés terminé et le sondeur

ionosphérique pourra bientot étre installé. Le Pavillon (l’études

et de rayonnement solaire sera terminé pour la fin de 1954,

Il comportera notamment les installations de distribution de

l’heure, les enregistreurs des courants telluriques, les enregi-
streurs du champ électromagnétique, les enregistreurs du rayon-

nement cosmique, les enregistrements du rayonnement solaire,
les laboratoires pour le c0ntr6le et les étalonnages électroniques
et électrostatiques. I] lui est adjoint une cave souterraine indé-

pendante pouvant étre équipée de neuf séismographes ; elle sera

niise en fonction fin 1954. Deux tours, l’une qui abritera un radio-

goniographe Lugeon—Nohile pour le repérage en azimut des

foyers orageux, l’autre un appareil étalon pour la mesure des

champs électromagnétiques, sont en construction et pourront étre

mises en fonction pour la fin de 1954. Enfin la construction du

Pavillon des Inesures électriques atmosphériques (gradient du

potenticl, conductibilités, nomhres d’ions) sera entamée au cours

de l’été 1954.

Electricité atmosphérique.

Les enregistrements continus (lu gradient du potentiel au voisi—

nage du sol se sont poursuivis sans interruption £1 Uccle. I] a

été procédé également £1 des mesures (lu gradient en altitude

grace 2‘1 l’adaptation a la radiosonde du proce’dé éleetrométrique
électronique mis all point par MM. Koenigsfeld et Piraux. Le

nombre de ces sondages a été progressivement aceru: il s’est

élevé a une centaine entre décembre 1953 et avril 1954.

Au cours de l’éclipse solaire totale du 25 février 1952, M. Koe-

nigsfeld a fait au Congo Belge des observations de gradient au

sol et en altitude. Des variations importantes résultant de l’éclipse
ont été mises on evidence.

Des mesures du gradient en campagne ont été faites au moyen
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de l’électrometre électronique établi par MM. Koenigsfeld et
Piraux. Ces observations out donné des résultats encourageants.

Un radiogoniographe Lugeon-Nobile, pour l’enregistrement de
la direction des foyers d’atmosphériques, a été mis provisoire—
ment en fouction, mais a titre experimental, 1a tour qui doit
l’abriter n’étant pas terminée.

Physique tle la Iiaute atmosphére.
Ce domaine a fait l’objet de recherches de M. Nicolet, qui ont

porté notaminent sur le probleme de l’émission spectrale du ciel
nocturne et des aurores, sur l’azote atmosphérique et moléculaire
dans la haute atmosphere (en collaboration avec M. Pastiels),
sur la fréquence de collision des electrons dans l’ionosphere, sur

les mouvements atmosphéi‘iques et la dissociation de l’oxygene
dans la haute atmosphere, sur la diffusion des atoms d’azote et
des molecules d’oxygene dans la région F; ces recherches ont
été publiées.

CANADA

National Report an Terrestrial Magnetism
and Electricity

Magnetic lVork of the Dominion Observatory
Magnetic Surveys.

Two hundred and forty-one magnetic stations, of which 94 were

repeat and 147 new, were occupied in an area extending 37 de-

grees in latitude and 86 degrees in longitude or more specifically
between latitudes 42° N and 79° N and longitudes 56°W and
142° W. An average of twenty stations were occupied in each of
the territorial divisions of Canada. The average number of com—

plete sets of observations for each of the elements D, I. and F,
was 15 at each station extending over a two—day period. These
observations were made with the electrical type magnetometers
designed and constructed by the Dominion Observatory whereby
a complete set of observations for the determination of any one

element may be made in four minutes of time.
In addition to the regular magnetic survey operations, inten—

sive vertical intensity surveys were made in two areas. A sus-

pected meteor crater of possibly paleozoic age situated near

Brent, Ontario, was investigated and 125 stations occupied. The
environs of Meanook Magnetic Observatory, Alberta, were sur—

veyed and 249 stations occupied. This latter survey was under—
taken to supply essential data for use in standardizing airborne
magnetometers in flight since, for obvious reasons, it is not al-

ways possible with a four-engine aircraft at a height of 2.500 feet
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(762 m.) to approach from a distance of 20 miles (32.2 km.) and

pursue an undeviating line so as to pass exactly over a magnetic

observatory. The survey will continue until an area of 25 miles

radius (40.3 km.) from Meanook has been surveyed for D and H

in addition to Z.

The Universal Airborne Magnetometer, designed and con—

structed by the Dominion Observatory, was employed in regular

survey operations in September, 1953. Continuous measurements,

expressed in absolute values of D, H, and Z, were maintained

during flights totalling 15,000 miles (24,155 km.) which followed,

approximately, the perimeter of Canada. The average height of

the aircraft above the ground was 8,000 feet (2.4 km.).

Magnetic Maps.

All magnetic field and observatory results were reduced to

1955.0 in preparation of the publication of isomagnetic maps of

Canada applying to that epoch. The H and I maps were com—

pleted and the processing of data for the D, Z, F, and X and Y

components for final draughting neared completion.

Magnetic (lata applying to topographical map sheets and ma—

rine and air navigation charts were supplied for a total of 3,878

items. Of these. 2,093 were for the Department of Mines and

Technical Surveys, 1,530 for the Depaerent of National Defence.

and 255 for other than governmental agencies.
Statistical data do not give a complete presentation of the re-

search and time necessary to derive the particular type of mag—

netic maps required for specific purposes. Marine and air navi—

gation charts require somewhat rigorously smoothed values ex-

cept in the cases of approaches to harbours and landing fields.

Agencies engaged in geophysical prospecting require magnetic
maps depicting a mass of detail since every local anomaly may

be significant whether on the surface or at depth.
It has become apparent that an urgent necessity has arisen for

magnetic anomaly maps of Canada and a beginning was made

on the construction of a declination anomaly map of the Province

of Alberta. Once these maps are produced they will need no

revision except when additional information becomes available.

The patterns of the isomagnetic lines should persist as they are

associated with the geology of the area.

Magnetic Observatories.

The four Canadian magnetic observatories situated at Agin—
court. Ontario; Meanook, Alberta; and Baker Lake and Reso-

lute Bay, Northwest Territories; were in continuous operation

throughout the period. The geographical and geomagnetic co—

ordinates of the observatories are:
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Geographical Geomagnetic
D I O / O O

Agincourt, Ontario 43 47N 79 16W 55.0N 13.0VV
Meanook, Alberta 54 37 113 20 61.8 590
Baker Lake, N.W.T. 64 19 96 02 73.7 44.7
Resolute Bay, N.W.T. 74 41 94 51 83.0 71.0

The approximate mean values of the magnetic elements ap-
plying to the period under review were as follows:

D H Z I
° ’

gammas gammas
° ’

Agineourt 7 15W 15,491 56,224 74 36
Meanook 24 40E 12,900 59,000 77 40
Baker Lake 2 39E 3,735 60,200 86 27
Resolute Bay 94 00 \V 950 57,500 89 03

Relevant information appertaining to the magnetic observa-
tories is as follows.

At Agincourt, additional land was purchased to prevent en—

croachment by new highways and housing projects. A complete
set of Ruska photographic recording variometers was purchased
to replace the obsolete Kew type variometers. The Ruska set
when installed will be supplementary to the la Cour set of
standard sensitivity.

At Resolute Bay a set of Ruska photographic recording vario-
meters was installed in 1953. Hitherto continuous records of D,
I, and Z were maintained by electrical type variometers and D
by a la Cour photographic recording declinometer and Z by an

Askania type vertical force magnetometer adapted for photo-
graphic recording. The Ruska variometers record changes in Z
and the X and Y components and are giving very satisfactory
performance.

At Meanook, a new non—magnetic observatory building was

constructed to replace the old observatory built in 1916. The new

building is entirely above ground and measures approximately
110 by 22 feet (34 by 7 111.). The absolute room measures 60 by
20 feet (18 by 6 1n.) and the variometer room 30 by 20 feet (9 by6 111.), approximately. Both rooms are temperature controlled,
being heated by specially designed non—magnetic furnaces em-

ploying propane gas as fuel. In the variometer room each set
of variometers is located in a separate insulated compartment
measuring 7 by 7 feet (2 by 2 111.), which, by the situation of the
recording drums, do not need to be entered when changing
photographic papers: The two sets of la Cour \‘ariometcrs have
been moved to the new building. The absolute instrumentation
was increased by an electrical type 111agnet0meter, designed and
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constructed by the Observatory, whereby measurements of D,

I, F, H, and Z may be made independently and rapidly. QHM
No. 258 was installed for base-line determinations.

The scaling of magnetograms was kept up-to-date at all obser—

vatories. Tabulations of the three-hour K—indices were sent

monthly to research centres in the Netherlands, Germany, the

United States of America, and Canada. Similar K-indices were

measured for the two Arctic magnetic observatories and in future

these will be made available for distribution. For the Arctic

observatories, the value K9 = 2,500 gammas has been chosen for

Baker Lake and 1,500 gammas for Resolute Bay. It has been

noted that for these observatories situated within the area cir-

cumscribed by the northern limit of the auroral zone, the

majority of K values lie in the middle of the range which might
indicate an integrated effect 011 disturbances.

Photostats of observatory magnetograms were made available

to all major geophysical prospecting agencies operating in Ca—

nada and all magnetic results were made available for detailed

analyses on request. The congestion of unpublished magnetic

observatory results was somewhat relieved by making the results

of ten years ready for publication.

Magnetic Laboratory.
The major effort of the Laboratory was the completion and

testing of the Dominion Observatory Universal Airborne Mag—
netometer. Test flights were made between August 30th and

September 17th, 1953. The magnetometer was installed in the

National Research Council’s de-icing research North Star air-

craft and flown by the Experimental and Proving Establishment

of the Royal Canadian Air Force. The aircraft was swung over

Agincourt and Meanook magnetic observatories to determine

the coefficients representing the induced and permanent fields.

A swing consisted of eight flights over the observatory on differ-

ent headings at a height of 2,500 feet (762 111.). From the coeffi—

cients thus determined, correction curves were computed and

used to correct the measured values of the direction and inten—

sity of the earth’s magnetic field in all parts of Canada. During
the 77 hours flying time the magnetometer was out of operation
for a total of three hours owing to failure of electrical compo—

nents. This performance was considered satisfactory in view of

the large number of electronic tubes employed numbering about

three hundred. The stabilized platform supporting the magneto-
meter head was steady to three minutes of are under good flying
conditions which was about 75 % of the time.

Following these test flights. modifications were made in the

magnetometer circuits to ensure operation in all parts of the

world.
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Aeromagnetic Work by the Geological Survey of Canada

Since September, 1951. the Geological Survey of Canada has
flown approximately 100,000 line miles of aeromagnetic total
force profiles. The majority of this work has been over potential
mineral bearing areas rather than over the sedimentary areas

because the oil companies have had most of the potential oil—

bearing areas in Canada flown commercially. In mineral work,
the proportion of government to commercial flying is about one

to three.

There have been no finds which have been directly attributable
to these surveys since 1949 when a large magnetic body was

found under a thin cover of Palaeozoic rocks at Marmora in the
province of Ontario.

It has, however, been observed that prospecting interest is
greatly stimulated in areas where aeromagnetic information has
been made available to the public. Three large base metal bodies
in the province of New Brunswick were found when interest was

aroused in geological structure indicated by aeromagnetic maps.
Geologists are finding aeromagnetic information more useful

in helping them map geologic structure and trace rock contacts
under lakes and overburden rather than as a direct prospect-
ing aid.

It is interesting to note that in over 300,000 line miles flown
by the Geological Survey in Canada over rocks of all ages, nega-
tive anomalies recorded number less than ten. Field investigation
of the rocks causing these anomalies has just been started.

A Review of Canadian Work

in the Field of Atmospheric Ionization

during the Period 1951~54

This report includes a bibliography of Canadian publications
which have a bearing on the suhj eet of atmospheric ionization.
The material is divided into the different fields which contribute
to our knowledge of atmospheric ionization and related pheno-
mena.

Ionospheric and Magnetic Research.

Considerable progress has been made in recording and cor-

relating the various aspects of a disturbance in the upper atmo-
sphere. Mr. J. H. Meek of the Defence Research Telecommunica-
tions Establishment, presently at the University of Saskatchewan,
has studied the relationship between magnetic bays, conditions
in the ionosphere and the presence and position of the aurora
as seen from Saskatoon. It is found that during magnetically
quiet periods the aurora is either absent or located near the
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northern horizon at an elevation of less than 20°. When a posi—
tive magnetic hay appears (always before local midnight) bright
aurora is seen to the north at low elevations, while ionospheric

soundings show intense sporadic-E ionization t0 the north and

overhead. The presence of a negative magnetic hay is accom—

panied by aurora which extends from the north to the zenith,

an increase of high frequency radio absorption and sporadic-E
with a maximum reflection frequency of over 6 Mc/s.

Magnetic records from Meanook, Baker Lake and Resolute Bay
have been studied and the occurrence of magnetic hays compared
with the predictions of Martyn’s theory. It appears that the mag-

netic changes observed at Mcanook can be explained in terms

of Martyn’s theory, but this is not the case at Baker Lake and

Resolute Bay.
An analysis of the records from the Canadian ionospheric

stations has yielded useful information on F—region frequencies
during disturbed periods. The maximum depression of 1'qu is

at local noon, often with a secondary dip near 1800 LMT. The

region of maximum depression of an2 in North America, is a

band roughly parallel to but just south of the zone of most

frequent occurrence of auroral light. A longitude effect exists,

with deeper depressions over Newfoundland and the Aleutians.

Abnormal absorption is most frequent before local noon and

shows a longitude effect.

A preliminary study of ionospheric blackouts at high latitudes

has been completed. It is found that blackouts are most frequent
in the morning hours. and that the time of a blackout is a linear

function of latitude, being later at higher latitudes. The curve

showing the number of blackouts as a function of latitude

appears to have a maximum and a minimum near the latitudes

of Churchill and Baker Lake respectively, the number increasing
again at still higher latitudes.

A theoretical study has been made of the origin of the D—region,
and the lowering of reflection height of very low frequency
waves from this region prior to ground sunrise. It appears that

the only theoretically acceptable process which can form the

D—region is the ionization of nitric oxide by Lyman—alpha radia—

tion. From the geometry of the pre-sunrise situation it can be

shown that normal daytime ionization of atmospheric particles
is not responsible for the lowering of reflection height. The con—

clusion is that the effect is due to the release of electrons from

negative ions by visible and infrared radiation.

An analysis of the true heights of maximum ionization in the

F—region above Churchill and Prince Rupert has yielded inter—

esting results. The diurnal variation of electron density has been

determined at several heights and the rates of electron produc—
tion computed.

A preliminary study of the effect of lunar tides on the height
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of the E—layer during a three month period has been made at
Ottawa. The amplitude of the variation is some 1.5 km; and the

phase of the variation differs by six hours from that predicted
by Martyn’s theory.

Winds in the upper atmosphere are being investigated using
the spaced receiver method. It has been established that there
are regular diurnal and seasonal variations in the winds, and it

appears that a real transport of the ionized gases is taking place.
Although the observed effects are due to irregularities in ioniza—
tion, it has not been determined to what extent if any the wind
motions of amplitude 50 to 100 meters/sec. contribute directly
to the irregularities. Some evidence has been obtained of an

increase in wind velocity during disturbed periods, when the
irregularities in ionization are also much more pronounced.

Meteoric Ionization.

The ionization produced in the upper atmosphere by meteors
is being studied with optical, radar and radio equipment at the
Dominion Observatory, the National Research Council and the
Radio Physics Laboratory.

Dr. P. Millman has reported that the mean height of the night
time meteors at Ottawa is 97.8 km and the total ionization rate
due to all meteors is 5/cma/hour. This is too small to account for
the night time ionization in the D—region and an additional
source of nocturnal ionization must be present.

Radio signals at frequencies near 50 Mc/s propagated over

path lengths of the order of 1000 km have been recorded for
a period of one year. These are forward scattered signals from
meteor trails. Information is aeculnulating on the diurnal and
seasonal variations in the incidence of sporadic meteors and in
the rate of decay of the signals from meteor trails.

Radar Studies of the Aurora.

Radar has proved to be a useful tool for determining the
density and geometry of the electrons in the aurora. Three radar
sets of frequencies 56, 106 and 3000 Me/s have been used at the
University of Saskatchewan, and it appears that radio energy is
returned from the aurora by a reflection rather than a scattering
process. If this is so, then the electron density in the reflecting
region is at least 103/cm3. It is unlikely that the high ionization
is produced in localized regions. It has been found also that a

frequency of 56 Mc/s is weakly scattered from a region which
may be in or below the normal E—layer, and it is likely that
this same region is responsible for the scatter which makes long
distance VHF communication possible. A good deal of informa-
tion has been obtained regarding the diurnal variation and lati-
tude distribution of auroral radar echoes. The evidence favours
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the occurrence of aurora during daylight hours. The 106 Mc/s
echoes are found to occur most frequently within the auroral

zone and the 56 Mc/s echoes some distance to the south. It

follows that centres in auroral displays with high electron densi—

ties become more frequent as the auroral zone is approached.
The emission from the aurora of short-lived bursts of 3000 Mc/s

radiation observed in 1949, has been searched for with improved
equipment. No emissions were found during 1951 and 1952,

possibly due to the decrease of the intensity of auroral displays
and of sunspot activity.

Auroral, Twilight and Airglow Spectroscopy.

A number of auroral spectrographs have been constructed and

put in operation during the past three years. These instruments

make use of plane gratings and Schmidt cameras; the camera

speeds vary between f0.8 and f2.5, and the dispersions in the

third order spectra are between 40 and 7 A/mm.
The analysis of spectra secured with these instruments has

cleared up the uncertainties regarding the identification of all

but the weakest auroral spectral features. Average intensities

of the major features have been determined, and progress made

in understanding the exitation of the aurora. It is now clear that

both primary protons and either or both primary and secondary
electrons produce certain of the auroral radiations, the proton
and electron effects being partially separable.

The relatively high dispersion spectra secured with these spec-

trographs have made possible a better determination of the

rotational temperatures of nitrogen band systems. Although
work remains to be done on this problem, it appears that the

low temperature values obtained earlier from low dispersion
spectra are incorrect, and that these newer values agree reason-

ably well with the 1'ocket results.

Infrared auroral and airglow spectra in the wave-length inter-

val 1—2 microns have for the first time been secured with

reasonable resolution. A lead sulphide cell was inserted in the

Schmidt camera of one of the auroral spectrographs. The main

features of the airglow spectruln in this wave-length region are

OH bands.

A photomultiplier scanning spectrometer developed at the

University of Saskatchewan has proved to be successful in de—

tecting changes in the auroral spectrum. It has been used also

to record hydrogen lines in the spectra, to analyze the lower

red borders associated with certain displays and to record the

profiles of nitrogen bands from which rotational temperatures

may be determined. This latter development is especially pro-

mising, since it is possible to scan across an auroral structure

and measure the temperature as a function of height. The twilight
enhancement of the sodium radiation is being investigated with

8
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the scanning equipment and information obtained on the height
of the sodium emission.

The appearance of the 3914A band of N2+ in the twilight has
been studied with one of the spectrographs. This radiation has
been detected only during disturbed periods and the evidence
is that N2+ ions do not exist in appreciable numbers in the

E—region. An unsuccessful search has been made in the twilight
for the forbidden NI line at 5200A, and we must conclude that

during the observation period of some two months few nitrogen
atoms were present in the E—region.

Spectra of the airglow in the region 340073800A were secured
from Resolute Bay during January and February 1954. The
results indicate that there is little or no atmospheric emission in
the spectral region studied, which is perhaps not surprising in
view of the fact that the section of the atmosphere examined had
not been exposed to sunlight for a long period of time.

Cosmic Rays.

Experiments have continued at the University of Montreal on

the fabrication and flight testing of high altitude balloons. Poly-
thene has been used with considerable success and heights of
25 km reached. The use of nylon and newer plastics produced
by Dupont appears to be promising for the production of bal—

locus, and it seems feasible to reach heights of some 40 km.
Continuous records of the intensity of cosmic rays continue to

be taken at Ottawa and Resolute Bay. On a few occasions sudden

changes in intensity have taken place during solar flares and it
is important that this work continue for some time.

Radio Astronomy.
A start has been made on the problem of studying the radiation

from “radio stars”. The twinkling of these sources due to changing
diffraction patterns from moving electron clouds gives informa—
tion on the fine structure of the ionosphere and the motions of
this structure. One equipment operating at a frequency of 50
Mc/s is installed at Ottawa and a second is being built at the

University of Saskatchewan. Both will record continuously the
radiation from the radio star in Cassiopeia.
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Rapport du Comite’ National de Géodésie

et de Ge’opltysique pre‘s de I’Acade'mie Tche’coslovaque
des Sciences

PART I

Report on Magnetic Work

By J. Bouslca

The magnetic observatory at Pruhonice (near Prague) (p
=

49° 59’ 18”, 11 = 14° 32’ 34”, geomagnetic coordinates Q = 49° 54’,
A = 97° 18’, 1,0

= 17° 55’ has started its work in 1946 and has

functioned with interruptions during the period from 1946—-

8‘
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1953. Annual values of geomagnetic elements at the observatory
are shown in the following table:

Year D 1'1 Z Remarks

1946 2”28,7’ 19427 42631 incompl. July-November
1947 2°22,5’ 19427 42674

,, April-November
1948 2°14,8’ 19427 42704

,, May-August
1949 2007,9’ 19430 42733

,, January-November
1950 2°00,9' 19440 42780 preliminary values
1951 1°53,7' 19452 42826

,, ,,

1952 l°47,0' 19463 42856
,, ,,

1953 1°4l,3' 19477 42883
,,

From 1953 the observatory Pruhonice sends quarterly reports
containing K—indices and data about special effects (storm sud-
den commencements ssc, polar or pulsational commencements

psc, sudden impulses si, solar-flare effects sfe) to the C+K~center
at De Bilt.

K—indices and special effects were derived already for the
years 1950~1952.

Tables of principal magnetic storms (beginning and ending
storm-time, type and amplitudes of sudden commencement, de-
gree of activity, maximum activity on K—scale 0 to 9 and ranges
of D, H, Z) were prepared for the years 1948—1953.

The net of secular-variation stations in Czechoslovakia in-
cludes the following 10 stations:

Name of station 2. (E) r; Haslegzltl-tleibe‘lwe Type of station

As 12°12’48” 50°13'18” 734 111 Sec. Var. Station
Cierna p.C. Geogr. coordinates not 103 m Contemplated Sec.

yet estimated Var. Station
Frydlant 15°03’30” 50°56'11” 351 In Sec. Var. Station
Hurbanovo, formerly 18°11’24” 47°52’30" 114 m Magn. Observatory
St. Dala (Ogyalla)
Lanzhot 16°58’47” 48°44'13” 175 1n Sec. Var. Station
Mor. Ostrava 18°16’25” 49°55’04” 267 m Sec. Var. Station
Policka 16°15’56" 49°44’03” 603 In Sec. Var. Station
Pruhonice 14°32’34” 49°59’18” 329 m Magn. Observatory
Strba 20°03’42" 49°04’12” 926 in Contemplated Sec.

Var. Station
Vyssi Brod 14°19’19” 48°36’47" 593 111 Sec. Var. Stat.

At secular-variation stations measurements of all magnetic
components are performed every second year. These measure-
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ments began at As in the year 1946, at Frydlant V Cechach,

Lanzhot, Policka, Vyssi Brod in 1947, at Mor. Ostrava in 1948.

The stations Cierna p. C. and Strba started their work in 1951.

The Institute of Geophysics in Prague organized magnetic
surveys in Bohemia and Moravia-Silesia. Field obselwations have

been made in the years 1946—«1948 at 161 stations. The new

geomagnetic measurements have been performed with the con—

sent of the National Geodetic and Geophysical Committee. The

execution of the field work was made possible by the generous

help of the Military Geographical Institute in Prague. The

observed values of the geomagnetic elements were reduced to

the epoch 1950.0 according to the magnetograms of the Pruhonice

observatory. The construction of the magnetic charts of isogones,
isoclines, isodynams H, X, Y, Z and T was carried out using the

compensational method of cylindrical representation, which pre—
served the lengths of the meridians and of the parallel (p

= 49°

45’ N. The author gives also the average yearly changes of geo—

magnetic elements, derived from the results of Pruhonice Obser-

vatory and the secular—variation stations in the interval between

1946 and 1952.

Corresponding work is done in Slovakia by the Geophysical
Observatory SAV in Hurhanovo (previously Stara Dala).

International comparisons. — The Czechoslovak Academy of

Sciences extended 1953 an invitation to the Hungarian geophysi-
cists Dr. S. Haaz, Dr. G. Barta and M. Killman of the Roland

Eétvos Geophysical Institute in Budapest, who brought to Cze-

choslovakia instruments of Danish manufacture QHM 227 and

BMZ 59. Comparative measurements were carried out on July
10, 11 and 28 at Pruhonice, and on July 20 and 21, 1953 at the

Geophysical Laboratory of the Slovak Academy of Sciences at

Hurbanovo. — In January 1954, the Czechoslovak Academy of

Sciences enabled Dr. J. Bouska, K. Bodlak and B. Peclinovsky,
members of the Geomagnetic Department of the Geophysical
Institute of the Academy to perform comparative measurements

at the Niemegk observatmy in the German Democratic Republic.
The comparative measurements in Niemegk were carried out on

January 6, 7 and 9, 1954. After the performance of comparative
measurements with the Hungarian geophysicists and at the

observatory in Niemegk, we have adopted for Pruhonice the

corrections AD = +0.5’, AH = —84 y and AZ = —183 9/.

PART II

Recherches sur l’influence de l’actiuite’ solaire

sur 1e magnétisme terrestre

Une partie de la section géomagnétique de 1’Institut Geophy-
sique de l’Académie tchécoslovaque des Sciences s’occupe des

recherches sur l’influence de l’ativité solaire sur le magnétisme
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terrestre, en employant des valeurs trouvées 2‘1 l’ohservatoire
Pruhonice. Au premier stage de ces études, supposée 1a validite’
de la théorie corpusculaire, on eherche les sources des courants

de corpuscules, qui viennent du soleil (tans I’atmosphere terrestre.

Base snr les faits qui résultent de nos travaux et qui exigent
des observations encore plus completes que ceux d’auparavant
et surtout les observations spéciales des protuberances, de leurs

positions, de leurs formes et de leur développeinent, nous pro-

posons a l’Union Géodésique et Géophysique Internationale de
faire appel £1 I’Union Astronomique Internationale et a la
Commission pour l’étude des relations entre les phénoménes
solaires et terrestres, pour que les observations des protuberances
soient publiées de la maniére dont s’est servi M. le Prof. Brunner
dans les Astronomisclie Mitteilungen, c’est a dire jour par jour
et les bords est et ouest séparément, et s’il est possible, encore

mieux qu’on public de nouveau les “Immagini spettroscopiche
del horde solare” comme on l’a fait avant 1934.

Publications:

B. Bednarova: Srovnani slunecni a geomagneticke aktivity /Comparaison
de l’activité solaire et géomagne’tique/, Geofysikalni shornik 1953, No
11, CSAV.

B. Bednarova, M. Karm'k: Pozorovani slunecuich protuberanci a jejieh
pouziti pri studiu zmen vnejsiho pole geomagnetickeho /Ol)servatious
des protubéranees solaires et leur application '21 l’e’tude des changements
du champ magnétique terrestre extérieur./

B. Bednarovu: Srovnani slunecui a geomagneticke aktivity za leta 1950,
1951 a 1952, east II. Rozpravy CSAV /p1'éparée pour l’iIupression/ /La
comparaison dc l’activité solaire et géomagnétique pendant les années
1950, 1951 et 1952. He partie./

Bouska J.: Vysledky geomagnetickyeh mereui na observatori Pruhonice
11 Praha za rok 1952 /Results of Geomagnetic Measurements at the 01)-

i'grvatory
Pruhonice near Prague for the Year 1952/. — CSAV, Praha

53.

Bouslca J.: Vysledky geomagnetickych mereni na ohservatori Pruhoniee
u Praha za rok 1953 /Results of Geomagnetic Measurements at the Oh-
servatory Pruhonice near Prague for the Year 1953/. —— CSAV, v tisku.

Bouslca J. — Badlal: K.: Mezinarodui srovnavaci mereni /International
Comparative Measurements/.

Bouslca J.: Rozlozeni geoluagnetickeho pole v ceskyeh zemich k epose
1950,0. /Distribution of the Geomagnetic Field in Bohemia and Moravia-
Silesia, epoch 1950,0/. — CSAV, v. tisku.

Pavluchoua 31.: Sledovani geomagnetieke aktivity methodou K~indexu

{Felomagnetic Activity by K-Indices/. — Geofysikalni shornik 1953,
ra 1a.

DENMARK

Report on magnetic work in the years 1951—1953

by J. Egedal, V. Laursen and J. Olsen

The magnetic observatory at Rude Slcov has functioned without
interruptions during the period 1951—1953. For further informa—
tion see the report to the Brussels meeting (1951).
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Field observations have been made in Jutland in the years

1951, 1952 and 1953.

The results of the observations at Rude Skov are published
by the Danish Meteorological Institute in the Annuaire Mag-
nétique 15” Partie. The yearbook for 1951 contains the results

of a determination of the lunar-diurnal variation of the magnetic
declination at Rude Skov in the years 1941—1951. In “Communi-

cations Magnétiques, etc.” No 21 an account is given of the

lunar-diurnal variation of the declination at Rude Skov in the

years 1908-—19SL

The Rude Skov observatory has continued to serve as a center

for the international comparison programme carried out under

the auspices of the I.A.T.M.E. by means of travelling QHM—
magnetometers. The staff of the observatory has further been

heavily engaged in the adjustment and routine calibration of a

great number of La Cour instruments supplied to foreign institu-

tions. Studies of QHM have resulted in the following paper by
K. Thiesen: 0n the determination of D by means of QHM. Geo-

physica 5: 2, Helsingfors 1954.

At Godhavn, Greenland, the magnetic observatory has been in

continuous operation during the period under review. Mr. K.

Lassen has been in charge of the station, replaced during his

vacation in Denmark in the summer of 1952 by Mr. H. Neltrup.
At the same time Mr. Johannes Olsen visited the observatory for

inspection.
The instrumental equipment is unchanged. Sensitive and in-

sensitive normal records of D, H and Z as well as quick-run
records (180 nun/h) of the same elements are available.

Every year a QHM and a BMZ have been sent from Denmark

to Greenland to secure that the results obtained at Godhavn

are in accordance with the values of the Rude Skov observatory.
The results of the magnetic observations made at Godhavn

are being published in the Annuaire Magnétique, Le Greenland,
of which the volumes covering 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947

and 1948 have been completed and published during the period.
The cosmic-ray observatory at Godhavn, established in 1938

has continued in operation. The records are being sent to the

Carnegie Institution of \Vashington for examination.

A regular Ionospheric Sounding Station was established at

Godhavn in the autumn of 1951 on the initiative of the Danish
National Committee for U.R.S.I. The equipment used is placed
at disposal by the National Bureau of Standards, Washington.
The magnetic observatory, the cosmic—ray observatory and the

ionospheric station now form parts of the Geophysical Observa-

tory, Godhavn, operated under the authority of the Danish

Meteorological Institute.

Owing to unforeseen artificial perturbations the observations
at the magnetic observatory at Thule, Greenland, had to be dis—
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continued in 1952. The station will be replaced by a new observa-

tory situated some 100 kilometers farther north (in 89° geomag—
netic latitude) where the necessary buildings are already under
construction and where routine observations will probably get
started sometime during 1955. The observations made at the old
site from 1947 to 1952 are being prepared for publication in the

Annuaire Magnétique.

FINLAND

Report of the Finnish National Committee

1951—1954

By E. Sucksdarff

A. Geophysical Observatory, Sodanlrylii.
Extensive repairing works were performed in the magnetic

variation house of the observatory in June 1953. In conjunction
with them, a quick—run recorder (180 mm/h) and a slow-running
(abt. 2 mm/h) insensitive storm recording set were installed in
the house to supplement the already existing normal recording
set (15 mm/h) All variometers and recorders are of 1a Cour-

type, manufactured by Andersson & Sorensen, Copenhagen. The
scale values of the records are of the order 4, 30 and 10 y/mm,
respectively.

It is planned to establish at Sodankyla, in good time before
the International Geophysical Year, also a recording earth cur-

rent station for which the electrodes and cables already exist.

During the years 1951—1954. Mr. E. Kataja, M. A., acted as

observer—in-charge at Sodankyla.

B. Magnetic Observatory, Nurmijc'irvi.
This new observatory is situated about 40 km NNVV of Helsinki,

on the southern shore of a small lake (60° 30’ N, 24° 39’ E). The
construction of the variation house and the absolute house was

completed in the autumn of 1951, as mentioned in our report for
the Brussels meeting.

The variation house is built of non-magnetic bricks. with
double walls, and dug half-way into a slope. The variometer—
stands resemble chimneys in shape and are covered with marble

squares. They are built of limestone bricks. The house is heated

electrically. The temperature in the recording room is kept
constant (in winter 10°, in summer 18° C) by means of a ther—
mostat arrangement. A boarded partition divides the room into
two parts: the variometers are located in the inner part, the
recorders run and are cared for in the outer part. Besides, the
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variation house has a small anteroom for the central clock, accu—

mulators, relays etc.

In the variation house there are installed three recording sets

of la Cour—type: a normal, a quick-run and a storm recording
set, with time-scales similar to those in Sodankyla. The scale-

values are of the order 8, 3 and 25 y/mm, respectively. The

recorders run since April 1952.

According to tests performed, the magnets of the variometers

lie fairly well in their regular directions. In the normal recording
set the temperature coefficients are exceedingly small. The

change of the base-line values goes on slowly and steadily in

one direction.

The absolute house is a wooden building on the top of a small

hill, some 35 111 off the variation house. There are three limestone

pillars for the magnetometers. Also this house is heated elec—

trically. As absolute instruments the Askania theodolite-mag—
netomcter Nr. 5113998, whose constants were determined by Dr.

F. Burmeister in Ffirstenfeldbruck, Germany, and a Wild-

Edelmann earth—inductor are used. — The base values of the

H- and Z-variometers were, however, in most cases determined

by using the la Cour magnetometers QHM Nr. 84, 85 and 86.

and the BMZ Nr. 25, whose constants have been yearly deter—

mined in the magnetic observatory Rude Skov, Denmark.

The declination mire is erected on the northern (opposite)
shore of the lake, at a distance of 680 m from the main pillar
of the absolute house. The mire is cast of concrete and grounded
carefully; it has on a white square three black pointing marks

which form a triangle.
The total costs of the observatory and of its equipment, ex—

clusive of the already existing earth-inductor, a BMZ-magneto-
meter, the central-clock and three QHMs amount to:

U.S. dollars

Two magnetic buildings ........................ 6,710.—
Electric power-lines and installations . 2,946.—

Recording instruments ......... 2.978.—

2,988.—
260.—

81.—

Total $ 15,963.~

Absolute instruments .

Road construction

Miscellaneous

The observatory Nurmij'arvi is designed to work as a first-

order geomagnetic station. So far, however, it lacks permanent

personnel and a dwelling-house (with study, dark—room, labora-

tory etc.) for the staff. It is to be hoped that this serious deficiency
will soon be remedied.

In September of 1952 the new observatory was inaugurated in
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a five-day Nordic geomagnetic conference and through a com-

parison of magnetic obseiyation instruments, with participants
from Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland.

C. Field work performed by the Finnish Meteorological Office.
During the summers of 1951, 1952 and 1953, 5, 23 and 23

magnetic secular stations, respectively, were re-measured. As
instruments were used the magnetometers QHM Nr. 84, 85 and 86,
the BMZ Nr. 25 and the theodolite—magnetometer Chasselon
Nr. 82; likewise the horizontal circle Andersson & Sorensen
Nr. 11. The observation instruments were compared before
and after the expeditions in the observatories Sodankyla, Nurmi-
jarvi and, in the summer of 1953, Troms'o.

Since many of the oldest Finnish secular stations are located
in the immediate neighbourhood of towns, some of them, during
the past few years, had to be moved farther into the countryside.
In this connection it is worth while to point out that the secular
stations should preferably be placed at locations that are as

inhospitable — but, of course, magnetically homogeneous — as

practicable, not very far from the main roads, yet so far from
the towns that the places have the chance to stay incolonized
for at least many decades ahead.

D. Auroral observations.

Some photographs of auroral arcs have been taken in Sodan-
kyla. Also visual observations are made there and on numerous

climatological stations all over the country.

E. Plans for ionospheric investigations.
An automatic multifreqnency ionospheric recording device is

under construction and will be placed at Nurmijiirvi. Another
similar equipment is designed for Sodankyl'a and will probably
be ready for use during the International Geophysical Year.

F. Publications.

Ergebnisse der Inagnetischen Beobachtungen des Observatorinms zu

Sodankyla im Jabrc 1940.

Ergebnisse .. . im Jahre 1941.
Ergebnisse . im Jahre 1942.
Ergebnisse in den Jahren 1933~1934 (in print).
E. Sucksdorff: Vom Polarliellt.
E. Sucksdorff: The Geophysical Observatory Sodankylti.
E. Sucksdorff: The Magnetic Observatory Nurmijiirvi.
In collaboration with Danish, Norwegian and Swedish nlagneticians: The

Variation of the Compass, Magnetic Declination 1950.0.

Finnish Meteorological Office

Helsinki, April 1954
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FRANCE

Rapport National

Ce rapport est un inventaire sommaire des travaux intéressant

la Section de Magnétisme et Electricité terrestres, exécutés en

France pendant les années 1951, 1952, 1953. Un certain nombre

de publications de l’année 1951, déja mentionnées dans le rapport

présenté a l’Assemhlée de Bruxelles, ne seront pas rappelées.

I. — Magnétisme Terrestre

A. Mesures ge’omagne‘tiques.
— Appareils.

Divers dispositifs ont été mis au point, on perfectionnés, pour

l’étude des pulsations magnétiques. En Algérie, G. Grcnet a

développé les variometres a aimant mobile inducteur dont il

avait propose le principe ; deux de ces appareils sont en fonction-

nement continu (D et H) a l’oleervatoire de Tamanrasset (46).
A Paris, un variométre utilisant le méme principe a été mis all

point par 1. Ozdogan pour la composante verticale; l’aimant-

balance utilisé, nécessairement volumineux avcc ce procéde’, est

suspendu par de minces lamelles évidées (144). H. Diirschner a

imagine ct construit un magnétométre photoélectrique, a com-

pensation, avec enregistrement plume—papier du courant de com-

pensation (77).
A l’observatoire de Chambon-la-Forét, en plus d’un enregistre—

ment La Cour rapide ordinaire a 3 composantes, fonctionne en

service régulicr un enregistrement (La Cour rapide aussi), d’un

magnétometre de H construit par G. Gibault (99). D’autre part,
ont eu lieu les premiers essais d’un variométre pour D, construit

par G. Dupouy et A. Cecchini, utilisant une tres longue barre de

métal a grande perméabilité coupée par un entrefer magnéto—
phonique ; on réalise ainsi, sur ruban niagnétique, un enregistre—
ment direct (les variations du champ terrestre.

En ce qui concerne la mesure des éléments du champ terrestre,

1111 nouveau type de sonde a été imaginé et construit par H.

Gondet (101); c’est un appareil de zéro constitué par un long

noyau droit entouré d’une bobine et coupé par 1111 entrcfer dams

lequel tourne a grande vitesse un noyau dont la longueur est

presque égale a celle de l’entrefer. E11 principe, la f.e.n1. induite

dans la bobine est nulle lorsque la composaiite du champ suivant

l’axe du noyau est exactement annulée. Des essais sont en cours

pour effectuer des mesures magnétiques en avion au moyen de

cette sonde.

— Observatoires.

Durant l’expédition antarctique frangaise 1951—1952 en Terre

Adelie, P. Mayaud a p11 effectuer des enregistrements mag-
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nétiques (D, H, Z) s’etendant sur 9 mois, a la base de Port-
Martin (137).

L’installation, par 1’0.R.S.T.O.M., d’nne station magnétique
pcrmanente a Bangui (A.E.F.) est en cours. Une nouvelle station

magnétique est en voie d’équipement en Algérie, a Medea, a
100 km au Sud d’Alger.

— Réseaum magnétiqucs génél‘azzx.
Les stations du réseau frangais de répétition ont été réoccupées

pendant l’été 1952 par E. Selzer.
Le résean magnétique de la Corse, prelude probable a la

reprise du réseau magnétiqne de la France, a été exécuté pendant
l’été 1953; il a comporté 99 stations (E. Selzer, A. Cecchini, G.
Jobert et Mme N. Jobert).

Un certain nombre de stations magnétiques ont été occupe’es e11

A.O.F. et A.E.F. par les géophysiciens de l’O.R.S.T.O.M. qui
devront pen a pen exécuter le réseau magnétique de ces regions.
D’autres mesnres ont été effectuées par P. Mayaud sur la céte
et l’inlandsis de la Terre Adélie, par G. Bidault au Maroc oriental
et, en divers points des cétes de l’Union frangaise, par le Service
Hydrographique de la Marine.

— Re’seaua: de prospection.
Des mesures a la balance de Schmidt, souvent appuyées sur un

réseau a grande maille a la B.M.Z., ont été effectuées par les
géophysiciens de I’O.R.S.T.0.I\I.; en particulier, Melle Crenn a
fait une etude magnétique, en méme temps que gravimétrique,
trés détaillée de la Nouvelle-Calédonie (58); d’autre part, les
équipes de la Compagnie Générale de Géophysiqne (C.G.G.) ont
effectué des réseaux étendus, principalement en Aquitaine, an
Sahara et all Maroc. E. Le Borgne a étudié en Bretagne centrale
trois anomalies magnétiques dont l’une est du type inversé (122) ;
R. Godefroy a donné les résultats d’une prospection magnétique
(100).

B. Etudes sur les variations du champ terrestre.
— Variations réguliéres et irre’guliéres (In champ instantane’.

J. Denisse, J. Steinberg et S. Zisler, distingant entre les taches
solaires cclles qui sont forteinent émettrices de bruit radio-
électrique, observent que leur passage an méridien central se

marque statistiqnement par une augmentation de l’activité mag-
nétique avec un retard de un a deux jours (67); J. F. Denisse
poursuivant cette etude remarque que les orages magnétiques
correspondants sont surtout a débnt brusque (65) et il tente une

explication du phénoméne (66).
P. Bernard a e'tudié la relation éruption chromosphérique-

crochet magnétique cn insistant sur les trés grandes eruptions
dites “blanches” (29).
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E. Selzer a étudie (le grandcs oscillations observées pendant
certains orages magnétiques. Le phenomena n’est pas strictement

local, mais it me so présente avec une grande amplitude que dans

une portion limitée du globe et dans un intervalle étroit d’heures

locales ce qui conduit l’auteur a le relier a une instabilité acci-

dentelle (le l’ionosphére (159).
G. Gihault a signalé (les pulsations rapides au cours d’un orage

magnétique (98) et 11 a étudié les pulsations régulieres, de courte

période, qui sont observées (le jour presque quotidiennement
(99).

Les enregistrements effectués a Tamanrasset pendant les an-

nées 1950 et 1951 avec des variometres de Grenet ont été analyses:
G. Billaud a étudié pour ces deux années les perturbations du

type p.s.c. (39); J. Castet a étudié l’aniplitude et la période (les

pulsations régulieres dc jour (57); G. Grenet enfin a compare
des oscillations qu’il désigne par la notation Pu enregistrées a la

fois a Tamanrasset et Chambon-la—Forét (103).
M. Matschinski de’veloppe des calculs relatifs a la propagation

des perturbations liiagnétiques dans Ie “trifeuille” auquel i1

assimile l’atmosphere terrestre comprise entre les conducteurs

sol et haute atmosphere; il est aniené a discuter les opinions
émises sur la simultanéité mondiale des phénoménes magne-
tiques brusques (134).

— Variations du champ moyen.

P. Bernard a étudié 1a variation undécennale de la composante
H sur le globe; i1 considére que l’explication habituelle par l’effet

de post—perturbation est insuffisante et ii propose une explication
£1 partir des vents généraux de la haute-atmosphére (27, 28).

P. Mayaud utilisant les résultats de ses observations (135) et

des observations antérieures dans l’antarctique a cherché une

localisation (in pole magnétique sud actuel (136); il a ensuite

tenté de décrire les variations des poles magnétiques nord et sud

depuis un siéele, d’apres l’ensemble (les observations faites clans

les régions polaires (138).
N. Stoyko a émis l’hypothese d’une relation entre les variations

de la vitesse de rotation de la Terre et les variations du champ
moyen. Sa demonstration appuyée d’ahord sur des faits mag-

nétiques trop locaux (162) a été reprise avec un caractere plus
mondial, 1a variation de l’intensité totale du champ en un certain

nombre de stations (163). Poursuivant ses deductions, l’auteur

croit pouvoir expliquer les inversions du champ terrestre dans

le passé géologique (164).

— Champ terrestre fossile.
Melle J. Boquet a poursuivi sur des corps définis (sesquioxyde

dc fer ct magnetite en grains disperses) l’étude (les propriétés
qui sont a la base des reeherches en paléomagnétisme; elle a
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étudié dans une échelle de champs trés étendue I’acquisition des
aimantations rémanente isotherme e1 thermorémanente et les

propriétés de ces aimanlatious, trop souvent méconnues des
utilisateurs (158). E. Le Borgne ayant observé que le sol, dans
sa couche tout a fait superi‘icielle, est souvent heaucoup plus
Inagnétique que le sous-sol qu’il recouvre, a entrepris une étude
approfondie de pédologie nlagnétique qui se relie aux problemes
des latérites magnétiques et de l’altération Inagnétique (les
roches (123); avec S. Hénin il a émis l’hypothése que le consti-
tuant magnétique des sols était le sesquioxyde de fer y (110).

A. Roche a poursuivi son e’tude de l’aimantalion rémanente de
nombreuses formations volcaniques d’Auvergne, soit par pro-
spection magnétique, soit par prélevement d’échantillons. 11 a

rencontré de sérieuses difficultés venant de l’inslabilité des
aimantations de beaucoup d’échantillons et des possibilités d’ai-
mantation par les courants de la foudre, dont il a fait d’ailleurs
une étude préliminaire intéressante. Admettant que certains
échantillons portent encore leur aimantation originelle, i1 conclut
a des renversements du champ terrestre a certaines époques
géologiques (154, 155, 156).

Pour la période historique, les terres euites offrent un materiel
d’étude beaucoup plus sfir que les roches. E. Thellier et Mme
Thellier ont pour la premiere fois utilisé des parois de fours
restées en place, ce qui donne 1a déclinaison et l’inclinaison du
champ passé. Les résultats actuellement publiés portent sur des
fours puuiques et romains £1 Carthage (168) et sur des fours
romains dans la région de Treves (169).

L. Néel a continue a s’intéresser a la théorie des phénoménes
fondamentaux du paléomagnétisme. Observant l’incompatibilité
des conclusions obtenues a partir des roches sédimentaires et des
roches volcaniques pour le lointain passe géologique, il envisage
la possibilité pour certains minéraux d’acquérir des aimantations
thermorémanentes de sens oppose au champ inducteur et i1 en

montre la possibilité au moins théorique (141). Le fait ayant
été observe expérimentalement au Japan, L. Néel discute ce

phénoméne paradoxal de l’aimantation inverse (142, 143).

II. —Electricité tellurique
L. Cagniard a publié la partie théorique de la nouvelle méthode

de prospeclion qu’il a proposée et qui a fait l’objet de demandes
de brevets en différents pays. Cette méthode dite magneto-
tellurique s’appuie sur la relation qu’il a étudiée entre les varia-
tions du champ élcctrique tellurique et les variations du champ
magnétique horizontal mesurées au meme endroit. Cette relation
depend des propriélés éleetriques du sous—sol, la couche pra-
tiquement inte'resse’e élant d’autant plus épaisse que la fréquence
de la composante périodique que l’on considere est plus faible.
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L’auteur souligne que sa méthode doit permettre une investiga-
tion trés profonde (53).

Dans une étude sur la géopliysique de la mer, Y. Le Grand et

ses collaborateurs étudient les courants telluriques en nier et les

f.e.m. induites par 1e déplacement de l’eau de mer dans le champ
terrestre (126).

La Compagnie Générale de Géophysique a poursuivi d’impor-
tantes campagnes de prospection électrique tellurique en diverses

regions (Bresse, Aquitaine, Algérie, Maroc, Sahara, Gabon, Mada-

gascar). Mais cette compagnie a d’autre part participé activement

a des études de recherche pure sur les courants telluriques; par

exemple, a l’occasion de l’éclipse solaire de Février 1952, elle a

fait procéder a un enregistrement continu, a grande vitesse de

déroulement, pendant 24 heures, simultanément en Aquitaine,
Sicile, Sahara, Gabon, Vénézuela et Louisiane. Le fait important
découvert par M. Schlumberger et G. Kunetz d’une correlation

entre les variations telluriques (et évidemment aussi magnétiques)
trés rapides en des points éloignés du globe a été précisé par
de nouvelles études de G. Kunetz et H. Richard (121), Melle Beau.

fils (25), et Melle Beaufils, G. Gibault et G. Kunetz (26) et enfin

G. Knnetz (118).
Des discussions sur les méthodes de prospection élcctriquc ou

des exemples de prospection ont été présentés par A. Roger et

Chereau (157). par la S.N.R.E.P.A.L. et R. Bouchon (160), par
G. Kunctz et J. Chastenet de Gery (119, 120), par J. Breusse (45)
et par M. Guerrier (104).

III. — Electricité troposphe’rique

A. Dauvillier a effectué un enregistrcmcnt continu du gradient
de potentiel atmosphérique a Khartoum au moment de l’éclipse
totale de soleil (59). Au Groénland, P. Pluvinage et P. Stahl ont

effectué des observations sur la conductibilité électrique de 1’air

avec un appareil a deux tubes permettant la mesure directe de

la difference des conductibilités positive et négative (146). En

Tcrre Adélie, M. Barré a fait des observations étendues sur les

charges électriques apportées par le blizzard sur des antennes

horizontales (19). M. Sourdillon poursuivant ses recherches sur

la foudre a étudié des éclairs entre nuage et air, soit isolés, soit

accompagnant un coup de foudre a cime horizontale (161).
R. Guizonnier a cherché une explication de la variation diurne

du gradient de potentiel (105).
En ce qui concerne la radioactivité de la troposphere, H. Gar-

rigue a poursuivi son étude des anomalies du contenu radioactif

de l’air librc an sommct du Puy-de—Dome et en avion (90, 91, 93,
94, 95); et M. Abribat et J. Pouradier ont suivi 1’évolution des

radio—elements artificiels de l’air de la région parisicnne (1);
d’autre part, B. Lecolazet et Mme A. Hée out étudié 1a mesure
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en avion de la radioactivité de l’air an Inoyen d’un gamma—
metre (124).

IV. — Radioe’lectricité de la halite atmosphere
— Parasites atmosplzériques-

Au L.N.R., £1 Bagneux, la cadence de succession des atmosphe-
riques est enregistrée sur les longueurs d’ondes suivantes: 60 111,
et e11 km: 1,6; 5; 11; 24; 35; 57 et 70; le champ électrique moyen
(les atmosphériques (léfini par F. Carbenay est cnregistré en

permanence sur 11; 35 et 50 km. Le radiogonioinetre pour trés

longues ondes est maintenant réglé sur 57 km.
Au point de vue technique at tliéorique, l’action (les atmosphe-

riques sur un recepteur a été analysée par F. Carbenay (54) et

(l’une fagon étendue par E. Fi‘omy (86. 87, 88) et G. Foldes

(8-1, 85) ; R. Bureau et R. Bost ont décrit une métliode permettant
1a localisation (les atmosphériques avec un seul goniometre et

ils ont analysé les résultats obtenus (48, 49). F. Carbenay a ob-
servé la correspondance entre le nivcau moyen des atmosphe-
riques et 1e degre’ d’intelligihilité d’une liaison l‘adioélectrique
sur ondes longues (55) et étudié les méthodcs d’étalonnement
(tans l’enregistrement (les atmosphériqucs ('56).

Au cours (le ses croisieres antarctiques 1e navire polaire “C0111-
mandant Charcot”, équipé par le L.N.R., a effectué l’enregistre-
ment du nivean moyen dcs atmosphériques sur 11.000 n1 et,
durant la campagne 1950—1951, dcs observations an goniométre
cathodique. Les résnltats des observations et leur analyse ont

été donnés par M. Barre pour la campagne 1948—1949 (18) et

par R. Bureau et J. Vaury (50) et J. Vaury et R. Bost (170) pour
celle de 1950—1951. M. Barré a rendu compte (l’autre part (le la

longue série d’observations qu’il a faites pendant la campagne
1951—1952 a Port-Martin oil il a p11 assurer le fonctionnement
d’un enregistreur de niveau moyen et d’un radiogoniometre
cathodique (20). Au symposium mondial sur les parasites atmo-

sphe’riques (Zurich 1953), R. Bost a presenté des observations sur

la mise en application du nouveau code (les atmosphériques (42)
et R. Bureau sur les messages A.T.M.O.S. (47).

— Sondages ionosphériques
La France entretient un nombre relativcment important de

stations de sondage en fonctionnement continu ou en installa—
tion: stations (lu Bureau Ionosphérique Francais (le Poitiers,
Casablanca, Tamanrasset. et Bangui, avec la station experimen—
tale de Domont (et une station provisoire e11 Terre Aclélie);
stations (In Service de Prévisions Ionosphériques Inilitaire de

Fribourg, Dakar, Djibouti, Tananarive, Kerguelen et Nha-Trang
(et une station provisoire sur le Commandant Charcot). Les
résultats des observations sont diffusées dans les Bulletins d’infor—
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mation du B.I.F. et du S.P.I.M. Au point do vue technique, on

pcut signaler la realisation d’un simulateur (l’échos ionosphé-
riques par S. Estrahaud, H. Chazenfus at R. Grosjean (80), l’amé—

lioration (les sondeurs du S.P.I.M. par E. Harnisclnnacher (106)
ct K. Bihl (36). Dans une etude étendue J. Doublet a discuté le

probléme du passage (les hauteurs \‘irtuelles de réflexion aux

hauteurs réelles et propose 1111c technique simple d’application
de la Inéthode de Hydbeck (68).

Des résultats d’ol)servati0ns ont été analysés par F. Delobeau,
E. Harnischmacher et F. Oboril pour Dakar (64), par J. Le Gall,
B. )longin ct H. Munior pour les Kerguélen (125). Des résultats

détaillés ont etc donnés dans des mélnoires étendus par A. Hau—

bert pour un an et demi d’oleervations £1 Casablanca (109) et

par J. Bouquin pour un an d’ol)servations e11 Terre Adélie (44).

— Les régions ionosphe’riques et [curs variations

R. Eyfrig a analysé l’influence des orages magnétiqucs sur F2
et montré que la diminution d’ionisation n’est pas n1ondiale (81) ;

il a étudié une période de forte absorption ionosphérique (83);
M. Barré at K. Rawer ont décrit les anomalies obs'ervées dans des

sondagcs effectue's devant la Terre Adelie (21, 22); l’cffet dit

(le longitude sur l’ionisation de F2 a été analyse a nouvoau par

K. Rawcr (147). R. Rivault a fait une discussion e'tendue sur les

stratifications (les regions E et F d’nu il eonclut a la nécessité

d’une revision de la nomenclature (152). F. Delobeau a effectué

(les sondagcs £1 Gao, pendant l'éclipse (lu 25 Février 1952 (63)
et 11 a étudié une stratification frequente dans les régions tro—

picales entrc F et F2 (62). K. Bibl a obse1vé dos phénonlenes
tlansitoiles d’ionisation se plopageant (lo haut on has 5111 des

liln1s d’ionog1ammes p1ojetés en accélé1é (37). S. Estrahaud a

étudié d’aprés ses observations de Bangui l’effet d’une eclipse
solaire sur la région F2 équatoriale (78) et sur la région E (79);
K. Rawer a décrit Ia structure de la couche Es dans les regions
équatoriales magnétiques (148); E. Theissen est revenu sur

l’étude (les caractéristiques de la couche F1 (167). R. Eyfrig a

montré une variation lunaire de l‘altitude du centre de la region
F2 51 Huancayo (82); K. Bihl a étudié la variation diurne de la

fréqueuee critique de E (35). Melle J. Ardillon a entrepris une

étude étendue sur les perturbations ionospheriques; scs premiers
résultats portent sur les effets diurncs (heures locales de début

(les chutes de fréquences critiques et variation diurne de l’ampli—
tude des perturbations sur les fréquonces critiques et les hauteurs

Virtuelles) (2), puis sur les oragcs ionospheriques (3).
P. Lejay at D. Lepechinsky proposent 1111c explication re-

marquablement simple des propriétés de la region F2 en exami-

nant, dans le cadre de la théorie de Chapman de la formation

des régions ionisées, l’effet de changements de température (129,
130). K. Rawer at E. Argencc ont discuté de l’origine de l’ionisa-

9
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tion de la régiou E (149, 150) et K. Rawcr. K. Bibl ct E. Argcnce
ont tcnté dc déduire 1e nomhrc (lcs chocs dans lcs régions E at F

de l’amplitudc des échos multiples (151). J. Gauzit a (liscuté dc

la température de la hautc atmosphére (96, 97) et R. Gallet a

proposé unc interprétation (16 la couche Es (89). R. Michard a

étudié l’cffct (lu rayonnement ultra violet solaire sur l’iono—

sphére (140). R. Janccl ct T11. Kahan rcprcnncnt la tliéorie des

propriétés d’un gaz ionisé souiuis a un champ élcctriquc oscillant,
cu préscncc d’un champ inagnétique. ct appliqucnt lcurs résul—
tats au cas dc l’ionosphére (113, 114, 115, 117. 116); le méme

problé-Inc a été cxaininé par M. Bayct, J. L. Delcroix ct J. F. De—
nisse (24).

—~ Propagation mdl'oéleclrique
Différcnts aspects (le la théoric dc la propagation (lcs ondcs

radioélectriques (lans l’ionosphcro (géométric dcs rais ct absorp-
tion) ont été traités par K. Bibi (34). E. Argence (4, 5. 6, 7), E. Ar-

gencc. K. Rawer at K. Suchy (8) ct G. Dupouy (76).
N. Stoyko ct Minc Stoyko ont cssayé dc concilicr lcs observa—

tions faites sur les variations dc fréqucnce ct dc vitcssc apparente
dc propagation des signaux radioélectriqucs (166, 165); E. Har—

nischmacher ct K. Rawcr ont étudié lc problélnc des liaisons anti-

podes et proposé unc explication (les faits expérimcntaux (108);
K. Bibl, K. Rawcr at E. Thcissen ont fait unc étudc étcndue (lu

phénoméne dc l’occultation (les ondcs décamétriques par la ré-

gion E (38) ct E. Harnischmacher a montré l’iInportance (lcs

trajcts mixtcs pour lcs propagations a trés grande distance (107).
P. Lejay, Mcllc Ardillon et G. Bertaux ont comparé l’intensité

du champ regru (le l’émettcur \V\VV avcc l’agitation Inagnétique
et ionosphérique (127. 128). Mcllc Pillet a colnparé aux prévisions
du B.I.F. lcs résultats (l’écoutc continue (les élncttcurs \VVVV
et \V\VVH, faitcs on France et on Tcrrc Adélie (145). J. Boucliard
a rcndu compte d’écoutes faitcs daus les régions arctiques (43) at

R. Busch a comparé prévisions et observations pour la liaison

Paris—Alger (51). M. Barré. K. Rawer ct E. Argcncc ont suivi les
variations (le la propagation entrc Nouméa et la Torre Adélie

(23). J. Maire, enfin, a étal)li ct (liscuté dos résultats d’obscrva-

tions, portant sur plus d’un cycle solairc. faites dans l’cxploita-
tion (103 graudcs liaisons radioélectriques intercontinentalcs (131,
132).

V. — Opiique (19 [a [mute atmospliére
— Aurores polaires

Mmc R. Herman a interprété ct reproduit dcs bandcs nouvclles

infra—l‘ouges dc Meincl (111, 112); D. Barbier at Miss Pettit ont

fait en Alaska dos observations sur la brillance (lu Ciel auroral,
au moyen d’un photométrc photoélectrique automatique de
Roach (17).
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—— Lumiere du ciel crépus-culaire
J. E. Blamont et A. Kastler ont construit un photométre photo-

électrique pour l’étude (le la raie D crépusculaire et l’ont utilise

pour déterminer la répartition en altitude des atomes émis—

sifs (41) et J. E. Blamont a proposé une nouvelle méthode d’ana-

lyse de la raie D atmosphérique, dans laquelle 1e rayonnement
observé est filtré par une cuve £1 resonance optique oil l’ou pro-

voque 1111 déplacement Zeeman variable au moyen d’un champ
magnetique (40). M. Dufay a observe et interprété 11ne raie inter—

dite de l’atome neutre (l’azote dans les spectres du ciel cré-

pusculaire et nocturne (73, 74); 11 s’est livré d’autre part a une

etude étendue de l’émission crépusculaire des bandes de la mole—

cule d’azote ionisée et (le la raie 5199 A de l’atome neutre d’azote

(75). R. Bohley a tenté 1e caleul de la polarisation de la lumiere

du ciel cre’puseulaire au zenith et a compare les résultats calculés

et observes (153). R. Grandmontagne trouve dans les observa-

tions de la temperature de la haute atmosphere faites au moyen
de fusées 1111c confirmation d’uue (le ses hypothéses antérieures

(102). P. Berthier a étudié la dissymétrie des crépuscules du

matin et du soir pour les raies rouges de l’oxygene et confirmé

I’existenee d’un faihle renforcement, au erépuscule du soir, des

baudes infra—rouges de 02 et OH (31, 32).

# Lumiére (In Ciel nocturne

M. Dufay :1 Observe tine nouvelle bande de la molecule OH

(laus 1e spectre infra—rouge (72) ; J. Dufay Inoutre ([110 105 radia—

tions observées entre 9.000 et 11.000 5 s’iuterprétent par une

emission de la molecule OH découverte par Meinel (69).
H. Garrigue a décrit un photometre visuel qui est 1111 perfec—

tionnement d’un appareil antérieur (92); G. Déjardin, J. Janin

ct M. Peyron out fait des observations au laboratoire sur les ban-

des de vibration-rotation de la moléculc OH (60, 61). D. Barhier

a donne’ de nouveaux modes de calcul dcs corrections (le diffu-

sion et diseuté le probléme de la détermination (le l’altitude des

couches émettrices (10) et M. Mayot :1 établi des tables facilitant

l’application de la méthode de Barbier dans le ealcul des correc-

tions (le diffusion (139); avec J. Dufay et D. Williams, D. Bar—

hicr a effectué, ct discuté d’une fagon trés poussée, des mesures

photometriques relatives aux radiations 0577 at 5180 A (16);
enfiu, il a poursuivi l’étude (le la region UV de la lumiere du

ciel nocturue au moyeu d’un photométre photoélectrique auto-

matique construit 1‘1 l’Iustitut (l’Astrophysique (12, 13, 14). Ce

photometre a été décrit par A. Baillet, D. Barbier, F. Bosson,
A. Lallemaud et J. Maguery (9).

P. Berthier a étudié lo rapport (les intensités (les composantes
du doublet du sodium (30) et déterminé l’altitude (l’émission

des bandes infrarouges (le 02 of OH (33); J. Dufay, P. Berthier

9.
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et B. Morignat out fait par photométrie photographique de

nouvelles déterminations de l’altitude d’émission do la raie

verte de 02 (71). Des mises an point sur diverses questions ont

été données par J. Cabannes (52), J. Dufay (70) et D. Barbier

(15, 11).
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Herman Mme R. — Nonvelle transition interdite de la molecule N2.
C. R. Aead. Sc., 233, 1951, pp. 738—740.
Herman Mine R. — Reproduction an laboratoire du nouveau systéme
(le handes de Meinel Azn—X32‘ (le N: oliservé dans les aurores

boréales. C. R. Acad. Sc., 233, 1951, pp. 926—927.
Jancel R. at Kahan Th. — Phénomé‘nes e’lectromagnétiques dans
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l’ionosphére: effets croisés d’un champ magnétique constant at d’un

champ électrique oscillant. C. R. Acad. $6., 236, 1953, pp. 788—790.

Jancel R. et Kahan Th. — Propagation des ondes électromagnétiques

planes dans l’ionosphére. C. B. Acad. $0., 236, 1953, pp. 2045—2047.

Jancel R. et Kalian Th.—Théorie magnéto-ionique des gaz faiblement

ionisés en presence d’un champ électrique oscillant et d’uu champ

magnétique constant. Journal de Physique, 14, 1953, pp. 533—540.

Jaucel R. et Kalian Th. — Couplage et conditions de réflexion des

ondes électromagnétiques ordinaire et extraordinaire dans un plasma

inlmmogene et anisotrope (ionosphere). C. R. Acad. So., 237, 1953,

pp. 1657—1659.

Kahan Th. et James] R. — Expression générale du tenseur de con-

ductivité et du tenseur diélectrique dans un milieu ionisé. Applica-

tions diverses: effet Hall et généralisation de la formula de mobilité

de Langevin. C. R. Acad. Sc., 236, 1953, pp. 1478—1481.

Kunetz G. — Correlation et récurrence de l’activité du magnétisme
terrestre et des courants telluriques. Congrés A.F.A.S., Luxembourg
1953.

Kunetz G. et Chastenet de Géry J. — Elimination de l’effet des vaga-

bonds industriels dans une prospection par courants tellnriques.
Congrés (1e l’Association (les Géophysiciens européens, Hanovre,
Décembre 1952.

Kunetz G. et Chastenet de Géry J. — Exemples d‘application de la

représentation conforme a l‘interprétation du champ tellurique. Con-

grés de l’Ass. des Géophys. européens, Hanovre, Dec. 1952.

Kunetz G. et Richard H. — Comparaison des variations rapides du

champ tellurique entre stations situées a grande distance. Comm.

an Congros du Méthane, a Taormina, Sicile, Avril 1952.

Le Borgne E. — Anomalies magnétiques en Bretagne Centrale. C. R.

Acad. Sc., 233, 1951, pp. 82—84.

Le Borgne E. —— Sur la susceptibilité magnétique du sol. C. R. Acad.

So, 235, 1952, pp. 1042—1043.

Let‘olazet R. et Hée Mme A. — Sur la mesure de la radioactivité (le

l’air atmosphérique {‘1 l’aide du gammamétre. Ann. de Géophys., 8,
1952. DD- 320—322.

Le Gall J., Mongin B. et Munier H. — Observations ionosphériques
aux iles Kerguélen. C. R. Acad. $0., 237, 1953, pp. 927—928.

Le Grand Y., Broc J., Saint-Guily B. et Chanu J. — Introduction 5.

l’électromagnétisme des mers. Ann. Inst. Océanog., XXVII, 1952,

pp. 235—329.

Lejay P., Ardillon Melle J. M. et Bertaux G. — Relation entre le

magnétisme terrestre et la propagation des ondes radioélectriques

191758
Washington at Bagneux. C. R. Aoad. $0., 232, 1951, pp. 1975—

Lejay P., Ardillon Melle J. M. et Bertaux G. — Relevés des eure-

gistrements de WWV 5111' 15 et 20 Mc/s. Etude des perturbations de

propagation en correlation aveo les perturbations magnétiques et

vérification des prévisions mensuelles. Notes prél. du L. N. R., N" 150,
1951, 13 p.

Lejay P. et Lepechinsky D. — Formation des couches ionisées. In—

fluence de la tenlpérature. C. R. Acad. $0., 232, 1951, pp. 2058—2061.

Lepechinsky D. — Influence de la tenipérature sur la formation des
couches ionisées. L’anoxnalie saisonniére de la rouche F2, son dé-

doublement et son comportement pendant ies orages niagnétiques.
Notes prél. (in L. N. R, N” 151, 1951, 25 p.

Maire J. — Sur la l‘éception transatlantique des fréquences de l’ordre

de 30 MHz. Ann. de Radioélectricité, VI, 1951, pp. 197—204.

Maire J. — Note sur une aggravation nette dos conditions de pro-

pagation ohservée récemment sur des circuits transcontinentaux
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exploités sur ondes décamétriques. Ann. de Radioélectricité, 7, 1952,
pp. 221—224.

.Matschinski M. — Les équations de Maxwell pour le trifeuille et leur
application 5 la théorie du déplacement d‘un orage magne’tique. La
Revue Scient, 3316, 1952, pp. 91 103.

’Mayuud P. — Champ magne’tiqne moyen et variation seculaire en
Terre Adélie au 1er Janvier 1952. C. R. Acad. 56., 236, 1953, pp.
954—956.

.Mayaud P. — Position an 1er Janvier 1952 do pole magnetique Sud.
C. R. Acad. Sc., 236, 1953, pp. 1189—1191.

‘Mayaud P. — Enregistrement du champ magnetique terrestre a Port-
Martin. Ann. de Géophys., 9, 1953, pp. 256—265.
Mayaud P. — Le péle magnétique Sud en 1952 et les déplacements
compares des pfiles Nord et Sud de 1842 51 1952. Ann. de Géophys., 9,
1953, pp. 266—276.

Mayot M. — Tables (les functions inlervenunt dans le culcul (les
corrections de diffusion dans la photométrie de la lumiére du ciel
nocturne. Ann. d’Astrophys., 15, 1952, DD. 374—382.
Miclmrd R. — Le contréle de l'ionosphere par le rayonnement ultra—
violet solaire. 7eme rapport Comm. Etude relations phenomenes
solaires et terrestres, 1951, pp. 87—103.
Neel L. — L’inversion de l’aimantation permanente (les roches. Ann.
de Géophys., 7, 1951, pp. 90—102.
Néel L. — Confirmation expérimentale d’un mécanisme d’inversion
de l’aimantation thermorémanente. C. R. Acad. 50., 234, 1952, pp.
1991—1993.
Néel L. — Quelques résultats nouveaux sur l’nimantation des laves en
sens inverse du champ terrestre. Journal de Physique, 13, 1952,
p. 30 S.

O'zdogan I. — Variometre électromagnétique pour la composante
verticale. Ann. de Géophys., 9, 1953, pp. 161—163.
Pillet Melle G. — Vérification des prévisions du Bureau Ionosphé-
rique Frangais par les enregistrements WWV et WWVH 5 Paris et
en Torre Adélie. Notes prél. du L. N. R, N“ 166, 1953, 21 p.
Pluvinage P. et Stahl P. — La conductibilité électrique de Fair 5111'
l‘inlandsis groénlandais. Ann. de Géophys., 9, 1953, pp. 34—43.
Rawer K. — Sur la repartition approximative de l’ionisation de la
couche F2 du point de vue mondial. C. R. Acad. 50., 232, 1951, pp.98—100.
Bower K. — L'efl'et de l’équnteur magnétique sur l'ionisation do In
conehe ES. C. R. Acad. $6., 237, 1953, pp. 1102—1104.

. Rawer K. et Argence E. — Sur quelques Caractéristiques de la régionE de l’ionosphére. C. R. Acad. $0., 233, 1951, pp. 1208—1210.
. Rawer K. et Argence E. — Considerations critiques relatives 51 In

formati‘gm de la région E de I'ionosphére. Ann. (1e Géopllys., 9, 1953,
pp. 1—_5. '

. Rawer K., Bibl K. ct Argenee E. — Snr ln déterminution des nom-l)res (1e C110CS (les regions E et F de l’i011051)hEre. C. R. Aend. $0., 233,1951, pp. 667—669.
Rivznilt It. — La distinction entre les réflexions ionospllériques dues

it
E, ES et 51 la région dite E2. Notes prél. (in L. N. R., N" 157, 1952,5 p.

Robley R. — La diffusion multiple dans l’atmosphére dédniie desobservation crépuseulaires. Ann. de Géophys., 8, 1952, pp. 1—20.Roche A. — Sur les inversions de l’aimuntntion réinunente dos roches
volcaniqnes dans les Monts d’Auvergne. C. R. Acad. SC., 233, 1951,pp. 1132—1134.
Roche A. — Sur l’origine (les inversions d’aimantation oonstatéesdans les roches d’Anvergne. C. R. Aend. Sc., 236, 1953, pp. 107—109.Roche A. — Etude sur l’aimantation de roches volcaniques tertiaires
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et quaternaires d'Auvergne et du Velay. Thése Faculté des Sciences,
Paris, Juin 1953.

157. Roger A. et Cherean. — Etude électro-tellurique sur la dorsale Ferra-

raise ct comparaison avec les résultats apportés par d’autres métho-

des. Comm. au Congrés du Methane, a Taormina, Sieile, Avril 1952.

158. Raquet Melle J. — Sur les rémanences magnétique des oxydes de

fer ct Ieur intérét géomagnétique. Thése Faculté des Sciences, Paris,
Octobre 1953.

159. Selzer E. — Manifestations semi-locales, instables, du magnétisme
terrestre. Ann. de Géophys., 8, 1952, pp. 275—285.

160. S.N.R.E.P.A.L. et Bouehon R. — Elude tellurique dans le bassin du

Hodna. Comm. an Congrés Géologique, Alger, Septembre 1952.

161. Sourdillon M. — Etude 51 la chambre de Boys de “I’éclair dans I’air”

et dn “coup de foudrc a cime horizontale”. Ann. de Géophys., 8, 1952,
pp. 349—364.

162. Stoyko N. — Sur lcs variations dn champ magnétique et de la rota-

tion de la Terre. C. R. Aead. Sc., 233, 1951, pp. 80—82.

163. Stoyko N. — De l’influence de I‘irrégularité de la rotation terrestre

sur le champ magne’tique. C. R. Acad. Sc., 234, 1952, pp. 1798—1800.

164. Stoyko N. — Sur la variation do 1a rotation de la Torre et l’inversion

de la polarité du champ magnetique terrestre. C. R. Acad. Sc., 236,
1953, pp. 1591—1593.

165. Stoyko Mme A. — Sur la variation de la vitcsse de propagation des

ondes radioélectriques. C. R. Acad. Sc., 232, 1951, pp. 1916—1918.

166. Stoyko Mme A. et Stoyko N. — Sur la variation journaliére de la

propagation des signaux et de la fréquence entre l’Amérique et

l’Europe. C. R. Acad. Sc., 232, 1951, pp. 1817—1818.

167. Theissen E. — Quelques résultats relatifs £1 1a fréquence critique et

all facteur de transmission de la couche ionosphérique F1. C. R. Acad.

Sc., 237, 1953, Pp. 1104—1106.

168. Thellier E. et Thellier Mme 0. — Sur la direction du champ magné-
tique terrestre retrouvée sur des parois dc fours des époques punique
et romaine, it Carthage. C. R. Acad. Sc., 233, 1951, pp. 1476—1478.

169. Thellier E. et Thellier Mme O. — Sur la direction (in champ magne-
tique tcrrestre, dans la région de Tréves, vel‘s 380 aprés J. C. C. R.

Acad. Sc., 234, 1952, pp. 1464—1466.
170. Vaury J. J. et Bost R. — Etude dcs atmosphériques a herd du “Com-

mandant Charcot”. Campagne 1950—1951. Notes préi. dn L. N. R.,
N° 156, 1952, 33 p.

GERMANY

BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND

A. Fachgebiet Erdmagnetismus
von F. Errnlat

1) In den Observatorien Ffirstenfeldbruck und Wingst wurden
die erdmagnetischen Registrierungen fortgesetzt; das Geophysi-
kalische Institut in Gottingen nahnl sic in dem von Gauss hegrfin-
deten Observatorinm wicder auf. Alle 3 Observatoricn arbeiteten
sowohl mit hochempfindlichen Variomctern als auch mit Sturm—
variometern.

Vom Observatorium \Vingst wurde fiir 1952 erstmalig die
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Reproduktion der Magnetogramme in einem Sonderheft ver-

6ffentlicht, um den Vergleich der Registrierungen spezieller
Effekte mit denen andel‘er Observatorien zu ermb'glichen. Uher
die Beohachtungsergebnisse in Mfinchen (1841—1926), Maisaeh

(1927—32), Ffirstenfeldhruck (1939—53) gab F. Burmeister eine

Zusammenfassung; von \Vingst Iiegen die Jahrbficher bis 1950,
die Monats— und Jahresberichte bis 1953 vor (F. Ermlat und
0. Meyer).

Zur Sicherung der Basiswerte von H wurden mil Unter—

stfitzung der IATME mittels drei QHM Vergleichsmessungen
zwischen Rude Skov, Fiirstenfeldbruck 11nd \Vingst durchge-
fi'lhrt. Es ergab sich eine Basisdifferenz VVingst—Rude Skov =

4.7;) und Ffirstenfeldbruck—Rude Skov = 5,8 7 (vgl. Laursen,
Jahr. d. Obs. \Vingst, Nr. 6, 1953).

Vel‘gleichsmessungen Wingst—Fii1‘stenfeldb1‘uck gaben bisher

folgende Werte: 1939,7 (Methode v. Lamont): 0 y; 1941 (QHM):
+ 3 y; 1949.9 (Lamont u. QHM) : — 1 y; 19502 11. 19522 (QHM):
— 1 y; 1952,13 (3 QHM der IATME) : — 1 y.

J. Bartels (Gottingen) fand eine hemerkenswerte Forménde—

rung des Wintel‘lichen 5., in Potsdam inl Vel‘laufe eines Sonnen-

fleckenzyklus; die zusétzliche \Vellenstrahlung \V, die von der
fleckenreichen Sonne ausgeht, scheint tiefer in die Ionosph'ére
einzudl‘ingen, als diejem'ge der fleckenfreien Sonne (vgl. Zeit-
schr. der Meteorologie, 5, 236—239. 1951). 1111 Report des Com—
mittee Nr. 13 wird von ihm fiber die Neuberechnung von S und L
fi'u' H in Huancayo 1922—1947 berichtet.

2) Eine wesentliche Ergénzung el'fuhr die Registrierung v01]

Pulsationen sowie del‘en Auswertung durch den Einsatz von

Induktionsvariographen verschiedener Typen in Gottingen, Ffir—
stenfeldbruck und Wingst. G. Angenhez’ster (jun.) fasst die Got—

tinger Ergebnisse in einer Dissertation zusammen (1953). Nach
den Registriel‘ungen in VVingst kann man eine allgemeine Tages-
um‘uhe mit Pel‘ioden untel‘ 30 sec und Maximalwerten del‘ Am-

plitude bei ca. 9—10 Uhr MOZ, v01] Pulsationen mit Pel‘ioden
V011 30—60 sec unterscheiden, die nachts ihr Maximum haben
11nd mit P—Strahlung zusammenhéingen Iniissen.

Ffir F iirstenfeldbruck berichtet K. Burkhal't i111 wesentlicheu
iihnliche Ergebnisse; er machte weiter darauf aufmerksam, dass
der Tagesgang der ersten Gruppe (10—30 sec) (10m Tagesgang
der Grenzfrequenz in E und Fl gleicht. Da die Maxima dieser

Gruppe scharf und ohne Ubergiinge auftreten, bringt er sie in

Zusammenhang mit Resonanzeffekten in den E- und F—Schichten.
U. Fleischer (Gottingen) selfless auf Grund von Registrierun-

gen von Baystorungen mit dem transportablen Askania—Vario-
gl‘aphen auf einen induzicrten Erdstrom i111 tieferen Untergrund
Norddeutschlands (Naturwissenschaften, Bd. 41, 114, 1954). Eine
umfassende Verarbeitung des Problems der natfirlichen Erd-
strome ist von R. Bock aufgenommcn Worden.
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3) Die Potsdamer 3-sti'1ndigen Kennziffern 11nd die aus ihnen

abgeleiteten VVel‘te wurden von den di'ei genannten Observa-

torien laufend mitgeteilt. Die Auswertung 11nd Sammlung von

planetariscben Kennziffern Kp betl‘eute J. Bartels (Report
IATME, Committee 9). Zehnt'zigige 1011ospl1i'11'enbe1‘ichte, vom

Deutschen VVetterdienst und der A1'beitsgemeinschaft Ionosphéire

gemeinsam herausgegeben, ermiiglichten die schnelle Bekannt-

gabe der téiglichen Beobachtungen fiber Sonnentfitigkeit, Iono—

sphéire, erdmagnetisehe Aktivitét, Ultrasti‘ahlung 11nd Langst—
wellen. 1111' Zweck ist die eventuelle Prognose der 27-tégig wieder—

kebl‘enden Erscheinnngen.
Besondere Beachtung fanden die speziellen magnetischen

Effekte: s.c.. s.f.e., und p.s.c.; auf die Ietzteren machte 0. Meyer
besonders aufmerksam (Deutsche Hydrogr. Zeitschr., Bd. 4,

1951, S. 61).
01101 die Fachsparte Ionosphéirenforschung gibt 1V. Dieminger

einen Sonderbericht (vgl. B).
1111 Meteorologischen Institut Kbln untersuchte H. Berg in

111el11'e1'en Verbffentlichungen die Korrelationen zwiscben erd—

magnetischen Daten und biologischen Vorgéingen sowie die

Struktur des erdmagnetischen Slérungschai‘akters. (Vgl.Zeitscl11‘.
f. Geophysik, Sonderband 1953, S. 12—20).

4) Vermessungen 11nd Kartographie: R. Bock ergfinzte die

Karte der magnetisehen Deklination in den Niedel‘landen dul‘ch

die deutschen Messungen aus dem Jahre 1944 in den Nieder—

landen wie 1111 deutschen Grenzgebiet und berichtete fiber dent—

sche D—Messungen in Frankl‘eich 194044 (Annales de l’Institut

de Physique dn Globe, Bd. XXVI, 1952). Er ve1‘6ffentlichte eine

Karte der Deklination in Hessen fi'n' 1922,?) (Notizblatt des Hes-

sisehen Landesamts fi'n‘ Bodenforsehung, Bd. 81, S. 43415—47,

1953). Uber den Mitteleuropiiisehen Anteil am paneul‘opéiischen
Normalfeld V011 Z erschien eine Arbeit desselben Verfasscrs i111

Geologischen Jahrbuch 66, S. 671, 684, 1952, fiber den franziisi—

schen Anteil in Ann. de 1’Inst. de Phys. du Globe, Bd. XXVI,

S. 66769, 1952.

Die magnetische Vermessung 11. Ordnung von Bayern (lurch

F. Burmeister machtc weitere Fortschrittc, das Gebiet si'ldlieh

der Donau, d. 11. etwa % von Bayern 151 11111 1110111' 2115 300 Mess—

pnnkten fast abgeschlossen. Es wul‘den die (11‘C1 Elemente D, H

(mit einem QHM) u11d Z (mit der Feldwaage) gemessen.

Eine neue Missweisnngskarte 1:10S fi'n' 1954.0 wurde vou

F. Burmeister beai‘beitet; Karten von D. H. Z fi'n‘ 1950.5 von

\Vcstdeutschland gab F. EI'I‘nIat im Jahl‘buch Nr. 3 des Obser—

vatorinms \Vingst. 1111 Auftrage des Dcutschen Hydrographischen
Instituts beal‘beitele J. Saldulcas das Normalfeld und die Ano-

Klmlien
der Vertikalintensitfit in] Ostseegebiet (Jahrbuch VVingst,

1'. 4).
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5) Angewandte Magnetik: Das Institut fi'n‘ angewandte Geo-
physik in Mfinchen (H. Reich) berichtet fiber folgende Arbeiten:

1. Erdmagnetische Untcrsuchungen in1 N61‘dlinger Ries Von

W. Horrim. Z— und H-Nlessungen.
El‘gebnis: Feststellung anol'mal magnetisierter Basalte i111

Untergrund des Rieskessels und Feststellung Cines Schloles
dieser 211101111211 magnetisierten Basalte.

2. Erdmagnetische Untersuchungen in der Rhén durch R.
Dixviul‘. Einige 1000 Stationcn mit 2— 11nd H—\Icssungen
wurdcn dazu hemltzt, um die anonnalc Magnetisierung der
Basalte 11nd die Magnetisicrungsrichtung in verschiedencn

geologischen Epochcn festzulegen. Die Magnetisiel‘ung dcr
verschiedcnen Basaltc in der Rhén \vul‘de an gecigneten
Proben auch bei hohen Tcmpcraturen (Curie-Punkt) unter—
sucht.

3. Durch einige 100 magnetischer Z- und H-Messungen wurden

Ziige magnetischer Gesteine im Baycrischcn \Vald in der

Gcgend Yon Bodenmais 11nd Zwicsel im Anschluss an die
bekannten Magnetkies-Lagel‘stiitten durch R. Paulus unfer—
sucht.

4. Das Gehiet der grossen regionalen Stdl‘ung in der Gegend
von Reichenhall wurde durch R. Gaenger mit einigen 100
Stationen in Z vermessen.

Bei allcn diesen Untersuchungen wm‘de Anschluss an das

Vermcssungsnetz I. Ordnung durchgeffihrt.
Das Amt fi'n' Bodenforschung in Hannover liess folgende mag—

netische Aufnahnlen dul‘chffihren:

1. Regionalmessungen (Stationsabstand 1—3 km) im Hohen

Venn, im Rheinischen Schiefel‘gebil‘ge Techts des Rheins
und 1111 Knfillgebirge (Hesscn) (1092 Stationen unter 1 km

Stationsabstand).
2. Spezialmessungcn (Stationsabsland bis 1 111) i111 Siegerlé'm-

der Eisenerzbezirk (fiber 11nd 1111te1' Tage), im Hohcn Venn
(350 Messpunkte), im Fichtelgebirge (600 Messpunkte) und
im Hessischcn Eisenerzgehict (15000 Messpunkte). Nach
Mittcilung V011 K. Jung gelang CS, 1111 Dillgchict, mit sehr

cugnmschigen Mcssungen die geologische Kartierung we-

sentlich Z11 untcrstfitzcn. Es \v111‘de damit der Magnetik Cin

Arhcitsgcbiet erbffnet. in (10111 sie bisher wegen der sehr
konlplizicrten geologischen Vel‘héiltnisse nicht Fuss fassen
konnte.

Vom Dcutschen Hydrogl‘aphischon Institut \vurdcn i111 Jahre
1952 die Versuche 2111‘ Vermessung (101' VertikaliIHensitiit 2111f See
Wieder aufgcnommen. Dabei wurde einc Férstel‘sondc in einer
Tauchkugel Oder 1111 gelaucht geschlcppten Stromlinienk61‘pe1‘
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verwandt Bei den Schleppversuehcn hetrug infolge héiufiger
Kabelbl‘iiche die Sicherheit von Z etwa : 100 y, in der getauch—
ten Kngel wtn'den : 50 y erreicht. Die Versuche werden fort

gesetzt.
6) Uhcr luftelekh‘isehe Ai‘beiten gibt Herr Miihleisen einen

Sonderhericht (vgl. C).
H. Israé'l legt fiil' die gemeinsame Sitzung der erdmagnetischen

und meteorologischen Association einen Sonderbericht mit Vor—

schliigen fiir das Internationale Geophysikalische Jahr vor,

welche die lnftelektrische Synopsis, apparative Vei‘besserungcn,
Atmospherics und \Veltgewittel‘fiitigkeit hetreffen.

7) J. Barlels zcichnete als Herausgeber fiir den Teil Geophysik
des \Verkes Landolt Bornstein: Zahlenwerte 11nd Funktionen aus

Physik usw., G. Aufl. Bd. 3, 1952 und heal‘beitete mit F. Burmei—

ster (lie erdmagnetischen Abschnitte; die magnetischen Eigen—
schaften von Mineralien, Erzen, Gesteinen wnrden \‘01’1 M. Rb'ssi-

gcr (Ial‘gcstellt. H. lsmé’l beal‘beitcte den Artikel iibei‘ Luftelek-

trizitfit. 1V. Dieminger den fiber die Ionosphéire. Uber die mag—

netischcn Al‘beiten des Dentschcn Hydrographischen Institnts

einschliesslieh Observatorinm \Vingst vergleiche die Jahres-

bei‘ichte Nr. 6, 7, 8 (1951 his 1953) dieses Instituts.

Die Deutsche Geopllysikalische Gesellschaft gal) ans Anlass

ihres dreissigjiihrigen Bestehens einen Sondcrband nnter Redak—

lion von B. Broelcamp heraus.

B. Fuchgebiet Ionospllz'ire
11011 W. Dieminger

I. Forschungsstcllen uml Az'beitsgebiete.
Die Bundcsrepnhlik verfi'lgl nur fiber cine voll ausgei‘iistcte

Ionosphiirenstation, die vom Institut fiir 10110sph'firenforsclmng
in der M.P.G. in Lindnu am Harz betrieben \vii‘d.

Ausserdeln befassen sich mit Pl‘oblemen dei' Ionosphiirenfor—
schung folgende Stellcn:

Fei‘nmeldetcchnisches Zentl‘alamt in Darlnstadt

(Dr. Beclcmann).
10110sp1151renforschungsgruppe Koln (Dr. Krautlcrt'imer).
Elektropllys. Institnt (101‘ T. Hi Miinchen (Prof. Schumann).

1) Das Institut fiir Ionosph'ail‘enforschlmg fi'lhrt folgcnde Rou-

tinebeobachtungen durch:

a) Echolotungen mit vei'éindcrlicher Fl'equenz bei senkrech-

tom Einfall. Fi'eqnenzhereich 1—16 MHZ, Leistnng 10 kW,
Messungen in 1/2 stiindlichem Abstand.

h) Echolotungen nnf 1,65 MHz bei senkrcehtem Einfall.

c) Registrierung der Feldstéirke Yon Funksendern anf 2,6;
2,9 11nd 3,6 MHZ.

d) Registrierung der Horizontalkomponente des erdmagneti-
sehen Feldes.
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Die R011tinebeobachtungen werden ergéinzt (lurch Echolotun—

gen bei sehréigem Einfall fiber eine Entfernung You 450 km. Fre-

quenzbereieh 1—16 MHZ.

Die Aufnahme regehnfissiger Absorpiionsmessungen ist fi'lr
Mitte 1954 vorgesehen.

Ausserdem werden in Zusammenarheit mit dem NVDR Re-

flexionsmessungen auf 971 kHz hei sehriiger Inzidenz durch—

gefiihr’t.
Die Arbeit des Instituts konzentriert sick 2. Zt. auf Ionosph‘zi—

renstiirme, Echos aus der D—Sehicht und Feinstruktur der Iono—

sphiire.
2) Das FTZ beschéiftigt sich in erster Linie mil den Zusammen-

liéingen zwischen dem Zustand der Ionosphiire und dem Funk—
verkehr. Es unterhiilt eine Abteilung Funkwetterdienst, deren

Aufgabe es ist, Prognosen der F11nkausbreitungsbedingungen 2111f—
zustellen. Diese werden als Monats—, \Voehen— und Halhtages-
prognosen ausgegeben. Die Langfristvorhersagen werden auf
Grund der Periodizitiiten in der Iouosphéire, die Kurzfristpro—
gnosen nach synoptischen Methoden aufgestellt. Dazu \verden

Beohaehtungen der Sonne, der kosmischen Ulirastrahlung, des

erdmagnetisehen Feldes, der Ionosphéire 11nd (les Funkverkehrs

herangezogen, die tfiglieh beim Funkwetterdienst zusammen—

laufen (pro Tag etwa 1000 Werte).
3) Die Forsclmngsgruppe K6111 fiihrt im Rahmen internatio—

nalerVerabredungen \Vindmessungen in der Ionosphéire mach der
Methode v01] Kraullcrd'mer—Mitra (lurch. Theoretische Arbeiten
(ler Gruppe befassen sich mit der Deutung der Beobaehtungen
und mit Fragen der \Vellenausbreitung in der Ionosphéire.

4) Im Elektrophysikalischen Institut der T. H. )Iiinchen \vird
vor allem der Einfluss del‘ Ionosphéire auf die Aushreitung sehr

langer \Vellen (Z > 10 km) untersueht. Hierzu werden laufend

Feldstéirkeregistrierungen \‘011 entfernten Léingstwellensendern
durchgeffihrt. Die Ergehnisse werden mit den Echolotungen 11nd
mit nnderen geophysikalischen Daten verglichen. Theoretische
Arheiten befassen sich mit dem Verhalten des Systems Erde—

Atmosphéire Ionosphiire hei Anregung (lurch sehr lange \Vel-
len. Fiir die Bereehnung von Strahlwegen bei del‘ Aushreitung
von Kul‘zwellen in der Ionosphé'u‘e \vurde eiu graphisches Ver—
fahren entwiekelt.

II. Ursz'gramme.
Auf Grund einer Vereinharung, die im April 1951 1'11 Paris

getroffen wurde, beteiligt sieh die Bundesrepublik am européii—
schen Ursigralmndienst. Die Ursigramme \verden in Paris aus

Beobachtungen deutscher, franzb'sischer 11nd niederl‘aindiseher
Institute zusammengestellt und fiber den Sender Pontoise Inehr-
mals téiglich auf \‘erschiedenen Frequenzen ausgestrahlt. Die

Sammlung 11nd \Veiterleitung der deutschen Beitriige hat der
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Funkwetterdienst der Bundespost fibernommen. Diese Stelle

fibermittelt auch die Ursigramme tfiglieh auf dem Drahtweg den

daran interessierten deutschen geophysikalischen Instituten.

III. Organisation.
Die deutschen Institute und Wissenschafller, die an der Iono-

sphéirenforschung interessiert sind, haben sich zu der “Arbeits—

gelneinschaf t Ionosphéire der deutscheu geophysikalischen Insti-

tute” zusammengeschlossen. Diese Arbeitsgemeinschaft bildet

seit der Aufnahme der Bundesrepublik in die URSI im Jahre

1952 den Grundstoek des deutschen URSI—Landesaussehusses 11nd

hilt gleichzeitig mit diesem einmal i111Jahr eine Arbeitstagung ab.

C. Fachgebiet Luftelektrizitdt

0011 R. Miihlel'sen

Es besteht seit langem der \Vunsch, auf dem Weg fiber luft-

elektrische Dauerregistrierungen die Stéirke der Weltgewitter-
tiitigkeit zu verfolgen, und so den liiglichen 11nd jéihrlichen Ver-

lauf zu erhalten. Dies schien méglich, nachdem man erkannt

hatte, (lass der Ursprung des elektrischen Feldes in der Atmo-

sph‘zire bei Schénwetter in der elektrischen Ladungstrennung in

den Gewitterwolken zu suchen ist, 11nd dass sich diese Ladungen
in Schichten fiber 40760 km Hijhe und in der Erdoberfléiche in

kfirzester Zeit fiber den Erdball verteilen. So ist die Tatsache

zu verstchen, (lass Wegen der zeitlich fast konstanten elektrischen

Leitféihigkeit der Luft fiber den Ozeanen dort der Gang des luft—

eleklrischen Potentialgradienten parallel zum Gang der Gewit—

tertétigkeit ist.
An den luftelektrischen Untersuchungsstellen auf dem Kon-

tinent wurden aber Tagesgfinge registriert, die einen Zusammen—

hang Init der VVeltgewittertéitigkeit nicht mehr erkennen liessen.

Das hat seine Ursachen einmal in den starken Leitféihigkeits-
schwankungen der kontinentalen Luft der unteren Troposphéire,
die wiederum von dem téiglichen Gang der Diehte der Konden-

sationskcrne abhéngt. Deren Verteilung richtet sich stark nach

dem vertikalen Luftmassenaustausch. \Venn dadurch Leitfiihig—
keitsiinderungen cintreten, so verfindern sie damit nur den unter—

sten Teil des Sz'iulenwiderstandes, 11nd es dfirfte eine Andcrung
dcs vertikalen Leitungsstromes nur im geringen Umfang ein—

treten. Weil dieses aber an den Ineisten Stationen nicht gefunden
\vird, sondern der Tagesgang des Vertikalstromes ebenfalls

starke Schwankllngen aufwcist, mussten fiber Land noch weitere

Ursachen als Quellen fiir luftclektrische Felder vermutet werden.

An der Entdeekung dicser Ursachen habcn \vir gearbeitet und

schon cine grifisserc Anzahl Ergebnisse erhalten. Zu diesem

Zweck sind von 11ns einmal zuvcrléissige 11nd leicht transportable,
also mechanisch unempfindliche Messger'aite entwickelt worden

10
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zur Messung des Potentialgradienten, des Vertikalstroms, der
elektrisehen Raulnladungsdichte 11nd der Zahl der Kleinionen.
Mit diesen Geriiten wurden nun luftelektrisehe Messungen dort

angestellt, \vo die grossten Stbrungen der luftelektrischen Ele—
mente erwartet wul‘den, namlieh in der Grossstadt, an Verkehrs—

knotenpunkten der Eisenbahn, (1e1' Kraftwagen 11nd in Industrie-
hezirken.

Das wichtigste Ergebnis all dieser Untersuchnngen ist, (lass
neben (101' starken Kernproduktion dieser Gebiete eine Mange
geladener Teilehen, namlieh Grossionen, in die Luft gesandt
werden, die 211 bet ‘éichtlichen, grosstenteils positiven Rauinladnn-

gen ftiln'en, weil sic positives Vorzeicllen haben. Sie erhohen so

(1as vonl Potential (1e1' Ansgleiehsschieht herriiln‘ende Feld am

Erdboden 11nd ftihren ausserdein zn starken Schwankungen des
Feldes am Erdhoden. Negative Baumladungen wurden ebenfalls

gel‘unden. 1111‘ Ursprungsort ist z. T. in den chemisehen Fahriken
11nd Laboratorien le suehen oder an Stellen bei 11ngeni'1gender
Verbrennung

Die Ranlnladungen haben grosse Bestiindigkeit und Lebens-
daner in der Grossenordnnng von Stnnden 11nd werden deshalb
1'0111 \Vind \veit fortgetragen.

Quellen soleher Rannlladungen sind aueh ausserhalb der

Grossstéidte, Verkeln‘szentren 111 a. 211 erwarten, his jetzt aber
erst 211111 Teil bekannt. So vernrsaehen Hochspannungsleitungen
sehr unregelmfissige, aber \veitreichende Stornngen 1nit grossen
Amplituden. Andere Stbrungen werden \‘erlnutlich von Stellen

ausgehen, an denen die Ionisierungsstarke (")rtlich Oder zeitlieh
stark wechselt, z. B. an (1e1' Grenze Yon Ackerland, \Véildern und
Seen.

Diese Untersuchnngen sollen fortgesetzt werden. Sehon 111it den

hisherigen Erfahrungen lassen sich \‘iele friihere Registriernn—
gen, inshesendere in (1er Naehbarsehaft \‘011 Grossstfidten, erkléi—
ren. Die 11011011 \Verte der Feldstéirke am Yormittag zwisehen
6 11nd 8 Uhr Ortszeit entstehen, weil 11111 (liese Zeit viele Ofen in

\Vohnungen 11nd Indnstrie angeheizt Oder gesehiirt werden, 1101‘
Kraftverkehr stark einsetzt usw. 1111 \Vinter zeigt die Mittagszeit
wieder hohe \Vcrte wegen 11er Herdfeuerungen, wahrend 1111
Summer die gerade iiber der Grossstadt kréiftig anfsteigende Luft
die Raumladnngen \vegsehafft. Mit (10111 Ende der menschliehen

Tiitigkeiten am Abend féillt (151$ luftelektrisehe Potential stark abi
Bei bestimmten \Vetterlagen sind die geschilderten Stornngen

fast verschwunden. Dies tritt ein, wenn kriiftiger \Vind fiber
3 m/s bei wolkenlosem Oder nur teilweise bedecktem Himmel
weht 11nd die entstandenen Kerne 11nd Raumladungen sehnell

wegfiihrt, also keine nennenswerte Konzentration der Kerne 11nd
Grossionen zuléisst. Ahgesehen von eineln kurzen Anstieg am

Morgen ist (1as Potential auch am Tage niedrig 11nd sein Verlauf
151551 3011011 einen Vergleieh 111it den ozeanisehen \Verten Z11.
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Das Ziel all dieser Untersuchungen ist, Erfahrnngen zu sam—

meln 11nd Mcssgerijte zu entwickeln, mit denen man die Regi-

stricrungen luflelcktrischer Elemente an beliebigen Orton ein-

\vandfrei deuten kann. So muss es dann aucli inoglich \verden,

()rte ausfindig zu machen, an (lenen Registrierungen erhalten

\vel'den, die weitgehend nur von (ler Spannung der luflelektri—

schen Ausgleichsschicht und damit von der Elektrizitéitsproduk-
lion aller (lewitter dcr Erde abh'zingen. Von Israé'l, Kasimir und

“liencrt ist dies SCllOll auf Bergspitzen. auf den] Jungfraujoch,
der Zugspitze u. a., versucht worden. \Vegen der Raumladnngen,
(lie dureh Schneewehen entstelien, sind aber solche Registrierun—

gen cbenfalls wéihrend longer Zeiten bei Schénwelter gestort.
\Vir suchen deshall) nach Messslellen, die tiefer gelegen sind, die

aber ihrer Geliindebeschaffung nach wcitgehend ungeslorle Regi—
striernngen zulassen.

Das Kriterium fiir ungestorte Begistrierungen luftelektrischer

Elemente ist der parallele Gang an mehreren mit diesem Ziel

ausgesnchten 11nd \veit auseinanderliegenden Orten. \Vir werden

versuehen, diese Messstellen in unserer Naehharschaft zu finden

und haben vorgeschlagen, im Geophysilcalischen Jahr dieses Netz

fiber die Grenzen auszudehnen. Dazu ist aber notwendig, dass

die ausléindischen Stationen in gleicher \Vcise an ausgesuehten
()rten eingerichtet werden.

AIS zweites luftclektrisches Thema zum ('reophysikalischen
Jahr ist von uns vergeschlagcn worden, die luftelektrisehe Leit—

féihigkcit der Luft mit Ballonaufstiegen zwischen 5 11nd 25 km

Hohe zu messen. Es sind uns 2 Arbeiten bekannt, ans denen Hin-

weise auf sehr nnregehn‘zissige Leitfiihigkcitsverliiufe mit der

H6110 zwischen 10 und 20 km Hohe vermutet werden. Nnr eine

Beihe von Allfsliegen zur Leiif?!higkeitsuntersuchung wird hier

praktische Ergebnissc bringen. \Vir haben die Absicht, in diesem

und i111 néchsten Jahr Versuche zu unternehmen, um dann sicher

fi'u‘ das Geophys. J3111' eine eint'ache Aufstiegsapparatur, wahr—

scheinlich mit einer Radiosonde gekoppelt, vorschlagen zu

konnen.

GREAT BRITAIN

British National Report on Terrestrial Magnetism,

Electricity and Aurora 1952*54

A. Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity

1. Royal Greenwich Observatory.

During the period 1952754 the routine work of the Abinger
Magnetic Observatory has continued. SOIDC trouble was expe-

rienced when observing with the Dye vertical intensity coil

lu'
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magnetometer due to the alternator employed in supplying A/C
to the oscillating coil. In consequence of this the alternator has
been replaced by an electronic oscillator.

A number of tubular compasses have been tested at the obser-

vatory prior to their being issued to H. M. Ships for the purpose
of making declination observations upon land.

On the suggestion of Professor Chapman an analysis of the

bi—hourly values of D, H and Z recorded since 1916 at Greenwich
and Abinger has been undertaken. Hollerith Cards, covering the

period 1916—1949, have been punched, but the analysis has been
held in abeyanec in consequence of the large amount of work
involved in the preparation of the Admiralty \Vorld Magnetic
Charts for the epoch 1955.0.

The work of preparing these charts has been carried out

during the period under review. This work has included the

preparation of the initial D and H charts, which have been

subjected to a preliminary spherical harmonic analysis. Revised
versions of the charts have then undergone a second analysis,
following which the final D and H charts have been drawn up.

The constants obtained from the second analysis have been

employed in the synthesis of a basic Z chart, which has been

slightly modified in places where observational data have made
this seem necessary. In general, however, the observations have
been in satisfactory agreement with the synthetic values.

Finally, charts of Inclination and Total Field have been drawn

up, together with secular variation charts of all these elements:
and the X and Y charts are in course of preparation.

A paper entitled “The Distribution of Great and Small Geo—

magnetic Storms in the Sunspot Cycle” is in course of publica—
tion. The Greenwich data come from the seven sunspot cycles
1879—1953.

Annual lists of geomagnetic storms recorded at Abinger have
been published for the years 1951—53 in “The Observatory”.

A start has been made on the compilation of an Appendix to
the Greenwich Observations that will contain Greenwich sunspot
and geomagnetic—storm data from 1871 (when the sunspot obser-
vations began) to 1954. It is proposed to include (1) monthly
values of the mean daily area of sunspots: (2) a list of sunspots
with mean daily area during disk passage of g 500 millionths of
the Sun’s hemisphere: (3) complete lists of great and small geo-
magnetic storms, 1874—1954 with appropriate sunspot data. A
list of the greater storms recorded at Greenwich from 1840 to
1874 might also be added.

The results of the harmonic analysis of the Earth’s magnetic
field, as depicted on the Admiralty \Vorld Magnetic Charts for
epoch 1942.0, which were prepared at the Royal Observatory,
together with a discussion, have been published in the Geophy—
sical Supplement of the Monthly Notices, 6, 409—430, 1953.
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The Royal Greenwich Observatory has commenced the con—

tinuous recording of the general cosmic ray flux. The recording
of the rare high energy showers is also to be undertaken.

2. Observatories of the Meteorological Office, Lerwick, Eslc-

rlalemuir and Ken), and inuestigalional work at Meteorological
Office, Edinburgh.

La Cour magnetographs working on the ordinary time scale

of 15 mm. to the hour and also similar quick-run instruments

continued in operation at Lerwick and Eskdalemuir. Any small

gaps in these records were completed from the records of supple—
mentary less»sensitive magnetographs. At both observatories the

orientation of the magnet systems has been checked.

Absolute measurements at Eskdalcmuir were made twice or

thrice weekly, or more frequently, by means of the Schuster-

Smith coil for H, the Kew unifilar magnetometer for D and the

Schultze inductor for I; Q.H.M. and B.M.Z. magnetometers were

also in use. At Lerwick similar instruments were used for H and

D. but a B.M. instrument was used for Z until 1953 when it was

refashioned into a B.M.Z. instrument in Denmark. Some inter-

comparison between the two observatories has been effected by
means of Q.I-I.M. and B.M.Z. instruments.

Recalibration, at the National Physical Laboratory in 1953, of

the potentiometer used with the Smith coil at Lerwick revealed

that a change had taken place in the value of the standard resi-

stances. The change is of a magnitude to alter the value of H by
about 7 y. The potentiometer used at Eskdalemuir is being recali-

bratcd at the time of writing this report.
Measurement of the magnetograms and the allocation of daily

magnetic character figure (C) and three—hourly indices (K)
has been undertaken at the observatories. Further computational
work and the preparation of copy for the Observatories’ Year

Book was done in the Meteorological Office, Edinburgh. Publica-

tion of the Year Book, with the volume for 1938, is to be resumed

in the near future.

Daily character figures and K indices along with particulars
of solar flare effects, sudden commencements, sudden impulses
and 3Ks figures have been supplied regularly to De Bilt in accor-

dance with international agreement. The K indices have been

published in the Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics.
Various magnetic information and copies of magnetograms have

been supplied regularly or on request to journals, individuals

or institutions concerned with mining or ionospheric research.

An auroral watch was maintained at Lerwick during the

night hours, except in a period around the summer solstice when

the twilight intensity prevents visual observation.

Investigational work continued in the Meteorological Office,
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Edinburgh. The following publications 011 geomagnetic subjects,
or 011 topics which have arisen in the course of geomagnetic
studies, may be mentioned ~

D. H. McIntosh — Geomagnetic solar flare effects at Lerwiek and Eskdale-
muir. J. Atmos. Terr. Phys, London, 1, p. 315 (1951).

R. P. Waldo Lewis and D. H. McIntosh — Geophysical and meteorological
changes in the period January to April, 1949. Nature, London, 170, p. 488
(1952) and 171, p. 968 (1953).

R. P. Waldo Lewis and D. H. McIntosh Atmospheric pressure and geo-
magnetic disturbance. Nature, London, 169, p. 1059 (1952).

R. P. Waldo Lewis and D. H. McIntosh — Some effects of the coherence
of meteorological time series. Met. Mag, London, 81, p. 242 (1952).

R. P. Waldo Lewis and D. H. McIntosh a Diurnal and storm-time va -

tions of geomagnetic and ionospheric disturbance. J. Atmos. Terr. Phys,
London, 3, p. 186 (1953).

R. P. Waldo Lewis and D. H. McIntosh — Geomagnetic and ionospheric
relationships. J. Atinos. Terr. Phys, London, 4, p. 44 (1953).

R. P. Waldo Lewis and D. H. McIntosh — A universal time component in
geomagnetic disturbance. J. Atmos. Terr. Phys, London, 4, p. 78 (1953).

D. H. McIntosh —— Solar and terrestrial relationships. Met Mag, London,
82, p. 11 (1953).

R. l’. Waldo Lewis and D. H. McIntosh Statistical analysis of geo-
physical time series. Met. Mag, London, 82, p. 239 (1953).

R. P. Waldo Lewis and D. H. McIntosh — Recurrence tendencies in Kew
surface pressure. Met. Mag, London, 82, p. 301 (1953).

Other papers recently prepared for publication deal with the
relation between the geomagnetic field and range disturbance in
various latitudes, and the geomagnetic post—perturbation effect.

At each observatory continuous records of the electric poten-
tial at a fixed point have been made. Necessary observations are

made to reduce these records to potential gradient over a level
surface. The electrical potential gradient at Kew is greatly af-
fected by local atmospheric pollution: there are considerable

periods of negative gradient in the absence of rain. At Kew simul-
taneous measurements of potential gradient and air—earth cur—

rent have been made at about 1500 G.M.T. on undisturbed days.

B. Aurora

Abridged from Report by Mr. Paton

1. Photographic lVoI'Ir.

Stations equipped with auroral cameras and linked bytelephone
have been maintained at Abernethy, Blairgowrie and Rosneath.

During 1952 and 1953, auroral forms visible in Central Scotland
have been almost invariably diffuse glows and weak low arcs,

which have yielded no measurable parallactic photographs. How—

ever, photographs have been taken at Abernethy to provide a

record of the nature of current auroral activity.
2. Visual Observation: The Aurora Survey.

As the new director of the Aurora and Zodiacal Light Section
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of the British Astronomical Association, Mr. Paton has arranged
for the thirty observers in the Section to make nightly observa—

tions of the sky and to record whether aurora was present or

absent or if cloud or bright moonlight made observations doubt—

ful or impracticable. During displays an accurately timed log
of auroral forms and changes is kept. Promising results have

been obtained and the network of observations is being extended.

The voluntary observers include flying officers of British civil

airlines and the Royal Air Force: arising out of the interest and

co-operation of British Overseas Airways Corporation, regular
observations made on transatlantic flights are providing fruitful.

By arrangement with the (111in Scientist, observations have

been made by the British North Greenland Expedition, 1952—54.

The first winter’s observations, made in remarkably clear

weather, reveal a quite unexpectedly high frequency of occur—

rence of aurora within ten degrees of the geomagnetic axis pole.
In addition, two observers are situated in Iceland.

The Marine Superintendent of the Meteorological Office has

arranged that selected ships should make observations according
to a scheme outlined in the “Marine Observer” August, 1953.

Finally, the Director of the Meteorological Office has granted

permission for observers at certain northern stations of the Me—

teorological Office to make brief auroral reports on specially

prepared forms at each observing hour during the night.
All these reports have contributed to the success of the Survey

and it now seems certain that only on very few occasions (hiring
the occurrence of very widespread cloud or bright moonlight or

twilight can an aurora remain unobserved over the region from

Iceland to the English Channel.

\

.3. The Combination and Analysis of Observations.

Most of the observations are made within the zone lying be-

tween geomagnetic longitude lilies 700 and 90°. They are there-

fore assembled in groups, each of which comprises the observa—

tions made within 1/2" of each geomagnetic latitude. Each group

is then examined one day at a time and the synthesis of the in-

formation contained in them entered on the chart for the day.
The graph entry is a horizontal line, its ordinate giving the

latitude of the zone and its range of abscissae, the period of time

to which the observations refer. A wavy pencil line indicates that

cloud or some other obscuring factor makes observation im-

possible; a blue ink line shows that aurora is absent and a red

line that it is present. In the latter case, symbols show which

forms are present and their intensities and elevations throughout
the night in this latitude. Observations in each latitude are simi—

larly plotted so that the filial diagram provides a synoptic picture
of the aurora and its development during the night. The time

scale extends through the 24 hours of the day so that solar and
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ionosphelic events may also be entered. The time scale is so

chosen that easy comparison may be made with magnetograms
from the magnetic observatories.

One would wish to plot also a diagram showing only the posi-
tion of overhead auroras, the need for which has been empha—
sised by Professor Chapman. Approximate diagrams of this kind
may be prepared from the present daily charts using the observed
elevations of lower borders and assuming them to be at 100 km.
\Vhen aurora comes southwards over our network, it will be—
come possible to prepare such diagrams from direct observation.

Preliminary analyses for 1952 and 1953 have appeared in “The
Observatory” of February 1953 and February 1954. Some inter—
esting series of 27-day recurrence sequences of long duration,
associated with solar M—regions, have been found. It is hoped
to continue the preparation of these daily charts during a com—

plete solar cycle, i.e. until 1964.

C. British Theoretical Researches

Report by Professor V. C. A. Ferraro and Professor A. T. Price

1. The earth's main field and its secular variation.

In a paper entitled “A negative experiment relating to mag—
netism and the earth’s rotation”, P. M. S. Blackett (1952, Phil.
Trans. A 2/15, 309) has described a laboratory experiment carried
out to test the Schuster—“lilson hypothesis that the earth’s mag—
netism might be due to some fundamental relation between rota—
tion and magnetism, which would only become important for
massive bodies. The experiment involved examining whether a

heavy body (actually 10 X 10 cm. cylinder of gold), at rest in the
laboratory and so rotating with the earth, would appear to an

observer, also rotating with the earth, to produce a weak mag-
netic field of order 10-8 gauss. That such a field might exist is a

plausible deduction from a particular form of the Sehuster—‘Vil-
son hypothesis considered in some detail by Chapman and Run—
corn. The experiment showed that no such field exists. This con—
firms the independent refutation of the hypothesis based 011 the
measurements made by S. K. Runcorn, A. C. Benson, A. F. Moore
and D. H. Griffith (1951, Phil. Trans. A, 244, 113) of the variation
with depth below the earth’s surface of the main geomagnetic
field. Blackett’s experiment involved the construction of a very
sensitive astatic magnetometer which has since proved particu—
larly suitable for the measurement of the remanent magnetisa-
tion of weakly magnetiscd geological specimens.

The remanent magnetism of rocks and the history of the geo-
magnetic field l1as been discussed by J. Hospers (1951, Nature
(Lond.) 168, 111; see also A. T. Price, 1953, Nature (Lond.) 172,
786). Hospers has made a series of measurements of the natural
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permanent magnetisation of lava flows and sediments found in

Iceland and he has found that a proportion of these are polarised
in a direction opposite to that of the present field. The mechanism

of magnetisation of these Icelandic lavas differs from that of the

reverse thermoremanent magnetisation of certain lavas in Japan,
described by T. Nagata, and Hospers concludes that his results

can only be satisfactorily explained on the assumption that the

earth’s field has been reversed at least three times since the

Miocene era. Some of the statistical problems involved in the

evaluation of Hospers’ data have been discussed by Sir Ronald

Fisher (1953, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 217, 295).
A dynamo theory of the earth’s main field, which attributes

the field to electric currents generated in the earth’s liquid me-

tallic core by the interaction of fluid Inotions in the core with

the internal magnetic field of the currents thelnselves, was pro—

posed by E. C. (now Sir Edward) Bullard in 1949, and described

in our 1951 report. A doubt has existed as to whether there is

not some general principle, such as an extension of Cowling’s
theorem, which would prohibit the existence of such a terrestrial

dynamo. A11 elaborate mathematical investigation designed to

settle this point has recently been completed by E. C. Bullard and

H. Gellman (1954, Phil. Trans. A, in press February, 1954). The

main problem discussed in this paper is whether Maxwell’s equa-

tions, together with the relevant boundary conditions, for a

sphere of electrically conducting fluid, in which there are fluid

motions of specified form, possess solutions which are steady in

time. It resolves itself into the question of the existence 01' 110n—

existence of real values of a certain parameter V, which would

pe1mit the homogeneous differential equations for the magnetic
field H, namely V

2

LI + 475K curl (V\_ /\ H) = 0 with div H- 0

and the 1ele\ant boundary conditions, to have 11011—t—r1vial solu-

tions. The vector v specifies the f01m of the fluid motions, the

parametei V determines thei1 magnitude; Kis the conductivity
in emu. Thus the problem is to deteimine the eigenvalues V

of the above equation, and the corresponding chaiacteristic func-

tions for H. The prese1ibed velocity field v and the 1equi1ed
magnetic field I] me each e\pr'essed111 telmsof surface spl1e11c'll
halmonics multiplied by functions of the distance 1 from the

cent1e of the spl1e1.e This leads to an infinite set of simultaneous

linear ordinary differential equations in r, in which the depen-
dent variables are the radial functions associated with the various

harmonics in the magnetic field. Various numerical methods of

investigating these equations and of determining the charac—

teristic values of V are developed.
Some simple cases involving only one or two differential equa-

tions are treated analytically by E. C. Bullard in another paper

(1954, to be published probably in Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc), and

in these cases it is proved that solutions exist when certain con-
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ditions are satisfied by the imposed velocity distribution. But in

order to establish the existence of the terrestrial dynamo it is

necessary to treat the above infinite system of equations.
Following Elsasser’s earlier work, Bullard and Gellman de-

velop “selection rules” for investigating the nature of the re-

actions between the various harmonics in the velocity and mag—
netic fields. They show that there are only three velocity fields,
out of those obtained by combining motions corresponding to

surface harmonics of degrees one and two, which are likely to

produce dynamo effects of the type required to explain the

earth’s field. These are denoted by T1 Si, T183“, where T1 indi—

cates a toroidal field of the form curl {I T (r) P1(eos 6)} and :1“
denotes a poloidal field ofthe form curl curl (rS(r) PK‘ (cos (9) cos In}.

The infinite set of equations for the magnetic field associated

with the particular motion T183“ is considered in detail for

various simple polynomial forms of the radial functions T(r)
and S(r). It is shown that, when alle the harmonics in the mag-
netic field above degree four are ignored, non-trivial solutions

exist for the set of twelve equations which remain. These twelve

equations are used to determine the lowest critical value V and
the corresponding characteristic radial functions in a number
of cases. This incidentally involved considerable numerical work,
requiring some two hundred and forty hours of operating the

;\.C.E. electronic computer.
An elaborate investigation was then made of the orders of

magnitude of the modifications which would be made in the

solution by taking additional equations. The results afford a

strong indication, though not a complete proof, that V tends to

a finite value as the number of equations tend to infinity and

that consequently a solution of the required type does exist.

Bullard and Gellman have thus succeeded in removing any
serious doubt that a self»existing terrestrial dynamo is a mathe—

matically possible mechanism.

They then show that this mechanism can probably provide a

satisfactory explanation of the earth’s observed dipole field, and

they obtain rough estimates of the various quantities involved.
These estimates are of course affected by the forms of the fluid

motions, SEC and T,, specified in their mathematical problem.
These motions may not correspond very closely to those actually
existing in the earth’s core, but they are thought to exhibit some

of the likely features of those motions, and they are adjusted
so as to satisfy roughly one dynamical requirement, namely, the

conservation of angular momentum. The resulting magnetic
field, as determined by their mathematical solution, contains not

only the poloidal field 8,, which is identified with the observed

dipole field, but also a much larger toroidal field T2, which is

confined within the core.
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The magnitude of the SEC motion required for the steady dy—
namo is independent of the absolute magnitude of the magnetic
field, and is determined by the characteristic value V and the

assumed value of the conductivity K. Taking this as 3.10“6 e.m.u,

the corresponding maximum radial velocity of the fluid is esti—

mated to be 0.013 cur/see. This SEC motion, which is probably

generated by thermal effects, would, in a rotating sphere, involve

a contimlous flow of angular momentum radially inwards and

lead to the T1 motion. In a steady motion this transfer of angular
momentum must be balanced by electromagnetic couples which

transfer it back again to the outer part of the core. These couples
are principally due to the interaction of the known Sl field with

the currents which produce the Tg field. Hence the angular
momentum balance can be used to estimate T2. This is found to

be large, the maximum value of the field being 860 gauss, but

this would be reduced if K were larger. The strength of the T.2

field can be used to estimate the T1 velocity; the maximum

value of this velocity is 0.041 cm./sec. Bullard and Gellman em—

phasise that all these estimates are very rough, but they do not

regard them as unreasonable.

A new spherical harmonic analysis of the main field for the

epoch 194275 has been published by Sir Harold Spencer Jones

and P. J. Melotte (Mon. Not. R.A.S., Geophys. Suppl. 6 409, 1953).
This shows that within the limits of experimental error the field

is entirely of internal origin, there being no evidence of a dipole
field of external origin greater than 0.1 per cent of the field of

internal origin. Comparison with earlier analyses indicates that

the intensity of the dipole field has decreased by nearly 5 per

cent during the last century. It has however been pointed out

by E. C. Bullard (1953. Journ. Geophys. Research 58, 277) that

this decrease appears to have stopped about 1936, and the field

is now increasing.
A. T. Price and H. Vestine (paper to appear probably in Journ.

Geophys. Research) call attention to the fact that the rate of

decrease of the dipole field has been more rapid than the rate

of free decay of simple current systems in the core, if the con-

ductivity there is taken as 3.10'“ e.m.n. Hence either the conduc—

tivity is less than this, or the current generator responsible for

the dipole field has, during the last century, been operating in

reverse. They also discuss some effects of the mantle on the

secular variation and obtain an estimate of 10’9 e.m.u. for its

mean conductivity from a study of the apparent phase difference

between fluctuations in the rate of the earth’s rotation and in

the rate of the westward drift of the secular variation field.

S. K. Runeorn (1951, Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union and papers

in preparation) has studied the effects of thermo»electric poten«
tial differences between the silicate mantle and the metallic core.
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He has shown that, if temperature differences caused by heat
convection exist on the surface of the core, electric currents will
be set 111) giving rise to a toroidal magnetic field, which may
interact with motions in the core to produce the observed exter-

nal field. Some of the implications of this hypothesis have been
considered by F. J. Lowes (1953, Nature 172, 786). The impor—
tance of these thermoelectric effects would greatly depend on

the electrical conductivity of the lower part of the mantle and
Runcorn and his associates have undertaken several investiga-
tions relating to this, some of which are referred to below. The
results lead Buucorn to estimate that the conductivity may be
as high as 10-5 e.m.u.

H. Hughes and A. F. Moore (unpublished, Feb. 1954) have ana—

lysed the frequency spectrum of the secular variation and find
that their results can be explained in terms of electromagnetic
screening by the mantle. Runcorn (paper shortly to be published)
has investigated the electromagnetic torques exerted on the
earth’s mantle by the magnetic field of currents in the core, and

has shown that, in order for these to be large enough to explain
the irregular changes in the length of the (lay, a considerable
toroidal magnetic field must exist in the lower part of the mantle.

H. Hughes (1953, Nature 172, 786 and paper in preparation)
has studied both experimentally and theoretically the electrical

conductivity of the mantle, the main constituent of which is

probably some form of olivine. From laboratory experiments he
deduces that, at temperatures well above 1000°C olivine behaves
like an ionic semi—conductor, so that the conductivity may be

expressed in the form K : KD exp (—A/kT). This affords an

explanation of the increase of conductivity with depth in the

mantle, which was inferred by Chapman, Price and Lahiri from
studies of the short time variations of the geomagnetic field.

Using Price and Lahiri estimates of K at depths down to 900 km.
he derives values of KD and T, which are of the same order of

magnitude as those obtained experimentally. He therefore uses

the above formula to obtain an estimate of K at the base of the

mantle. This is of order 3.10”3 e.m.u.

A. T. Price and L. B. Slichter (1953, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 216, 434)
in a short note point out that the method previously proposed by
Slichter for determining experimentally the distribution of K
within the earth by an electromagnetic induction method, would
fail for certain special simple distributions of the exiting field.

Seine experiments which may throw light 011 the types of con—

vection which can occur within the earth’s core have been made

by R. Hide (1953, Quart. J. R. Met. Soc. 79, 161 and paper in pre—
paration). He has investigated the thermal convection in a liquid
between two concentric cylinders at different temperatures,
rotating with the same angular velocity. If the Coriolis forces
are strong, a jet stream is produced, and long cyclonic waves
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are also observed. The wave system rotates slowly with respect
to the cylinders. The Coriolis forces appear to be nearly balanced

by the pressure forces. This suggests that motions inside the

earth may be mainly two»dimensional. At higher angular velo—

cities the two—dimensional pattern, which is otherwise stable,
oscillates between a form in which the jet stream is continuous

and a form in which the streams form closed eddies. It is

suggested that the rapid changes in the secular variation may

perhaps originate in such instabilities in the earth’s core.

S. Chapman (1951, Arch. f. Meteor. A. 4, 368) has discussed

the equatorial electrojet as detected from the abnormally large

range of the daily variation of the horizontal component of

magnetic force at Huancayo and elsewhere near the magnetic
equator. He has made illustrative calculations in order to Show

what data it is desirable to obtain in order to estimate the height,
intensity, width and return current flow of the electrojet. The

importance of measuring the daily variation of the vertical force

at stations north and south of the electroj et is emphasized.

2. Magnetic storms.

The discovery that the quiet day solar daily variation S1 was

abnormal at Huancayo naturally raised the question as to

whether the same was true of geomagnetic disturbances there.

Chapman (Geofis. Para 0 Applicata 19, 1951) has shown that

it is in fact normal, that is, comparable with that shown else—

where in similar latitudes. The normality is manifested by both

the disturbance daily variation SD and by the storm—time variation

D“. In the latter case this normality is in accord with the Chap—
man—Ferraro theory of magnetic storms, but the normality of SD

is less easy to explain.
In another paper dealing with the morphology of geomagnetic

storms Chapman (Ann. di. Geofisica, 5, 481, 1952) rcconsiders

the part of the disturbance field which has a simple form relative

to the meridian passing through the Sun. In the case of weak or

moderate storms this reveals itself as an addition to the solar

daily variation S and is denoted by SJD (disturbance daily varia-

tion). But during the storms with definite commencement the

average march of the part of the D field can be followed not only
from one day to the next, as has been done in the past, but also

for over shorter periods (as for storms whose duration is less

than one day). When this is done it is not a daily variation that

is found but a disturbed field changing in form and intensity
with storm-time. Chapman denotes this by Ds (disturbance local

time inequality). Its variation with storm—time differs from that

of the D variations developing more quickly than the main

phase of D5,.
The theory of the first phase of a geomagnetic storm has been

further elaborated by V.C.A. Ferraro (J. Geophys. Res. 57, 15,
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1952) by considering the advance of a semi—infinite ionised cor—

puscular stream in a unidirectional and variable magnetic field

parallel to the plane boundary of the stream. It is found that the
unaccclcrated ions and electrons from the back of the stream

(which is shielded from the earth’s magnetic field by induced
surface currents) overtake the ions and electrons in the surface

layers so that the surface of the stream is constantly reformed

by new particles. In this way the particles in the stream are able
to penetrate further into the field than would be the case if they
were alone in it. The sudden increase in the horizontal force

produced outside the stream by the induced currents near the
earth is identified with the sudden commencement (SC) of a

magnetic storm. The earlier calculations of Chapman and Fer-
raro on the reduction of velocity of the front surface of the stream

agree well with the new calculations made in this paper.
H. \V. Newton and A. S. Milson (1954, to appear in June issue

of Journal of Geophysical Research) have discussed the distribu-
tions throughout the sunspot cycle of (i) great Inagnetic storms,
(ii) small storms with sudden cominencements (SC’s) and (iii)
small non—SC storms. A close accordance was found between the

averaged sun-spot curve for the past seven cycles and the

averaged curves for the storms of types (i) and (ii). There is
also good correlation of these storms with the occurrence of giant
sunspots, solar flares of great magnitudes and notable auroral

displays. The distribution of the small non—SC storms throughout
the solar cycle is of a different form and the relationship with

sunspots at storm onset is also different. The broad division of
small storms into those with and without SC’s appears therefore
to be of intrinsic significance and probably related to their solar

origin. This is also supported by other characteristics, including
a difference in the tendency to recur at intervals of a synodic
rotation.

3. Aurorae.

In a paper dealing with the few aurorae reported as visible
from India, S. Chapman (Proc. Indian Acad. Se, 37, 175, 1953)
draws attention to the fact that whilst the isoclzasnu'c diagrams
of Fritz and Vestinc map the distribution of frequency of auroral

visibility from any point of the earth, there is need for a new

type of isoauroral diagram showing the lines of equal frequency
of currents about its terrestrial point. The practical difficulties
involved in drawing such isoaurores and means of overcoming
them, such as those suggested by J. Paton, are discussed in
detail.

The geometry of radio echoes from aurorae has been discussed

by S. Chapman (J. Atmosph. Terr. Physics, 3, I, 1952). The case

considered by him is that of discrete echoes assuming the re-

flecting unit to be an auroral ray situated along a line of force
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of the geomagnetic field (taken to be the field of the equivalent

dipole) and that an echo is received at the transmitting station Q

only when the beam between Q and the echo point on the ray

is perpendicular to it. In this case Chapman has shown that Q
lies on a cubic surface (the echo surface). There is an echo sur-

face for each point Q and the geometry of the surface is discussed

in detail. A northern station Q can receive echoes not only from

the Aurora Borealis but also, above the atmosphere, from the

stream of primary particles producing the Aurora Australis.

Because of the low density of the primary stream it is considered

uncertain whether such extra terrestrial echoes can be observed.

The results 01" the analysis are discussed in the light of Jodrell

Bank auroral radio echo observations. Lowell, Clegg and Ellyett
interpreted the echoes they observed as coming from above by
reflection from an auroral ionised layer with electron density of

about 5 X 10" per c.c. though Hcrlofson has proposed a different

interpretation.
In the first of a series of notes on auroral geometry and optics

S. Chapman (J. Geophys. Res. 58, 347, 1953) gives a simple
graphical method for the determination of height and location

of a point of an aurora from its elevation from two base points
on the earth surface in the same diametral plane as the auroral

point.
The valuable contribution made by D. F. Martyn to the theory

of the aurora has led to a revived interest in this field. S. Chap-
man (Ann. Géophys., 8, 205, 1952) reviews in detail the neutral

corpuscular stream hypothesis in relation to magnetic storms

and aurorae, with special reference to Martyn’s extension of the

Chapman—Fcrraro theory of magnetic storms, and especially to

the fact, to which Martyn first drew attention, that ions and

electrons may be accelerated in the neighbourhood of the earth

by local electric fields to speeds exceeding the speed of travel

of the stream from the Sun to the earth. The estimated speed is

in accord with the findings of A. B. Meinel from his observation

of the Doppler shifted Ha line in an auroral spectrum taken in

the direction of the local geomagnetic field.

An expository article on the aurorae (V. C. A. Ferraro, Phil.

Mag. Supp., 2, 265, 1953) deals with their general characteristics.
their topography and spectrum and contrasts the theories of the

aurora put forward by Alfvén and Martyn. Ferraro points out

that the former rests on the now doubtful existence of an appre-
ciable solar magnetic field.

The excitation processes in aurorae and airglow have been

discussed in two recent papers. In the first by D. R. Bates and

A. Dalgarno (J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys. 4, 112, 1953) the claims

that the spectrum of the airglow, other than the Mcinel hydroxyl
bands. originates at levels of several hundred kilometres are

questioned. The authors consider various excitation mechanisms
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which might be operative but they conclude that even under the
most favourable assumptions none appears to be sufficiently
effective at such altitudes.

M. J. Seaton (J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys. 4, 285 295, 1954) has also
discussed the excitation processes in the aurorae and airglow
and in the first of two papers he discussed the observed intensi—
ties and electron densities in high altitudes. From radio and

optical evidence he concludes that the electron densities are of
the order of 107—108 electrons per c.c. in bright high latitude
aurorae. The second paper is mainly concerned with excitation
mechanisms of forbidden atomic lines in high latitude aurorae.

4. Sudden movements in Geomagnetism.
The analysis of the hourly frequency of sudden commence-

ments (SC) of magnetic storms and sudden impulses (SI), that

is, movements simulating an SC but not followed by geomag-
netic disturbance, was carried out by V. C. A. Ferraro, \V. C.
Parkinson and H. W. Unthank (J. Geophys. Res, 56, 117, 1951)
for the records at Cheltenham (Md), Tucson, San Juan, Honolulu,
Huancayo and VVatheroo. They showed that the smoothed local
time hourly frequencies for SCs has a shallow minimum around
(ill and that this differs from the corresponding smoothed local
time hourly frequencies of 515. The latter is a roughly semi-
diurnal curve with minima at 8b and 20h and maxima at 0311 and
1511 respectively. The hourly frequencies of SC*s and SI*s (that
is, SCs or 51s in which there is a preliminary movement opposite
to the main impulse) at these stations exhibit a local time effect.

They tend to occur most frequently during the local afternoon
hours. The annual means of the number of SCs and SIs combined
and the curve giving the annual mean sunspot numbers were

found to show striking similarities.
The “sudden commencements” at Lerwick for the period 1934

—’19 have been studied by D. H. McIntosh (J. Atmosph. Terr.

Phys, 1, 223, 1950). The form of the SC there is found to bear
little relation to the following disturbance there, but the SCS
which are followed by large disturbances have an apparently
higher amplitude in the horizontal force. The author also cor—

roborates the fact first noted by McNish that the average effect
of the Lcrwick SCs is mainly opposed to that of the main (lis-
turhance field.

The “diurnal variation” in the amplitude of sudden commen—

cements and sudden impulses in geomagnetism were examined

by V. C. A. Ferraro and H. \V. Unthank (Geofis. Pura e Appli-
cata, 20, 1951). “Corrected” mean amplitudes for SCs and SIS
for the five stations Cheltenham, Tucson, San Juan, Honolulu
and \Vatheroo showed that the mean amplitudes had a minimum
around 811 local time. This is also approximately the time of
occurrence of the minimum in the hourly frequencies of SCs.
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At Huancayo the daily variation of the amplitude of the SCs was

found to differ markedly from that at the other five stations

considered. The amplitudes were found to be greatest during the

period from about 0811 to 1511, the maximum impulse being con-

siderably greather than at other stations. In this respect the

effect was noted to resemble the abnormal Sq variation at

Huancayo which suggest that, unlike geomagnetic disturbance,

the SC impulse at Huancayo must in part be atmospheric in

orlgm.
\V. Jackson (J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys, 2, 160, 1952) has drawn

attention to world wide magnetic fluctuations lasting for several

hours and often dissociated from large disturbance. By con-

sidering the traces of magnetograms at several stations, Jackson

concludes that in their terrestrial effects these fluctuations have

characteristic features which are indistinguishable from those

of accepted SCs. The most important difference seelns to be that

these movements are prolonged in time and are not closely
related to storms, whereas a normal SC is usually the precursor
of a storm. These SC-type movements, as Jackson calls them, and

the normal SCs are discussed in relation to the Chapman—Fer—
raro theory of magnetic storms, especially as regards the con-

sequences of the first impact of the stream, the formation of the

ring~current and the entry of particles in the atmosphere.
E. R. R. Holmberg (1953, Mon. Not. R. A. S., Geophys. Suppl., 8,

467) has discussed the nature of periodic and quasi-periodic
variations of the geomagnetic field in the range of periods
between 10 and 100 seconds. He has analysed the set of recor-

dings of variations of current flowing in a large loop made at

Eskdalemuir in 1926 and 1927. Seine interesting features of these

variations are found. The daytime fluctuations have a spectrum
with a definite fine structure. At sunset there is a change of

type from a continuous flux of disturbance to a comparatively
quiet phase punctuated by short damped wave trains. The cha-

racteristics of these fluctuations indicate that their origin is

ionospheric and not extra-terrestrial.

5. Solar corpuscular stream and Cosmic Rays.
'

F. D. Kahn has continued his studies on the emission and

possible spectroscopic detection of solar streams of corpuscles.
In a paper on emission of such streams (M.N.R.A.S., 110, 477,

1950) he first calculates the minimum momentum density of the

stream which can be emitted from a solar flare and cause a

magnetic storm to be 4 X 10-7 dynes/sq. cm. He then shows that

resonance radiation from the flare or ionization of the atoms

by the flare are insufficient to expel a stream dense enough for

a storm of observed intensity. In a second paper (M.N.R.A.S., 110,
483, 1950) Kahn re—cxamined the possibility of detecting the pre-

sence of a solar corpuscular stream by spectroscopic methods.

11
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Assuming two different abundances of elements in the stream,
namely Unsold’s and Stromgren’s, Kahn shows that the Ca II
content of the stream must be lower than that found in a previous
paper (M.N.R.A.S., 109, 324, 1949). He concludes that even for
dense clouds with an emission particle density as high as 10”,
the chance of observing the absorption appears to he very small.

Variations of cosmic ray intensity with geomagnetic and solar

activity are discussed by H. Elliott in an article in Progress in
Cosmic Ray Physics (Ed J. G. \Vilson, North Holland, 1952). As
is well known, there appears to be some correlation between

geomagnetic storms and variations in cosmic ray intensity, but
this appears to be complex and not yet understood Thus, whereas
for the magnetic storm of Jan. 16, 1938, For-bush found a good
correlation between changes in the horizontal force H and cosmic

ray intensity D. \V. N. Dolbear and H. Elliott (Nature, 159, 58,
1947) found no detailed correspondence between H and the

changes of cosmic ray intensity for the storm of July 26, 1946.
In this case, as sometimes happens, the largest changes in cosmic

ray intensity was delayed relative to the corresponding large
changes in H. As Elliott points out, it seems difficult to account
for the changes in cosmic ray intensity during magnetic storms
on the basis of an associated ring current, since decreases in the
cosmic ray intensity would require the radius of the ring to be
far smaller than seems warranted by geomagnetic considera—
tions. Elliott also casts doubt on Alt'vén’s suggestion that changes
in cosmic ray intensity may arise as a result of the polarisation
electric field of the corpuscular stream by a solar magnetic field.

The evidence of a 27»tlay “recurrence tendency” in the cosmic

ray intensity is now definitely established but there are diffe—
renees between this and the recurrence tendency in geomag—
netism. The former is rather suggestive of a gradual sinusoidal
variation, whereas the geomagnetic variation shows sharp peaks
at intervals of 27 days with flat portions between them. The
amplitudes of the successive peaks decreases rapidly whereas
the cosmic ray “pulses” persist with the same amplitude for at
least four periods of 27 days.

The increase of cosmic ray intensity associated with solar
flares, first discovered by Forbush and Lange in 1942, is of
interest in this connection. The variation of neutron intensity
obtained at Manchester during the solar flare of November 19,
1949 shows an increase about six times its normal value (N.
Adams, Phil. Mag, 41, 503, 1950). The cosmic ray intensity
increased by only about 11 ‘70 on this occasion. There appears to
have been a delay of about half an hour between the beginning
of the flare and the increase in cosmic ray intensity and this is
interpreted as pointing to the fact that on this occasion the
charged primaries were protons of energies between 2 and 5 Bev.

These large increases in intensity are of particular interest
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since they represent occasions when particles may acquire ener—

gies up to 5 Bev in or near the neighbourhood of the Sun and has

a direct bearing on the theory of the origin of cosmic rays.

6. Ionasphere.
A simple and quick method by which (H’, f) records can be

analysed to give information about the vertical distribution of

electron density in the ionosphere has been given by J. A.

Ratcliffe (J. Geophys. Res. 56, 463, 1951). Assuming a parabolic
distribution of electron density he constructs a series of curves,

similar to those of Booker and Seaton, on a transparent scale and

in such a way that they can be matched directly to the photo—

graphic records. Important parameters, such as height and thick—

ness of the layer, can then be read off from the scale. The method

is based on the assumption that the earth’s magnetic field is zero

and the effect of removing this limitation is discussed.

In a second paper, Ratcliffe (J. Geophys. Res. 52, 487, 1951)

applies the method to deterlnine some regular characteristics in

the F2 region. The parameter studied, in particular, is the total

number, n, of electrons below a level of maximum electron den-

sity in a column of unit cross-section in this region and the

analysis is carried out for the records obtained at Watheroo,

Huancayo and College (Alaska) for two magnetic quiet days
per month for a year of sun spot maximum and in a year of

sun spot minimum. Ratcliffe finds that n behaves in a regular
manner and is closely related to the sun’s zenith angle Z unlike

the maximum electron density which shows no silnple relation

to this angle. Ratcliffe also finds a relation between the thickness

and height of the F2 region and discusses its possible bearing on

ionospheric forecasting.
Sir Edward Appleton (J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys, 1, 106, 1950)

has considered the seasonal variation of the noon equivalent
height of the F2 layer at a number of stations characteristic of

the northern and southern hemispheres. The change from one

type of variation to the other appears to occur over a region
which is approximately nearer to the magnetic than the geo—

graphic equator.
A theoretic discussion of the temperature of the upper atmos-

phere has been given by D. R. Bates (Proc. Phys. Soc. B, 6/},

805, 1951) by considering the thermal equilibrium in the F

region for a number of simple model atmospheres. The rate at

which energy is gained by photoionization is estimated and the

various dissipated processes examined. Bates concludes that it

is difficult to explain Why the upper atmosphere is as hot as it is

generally supposed to be. Various other sources of energy are

considered and Bates is forced to the conclusion that heat must

be supplied to the upper atmosphere mainly by non—observed

ionization.

11‘
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Geomagnetic and ionospheric relationships have been inve-

stigated by R. P. \Valdo and D. H. McIntosh (J. Atmosph. Terr.

Phys. 4, 44, 1954). They consider variations of several geomag—
netic and ionospheric parameters, on and around a chosen day
on which the three hour Kp index is markedly above or below
those of adjacent days. The analysis shows that there is a time—

lag of the minimum of the horizontal force about 18 hours after
the maximum amplitude variation of the 3 hour range. They
found that the relationship between geomagnetic and iono—
spheric parameters is usually an inverse one; for instance expan—
sion and contraction of the F2 layers is usually associated re-

spectively with the increasing and decreasing magnetic dis—
turbance. Seasonal and non-cyclic variations are also discussed.

C. W. Allen (J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys. 4, 53, 1953) has discussed
world—wide variation in the F2 critical frequency and virtual
heights as a function of phase of sun spot cycle, season, and

geomagnetic and geographic co~ordinates. He shows that this
can be described in terms of certain anomalies namely a sun

spot minimum anomaly, the sun rise anomaly and the diurnal
range anomaly.

M. A. Ellison (J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys. 4, 226, 1953) confirms
his earlier work (1950) that an average time—lag of 7 minutes
is found between the maximum of the solar flare and the
maximum of the resulting sudden enhancement of the atmos-

pherics (SEA).

7. lVinds in the Upper Atmosphere.
\Vinds in the upper atmosphere have been investigated by

radio methods by A. Maxwell and C. J. Little (Nature. 169, 746,
1952) at the Jodrell Bank Experimental Station of the University
of Manchester using extraterrestrial radiation from the intense
radio sources in Cygnus and Cassiopeia. This radiation indi—
cates fluctuations in intensity due to the presence of irregulari-
ties in the F region. The effect is one of diffraction of the in-

coming radiation (see in particular M. Ryle and A. Hewish,
M.N.R.A.S., 110, 181, 1950). The observations were made at night
and the results indicate that the F region irregularities move

horizontally, preferentially towards the west, with speeds of the
order of 350 kilometres per hour. One interesting result they
find is that near midnight the wind direction changes by more

than 140° within an hour. This reversal of wind velocity is of
interest in connection with the striking findings of Meinel and
Shulte who have observed a reversal of the motion of auroral
features also around midnight.

In a paper on the scintillation of radio stars during the aurorae

and magnetic stomns Little and Maxwell (J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys.
2, 356, 1952) found that the amplitude of the fluctuations of the
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intensities of the radiation received is relatively unaffected dur—

ing aurorae but that the scintillation rate is considerably faster

during an aurora than under normal conditions (about four to

eight times as fast). Likewise the scintillation rate is faster dur—

ing times of magnetic activity. Little and Maxwell ascribe the

increase in the scintillation rate during aurorae and magnetic
storms to the change in the velocity of the diffraction pattern
and to the changes in its dimensions and stability. Moreover the
scintillation rate and velocity of the ionospheric irregularities
are approximately proportionate to the K index of geomagnetic
activitv.

Finally in an early investigation by G. J. Phillips (J. Atlnosph.
Terr. Phys. 2, 141, 1952) based on ionospheric echoes at several

receiving ground stations, the rate of fading was used to measure

the horizontal movement in the ionosphere. Using observations

covering a period of two years on frequencies of 2.4 inc/sec.
Phillips interprets the results to imply the motion of the air

to be at heights in the range of 100—120 km.

A. Hewish (Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 209, 81, 1951) in a paper dealing
with the diffraction of radio waves from radio stars in the

ionosphere concludes that ionospheric irregularities causing dif-

fraction have a lateral extent of the order of 5 km and that these

are sufficient to cause a phase deviation of from one to two

radians for a wavelength of 6.7 m.

D. Oceanographic Survey. (R.R.S. Research).

The General Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics, held in Brussels in August 1951 passed a reso-

lution urging that efforts should be made to obtain, through the

United Nations Organisation, UNESCO or other appropriate in—

ternational organisation, funds for fitting out and operating the

non-magnetic ship, the Research, as the British Admiralty, in
View of the changed conditions arising from the war, was not

in a position to do this.

The possibilities of obtaining the necessary funds for com—

pleting and operating the Resem‘ch were being investigated
when it was learnt that effect was about to be given to the Admi-

ralty’s earlier decision to dispose of the ship. Efforts were made
to have this final step postponed once more so that it could first
be ascertained whether the ship could be completed and ope-
rated through an international organisation. However the pro-
spect of the latter was not considered sufficiently firm, and the
Research has now been broken up.
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HUNGARY

Rapport S-lll‘ les trauauw (1e magnétz’sme terrestre et

les prospections éleetriques effectués en Hongrie
Pre‘sente’ par le Comite’ Ge’ode’sique et Géophysique de I’Académiz‘

Hongroise (les Sciences

Changem ent clans l’orgunisalion.

Les reeherehes concernant le magnétisme terrestre en Hongrie,
se sont développées (lans (leux directions. Les prohl‘emes théo—

riques et ceux de l’observatoires, ainsi que les questions dn champ
magnétique du pays faisaient partie du rayon d‘activité de

l’Institut National Hongrois (le Météorologie et de Magnétisme
Terrestre, tandis que l’Institnt Géopliysique “Eotvés Lél‘and”

s’oceupait surtout des prospections (le pe’trole et de Ininerais. En

septembre 1950. l’Institut Météorologique passa son rayon d’acti-

vité, lequel ne s’y était développé quo pour (les raisons histo—

riqucs, £1 l’Institut Géophysique, e11 lui eédant également l’Obser—

vatoire de Budakeszi avec tout son éqnipement instrumental, et

(lepuis ee temps les deux domaines de recherche sont subordon—

nés '21 la section de magnétisme terrestre de l’Institut Geophy-
Slqne.

Lc travail (le I’observatoirc.

Les observations magnétiques interrompues apres la guerre
furent reprises en 1948 a Budakeszi, £1 l’observatoire provisoire
étahli a la station de recherche de l’Institut Seientifique Forestier.

C’est la sixieme année qu’on y Cnrcgistre les variations (in champ
magnétique terrestre.

Au cours de cette année nous eommeneerons 1e travail dans

un nouvel observatoire que nous venons (le eonstruireaTihany, on

les variations (10 la force magnétique pourront étre enregistrées
libres de toute influence perlurbatrice, avec la precision cxigée
par les reeherches modernes.

Les nouvelles mesures magnétiques ge'néralcs en Hongrie.
Les dernieres mesures magnétiques générales furent effectuées

e11 Hongrie de 1890 a 1894 par I. Kurl'ander. Depuis ee temps,
vu le ehangemcnt séculaire, l’image magnétique normale de

notre pays a subi des changements eonsidérables, c’est pourquoi
le nouvel établissement en fut—i1 tres urgent. Au cours (les

Inesures générales effectuées de juillet 1949 jusqu’a (lécembre

1950, nous avons déterminé la valeur absolue (les éléments

magnétiques £1 300 points répartis d’une maniére assez unifornle.
Les travaux de Inesnre et d’élaboration ont été dirigés par

Gy. Barta.
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Mesures comparatives internationales.

A l’aide d’instrumenls QHM et BMZ, de fabrication danoise,

I. B. Haz’lz et Gy. Barta ont déterminé on juillet lcs différences

entre les éléments magnetiques (le l’observatoire de Budakeszi

d’une part ct (les observatoires de Pruhonice et Ogyalla /H11rba-

novo/ d’autre part. Les différenccs selon leurs mesures étaient

les suivantos :

DngDPr = +1°32,6’ :02’

ZB—Zpr = — 979;; :0,8~/
+ 1335 y t 0,7 y

DniD0 = +0°14,7’ :0,3’
: a 133 y : 0,77

FiniHo : + 153 y :- 0,5 7

E”1E3
|

Mesures magnétiques régionales sur la Plaine Hongroise.
En vue d’étudier la structure des couches couvertes, nous

déterminons les variations de l’intensité verticale du champ

magnétique terrestre depuis 1951 par des mcsures régionales
d’une espace do 1,5 km 5111‘ la Plaine Hongroise. Jusqu’a main—

tenant nous avons effoctué les mesures sur la partie située vers

le Nord de la ligne Budapest—Debrecen de la Plaine. Selon des

rapports do I. B. Haa’lz et M. Dér, non publiés encore, les ano-

malies obtenues jusqu’ici, indiquent (les rochcs éruptives cou—

vortes en plusieurs endroits.

Measures magne’tiques et électriques pour la prospection
(la minerais.

Dans l’intérét de la prospection do minerais nous avons effec-

tué ‘21 différents endroits du pays des mesures régionales (l’une

espace de 500—200 m, ainsi que dos mesurcs plus détaillées d’une

espace de 50—20#10 1n ou encore plus petite.
Des mesures régionales d’une espace de 500 m — a certains

endroits moindres # furent effectuécs 5111‘ la péninsule (le

Tihany. Nous avons démontré que l’ondroit choisi a l’aide de

mesures préalables dans la partie du Sud de la péninsule con—

vient parfaitenient aux fins (le l’ohscrvaloire déja presque

achevé, car quoiqu’il soit absoluinent calme, dans sa proximité,
au milieu de la péninsule, des variations asscz grandes, de l’ordre

de 1000 y sent a disposition pour les Inesures d’expériences et

colnparatives.
Aussi la Communauté de Travail Géophysique de Sopron de

l’Université Technique et la Chaire de Géophysique de l’Uni-

versité “Ebtvos Loi‘and” Ont également cffectué au cours des

vacances d’été des mesures détaillées du magnétisme terrestre.

Lo but (165 prospections magnétiques de la Chaire de Géophy-

sique et de la Communauté dc Travail Géopllysiquo (le Sopron
était de montrer 1a possibilité de mettre £1 jour des mincrais de

bauxite. Les mcsures de susceptibilité effectuées par la Chaire
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de Géophysique ont fourni 105 bases aux prospections de bauxite
de la Communauté dc Travail. Les mesures out démontré la

présence de la bauxite jusqu’a une profondeur des gisements de
8 a 10 m ; an dela de cette profondeur les prospections magne—
tiques n’étaient plus applicables.

Les recherches géoélectriques se sont limitées également a la
découverte de minerais. Les prospections de bauxite et (10 man-

ganese ont conduit a dc beaux résultats.
La Chaire de Géophysique a étudié le comportement des cou-

rants telluriques et leur effet sul‘ (l’autres phénoméncs, commc

par ex. le magnétisme terrestre. On a trouvé des relations
trés intéressantes entre les variations rapides des champs mag-
nétiques et les courants telluriques. Les résultats sont en train
d’étre élaborés. L’étude des deux phénoménes et de leur relation
semble pouvoil‘ fournir (les indications précieuscs sur les hypo—
theses relatives {‘1 l’0rigine (lu champ magnétique terrestre.

La Communauté dc Travail désire appliquer les résultats (les
reclicrches tellul‘iques générales dc Ia Chaire dc Géophysique a
l’étude de la structure en profondeur.

Lillémlurc.

Gyiirgi Barta: Les lois de la variation de la force magnétique terrestre en

Hongrie. A. Magyar ’I'udonianyos Akadémia Miiszaki Tudomanyok
Osztalyanak Kiizleményei Tom. V. Nr. 1—2. Budapest 1952.

Sur la périodc de 44 ans de la variation séculaire (lela force magnétique
terrestre. /12 figures, rc'sumés russe et anglais/. Geofizikai Kozlemények
Tom. lII Nr. 1. 1954.

Les variations de la force magne’tiqne terrestre en Hongrie. /Texte
hongrois, russe et alleniantl/. Publication de l’Académie Hongroise (les
Sciences, Budapest 1954.

Gyc'irgi Barla e1 Miklds Dér: Mcsures magnétiques pour la désignation de
la nouvellc entréc (1e Ia grotte Béke. /Réslnnés russe et anglais/. Geo-
fizikai Kiizleményck Tom. II. Nr. 8. 1953.

Istvzill Béla Haliz: Determination de la situation, les dimensions et la nature
d‘une couche oblique (l’un effet gravitationnel et magnétique. /Résume's
russc et anglais/. Geofizikai K'dzleniények Tom. 1. Nr. 5. 1952.

Lliszld Egyerl: The Determination of an Infinite Inclined Dike from the
Results of Gravity and Magnetic Surveys. Geophysics, Vol. 13. July 1948.
pp. 437442.

Ktiroly Kcinla's La base théorique (les me’thodes de recherche élcctriques
dc la géophysique ct les possibilités de les developper. Magyar Tudomt’l-

Kyyoi [lkéizbdémia
Miiszaki Tudomanyok Osztalya Kézleményei Tom I.

r. . .o .

Rec erches géoéleclriques en Hongrie. Magyar Tudomanyos Akadémia
Miiszaki Tudomanyok Osztalya Kfizleményei Tom V. Nr. 1—2. 1952.

Résultats ct perspectives (les recherches tclluriques en Hongrie. Con-
ference en 1953. /A paraitre dans Banyaszati es Kohz’lszati Lapok/.

Procédés géophysiques servant a (lémontrer l’cxistenee (l‘eau carstique.
Magyar Tudomanyos Akadémia Miiszaki Tudonianyok Osztalya Kiizle»
ményei Tom. VIII/1.

E. Amlau — A. Erkel —— L. Smbadva’ry: Les relations entre les variations
rapidcs (1L1 champ magnétique terrestre et les courants telluriques. Con-
férence cn 1953. / A paraitre dans Banyaszati és Kohaszati Lapok/.P. Egerszegi — E. Taku'cs: La pratique des recherche: telluriques. Confé-
reuce en 1953. /A paraitre clans Banyaszati és Kohaszati Lapok/.
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Ka’roly Sebeslyén: Un appareil simple pour la determination de la suscep—

tibilité magnétiqne des roehes. /Résumés rnsse et anglais/. Geofizikai

KBZIemények Tom. II. NI‘. 2. 1953.

Etudes comparatives relatif a l’évalnation des eourbes de sondage élec—

triqnes verticales. Geofizikai Kozlemények Tom. III. Nr. 3. 1954.

Compensateur destiné a la mesure du potentiel nature]. Geotizikai

Kfizlemények Tom. II. Nr. 10. 1953.

Anlal Ta'rezyJIornocIl: Sur 1e calcul de la déclinaison magnétique. A Ma—

gyar Tudomanyos Akadémia Miiszaki Tudomz'lnyok Osztz‘llyz‘lnak Kozle-

ményei, 1951.

Uher die Berechnnng der magnetischen Deklination im Karpathen-
becken. Acta Technica Tom. III. Fase. 1—2. Budapest 1952.

INDIA

Note on Activities in Geomagnetism and Atmospheric

Electricity in India (1949—54)

Systematic magnetic observations were started in India at

Colaba (Bombay) in 1846. With the introduction of electric

tramways, a magnetic observatory was started in 1904 at Alibag
(18 miles SSE of Colaba). At the end of two years of comparative
measurements, the whole magnetic work was shifted from

Colaba to Alibag in 1906. With the shut down of the magnetic
observatory at Dehra Dun in 1943, Alibag was for a few years
the only primary magnetic observatory in India.

The \Vatson magnetographs have now been in operation for

50 years. La Cour declination magnetograph was installed in

1936 and the La Cour horizontal and vertical magnetographs in

1946. The variolncter records are standardized by the absolute

measurements, once a week, of horizontal force and of declina—

tion and, on most days, of the inclination. Dr. S. K. Banerji’s
method using the running correction is employed for the mag-

netogram measurements.

Quick-run records by Watson magnetographs were obtained

on selected occasions during the last five years at Alibag. A study
of these magnetograms is being made. An addition of La Cour

QHM and BMZ instruments has been made to the Colaba and

Alibag Office.

The old magnetic observatory at Kodaikanal which had been

closed down in 1923 was restarted at the same site after re-con—

ditioning the instruments (\Vatson for the variometers. Ind.

Trigonometric Survey Pattern Magnetometer and Schulze Earth

Inductor). La Cour magnetographs with all elements on the same

sheet of paper have been functioning from the middle of 1951.
A visual recording Askania magnetic balance is being used from

the end of 1952. The absolute magnetic observations are taken

as at Alibag.
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At the instance of IATME, the field investigations of large
diurnal range in the horizontal force near the geomagnetic
equator had been entrusted to the Geodetic Branch of the Sur-

vey of India. It took H observations at five places in S. India

with Kodaikanal as base station using the three QHM instruments

loaned by IATME. The values of H were determined at 13 places
in India and a revised isogonal chart for S. India south of Lat.
16°N was prepared. Individual officers of the India Meteoro—

logical Department also undertook more detailed observations

near the magnetic equator in 1951 and 1953.

Measurements of atmospheric electricity at ground level con—

tinued to be recorded uninterruptedly at Colaba from its incep—
tion nearly 25 years ago. The recording at Poona was resumed

after a short break at the Meteorological Office. A rain electro—

graph for measuring electricity carried by rain has been in—
stalled near the potential gradient instrument at Poona.

Measurement of potential gradient in upper air has been made

with success using the HI.23 valve as an electromcter after

Koenigsfeld and sending these up in the Fan type and Friesz

type radiosondes.

Measurements of atmospheric electrical conductivity have also
been made at Poona at higher levels of the atmosphere. The

drop in voltage due to conductivity of the surrounding air of a

Gerdian condenser is transmitted by the radiosonde to the

ground for recording. The cylinder is periodically charged to a

known voltage by a simple switching arrangement.
As in most Geophysical Observatories, the magnetic, electro»

graphic and meteorological data collected at Alibag and Colaba
are published in an annual volume. Due to war and its attendant

circumstances, the publication has lagged behind for some time.

However the magnetic character figures are being published in
the Journal of Geophysical Research and Ind. Jour. Met. & Geo-

phys. and transmitted to the sections of the UGGI needing them.
An advance circular of the same is also exchanged with other

interested organisations. The character figures of Kodaikanal
are published along with relevant solar data in Ind. Jour. Met.
& Geophys. The hourly values at Kodaikanal are published in
the half—yearly bulletins of the Kodaikanal Observatory.

The magnetic observations made by the Survey of India are

published in part 3 of its annual reports (Technical Section).
Recently (January 1954), it has brought out the isoporic charts
for 1953.

The Geophysical Laboratory of Bengal Engineering College
conducted studies in the geomagnetic field variations (parti—
cularly the diurnal variations) and the effect of atmospheric
oscillations at high altitudes on these variations and developed
an analysis for calculating the diurnal field on the basis of the

dynamo theory.
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The papers published in the above subjects from India are

listed below.

M!"

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Publications

K. S. Raja Rao: Geomagnetic Equator — Curr. Sci., 18, 1949, 121.

A. K. Das and K. S. Raja Rao: The brilliant Solar Flare of 1949 January

23 and the Great Magnetic Storm of Jan. 24726 — Observatory, 69,

1949, 147.

A. K. Das and R. Ananthakrishnan: Existe»t-il une correlation entre
les protubérances a disparition brusque et les perturbations geo-

magnétiques ‘2 —— L’Astronomie.

K. S. Agarwala: Rate of atmospheric Ionization and Air Earth current

at Poona Ind. Jour. Met. Geophys., 2, 1951, 224.

A. K. Das: Solar noise burst of 11th April 1952 and associated louo-

spheric and Magnetic disturbances —— Ind. Jour. Met. Geophys., 5',

1952, 236.

S. K. Pramanik: Secular variation of Magnetic field at Colaba & Alibag
— .lour. Geophys. Res, 57, 1952, 339.

S. K. Pramanik and S. Yegnanarayanan: Diurnal Magnetic variations

in Equatorial Regions — Ind. Jour. Met. Geophys., 3, 1952, 212.

M. V. Sivaramakrishnan: Recurrence feature of some of the great

Magnetic Storms recorded at Kodaikanal Ind. Jour. Met. Geophys.,

3, 1952, 231.

M. V. Sivaramakrishnan: Geomagnetic field variations at Kodaikanal

—— Nature, 169, 1952, 409.

S. L. Malurkar: Transients of Magnetographs and instantaneous values

from recordings 7 Ind. Jour. Met. Geophys., ’1, 1953, 190.

M. V. Sivaramakrishnan: Changes of Atmospheric Electric Potential

Gradient at Poona during disturbed weather # Ind. Jour. Met. Geo-

phys., 4, 1953, 62.

V. V. Sohoni, S. K. Pramanik, S. L. Malurkar and S. P. Venkiteshwaran:

Effect of Electric Current on Magnetic instruments at Alibag Ind.

Jour. Met. Geophys. II, 1953, 45.

S. P. Venkiteshwaran, N. C. Dhar and B. S. Huddar: The measurement

of the electrical Potential Gradient in Upper Air over Poona 7 Proc.

Ind. Acad. Sci., 38, 1953, 260.

S. K. Pramanik and P. S. Hariharan: Diurnal Magnetic variations near

Magnetic Equator — Ind. Jour. Met. Geophys., 4, 1953, 353.

B. N. Bhargava: A new early morning lonospheric phenomenon —

Nature, 171, 1953.

A. K. Das and K. Sethumadhavan: Eruptive prominence of 1953

February 26 and associated radio noise burst # Nature, 172, 1953, 446.

R. Ananthakrishnan: Geomagnetic activity and the Sunspot Cycle —

Nature, 172, 1953, 854.

S. K. Chakrabarty: Sudden Commencements in Geomagnetic Field

Variations Nature, 167, 1951.

S. K. Chakrabarty and R. Pratap: On the Dynamo Theory of Geo-

magnetic Field Variations — Journal of Geophys. Res., March, 1954.

R. Pratap: Atmospheric Oscillations at high altitudes and their rela-

tions to Geomagnetic Field Variations — Proc. Nat. Inst. Sciences.,
Jan. 1954.

R. Pratap: The effect inclination of the Geomagnetic Axis on the

Sq Variations 7 Bulletin, Cal. Math. Soc, December 1953.
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INDONESIA

National report on the activities in the field of terrestrial

magnetism and electricity in Indonesia 1951—1953

Earth magnetism.

1) Our pre-war apparatus, consisting of self—recording mag—
netometer and H—absolute, have been destroyed during the
Japanese occupation. In 1950 we started registrations in Lem-

bang (\V—Java) in one of the buildings of the Astronomical
Observatory with the following La Cour recording instruments:

Declinometcr dc Copenhagen 1‘0 D (39
Variometer de Copenhagen No H 66
Balance de Godhavn No 84

Paper speed: 15 min/hour
Timing: breaks every hour; clock controlled

by time-signals

Because of very strong disturbances caused by the electrical
apparatus, the results were not satisfying and the registrations
were stopped 6 months later.

\Ve transferred the instruments to Kuyper, our pre—war sta—
tion, situated in the Bay of Djakarta (6° 2’ S, 106° 44’ E), after
restoration of the building.

In July 1952 we started our experiments with the La Cour
instruments. Till the present we are rather satisfied with the
results and hope to publish the data in 1955.

At present we use for our absolute measurements of H a

pre-war field instrument type Eliot, for D and I resp. an

observatory model declinator and earth inductor. All these in-
struments are not yet standardized after the last war.

2) The Geophysical Department of our observatory is in pos-
session of 1 QHM and 1 BMZ, type la Cour.

In 1952 and 1953 we have made magnetical field observations
in Celebes and Borneo. Due to lack of personnel, observations
could not be made regularly.

The BMZ has been returned to the factory in Copenhagen a few
months ago for rechecking and modification, because by our

experience it was not fully adjusted for northern latitudes for
example Menarlo, Tarakan etc.

For the future we have made a 5 year plan involving the
'

acquisition of complete magnetical instruments for a modern
observatory, field work and registrations.

Atmospheric Electricity.
As a consequence of the measures taken at the outbreak of

the Pacific war in December 1941, the observations in Atmos-
pheric Electricity in Bandung (Java) on the grounds of the
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“Bosscha laboratory", belonging to the former Technical Uni—

versity at Bandung, had to be stopped. Not earlier than at the

end of 1949 the work of reestablishing could be taken up.
In the beginning of 1950 a part of the scheme of observational

work in Atmospheric Electricity, that had been carried out at

the Bosscha laboratory before December 1941, was recommenced

and continuous Benndorf recordings of the normal and of the

disturbed potential of the earth’s electrical field have since been

made and are still being made on the grounds of the Bosscha

laboratory together with Benndorf continuous recordings of the

positive and of the negative conductivity of the air (according
to Schering’s method) and with Benndorf continuous recordings
of the electricity on rain.

It is hoped to publish the results of the observational work in

Atlnospheric Electricity at the Bosscha laboratory during the

period August 1937 up to December 1941 and during that of the

observations resumed in 1950.

The construction of new buildings and laboratories, needed for

the extension of the University of Indonesia, and also on the

grounds directly adjacent to that of the Bosscha laboratory,
Inade it urgent to look for another site, where the observational

work in Atmospheric Electricity could be displaced to.

It is hoped that in the course of this year the establishing of

a new station for Atmospheric Electricity, which is now in

progress, will have been effected.

The observation-plan includes the full scheme of the observa—

tions of the previous period up to December 1941 (continuous
simultaneous recordings of the important factors of Atmospheric
Electricity in connexion with meteorological recordings) and in

addition solne new continuous recordings will be taken up.

IRELAND

Report of lVorIc in Terrestrial Magnetism

and Electricity 1051—1953

(a) Meteorological Service.

A set of three new La Cour type magnetic variometers for

recording the Horizontal Field (H), Declination (D), and Ver—

tical Field (Z) have been installed in a specially constructed

hut at Valentia Observatory. The building is provided with

double walls and roof for insulation against outside temperature
variations. In addition thermostatically controlled heaters are

fitted to the inner wall to provide a uniform internal tem—

perature.
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Observations are performed three times weekly in order to

supply the necessary data for the computation of the Base Values

using the following instruments:

(1) A La Cour Quartz Horizontal Force Magnetometer (QHM)
for measuring Horizontal Force, (2) a Kew Magnetometer for

measuring Declination and (3) a La Cour Magnetometric Zero

Balance (BMZ) for measuring the Vertical Component. An Earth

Inductor by Askania \Verke, Berlin has been obtained and rou-

tine observations will be commenced shortly. The ordinary pro-

gramme of work described in the previous Report has been

continued.

(b) Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies,
School of Cosmic Physics.

A magnetic re-snrvey at 37 of the 44 stations measured in 1891

and 1915 has been carried out. Observations of Declination,
Horizontal Intensity and Inclination were made using the Car—

negie Institution of Washington Magnetometer—Inductor C.I.\V.

13. The results, reduced to Epoch 1950.5. are given in the maps

published in Geophysical Memoirs No. 4 (see below).
Interpolated values of the Vertical Intensity have been ob-

tained with a field balance at 750 stations over an area of 6,700

sq. km., that is, 1 station/9 sq. km.

Publications

Geophysical Memoirs

No. 4: Thomas Murphy, The magnetic Survey of Ireland for the Epoch
1950.5; Dublin 1953.

Geophysical Bulletins

No. 2: Thomas Murphy, Provisional Values for Magnetic Declination in

Ireland for the Epoch 1950.5; Dublin 1951.

(c) Ordnance Survey.
The Ordnance Survey cooperated with the School of Cosmic

Physics, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, on the Magnetic
Survey of Ireland during the years 1950—51, and a full report
has already been published by that body.

(d) Geological Survey of Ireland.

The Survey has undertaken some investigations of magnetic
effects in the vicinity of certain mineralised areas.
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Terrestrial Magnetism.

Magnetic Observatories. The standing magnetic observatories,
Kakioka (q? = 36° 14’ N, t. = 140° 11’ E) and Aso ((p = 32° 53’ N,
I. : 130° 01’ E), have continued their regular observations.

A new magnetic observatory was established in 1951 at Memam—

betsu (q; : 43° 55’ N, l = 144° 12’ E), where regular observations

were started from January 1952. Eight other temporary observa-

tories have continued magnetic observations for their respective
special purposes.

Magnetic Surveys. Regular magnetic surveys for the purpose
of finding the secular variations in Japan and its neighbourhood
were carried out by the Geographical Survey Institute and the

Hydrographic Department during 1948—42. Second—order sur—

veys, in which the net—works of magnetic points are much closer

than in first—order surveys, were started in 1953 by the Geogra-
phical Survey Institute.

Instruments. A new electromagnetic magnetometer for measur—

ing the three components of the geomagnetic field was completed
by I. Tsubokawa. This magnetometer was proved in field sur-

veys to be satisfactorily useful for measuring the three com—

ponents with sufficient accuracy within 10 minutes.

Origin, Secular Variation and Palaeomagnetism. Theoretical

studies on the origin of the geomagnetic field have been extended

with promising results by H. Takeuchi and Y. Shimazu along the

self-exciting dynamo theory first proposed by Elsasser and Bul—

lard. In relation to palacomagnetism, a number of reversely mag-
netized rocks were found in Japan also. Among these rocks.
T. Nagata, S. Akimoto and S. Uyeda found particular rocks

which show the self—reversal of thermosremanent magnetization
by cooling in a geomagnetic field. Stability of rock—magnetism
has been examined in detail by N. Kawai and others.

Regular Transient Variations. Attempts for detecting the aniso—

tropy of the ionospheric electric conductivity were made by
M. Hasegawa and H. Maeda by analyzing the world—wide distri-

bution of geomagnetic daily variations. The anomalously large
value of Sq around the geomagnetic equator was theoretically
interpreted by M. Hirono as due to anomalously high electric

conductivity of the ionosphere caused by the Hall-effect on and

near the geomagnetic equator in daytime.
Magnetic Disturbances. Ever-changing aspects in the course of

development of magnetic storms and bays were investigated in
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detail by T. Nagata and N. Fukushima by analyzing the Second
Polar Year data, with the conclusion that instantaneous aspects
of the polar magnetic disturbances are generally partial appear—
ances of the so-ealled SD—field, the average of a number of these

instantaneous fields composing the SD—field. The dynamo—theory
of the SD—field was extended by N. Fukushima and S. Matsushita

by taking into account the anisotropy of the ionospheric con—

ductivity. Magnetic pulsations accompanying magnetic storms

and bays were studied by Y. Kato et a1, whereas the charac-

teristics of distribution of SC* and local anomalous behaviour
of Z—component of SC were examined analytically and theo—

retically by T. Nagata and T. Rikitake respectively.
Publications. Other works published during the period from

November 1050 to December 1953 concerning general topics in

geomagnetism, geomagnetic effect of solar eclipse, magnetic
instruments, magnetic surveys, local magnetic anomalies, and

magnetic phenomena in the earth’s crust and interior are sum—

marized in (A)—(F) in the attached list of publications.

Ionosphere and Upper Atmosphere Physics.
Observations. The routine hourly observations of the iono—

sphere have been continued at \Vakkanai, (q7 = 45° 24’ N.
J. = 141° 41/ E), Akita (q; : 39° 44’ N, A : 140° 08’ E), Kokubunji
(q: = 35° 42’ N, 2 = 139° 29’ E) and Yamagama (q: = 31° 13’ N,

a”. = 130° 38’ E).
Observation Technique. Apparatus for almost continuous re—

cording of 11’ and fc of the ionosphere was constructed by Y. Na-

kata, M. Kan and H. Uyeda. Measurements by means of these

instruments, called respectively a sweep-frequency In—t measure-

Inent and a sweep-frequency fc—t measurement, have given fairly
detailed information about stratifications, anomalies and distur—

bances in the ionosphere, their travel, the intensity of reflected

wave, the absorption of wave energy and behaviour of multiple
reflexion.

Anisotropic Conductivity of the Ionosphere. The anisotropic
character of ionospheric electric conductivity was pointed out by
M. Hirono and its study has been extended by him and K. Maeda.
The results of their studies were further applied by M. Hirono,
K. Maeda, N. Fukushima, S. Matsushita and others to the pro—
blems of ionospheric and geomagnetic variations.

Ionospheric Storms. The morphology of disturbances in the

electron density and the layer height of the F2 region were made

fairly clear by K. Sinno, T. Nagata and T. Oguti, the results

showing that the F2-region storms consist of the Dst— and the

Sly—variations and both change with the storm-time and seasons.

A theoretical interpretation of this phenomenon was attempted
by K. Maeda with some promising results.
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Sporadic E—luyer. In regard to the sporadic E-layer, its latitu-

dinal distribution, lunar tides and its correspondence to geo-

magnetic variation, especially the SD—component on magnetically
disturbed days, were found and examined in detail.

Physical Processes in the Ionosphere. It was derived by T.

Yonezawa from various observed data that the diminishing rate

of electron density in the F2—region takes an apparent form due

to the attachment process. Y. Inoue has proposed a theory of

formation of the ionosphere by considering the ionosphere as a

scattering medium for photons in place of the ordinary concep—
tion of the absorbing medium.

Publications. Publications on ionosphere physics and the night
sky are summarized in (J) in the attached list.

Cosmic—Ray.
Observations. Continuous observations of the y-meson component

of the cosmic—ray have been carried out at Itabashi ((p : 35° 45’N,
= 139° 43’ E), Mabashi (q) = 35° 43’ N, l = 139° 40’ E) and

Nagoya ((p = 35° 10’ N, l. = 136° 58’ E) by means of counter

telescopes. Several other observations for special purposes have

also been continued at these places by using either counter tele-

scopes or ion chambers.

Cosmic-Ray Storms. The morphology of cosmic-ray storms

derived by Y. Sekido and S. Yoshida indicates that the distri-

bution of cosmic—ray storms associating magnetic storms is com-

posed of Dst—variation (a world—wide decrease in intensity) and

SD-variation (an increase in amplitude and an advancement in

phase of the anisotropy), their magnitude depending on latitude

and altitude. K. Nagashima showed theoretically that these phe-
nomena can be satisfactorily explained by assuming an increase

in electrostatic potential in the vicinity of the earth.

Other Works and Publications. The atmospheric effect on the

cosmic—ray, location of cosmic—ray sources on the celestial sphere
and other works were also made, their publications being given
in (K) of the attached list.

Terrestrial Electricity.
Observations. Routine observations of the potential gradient

of atmospheric electric field have been continued at Kakioka,

Memambetsu, Kanoya and Honjo, whereas a continuous observa-

tion of atmospherics has been made as a routine work at Toyo-
kawa. Routine observations of the earth—currents have been con—

tinued at four places, Kakioka, Memambetsu, Kanoya and Ha-

ranomachi.

Atmospheric Electricity. The distribution of daily variations in

the potential gradient over Japan Islands, disturbances in the

atmospheric electric field owing to the fog and volcanic smoke,

12
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and the correlation between daily variations in electric field, con.

ductivity and space charge in the atmosphere were chiefly
studied.

Atmospherics. Location of the sources of atmospherics asso—

ciated with typhoons and the studies of wave forms of atmos—

pherics have chiefly been made.

Earth—Currents. Regular daily variations and disturbances in
the earth-currents were studied in relation to both geomagnetic
variations and the electric properties of the uppermost part of
the earth.

Publications. Scientific articles concerning atmospheric elec—

tricity, atmospherics, and earth-currents are listed respectively in

(G), (H), and (I) in the attached list.

Solar and Terrestrial Relationship.
Observations. Observations of visual solar phenomena have

been continued at Tokyo Astronomical Observatory at Mitaka

(97 : 35° 40/ N. J. 2 139° 30’ E), whereas the observation of
corona by means of a coronagraph has been conducted on Mt.
Norikura ((p = 36° 07’ N, A = 137° 33’ E).The solar radio emis-
sions from 60 MC/s to 3000 MC/s in frequency have been con—

tinuously observed at Mitaka, Toyokawa (go 2 34° 50’ N, A =

137° 22’ E) and Osaka (q: = 34° 42/ N, A : 135° 30’ E).
Solar Flare. It was concluded by Z. Suemoto from analyses of

spectroheliograms of solar flares that their temperature is less
than 30,000°K.

Solar Radio Emission. Locations of sources of radio emission
011 the sun’s disk were carried out with the aid of interfero-

meters, the results showing especially the limb brightening of
the solar radio emission. Statistical characteristics of the di-

rectivity of lower frequency radio emission, relations between
noise storms and the central meridian passage of sunspots, and
the dependency of long—period variation of radio emission upon
the electron density of corona were obtained.

Publications. Other works are listed, together with the above

works, in (L) of the attached list.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

(Nov. 1950—Dec. 1953)

Abbreviations

BERI Bulletin of the Earthquake Research Institute.
BGSI Bulletin of the Geographical Survey Institute.
BRIA Bulletin of the Research Institute of Atmospherics, Nagoya Uni-

versity. (in Japanese)
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UN Geophysical Notes, Tokyo University.
HB Hydrographic Bulletin. (in Japanese)
JGG Journal of Geomagnetism and Geoelectricity.
JGR Journal of Geophysical Research.

_

JMS .lournal of the Meteorological Society, Japan. (in Japanese)
JPE Journal of Physics of the Earth.

JSRI Journal of the Scientific Research Institute:
JSTU Journal of the Faculty of Science, University of Tokyo.

Section II.

MENU Memoirs of the Faculty of Engineering, Nagoya University.
MMO Memoirs of the Kakioka Magnetic Observatory. (1n Japanese)
PASJ Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan.
PJA Proceedings of the Japan Academy.
PMG Papers in Meteorology and Geophysics.

.

PRIA Proceedings of the Research Institute of Atmospherics, Nagoya
University.

PTP Progress of Theoretical Physics.
RIRJ Report of Ionosphere Research in Japan.
RSEC Report of the Solar Eclipse Committee.

SRTU The Science Reports of the Tohoku University, Fifth Series.
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(A) Terrestrial Magnetism

Fukushima N. Progressive Change in the Current System of the Bay
Disturbance. GN, 3, No. 22 (1950).
—. Preliminary Report of the Magnetic Storm on Aug. 3, 1949. RIRJ,

1;, 222 (1950).
#_ Current System for Sn—Ficld and the Bay Disturbance. JGG, 2,
103 (1950).
—. Some Characteristics of Magnetic Storms (I) (The Magnetic Storm

on Aug. 3, 1949). RIRJ, 5, 85 (1951).
—. Geomagnetic Variation during the Initial Phase of the Magnetic
Storm on Jan. 24, 1949. RIRJ, 5, 191 (1951).
—. Development and Decay Processes of the Bay Disturbances in Geo—

magnetic Field. JGG, 3, 59 (1951).
—. Constitution of Polar Magnetic Storm (II). RIRJ, (7', 185 (1952).
—. Geomagnetic Condition before the Occurrence of Bays. RIRJ, 6,
211 (1952).
—. Polar Magnetic Storms and Geomagnetic Bays, JSTU, 8, 293 (1953).
—, Oguti T. Polar Magnetic Storms and Geomagnetic Bays, Appell-
dix I. A Theory of Sn-Field. RIRJ, 7, 137 (1953).

—, Ono H. World-Wide Character of the Progressive Change in the

Disturbance Forces of Geomagnetic Bays. JGG, 4, 57 (1952).
——, Yokoyama I. Supplementary Notes on the Geomagnetic Variation
at the Time of the Solar Eclipse. RIRJ, 5, 137 (1951).
Hasegawa M., Maeda H. A Suggestion for the Electric Conductivity of

the Upper Atmosphere from an Analysis of Diurnal Variations of

Terrestrial Magnetism (II). RIRJ, 5, 167 (1951).
Hirayama M. Classification of Magnetic Disturbance (lst Report).
MMO, 6, 60 (1951).
—. External Field of Geomagnetism. MMO, 6, 67 (1951).
—. Some Kind of Magnetic Disturbances and Their Effects on Radio

Waves. RIRJ, 5, 109 (1951).
Hojo H., Yonezawa T. On a Change in Geomagnetic Declination

Afgcoggipanying
Intense Sporadic E Layer Ionization. RIRJ, 7, 61

a .

—, —. On a Change in Geomagnetic Declination Accompanying

{319938
Sporadic E Layer Ionization (Supplement). RIRJ, 7, 159

C) .

Imamiti S. World-Wide Distribution of Geomagnetic K-index and
Conditions of Radio Communication. RIRJ, 4, 51 (1950).
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—. One of the Universal Variations of Geomagnetic Field (lst Report).
MMO, 6, 18 (1951).

{slléilazyva
G. On the Initial Phase of Geomagnetic Storm. PMG, 1, 319

a .

—. On the Longitude Effect of a Corpuscular Stream from the Sun.
JGG, 2, 74 (1950).
—, Kadena M. Sudden Commencement in Geomagnetic Storm. Their
Dependence on Local Time. RIRJ, 5, 144 (1951).

KatagY. )Further
Notes on a New Theory of Magnetic Storm. RIRJ, 5,

75 51 .

‘. Investigation of the Magnetic Disturbance by the Induction Mag-
netograph. SRTU, 3, 40 (1951).
~——. On the Characteristics of 50“ of Magnetic Storm. SRTU, 4, 5
(1952).
—, Kamiyama H., Ossaka J. On the Change of (III/(It and the Iona-
spheric Disturbance at the Time of Bay-Disturbances. RIRJ, 5, 131
(1951).

—, Ossaka J. Time-Variation of Earth’s Magnetic Field at the Time of

Bay~Disturbance. RIRJ, 6, 37 (1952).

—, ¥‘ Time Variation of the Earth’s Magnetic Field at the Time of
Bay-Disturbance. SRTU, 3, 111 (1951).
g, a. Further Notes on the Time Variation of the Earth’s Magnetic
Field at the Time of Bay-Disturbance. SRTU, 4, 61 (1952).
—, Utashiro S. Investigation of the Magnetic Storm by the Induction
Magnetograph. JGG, 2, 71 (1950).
—, —. Investigation of the Sudden Commencement of the Magnetic
Storm by Induction Magnetograph. SRTU, 2, 51 (1950).
Koshikawa Y. Relation between the Mean Value Variations of Geo-
magnetic Field and Those of Ionospheric Data. RIRJ, 4, 119 (1950).
Nagata T. Development of a Magnetic Storm; The Southward Shifting
of the Aurora] Zone. .IGR, 55, 127 (1950).
w. The Solar Flare Type Variation in Geomagnetic Field and the
Integrated Electrical Conductivity of the Ionosphere (I). RIRJ, 4,
155 (1950).
~. The Solar Flare Type Variation in Geomagnetic Field and the
Integrated Electrical Conductivity of the Ionosphere (IV) The Con—
ductivity of the Ionosphere over Japan. RIRJ, 5, 123 (1951).
—. Z-Component of the Sudden Commencement of Magnetic Storms.
RIRJ, 5, 134 (1951).
¥. Characteristics of the Solar Flare Effect (51111) on Geomagnetic
Field at Huancayo (Peru) and at Kakioka (Japan). JGR, 57, 1 (1952).
H. Distribution of SC.* of Magnetic Storms. RIRJ, 6, 13 (1952).
—. Sudden Commencements Preceded by the Preliminary Reverse
Impulse in a Geomagnetic Field. Nature, 169, 446 (1952).
W. 011 the Position of the Aurora] Zone. RIRJ, 6, 159 (1952).
—, Fukushima N. Constitution of Polar Magnetic Storms. RIRJ, 6,
85 (1952).

698310
H. Development of Sn-Field \vith Storm-Time. JGG, 4, 108

5.. .

~, Suzuki T. The Solar Flare Type Variation in Geomagnetic Field
and the Integrated Electrical Conductivity of the Ionosphere (II)
Effect of F-Layer. RIRJ, 4, 201 (1950).
——, Tazima M. The Solar Flare Type Variation in Geomagnetic Field
and the Integrated Electrical Conductivity of the lonosphere (III)
The Effects of the Conductive Earth. RIRJ, 5, 113 (1951).
Ota M. Geomagnetic Activity Characterized by K-indices. JGG, 2,
86 (1950).
—. The Recurrence-Tendency of Magnetic Storms. RIRJ, 6, 212 (1952).
Yokouchi Y. Solar-Flare Effect Type Variation in Geomagnetic Field
at Kakioka, 1924~1951. MMO, 6, 191 (1953).
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. —. Principal Magnetic Disturbances at Kakioka, 1924#1951. MMO, 6,

204 (1953).

Yoltoyania I., Rikitake T. The Effect of a Solar Eclipse on the Earth's

Magnetic Field. RIRJ, 5, 100 (1951).

. Yoshinlatsu T. Diurnal and Seasonal Frequencies of Occurrence of

“Sudden-Commencements”, SC in Geomagnetism. JGG, 2, 54 (1950).

i. A Classification of the Types of SC of Magnetic Storms. RIRJ, It,

220 (1950).

Emmi”;
T. On the “’I‘hree-Hour—Range Indices” K at Kakioka. MMO, 6,

1951 .

(B) Geomagnetic Observation at the Solar Eclipse

Hirayama M., Araki '1‘. Magnetic Field in the Eclipse in Reibun Island

on May 9, 1948. RIRJ, 5, 106 (1951).
Kato Y. Report of the Geophysical Party of the Solar Eclipse Expedi-
tion of Toholm University on Observation of Terrestrial Magnetic
Field at Nemuro, Onagawa and Katsuura. SRTU, 3, 57 (1951).

Nagata T., Fukushima N., Yokoyama I. Results of Observations of

Geomagnetic Variations at Zeuigamczawa, Hokkaido, during the Solar

Eclipse of Sept. 12th, 1950. RSEC, 7 (1951).

Yumura T. On the Results of Geomagnetic Observation at the Solar

Eclipse, Sept. 12th, 1950. MMO, 6, 168 (1953).

(C) Instrzzm eats

Kato Y., Tanaka T. On a New Astatic Magnetometer Used for Measure-

ment of Magnetic Properties of Rocks. SRTU, 3, 102 (1951).
Kuboki T. The KC Type Magnetometer for Direct»Visi0n (Visually

Recording Magnetometer) (Abstract). MMO, 6, 62 (1951).

g. 011 the Temperature Compensation of a Magnetic Variometer by
Means of Magnetic Shunt Alloy (Abstract). MMO‘, 6, 64 (1951).

i. The KC Type Magnetometer for Direct-Vision, JGG, 2, 83 (1950).
Rikitake T. A Miniature Earth<Inductor. BERI, 29, 147 (1951).

Tsubokawa I. Theory of Electromagnetic Magnetometer using a

Rotating Coil<Detector. BGSI, 2, 277 (1951).
'

—. G. S. I. Precise (First Order) Magnetometer. BGSI, 2, 325 (1951).

Yokoyama I. A New Method for Regulating Electric Currents and its

.E\1p£}313i)cation
to Measurements of Geomagnetic Field. BERI, 31, 211,

D .

(D) Magnetic Survey

geographical
Survey Institute. Magnetic Survey in Japan. JGG, 2,

(1950).
. Magnetic Survey of Japan, 194871951 (I—l). BGSI,2, 121 (1951).

—. Magnetic Survey of Japan, 1951 (1—2). BGSI, 3, 119 (1953).
Imai S. The Latest Three Elements of the Terrestrial Magnetism. HB,

No. 25, 254 (1951).
—. 0n the Recent Distribution of the Terrestrial-Magnetic Elements

in Japan. HB, No. 36, 108 (1953).
Tsubokawa I. Reduction of the Results Obtained by the Magnetic
Survey of Japan (1948—1951) to the Epoch 1950.0 and Deduction of

illelgtgpirical
Formulae Expressing the Magnetic Elements. BGSI, 3,

o .

(E) Local Magnetic Anomalies

Kato Y., Ossaka J., Noritonii K. On the Change of the Earth’s Magnetic
Field Accompanying the Tokachi Earthquake on March 4, 1952.

SRTU, 4, 146 (1952).

*, Utashiro 8., Shoji R., Ossaka J., Hayashi M., Inaba F. 0n the

Changes of the Earth Current and the Earth’s Magnetic Field Accom-

panying the Fukui Earthquake. SRTU, 2, 53 (1953).
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3. Rikitake T. The Distribution of Magnetic Dip in Ooshima_IsIand and
Its Change that Accompanied the Eruption of Volcano Mihara, 1950.
BERI, 29, 161 (1951).

4. _' Changes in Magnetic Dip that Accompanied the Activities of
Volcano Mihara (The Second Report). BERI, 29, 499 (1951).

5. —, Yokoyama I., Okada A., Hishiyama Y. Geomagnetic Studies of
Volcano Mihara. The 3rd Paper (Magnetic Survey and Continuous
Observation of Changes in Geomagnetic Declination). BERI, 30, 71
(1952).

6. Yokoyama I. Magnetization of the Gabhro from Mt. Tsukuba with
Special Relation to the Geomagnetic Anomalies. BERI, 30, 83 (1952).
—. Geomagnetic Anolnaly on Mt. Haruna and Its Relation to the
Reverse Thermo-Remanent Magnetism of the Pumice Covering the
Place. BERI, 31, 33 (1953).

8. Yumura '1‘. Magnetic Anomaly due to Serpentine Rocks (Magnetic
Survey of the Hizume District). MMO, 6, 174 (1953).

\I

(F) Earth’s Crust and Interior

1. Akimoto S. Magnetic Susceptibility of Ferromagnetic Minerals Con-
tained in Igneous Rocks. .IGG, 3, 47 (1951).

2. Kato Y. On the Magnetic Moment of the Residual Magnetism of the
Rock. JGG, 2, 81 (1950).

3. ~. 0n the Magnetic Moment of the Residual Magnetism of the Rock.
SRTU, 3, 45 (1951).

4. ¥, Noritomi K. The Thermal Variation of the Electrical Conductivityof Rocks. SR'I‘U, 3, 107 (1951).
5.
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T. Reverse Thermo-Remanent Magnetism. Nature, 169, 704

3 .

6. —. Self-Reversal of Thermo-Remanent Magnetization of IgneousRocks. Nature, 172, 850 (1953).
7. —, Akimoto S. Magnetic Transition Points of Volcanic Rocks. JGG, 2,29 (1950).
8. *1 ¥, Ifyeda S. Reverse Thermo-Remanent Magnetism. PJA, 27, 643

(1951).
9. —,

7,
~. Reverse 'l‘hermo-Remanent Magnetism (II). PJA, 28, 277

(1952 .

10, —, —, —. Origin of Reverse Thermo-Remanent Magnetism of Igneous
Rocks. Nature, 172, 030 (1953).

11. ~, Uyeda S., Akimoto S. Self-Reversal of Thermo—Remanent Mag-
netism of Igneous Rocks. JGG, 4, 22 (1952).

12. —, ~, —, Kawai N. Self-Reversal of Thermo-Remanent Magnetismof Igneous Rocks (II). JGG, l}, 102 (1952).
13. —, Watanabe T. Magnetic Properties of the Rocks Containing Mag-hemile (y-Fe.03). GN, 3, N0. 21 (1950).

. Ooshima K. Pri Ebleeo de Loka Neegaleeo de la Taga Variado 1a Tera
Magnetismo. SRTU, 2, 202 (1950).

H A

15. Rikitake T. Electromagnetic Induction within the Earth and Its Rela-
tion to the Electrical State of the Earth’s Interior. Part III. BERI, 29,61 (1951).

16. —. Diffraction of Electromagnetic Waves around the Crater of
Volcano Mihara. BERI, 29, 153 (1951).

17. ¥. Electromagnetic Shielding within the Earth and GeomagneticSecular Variation. BERI, 29, 263 (1951).
18. —. Electromagnetic Induction Within the Earth and Its Relation to

i119 Ealectrical
State of the Earth’s Interior, Part IV. BERI, 29, 539

51 .

19. ~—. Electrical Conductivity and Temperature in the Earth. BERI, 30,13 (1952).
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—. 0n the Electrical Conductivity in the Earth’s Core. BERI 30, 191

(1952).
—. O'n Magnetization of Volcanoes. BERI, 30, 71 (1952).
*. Analysis of Geomagnetic Field by Use of Hermite Functions.

BERI, 30, 293 (1952).
*. Anomalous Behavior of Transient Changes in Geomagnetic Z-

Component as Observed in Central Japan. RIRJ, 6, 117 (1952).

—, Kishinouye F. Electrical Properties of Soil at Radio Frequencies.

BERI, 29, 423 (1951).
‘

. —, Yokoyama I., Hishiyama Y. A Preliminary Study on the Anomalous

Behavior of Geomagnetic Variations of Short Period in Japan and Its

Relation to the Subterranean Structure. BERI, 30, 207 (1952).

—, ~, g. The Anomalous Behavior of Geomagnetic Variations of

Short Period in Japan and Its Relation to the Subterranean Structure

(2nd Report). BERI, 31, 19 (1953).

g, —, —. The Anomalous Behavior of Geomagnetic Variations of

Short Period in Japan and Its Relation to the Subterranean Structure

(3rd Report). BERI, 31, 89 (1953).

—, —, —. The Anomalous Behavior of Geomagnetic Variations of

Short Period in Japan and Its Relation to the Subterranean Structure

(4th Report). BERI, 31, 101 (1953).

—, —, —. The Anomalous Behavior of Geomagnetic Variations of

Short Period in Japan and Its Relation to the Subterranean Structure

(5th Report). BERT, 31, 119 (1953).
Takeuchi H., Shimazu Y. On a Self-Exciting Process in Magneto-
Hydrodynamics. JGG, 3, 117 (1951).
—, —. On a Self-Exciting Process in Magneto-Hydrodynamics. JPE,

1, 1 (1952).

—, —. On a Self-Exciting Process in Magneto-Hydrodynamics (II).

JPE, 1, 57 (1952).

(G) Atmospheric Electricity

Goto M. A Newly Designed Differential Electrometer and Its Applica-
tion to the Simultaneous Measurement of Air Earth Current and Poten-

tial Gradient. JGG, 3, 22 (1951).

Hatakeyama H., Kawano M. 011 the Diurnal Variation of Atmospheric
Potential Gradient in the Japan Archipelago. PMG, 4, 55 (1953).

—, Utikawa K. The Diurnal Variation of the Atmospheric Potential

((ErlradJifnt
on the Summit of Mt. Fuji and along Its Slope. JGG, 2, 95

95 .

—, —. On the Disturbance of the Atmospheric Potential Gradient

Caused by the Eruption Smoke of the Volcano Aso. PMG, 2, 85 (1951).
Ishikawa G., Kadena M., Misaki M. 0n the Charge Distribution in
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NEW ZEALAND

Christchurch Geophysical Observatory
Report for 1951754

by J. IV. Beagley

Instrumental recording and data distribution.

Ion asphere.

Routine ionospheric recording has been maintained at Christ-

church, Rarotonga and Campbell Island. Owing to increasing
noise level at the Lincoln site the station was closed and Godley
Head became the main recording station for Christchurch on

10‘“ December, 1953.

Modifications have been made to improve the efficiency of all

recording instruments and multi—wire delta type aerials built

at Christchurch and Campbell Island. The good vertical direc—

tivity of the new aerial systeln at Christchurch has resulted in the

continuous recording of D-region echoes.

Two minute frames were obtained from the Lincoln ionosonde

during the solar eclipse of 7‘“ March, 1951.

Summarized information from all stations has been forwarded

monthly to the Radio Research Board, Sydney; the Central Radio

Propagation Laboratory, \Vashington; Radio Research Station,

Slough, England; Telecommunications Research Laboratory, Jo—

hannesburg, South Africa; Ionosphere Station, Graz, Austria,
full data being distributed at a later date. I-Indices, times of

ionospheric storm occurrence and storm intensities at Christ—

church as well as median values at Campbell Island, Rarotonga
and Christchurch have been published monthly in the Radio

Research Office Bulletin of the Dominion Physical Laboratory,
N. Z. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

Geomagnetism.

During the years covered by this report a further reorganisa-
tion of observatory activities in Christchurch was carried out.

The Magnetic Survey Branch has now become responsible for

all routine magnetic work at Christchurch and Apia, leaving Geo-

physical Observatory staff free to concentrate on ionospheric and
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cosmic radiation research. Before transfer of responsibility for

magnetic work, publication of Amberley data to the end of 1950

and Apia data to the end of 1951 was completed. A list of Am-

berley mean values of magnetic elements, D, H7 I, X, Y, Z, T 1902

—1950 was included in the Amberley 1950 publication, and a

similar list is being prepared for Apia when results of all inter—

comparisons are to hand enabling appropriate corrections to

International Magnetic Standard to be applied.

Cosmic Radiation.

The C. I. W. Compton Bennett Ionization Chamber has ope—
rated continuously and results have been sent out regularly to the

Carnegie Institution of \Vashington and other interested organi—
sations.

The Blackett M.U.2. Intensity Recorder was maintained in

operation and although equipment faults caused much loss of

record it was possible to gain sufficient data to complete the

investigation of diurnal variation in the North-South direction.

The circuitry was then redesigned to overcome the various diffi-

culties so that operation would be more efficient and trouble free.

A vertical intensity recorder was built using spare M.U.2.

trays and is now in operation at Apia Observatory.
Examination of nuclear research plates exposed at different

altitudes in New Zealand was discontinued on account of staff

shortage in 1952. For this reason also work on the wide-angle
recorder for measuring cosmic ray showers was discontinued.

Research investigations.

Changes in intensity of ionization during the solar eclipse of

March 7‘", 1951. were investigated. Ionization in the E layer de—

creased 52 % during the optical eclipse, the minimum being
reached 12 minutes after the maximum of the optical eclipse.
There was some evidence for a decrease in F2 ionization also,
but an ionospheric storm in progress at the time made confirma—

tion of this difficult.

Further investigations into magnetic ionospheric storm rela—

tionships were carried out. Diurnal and seasonal variations of

sudden commencement occurrence at Amberley 1939#1949 in—

clusive, were examined as well as their frequency variations

with sunspot cycle. It was found that Amberley data do not

support Parkinson and Ferraro’s suggestion that frequency oc—

currence of their type II sudden commencement may be a func—

tion of geomagnetic longitude. A detailed analysis of geomag—
netic crochets occurring at Ainberley and Apia 1947—51 simul-

taneous with solar flares and Dellinger fadeouts was made and

the relation to following magnetic and ionospheric disturbances

discussed. The relationship between magnetic storm commence—
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ment times and ionospheric storm ion density decrease onset in

the F2 layer was examined using Amberley K—Indiccs and

Lincoln I—Indices. Decreases in ion density of the F2 layer
followed closely the commencement of severe magnetic storms

and high correlation of indices occurred at these times. \Vith less

intense storms the decrease in ion density of the F2 layer lagged
behind the magnetic storm commencement, the lag varying from

a few hours to a day and more.

Analyses of the lunar variations in D, H and Z at Amberley
for the years 1931735 were made. The lunar semi—diurnal varia-

tions in D and H were found to agree with those expected from

Chapman’s analyses of northern hemisphere stations but the

large alnplitude of the Z selnidiurnal lunar wave was found to

be anomalous and the luni—solar variation almost non~existent

in this element. The dependence of (foE2—foE1) at noon for

the years 19-17—53 011 lunar age is undergoing preliminary ex-

amination.

An investigation of recombination and attachment processes
in the F2 layer over Lincoln at night-time was undertaken. Inten—
sive work has also been done in connection with the determina-
tion of the electron distribution With height in the ionosphere.
This project developed from suggestions made by Mr J. A.
Ratcliffe during his visit to the Observatory in 1952.

Analysis of data previously taken by the M.U.2. recorder has

shown a N——S asymmetry greater than that found in other parts
of the world.

Reference: V. C. A. Ferraro and W. C. Parkinson, 1950: Nature

165, 243.
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NORWAY

Report on auroral work by Professor Carl Stormer

and his helpers during 1951, 1952 and 1953 '

by Carl Stiz'rmer

A. During the 3 years 1951, 1952 and 1953 the following
photographic auroral stations were in action:

Oslo (triple station),
Lillehammer,
Askim,
Holmestrand,
Kongsberg,
Drobak.

These stations were in action 27 nights. The results are seen

in the following table, where the headings have the following
meaning:

P means the number of successful photographs.
S .. the number of sets among these, taken

simultaneously from 2, 3, 4, or 5 stations.

Sm .. the number of pairs measured out.

N .. the number of resulting aurora heights.
St

..
the number of aurora stations in action.
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P S Sm N St

1951

March 8—9 38 2

x) 13—14 163 41 26 178 5

April 24—25 46 15 5 30 4
» 25—26 22 9 3 12 3

May 9—10 26 6 4 18 3

Sept. 19—20 26 1

Oct. 7—8 142 48 27 126 3
» 17—18 146 36 18 108 6

Nov. 28—29 73 12 5 22 4

1952

Fehr. 16—17 54 7 3
March 15—16 47 2

» 16—17 1 4
» 30—31 106 1

April 2—3 137 21 5 42 5

May 3—4 87 25 6 25 3

Aug. 29—30 177 52 25 142 4

Sept. 28—29 75 15 2 8 2

Oct. 11—12 10 1

1953

March 8—9 276 69 33 136 6
» 9—10 35 1

» 14—15 2 1
» 19—20 72 1

Sept. 4—5 110 2

» 15—16 75 1
» 16—17 22 1

Oct. 18—19 31 2

Nov. 12—13 125 11 3 5 4

Total 2104 367 162 852

By the work during these three years the number of successful
aurora photographs taken in Southern Norway from my aurora

stations amounts to approximately 40800, among these there are

9100 sets, of which 3200 pairs have been measured out giving
height and geographical position of 18800 points selected on the
aurora.

The work is still going on by subventions from the government
and from scientific funds in Norway.

B. Visual observations of aurora have been continued parallel
with the photographic work by my helpers and myself. Reports
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from each year can he found in Annuaire astronomique et mé-

téorologiqne Camille Flammarion, publié par l’Ohscrvatoire de

Juvisy, for the last years.

C. As to the theoretical work, only one paper has been

published namely: Results of the observations and photographic
measurements on aurora in Southern Norway and from ships
in the Atlantic (luring the polar year 1932—33, in Geof. Publ.

Vol. XVIII, No. 7, 117 p. with 21 figures and 3 plates.
Most of the time has, however, been spent writing a book The

Polar Aurora for the Clarendon Press, Oxford. The manuscript
is now in the hands of the printer.

PAKISTAN

National Report for Pakistan

Magnetic Observatory “lork in Pakistan

by S. N. Naqui

Director Meteorological Service, Karachi

At the request of the Government of Pakistan a group of Geo—

physicists led by Dr. G. Norgaard was sent by UNESCO early in

1951 to assist in the development of geophysical work initiated

by the Meteorological Service and the Survey of Pakistan. K .A.

“lienert arrived in Karachi 011 29‘“ April, 1951, to take up the

position in geomagnetism.
After inspection of various sites it was finally decided that

Quetta would be the most suitable. A magnetic observatory at this

place would be able to provide variations for the largest part
of “test Pakistan. Moreover Quctta is not likely to grow within

the near future and thus to render the observatory useless.

A vertical force survey of the site proper and the area around

Quetta revealed that there exist no local anomalies within a

distance of ten miles. The ultrabasic intrusions which start

approximately ten miles north of Quetta are of a very local

character and do not influence the magnetic field at Qnetta.
In November, 1952, a Ruska inagnetograph was installed in a

building in Quetta. Although the building was not non—magnetic
and the site was disturbed by traffic on a nearby road valuable

conclusions could be drawn from the obtained records as to the

choice of variometer sensitivities for the final installation in the

permanent buildings Moreover personnel could be trained in

setting up and maintaining variometers.

The temporary observatory was operated until the end of

13
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August 1953. No absolute observations were made due to the
lack of instruments.

011 4‘“ September, 1953, the Ruska magnetograph was shifted
from the temporaiy observatory to the permanent building.

In the new variometer house provisions were made for in—

stalling the declination variometer at a distance of 3.5 meters
from the recorder instead of 1.7 meters specified by the makers.
This measure not only doubles the sensitivity of the declination
variometer but also takes it off the disturbed area between the
two force variometers. In the new position it is approximately
120 cm. away from the vertical force variometer.

The range of the declination variometer is much decreased
since the two spare magnet mirrors are eliminated. In this

arrangement the variometer can only record variations of ap-
proximately 50’ (475 gammas) to each side. Although at Quetta
average magnetic storlns have scarcely any influence on decli—
nation it is quite possible that during violent magnetic storms
the trace can be lost. In such a case the Danish magnetograph
with quick running recorder will give full coverage.

The two force variometers are temperature compensated by
magnets, in order to prevent a seasonal shift of the base values.
The diurnal temperature variations in the variolneter houses
are negligibly small.

A Danish magnetograph with a recording speed of 15 mm/h
was installed for training purposes in a second variometer house
at the end of November, 1953. This magnetograph was dis—
mantled in February, 1954, and will be be sent to Chittagong
(East Pakistan) where a second magnetic observatory is under
construction.

The results of the Ruska magnetograph and of the Danish

magnetograph were carefully compared over a period of two

months. Both variometer sets were in good agreement.
The time marks are given by a Danish clock. The five minute

time marks are a great help in the timing of magnetic pheno-
mena like s.s.c., p.s.c., and s.i., and make extra time marks for
absolute measurements quite unnecessary. However, the contacts
of the clock which are meant to switch a current of 0.2 amperes
at the utmost (lid not stand 111) to the heavy current requirements
of two magnetographs. As it was not desirable to complicate the
circuit with a relay the contact arrangement was slightly altered.

From 151 October, 1953 onward good records were obtained
until the end of February, 1954, when high humidity in the
variometer rooms due to seepage of water through the floors
and the walls caused by exceptionally heavy rainfalls interrupted
the work. Repairs were started immediately and the Ruska

magnetograph was reinstalled on 15‘” April, 1954. During recent
rainfalls t’he variometer rooms remained dry.

On 25m April, 1954, the installation of the Danish magneto—
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graph with quick running recorder which will mainly serve for

timing s.s.c., p.s.c., s.i., and for studying pulsations was com-

pleted. Since these phenomena show up mainly in horizontal

force the horizontal force variometer was set to a scale value

of 2 gammas/mm.
The two variometer sets have the following ranges:

Ruska Danish

D #50’ to + 50' 7200’ to + 200’

(—475 to + 475 gammas) (—1900 to + 1900 gammas)
H —1000 to + 800 gammas —350 to + 350 gammas
Z #1000 to + 1400 gammas #500 to + 500 gammas

These ranges will be sufficient to record even violent storms

without loss of trace except for the horizontal force. However,
it will be easy to decrease the sensitivity of the Ruska horizontal

force variometer with the increasing sun spot activity.
The base values of the variometers were controlled by means

of 3 QHMs, 2 BMZs and an earth inductor. QHM and BMZ

observations were made 2 to 3 times a week while dip was

observed 3 times a month.

The BMZs are equipped with the adjustable type of compensa—

tion bar. The distance setting of the compensation bars repeats
extremely well.

The values of the vertical force derived from horizontal force

and dip Ineasurements differ from those obtained from BMZ

observations by only 3 gammas. This indicates that the con-

stants of the QHMs and BMZs are in good agreement.
The stability of the declination and vertical force base values

was excellent. The horizontal force variometer showed a fairly
quick decrease of the base value for the first two months but

kept almost constant for the rest of the time.

It is felt that some more equipment is needed for the absolute

measurement of the declination, since the results obtained from

QHM observations are not completely reliable. Therefore the

purchase of a theodolite base and accessories for measuring de-

clination by means of fibre suspended magnets has been taken

into consideration.

A G.S.I. Precise Magnetometer as described by Tsubokawa is

to arrive in the near future.

An ionospheric recorder has just arrived. This equipment will

be installed at Quetta in the course of this summer.

Adequate staff for the observatory has been trained. For the

time being 2 observers and 1 computer are able to cope with

the current work. No uncalculated material is allowed to accrue.

Preliminary monthly means, character figures, s.s.c., p.s.c., and

s.i., are published every 3 months. The scaling of K—indices is

under preparation.

13‘
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During 1951 and 1952 some prospecting surveys were made by
means of vertical force field balances. About 2000 stations were

observed in various parts of Pakistan. Good results were ob-
tained on hematite and magnetite. The results obtained on depo-
sits of chromite and manganese were unsatisfactory owing to
the close association of ultra basic rocks.

The Magnetic Survey of Pakistan

by K. A. IVienert

1. At the request of the Government of Pakistan a group of

Geophysicists led by Dr. G. Norgaard was sent by UNESCO early
in 1951 to assist in the development of geophysical work initiated

by the Meteorological Service and the Survey of Pakistan. K. A.
VVienert arrived in Karachi on 29‘h April, 1951, to take up the
position in geomagnetism.

2. The first magnetic survey in the area of Pakistan was done
between 1901 and 1920 by the Survey of India. (Records of the

Survey of India, Vol. XIX, The Magnetic Survey of India 1901

—20). When the Survey of Pakistan resumed magnetic work in

1952, it was decided that Pakistan should be resurveyed because
it is no longer possible to derive reasonably accurate values for
the magnetic elements from the old data.

3. In order to make the survey suitable for all practical and
scientific purposes it was determined that the distance between
the absolute stations should be of the order of 15 to 20 miles.

4. As many of the old stations as possible should he reoccupied
in order to get a good picture of the regional distribution of the
secular variations. Between the absolute stations the vertical
force should be observed by means of a field balance every two
miles so as to enable the observer to judge immediately the

degree of disturbance of an absolute station, and thus to avoid
local anomalies and especially spot anomalies.

5. In 1953 seven of the nine old repeat stations, which during
the first survey had been marked by pillars, were reconnoitred.
It was found that out of the seven repeat stations only two are

undisturbed and fit for reoccupation. Of the other five stations
three are disturbed by nearby buildings. At one station the stone
has disappeared (silted up by river floods), and in one case the
original pillar was extended by brickwork for the purposes of
a local survey.

6. The rest of the stations are not marked. The Survey of India
will supply the sketches and descriptions of these stations.

7. In order to make the survey economic it was decided to
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use QHMs and BMZs to begin with. In autumn, 1954, a Japanese
G.S.I. precise magnetometer will be available.

8. Azimuths are derived from sun observations. For these

observations a \Vild T2 theodolite is used together with a chrono-

meter. The chronometer is controlled at every station with wire—

less time signals.

9. Field work commenced in November, 1953. However, the

survey did not make good headway partly due to the lack of

suitable transport and partly due to the difficult conditions at

the observatory. Moreover the field party had often to return to

the observatory because it shared the instruments with the obser-

vatory team.

10. Thus far complete observations have been made at 23

stations. The vertical force was observed at 150 stations.

11. Of the twenty—three stations three are old repeat stations.

(in capitals in the table below). Four more stations are within

100 to 300 feet of other old stations. The table below gives the

preliminary results of the stations together with the values for

the epochs 1909 and 1920.

12. The results of these stations give a fairly good idea of the

behaviour of the secular variations in the southern part of \Vest

Pakistan.

13. The repeat observations at the observatory indicate that no

change in instrument constants took place. The relation between

the constants of the QHMs and the BMZs could be controlled by
dip observations. So far the agreement has been good.

14. The differences between the two QHMs and the two BMZs

were used to judge the accuracy of the observations.

15. The standard deviations were:

D: 0.5’

H: 4 gannnas.
Z: 4 gammas.

16. The comparatively large standard deviations in H and Z

arise from the difficult temperature conditions.

17. It is planned to observe about 1000 stations. \Vith the

present equipment it is possible to observe two stations per day.
Under the assumption that a field season contains about 130

working days, the work can be completed in four years.

18. Attention will have to be paid to the replacement of the

01d repeat stations which are all in cities. In future for each

repeat station two different sites will be selected at which obser-

vations will be made every five years. It is planned to increase

the number of the repeat stations from nine to twenty.
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P E R U

National Report to the IATME Meeting at Rome

by A. A. Gieseclce

Geophysical work in Peru since the Brussels meeting con-

tinued to be the responsibility mainly of the Huancayo Geo-

physical Institute. Official support continued at a high level and

the contract with the National Bureau of Standards of Washing—
ton, D.C. was maintained. Additional economic and material aid

was received from the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
Special magnetic observations of daily variation were made for

Committee No. 11 of the IATME —— “To promote observations of

daily magnetic variations in low latitudes” # finishing the work

previously begun in 1949, with the occupation of six stations

between Atico, Peru, (Lat. 16.2°S) and Victoria, Chile, (Lat.

21.8°S). Results of these observations of H made it possible to

complete the curve of comparative ranges in H based on 19

stations along a chain about 2800 kms. long.
Intercomparisons were made with IATME’s QHM’s Nos. 17

and 18 and with the IAGS Ruska 3054C magnetometer and earth

inductor. This was done between November 1952 and the end

of 1953; it being possible to finally adopt IMS corrections for the

Huancayo No. 10 magnetometer.
Throughout most of 1953 a magnetic survey was conducted

with the occupation of 57 stations. Of these 20 were reoccupations
for secular variation, 23 were new first priority stations and 14

were stations established solely for D. This work was made

possible with the loan of the field instruments and a grant to

cover all transportation costs donated by the Inter American

Geodetic Survey (IAGS). Many of the new stations were estab-

lished in the most remote parts of Peru’s Amazon jungle area.

Values of D were also obtained at provisional stations in the

southern jungle area with a Wild T-O instrument. The data

obtained will be published in Charts for the epoch 1955.0.

A new Field Intensity laboratory was inaugurated in July,

1952; it was built exactly similar to that operated at Ft. Belvoir,

USA, by the CRPL; it has been designed to measure absolute

values of field intensity.
A special experiment to determine possibility of propagation

of radio waves in the 50 Me. hand, between Huaneayo and Wash-

ington, D.C., during magnetic storms was initiated with the

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism but with little success.

On August 20, 1952, a total annular type solar eclipse was

observed at Huancayo and special observations were made with

continuous 16—min movies taken with the ionosonde.

With the gift of a C3 ionosondc by CRPL, and funds provided

by the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism to cover transporta—
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tion and certain installation costs, it was possible for the Institute
to establish a new ionospheric laboratory in Talara, (Lat. 4°
37.8’ S and Long. 81° 30.7’ \V) in a building donated by the Inter-
national Petroleum Co. This new laboratory will facilitate pre—
dictions of optimum usable frequencies and will also be im-

portant to determine latitude variation in ionospheric parame-
ters in the magnetic equatorial region.

In cooperation with the University of Chicago’s Institute for
Nuclear Studies a cosmic-ray laboratory was built in December,
1951, to measure changes in the primary spectrum of cosmic

rays as a function of time using the nucleonic component
generated in the atmosphere. This laboratory has functioned

continuously since and will be expanded in accordance with

already approved plans.
In 1952 another special cosmic—ray prograln was initiated and

carried out in cooperation with the University of Amsterdam,
Holland. Two Dutch technicians remained at Huancayo during
most of a year to supervise the various experiments which were

aimed at finding experimental evidence of the heavy mesons to

improve the statistics on their characteristics, to obtain evidence
of the pi—Ineson generating power of pi—mesons themselves in
nuclear encounters, to establish a simultaneous relationship be-
tween cosmic ray intensity in Huancayo and Amsterdam with
solar flares, and to make an investigation on the intensity, and

contents, of extensive air showers.
Interest in meteorological work was increased at Huancayo

with the transfer of the observatory belonging to the Ministry of
Aeronautics. Pilot balloon observations were begun. A detailed

climatological study of the Mantaro River Valley is contemplated
with the installation of seven observatories in an area about 150

square kilometers. Radiosonde observations are also contem—

plated in cooperation with the Air Ministry. Reduction of thirty
odd years of data was begun for publication purposes.

A new seismological station has been built in Iquitos (3° 46.8’ S.
Lat. and 73° 12.5’\V. Long); installation of the equipment is
now in progress. Transfer was made to the Huancayo Institute
of all the seismological work formerly done in Lima by the

Geological Institute of Peru; this includes a teleseismic station
and an accelerograph laboratory. This has meant the establish—
ment of a permanent office in Lima.

San Marcos University of Lima was unable, due to economic

reasons, to accept the gift of a coronograph from the University
of Kyoto, Japan. Steps have been taken to negotiate such a

transfer directly to the Institute at Huancayo.
Publications of the Institute have been kept current with the

exception of the magnetic data. This latter is scheduled for

publication by the end of this year.
The Institute sponsored an exchange policy between members
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of its technical staff and those of similar organizations abroad;

the purpose was to provide the former with an opportunity for

academic study and the latter with facilities to do special experi-
mental work at the magnetic equator. This program has not yet

materialized due to various difficulties, one of the main ones

being the dearth of available technical personnel abroad.

The Institute has also proposed recently that a large inter-

national rcsearch center be created in Huaneayo, similar in

organization to Associated Universities, 1110., which functions in

the United States. This proposal has met With uniform approval
abroad and at present it is under consideration by the National

Research Council in \Vashington, D.C. Peru would contribute

materially to this project.
The above proposal is of special interest in connection with

the forthcoming International Geophysical Year, since much

very important work can he done at Huaneayo and in Peru in

general.

P H I L I I’ P I N E S

Philippine National Report on Terrestrial Magnetism

by Andres 0. Hizon, Director

Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey

Brief History.

Prior to the outbreak of \Vorld War II, the Manila Observatory
under the direction of the Jesuit Fathers established a magnetic

observatory in the Philippines, which was first located in Manila

but later transferred to Antipolo, Rizal.

During the period from 1901 to 1941 the United States Coast

and Geodetic Survey, Manila Field Station, Inade numerous

observations of magnetic declination in the different islands,

usually in conjunction with its hydrographic and topographic

survey operations. 111 1912—13 and again in 1924*}; Inany

observations were made on the three magnetic elements: hori—

zontal intensity, declination and dip, in the different islands. The

results of these observations together with some field observa—

tions of the Manila observatory were published in 1930 in a

volume entitled “Magnetic Declination in the Philippines in

1925”.

The war operations during World \Var II in the Philippines
resulted in the complete destruction of the Magnetic Observatory

at Antipolo, Rizal, and some of the pre—war records of magnetic
observations.
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Geomagnetic IVorIc of the Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey.
After \Vorld War II, the geomagnetic work in the Philippines

was at first confined to the determination of magnetic declina-
tion at a few scattered stations where hydrographic survey opera—
tions were undertaken. In the later part of 1948, the Philippine
Government appropriated funds for the construction of a mag-
netic observatory under the Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Sur-
vey. After inspecting various possible sites, an area of about four
hectares was selected within the Insular Prison Reservation at

Muntinlupa, Rizal. Construction work on three non—magnetic
buildings, an office and quarters for the observatory personnel
was started in October 1949. The non—magnetic buildings com-

prising a variation building, an absolute building and an

auxiliary absolute building were patterned after similar build—
ings of the magnetic observatory at Barber’s Point, Hawaii.

Initial operation of the magnetic observatory began in NOVCID-
ber 1950. The first set of instruments which was installed con-

sisted of Eschenhagen—type variometers with a 20 mm/hr drum
photo recorder, manufactured by the Ruska Instrument Corpo-
ration of Houston, Texas, and a field CI\V magnetometer. These
instruments were furnished by the US. Coast and Geodetic
Survey and were tested by officers of the Philippine Bureau of
Coast and Geodetic Survey at Cheltenham Magnetic Observatory,
Maryland, U.S.A., before shipment to the Philippines. In 1952
a Ruska observatory type magnetometer with earth inductor and
galvanometer and six QHM’s as well as two BMZ’s from the
Danish Meteorological Institute were acquired.

Prior to the arrival of the Ruska observatory type magneto-
meter and the QHM’s, a CIVV field type magnetometer with earth
inductor was used for absolute observations. Absolute observa-
tions were then made at least three times a week.

Starting from December 1952 when the observatory type instru-
ments arrived, absolute observations were increased to four
times a week using the Ruska observatory type magnetometer,
the QHM and the BMZ instruments.

Continuous absolute observations and variometer records were

maintained from October 1950 to the end of May 1953. On May
29, 1953, the observatory was struck by lightning resulting in the
damage of the Z variometer. This variometer was sent back to
the manufacturer through the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey, Washington, D.C., for repairs. Pending the return of the
Z variometer, only one daily determination of Z is being made
by the use of either the BMZ instrument or the earth inductor.
The H and D variometers also suffered minor damage, but it
was possible to resume the continuousrecording on these instru-
ments two weeks after the accident. Extensive lightning protec—
tion devices were also installed after the accident.

In the beginning a progressive negative drift of the H base line
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was experienced but it was finally stabilized by using a magnet
of smaller moment. Preliminary hourly and mean values of the

three magnetic elements have been compiled and tabulated for

the years 1951 and 1952. These data as well as other details of

the magnetic studies of the observatory are available at the

Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey, Manila.

During the past few years field observations of magnetic ele-

ments were limited to declination observations in conjunction
with hydrographic and topographic surveys so that at present
the coverage of the Philippines is incomplete and distribution is

uneven.

Work on an extensive magnetic survey of the islands by the

Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey is presently underway.
A field party using a Coast Survey motor vessel has been assigned
exclusively on a two—year project of magnetic observations of

H, Z and D in all bigger islands of the Philippines.

PORTUGAL

National Report

presented by the National Committee of Portugal

This report covers the work 011 terrestrial magnetism and

electricity, auroral observations, ionospheric physics and cosmic

rays. Below are given the reports on the work done in the

period 1951—1954, as submitted by Servico Meteorolégico
Nacional, Instituto Geofisico da Universidade de Coimbra and

Instituto Geofisico da Universidade do Porto.

1. Service Meteorologico Nacl'onal, Lisboa.

Director: Prof. H. Amorz'm Ferreira.

Magnetic Observatory of San Miguel (Azores). The Magnetic
Observatory was in continuous operation throughout the period.
The instrumental constants were re-determined by comparison
with the new La Cour magnetometers received for geomagnetic
survey of Portugal.

\Ve are trying to modernize the equipment of this Observatory
and for that purpose geomagnetic equipment of La Cour type

(special magnetic recording apparatus, QHM and BMZ instru-

ments) was acquired.
The values of geomagnetic elements observed are being pub-

lished since 1951 in the “Boletim Geomagnético Preliminar” of

this Service. “’6 are planning to publish the hourly values

according to the recommendation of the I.A.T.M.E.
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Geomagnetic surveys. In the year 1952, 5 repeat stations were

occupied in the continental territory of Portugal in Europe, 1 in
Azores Islands, 1 in the Madeira Island, 1 in the Cape Verde
Islands and 2 in S. Tomé Island. During 1953 the 5 repeat stations
in the continental territory of Portugal were reoccupied.

The geomagnetic survey of the Portuguese Territory in the
Iberian Peninsula (Continental Europe) is presently being car—

ried out. The geomagnetic survey corresponds to an average of
1 station for 288 square kilometers. The period chosen for the

survey was 1952—57. The observations are to be Inade with
Askania tlleodolites and La Cour magnetometers (QHM and

BMZ).
The geomagnetic survey of the Portuguese Territory in Con—

tinental Europe will be followed by the survey of the North
Atlantic islands (Azores, Madeira and Cape Verde).

The geomagnetic survey of S. Tome and Principe Islands, in
the Gulf of Guinea (Africa) was carried out in 1952, on the
occasion of the solar eclipse of February 25.

The geomagnetic survey of the Portuguese territory in the
Hindustani Peninsula is planned. The work to be done is con—

sistent with the geomagnetic survey of the Peninsula (10 miles
grid) and the observations are to be made with an Askania
theodolite and La Cour magnetometers.

Due to the great area of the territories of Angola and Mozam-
bique, before starting the geomagnetic survey, two geomagnetic
observatories are presently being built and installed near Luanda
(Port. West Africa) and Lourengo Marques (Port. East Africa),
in accordance with recommendation 7 of the I.A.T.M.E (Brussels,
1951). It is expected that these two observatories will he in opera—
tion by the end of 1954, so that the geomagnetic survey of the

territory may soon start.

At the first opportunity we shall have some geomagnetic obser—
vations taken in the 3 other oversea territories: Portuguese Gui-
nea, Macao (China) and Timer (Australasia).

Atmospheric electricity and electric earth-currents. To im-
prove our contribution to the knowledge of the geoelectric field.
the establishment of a geoelectric station near Lisbon is under
consideration.

Auroral observations. During the aurora of 28 October 1951
and 27 August 1953, only visual observations have been made
at the climatological stations in connection with meteorological
observations.

Other geophysical work. The present geophysical activities in
the meteorological observatory of Macao were started in 1950.

During the period 1951~54 the observatory has enlarged its
activities: high atmosphere and ionospheric researches, radio
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noise observations and measurements of cosmic radiation are

being carried out, while others are planned.

2. Institute Geofisico (la Universidade de Coimbra.

Director: Prof. J. Custodio de Morais.

Activity of the magnetic section in the period 1951—54. The

Magnetic Observatory of the Geophysical Institute of the Coimbra

University is on the suburbs of the town, at 1.000 meters from

the electric tramways. The absolute observations were renewed

at the beginning of 1951, and in October of the same year the

photographic registrations of the variometers were resumed.

In 1952 we have received new material of the La Cour type,
with

2 magnetometers QHM
1 magnetometer BMZ

At the beginning of 1955 we shall further have:

1 magnetometer QHM
1 magnetometer BMZ

For determinations of declination we have to-day the old

Elliot, but we have also ordered one new Askania declinometer.

Our La Cour magnetometers have been compared with those

of the I.A.T.M.E. in the summer of 1953, and they have proved

very good, as will be published by the Association. Today we

work approximately with the mean error,

for H and Z i 2 gammas;

for D : 0’,1.

Every week we have two days for absolute observations (with
the above mentioned sets) and the values obtained are used for

the calculation of the values given by the variometers which are

of the Eschenhagen type, made by Askania in 1929. On these

variometers, with the time—scale of 20 mm per hour, the time

signals are given by an independent watch, which allows us to

obtain the time of the magnetograms with an error always
inferior to 1 minute. The scale-values, obtained with the Helm-

holtz coils and with the magnetic method, are approximately:

for D 1’ per mm;

for H 4yper mm;

for Z 4,5 y per mm.

The electric tramways of the town make constantly small

oscillations on the needles, with the amplitude of 5 gammas,

approximately, and for good measurements it is necessary to use

the hours of the night, without electric traffic.

Every month we send to De Bilt the Bulletins with all the

magnetic values of K, C and the perturbations of the magneto-
grams.
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3. Institute Geofisico da Universidade do Porto.
Director: Prof. A. Rosas da Silva.

Activity of the magnetic section in the period 1951—54. In the

period 1951—54 the Institute has enlarged its activities on atmos—

pheric electricity in the following ways:

1) During 1951 and 1952, some improvements in instrumental

equipment have been made, especially for measuring atmos—

pheric electric potential gradient.

2) Since 1953 the routine observations of potential gradient
have been continued, while occasionally observations of atmos-

pheric electric conductivity and ionisation have been carried out.
The data for 1953 are already in the press and are expected to

be published shortly; they will be followed by the data for the

following years.

SPAIN

Commission Nationale (le Geodesic et de Géopllysique
Section de Magne’tisme

Rapport National

par

Jose’ Rodriguez—Navarro de Fuentes

En execution des accords de la Section, le soussigné, Secrétaire
de la Section, a l’honneur d’exposer les activités se rapportant au

Géomagnétisme et a la Géoélectricité, déployées en Espagne de
1951 2‘1 1953 par les ditférents Centres Scientifiques qui s’occupent
de ces études et de leur application pratique.

1. — Institut Géographique et Cadastral

Par sa Section de Géodésie, (le Géophysique et de Me'téorologie,
cet Institut est charge aussi des Services de Magnétisme et d’Elec-
tricité Terrestres dont dependent les travanx de campagne et les
Observatoires détaillés ci—apres.

1.1 — Observatoires

1.11 — Observatoire Géopllysiqne Central de Buenauista

(Toléde)

Situé a 4 km au N.\V. de Tolede, il a, it l’endroit du pilier oil
est installé le magnétométre magistral d’absolues, les coordon-
nées géographiqucs suivantes:
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Latitude: 39° 52’ 58” N.

Longitude: 4° 02’ 48” W. Gr.

Altitude: 501 metres.

Dans cet Observatoirc fonctionnent les services de Geomag—
nétisme et de Géoélectricité, dc l’activité desquels pendant les

annécs de 1951 a 1953 nous allons nous occuper briévcment.

La description généralc de l’Obsel'Vatoire ainsi que la descrip—
tion (les batiments destinés a ces services, a été faitc dans le

Rapport présenté par le soussigné a la IX Assemblée de la

U. G. G. I. qui a eu lien 51 Bruxelles en 1951. Comme les plans et

les photographies nécessaires y figuraicnt, nous n’y revcnons

plus dans le présent Rapport.

1.111 —— Magnétisme Terrestre

Le théodolite magnétique normal d’Askania Werke ct l’induc-

teur terrestre avec galvanometre Edelmann de la méme firme,
continuent 2‘1 fonctionner comme magistraux. L’installation d’ab—

solues a été complétée par des magnétometres La Cour QHM
numéro 218 et BMZ numéro 78.

11 y a deux équipements de variométres, l’un d’Askania VVerke

avec des composantcs D, H, Z, et enregistrement de 20 mm/h,
d’une sensibilité normale et l’autre, qui enregistre depuis le

18 Janvier 1952, marque Topfer. aux mémes composantes mais

d’une sensibilité supranormale et une vitesse de 30 mm/h.
On fait les determinations des valeurs ahsolues et les données

nécessaires sont transmises aux centres internationaux.

On a fait une étude compléte des constantes du théodolite

normal de Schmidt et de ses aimants, cc qui a pcrmis son cmploi
comme magistral pour la déterlnination dc H a partir du premier
Janvier 1952.

Avec les magistraux on a fait 1a vérification périodique des

équipcments des Brigades de campagne magnétiques du Service

Espagnol, et nous avons eu aussi l’honneur d’une visite de nos

collégues portugais dans le méme but, ainsi que pour déterminer

les coefficients de leurs aimants.

Dans les \‘ariométres on fait les corrections nécessaires dans

l’orientation dc leurs ailnanis et la compensation de temperature.
On procéde actuellement a l’installation d’un autre équipement
La Cour avcc cnregistrement rapide de 180 mm/h.

Publications.

“Géomagnétisme, 1948”. Valeurs journaliéres moyenncs, variations diur-

nes, amplitudes journaliéres ct index d’activité. Graphiques d’oragcs.
“Géomagnétisme, année 1949”. Analogue £1 cclui do 1948.
Sous presse.

“Annuaire de Géomagnétismc, 1950”. \‘alcurs horaires moyenncs, maxi-

mum et minimum journalicr, moycnncs journaliéres cl mensuclles,
variations diurnes, index at phénoméncs d‘activité. Graphiqucs d‘oragcs.
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“Annuaire de Géomagnétisme, 1951”. Analogue a eelui de 1950 complété
de quelques données supplémentaires.

“Annuaire (1e Géonlagnétisme, 1952”. Idem.
“Annuaire (le Géomagnélisme, 1953”. Idem.

1.112 — Electricite’ Terrestre

Pendant les dernieres années on a continue les travaux sur les

courants telluriques avec l’installation décrite dans des tra 'aux

anterieurs. L’enregistreur rapide de 160 millimetres par heure a

été une aide efficace dans l’étude des sauts brusques, (les vibra—

tions et en general de tous les troubles e'lectrotelluriques dans

lesquels la eonnaissanee du temps a un grand intérét. 011 a

continué £1 employer l’enregistreur lent de 20 millimetres par

heure, avec double enregistrement de eliaque composante, l’un

provenant (le l’installation avec ligne aérienne et l’autre de l’in—

stallation avee cable souterrain. De eette fagon on a ohtenu une

grande sécurité et une permanence dans les enregistrements.
Pour l’étude de l’ionisation atmosphe’rique on a apporté quel—

ques modifications a un compteur (l’ions, type Ebert, pour le

changer en enregistreur automatique. Au moyen d’un interrup-
teur tournant, l’electrométre se charge chaque demi-heure, alter—

nativement a potentiels positifs et négatifs pour le ealeul (lu

nombre d’ions des deux signes. La chute du potentiel de l’eleetro—
metre a cause (In passage de l’air est enregistrée photographique—
ment, et les valeurs (loniiées par l’anémometre totalisateur sont

enregistrées sur la méme bande. La déeharge qui a une (lurée

de quinze minutes est precede d’une autre déeharge de la méme

d111'ée, sans passage d’air, afin de determiner les pertes a cause

des défauts d’isolement.

Le meme méeanisme interrupteur controle le fonetionnement
d’un appareil Gerdien, lui aussi avec enregistrement photo—
graphiqne, pour la mesure de la conductihilité électrique de l’air,
en obtenant une valeur horaire de la eonduetihilité de chaque
signe. Grace {‘1 ces doniiées on trouve aussi des valeurs horaires
de la mobilité des ions.

L’enregistreur primitif (le parasites atmospliériques a été rem—

placé par un autre plus moderne, a cinq passages, le premier
pouvant étre supprimé a volonté, lorsqu’on n’a pas besoin d’un

tel agrandissement. L’antenne pent étre connecte’e a volonté in

un circuit apériodique 011 a un circuit syntonisé 51 201000, 25.000

011 30.000 metres. Le (lernier passage formé par (leux lampcs en

contrephase attaque une lampe tiratron qui, en recevant un

signal, agit sur l’électro-aimant do l’appareil enregistreur, of: le

Hombre d’atmosphériques regues par nnité de temps est enregi—
stré. Le Inéme passage en contrephase est conneeté £1 un oscillo—

graphe de rayons cathodiques, pour l’étude de la forme de

de’charge.
Comme l’enregistreur a une grande vitcsse, 120 millimetres
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par minute, i1 ne fonctionne que pendant dix minutes chaque
heure, d’ou I’on de’duit 1a valeur moyenne dans chaque intervalle

horairE.

Publications.

“Corrientes Teluricas, 1950".
“Corrientes Teluricas, 1951".

Sous presse.

“Corricntes Teluricas, 1952”.

“Contador automatico de iones”.

1.12 — Observatoire Géophysique d’Alméria

Il est situé aux environs d’Alméria dans la zone convenable-

Inent isolée dos perturbations causees par 1e trafic et par des

masses magnetiques. Le point géodésique placé sur 1e toit des

pavillons de Magnétisme a les coordonnées géographiques sui-

vantes :

Latitude: 36° 51’ 12” N.

Longitude: 1° 13’ 43” W. Gr.

L’altitude du plancher de la salle d’ahsolues est environ 65

lnétres au—dessus du niveau dc la mer.

Dans cet Observatoire fonctionnent depuis de nombreuses

années des services de Sismologie et de Météorologie, et ceux de

)Iagnétisme y ont été installés aussi. C’est seulcment de ces

derniers que nous allons nous occuper.
La description, les plans et les photographies des pavillons de

Magnétisme figurent dans le Rapport que lo soussigné a présenté
a l’Assemblée de l’U. G. G. I. qui a eu lieu a Bruxellcs en 1951.

C’est pour quoi 0n n’en parle pas dans le présent Rapport. Nous

voulons seulement faire remarqucr que les precautions prises
dans le pavillon de variométres pour e’viter les changements de

telnpérature brusques ont donné de trés bons résultats, ayant
obtenu que les changements diurncs soient pratiqnenlent insen—

sibles et que les annuels n’arrivcnt meme pas £1 dix degrés centi-

grades.
Dans le pavillon de variometres, 1'1 y a deux salles pour les

magnétographes Dans I’une de ces salles fonetionne déja un

équipement La Cour, construit a Charlottenlund (Danemark)
sous la direction (in professeur V. Laurscn par “Det Danske

Meteorologiske Institut”. Il comprend :

1 Déclinometre (le Copenhague n° 66

1 Variométre de Copenhague pour la composante H, n" 90

1 Balance de Godhavn pour la composante Z, n° 109

1 Enregistreur des trois composantes avec une vitesse

de 15 mm/h.
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A11 pavillon d’absolues on a installé 1111 équipement de mag—
ne’tométres pour la détermination do D et H, et u11 inducteur ter—

restre pour l’augle d’inclinaison. Tout a été construit dans les
ateliers de l’Institut Géographique et Cadastral en utilisant (les

éléments de magnétométres de Sartorius VVerke ; on a monté 1111

QHM de La Cour, numéro 217, pour des determinations de H.

On a déjfl fait des observations d’absolues et les variometres

fonctiounent avec entiére efficacité. Nous espérons que l’Ohser-

vatoire Magnétique pourra bientét commencer £1 fonctionner

normalement.

1.13 — Obsel'uatoire Ge’ophysique de Logrofia
Situé a 4 km. au W de la ville, ses coordonnées géographiques

approximatives sont les suivantes :

Latitude: 42° 27' 27” N.

Longitude: 2° 30’ 12” \V. Gr.

Altitude: 460 111.

Dans cet Observatoire serout installés les services de Magne—
tisme, de Sismologie et de Meteorologie.

Les pavillons de Magnétisme sent terminés et leur description
et les plans figurent dans le Rapport National présenté 2‘1 L’As—

semhlée de Bruxelles, de’ja citée.

On a acquis pour cet Observatoire 1111 e'quipement de vario-

metres La Cour, exactement le meme que celui d’AlInéria et

construit, 111i aussi, a Charlottenlund sous la direction (in pro—
fesseur V. Laursen. L’équipement de magnetométres pour les

absolues est aussi égal a celui que l’on emploie £1 Almeria.
On commencera hientét l’installation dc tous les instruments

pour que l’Observatoire fonctionne au plus tot avec normalité.

1.14 — Observatoire Ge’ophysiquc de Santiago de Compastela
Le dernier des Ohservatoires (111i ferment 1e plan de l’lnstitut

Géographique et Cadastral dans le Territoire Métropolitaiu, est

celui de Santiago de Compostela, dont la construction a déja
commencé at 011 seront installés des services de Magnétisme
et de Sismologie avec le complement nécessaire de Météorologie.

11 se trouve aux environs de la ville de Santiago de Compostela
et sa situation géographique est £1 peu pres la suivante :

Latitude: 42° 53/ 16” N.

Longitude : 8° 33’ 06” \V. Gr.

Altitude: 245 metres.

1.2 — Travaua‘ dc campagne
Pour les Brigades de campagne, qui dépendent du Service de

Magnétisme on a acquis quatre équipements de niagnétolnetres
Askania, construits a Berlin—Friedenau.
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Pendant les années 1951 a 1953, on a continué l’observation de

stations séculaires sur notre territoire péninsulaire.
E11 1952 et pour contribuer a l’étude de l’éclipse de soleil qui

eut lien 10 25 février et qui fut totale dans les Territoires Espag—
nols du Golfe de Guinée, les Brigades de campagne s’y rendirent

et établirent un Observatoire Magnétique provisoire a Eviayong
(Guinée Continentale) dont l’emplacement approximatif était

le suivant :

Latitude: 1° 26’ 16” N.

Longitude: 10° 33’ 40” E. Gr.

En prenant comme base cet Observatoire on fit un relévement

de la carte Inagnétique de ces Territoires ct de l’ile de Fernando

Poo, en observant des stations séculaires de meme que des sta—

tions normalcs. Les grandes anomalies que présente ce terrain

permettront seulement d’avoir une carte utilisable sur de petites
échelles et qui servent d’avant-proj et pour un relévement posté—
rieur, fait avec plus de temps et plus d’éléments.

En divers points du Territoire et de l’Ile on fit aussi des deter-

Ininations des variations de H, d’accord avec les indications

données par le Comité 11 de PA. I. M. E. T. que preside 1e profes-
seur Egcdal, pour étudier les amplitudes anormales de cette

variation 51 proximité des équateurs géographique et magnétique.
Enfin, pendant l’année 1953 on a fait des observations de sta-

tions normales dans les provinces de Jaen et de Cordoue, pour
l’étude des anomalies magnétiques ct lcnr rapport avec la faille

tectonique du Guadalquivir oil des tremblements de terre a foyer
profond ont en lieu récemment.

Au cours de cette année 1954 on commence un relevement de

la Carte Magnétique de la Péninsule Ibérique en collaboration

avec 16 Service Météorologique National Portugais, d’aprés le

projet présenté a Bruxelles par le professeur H. Amorim Fer-

reira et par l’ingénieur soussigné. En Espagne on fera les zones

qui ont comme base les Ohservatoires de San Fernando et de

Coimbra et on commencera celle de l’Ebre.

2. — Observatoire de I'Ebl‘e (Turtosa)

Cet Observatoire, bien connu pour la qualité et la quantité de

ses travaux, dirigé par les P. P. Jésuitcs et fonctionnant depuis
le debut (in siecle, a realise en ce qui concerne le Magnétisme et

l’EIectricite’ Terrestes les travaux snivants :

Dans les trois années qui separth la Reunion de l’U. G. G. L {‘1

Bruxelles ct la proehaine Assemblée de Rome, la section magne-
tique et élcctrique (le l’Observatoire dc l’Ehre a continue 53

marche normale et on a realise quelques travaux extraordinaires.

011 a continue l’enregistrement ininterrompu des composantes

Inagnétiques H, Z, et D, (les composantes N et E des courants

telluriques et du potentiel atmosphérique.
14‘
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On a réduit les valeurs (les courbes et on a intensifié la reduc—
tion (les valeurs des années antéricures on 10 manque (10 per-
sonnel ne permcttait pas dc 1e faire.

On a continué la collaboration avec le Colnité 9 de l’A. I. M. E. T.

pour la caracterisation des perturbations magnétiques, avec un

envoi mensuel a De Bilt et a \Vashington des caractéres tri-

horaires K, et des psc, ssc, si et sfe, et on a continué la composi-
tion (111 catalogue de baies magnétiques.

L’installation tl’un nouvel enregistreur La Cour avec des

aimants plus sensibles que les ante’rieurs, touche a sa fin at on

a donné au papier une vitesse de 30 mm/h pour que les cm-

preintes horaires données chaque minute soient parfaitement
lisibles. Les premiers résultats obtenus sont franchement encour—

ageants.
On a envoyé au Danemark dcux Q. H. M., 109 et 110, pour leur

étalonnage. et on e11 a acquis un autrc, le 229.

Suivant les indications du Comité 11, dont le P. Romafia est

memhre, on a fait (les determinations de l’amplitude de la varia—
tion diurne pres de l’équateur. A cet effet on instruisit, 51 l Obser-

vatoire, MM. Sanchez—Martinez et Capuz du Service Météorolo—

gique National, qui, munis de Q.H.M. de l’Observatoire meme
et suivant les indications rédigécs par le P. Romafia, effectu—

érent diverses determinations de l’amplitude diurnc dc la coin—

posante H a Santa Isabel (Fernando Poo) et sur le continent,
pendant les années 1949 ct 1950. En 1951, 1e P. Cardus profita de

son séjour en Guinée pour faire de nouvelles détcrminations a

Bata et finaleinent les P. P. Romafia et Cardi’is, a l’occasion de

l’éclipse de soleil totale le 25 Février 1952, établirent un Obser—

vatoire magnétique provisoire a Niefang pour la determination
dc l’amplitude de la variation diurne (lans les trois composantes
11, Z, et D.

Le P. Cardns, eomme membre de la Commission mixte pour
l’étudc de l’influencc lunaire sur les pliénomenes météorolo-

giques et magnétiques a continue a s’occuper de ccs prohlémes et

a presque terminé la determination de la variation L de la

déclinaison a Tortosa. En méme temps il a travaillé, d’apres les

indications données par le professeur Chapman, a l’étude (les

differences trouvées dans la valcur (les angles de phase en calcu-
lant par la méthode décrite et par la méthode Chapman-Miller.
Avec les données aimablement prétées par l’Institut Géogra-
phiquc et Cadastral, 10 P. Romafia a terminé une premiére deter—

mination de l’influence de la lune sur la composante horizontale
a Moka (Fernando Poo) pendant 1a deuxiéme Année Polaire.

Dr. D. Constantino Gaibar Puertas, a publié sa these doctorale
sur la “Variation séculaire du champ géomagnétique” ainsi

qu’une grande monographie sur “Géomagnétisme Pyrénéen”
dans le compte-rendu du Premier Congrés International d’Etudes

Pyrénéennes. ll publia dans Geofisica Punt e Applicata
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une autre monographie sur “Increase of the Earth magnetiza—
tion” et une note sur “Caractéristique de la variation séculaire

du signe et de l’intensité de l’aimantation Inoyenne du globe”
dans Ciel et Torre. Le P. Cardus de son cote a publié dans

Urania un travail sur “L’Influencc de la position héliographique
(les fulgurations cromosphériques dans la production de crocliets

géomagnétiques”.

3. —— Institut ct Observatoire de Marine de San Fernando (Cadiz?

Dans les années 1951 — 52 i 53, on a vérifié (165 observations

absolues périodiques des trois éléments (déclinaison — force

horizontale —— inclinaison), d’apres 1e plan suivant :

Force horizontale : Tous les 10 jours
Déclinaison

_

,
,-

.

.

lnclinaison
a [0115 les 0 Jouls

L’enregistrement continu de la force horizontale et de la de-

clinaison a été maintenu par le variographe Adie, sans autres

interruptions que celles causées par le manque de courant dans

le réseau.

La perturbation causée par la ligne électrique qui passe a

([uelque 500 metres de la station, rend l’enregistrement des

indications de la balance impossible et affecte aussi un peu les

enregistrements de la force horizontale et de la déclinaison,

quoique sans importance excessive.

Pendant les trois années indiquées ci-dessus, aucune explora-
tion ni travail géomagnétique extraordinaire n’ont été faits.

4. —— Institut Géologique et Minier

Depuis 1951 ce Centre n’a fait aucune investigation par la

méthode magnétique.
En ce qui concerne les méthodes électriques il a employé celles

de courant continu et alternatif—carré dans les prospections
suivantes du sous-sol :

Investigation électrique (i Torrevieja (Alicante) 1952

On effectue a present une prospection géophysique a Torre—

Vieja 51 l’aide du gravimétre. Mais ce dont nous allons parler
ici, c’est d’un petit complement de cette prospection réalisé par

des sondages électriques. Il s’agissait de ce que les eaux souter—

raines de la région étaient salées dans certains lieux relativement

éloignés de la grande lagune salée de Torrevieja. Une étude de

résistivités nous borna la zone dans laquelle toute trouvaille

d’eau souterraine avait les plus grandes probabilités d’étre de

l’eau saumfitre.
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Investigation hydrologique par la métlmde éleetrique (2 Alméria

Chargé par l’Institut de Colonisation, notre Section effectua
unc grande étudc géologiquc-géophysique entre Dalias et Vicar,
a l’aide de la 1nétl10de électrique.

Le travail offrc de grandcs difficultés, mais 0n borne les bon—
nes zones pour essayer de futures prospections ainsi que celles
(le peu d’intérét hydrologique ; un eas curieux 51 signaler c’cst

que les zones eonsidérées, avant notre étude, comme interes—

santes, ont été marquees par nous connne de peu d’intérét et vice—
versa. Plusieurs travaux (1e forage pour la recherche d’cau
souterraine ont été proposes, dont l’un a été commence déja.

Investigation hydrologique par la me’ihmle électrique ('4 Nijur
(Alme’ria) 1953

Region a caractéristiques pareilles a l’antérieure, 011 délimite
(lans celle—ci, par la mélne Inéthode éleetrique, plusieurs failles
cache’es par des couches Inodernes et qui pcuvent étrc autant
d’autres cas d’eau souterraine. En outre, a pen de inétres dc pro—
fondeur, on determine un contact argileux, sous un horizon

sablonneux, ce qui est du plus grand intérét hydrologique.

Investigation c'lectrique ('1 Hemani (Guipz’izcoa) 1953

Les villages d’Espagne qui ne disposent pas de bonne eau en

quantité suffisante pour couvrir lcurs nécessités domestiques,
sont bien nonibreux. La quantité disponilfle par pcrsonnc, dimi—
nuera encore si on tient compte de l’augmentation continue (10
la population ct do 1a eonsommation d’eau par habitant 51 inesure

que le niveau de vie moyen s’éléve. Comme exemple, quoique
non ca ‘actéristiqne, i1 y a eelui d’Hernani, qui, bien que situé
(lans nne region this pluvieusc, manque de l’eau en été, et surtout
on ne pcut pas couvrir les previsions pour les années futures, si
l'on considére les proj cts d’agrandissement de 505 industries.

Un supplement d’eau potable d’origine souter ‘aine scrait d’un
énorme intérét pour l’avenir. C’était la les raisons de notre étude

que nous avons faite plutot dans lc hut d’invcstigation et (le

preuve dc inéthodes et (le proce’dés que dans l’espoir d‘ol)tenir
des résultats iminédiats de type éeonomiquc.

Avec 1e travail électrique on confirme qu’on pcut déterniiner
168 contacts de terrains hydrologiquement intéressants malgré
les couches modernes de hasse re'sistivité et leur structure tecto-

nique compliquée.
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SWEDEN

Report on work in terrestrial magnetism and atmospheric
electricity since the Brussels Assembly

by Harold Norinder

In the Swedish report to the Brussels Assembly there was given
an account of the erecting of a new geophysical research institute

in the far northern parts of Sweden. The institute was to be

erected in an open region not far from the Swedish town of

Kiruna (67° 50’, 27° 26’) where the local conditions were favour-

able both for general geophysical investigations and meteoro-

logical observations.

\Vhile awaiting a definite establishment of the planned institute

a temporary organization of a geophysical observatory has been

started at Kiruna. This enterprise has been economically sup—

ported by the town of Kiruna, by the Swedish State, and by the

Royal Swedish Academy of Science.

During the spring of 1954 a special commission under the

auspicies of the Royal Swedish Academy of Science has visited

Kiruna. The main aim was to investigate the local conditions

in relation to the designs worked out for a new central building
for the planned institute.

In the last report it was mentioned that a temporary iono-

spheric observatory had been erected at Lurbo in the vicinity
of Uppsala under the auspicies of the Royal Research Institute

of National Defence in Sweden. The locality for this observatory
has shown to be very fitted for its purpose and a stationary
building will be erected in the nearest future.

The investigations of different elements of atmospheric elec—

tricity mentioned in the last report have been continued and

developed as a special branch of the Institute of High Tension

Research at the University of Uppsala.
Further detailed information of investigations in Sweden

related to the Association will be given in the following Special
Reports.

Special Reports

Investigations carried out at the Department of Electronics at the

Royal Institute of Technology (Kungl. Tclcniska Hogskolan),
Stockholm

by Hannes Alfue'n

Terella experiments of the Birkeland _ Malmfors — type
have been continued by L. Block. The results will be published
within soon.
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The electric field theory of magnetic storms and aurora has

been further developed and it seems possible to describe also

the initial phase of a storm.

Pizblicalions.

It. Alfve'n:

(1) Discussion of the origin of the terrestrial and solar magnetic
fields. Tellus, vol. 2, no. 2, May 1950.

(2) Magnetic storm effect on cosmic radiation. Phys. Rev., vol. 94,
no. 4, Sec.Ser., p. 1082, 1954.

(3) On the origin of cosmic radiation. Tellus. In the Press.
E. A. Brunberg and A. Dattner:

(4) 0n the interpretation of the diurnal variation of cosmic rays.

Tellus, vol. 6, no. 1,1). 73, 1954.

(5) Experimental determination of electron orbits in the field of a

magnetic dipole. Tellus, vol. 5, no. 2, p. 135, 1953.
N. Herlofson:

(6) Plasma resonance in ionospheric irregularities. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 3
no. 15, 1951.

(7) Radio echoes from meteor trails and ionospheric scattering cen-

tres. Doctor’s Thesis, 1951.
B. Lehnert:

(8) 0n the behaviour of an electrically conductive liquid in a magnetic
field. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 5, no. 5, 1952.

(9) Experiments on non-laminar flow of mercury in presence of a

magnetic field. Tellus, vol. 4, no. 1, 1952.
(10) Magneto-hydrodynamic waves in liquid sodium. Phys. Rev., vol.

94, no. 4, Sec.Ser., 1954.
S. Lundquist:

(11) Teorier for jordens permanenta magnetfiilt. Kosnlos, Bd. 29, 1951.
(12)

1Sgtu2dies
in magneto—hydrodynamics. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 5, no. 15,

a .

K. G. Malmfors:

(13) A simple eosmic-rav-meter, plotting hourly values corrected for
pressure. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 4, no. 25, 1952.

,

Report from the Earth Magnetic Section of the Hydrographic
Office of Sweden (Kungl. Sjékarteverlcet), Stockholm

by Nils Ambolt

The geomagnetic routine work in Sweden has been carried
on along the same lines as earlier. Thus three stations, Love

(59° 21’, 17° 50’), Kiruna (67° 50’, 200 26’), and Abisko (68° 21’.
18° 49’) have been recording D, H and Z, and they are all provided
with normal and quickrun registrations. One of these quickrun-
sets was placed at disposal by the International Association
of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity. All the stations are

managed by the Hydrographic Office, though only Lovo belongs
to this institution. The other two stations belong to the Swedish

Academy of Science.

Connected with the geomagnetic observatory in Kiruna are

other geophysical observatories recording ionospheric data, seis-
mic activity, cosmic radiation and solar radiation. At the iono-
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spheric station there is also a so—called “aurora radar”—recordcr.

The Kiruna observatory is slowly growing and it is hoped that it

shall be able to function as a “Geophysical Centre” during the

third Geophysical Year.

A Sparse net of secular geomagnetic stations was measured

in 1953 in cooperation with the neighbouring countries. In 1954

a temporary geomagnetic observatory was erected in the vi—

cinity of Varnamo in order to have a registration under the

point where the eclipse of the sun was total in the ionosphere
at about 100 km height.

Absolute values for H and Z are determined by aid of QHM
and BMZ instruments, which are compared every year at Rude

Skov, Denmark.

Publications.

Nils Ambolt:

(li3) Ergebnisse der Beobachtungen des magnetischen Observatoriums

zu Lovb (Stockholm) im Jahre 1949, 1950, 1951. Kungliga Sjiikartc-

verket, Stockholm.

Folke Eleman und Kjell Borg:
(4) Ergebnisse der Beobachtungeu des magnetischen O‘hservatorimns

zu Love (Stockholm) im Jahre 1952. Kungliga Sjtikarteverket,
Stockholm.

(5) Average magnetic Declination 1950 in Denmark, Finland, Norway

and Sweden. Published by a joint committee from the countries

above as Jordmagnetiska Publikationcr, no. 15.

Report from Uppsula Ionosphere Observatory (Uppsala

Jonosfiirstation) under the direction of the Research

Institute of National Defence in Sweden

by Martin Fehrm

Head of Radio Department

and

lVilly Stoffregen
Head of Uppsala Ionas-phere Observatory

Uppsala Ionosphere Observatory started its work about four

years ago and since January 1952 regular observations are

distributed to the CRPL, NFL and other foreign and Swedish

institutions. The ionosonde is operated on the range 1,4A17 Me.

In the past two years regular radio conditions forecasts have

been distributed to interested Swedish institutions.

The research program of the Observatory is concentrated on

the following subjects:

1. Investigations on the frequency range 2 Mc til 16 kc (Rugby)
in order to study the behaviour of long waves during ionospheric
storm conditions. For this purpose field—strength records are
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made 011 L.F. and V.L.F. stations. Further the atmospheric noise
level is recorded. A new equipment for echo sounding in the
range 0.2 to 2 Me is under Construction.

2. Special studies are made concerning the sporadic—E layer,
especially of the type, which is common during the summer in
temperate latitudes Distant TV — reception in Sweden of Lon-
don, Rome and others is in this connection subject of special
investigations.

3. During the latest solar eclipse in Sweden a second station
was erected for one month in the south of Sweden for ionospheric
sweep records and field-strength measurements. Preliminary in-

spection of the material has shown that valuable results have
been obtained.

4. In the nearest future the chief interest of the Observatory’s
research work will be the preparation of the research program
during the international geophysical year.

Publication.

M. Fchrm and W. Stoffregen:
Uppsala Ionosphere Observatory. A preliminary report of its re-
search problems (in Swedish). Report no. 1, 1954.

Report on the magnetic survey work of the mainland of Sweden
carried out by the Geological Survey of Sweden

(Sueriges Geologiska Underso'knz'ng), Stockholm

by Kurt Molin

The following investigation has been carried out of the move—

ment of isoporie zero-lines for horizontal magnetic intensity
in Sweden. The number of places at which determinations of
the horizontal intensity H have been carried out in Sweden
before 1928 amounts to 660 and among these there are 87 such
places at which observations have been repeated at different
times. At most of these 87 older points I and my collaborators
have performed remeasnrements during the period 1928~1934.
From points at which we thus have 3 and Inore remeasurements
the secular change of H has been examined.

The older H-determinations are performed in the years 1825,
1828, 1838, 1860, 1869, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1882, 1886, 1892, 1915
and I have tried to take into consideration the different H-stand-
ards and to reduce them to the same standard. For uniformity
it was rather natural to effect an agreement to the Rude Skov
H—standard.

The secular variation of a magnetic element can be expressed
by a finite sine-function which in regions of maxima and minima
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may be replaced by a parabolic formula, giving the time for

maximum of H. From such time—values the isoporic zero-lines

are drawn for the years 1870, 1880, 1885, 1890, 1895, 1900 and

1905. The movement of the isoporic zero-lines seems to proceed
in a south—westerly direction from 1870 to 1905.

\Vith the aiin of illustrating the slowness of the variation

of H at the time of maximum the radius of curvature g at the

point in question was calculated or which is the same the inverted

value of the acceleration. The lines of equal g-values show fluc—

tuations of regional characteristics. The g-values vary from north

to south from 3,0 to 1,5 (year)? (gamma-1.

Publication.

K. Moliu: Movement of isoporic zero-lines for horizontal magnetic inten-

sity in Sweden. Ark. f. geofysik, Bd. 1, no. 17, Stockholm, 1952.

Report from the Institute of High Tension Research

(Institutet for hogspc'inningsforslrning)
at the University of Uppsala

by Hamid Norinder

The investigations of the electromagnetic field as caused by
lightning discharges have been carried out in different ways.

Electric field components. In a first group of investigations
open antenna circuits in combination with amplifiers and spe—

cially constructed cathode—ray oscillographs have been used in

order to record with the Frmethod the variations of the vertical

electric field components from lightning discharges. In these

investigations the variations of the electric field have been

analysed by simultaneously recording stations at varying distan—

ces from the lightning paths.

Magnetic field components. In a second sequence of investiga—
-tions shielded frame aerials have been used also in combina-

tion with amplifiers and cathode~ray oscillographs. The method

allowed either a measurement of the variations of the magnetic
field, the H-method, or a measurement of its first derivative

with time, the dH/dt method. Three frame aerials, two vertical

and one horizontal with an angle of 90° between them, have

been used and allowed simultaneous records of the magnetic
components in the three planes.

The thunderstorm season of 1953 showed to be very profitable
for the investigations and gave very extensive oscillograpliie
records from a little more than 2000 lightning strokes in the

vicinity region (up to 20 km) of the observation stations. In the

vertical components maximum values of 200—300 X 10’4 Gauss
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were obtained. Simultaneous records from horizontal and verti—

cal components showed in average that the horizontal com-

ponents attained a third part of the corresponding vertical force

values. The extensive material is being printed for publication.

Model tests with artificial lightning discharges. Many phases
of lightning discharges in the free atmosphere are very com—

plicatcd and also very faint with regard to their intensity of

luminosity, c.g. the faint streamers and predischarges. This has

necessitated model tests of long electric sparks. These sparks
have been regulated in such a way that they in special respects
reproduce what happens with a natural lightning discharge.

Atmospheric electricity in the lowest layers of the air. Investi—

gations in special branches of atmospheric electricity have been

developed at the institute since the Brussels Assembly. Beside

problems of the ions in the lowest layers of the air there have
been taken up investigations related to production of ions in
closed rooms by artificial means.

Considerable parts of the earth’s surface in Sweden are during
long winter periods covered with snow and ice. This has lead
to some investigations related to the electrification of snow

cristals and ice particles.

Publications.

H. Norinder and O. Salka:

(1) St055\\'iderstiln(le der verschiedenen Erdelektroden und Einbet-

tungsmatcrialien. Bull. des SEV, Jg. 1951, No. 10.
(2) Mechanism of positive spark discharges with long gaps in air at

atmospheric pressure. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 3, no. 19, 1951, Stockholm.
H. Norinder and R. Siksna:

(3) Ionic density of the atmospheric air near the ground during
thunderstorm conditions. Ark. f. geofysik, Bd. 1, no. 16, 1951,
Stockholm.

(4) Height variations in the concentration of ions near the ground
during quiet summer nights at Uppsala. Tcllus, vol. 3, no. 4, 1951,
Stockholm.

H. Norinder:

(5) Recherches effectuées en Suede sur les perturbations des lignes
électriques produitcs par la ioudre. Bull. de la Soeiété francaise'
des Electricians, 7e Série, tome II, no. 17, Mai 1952, Paris.

(6) Thunderstorms. The electric field variations radiated from light-
ning discharges. Compte rendu de la deuxieme réunion de la Com-
mission mixte de Radio-Météorologie (16 an 18 aot'it 1951).

A. Vassy, H. Norinder and E. Vassy:
(7) Spectres d’étincelles sous tres haute tension dans l’air et tempé-

ratures de couleur. Comptes rendus des séances (1e l‘Académie des

Sciences, tome 234, 1). 195771959, séance du 12 Inai 1952, Paris.
R. Siksna:

(8) Measurements of large ions in the atmospheric air at Uppsala.
Ark. t. geofysik, Bd. 1, no. 18, 1952, Stockholm.

H. Norinder and R. Siksna:

(9) Ions produced in a room by ultra-violet light from a quartz-
mercury arc and by an open electric heater. IVA, vol. 23, no. 2,
1952, Stockholm.
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H. Norinder:

(10) Experimental lightning research. Journ. of the Franklin Institute,
vol. 253, no. 5, 1952.

(11) Variations of the electric field in the vicinity of lightning dis-

charges. Ark. f. geofysik, Bd. 1, no. 20, 1952, Stockholm.

H. Norinder and O. Karsten:

(12) Investigation of resistance and power in experimental lightning

discharges. Jonrn. of the Franklin Institute, vol. 253, no. 3, 1952.

H. Norinder and R. Siksna:

(13) Variations of the concentration of ions at different heights near

the ground during quiet summer nights at Uppsala. Ark. f. geo-

t‘ysik, Bd. 1, no. 19, 1952, Stockholm.
‘

H. Norinder and O. Salka:

(14) Mechanism of long-gap negative spark discharges in air at atmos-

pheric pressure. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 5, no. 24, 1952, Stockholm.

H. Norinder and R. Siksna:

(15) Ions produced in the air at atmospheric pressure by ultra-violet

light from a quartz-mercury are. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 5, no. 23, 1952,
Stockholm.

R. Siksna:

(16) Positive ions formed by an open electric heater. Ark. f. fysik,
Bd. 5, no. 25, 1952, Stockholm.

(17) Mobility spectra of ions formed in a room by negative corona

discharge. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 5, no. 26, 1952.

H. Norinder and O. Salka:

(18) Screens in long discharge gaps. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 6, no. 17, 1953,
Stockholm.

H. Norinder and R. Siksna:

(19)
lIons

formed by corona discharge. IVA, vol. 23, no. G, 1952, Stock-

iolm.

(20) Ions formed in a room by negative wire corona. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 6,
no. 14, 1952, Stockholm.

H. Norinder, A. Metnieks and R. Siksna:

(21) Radon content of the air in the soil at Uppsala. Ark. f. geofysik,
Bd. 1, no. 21, 1952, Stockholm.

(22) Radon and thoron contents of the soil-air at Almunge. Geologiska

Foreningens i Stockholm Forhandlingar, Bd. 74, no. 4, 1952.

H. Norinder and R. Siksna:

(23) Ions formed in a room by positive wire corona. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 6,
no. 25, 1953, Stockholm.

R. Siksna:

(24) Mobility spectra of ions formed by positive corona discharge. Ark.

f. fysik, Bd. 6, no. 28, 1953, Stockholm.

W. Pucher.

(25) Form der negativen Vorentladung in Luft bei Atmosphiirendruek
fiir Stossspannungen. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 6, no. 37, 1953, Stockholm.

(2G) Negativer Durchschlag von Luft in der Funkenstrecke Kugel—Platte
bei Stossspannungen. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 6, no. 36, 1953, Stockholm.

A. Vassy, H. Norinder and E. Vassy:
(27) Etude spectrophotométrique d’étincelles de grande longueur dans

l’air. Ark. f. fysik, Bd. 6, no. 42, 1953.

H. Norinder and R. Siksna:

(28)
801

the electrification of snow. Tellus, vol. 5, no. 3, 1953, Stock-

0 m.

(29) Mobility of atmospheric small ions during summer nights at Upp-
sala. Journ. of Atmosph. and Terr. Physics, vol. 4, p. 93, 1953.

R. Siksna:

(30) Mobility of small atmospheric ions in the air from the ground at

Uppsala. Journ. of Atmosph. and Terr. Physics, vol. 4, p. 106, 1953.
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H. Norinder and R. Siksna:

(31) Experiments concerning electrification of snow. Ark. f. geofysik,
Bd. 2, no. 3, 1954, Stockholm.

H. Norinder and W. Pueher:

(32) Field intensities and charge densities in thunderclouds. Ark. f.
geofysik, Bd. 2, no. 5, 1954, Stockholm.

THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

Report on activities in the fields of terrestrial magnetism
and atmospheric electricitz, 1951—1954

1. Atmospheric Electricity.
Work in this field is centred at the Bernard Price Institute of

Geophysical Research, The University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg. This Institute has been concerned with two main

problems, the distribution of electric charges in the thunder—
storm and the mechanism of the breakdown involved in light-
ning discharges.

Malan and Schonland (1951) showed by means of field—change
measurements on lightning leaders that large frontal thunder-
storms contain a centre of negative charge N in the form of a

nearly vertical column whose base is at the —50°C level and
whose top often extends up to the ~40°C level but not beyond it.
A positive charge. P, lies above this colmnn and a smaller posi-
tive pocket, p, below it (Malan, 1952). In view of the light which
the position of this negative column in the cloud may shed on

the question of the generation of charge in thunderclouds it has
been made the subject of further extensive study. Malan, in a

paper in the press, has shown that a column of height 6 kms. is
involved in the great majority of discharges to ground, whether
these show one or many intermittent strokes, the flashes of few
strokes being followed by a continuous discharge of a column of
the same length as that intermittently discharged by flashes of

many strokes. Hacking (unpublished) has studied the heights
from which come the separate strokes of a discharge to ground
by a triangulation method involving three field measuring sta-

tions and has in this way independently verified the general
accuracy of the column concept, though the column is found to

depart considerably from the vertical at times. Hewitt (1952)
has used 50 cm. radar equipment for the same purpose. The
lower positive charge, which appears responsible for initial
breakdown (N—p) in a flash to ground, has been studied by
Malan (1952) who has also made unpublished studies of the

discharge within the cloud which show that it frequentl r involves
an intermittent P—N discharge process in which the column
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is neutralised by streamer processes discharging N from the top
downwards. Malan has also obtained photographic evidence for

the J or junction streamers deduced from field-change measure—

ments to render conducting fresh sections of the N column in the

quiescent intervals between intermittent strokes.

The method of propagation of the stepped first leader has been

examined by Schonland (1953) who has put forward a new ex—

planation of this process based on the properties of a pilot
streamer. Extensive studies have also been made by Malan and

Clarence of the slow initial processes preceding the appearance

of the first leader of a flash to ground.

References.

Hewitt, F.: Proc. Phys. Soc. 1953, LXVI, 895.

Malan, D. J. and Schonland, B. F. J.: 1951, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 206, 145,

20.9, 158.

Malan, D. J.: 1952, Ann. (1e Géophys. 8, 385.

Schonland, B. F. J.: 1953, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 220, 25.

2. Terrestrial Magnetism.

Activities in this field are carried out by the Magnetic Obser-

vatory at Hermanus, whose Director Dr. A. van VVijk reports as

follows: —

I. Observatory W'ork.

The routine recording of the magnetic elements continued

without interruption. Maintenance of the equipment included a

careful check of the orientation of the Askania variometers. The

base-line values of the magnetograms were controlled by regular
observations with (a) an Askania Inagnetometer-theodolite for

H and D, (b) a Schuster—Smith Coil Magnetometer for H, and

(c) an Askania standard inductor for I. Horizontal intensity
readings with instruments (a) and (b) agreed within one gamma.

The period 1951 1954 saw the publication of the final results

of observations covering the period 1945—1950. (Ref. 1).

II. Field lVoI'k.

In View of the rapid changes in the elements H and Z at Her—

manus, and of the recent reversal of the secular change in D,

the fifty repeat stations in Southern Africa were re—observed

during 1952—53. An account of this work is being prepared in

the form of a supplement to the earlier report on the secular

variation programme (Ref. 2). The results for the six stations

in Rhodesia were summarized in a preliminary report published
in 1953. (Ref. 3).

A detailed picture of the magnetic field in South Africa is

gradually unfolding itself. Field Officers of the Trigonometrical
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Survey Office engaged in a topographical survey of the Union
of South Africa are observing the magnetic declination at a

large number of intermediate points. The Geological Survey
Office, on the other hand, is carrying out an intensive survey
of the vertical component. In both these projects the network
of primary field stations and the continuous registrations at Her-
manus are providing the necessary control.

III. Research.

Owing to the heavy field programme and the continued short-

age of staff, research at the Magnetic Observatory has been on

a restricted scale. Items under investigation are (a) lunar—
diurnal effects in the magnetic field at Cape Town, and (h) the
annual variation of the magnetic elements (Ref. 4).

A recent paper on the use of the Quartz Horizontal-Force

magnetometer for declination measurements has attracted wide
attention. (Ref. 5).

IV. International Collaboration.

A Kew-pattern magnetometer and two dip circles belonging
to the Service Meteorologico de Angola were re—conditioned and
calibrated when an official of that Department visited Hermanus
in 1952.

In view of the proposed establishment of a magnetic obser—

vatory in Mogambique, the Chief of the Service Meteorologico de

Moeambique visited Hermanus in March 1954 to examine the

lay—out of the Hermanus Observatory.
Following the international comparison of horizontal intensity

standards (Hermanus fl Rude Skov — Cheltenham) carried
out on the initiative of the Hermanus Observatory in 1949, a

further comparison (Manhay —— Hermanus — Elisabethville —

Rude Skov) was carried out in 1951 011 the suggestion of Dr.

Koenigsfeld, in his capacity as Director of Manhay Observatory
and Member of the Committee on International Comparison
of Standards.

References.
1. “Results of Observations made at the Magnetic Observatory, Herma-

nus” (Three volumes, 1945446, 194748, 1949—50. Government
Printer, Pretoria).
“The Secular Variation of the Earth’s Magnetic Field in South Africa,
1939—1948” (Government Printer, Pretoria, 1951).
“Magnetic Observations at the Secular Variation Stations in Southern
Rhodesia" (S. Afr. Journal of Science, Vol. 50, Not 4, Nov. 1953).
“Annual Variation of the Geomagnetic Elements” (J. Geoph. Res.
Vol. 58, No. 3, Sept. 1953).
“Note on the Use of the Quartz Horizontal-Force Magnetometer for
the Determination of Magnetic Declination" (S. Afr. Journal of
Science, Vol. 47, No. 11, June 1951).
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

During the past triennium the Section of Terrestrial Magnet-
ism and Electricity (Section D) of the American Geophysical
Union (AGU) met each year near the first of May in VVashing—
ton. D. C. An average of 100 members and guests attended the

technical sessions of these annual meetings. Section D has con—

sistently supported the movement for an International Geo-

physical Year (IGY) as evidenced first by formal resolutions

made in 1951 and more recently by the activity of many members

on the U. S. National Committee for the IGY.

The number of workers studying the physics of the upper

atmosphere has steadily increased in recent years. This new

emphasis has resulted in a proposal made by a commission of

the Executive Committee of the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics (IUGG) to change the name of the “International

Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity”, which is

the Association for which Section D of the AGU is the United

States National Committee, to the “International Association of

Geomagnetism and Ionosphcric Physics”. In a recent action

taken by the Executive Committee of the American Geophysical
Union it was decided to make a corresponding change in the

name of Section D if the IUGG does act favorably upon the

above proposal.
The fields of Geophysics covered by Section D are so varied

that it would be impossible for the secretary to obtain a com-

prehensive coverage of the progress during the past three years

without soliciting the help of experts in the various fields. Ac—

cordingly, the following men were asked to submit reports on

the subject matter indicated:

E. B. Roberts — General Geomagnetic Measurements and Theory
J. \V. Joyce — Magnetic Airborne Surveys
M. A. Tuve Atmospheric Electricity
A. H. Shapley —- Ionospheric Physics
C. \V. Gartlein 7 Auroral and Night Sky Studies

S. F. Singer — Cosmic Rays
H. T. Stetson —— Cosmic Terrestrial Relations

The response from these scientists was gratifying. The chapters
which follow are made up of the separate reports submitted by
these men. They have been edited by the secretary to remove

duplications and to achieve a measure of uniformity of style.
Some of the contributors saw fit to rely heavily on existing
bibliographical services whereas others preferred to indicate

progress in their field, principally by listing published papers

including the full title. The secretary laments the resulting lack

of uniformity but feels that under the circumstances the reports

15'
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priated by the United States Congress, and building plans and

specifications have been prepared for use in contracting for the

construction work. High— and low—sensitivity magnetographs and

rapid-run recorders will be provided, and there will be facilities

for development, test, comparison, and standardization of instrll—

ments and equipment. The Fredericksbnrg site is 75 kilometers

south—west of Cheltenham, at Latitude 38° 12’.4 North, Longitude
77° 22’.O West of Greenwich, on a reservation to which the Coast

and Geodetic Survey has acquired title.

Automatic Declination Recording Stations continue in opera-

tion at Gatlinburg (Tennessee) and Logan (Utah), recording
variations in magnetic declination on slow—speed photographic
tape. Service is required only at intervals of several months.

A magnetic Observatory was in operation at Houston, Texas,

cooperatively with the University of Houston, from October 1950

to November 1953, recording all three components: D, H, and Z.

Assistance was given to Instituto Geografico de Colombia in

Bogota, Colombia, South America, at the installation of the

Fuquene Magnetic Observatory by sending a technician from

this Bureau.

(2) Ground Magnetic Surveys
In the continuing endeavor to obtain data for secular-change

studies, particularly for the construction of isomagnetic charts,

magnetic stations have been occupied by U. S. observers in the

United States and Alaska. Emphasis is being placed where pos-

sible on the establishment of pairs of repeat stations to provide
greater assurance of continuity in secular-change determinations.

During the period of this report many magnetic stations were

occupied in other American Republics and on islands of the

Caribbean by the Inter—American Geodetic Survey, and the

results of this work have been made available to this Bureau.

A record of the station occupations is shown in the table fol—

lowing:

Repeat Stations

New Old Other

Area (:om- I) (:om- n sta- Total

pletc only plele only lions

Alaska 5 1 69 75

Caribbean Area 10 G 1 22

Central America 2 17 2 1 26

Mexico

South America

United States (general)
Great Lakes Area (US. 8; Canada) 1

U.S. (Compass Rose sites)

1who; Mace-act
Totals 94 19
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The above table includes, also, occupations of magnetic sta—
tions by the United States Lake Survey, Corps of Engineers, U. S.

Army, in their operation of gathering data for the construction
of an isogonic chart of the Great Lakes area.

(3) Magnetic Instruments

An Askania Variograph, a portable three-component mag—
netic recording instrument, was purchased from the manufac—
turer in Germany in 1953. Preliminary tests of limited scope
indicate satisfactory performance of the instruments. It is ex-

pected that more complete results of the tests will be reported
by the Committee to Promote Observations of Daily Magnetic
Variations in Low Latitudes.

(4) Charts

Isogonic, isoclinic, and isomagnetic charts of H, Z, and F for
the United States and for Alaska, for epoch 1955.0, are being
compiled and will be published by the Coast and Geodetic Survey
on or about January 1, 1955. All of the charts will contain isoporic
lines. The United States charts will show somewhat more detail
of line configuration than the \Vorld Charts described below.
but the lilies in the border areas of the US. Charts will coincide
with corresponding lines on the World Charts.

A complete set of \Vorld Magnetic Charts (for D, I, H, Z, and

F) for epoch 1955.0 is being compiled by the Coast and Geodetic

Survey for publication by the United States Navy Hydrographic
Office on or about January 1, 1955. Through a program of inter—

comparison with the Royal Observatory of England and the
Dominion Observatory of Canada, it is expected that all but
minor differences will be eliminated between the charts pub—
lished by the United States and those for the salne epoch that
are being published by Great Britain and Canada. In addition
to the \Vorld Magnetic Charts there will be a polar Isogriv Chart
of the north polar area, on which lines of equal “grivation” will
be shown. The reference framework will be rectangular grid
rather than the geographic coordinates, grid north being the
direction on the chart of any line drawn parallel to the Green-
wich Meridian. The northerly direction of the Greenwich Me—
ridian (or southerly direction of the 180th Meridian) determines
the sense of the grid north direction. Grivation at any location
on the chart is the angle between grid north and magnetic north.

The \Vorld Charts are based on all available observations
between 1900 and the present time, each observation being re—

duced to the chart epoch by the application of secular change
derived from observatory and repeat—station data, using the i111-

pulse method devised in the Coast and Geodetic Survey. After
all observations are reduced to epoch, the mean value of the
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magnetic element is plotted at the mean position in each one—

degree quadrangle for control of the isolines. From the basic

isopors and isomagnetic lines of D, H, and I, scalings are Inade

at five-degree grid inter-sections for the computation of Z,

F, A Z, and A F. However, within the regions where Inclination

exceeds 80", Z replaces I as a basic chart, and I is computed
from H and Z.

Another special isogonic chart being compiled by the Coast

and Geodetic Survey covers tlle area of the Great Lakes, de—

picting the isogonic lines for epoch 1955.0 in somewhat greater
detail for that area than will be shown on the U. S. Isogonic
Chart. Preparation of this chart is a cooperative project between

the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the U. S. Lake Survey, Corps
of Engineers, U. S. Army; its primary purpose is to furnish mag—

netic information for the use of navigators on the Great Lakes.

(5) Publications and Reports

Beginning with 1950, magnetic observatory publications of the

Coast and Geodetic Survey have been in the form of a single yearly
volume for each observatory, containing both reproductions of

inagnetograms and tabulations of hourly values of D, H, and Z,
with daily sums and means and with hourly sums and means

(by months). Results for 1950 have been published for Chelten—

ham, Tucson, San Juan, Sitka, College, and Honolulu; good pro-

gress has been made on the preparation of 1951 results for pub—
lication.

Magnetic Observatory Manual, by the late H. E. McComb, Spe-
cial Publication No. 283 of the US. Coast and Geodetic Survey
was published in 1953, and has been widely distributed.

Reversible Susceptibility and the Induction Factor used in

Geomagnetism, by David G. Knapp, Special Publication No. 301

of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, published in 1954, is a spe—

cialized pamphlet developing some relations which connect cer-

tain parameters of magnets, as traditionally used in geomagnetic
work, with the pertinent physical properties of the materials. It

also discusses comprehensively the small effects of the ambient

medium 011 the actions of magnets.
Another volume in the long—continued series of United States

Magnetic Tables and Magnetic Charts, the current one being for

1955, is now being compiled and will be ready for publication
in 1956. The volume will include secular change tables useful

for determining the secular change of D, H, and I at any point
in the United States between any two dates for which sufficient

magnetic data are available — specifically, between any early
date and 1955, the date of the tables.
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(6) Magnetic Field Changes
The isopors or lines of equal annual change for 1955 show no

striking changes since the previous charts were published. The
foci are still in about the Sallie location, though for dip and
vertical intensity the rather strong focus of negative change in
the tropical Atlantic has become even stronger and more wide—

spread than it was in 1945. In horizontal intensity the foci still,
as in 1945, seem to fall into a pattern of alternating zones of

positive and negative change encircling the earth, the total area

exhibiting each Sign being about the same, This, of course, con-

trasts sharply with the previous era of long standing when the
areas of negative changes were much larger than those of posi-
tive changes

Part B: Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska

(The following paragraphs on activities of the Institute in the specific
field of geomagnetism are taken from a report received about February 8,
1954 from the Director of the Geophysical Institute, C. T. Elvey.)

Much attention has been given to geomagnetic investigation.
Considerable progress has been made with very extensive study
of the solar and lunar daily variations of the three magnetic
elements at Sitka. The data used cover about 50 years, from the
institution of the observatory by the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey, in 1902, up to the end of 1952. Much help was

received in this work from the USC&GS and from the \Vatson
Scientific Computing Laboratory of Columbia University. A

preliminary report on part of the results for the solar daily
variation was given at the Third Alaskan Science Conference,
September, 1953.

The morphology of magnetic storms has also been studied.

Using the material on which Chapman based his first paper on

this subject (Proc. Roy. Soc. London, A, 95, 61~83, 1919) the
time variation of the SD part of the variation has been deter-
mined in more detail as a function of storm time. The results
have been published, and a new general discussion of magnetic
storm morphology is in course of publication. A preliminary
study of the storm—time variation of the horizontal magnetic
force at Sitka has been made, and is being published. An ex—

tensive investigation of storm morphology based on new material
has been begun, and as a preliminary 3416 magnetic storms

during the period 1902 to 1945 have been classified according
to intensity on a new basis.

A study has been made (and its results are being published)
of the problems of geomagnetism in which rocket—borne mag—
netometers can give valuable assistance.

A note has been published concerning the enhancement of the
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sudden-connnencement change of horizontal force at Huancayo
in the case of magnetic storms that begin during the day hours

at that observatory.

Part C: Gates and Crellin Laboratories, California Institute

of Technology
(The following paragraph was received from O. R \Vulf

about February 15, 1954.)

In connection with the mechanism of the production of geo—

magnetic activity Nicholson and \anf‘ have given evidence that

there is a tendency for quiet days to precede disturbed days. It is

suggested that this may be inherent in the mechanism. From

the point of view of an atmospheric theory of magnetic activity
earlier outlined, this in turn suggests investigation of the charac—

ter of changes in the large~seale circulation of the atmosphere
that might be involved in such activity. Wulf has continued

earlier studies2 of the daily variation of the earth’s magnetic
field in relation to the large—scale circulation of the atmosphere
based on the implications of the dynamo theory of the daily
variation of the field and the possibility that large—scale air

motions in the ionosphere and in the low atmosphere may be

appreciably interrelated. \Vulf3 has suggested that a source of

excitation of the airglow and the aurora may be found in large-
scale zonal winds in the ionosphere cutting the earth’s magnetic
field and leading by dynamo action to potential differences

sufficient to produce excitation by electron impact.

Part D: Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, CIlV

(This information was supplied by E H. Vestine.)

Astronomers have found from accurate time determinations,

based on observations of the stars, the moon, and Mercury, that

the earth does not rotate at a uniform rate. After suitable correc—

tions based on the interactions of astronomical bodies and on

the slow deceleration of the earth due to tidal action in shallow

ocean areas, there yet remains a considerable and puzzling
fluctuation in the rate of the earth’s rotation during time inter—

vals as short as fifty years.
It now appears likely that an explanation of this has been

found; it may be related to slow changes in the magnetic field

of the earth. From a study of the time fluctuation in the rate

of westward drift of the world—wide geomagnetic field during
the period 1885—1945, it has been inferred that there is a cor—

1 Nicholson and Walt, Pub. A.S.P., 64, 26.3 (1952).
2 Wolf and Hodge, J. (ieophys. Hes., 55, 1 (1950).
3 Wulf, J. Geophys. Res, 58, 531 (1953).
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responding time fluctuation in motion westward of the outer

portion of the earth’s liquid core. The changes in motion of the
outer core are about 25 times as rapid as those found from

astronomy for the earth’s surface. and in the opposite sense. The

irregular motion of heavy liquid in the earth’s core, shown by
the magnetic changes, seems to be what is required to explain
the fluctuation in the rate of the earth’s rotation 011 the basis
of conversion of angular momentum.

This deduction is checked in another way. The geomagnetic
data show that the westward fluctuation in motion of the earth’s
outer core is accompanied by a fluctuating motion of the outer
core about an axis perpendicular to the earth’s axis of rotation.
This transverse supply of angular momentum, with the same

moment of inertia required for explaining the fluctuation in rate
of rotation, is adequate to explain the year—to—year variations
of latitude observed by astronomers. Preliminary calculations give
a shift of the north pole relative to the axis of rotation, of about
12 feet from 1910 to 1940, in good accord with some studies by
astronomers. Hence, two major geophysical problems are solved
by the same mechanism. Other existing experimental data on

the earth and atmosphere show that only in the core does there
exist the capacity for the rapid and large changes in angular
momentum required.

This study at DTM also affords an estimate of the upper limit
of electric conductivity of the lower mantle. In order that the

electromagnetic couple between core and mantle provide suit-
able time constants for relative motion, the electric conductivity
of the lower mantle should be about 7.5 X 10‘9 emu. A simulta-
neous study undertaken at Scripps Institution gave similar
results.

In cooperative study by the Geophysical Institute of Alaska
and Department of Terrestrial Magnetism it was discovered that
the sudden commencement of the magnetic storms at Huancayo
may be as much as four times as great in amplitude in the day-
time as at stations some hundreds of km distant from the mag-
netic equator.

In another study it was found that a similar augmentation
of the initial phase occurs also at Huancayo in the daytime.
These two results permit the new conclusion that the immediate
source of field during the sudden commencement and initial

phase is located within the atmosphere. Since it is known that
the major sources of magnetic disturbance in polar regions are

atmospheric in location, it may be inferred that about 75 per
cent of the field arises from electric currents flowing in the

atmosphere.
The foregoing results were predicted and found by the dynamo

theory of magnetic disturbance, on the basis that the dynamo
theory of the quiet day diurnal variation leads to the expecta—
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tion of augmentation by day at Huancyao. An attempt was made

to derive possible wind systems for the main phase of magnetic
storms, using atmospheric electric current systems derived from

the data. The winds derived appear to agree with some observed

features of ionospheric winds, but a mechanism for producing
the sudden commencement of storms was not found. The theory
also predicts the presence of toroidal fields, especially in auroral

regions. It is believed that the dynamo theory of disturbance may

be at least partially responsible for magnetic storms. As our

Japanese co-workers have shown, no real difficulty has been

found other than that the upper air winds may not blow in the

manner required.
An interesting consequence of the dynamo theory is that the

zonal winds in ionized regions should produce toroidal magnetic
fields in the ionosphere. The main current flow yielding these

magnetic fields may be upward near the equator, thence pole—
wards, and finally equatorwards at lower levels. If the latter

are near the E—region, westward flowing Hall currents may he

expected, yielding the storm—time variation at ground level. The

oppositely directed Hall currents in higher regions where the

gyrofrequency exceeds the collisional frequency should be negli—

gible, if the F—region is electrically neutral. Initially, if the wind-

system is heat driven, the air circulation will be mainly meridi-

onal, producing the initial phase of storms by the dynamo action

of electrically conducting air moving equatorwards at lower

levels of the ionosphere. It can be shown that the fate of such a

meridional circulation, once initially established, will as the

result of further acceleration become a mainly zonal circulation.

In this case the counter—acceleration of the zonal winds will

tend to reduce and extinguish the original meridional flow.

A slow recovery to the initially undisturbed condition may then

take place.

Part E: Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University
(This information was received from E. H. Vestine.)

An observatory type variometer measuring changes in total

magnetic intensity with time has been developed. In this instru—

ment the magnet system is suspended on a horizontal quartz
fiber. The magnet is supported in the plane of the geomagnetic
field, with its magnetic axis normal to the total field. Tests made

thus far have been encouraging.

Part F: Naval Ordnance Laboratory
(This information was provided by L. R, Alldrcdge.)

The Naval Ordnance Laboratory has developed an improved
alrborne magnetometer which makes it possible to determine
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the entire magnetic vector from measurements made in an air-

plane. More details of this are given under the chapter on Mag—
netic Airborne Surveys. A complete account of this development
has been submitted to the Transactions of the American Geo-

physical Union for publication.
A study has been made of time variations in the Earth’s mag—

netic field in a higher frequency range than is common in geo—
magnetic work. An analysis of earlier records of vertical com-

ponent variations taken at Tucson, Arizona, during short rc-

cording intervals in 1947 and 1948 showed peak amplitudes as

large as 0.6 gamma with a pulse duration of 60 seconds. The

amplitudes were roughly inversely proportional to the one»half

power of the frequency in the frequency range from 1/100 cps
to 1.0 cps.

Variations in the horizontal component of the Earth’s mag—
netic field were measured at Pt. Barrow, Alaska, in July and

August of 1950. The amplitudes of the variations were approxi—
mately inversely proportional to their frequencies. The average
of three largest signals in each three—hour period decreased froln
about 20 gamma at 0.0075 cps to about 0.5 gamma at 1 cps. The

amplitudes correlated closely with the K indiccs at Pt. Barrow.
Similar measurements have been made at White Oak, Maryland.
The correlation with the local K indices was not as good as it
was at Pt. Barrow. In all the measurements in this frequency
range the record of the variations is made on magnetic tape and

subsequently played back 60 times faster than the recording
speed to simplify analysis.

Data have been obtained on the audio frequency geomagnetic
field fluctuations at Pt. Barrow, Alaska; Panama City, Florida;
and \Vhite Oak, Maryland. Results indicate that the major source

of these fluctuations is atmospheries. Signal strength has been
found to vary approximately inversely as the first power of fre—

quency at all three stations. Extrapolating the low frequency
end of these curves yields values at 1 cps which are larger by
at least an order of magnitude than the measured values at 1 cps
indicating that a different source is responsible for the lower

frequency variations below 1 cps. In the audio frequency range,
for the three stations considered, the signal strength decreased
with increasing latitude, as would be expected for manifestations
of thunderstorm activity and as opposed to fluctuations asso-

ciated with ionospheric activity.
The above work on magnetic field variations has been reported

at the technical meetings of the AGU and abstracts of the work
can be found in the published program schedules. It is expected
that it will soon be published in detail.
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Chapter III

MAGNETIC AIRBORNE SURVEYS

J1 \V. JOYCE

Steady progress has been reported in the development and

uses of airborne magnetometers during the period since the

Brussels Meeting of the International Union of Geodesy and

Geophysics in 1951.

In the United States. airborne surveys have been flown for

both prospecting and mapping purposes. The U. S. Geological
Survey has continued to operate the total intensity magneto—
meter in about the same form it had in 1951. Flight traverse miles

have been surveyed at a rate of about 25,000 a year. Emphasis
has been placed on major geological features such as the Appa—
lachian Geosyueline and the Boulder Batholith. Interpretation
techniques have been improved and models have been utilized

to aid in making such interpretations.
Commercial companies in the United States have surveyed

areas on a speculative basis, selling results in the same way that

aerial photographs are sold.

The mapping operations are the results of joint efforts by the

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, the U. S. Naval Ordnance Labo—

ratory, the U. S. Naval Hydrographic Office. and the U. S. Air

Force. Progress to date includes the development of successively
improved instruments. designated as Airborne Vector Magneto—
meters VAM—lA and VAN—12A. The first of these instruments was

reported at Brussels. and a descriptive paper on the second is

now in preparation. The VAM \ has been flight tested to the

extent of about 40,000 miles of tiaverse, and based on these tests.

probable errors in the elements F. I. D. H and Z are estimated

to be 15 gammas, 3 minutes, 5 minutes, 40 gammas, and 30

gamlnas (for a dip angle of 00°) respectively. It is expected that

improved magnetic compensation of the aircraft will further

reduce errors, particularly for the elements F, H and Z. Flights
were usually made at an altitude of 10,000 feet. Plans are now

being Inade to fly at 20.000 feet to take advantage of smoother

air as soon as pressurized aircraft become available.

In conclusion. it can be said that despite relatively high costs

of instrument developlnent and construction. as well as the

rather extensive auxiliary equipments needed to properly locate

the magnetic profiles geographically, airborne magnetic surveys
are being performed at increasing rates in many areas. and

instrumental performance and data reduction techniques are

being steadily improved.
More detailed information can he found in the report of the

Special Committee for Magnetic Airborne Surveys.
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Chapter IV

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

E. H. VESTINE

A statistical study by G. R. \Vait, published posthumously,
covers measures of total conductivity, potential gradient, and

current density at Tucson, Arizona, for the 17 years 193571951.
The diurnal variation in positive and negative conductivity,

potential gradient, and air-earth current is given in terms of

17-yearly means by months.

The corresponding means by months are also derived. The
most conspicuous seasonal variation is a decrease in conductivity
and a corresponding increase in potential gradient during the
winter months. This probably arises because of a local effect
due to increased pollution during the winter.

The year to year changes in the annual means of these com-

ponents are also derived. Apart from fluctuations of a few years,
the tendency of the potential gradient is to rise approximately
linearly with time, and that of conductivity is to fall at an in—

creasing rate. These are undoubtedly due to increased pollution
of the air. However, the air—earth current is not constant, so that
other local or world wide effects may be present.

Chapter V

IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS

A. H. SHAPLEY

Excellent summaries of progress in ionospheric physics in the

U. S. exist in several places, in particular the reviews which

appear annually in the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio

Engineers, and need not be repeated here in extenso. In addition,
abstracts appear regularly in Physical Abstracts and Proc. IRE.
and lists of publications in the Journal of Geophysical Research
and the Transactions of the American Geophysical Union. The

present report will mention only the types of work being under—
taken at some of the principal research centers and some un—

published studies.

The lower regions of the ionosphere have been explored in
low frequency experiments at Penn State, CRPL and elsewhere.

Principal results at CRPL are: strong correlation of irregulari-
ties shown in 160 he soundings and geomagnetic K—indices,
evidence for a strong absorbing region to oblique rays below
80 km, and the description of a night—time layer between E and
F1 heights from observations with a sweep‘frequeney LF re-

corder. Progress has been made, especially at Penn State, on
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deVeloping a suitable theoly of wave plopagation at low f1L-

quencies whe1e the usual my theory is a [1001 approximation.
The theo1v has been compaled in detail Vvith 150 kc soundings.

CRPL has begun a systematic study of oblique incidence HF

p1opagation with synchronized sweep flequcncy 1ec01de1s at

eithei end and vertical soundings at the midpoint. Early 1esults

in genelal were closely in accord with standald t1ansmission

the01y. Studies of the 1egular ionosphelic laVers also include

eclipse effects and travelling disturbances by the Calnegie Insti-

tution Ionosphe1ic storm studies at CRPL have concerned storm

time Va1iati0ns and regional maps of F2 laye1 disturbances, in

addition to the systematic 1adio propagation disturbance fo1e-

casting program. Auroral-radio studies have been carried on at

Cornell and at Alaska’s Geophysical Institute.

Apparent wind motions at ionospheric heights have been

measured at Stanford by meteor techniques and by CRPL and

Stanford by the drift of fading patterns along the ground. Speeds
are commonly 100—300 meters per second with some apparent
diurnal and seasonal trends. The results by the two methods

show only rough correlation. The search for general tidal effects

in the ionosphere (CRPL) has met Vvith only limited success.

The role of turbulence has been considered at Penn State and

elsewhere and is getting increased attention.

Propagation of VHF radio signals over long distances by
ionospheric scattering has been described, a 50 me signal being
always present in an experiment over a 775 km transmission

path. Long distance hackscatter of HF signals has been studied

at Stanford, MIT and CRPL and this promises to be an important
technique to augment vertical soundings in the evaluation of

propagation on oblique transmission paths. The scatter seems

almost entirely from the ground, via the ionosphere. and not

from the ionosphere itself; there is negligible difference between

land and water as scattering regions. CRPL has made sweep—

frequency as well as fixed-frequency experiments.

Chapter VI

AURORAL AND NIGHT SKY STUDIES

C. W. GARTLEIN

The Conference on Ionosphcric Physics (Pennsylvania State

College, July 1950) and the Conference on Auroral Physics (L011-
don, 011t., July 1951), both sponsored by the Geophysics Research

Directorate of the Air Force Cambridge Research Center, and the

work of Meinel and Gartlein on hydrogen have given auroral

research a great stimulus. To keep this report to reasonable
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length only brief remarks are made on the work of each group.
This is immediately followed by a bibliography of work done by
that group. A chart at the end summarizes work being done.

Part A: Air Force Cambridge Research Center,
Geophysics Research Directorate

The Geophysical Research Directorate of the Air Force Cam—

bridge Research Center under the direction of N. C. Gerson and

N. J. Oliver has made short period observations of both aurora

and night sky. It also sponsors many other projects. A list of

papers follows:

(1) Chamberlain, J. W. and N. J. Oliver ,__ OH in the airglow at high
latitudes, Letter Phys. Rev. 90, 1118, June 15, 1953

(2) Chamberlain, J. W. and N. J. Oliver 7 Stellar absorption lines in

night-sky spectra, Astrophys. J. 118, 19779, September 1953
(3) Chamberlain, J. W. and N. J. Oliver —— Atomic and molecular transi-

tions in auroral spectra, J. Geophys. Res. 58, 457—472, December
1953

(4) Gerson, N. C. fl Radio observations of the aurora on November 19,
1949, Nature 167, 804—5, May 19, 1951

(5) Gerson, N. C. 7* Correlation of auroras with increased cosmic ray

intensity (November 19, 1949), Letter to Nature 167, 89475, June 2,
1951

(6) Gerson, N. C. i A critical survey of ionosphere temperature, Rep.
Phys. Soc. Progress in Phys. 14, 316~65, 1951

(7) (ierson, N. C. and J. Kaplan — Nomenclature of the upper atmOS<

phere, J. Atmos. Terr. Phys, 1, 200, 1951

(8) Oliver, N. J. — Some recent work on the night airglow, URSI Pro—
gram Ottawa Ont. 1953, p. 14, abst.

(9) Oliver, N. J., S. J. Wolnik, J. C. Scanlon and J. W. Chamberlain fl

Some remarks on spectra of low-intensity auroras, Letter J.O.S.A.
43, 710, Aug. 1953

(10) Edwards, H. D. * Day sky brightness (airglow) measured by

Rocket-{write photo-electric photometer, URSI Program Ottawa 1953,
p. 1

, aist.

(11) Foderaro, A. and T. M. Donahue # Production of sodium airglow
excitation by imprisonment of resonance radiation, Letter in Phys.
Rev. 91, 1561, September 15, 1953

Part B: Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska

The Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska under
the direction of C. T. Elvey and Sydney Chapman has begun
intensive visual obser 'ations of aurora from 5 stations in Alaska
and is developing new methods for this work. A program of

photometry, spectroscopy and radio reflection research has

begun. A list of publications follows:

(1) Wilcox, J. B. — Characteristics of night sky at College, Alaska, Mixed
Commission on Ionosphere, Brussels, 81‘84, 1959

(2) Elvey, C. T. 7 Progress in studies of the airglow in upper air

research, Amer. J. Phys. 18, 431—7, October 1950
(3) Barbier, D. and D. R. Williams _ Observations of the aurora

borealis, J. Geopliys. Res. 55, 401*14, December 1950
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(4) Barbier, D. and H. Petit — Photometric results on airglow and

aurora at College, Alaska, Ann. Géophys. 8, 232—47, no. 2, 1952

(5) Heppner, J. 1)., E. C. Byrne and A. E. Belon — The association of

absorption and E, ionization with aurora at high latitudes, J. Geo-

phys. Res. 57, 121—134, March 1952

(6) Hepner, G., L. Herman and R. Herman — Processes of emission of

the molecular and atomic spectra of nitrogen observed in the light
of the polar aurora, Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union 33, 489—494,

August 1952

(7) Herman, R., C. chiger and L. Herman — Emission of the forbidden

oxygen lines by molecular dissociation, Letter in Phys. Rev. 82, 751,
June 1, 1951

(8) Herman, L. and H. Leinback — A photographic study of changes of

infra red emission in the polar aurora, Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union,

32, 679—82, October 1951

(9) Chapman, S. — The geometry of radio echoes from aurorae, J.

Atmos. Terr. Phys. 3, 1—29, 1953

(10) Chapman, S. — Notes on auroral geometry and optics, I — to locate

an elevated point viewed from two ground stations in the same

diametral plane, J. Geophys. Res. 58, 347—52, 1953

(11) Chapman, S. — Note on the grazing — incidence integral (Ch (x, 2))
for monochromatic absorption in an exponential atmosphere, Proc.

Phys. Soc. London B—GG, 710—712, 1953

(12) Chapman S. and D. W. N. Stibbs — Solar eclipses and the aurora

borealis, Sky and Telescope 13, 35 39, December 1953

(13) Cain, J. C. — Auroral radio-echo table and diagram for a station in

geomagnetic latitude 56", J. (ieophys. Res, 58, 377—380, 1953

(14) Knecht, R. W. — Relationship between aurorae and sporadic E

echoes, Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union, 33. 323, 1952 (abst.)
(15) Agy, V. — The location of the auroral absorption zone, URSI Pro-

gram, Ottawa, 1953, p. 31, abst.

Part C: Institute of Geophysics, University of California

The Institute of Geophysics of the University of California at

Los Angclcs has continued work on study of excitation conditions

in night sky spectra and under contract with the U. S. \Veather

Bureau has summarized data on the upper atmosphere. Papers
are listed below:

(1) Kaplan, J. Survey of data and theoretical analysis of the upper

atmosphere, Univ. of California at Los Angeles, 1950 (US. Weather

Bureau Contract Cwl) 7904)
(2) Kaplan, J. — Laboratory studies related to the physics of the upper

atmosphere, )lcm. Soc. Roy. Sci. Liége 12, 295—302, 1952

Part D: Colgate University
D. K. Berkcy ot' the Physics Department of Colgate University

has studied the intensity versus heights of some auroral features

on Cornell plates. He has acquired a grating spectrograph. dis—

persion about 60 A per 111111., which he used in Norway on a

Fulbright Fellowship. He obtained several fine aurora and night
sky spectra and continues use of this at Colgate. The spectro—
graph t'ocusses an image of the sky on the slit so spectrum versus

height determinations can be made.

It?
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C. L. Henshaw has continued to supervise and operate the
second station for height determinations with Cornell,

Part E: Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie
Institution of lVashington

E. H. Vestine has contributed important papers on new auroral

theory as follows:

(1) Vestine, E H. — Note on geomagnetic disturbance, J. Geophys. Res.
58, 539—541, December 1953

(2) Vestine, E. H. — Winds in the upper atmosphere deduced from the
dynamo theory of geomagnetic disturbance, J. Geophys. Res. 59

93—128, March 1954

Part F: Cornell University
C. \V. Gartlein of the Physics Department has continued to

collect visual aurora observations from a wide territory to give
a continuous record for 15 years. Patrol spectrograms and photo-
electric records are also available for each night in the program
under sponsorship of the National Geographic Society. Motion

picture records have been taken of all displays since 1939.
The extensive ionosphere project under H. G. Booker and the

aurora program operate simultaneously on the larger displays.
Unpublished results concern the relation between K figure and

southern extent of aurora, and the shape of the south side of the
overhead auroral zone. A list of papers follows:

(1) Moore, R. K. — A \'.H.F. propagation phenomenon associated with

aurora, J. Geophys. Res. 56, 97—106, March 1951

(2) Moore, R. K. — Aurora and magnetic storms, QST vol. 35, 14—19,
June 1951

(3) Moore, R. K. — Theory of radio scattering from the aurora, Trans.
Inst. Radio Eng. Prof. Group on Ant. and Prop. nr. 3, 217 30,
August 1952

(4) Booker, H. G., C. W. Gartlcin and B. Nichols — An interpretation of

radio
reflections from the aurora, URSI Program, Ottawa, 1953, p. 33

a )st.

(5) (iartleiu, C. W. Protons and the aurora, Letter in Phys. Rev. 81,
463—4, February 1, 1951

(6) Gartlcin, C. W. — Protons and the aurora, Letter to Nature 167,
277, February 17, 1951

(7) Gartlein, C. W. — Protons and the aurora, Letter Trans. Amer.
Geophys. Union 32, 120, February 1951

(8) Gartlein, C, W. and R. K. Moore — Southern extent of aurora

borealis in North America, J. Geophys. Res. 56, 85—96, March 1951
(9) Gartlein, C. W. The appearance of H in auroral spectra, Me'm.

Soc. Roy. Sci. Liege 12, 195—8, 1952
(10) Gartleiu, C. W. and D. K. Berk

'

— The variation of intensity with
height for the light of an auroral arc, Mem. Soc. Roy. Sci. Liege 12,
199—201, 1952

(11) Gartlein, C. W. and D. F. Sherman — Identification of 0; bands and

forbidden N in auroral spectra, Mem. Soc. Roy. Sci. Liege 12, 187—
190, 1952
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(12) Gartlein, C. W. and G. Sprague First positive bands of nitrogen
in auroral spectra, Mém. Soc. Roy. Sci. Lii‘ge 12, 191—193, 1952

(13) Gartlein, C. W. — Hydrogen and the aurora, Trans. Amer. Geophys.
Union 33, 321, 1952 (al)st.)

(14) Gartlein, C. W. and D. S. Kimball — A graphic method of reporting
aurora observations, Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union 33, 321, 1952

(abst.)

(15) Gartlein, C. W. and G. Sprague — Hydrogen in aurorae, URSI Pro-

gram, Ottawa, 1953, p. 12

(16) Gartlein. C. W. and S. L. Boothroyd — Auroral height determinations

in lower latitudes, URSI Program, Ottawa, 1953, p. 13

(17) Kimball, D. S, — The aurora, Sky and Telescope 13, 40—43, Decem-

ber 1953

(18) School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New

York. Quarterly progress reports, Studies on propagation in the

ionosphere. Work under U. S. Signal Corps Contract W36—039—

80—44518 and SC—15547

Part G: Central Radio Propagation Laboratory,
National Bureau of Standards

The Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the National

Bureau of Standards has studied relation of radio transmission

in Alaska to auroral phenomena. Papers are listed under Geo-

physical Institute, University of Alaska.

Part H: Harvard College Observatory

D. H Mcnzel of the Harvard College Observatory has applied
hydrodynamic theory to the study of formation of the aurora.

0. Oldenberg and L. M. Branscoml) have made extensive

studies, labo‘ator; and theoretical, on excitation processes in

night sky and aurora. A list of papers follows:

(1) Branseoml), L. M. — Anomalous molecular rotation and the tem-

perature of the upper atmosphere, Phys. Rev. 79, 619—26, August
15, 1950

(2) Branscomb, L. M. — The infrared spectrum of active nitrogen,
Phys. Rev. 82, 83—86, April 1, 1951

(3) Branscomb, L. M. Criteria for Dre-exposure of spectroscopic
plates, J.O.S.A. 41, 2" 200, April 1951

(4) Branscomb, L. M. — Emission of the atmospheric oxygen bands in

discharges and after glows, Letter in Phys. Rev. 80, 258, April 15,
1952

(5) Branscoml), L. 31., R. J. Shalek and T. W. Bonner — Intensity
distribution in nitrogen bands excited in auroras and by high-
energy protons and hydrogen atoms, Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union

35, 107—113, February 1954

(6) Menzel, D. H. — Magnetic hydrodynamic theory of prominences and

of the aurora borealis, Convegno di Seienze Fisiche Mathematiche

e Naturali 14—19 September 1952, Rome, Accad. Naz. di Lincei 1953

(7) Menzel, D. H. — The origin and physical state of the aurora borealis,
Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union 33, 316, 1952 (al)st.)

(8)
gngenberg,

O. — Excitation of sunlit aurora, Z. Phys. 133, 15—20,
a

(9) O'ldcnberg, 0. — Active nitrogen, airglow, Phys. Rev. 90, 727—30,
June 1, 1953

10'
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Part I: Naval Research Laboratory
The Naval Research Laboratory under the direction of E. O.

Hulburt has studied the intensity distribution and changes in the

twilight sky and have contributed ideas 011 the Inanner of solar

particle influx.

Secretary’s note: For more details on this problem see Part C
of Chapter VIII.

A list of papers follows:

(1) Koomen, M. J., C. Lock, D. M. Packer, R. Scolnik, R. Tousey and
E. O. Hulburt — Measurements of the brightness of the twilight
sky, .1. O. S. A. 42, 353—6, May 1952

(2) Hulburt, E. O. — Explanation of the brightness and color of the sky,
particularly the twilight sky, J.0.S.A. 43, 113—48, February 1953

(3) Bennett, Wt H. and E. O. Hullmrt — agnetic self-focusing of
auroral protons, Letter in Phys. Rev. 91, 1362, September 15, 1953

Part J: Naval Ordnance Test Station

The Naval Ordnance Test Station at Inyokern, California has
made some aurora studies in Alaska in cooperation with the

Geophysical Institute and made important studies of nightglow
distribution and variation. A list of papers follows:

(1) Davis, D. N. — Variation of (01) emission (5577) on the night of
5/6 January 1951, J. Geophys. Res. 56, 567—575, December 1951

(2) Roach, F. E. and H. B. Petit — On the diurnal variation of (01)
5577 in the nightglow, J. Geophys. Res. 56, 325—53, September 1951

(3) Roach, F. E. and H. B. Petit — The annual variation of sodium D
in the night glow, Ann. d‘Astrophys. 14, 392—8, November 4, 1951

(4) Roach, F. E. and H. B. Petit — Excitation patterns in the night
glow, Mcm. Soc. Roy. Sci. Liége 12, 13—42, no. 1—2, 1952

(5) Roach, F. E., D. R. Williams and H. B. Petit — Diurnal variation of
(OI) 5577 in the night glow, geographical studies, J. Geophys. Res.
58, 73—82, March 1953

(6) Reach, F. E., D. R. Williams and H. B. Petit — Diurnal variation of
(OI) 5577 in the night glow, Astrophys. J. 117, 456—60, May 1953

(7) Roach, F. E., H. B. Petit, D. R. Williams, P. St. Amand and D. N.
Davis — Four year study of (OI) 5577 in night sky, Ann. d’Astro—
phys. 16, no. 4, 185—205, 1953

(8) Asburn, E. V. — Brightness and color of the twilight sky, Letter to
J.O.S.A. ~13, 805—6, September 1953

(9) Ashhurn, E. V. — The density of the upper atmosphere and the

llié'ightness
of the twilight sky, J. Geophys. Res. 57, 85—93, March

5‘

(10) Roach, F. E., H. B. Petit, E. Landl)erg-Hanssen and D, N. Davis —

Observations of the zodiaeal light, Astrophys. J, 119, 253—273,
January 1954

Part K: Yale University
D. S. Kimball of Yale University Observatory has made visual

aurora observations tor many years, has largely designed a new

system of reporting visual observations and tested this for two

years on a group of observers from the American Association of
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Variable Star Observers. He is now studying the great aurora

of 1859 and 28 auroras of recent years. He is developing charts

to display these data and show the morphology and geographical
coverage of the aurora. His work is part of the Cornell program.

Part L: Yerkes Observatory
A. B. Meinel of the Yerkes Observatory has directed an exten—

sive program on the night sky and aurora giving important
results on new bands, hydrogen influx and motions in the aurora.

A list of papers follows:

(1) Meinel, A. B. — New Nt bands in infrared of auroras, C. R. Acad,

Sci. Paris 231, 1049—50, November 13,1950
(2) Meinel, A. B. — A new band system of N + in the infrared auroral

spectrum, Astrophys. J. 112, 562—3, November 1950

(3) Meinel, A. B. — 02 emission bands in the infrared spectrum of the

night sky, Astrophys. J. 112, 464—8, November 1950

(4) Meinel, A. B. — Evidence of entry into the upper atmosphere of

Eighispefgd (protons
during auroral activity, Science 112, 590, Novem-

er 7, 5

(5) Meinel, A. B. — On the entry into the earth’s atmosphere of 57 kev.

froigng during auroral activity, Phys. Rev. 80, 1096—7, December

5, 5

(6) Maine], A. B. — Doppler-shifted auroral hydrogen emission, Astro«

phys. J. 113, 50—59, January 1951

(7) Meinel, A. B. — The auroral spectrum from 6200 to 8900 A, Astro-

phys. J. 113, 583—8, May 1951

(8) Meinel, A. B. — The spectrum of the airglow and the aurora, Rep.
Phys. Soc. Prog. Phys. 14, 121—46, 1951

(9) Meinel, A. B. — The analysis of auroral emission borealis bands
from the A217 state ot‘N;,Astrophys. J. 114, 431—7, November 1951

(10) Meinel, A. B. and C. Y. Fan — Laboratory reproduction of aurora

emission by proton bombardment, Note in Astrophys. J. 115, 330—

331, March 1952

(11) Meinel, A. B. — Excitation mechanisms in the aurora, Mém. Soc.

Roy. Sci. Liege 12, 203—13, no. 1—2, 1952

(12) Meinel, A. B. and D. H. Schulte — A note on auroral motions, Note
in Astrophys. J. 117, 454—5, May 1953

(13) Meinel, A. B. — Origin of the continuum in the night sky spectrum,
Astrophys. J. 118, 200—4, September 1953

(14) Maine], A. B. — Aspheric field correctors for large telescopes, Astro-

phys. J. 118, 335—44, September 1953

(15) Fan, C. Y. and A. B. \leinel — Laboratory ionic-impact emission

spectra, Astrophys. J. 118, 205—13, September 1953

(16) \Ieinel, A. B. — Systematic upper atmospheric motions during auro-

ral displays, URSI Program Ottawa, 1953,13. 36, abst.

(17) Fan, C. Y. — The possible role of accelerated secondary electrons
in the aurora, Astrophys. J. 119, 294—5, January 1954

Part M: Miscellaneous Canadian Papers
The important work at Saskatoon and Ottawa is represented

by 14 papers in the U. S. journals, listed below:

(1) Turner, R. G. and R. W. Nicholls — Intensity distribution of first

negative (B22—>X2Z‘) band system of N3, Letter to Phys. Rev. 82,
290, April 15, 1951
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(2) Montgomery, C. E. and R. W. Nicholls — Fractional transition prob»
abilities of the first positive band system (BUY—A32) of molecular

nitrogen, Letter in Phys. Rev. 82, 565—6, May 15, 1951

(3) Jarmain, W. R., P. A. Fraser and R. W. Nicholls — Vibrational
transition probabilities of diatomic molecules: N2,N ;, 1'0 and O ;,
Astrophys. J. 118, 228—33, September 1953

(4) Dahstrom, C. E. and D. M. Hunten —O 3 and H in auroral spectrum,

Letter in Phys. Rev. 84, 378—9, October 15, 1951

(5) Jones, A. V., D. M. Hunten and G. G. Shepherd — Rotational tem-

peratures of auroral N; bands, Astrophys. J. 118, 350—1, September
1953

(6) Dalby, F. W. and A. E. Douglas — Laboratory observation of the
ANY—XL" band of the N; molecule, Letter in Phys. Rev. 84, 843,
November 15, 1951

(7) Petrie, W. and R. Small — The intensities of ultraviolet features of
the auroral spectrum, J. Geophys. Res. 57, 51—57, March 1952

(8) Petrie, W. and R. Small — The auroral spectrum in the wavelength
range 3300—8900 A, Astrophys. J. 116, 433—41, September 1952

(9) Petrie, W. — Forbidden lines of N11 in the aurora, Phys. Rev. 87,
1002, September 15, 1952

(10) Meek, J. H. — Correlation of magnetic, auroral and ionospheric
variation at Saskatoon, J. Geophys. Res. 58, 445—456, December 1953,
59, 87—92, March 1954

(11) Forsyth, P. A. — Radio measurements and auroral electron densities,
J. Geophys. Res. 58, 53—66, March 1953

(12) Currie, B. W., P. A. Forsyth and F. E. Vawter — Radio reflections
from aurora, J. Geophys. Res. 58, 179—200, June 1953

(13) Jensen, R. E. and B. W. Currie — Orientations of auroral displays
in west central Canada, J. Geophys. Res. 58, 201—208, June 1953

(14) Chapman, R. P. and B. W. Currie — Radio noise from aurora, J.

Geophys. Res. 58, 363—368, September 1953

Part N: Summary
The chart below has been designed to give quick reference to

the work of various groups as well as to locate all the work on

a given subject.
The names at the left indicate the parts of the bibliography

where the work indicated in a given line is listed.
The writer feels that the work reported is representative of

the work being done in the U. S. but this report makes no claim
to completeness.
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Summary of Auroral and Night Sky Studies
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X indicates auroral studies 0 indicates night sky studies

Chapter VII

COSMIC RAYS

S. F. SINGER

Since the end of the war the subject of cosmic rays has become

of increasing interest to a great variety of physicists; to nuclear

physicists, to meson-physicists, to geophysicists and to astrophysi-
cists. For the purpose of this report, however, we will confine

our discussion to topics which are of interest to the last two

categories named. These are the topics which bear on the
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question of the origin of cosmic rays and, more particularly, on

the interpretation of variations in their intensity in terms of

electromagnetic conditions in the vicinity of the earth and in
terms of processes occurring in the solar atmosphere.

We will discuss here our improved knowledge of the pro-
perties of the primary cosmic radiation, its composition and

energy spectrum, the absence of low energy primaries and its

interpretation, and the variety of fluctuations and variations of
the cosmic ray intensity which has been studied in the past three

years. Only work done in the United States will be described
here.

Part A: Composition of Primary Radiation

The determination of the composition of the primary cosmic
radiation has been attacked by a variety of methods, both in
rockets and in balloons. Perlow and his colleagues (1), at the
Naval Research Laboratory, have used proportional~counter
telescopes mounted in rockets to determine the distribution—in-
ionization of the incoming radiation. From this work they are

able to give a good value for the proton-alpha ratio of the

primary radiation at White Sands, New Mexico, (geomagnetic
latitude @ = 41°). It was found that the proton—alpha ratio in
the primary radiation is 5.3/1.0. At the same latitude, in another
rocket experiment Van Allen (2) has used an omnidirectional

pulse ionchamber to give upper limits of the flux of heavy
primaries with Z greater than three.

A rocket exposure of photographic emulsions has been carried
out by Yagoda (3) with the hope of finding extremely heavy pri—
maries which would not penetrate through even a thin layer
of the atmosphere. However, the main detailed work on the com-

position of the primary radiation so far has been done with
exposures of photographic plates, and sometimes cloud cham-
bers, with scintillation counters and proportional counter tele—
scopes in balloons at some distance below the top of the atmos-

phere. The groups involved in these investigations have been the
Minnesota group under Ney (4); the University of Rochester

Group under Kaplon (5); and a Naval Research Laboratory
Group, consisting of Davis and Johnson (6). The latter workers,
and also Linsley (7) have measured the proton-alpha ratio.
There is essential agreement among the various experimental
groups that a-particles constitute about 15 % of the flux, heavier
nuclei ~ 1—2 ‘72. However, as a consequence of the effects of
the residual atmosphere there exist still a number of outstanding
problems relating, mainly to the question of the presence or

absence of Li Be and B nuclei in the incident primary radiation.
The question is of particular importance since it relates to the

mean path length of the cosmic radiation; if it is assumed that
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the Li Be and B nuclei are produced only by the fragmentation
of heavier nuclei, their presence in the primary radiation would

indicate a long path length, hence mean life, of cosmic radiation.

The most recent experiments by Kaplon, Racette, and Ritson (8)

using emulsions and by Stix (9) using proportional counters and

cloud chambers give an upper limit of ~ 7 g/cm2 of interstellar

hydrogen for the path length. Singer has pointed out that obser-

vation of He3 and H3 fragments in the primary radiation would

give a more sensitive test of the mean path length of the cosmic

radiation; their calculated rate of production is very much

higher than that of Li Be and B (10).
It is important to mention that balloon results by Critchfield,

Ney and Oleska (11) have set an upper limit of 1 % to the

presence of primary electrons, while rocket experiments by
Perlow and Kissinger (12) indicated that less than 0.1 % of the

energy flux above the atmosphere was in the form of y—rays.

Part B: Primary Energy Spectrum

The primary spectrum has been measured both in rocket and

balloon experiments. Van Allen and Singer (13) have conducted

a series of rocket flights at various latitudes and thereby obtained

the energy distribution (or more properly speaking the magnetic
rigidity distribution) of the primary radiation, mostly protons.
The differential momentum spectrum is found to be of the form

n(p) dp = Kp‘V dp with y equal to 1.1 in the latitude sensitive

region (momenta less than about 30 Bev/c) rather than 1.8; hence

the energy spectrum is considerably flatter (i.e. a larger fraction

of high energy primaries) than had hitherto been suspected.
Allnost the same results were obtained in a series of balloon

flights at various latitudes carried out by Winckler et a1 (14).
Pomerantz and McClure (15), Vidale and Shein (16) and others

have made measurements at various latitudes and obtained flux

values in good agreement with those of the other workers.

The question of the actual incident flux of primaries is not

quite solved because some secondaries are scattered back out of

the atmosphere and add to the radiation above the atmosphere
even in rocket experiments. This so-called albedo radiation has

to be subtracted from the total flux in order to determine the

primary flux. It has proved to be quite a difficult problem to

distinguish between primary and albedo radiation. By applying
geomagnetic theory Treiman (17) concluded that due to being
captured by the earth’s field upward moving albedo tends to

return into the atmosphere at about the same latitude. The

problem has been attacked experimentally in various ways.

Singer (18) and Van Allen (19) have compared the experimental
directional dependence with geomagnetic theory to separate the

two effects; this has proved to be particularly successful at the
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equator where there exists a large VVest-to-East asymmetry
from geomagnetic theory but where the experimental results

show a much smaller value, presumably due to a “washing-out”
effect by albedo. Perlow (1) has determined the range of the soft

albedo radiation in lead by a variety of coincidence-anticoinci-
dence arrangements. \Vinckler (20) has used the directional pro-

perties of the Cerenkov counter to check on the direction of

travel of the radiation at high latitudes and has thereby measured

the flux of upward moving fast albedo. All of these experiments
give a value for the albedo in the vertical direction of some-

thing like 10 % of the total radiation.

The energy spectra of the heavy nuclei components of the

primary radiation have been measured in photographic plate ex—

periments by the Minnesota (4) and Rochester ('5) groups. These
are free from albedo corrections since for nuclei with charge
Z > 1 it is possible to identify individual tracks as primaries and

measure their energy. By various techniques it has become pos-
sible to extend this work up to energies of '5 X 10‘“ ev/nueleon.

The spectrum at very high energies up to 10‘7ev has been dis-
cussed by the Cornell group (21) on the basis of analysis of tinder-

ground and air shower experiments. There is little doubt that the

spectrum exponent y increases with energy, from 1.1 at 10‘°ev up
to a value of about 1.8 at 10‘7ev.

Part C: Latitude Cut—Off
It has been suspected for some time that there exists a latitude

cut—off in the primary radiation which was thought to be due to

the effects of a solar magnetic field which kept low energy
particles away froln the earth’s orbit. The experimental evidence
was based on measurements within the atmosphere, and one

could not be quite sure that the lack of increase observed as one

went to high latitudes was indeed due to an absence of low

energy primaries or to the absorption in the residual atmosphere.
The problem was tackled by means of rocket experiments, by
Van Allen and Singer (22) who compared the intensities

up to geomagnetic latitudes 58° with Pomerantz’s (23) value
at 69°; they deduced that there was no appreciable i11—

crease in flux in that range whereas according to the extra—

polation of the spectrum there should have been an eight—fold
increase. They conclude from this that there is an appreciable
absence of protons with energies between 560 Mev and 170 Mev.
This work has been extended in further rocket flights; no appre-
ciable increase in flux was found all the way up to the pole. This
allows one to extend the energy region in which there are no or

very few primary protons from 170 Mev down to about 20
Mev (24).
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The absence of an increase has also been confirmed by
Neher (25), who took the precaution of making correlated flights
at two latitudes in order to avoid the effects of fluctuations of

the primary radiation. He measured the intensity by means of

ionization chambers in high flying balloons.

A very important question is raised by the interpretation of

this low energy cut—off in the primary radiation. In order to

investigate this further one is interested in whether the other

components of the primary radiation, the alpha particle com—

ponent and heavier components, show a similar cut-off and

whether this occurs at the same magnetic rigidity or not. From

the work of Van Allen and Singer (22) it appeared that there was

also an appreciable absence of alpha particles in the range

670 Mev to 520 Mev, although this conclusion was not quite as

certain as that for protons. However, from a recent experi—
ment (26) performed with ionization chambers at two latitudes

one may conclude that the cut-off exists also for heavy primaries
and occurs at very nearly the same latitude as it does for protons.
In a series of high altitude balloon flights at various latitudes a

group under Korff (27) at New York University has measured

neutron fluxes, recently for the first time in the vicinity of the

geomagnetic pole. Their results support the absence of low

energy primaries.
Some of the outstanding problems still remain. It is not known

whether the latitude cut—off could also be caused by other agen-

cies besides a magnetic field; the evidence is not conclusive one

way or the other. On the experimental side, it is not known

whether the cut-off latitude shifts as a function of time or per-

haps as a function of the solar cycle. However, since the technical

means are now available, further experiments should be able to

clear up these points. Finally, there relnains the important

question, whether there could not be a slight increase of cosmic

ray intensity at high latitudes, indicating at least some presence

of low energy cosmic rays at certain times. It would be of great
interest to investigate this possibility.

Part D: Diurnal Variation of the Primaries

It was realized quite early that the existence of a latitude

cut—off, if caused by an interplanetary magnetic field of dipole
character, would as a necessary consequence carry with it a

diurnal variation of the low energy part of the cosmic radiation

since the dipole field would forbid certain directions of inci—

dence. The amplitude of this diurnal variation depends, however,
to a large extent on the degree of occupancy of nonnally for-

bidden orbits which can be filled up by particles scattered into

them by the Earth’s field. This effect has been calculated by
Kane, Shanley, and \Vheeler (28). Based on these calculations
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Dwight (29) has computed the diurnal variation to be expected
in the primary radiation. Several experiments have been carried
out in order to check on the existence of such a diurnal variation
in the primary flux. Bergstralh and Schroeder (30) have carried
on balloon flights lasting for many hours in order to test Dwight’s
predictions. No such variations were found. however; in fact no

diurnal variation greater than about 2 % could be discerned.
Dwight’s theory was therefore reexamined and corrected by
Singer (31); he arrived at a diurnal variation so small as to be

practically undetectable. More recently Treiman (32) has reexa—

mined the whole problem and found some shortcomings in the
original calculations on trapped orbits. One might, therefore,
expect a fairly large diurnal variation (33) if the sun did indeed
produce a dipole field in the vicinity of the earth. However,
because of the irregular time fluctuations which occur in the

primary radiation (25, 27), the accurate study of such diurnal
variation would be difficult and require exposures extending
over periods of days or weeks.

A diurnal variation has been searched for in the heavy nuclei
component of the primary radiation. A large day—night ratio was

first detected by Lord and Schein (34) and confirmed by the
Minnesota group (35). Their latest measurements with emul—
sions (36), Show no such effect; neither do the ionization chamber
measurements of McClure and Pomerantz (37) or the cloud
chamber measurements by Stix (9). However, Yngve’s (38) most
recent study with moving nuclear plates still shows a small rise
near noon at latitude 55°.

Part E: Investigations of the Secondary Radiation

Since it is technically not very feasible to carry out long term
observations upon the primaries themselves, or even on the
radiation near the top of the atmosphere (at balloon altitudes),
the cosmic radiation is generally observed at sea level or at
mountain altitudes and occasionally also in airplanes. The
charged secondary radiation which is measured is produced in
the main by the medium energy portion of the primary radiation
(about 20 to 30 Bev). An important advance in the technique in

observing secondary radiations was made by Simpson (39) who,
after studying the latitude dependence of cosmic ray neutrons,
concluded that they would form a useful tool for investigating
variations in the lower energy primary component (average
energy about 5 Bev at mountain altitudes). Indeed it was found
that many of the variations which had been observed by Geiger
counters and ionization chambers could be more clearly resolved
in the neutron counters, presumably because the changes were

more pronounced in the low energy portion of the primary
radiation. Simpson’s group has set up neutron monitors at
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Chicago, Climax, Sacramento Peak (New Mexico), Mexico City
and Huancayo. A continuous neutron monitor has been installed

at Fairbanks, Alaska, by Korff.

Part F: Diurnal Variation

The diurnal variation of the secondary component measured

at sea level and mountain altitudes by means of ionization cham«

hers and counters is quite small, of the order of 0.3 70; the

diurnal variation of the neutron component is perhaps three

times larger (40). Forbush has compiled a detailed history of

the amplitude and phase of the diurnal variation during the past
solar cycle. These results are of considerable importance in any

theory which attempts to explain the diurnal variation and its

relationship to the sun. Recently Alfvén (41) has used these data

to put forth a new mechanism for acceleration of cosmic rays
within the solar system.

Part G: 27 Day Variation

That the cosmic ray intensity is linked closely to the sun is

shown by the fact that there exists a well known 27 day recur-

rence in the cosmic radiation. This has been verified with experi-
ments in counters and ionization chambers, but it is particularly
prominent in neutron observations (42). It has been established

(42) that there exists a strong correlation between solar M—regions
and cosmic ray increases. These variations are worldwide and

particularly pronounced (~ 10 7c) in ionization measurements

at high altitudes (43).

Part H: Secular Variation

Forbush (44) has analyzed ion chamber results and has estab-

lished that there exists a secular variation extending over the

last fifteen years. The variation is similar in stations at various

latitudes and seems to be related, although not directly, to the

sun spot number. This again has great significance in relation

to the question of the origin of cosmic rays within the solar

system.

Part I: Irregular Variations

Aside from the regular variations, either periodic or recurrent,

there are also found certain occasional variations of the cosmic

radiation. Most prominent are the increases which accompany
some solar flares and the decreases, lasting sometimes several

(lays, which accompany some magnetic storms.
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Part J: Solar Flare Increases

That the cosmic radiation increases during seine large solar

flares has been known from the work of Forbush. Schein and

Stinchcomb (-15). However, it has been found that many of the

other large flares also produce cosmic ray increases which are

quite small. Firor (46) has analyzed the data obtained with neu—

tron counters at Climax, Colorado; he finds an increase in
neutron intensity occurring at a (lefinite angle to the sun—earth

line whenever a solar flare occurs. This can be interpreted as the

production or acceleration of low energy cosmic rays near the

sun; the radiation proceeds along the sun-earth line essentially
undeflected and is then deflected in the earth‘s magnetic field.
It can be shown that the strongest impact zones would be at

9 ant. and 4 am. The increases in neutron intensity do in fact
occur predominantly at 4 a.m. This result can also be used to

place an upper limit on a possible solar dipole moment as has

been done by Treiman (47). He obtains a value of 10” gauss—cma.

Part K: Magnetic Storm Decreases

Decreases of cosmic ray intensity accompanying magnetic
storms were first described by Forbush. There has been some

doubt as to whether the decreases are due to a magnetic redistri-

bution by a ring current circling the earth’s equator as first

suggested by Chapman. A number of authors, most recently
Treiman (-18), have examined this effect theoretically; on the

basis of their work the ring current effect appears too small.

A recent experimental finding by Singer (49) gives definite evi—

dence in the same direction. A magnetic storm decrease was

found at Thule, Greenland, near the geomagnetic pole. Clearly,
no symmetrical ring current or any change in the earth’s dipole
field could account for this decrease. It is concluded that the

cause of the cosmic storms must lie in the vicinity of the earth

but is probably tied up more directly with the solar corpuscular
beam which also produces the magnetic storms, as originally
suggested by Alfvén (—11). Morrison (50) has proposed a model in

which a turbulent magnetic field in the beam keeps cosmic rays
from reaching their steady—state intensity.

This brief summary does not pretend to be a complete account

of the work done in the United States during the past three years.

Only those topics have been discussed which are thought to be

of particular significance in connection with the cosmic ray
research of the forthcoming International Geophysical Year.
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Chapter VIII

COSMIC TERRESTRIAL RELATIONS

HARLAN T. STETSON

The Special Committee on Cosmic Terrestrial Relations of the

American Geophysical Union was first appointed by the Exe—

cutive Committee in 1938 for the purpose of promoting and

collating research in the field of solar terrestrial relationships
and other cosmic phenomena related to the general field of geo—

physics. Its present membership, appointed for the period 1953—

56, is as follows: Harlan T. Stetson, Chairman; E. O. Hulburt,
Vice—Chairman; Herbert Riehl, Ross Gunn, Serge A. Korff, Ro-

bert R. McMath, W. T. Thom, Jr. Other members who served

during the last three years include Horace R. Byers and George
P. \Voollard.

The field of investigation is a broad one and the reports of the

committee have included solar investigations, upper atmospheric
research, ionospheric investigations, radio astronomy, cosmic ray

investigations and meteorological progress particularly as con—

cerns cosmic and solar effects upon the upper and lower atmos—

phere. Only the work of the committee related to section D of

the AGU will be covered here.

A recent publication on “The Sun” edited by Gerard P. Kuiper,
has recently been published by the University of Chicago Press

(1953). Sections of this volume deal with solar terrestrial rela-

tions including solar radio frequency emissions.

During the last three years sunspots as measured by the Zurich

index has declined from the value of 108.5 attained in May 1951

to a low of 0.0 in January 195-1. The continuity of many days in

which no spots are observed is indicative that at the present (late

(March 1954) we must be near the minimum of the sunspot
cycle. The many months of low solar activity afford opportunity
for the study of geomagnetic and ionospheric phenomena when
disturbances attributable to solar outbursts are at a minimum.

Part A: EllcftIatIl—Hulburt Observatory
The McMath-l‘lullmrt Observatory of the University of Michi—

gan reports through the courtesy of Miss Helen \V. Dodson, as

follows:

The program of the )IcMath-Hulburt Observatory is concerned

primarily with basic solar research. This program can be said
to be related to the problems of solar—terrestrial relations in so

far as any progress in the understanding of the physical nature

of the sun may lead, directly or indirectly, to improved under—

standing of the ways in which the sun affects the earth. In the

last two years a more direct concern with the problems of solar-
terrestrial relations has been developed. To further this aspect
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of solar research, two new instruments have been installed at the

Observatory. One is a total field variometer that records certain

aspects of the variation in the earth’s magnetic field; the second

is an instrument that measures the intensity of the 5 Mc/sec WVVV

signal as received at Lake Angelus. With the data from these

two recorders, it is now possible to make immediate comparisons
between disturbances in the ionosphere, the geomagnetic field,
and observed changes on the sun.

(1) Observation and analysis of the solar spectrum with high
dispersion:

This work covers both the photographic and infrared regions
of the spectrum and deals with spectra of detailed features of

the sun such as the limb, prominences, and flares as well as the

fundamental solar spectrum.

(2) Relative energy distribution in solar spectrum:

New determinations of the relative energy distribution in the

solar spectrum have been made, in part at Lake Angelus, and

in part with our infrared spectrograph attached to the Snow

Telescope at Mount Wilson.

(3) Monochromatic studies of solar activity:

Continuous, monochromatic, photographic studies of rapidly
changing solar activity have been made in the light of atoms of

hydrogen, helium, and ionized calcium. The spectroheliographie
studies of the disk show the development of plages and sun spots,
the growth and activity of the dark flocculi, and the outbreak of
flares. Similar monochromatic studies at the limb show the

development and motion of prominences. Combined limb and

disk observations have proved especially valuable in studying
the intensity of prominences and in relating them to features on

the solar disk.

(4) Flares:

The intensity, area, and position of these sudden brightenings
have been studied from photographic records. Photometric light
curves have made possible measures of rates of rise and decline

as well as maximum intensity. Theoretical studies have shown

that the greatly widened Ha—line observed in some flares can

be explained by radiation damping. Study of reports of Ha—
width reveals that the width apparently increases with central
meridian distance of the flare. Limb and disk photographs,
photometric measures, and ionospheric data combine to indicate
that at least certain flares are elevated solar features.

17
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(5) Solar radiation at radio frequencies:

Cooperative studies with the radio astronomers at Cornell

University and the National Research Council of Canada have

formed the basis of investigations of flare—associated radiation

at 200 Mc/sec and 2800 Mc/sec. It is hoped that the study of

flares at radio frequencies will assist in identifying the flares

that are to be associated with certain types of geomagnetic
storms.

(6) High velocity ejections:
Observations with the speetroheliograph and the Stone Radial

Velocity instrument at the tilne of flares near the solar limb

provide evidence for the ejection of hydrogen and calciuln atoms

with velocities at least as great as 3507750 kin/sec near the time

of the start of the flares. Bursts at 2800 Mc/sec and 200 Mc/sec
accompanied the flares and ejections.

(7) Comparison of solar activity and terrestrial disturbances:

Charts containing solar, ionospheric, and geomagnetic data
have been compiled and assist in the identification and study
of solar regions associated with terrestrial disturbances.

Part B: Harvard College Observatory
In summarizing theoretical studies Dr. Menzel, Director of the

Harvard College Observatory comments as follows:

The most significant contributions made at Harvard and at its

associated observatories lie in the interpretation of solar phe—
nomena in terms of magnetohydrodynamics. A system of classi-

fication of solar prominences has been developed in terms of
their behavior. The system is still preliminary and is being
tested. A distinct difference is found between prominences that

appear in the spot zones and in the non-spot zones. A great
difference is noticed in the prominences where material tends
to come from above and where much of the motion comes from
below. There is increasing evidence that the motive force for

the expulsion of material from the sun or sunspots is an intense

electric current flowing in the ionized gas. As is well known from

electrodynamics, a current loop tends to increase its radius and

also exerts a pressure on the wire that would attempt to decrease

the size of the wire if that were possible. Since in the solar

atmosphere the “wires” are made of gas, the “pinch effect” is

notable in many prominences. Most of the fine filaments of pro-
minences can be attributed to the presence of currents.

The motion of knots in prominences is peculiar. These knots
are sometimes attributed to gas moving along a magnetic field. In

other words, the motion of the gas is supposed to map out the

lines of force, This interpretation may be challenged. In fact, the
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motion is more nearly perpendicular to the lines of force than

parallel to them. There are many subtle arguments that favor
this conclusion. but it is important in our knowledge of the sun

to realize that flow of material follows the line of a current rather

than the line of a magnetic field.

Loops of current, held together by the pinch effect, actually
exist between the earth and the sun. These dynamic doughnuts
ring the earth and cause magnetic storms, aurora borealis dis—

plays, etc. The details are complicated, and are still being
worked on.

These phenomena all have an effect on ionospheric radio pro-

pagation. For example, the pinching down of the gas in the neigh-
borhood of sunspots sometimes occurs with the force of shock
waves and results in the release of enormous amounts of ultra-
violet radiation in a short time. This ionization is responsible
for the sudden ionospheric disturbances. A list of papers related
to this phenomenon follows:

(1) Menzel, D. H. and E. Bell — The variation in prominence distribu-
tion over the sunspot cycle, Convegno di Scienze Fisiche Mate-
matiche e Naturali, 14—19 Settembre 1952, Tema: Problemi Della
Fisica Solare, Rome, Accademia Nazionale Dei Lincei, 1953

(2) Menzel, D. H. and J. W. Evans — The behavior and classification
of solar prominences, Ibid.

(3) Mcnzel, D. H. —— Magnetic hydrodynamics theory of prominences
and of the aurora borealis, Ibid.

Part C: Naval Research Laboratory
For work accomplished in the field of solar terrestrial rela-

tionships at the Naval Research Laboratory, E. O. Hulburt, Di—

rector of Research, gives the following summary:

(1) Upper atmosphere rocket work:

By means of rocket-borne equipment the solar spectrum was

photographed to 1800A, with a resolution varying from 0.3A at

2800A, to 0.8A at 2100A, and to a rather low value at 1800A. The

analysis of the spectrum from 2990A to 2635A was completed,
with about 500 lines, and 1054 probable contributors listed; this
will appear in the Astrophysical Journal in 1954, in a paper by
Wilson, Tousey, Purcell, Johnson and Moore.

The solar intensity distribution from 3400A to 2200A was de-

rived from the rocket spectra; in the range 3000A to 6000A new

data were obtained by Dunkelman and Scolnik from Mount

Lemmon, Arizona; the entire solar curve and its relation to the

Smithsonian work on the solar constant were considered, and
a new value, 2.00 cal cm" min”, proposed for the solar con-

stant (1).
Work on the vertical distribution of ozone was completed, and

[7‘
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data between 35 and 70 km were found in agreement with a new

photochemical calculation based on the densities and solar inten-

sities measured from rockets and including the oxygen recombi—

nation reaction (2) .The diurnal heating effect in the upper atmos—

phere due to absorption of solar energy by ozone, was computed
from ozone distribution and solar energy distribution data ob-

tained from the rocket flight of June 1949 (3).
Measurements of solar radiation by means of rocket—borne

photon counters, showed that (4, 5, 6) :

(a) The intensity of the Lyman alpha line of hydrogen from a

quiet sun is 0.1 erg cur: 5604 and that it is an emission line of

width less than 1A superimposed on a background continuum

effectively less in intensity than a 4500°K blackbody sun.

(b) That the continuum near 1500A is abruptly absorbed near

100 km, in agreement with a rapid transition from molecular

to atomic oxygen near this level.

(c) The shape of the x-ray spectrum is consistent with a 106

degree temperature in the corona; soft x-ray intensities of the

order of 0.1 erg cm‘gsec‘1 were observed from a quiet sun and

as much as 1 or 2 ergs «cm-2 sec-I from an active sun; these inten—

sities are adequate to account for E-layer ionization and absorp—
tion was observed to occur in the correct range of altitudes.

From measurements on the Viking flight of August 7, 1951, it

was found that the atmospheric density at 160 and 219 km was

1.2 X 10"3 and 1.0 X 10-7 grams per cubic meter, respectively. The

wind at 200 km was 80 meters per second from the southeast (7).
The program to determine upper atmospheric pressure, temper—
ature, and density values was extended to the arctic regions
during the summer of 1953. Measurements were made at 74°, 62°

and 43° north latitudes. A new technique in meteorological re-

search was (levcloped and used; altitudes up to 80 km were

reached with a relatively inexpensive rocket launched from a

skyhook balloon at 25 km above sea level. Preliminary analysis
of the flights at 74°N indicates that the arctic density values for

the 25 to 40 km altitude region are about equal to those measured

in rocket flights at \Vhite Sands.

The composition of the upper atmosphere between 95.8 km and

137.3 km above sea level has been studied by means of a radio-

frcquency mass spectrometer. The spectrometer, installed in an

Aerobee rocket launched at \Vhite Sands Proving Ground, New

Mexico, at 0009 hours (MST) on February 12, 1953, measured

the relative aboundance of all gases between mass numbers 54

and 6 on the ascent and descent of the rocket. 172 individual

traverses of this mass range were made at a rate of 0.94 per
second. Analysis of the samples was recently completed. The
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data show that the ratio of argon to molecular nitrogen failed

to change as a function of altitude in a manner consistent with

the existence of diffusive separation. However, it must be pointed
out that strong evidence exists that the gas analyzed by the

spectrometer was in some part contaminated by gases originating
from the rocket.

Radio propagation experiments in the ionosphere were suc—

cessfully made with four rockets. All firings took place at White
Sands Proving Ground within two hours of local noon. The basic
data consisted in refractive index and attenuation measurements

in the neighborhood of the rocket for both the ordinary and the

extraordinary components of a 4.274 me c.w. signal. In all four

flights a steep electron density gradient was observed, beginning
at approximately 92 km. The electron distribution was obtained

up to 150 km in September 1949 and up to 165 km in November

1950, and were in good general agreement in the 92 to 140 km

region. The electron density increased rapidly between 92 and
110 km and remained at a large value above 110 km, indicating
that the E—layer probably remains dense up to the F—layer during
the day time. This casts considerable doubt on the present
theories of the formation of separate layers by photo-ionization
processes. Measurements of the earth’s magnetic field made at

105 km and 139 km were found to agree with the inverse cube
law. The data from two flights showed that the Lorentz polariza-
tion term should not be used at four megacycles in the Appleton-
Hartree formula. The September 1949 flight showed the existence
of an ion layer between 80 and 95 km with a maximum of 5><10s

ions/cc at 91 km. Collision frequencies computed at 105 km and

139 km were in agreement with values obtained from ground
measurements (8).

Cosmic gamma—ray experiments showed that low-energy
gamma rays (0.1 to 15 Mev) were present in considerable num-

bers throughout the atmosphere below 40 km, and in small num-

bers above. The origin of this radiation in the atmosphere is the

Bremsstrahlung process of the electrons of the soft component,
followed by multiple Compton scattering. Above 40 km, about
25 pct of the observed radiation can be attributed to an albedo
effect associated with the curvature of the earth. It was suggested
that the remaining 75 pet is an albedo due to diffusion upward
of atmospheric radiation. On an energy basis, the soft gamma
radiation above 40 km amounted to only 1/2000 of the incoming
charged-particle radiation (9).

Cosmic ray experiments were conducted during two balloon

flights at Minneapolis, Minnesota (cf) = 55°N) in September and

October, 1952. Analysis of the data yielded an improved deter-
mination of the intensities of singly and doubly charged primary
cosmic—ray particles. The particles were identified by ionization
and range measurements, ionization being determined by three
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proportional counters and range by penetration of lead ab—

sorbers below the proportional counters. Secondary electrons

and slow protons were identified and eliminated from the pri-
mary intensities. The resultant alpha—particle intensity exhibits

an attenuation length of about 50 g/m cm2 in air. The vertical

intensities extrapolated to zero atmospheric depth, for singly
and doubly charged particles are 0.21 -_t- 0.01 and 0.035 t 0.004

(cmZ Sterad) “, respectively. The possibility exists that the alpha—
intensity is high, because of a systematic error. The systematic
error is no larger than 20 pct (10).

(2) Cosmic ray work from balloons:

Observations in stratosphere—exposed nuclear emulsions of the

production and decay of charge hyperons (particles intermediate

in mass between proton and deuteron) show that these particles
can originate in fundamental-type collisions between nucle-

ons (11). The decay scheme Ai % 11° + H: + (100i 20 Mev) fits

the observation and leads to a computed mass of 2650 electron

masses. Evidence that the charged secondary is a pion indicates

that the same is probably true in the “V—particle cascades” ob-

served in the cloud chambers at Pasadena and Manchester (12).
A “constant sagitta” method of multiple scattering has been ap—

plied to the tracks of stopped K—mesons (including tau),hyperons,
protons, and pions. Mass estimates for slow K mesons thus far

yield values of ~ 1,000me. The first known example of an emul—

sion tau decay found in a U. S. laboratory has been observed

in the course of this study. Stripped—emulsion stacks, exposed in

the stratosphere at the geomagnetic equator, have been success-

fully processed by methods developed at NRL (13). These stacks

will yield total track lengths exceeding those now available by
an order of magnitude — an improvement which should lead

to better mass determinations and information on the life times

and decay schemes of heavy unstable particles (14). Measure-

ments of the cross section for the production of ’tridents’ have

yielded agreement with Racah’s theory (15).

(3) Radio astronomy:
Work on solar radiation in the centimeter and millimeter

bands has continued and confirmation of the predicted limb

brightening of the sun has been obtained from two independent
sources. The 1952 solar eclipse measurements yielded radial

brightness distribution curves showing limb brightening of the

kind and in the amount predicted by theory. In addition, radial

brightness distribution curves taken with the 50 foot radio tele—

scope at a wavelength of 8 mm, where the resolution is 3 minutes

of are, also show limb brightening. These results give greater
weight to the model of the sun’s atmosphere derived from earlier
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radio work and show a sharp rise in temperature at the top of

the chromosphere (16). Enhanced radiation from localized re—

gions associated with sunspots has been identified both in the

eclipse records and in the drift curves taken at high resolution

with the 50 foot radio telescope.
Observations at 9 cm with the 50 foot telescope have revealed

10 radio stars, 7 of which are in the galaxy and 3 are extra-galac-
tic. Of the 7 there are 4 which are of a new type and emit more

energy at 9 cm than at the longer wavelengths. This is the first

detection of the radio frequency emission of “hot” hydrogen
regions such as the Orion Nebula and can lead to a better know—

ledge of the temperature and density in the clouds. Apparatus
for observing line emission from neutral hydrogen is also i11—

stalled in the 50 foot radio telescope. It is intended to make use

of the higher resolution obtained to make detailed studies of

selected regions of the galactic hydrogen clouds.

In the studies of the sun, moon and radio stars the effect of

the earth’s atmosphere has been evaluated. The atmosphere is

sensibly transparent at 10 and 3 cm with only the wings of the

oxygen and water vapor lines playing a part. At a wavelength
of 8 mm which lies between the water vapor and oxygen absorp-
tion lines, atmospheric absorption is higher although even here

the atmosphere is more transparent than it is in the visible re—

gion of the spectrum. Work is in progress to extend the measure-

ments to a wavelength of about 1 mm.

(4) Twilight sky brightness:

Measurements were made of the brightness and polarization
of the twilight sky during clear weather at various points over

the sky for altitudes of the sun from five degrees above the hori-

zon to 15° below the horizon at two stations, one in Maryland at

an altitude of 100 ft and one on Sacramento Peak, New Mexico,
at an altitude of 9500 ft. The brightness of the Sacramento Peak

sky was about 2/3 to 1/2 of that of the Maryland sky. due to lesser

haze (17). Theoretical calculation showed that the brightness and

color of the zenith twilight sky was controlled by upper atmos—

pheric ozone in an important manner (18).

(5) Solar Eclipse, February 25, 1952:

The total solar eclipse of February 25, 1952, was observed at

Khartoum, Sudan. Solar limb brightening in radio wavelengths
10 cm and 8 mm was observed and measured (19). Solar limb

darkening in optical wavelengths from 3800A to 5800A and at

about 8000 A was observed and measured (20).
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Part D: National Bureau of Standards

Studies of solar relationships to radio wave propagation has
continued to be a major topic of interest to the Central Radio

Propagation Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards.

Many of the results have been published in detail as research

papers of the NBS, in the proceedings of the Institute of Radio

Engineers, in the Journal of Geophysics and in other scientific
and technical publications. A summary of important progress
based upon the publications mentioned has been made for the

Committee by M. Linderman Phillips. Consultant and formerly
of the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory. as follows:

Analysis of diurnal, seasonal, and solar-cycle relationships of

vertical—incidence ionosphere observations has been maintained
for locations having data published in “Ionospheric Data” (1).
Ten of these stations are maintained by CRPL. Synthesis of these
trends for future times provides the basis of regularly issued
world—wide predictions of useful radio frequencies (2, 3, 4).
Studies of the approximately linear variations of ionospheric
critical frequencies with sunspot number show that such curves

are not identical for different solar cycles. and that at high sun-

spot numbers the critical frequencies seem somewhat less than
would be given by a linear relationship (5). Statistical studies
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of F2-layer critical frequencies showed pronounced bias in the

data from several stations due to intensity effects, and diurnal,

seasonal, and solar-cycle variations in the dispersion of these

data which have no simple relationship to monthly-median
values (6).

Field-intensity data have similarly been analyzed for diurnal,

seasonal, and solar—cycle trends in absorption (7).
Studies of variations of atmospheric radio noise with sunspot

number show a nineteen—month lag of the radio—noise cycle
behind the sunspot cycle, with no significant difference in this

lag for different cycles, times of day, frequencies, or latitudes (8).
Observations of solar noise, 160—25 Mc, together with observa—

tions 950071400 Me made at other observatories, showed pro—

gressive time appearance at the lower frequencies, according to

theory, as the solar disturbances progressed from inner to outer

regions of the solar atmosphere, with final computed velocities

comparable with those for solar corpuscular radiation associated

with ionosphere storms (9). Comparisons of broad-directivity
solar-noise measurements on 25, 50, 75, and 110 Me with radio-

meter measurements on 480 Me showed greater relative increase

for the former (10). The theory of excitation and growth of

plasma oscillations, by multistream charge interaction of moving
charged particles, has been extended, in improved explanation
of abnormally great solar noise (11, 12). This theory, applied to

Australian observations on 707130 Me gives velocity estimates of

~500 km/sec, and particle density ~ 105/cma for the moving
solar material (13). The origin of “enhancet

”

solar radiation in

the meter range of wavelengths, maintaining a high intensity
for hours or days, has been given a possible explanation as due

to plasma oscillations of solar electrons gyratiug around the

magnetic field of sunspots; the plasma oscillations are found

to be unstable in the frequency bands around multiples of the

gyro—frequency (14). Explanation of the apparent discrepancy
between optical and radio estimates of electronic temperatures
of the chromosphere (30,000°K and 10,000°K, respectively) is

provided by theoretical computations of absorption and emis—

sion coefficients based upon estimated departure of particle
velocities from Maxwellian distribution as a function of shock

strength (15).
Forecasts of radio disturbances, based upon sunspot, coronal

and radio-noise measurements, as well as upon geomagnetic and

radio—transmission measurements, have been regularly main—

tained (16, 17). Those for the North Pacific are prepared by the

Anchorage, Alaska, forecasting center, in operation since

1951 (18). Short-time forecasts are regularly broadcast by VVXVV,
and, for the Pacific, by \VWVH, since January 5, 1954. For use

in making these forecasts, a solar—outburst patrol has been main—

tained for the past year on 160 and 480 Me; the observatory for
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these measurements has been recently relocated at Boulder,
Colorado.

Continued study of coronal-geomagnetic relationships corrobo-
rates previous findings of a fairly consistent lag of 3 to 4 days
from coronal limb appearance to storm time for years of low

sunspot number, and a weaker correlation for years of high
sunspot number.

Studies of circuit Outage time in auroral regions due to solar

corpuscular absorption, showed general improvement in trans—
mission for midpoint latitudes between 57° and 61° N over that

anticipated from general trends, both for quiet and disturbed

(lays (19). Further information on solar-corpuscular phenomena
is provided by studies of Es and auroral appearances, made at

Point Barrow, Alaska; 90 percent correspondence was found
between appearances of Es and visible aurora, higher f°Es being
observed for the more intense aurorae, with the shorteiurange
Es corresponding to zenith aurorae (20).
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Part E: Department of Terrestrial Magnetism

The Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington has long been in the field of major
contributions to Cosmic Terrestrial Relations, accounts of which

are to be found in the Director’s Reports of the Department.
Supplementing information contained in the Director’s re-

ports, Harry W. Wells states that the Department is now engaged
in a program of radio astronomy using interferometers at 200

me/s for a study of radio emission both from the sun and from

active areas associated with sunspots. Measurements have been

made at intervals, beginning in November, 1952, on the H—line

(1420 Me) from the gas clouds in various parts of our Galaxy.
Progress has also been made toward the instrumentation neces-

sary to measure other possible monochromatic radio frequency
radiations from the Galaxy.

Part F: Palomar and Mt. Wilson Observatories

At the Palomar and Mt. Wilson Observatories an important
advance in electronic instrumentation has been made making
possible daily photographs of the magnetic field of the Sun’s

surface. The existence of a weak, over—all magnetic field of the

sun has received definite continuation. The intensity of the

fields found is of the order of about one gauss as reported by
Baheock in the Astrophysical Journal, November 1953.

Polarity measures of a sunspot appearing in latitude 30° North

February 879, 1954, indicate a spot of the new solar cycle.
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Membres du Comité: Prof. Edm. Lulmye, Président

Prof. J. Coulomb

Dr. I. A. Fleming
Dr. V. Lalu'sen

Le Comité a adressé aux Institutions ayant dans Ienrs attri—

butions 1a direction d’nn on plusienrs obsorvatoires 011 stations

magnétiques, lo formulaire dont le texte est reprodnit en annexe.

II lni est agréalfle do constatcr que prcsqne tontes lcs Institutions

ananelles 1e forinnlairo a été envoyé ont répondu et de leur

cxprimer tons ses remerciemcnts. Ccci lui a permis également
de constater combien considerable était l’effort de développe—
ment des observations géomagnétiques.

Le Comité s’ost égalcment préoccnpé de savoir s’il devait

proposer d’étre maintenn ou de fnsionner avec nn autre Comité.

Il estime qne 1e travail ([ni lui a été confié par l’Association

est important at qu’il doit étrc ponrsuivi, sous nne forme on

sons une autre, dans lo cadre de l’Association.

Les Inonlln'es ii’insistent pas pour que le Comité 1 soit maintenn

dans sa forme actnelle. Dans l’éventnalité oil l’Association déci—

(lerait de regronper ses Comités, les Inelnbres (In Comité 1 ant

examine 1a possibilité do fusionner son programme avec celui

du Comité 11. 115 considérent qn’nne telle solution est parfaite-
lnent acceptable. Cette solution a d’aillenrs déja été évoquée par

le Président du Comité 11.

Le Comité propose a l’A.I.M.E.T. d’insister tres vivement :

1° anpres du Gouvernement de Hong Kong pour que l’ol)serva—

toire soit rapidement installé et rééquipé afin de ponvoir co-

opérer £1 l’Année Géophysique Internationale.
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2° anprés du Gouvernement dn Brésil pour que la construction
de l’ohservatoirc de Tatuoca soit aetivement poursuivie, et qu’il
soit rapidement équipé et mis en service.

3° auprés du Gouvernement des U.S.A. pour qu’une station

magnétique temporaire fonctionne sur l’ile de Jarvis pendant
I’Année Géophysique.

Grace aux nombreux renseigncments qui Iui ont été commu-

niqnés, 1e Comité a pu dresser un état, exposé dans les pages qui
snivent, des l‘éalisations faites an cours de la période 195171953,
des réalisations en cours ainsi que des projets qui concernent les
observatoires 011 stations permanents, les stations temporaires et
les stations qui fonctionneront pendant l’Année Géophysique
1957~1958

I

Observatoires at Stations Magnétiques Permanents

Allemagne.
L’observatoire de Wingst a été équipé pour l’enregistrement

de dX/dt, dY/dt, dZ/dt, de deux bobines horizontales ct d’une
bobine verticale constituées d’un grand nomhre de spires et d’un

noyau a haute perméabilité.

Argentine.
La reconstruction complete de l’observatoire géophysique de

Pilar (Cordoba) a été commencée a la fin de 1953.
Il est projeté d’installer un nouvel ohservatoire.

Australie.
Un nouvel observatoire a été installé dans l’ile Heard. Ses coor—

données sont 53° 02’ Sud, 73° 22’ Est Gr. 11 est entré en fonction
en avril 1952. Il est équipé de variométres La Cour avec enre—

gistreurs it marche normale et compensation thermique. Le site
est exempt de perturbations artificielles.

Un autre observatoire a été installé dans l’ile Macquarie. Ses
coordonnées sont 54° 30’ Sud, 158° 57’ Est Gr. 11 est entre’ en

fonction en avril 1952. Il est équipé de variométres La Cour avec

enregistreur '21 marche normale et compensation thermique. Des

sondages ionosphériqucs et des mcsures de rayonnement cos-

Inique seront effectués a l’observatoire. Le site est exempt de

perturbations artificielles.

L’installation de nonveaux observatoires magnetiques est pro—
jetée pres de Port Moresby, Papua et sur Ie Continent Antarc-
tique ainsi que le remplacement do I’observatoire de tVatheroo
par un autre pres dc Perth. 11 est prévu que 105 stations de Port

Moresby, de l’Antarctiquc et de Perth pourront entrer en fonction
en 1955. Des solidages ionosphériques seront faits a Port Moresby
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et a Perth. Tout les sites sont exempts de perturbations artifi—

cielles.

Autn'ehe.

Par suite de la construction d'une usine de transformation

électrique dans le voisinage immédiat de l’ohservatoire Wien-

Auhof celui-ci sera transféré a Wien-Kobenzl (48° 15’,1 Nord,
16° 19’,1 Est Gr.). 11 entrera en fonction au cours de 1954. Il sera

équipé d’un enregistreur a Vitesse normale et peut—étre d’un

enregistreur a marche rapide. Par la suite, sera également en-

registrée la dérivée dH/dt.
L’ohservatoire fera également des enregistrements séismiques

a grande sensibilité. Le nouveau site n’est pas affecté par (les

perturbations artifieielles sensibles.

Belgique.
Un nouvel observatoire a été construit a Dourhes. Ses coordon—

nées sont 50° 05’,8 Nord, 4° 35’,1 Est Gr. 11 est entré en function

en juillet 1952, mais ne publiera officiellement ses observations

qu’z‘l partir de 1955. Il est équipé de variométres La Cour a

sensibilité normale, compensés thermiquement, avec enregi-
stl‘eur i1 marehe normale; de variometres La Cour a grande
sensibilité pour Z et H, compensés thermiquement, avec enregi-
streur a marche rapide. L’observatoire fera (les sondages iono-

sphériques, des enregistrements des champs electromagnetiques,
des enregistrements de courants telluriques, des mesures de

gradient (lu potentiel électrique, de conductibilité, de nombre

des ions; i1 sera également équipé d’une cave de séismologie
avec enregistreurs. Le site est exempt de perturbations artifi—

cielles; les voies ferrées qui pourraient étre électrifiées sont

distantes de plus de 20 km.

Brésil.

La construction d’un nouvel observatoire magnétique a été

commencée sur l’ile de Tatuoca, pres de Belem (Etat de Para).
Ses coordonnées sont 1° 12’,3 Sud, 48° 30’ 46” Guest Gr. 11 est

prévu que l’installation générale pourrait étre terminée au début

de 1956, mais les observations ne pourront commencer que Iors—

qu’il sera possible de disposer de courant. La station sera équipée
d’un Inagnétographe Ruska, avcc variométres compensés ther—

miquement et enregistreur a marche normale (20 mm/h). Le site

est exempt de perturbations artificielles et d’anomalies locales.

En raison de la superficie considerable (lu Brésil, trois obser—

vatoires magnétiques pourraient y étre étahlis. Cependant par

suite (les restrictions financiéres, il n’est pas possible d’étudier

actuellement les plans (l’un troisieme observatoire.
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Colombia.

U11 nouvel observatoire est en cours (1e realisation depuis 1953
51 Fuquene, pres de Bogota.

Congo Belge.
Un nouvel observatoire a été eonstruit a Karcwia (pres d’Elisa—

bethville); il remplacera l’observatoire d’Elisabethville. II sera

e11 fonetion au cours de 1954. Il sera équipé de variometres La
Cour compensés thermiquement avee enregistreur £1 marehe
normale. L’ohservatoire disposera d’nn sondenr ionosphérique ;
il est projeté d’y effectuer des mesures de courants telluriques.
Le site est exempt de toutes perturbations artificielles.

La construction d’un autre observatoire 1‘1 Buniu, sur l’équateur
géomagnétique, sera entreprise hientot. Il entrera e11 fonetion en

1955 et sera equipé de varimnétres La Cour eompensés ther—

miquement, avec enregistreu' £1 marehe norm-ale. Il comportera
e’galenient un sondeur ionosphérique ; il est projeté d’y effectuer
des Inesures de courants telluriques. Le site est exempt do per—
turbations artificielles.

Danemarlc.

L’ohservatoire magnetique de Godhavn a été completé par une

station de sondage ionosphe’rique qui fonctionne depuis 1e 1er

novemhre 1951.

Par suite de perturbations artificielles, non prévisibles lors de
son installation, l’ohservatoire de Thule (Greenland) a cessé de
fonetionner en 1952. Il sera transfe'ré dans un nouveau site :1
100 km environ vers le Nord. Les constructions nécessaires seront

probablement édifiées au cours de l’été 1954.

Egypte.
E11 raison (1e l’éleetrifieation du chemin de fer Helwan—Le

Caire la station magnetiqne d’Helzvan sera déplaeée, mais le
nouveau site n’a pas encore été ehoisi.

Espagne.
U11 observatoire nouveau a été installé i1 Almérz'a. Ses eoordon—

nées sent : 36° 51’ 12” Nord ; 1° 13’ 43” Guest Gr. 11 est entré en

fonetion le 1er avril 1954. Il est équipé de variométres La Cour

eonlpensés thermiquelnent avee enregistreur :1 marehe normale.
L’observatoire effectuera des observations (10 séismologie. Le site
est exempt de toutes perturbations artifieielles; il n’y a pas
de Chemins de fer éleetrifiés.

U11 deuxieme observatoire nouveau a été étahli £1 4 km de
la Ville de Logrofio. Ses coordonnées sont 42° 27’ 27” Nord;
2° 30’ 12” Guest Gr. 11 entrera en fonetion au cours de 1954. Il
est équipé de variometres La Cour thermiquement eompensés
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avec enregistreur £1 marche normale. L’observatoire effectuera
des observations de séismologie. Le site est exempt de toutes

perturbations artificielles; il n’y a pas de chemins de fer

électrifiés.

La construction d’un troisieme observatoire est en cours ii
1 km de Santiago de Compostela. Ses coordonnées sont: 42° 53’
16” Nord; 8° 33’ 06” Guest Gr. 11 sera mis en fonction au cours

de 1955. Il sera équipé de variometres La Cour thermiquement
compensés avec enregistreur a marche norniale. L’observatoire
effectuera dcs observations de séismologie. Le site est exempt
de toutes perturbations artificielles ; il n’y a pas de chemins de
fer électrifiés.

France.

Un nouvel observatoire a été installé a M’Bour (Sénégal,
A.O.F.), dont les coordonnécs sont 14° 23’,5 Nord ; 343° 02’,5 Est

Gr. 11 est entré en fonction 1e 7 mars 1952. I1 est équipé de 3 vario-
métres La Cour compensés thermiquement avec enrcgistreur a
marche normale; de 3 variométres Mascart avec enregistrenr
a marche norinale ; d’un variométre Grenet pour dH/dt a marche

rapide. Le nouvcl observatoire effectuera des observations en

séismologie et en gravimétrie ; le site est exempt de toutes per-
turbations artificielles.

La construction d’un autre ohservatoil'e a été commencée a

Bangui (Oubangui, A.E.F.); i1 remplacera la station inagnétique
temporaire qui y a fonctionné du 1Br mars au 21 septcmbre 1952.
Ses coordonnées sont 4° 36’ 08” Nord; 18° 35’ 25” Est Gr. I1
entrera en fonction fin 1954. Il sera équipé de 3 val‘iometres
La Cour £1 marche normale ct compensation thermique. Le
nouvcl observatoire effectuera des sondages ionosphériques et

peut-étre des mesures de courants telluriques. Le site choisi est

exempt de toute perturbation artificielle.

Finlande.

Un nouvel observatoire a été établi a Nurmijr’irui, dont les
coordonnées sont: 60° 30’ 55” Nord ; 24° 39’ 25” Est Gr. 11 est

entré en fonction en 1952, avril 20. Il est équipé d’enregistreurs
£1 marche norniale et it marche rapide, ainsi que d’un enl‘egistreur
a niarche lente pour l’em‘egistrcment des tenipétes. Les vario-
metres sont compensés thei‘miquement. Un chcmin de fer a

courant continu passe a 40 km environ de la station.

Grande Bretagne.
L’observatoire maguétique d’AbingeI' étant depuis plusicul‘s

années troublé par des chemins de fer électrifiés, il a été décidé

de le déplacer pres de Harlland, dans le sud du Devon. Les

coordonnées du nouvel observatoire sont: 50° 59’ Nord; 4° 28’

18
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Ouest Gr. La date probable de son entrée en fonetion est 1957.

ll sera a plus de 10 miles du chemin de fer ; le site a été ehoisi

de fagon a ne plus étre perturbe’, meme si 1e ehemin de fer

était électrifié.

D’autre part, 1e Meteorological Office a prépal‘é l’installation

d’un nouvel observatoire qni sera construit par le Gouvernement

des Iles Falkland dans les iles Argentine : 65° Sud ; 64° Ouest Gr.

approximativement. ll entrera probablement en fonetion en 1955.

Il sel‘a équipé de deux jeux de variométres La Cour avec enregi-
sti‘eurs a vitesse normale et de sensibilités differentes ; (le QHM
et BMZ et d’un magnétométre Kew unifilaire. Des mesures iono-

sphériques sont effectuées a Port Lockroy, a 30 miles environ

au nerd-est des Iles Argentine.

Hong Kong.
Un projet sera sotunis a l’approbation dn Gouvernement de

Hong Kong pour l’installation d’une station magnétique perma—

nente, qui remplacerait la station de Au Tau détruite en decem-

bre 1941. La station serait située a moins de 10 miles de Hong
Kong ; si l’appl‘obation était accordée, sa mise en fonetion pour—
rait étre envisagée pour 1956. Il serait possible d’effectuer des

sondages ionosphériques au Royal Observatory. Le site serait

exempt de perturbations artificielles.

Indonész'e.

Une station magnétique permanente a été rétablie snr I’Ile

Kuyper, dans la baie de Djakarta. Elle remplace une ancienne

station occupant la meme position. Ses coordonnées sont: 6° 02’

Sud; 106° 44’ Est Gr. La station est entrée en fonetion depuis
juillet 1953. Elle est équipée de variometres La Cour avec

enregistreur a marche not-male. Elle est exempte de perturba-
tions artificielles.

La creation de deux nouvelles stations permanentes est en-

visagée sans que la decision en soit cependant prise. Leurs em—

placements probables seraient Padang et Menado. Les dates de

leurs mises en fonetion dépendront de la possibilité de disposer
de personnel et d’instruments.

Irlande.

L’équipement de l’observatoire magnétique de Valentia (51° 56’

Nord, 10° 15/ Ouest Gr.) a été modernisé au cours de 1952 et un

enregistreur La Cour a vitesse normale a été installé. Les obser-

vations seront publiées offieiellement a partir de 1954.

Japan.
[‘11 nouvel observatoire a été installé a Memambetsu, Hok—

kaido; il l'emplace l’ohservatoire établi a Toyohara. Ses coor—

données sont : 43° 5425 Nord ; 144° 11’,6 Est Gr. ll est entré en
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fonetion le 14 janvier 1952. Il est équipé de variométres com—

pensés thermiquement, avec enregistreur 2‘1 marche normale.

L’observatoire fera également des observations de courants tel-

Iuriques et d’électricité atmosphérique (gradient du potentiel et

conductibilités). Le site est exempt de toutes perturbations arti-

ficielles.

Noruége.
L’observatoire magnétique de Dombcis a été transféré a 1,5 km

environ de I’ancienne station. Les nouvelles coordonnées sont:

62° 04’,4 Nord; 9° 07’ Est Gr. ; altitude 660 m. Il est entré en

fonction depuis 1951, mars. Il est équipé d’un nouveau jeu de

variométres La Cour.

NouveIIe—Ze'lande.

L’effort de ce pays est consacré au rééquipement des observa-

toires magnétiques de Amherley et Apia au moyen de magneto-
graphes La Cour.

Pe’rou.

Au cours de la période 1951—1954, un ohservatoire pour les

observations ionosphériques a été installé a Talara au Nord-Est

du pays et un autre a Iquitos (region de l’Amazone) pour les

observations de séismologie.

Philippines.
Un nouvel observatoire a été installé qui remplace l’observa-

toire d’Antipolo. Ses coordonnées sont 14° 22’,5 Nord ; 121° 00’,9
Est GI‘. 11 est entre’ en fonction en novembre 1950. Il est équipé
de variométres du type Eschenhagen, avec euregistreur 2‘1 marche

normale. Le site est exempt de perturbations artificielles. Des

stations magnétiques temporaires (deux jours) seront installées

dans I’ile Balabac ; a Davao City dans l’ile de Mindanao ; a Iloilo

City, dans l’ile de Panay.

Portugal.
L’observatoire de Coimbra qui avait cessé de fonctionner de-

puis 1947, a été remis en fonction a partir d’octobre 1951. Il est

équipé de nouveaux variométres compensés thermiquement avec

enregistrcur a marehe normale (20 Him/h). Des tramways élec-

triques passent £1 1 km de l’observatoire et pcrturhent legerement
les enregistrements. La creation d’un nouvel observatoire en un

site non perturbé est envisagée.
La construction d’un nouvel observatoire a été commencée

dans 10 Mozambique. Ses coordonnées sont: 26° 18’ Sud ; 32° 12’

Est Gr. 11 entrera probablement en fonction 51 1a fin de 1954. Il

sera équipé de variométres Askauia avec enregistreur a marche

18‘
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normale. D’autres observations géophysiques y seront effectuées.
Le site est exempt de toute perturbation artifieielle.

La construction d’un autre observatoire est pl‘ojetée a Luanda

(Angola). II entrera prohablcment en fonction a la fin de 1954.
D’autres observations géophysiques y seront effectuées. Le site

est exempt (le toute perturbation artificielle.

U.S.A.

Les plans et les travaux préliminaires a la construction d’un
nouvel ohservatoire ont été établis. ll s’appellei'a Observatoire de

Fredericksburg et remplacera I’Obseruatoire de Cheltenham.
Il est situé pres de la ville de Fredericksburg en Virginie.

Ses coordonnées sont: 38° 12’,4 Nord ; 77° 22’ Ouest Gr. ll entrera

prohablcment e11 fonction au cours du second seniestre de 1955.
Il sera équipé de variométres a sensibilité normale et a faible
sensibilité avec enregistreurs a marche normale (20 mm/h.); de

variometres a sensibilité normale avec enregistreur a marche

rapide. D’autres types (l’enregistreurs seront également experi-
mentés. Tous les appareils seront thermiquement compensés. Des

plans sent a l’étude pour l’établissement d’un mesureur de rayon-
nement cosmique, avec la collaboration de la Carnegie Institu—
tion. Le site est exempt de perturbations artificielles; le chemin
de fer éleetrifié le plus voisin est a plus de 50 km.

II

Stations Magnétz'ques Temporaires
Argentine.

Une station temporaire a été installée clans I’Ile de la Décepcion
(Antarctique Argentin) d’avril a décembre 1951. Au cours de
cette période a été effectué le levé magnétique de l’ile.

Il est projeté d’installer une station temporaire dans la zone

70° Ouest Gr. et entre les paralleles 40° et 54° Sud.

Congo Belge.
Les cinq stations temporaires suivantes ont été occupées en

1953 Rutshlu'u (10—15 janvier); Beni (21—24 janvier); Bunia

(27—30 janvier); Djalasiga (3—6 février); Missa (10—13
février).

Elles font partie (lu réseau des stations dc variation séculaire.

Espagne.
Une station teinporaire a été installée a EUiIzag/ong (Guinée

Espagnolc) de coordonnées 1° 26/ 16” Nord ; 10° 33/ 40” Est G11,
du 10 février au 19 mars 1952. Elle e'tait équipée dc variometres
Askania compenses thermiquement, avec eurcgistreur £1 marche
norniale. Des observations astronomiques ont été etfectuées au

cours de l’éclipse solairc du 25 février 1952.
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France.

Une station temporaire a été établie 51 Bangui (Ouhangui,
A.E.F.) de coordonnées 4° 36’ 08” Nord ; 18° 35’ 25” Est Gr., du

1er mars au 21 septembre 1952. Elle était équipée de variométres

La Cour, compensés thermiquement, avec enregistreur £1 marche

nomiale. Des sondages ionosphériques y ont été effectués.

Indes.

Des observations temporaires ont été effectuées en 1953 re-

spectivement £1 Devadanappati (10°,2 Nord ; 77°,6 Est) les 23 et

24 février; Virapandi (10°,0 Nord ; 77°,4 Est) les 26 et 27 fév-

rier; Uttamapalayam (9°,8 Nord; 77°,3 Est) les 1 et 2 mars;

Kodailcanal Road (10°,2 Nord ; 77°,9 Est) les 4 et 5 mars ; Palni

(10°,5 Nord; 77°,5 Est) les 7 et 8 mars; Dliarapuram (10°,7
Nord ; 77°,5 Est) les 10 et 11 mars ; Erode (10°,3 Nord ; 77°.8 Est)
les 17 et 18 mars; Mettun (11°.8 Nord ; 77°,8 Est) les 20 et 21

mars ; Bangalore (13°,0 Nord ; 77°,6 Est) les 23 et 24 mars.

Suede.

Il est projeté d’installer une station temporaire £1 Varnamo

de coordonnées 57°,2 Nord ; 14°,0 Est G11. du 15 juin au 15 juillet
1954 pour encadrer l’éclipse solaire du 30 juin 1954 ; les éléments

D, H, Z y seront observes. Au point do vue ionosphérique, il faut

noter que la ligne de centralité de l’éclipse y passe it 90 km

de hauteur.

USA.

11 est projeté d’établir une station temporaire dans l’Etat de

Floride au cours du premier semestre de 1954. Elle fonctionnera

probablement en 1954 at 1955.

III

Année Ge’ophysique Internationale 1957—1958

Australia.

En raison de la contribution considerable de ce pays au déve-

Ioppement du programme (165 observations de magnétisme ter-

restre (voir I), il ne lui sera pas possible d’établir une station

en Afrique pendant l’Année Géophysique.

Bre’sil.

La construction de l’observatoire de Tatuoca est en cours.

Canada.

Pendant I’Année Géophysique, ce pays mainticndra une station

51 Baker Lake (64° 20’ Nord ; 96" 02’ Guest Gr.) et une station

51 Resolute Bay (74° 41’ Nord ; 94° 50’ Ouest Gr.).
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Congo Belge.
Les ohservatoires de Binza, Karauia et Bunia seront complete-

ment équipés pour l’Année Géophysique et disposeront de son-

deurs ionosphériques et d’enregistreurs de courants telluriques.
Il est proposé en outre d’établir une station temporaire a

Malakal (sur l’équateur magnétique); cette station pourrait
abriter un équipement spectrographique.

Egypte.
En raison du manque de personnel et de crédit i1 n’est pas

possible actuellement, a ce pays, de collaborer a l’Année Géo-

physique et de réaliser notamment le projet d’une station {‘1
Khartoum.

Espagne.
Les projets pour l’établissement de stations en Guinée Espag-

nole et aux iles Canaries sont a l’étude.

France.

Le développement des stations (18 Tamanrasset et Bangui est
trés probable L’étahlissement d’une station a Tahiti est toujours
envisage. 11 y a pen d’espoir de re’aliser la station des [les Ker-

guelen.
Le rétablissement de la station de Scoresby Sand ne peut étre

envisage.

Hong Kong.
Un projet sera soumis a l’approbation du Gouvernement de

Hong Kong pour l’installation d’une station magnétique perma—
nente (voir I).

Noruége.
Une station temporaire sera établie pendant l’Année Géophy-

sique a File des Ours.

La possibilité d’établir avec la Suede une station au Spitzbcrg
fait l’objet de pourparlers. La décision sera communiquée par
le Comité National Suédois. ll ne sera pas étahli de station
a File Jan Mayen, ni par la Norvege ni par la Suede.

Pays-Bus.
Des pourparlers sont en cours pour l’installation d’un observa-

toire a Paramaribo (Surinam) et Hollandia (Nouvelle Guinée)t
Cependant en raison de l’indépendance complete (Surinam) ou

quasi complete (Nouvelle Guinée) do ces territoires Vis i1 vis
des Pays-Bas, tous les efforts de ceux—ci doivent Se borner a
(les conseils.
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Suede.

Ce ne sera qu’au printemps de 1955, qu’il sera possible de

savoir si les crédits nécessaires 2‘1 l’étahlissement d’une station

en Abyssinie et au Spitzberg pourront étre accordés.

U.S.A.

S’il devient possible pour ce pays d’établir une station mag-

nétique avec enregistreur sur l’ile Jarvis, elle ne fonctionnera

que pendant l’Année Géophysique.

Questionnaire
I. Observatoires (on Stations Magnétiques Permanentes)

1 — Au cours de la période janvier 1951 — décembre 1953,
avez-vous installé :

1 a) — Un observatoire magnétique permanent nouveau

(ou plusieurs)?
1 h) —~ Une station magnétique permanente nouvelle (on

plnsieurs) ?

2 — Dans l’affirmative pourriez-vous indiqner:
2 a) — Si cet observatoire on cette station se substitne a

un autre observatoire on a une antre station.
2 b) — Sa position géographique;
2 e) — La date de son entrée en fonction ;

2 d) — La nature des enregistreurs qui l’équipent (enregi—
streurs a marche normale, a marche rapide ; com-

pensation thermique);
2 e) —— Si d’autres observations géophysiques seront faites

2‘1 proximité (courants telluriques, sondages iono-

sphériques, etc..)
2 f) — Si le site choisi est exempt de toute perturbation

artificielle (indiquer éventuellement 1a distance 51

1a ligne de chemin de fer la plus proche électrifié
en courant continu).

3 — Au cours de la période 1951—1953 avez—vous commencé
la construction d’nn observatoire permanent nouveau (ou
d’une station magnétique)?

wt — Dans l‘affirmative pourriez—vous indiquer:
4 a) — Si cet établisscment est destiné a remplacer un

autre observatoire (ou une autre station);
4 b) — Sa position géographique;
4 c) — L’époque probable de son entrée en fonction ;

4 d) — La nature des enregistreurs qui l’équiperont (en-
registreurs £1 marche normale, a marche rapide;
compensation thermique) ;

'
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4 e) — Si d’autres observations géophysiques seront faites
a proximité (courants telluriques, sondages iono-

sphériques, etc...)
4 f) — Si le site choisi est exempt de toute perturbation

artifieielle (indiquer éventuellement 1a distance a
la ligne de chemin de fer la plus proche éleetrifiée
en courant continu).

5 — Projetez-vous d’installer un observatoire permanent nou-

veau (ou une station magnétique)?
6 — Dans l’affirmative, pourriez-vous indiquer :

6 a) — L’emplaeement probable de eet établissement;
6 b) — L’époque probable de son entrée en fonction ;

6 c) —« Si d’autres observations géophysiques seront faites
a proximité (courants telluriques, sondages iono—

sphériques, etc...);
6 d) — Si le site choisi sera exempt de toute perturbation

artificielle (indiquer éventuellement la distance a
la ligne de chemin de fer la plus proehe électrifiée
en courant eontinu).

II. Stations Magne’tiques Temporaires

7 — Au cours de la période 1951—1953 avez-vous installé une

station magnétique telnporaire (ou plusieurs)?
8 — Dans I’affirmative, pourriez-vous indiquer :

8 a) — Sa position géographique;
8 b) ~— La période pendant laquelle elle a fonctionné ;
8 c) — La nature des enregistreurs qui l’équipaient (mar-

ehe normale, marche rapide; compensation ther-

mique) ;

8 d) — Si d’autres observations géophysiques ont été faites
a proximité (courants telluriques, sondages iono-

spbériques, etc...)

9 — Projetez-vous d’installer une station magnétique tempo-
raire ?

10 — Dans l’affirmative pourriez-vous indiquer :

10 a) — La region probable de son emplacement;
10 b) — La période pendant laquelle elle fonctionnera ;
10 c) -— Si (l’autres observations géophysiques seront effec-

tuées a proximité (courants telluriques, sondages
ionosphériques, etc...)
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III. Anne's Géophysique Internationale 1957—1958

En annexe est reproduite une Iiste de stations magnétiques
dont le Comité Spécial de l’Année Géophysique Interna-

tionale (C.S.A.G.I.) voudrait pouvoir recommander l’in-

stallation aux Etats intéressés. Si votre Pays figure dans

cette liste, et si la station mentionnée n’est pas citée dans

les parties I et II de ce formulaire, pourriez—vous faire

connaitre dans quelles conditions i1 vous serait possible de

donner unc suite favorable aux suggestions du C.S.A.G.I.

Annexe

Envoi de missions japonaises dans les iies du Pacifique,
a determiner d’accord avec le gouvernement des Etats—

Unis.

Envoi par 1e gouvernement des Etats-Unis d’une mission

a l’iIe Jarvis.

Contribution du gouvernement autrichien a I’établisse-

ment d’uno station en Afrique pres de l’équateur mag—

nétique.

Etablissoment par le gouvernemcnt suédois d’une station

en Abyssinie.
Etahlissement de stations hollandaises a Paramaribo (Su-

rinam) et Hollandia (Nouvelle Guinée).

Equipement par le Brésil d’un nouvel observatoire '21

Tatuoca.

Etablissement par la gouvernement espagnol de stations

en Guinée Espagnole et aux iles Canaries.

Développement donné par le gouvernement frangais aux

stations de Tamanrasset et Bangui ; étahlissement possible
d’une station a Tahiti et d’une station d’enregistrement des

variations aux iles Kergueleu.

Etablissement par le gouvernement do l’Islande d’une sta—

tion magnétique permettant en particulier l’enregistre—
ment des variations rapides.

Etablissement de stations magnétiques £1 Bunia et Lwiro

au Congo Beige, en particulier pour l’étude des variations.

Remise en marche par le gouvernement du Royaume—Uni
de la station Inagnétique de Hung-Kong.

Etahlissement d’une station magnétique a Khartoum.

Le C.S.A.G.I. recommande l’étalflisscnicnt d’uno station

nlagnétique au Spitzberg et invite 1a Norvégc et la Suede 5
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examiner les moyens adéquats pour assurer le fonctionne-
ment d’une telle station.

3. Le C.S.A.G.I. demande que le réseau de stations magne—
tiques qui sera établi dans les regions arctiques au cours

de l’AGI soit au moins aussi complet que lors de la seconde
année polaire internationale 1932—1933. En particulier, i1
desire attirer l’attention sur la nécessité de rétablir les
stations suivantes: Julianehaab, Jan Mayen, Scoresby
Sund.

Committee No. 2

Committee on Aurora

Report for the period 1951—1954

by Carl Stdrmer, Chairman

A. Distribution of auroral cameras belonging to the Association
of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity:
The 14 auroral cameras enumerated in the report to the
Brussels meeting 1951 are now distributed as follows:
Cameras with Astro lens F 1.25:

at the auroral station in Lillehammer, Southern Norway
at the auroral station in Nordsaeter,
at the auroral station in Askim,
at the auroral station in Kongsherg,
at the auroral station in Holmestrand,

the auroral station in Oslo,
at Tromso, Northern Norway
to Professor Berkey, Colgate University, U.S.A.
to Professor Currie, Saskatoon, Canada
to Dr. James Paton, Edinburgh, Scotland

2 to the French expedition to Adelie Land, Antarctic
Cameras with Meyer lens F 1.5:
1 at the auroral station in Oslo
1 to Dr. James Paton, Edinburgh, Scotland
1 single Astro lens in a moving picture camera at the auroral

station in Oslo

:7 n

u u
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B. Distribution of auroral cameras belonging to “Forskningsfon-
det 1919” and to Professor Stormer personally:
With Astro lens F 1425:
1 at the auroral station Oslo
1 at the auroral observatory, College, Alaska
With Ernemann lens F2, focal distance 10 cm:

1 at the station Oslo
\Vith Ernemann lens F2, focal distance 5 cm:
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5 at the station Oslo

1 at the observatory, Sodankyla, Finland

. Distribution of pocket spectroscopes belonging to the Asso—

ciation:

The 14 spectroscopes enumerated in my report to the Brussels

meeting are distributed as follows:

6 to the auroral stations Oslo, Lillehammer, Nordsaeter,
Askim, Holmestrand, Kongsberg

1 to myself
4 to auroral observers in Norway
1 to Dr. James Paton, Edinburgh
2 deposited at the Astrophysical Institute, Oslo.

. Distribution of Atlasses, Supplements, Starmaps and Covers,
belonging to the Association:

During the period under review a new edition of the Photo-

graphic Atlas of Auroral Forms was published, in all 250

copies. The printing costs were covered by a grant from the

Temporary Commission on the Liquidation of the Polar Year

1932—33.

The following numbers of Atlasses and Supplements have

been sent:

1951 AlIassEs Supplem.

March 6 2 2 Servicio Meteorologico Nacional,
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

1 Director, Instituto de Geofisica,
Mexico D.F., Mexico.

Jan. 16 1 1 J. Bull, Newcastle.

Febr. 16 1 1 M. Stahl, Strassbourg, France.

April 16 1 1 B. Meinel, Yerkes Observatory, U.S.A

July 5 5 To Dufay, Gotz, Paton, Sucksdorff and

Currie as members of the auroral com-

mittee.

4 To the president, vice—presidents and

secretary of the Association.

1 Dr. Laursen, Denmark.

Aug. 13 15 15

51:5;
Gartlein, Cornell University,

a 5 J. W. Joyce, Washington D.C., U.S.A.

1 1 N. J. Oliver, Shamowith Gardens,
Sommerset Centre, U.S.A.

Nov. 17 5 5 Shapley, Washington D.C., U.S.A.

Dec. 13 1 1 Gerson, VValtham, U.S.A.
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1952 Atlasses Sup/)Imt.
March 21 1 1 Laclavére, Paris.

April 24 24 24 James Paton, Edinburgh.
May 5 1 1 Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.,

U.S.A.

July 24 2 2 Bari], Montreal, Canada.

Dec. 11 6 Geophys. Inst. Alaska, U.S.A.

1953

Jan. 26 1 Nat. Geogr. Soc. Washington D.C.,
U.S.A.

Feb. 4 2 Forsvarets Forskn. Inst. Kj eller.

11 12 James Paton, Edinburgh.
19 6 Geopllys. Inst. Alaska, U.S.A.

25 1 Univ. Bibl. Bergen.
25 1 Vidensk. Selsk. Puhl., Trondheim.

April 29 1 Director Morgan, New Hampshire,
USA.

July 30 1 Professor Bates, Belfast, Great Britain.

Sept. 14 1 Professor E. Briiche, Mosbach,
Germany.

In all sent:

In 1951 43 Atlasses 32 Supplements
In 1952 34 Atlasses 28 Supplements
In 1953 26 Atlasses 0 Supplements

In all 103 Atlasses 60 Supplements

According to A. W. Broggers Boktrykkeri A/S the stock available
Dec. 31, 1953 was

163 Atlasses and 44 Supplements.
Starmaps and covers:

In 1951, 1952 and 1953 no starmaps and covers were sent.

Appendiau
Account for Auroral Cameras, Atlasses etc. 1951, 1952 and 1953:

(All amounts in Norwegian crowns)

Cash, Jan. 1. 1951 .................. .. kr. 5.803.22
Received for sale of Atlasses etc. kr. 1.388.90

Sum kr. 7.192.12
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Paid A. W. Broggers Boktrykkeri A/S for

preparing starmaps ............................... kr. 92.50

Mailing of Atlasses etc. ............ kr. 181.10

Correction of proofs of new Atlas .. kr. 10.00

Help to the bureau .................. kr. 30.50

Repair of a camera ......... kr. 10.00

Paid A. W. Broggeis Boktrykkeri A/S for

new stock of Atlasses ........ .. kr. 4.954.80

kr. 5.278.90

Cash, Jan. 1. 1954:

kr. 7.192.12 — kr. 5278.90 = kr. 1.913.22

Committee No. 3

Committee on Magnetic Secular Variation Stations

Report by E. H. Vestine, Chairman

The Committee has continued to function since the time of

the Brussels meeting, members now acting being Messrs. Egedal,
Errulat, Fleming, Mme. Kalinowska, Messrs. Nagata, Pramanik,

Prior, Slaucitajs, and Vestine (Chairman).
The Committee has solicited information respecting magnetic

surveys at repeat stations of various nations. A brief summary

covering surveys since 1951 is included here.

The most serious problem is the mounting uncertainty in mag—
netic secular changes over the oceans. Since 1929 the amount

of seculal change information obtained by ship or ai1borne

magnetometei over the oceans has been quite insignificant.
While the air‘bome suiveys of Atlantic a1eas have gieatly im—

plmed 0111 knowledge of details of field (listlibution in these

areas the measuiements thus far onlv seive to 1oughly check

the ext1apolated secular changes of earlie1 e1as It is neeessaly

that these measurements at suitable check points be repeated
within a few years’ time and extended to world wide coverage
at the earliest possible time.

The Committee has arrived at the following comments and

recommendations:

1. The Committee takes much satisfaction in noting that a

numhel of studies of geomagnetic sccula1 change have in

1eccnt yeals provided valuable inf01mati011 iespccting the

ealth’s inteiim, and that most inaccessible of 1egions the

earth’s central core. It also appears likely that the origin of

secular change is beginning to he understood.

2. The Committee notes with satisfaction that secular—variation

stations on land in many countries have been reoccup1ed, and
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that consequently much valuable data useful in constructing
charts for navigation and other purposes have become avail—
able. Observations are wanting in certain regions of very
rapid secular change susceptible of measurement at islands
such as Tristan da Cunha and Marion and many others. The
attached summaries show that in general survey activities on

land are in a healthy state.

3. The Committee notes the mounting deficiencies in the know—

ledge of secular change over the oceans, still virtually un~

surveyed for such purposes particularly since the sinking of
the non-magnetic ship “Carnegie” in 1929. These deficiencies
have now reduced the security of traffic by air and sea, due
to defective charts. The Committee strongly urges that steps
be taken as soon as possible to

(a) recover sites of Carnegie stations over all oceans by
airborne magnetometer, or in other ways, such as by
weather and other ships.

(1)) fly magnetic profiles across all oceans for subsequent
recovery five to ten years later for purposes of secular

change determination.

(c) outfit non-magnetic ships to resurvey those areas not ac—

cessible to aircraft and to supplement estimates of secular

change over all oceans where necessary. There is very
grave danger that airborne surveys will not be extended
as rapidly as expected over all oceans, and that the values
of field measured at specific points by aircraft may be

wanting in adequate precision. The Committee especially
wishes to stress that both airborne and surface surveys
are essential.

(d) undertake frequent measurements, at intervals of five

years at island stations, providing estimates of secular

change within ocean areas remote from continental
areas.

4. It is noted that magnetic observatories ordinarily yield the
most reliable estimates of secular change. As in earlier re—

ports, it is urged that selected repeat stations be reoceupied
about once every two years, operating a portable magneto-
graph for from one to several days, at or near the previous
site, giving the reduction to the mean of a Greenwich day.

The following abstract gives a short summary of magnetic
survey activities of various countries responding to our request
for information.

AFRICA

Angola and Mozambique.
Prof. H. Amorim Ferreira, Director-General, Servigo Meteoro—

logico Nacional, Portugal, states that due to the great area of
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these territories, before starting the geomagnetic survey, two

observatories are being built and installed near Luanda (Portu-

guese West Africa) and Lourengo Marques (Portuguese East

Africa). It is expected that these two observatories will be in

operation by the end of 1954 when the survey of the territory
will be started.

French Africa.
Dr. .I. Coulomb, Director de l’Institut de Physique du Globe

de Paris, states that 39 stations were occupied in Equatorial
French Africa during the period under consideration.

South Africa.
Dr. A. M. van Wijk, Officer—in—Charge, Hermanus Magnetic

Observatory, reports that 44 secular variation stations established

in 1938—1939 were reoccupied in 1952#1953. The addition of six

stations in Southern Rhodesia in 1948, and two in South Africa

in 1952 has raised the total to 52. Three stations were trans-

ferred to new locations in 1952—1953.

The possibility of establishing secular variation stations on

Marion Island and on Island Tristan da Cunha is being con—

sidered. It is expected that magnetic field observations will be

started in the near future in Angola by the Servico h'leteorologico
de Angola.

Madagascar.
Dr. R. P. Jean Coze, Ohservatoire Ambohidempona, Tanana—

rive, states that no old stations were occupied in 1951 nor were

any new stations established in Madagascar. However, measure-

ments were made at Kerguelen in the summer. There is a pro—

ject planned for 1954 to make magnetic observations by airplane.

Mauritius.

Dr. E. G. Davy, Director, Vacoas Observatory, reports that at

the Royal Alfred Observatory photographic records of magnetic
force were not made from 195171953 but recording was started

again in January 1954. No surveys are contemplated in the near

future.

ASIA

Ceylon.
The Director, Colombo Observatory, reported that plans for

establishing repeat stations have been deferred, but declination

observations were obtained at Colombo Observatory for March

1951 and February 1954.

Hindustan (Portuguese).
Prof. H. Amorim Ferreira, Director—General, Service Meteoro—

logico Nacional, Portugal, states that 35 stations were occupied
in a survey of Portuguese Territory in the Hindustani Peninsula.
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India.

Dr. B. L. Gulatee, Director, Geodetic and Training Circle,
Survey of India, states that observations were carried out at 13
repeat stations in South India in 1950~195L Detailed magnetic
work has been carried out in the Rajasthan area for the Indian
Air Force. Other repeat stations will probably be occupied in
1954.

Indonesia.

Prof. Ir. R. Goenarso, Director, Meteorological and Geophysical
Service. Ministry of Communications, Indonesia, reported that
the La Cour recording instruments were moved from Lelnbang
(“7. Java) to Kuyper in the Bay of Djakarta because of strong
disturbances at Lembang. Magnetic field observations were made
at Celebes and Borneo in 1952 and 1953.

As to the future, a five year plan calls for obtaining complete
new magnetic instruments for a modern observatory and also
for the continuation of field work and registrations.

Japan.
Dr. T. Yoshimatsu, Director, Kakioka Magnetic Observatory,

reports that mean values af H, D, and Z, were obtained at Ka-
kioka in 1951—4953 and at Meniambetsu for 1952;1953. Obser—
vations were made at other observatories, namely, Katsuura
I-lydrographic Observatory; Aso Magnetic Observatory, Kyoto
University; Onagawa Magnetic Observatory, Tohoku University;
VVakkamai and Hiraiso Radio \Vave Observatories; Mase (Nii-
gata Prefecture) and Aburatsubo (Miura Peninsula, Kanagawa
Prefecture) Observatories, Tokyo University, and Kakioka
Branch Station, Tokyo University.

No surveys are planned for the near future.

Lebanese Republic.
Dr. P. J. Delpeut, Director, Observatoire de Ksara par Zahle,

reports the Ksara Magnetic Observatory was in operation during
the years 1951—1953.

Thailand.

Major General Luang Lahaw Bhumilak, Chief of Survey,
Ministry of Defense, Bangkok, reported that 31 stations were

reoccupied since 1951 He also stated that terrestrial magnetic
surveys will be continued regularly at the locations already
observed, as personnel and instruments are available.

AUSTRALASIA
Australia.

Dr. L. S. Prior, Officer in Charge, \Vatheroo Observatory,
Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics, reports
that absolute magnetic field observations have been made in all
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Australian states. Tasmania has been completely resurveyed and

29 stations were either reoccupied or established during 1952.

A series of observations around the border of Australian main-

land involving the reoccupation or establishing of 19 stations was

undertaken in 1952.

Magnetic observatories at \Vatheroo and Toolangi have been

maintained in full running order and have been supplied with

new absolute magnetic equipment. Observatories at Heard Island

and Macquarie Island were brought to full automatic recording
in March 1952.

A resurvey of Victoria will be started shortly when between

30 and 40 stations will be reoccupied or established. At present
an observer with the Australian National Antarctic Research

Expedition is surveying a site for a proposed Antarctic observa-

tory and is establishing a field station on the Antarctic Continent.

A site has been selected and surveyed for the establishment

of a magnetic observatory near Port Moresby in Papua. Approxi—
mately 24,000 square miles have been surveyed with an airborne

magnetometer for total force. Plans are in preparation for

measurements of three components from the air.
A program has been drawn up for the reoccupation and/or

the establishment of 500 absolute magnetic field stations through—
out Australia and its dependencies.

New Zealand.

Dr. A. L. Cullington, Acting Director, Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research, submits the following report. Observa-
tions were made in New Zealand at 24 magnetic stations eight
of which were reoccupations. In 1952 magnetic survey work was

extended into the Pacific where nine magnetic stations were

established in Fiji, Western Samoa, Society Islands, Cook Islands,
and Norfolk Islands. It is intended to carry out repeat observa—
tions at all of these stations in the future. In 1952 two magnetic
stations at the Chatham Islands were reoccupied and another

established nearby. In 1953 stations on Campbell Islands, Fiji
and Cook Islands were reoccupied.

Additional stations designated as International Repeat Stations
are Nandi and Fiji, Rarotonga in the Cook Islands and Te Roto
in Chatham Islands. Another International Repeat Station is to

be established north of Auckland in the North Islands. All of the
International Repeat Stations are to be reoccupied every two

years.

Magnetic surveys by airplane were carried out to measure

total force. An area of 7860 square miles was covered in the

Rotorua-Taupo thermal region of North Islands. Profiles were

flown over other parts of New Zealand amounting to nearly
2300 miles.

19
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EUROPE

Denmark and Greenland.

Dr. Helge Petersen, Director, Danske Meteorologiske Institut,
states that the Danish magnetic observatories Rude Skov and

Godhavn (Greenland) have been functioning during the con-

sidered time, but the Thule Observatory had been closed down

in 1952 for transfer to a new site. The ten old secular variation

stations in Denmark will be occupied in 1955.

Plans call for the establishment of secular variation stations

at appropriate places in Greenland.

France.

Dr. J. Coulomb, Director de l’Institut de Physique du Globe

de Paris, reports that 11 stations were reoccupied in France and

two others established. In Corsica 98 stations were completed.
All stations will be reoccupied in 1957.

Netherlands.

Dr. J. Veldkamp, Director, Koninklijk Nederlands Meteoro-

logisch Instituut, advises that a number of stations which had

been occupied for the magnetic survey of the Netherlands and
reduced to 1945.0 have been reoccupied during the years 1951*

1953. Reoccupation at regular time intervals is planned for the

near future.

Norway.
Dr. K. F. ‘Vasscrt'all, Amanuensis at Det Magnetiske Byra,

Bergen, states that 120 secular variation stations, fairly well
distributed in Norway, have been reoccupied during the last

two years.

Poland.

Madalne Z. Kalinowska, Geophysical Observatory, Swider,
reported that D, H, I, and Z were measured at seven old stations
in 1951. In 1952 nine stations were reoceupied, and in 1953

D, H, Z were observed at four old stations and D only at eight
other stations. A network of 2-1 stations including old stations and

some new locations is proposed for the future.

Portugal.
Prof. H. Amorim Ferreira, Director-General, Servieo Meteoro—

logico Nacional, reports that in the continental territory of

Portugal ten repeat stations were occupied in 195271953. One

station was reoccupied in Madeira, one in the Azores, one in

Cape Verde, and two in S. Tome Islands. A plan for the geo—

magnetic survey of the whole Iberian Peninsula was established
in collaboration with the Institute Geografica y Catastral of
Madrid. The magnetic survey corresponds to an average of one

station per 288 square kilometers and includes seven observa—

tories and 38 secular variation stations. The survey of the Portu—
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guese Territory will be followed by the survey of the North

Atlantic Islands (Azores, Madeira, and Cape Verde). The mag—
netic survey of the African Islands of S. Tome and Principe, in

the Gulf of Guinea was carried out in 1952.

Spain.
Dr. Jose Rodriguez—Navarro De Fuentes, Secretario de la Co-

mision Nacional de Geodesia y Geofisica, reports that new

instruments have been installed at Observatorio Geofisico de

Toledo. Construction has recently been completed on Observa-

torio Geofisico de Almeria in the proximity of the city. Con-

struction has been completed 011 Observatorio Geofisico de

Logrofio, four kilometers west of the city. Construction has been

started on Observatorio Geofisieo de Santiago de Compostela.
Thirty—nine secular variation stations were occupied in 1951—

1953 in Spain. Thirty—six stations were occupied in continental

Guinea and thirteen on the Island of Fernando Poo.
A magnetic survey program will be carried out in the near

future in cooperation with Portugal.
Sweden.

Dr. Nils Ambolt, Kungl. Sjokarteverket, states that in 1953

the following stations were observed together with the three
observatories Abisko, Kiruna, and Love belonging to a sparse

homogeneous magnetic net laid out in cooperation with repre—
sentatives of Nonvay, Finland and Denmark: Launikari, Tar-

naby, Vindeln, Alsen, Sarna, Innersto, Limedsforsen, Granna
and Burgsvik.

It is intended to measure this net every second year.

Turkey.
Dr. 0. N. Sipahioglu, Director, Observatoire de Kandilli, re-

ports that four stations were occupied in European Turkey and

four in Western Antolie. Plans for the future call for the

reoccupation of 40 stations established by the Carnegie Institu-
tion of Washington in the survey of Turkey in 1909—1911.

NORTH AMERICA
Canada.

Dr. R. Glenn Madill, Chief, Division of Terrestrial Magnetism,
Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, reported that

during 1951—1953, 237 magnetic stations were occupied of which
147 were new and 90 were repeat stations. A Universal Airborne

Magnetometer designed by the Dominion Observatory was used
for the first time on magnetic survey operations during Septem-
ber, 1953. Continuous registration of D, H, and Z was accom-

plished throughout a 15,000 mile flight which followed approxi—
mately the perimeter of Canada.

19'
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The ground magnetic surveys will be continued for the purpose
of deriving secular change data and filling in gaps in the network

of stations where data are either sparse or lacking.
It is hoped that the airborne magnetometer will be in use each

season in the future and that in 1954 airborne surveys over ocean

areas adjacent to the eastern coast of Canada from the Arctic

Islands to Newfoundland may be carried out. It is hoped, also,
that a return flight may be undertaken between Canada and

England as a Canadian contribution to a general survey over

ocean areas.

Greenland 7 See Denmark.

United States.

The US. Coast and Geodetic Survey summarized the magnetic
repeat stations occupied by agencies of the United States, July
1951 to December 1953, as follows: United States, seven new,

67 old; Great Lakes (US. and Canada), one new, 26 old; Mexico

30 new; Central America, six new, 16 old; Caribbean area, 15

new, seven old; South America, 49 new, 35 old; totals 108 new,

151 old.

British West Indies.

The Director of Surveys, Port of Spain, Trinidad, states that

the Division de Geodesia, Venezuela, occupied three stations in

Trinidad and one in Tobago in 1952. The Department of Lands

and Survey of Trinidad plans to have several repeat stations

occupied in 1955.

SOUTH AMERICA

Argentina.
Capitan de Fragata (R) Guillermo 0. Wallbrecher, Director,

Servicio Meteorologico Nacional, states that 80 stations were

reoccupied, including Isla Decepcion (Antartida Argentina) in

1951—1953.

A survey has been started along the Patagonic Argentine
Coast, including ten magnetic stations, six of which are reoccupa-
tions of former stations and four are new stations. About the
middle of 1954, some measurements will be made along the 64°

\Vest Meridian between the parallels of 30° and 40° South.

Brazil.

Dr. Lelio I. Gama, Director, National Observatory, Rio de

Janeiro, reports that during the period July 1952 to December

1953, 56 stations have been established or reoccupied. The com—

plete network of stations comprises about 120 localities and

includes all stations previously established by expeditions. The

magnetic survey work is being carried out under the sponsorship
of the National Research Council of Brazil.

Two buildings for absolute observations and photographic
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recording for the new Tatuoca Observatory have already been

erected on the Island of Tatuoca, near the mouth of the eastern

branch of the Amazon River. Funds have been granted by the

Brazilian Government for the building program to which the

National Research Council of Brazil has also contributed.

Colombia.

Dr. Jose Ignacio Ruiz, Director, Instituto Geografico de Colom-

bia, reported that eleven stations were reoceupied in collabora-

tion with Inter American Geodetic Survey. Twenty—six repeat
stations will be occupied in the near future.

A magnetic observatory has been established in collaboration

with IAGS on the Island of El Santuario.

Peru.

Dr. Albert A. Giesecke, Jr., Director Tecnico, Instituto Geo-

fisico de Huancayo, reports that observations af D, H, and Z

were made at 43 repeat stations and observations of D only were

made at 14 other stations.

Committee No. 4

Committee on Magnetic Charts

Report by Nils Ambolt, Chairman

Through the secretary of IATME, Mr. V. Laursen, the Com-

mittee was asked to express its opinion whether the epoch of

magnetic charts should be the beginning or middle of the year

(.0 or .5). No definite decision was arrived at, and thus the Com-

mittee at first only recommended that such charts always should

be furnished with a clear indication as to whether they are

referred to epoch .0 or .5.
The International Hydrographic Bureau has considered the

same subject, and that Bureau has decided to recommend the

use of epoch .0. Therefore in order to avoid confusion:

1. The Committee recommends for the future the epoch .0 to

be used for magnetic charts.

Three of the members of the Committee viz. Mr. Kjaer for

Norway, Dr. Keréinen for Finland and Dr. Ambolt for Sweden

formed a Subcommittee in co-operation with Mr. Egedal for

Denmark to produce common magnetic charts for their coun-

tries. They published in 1953 a D-chart with isogonie lines based

on mean values of observations from areas of 1° longitude and

1/2" latitude. Extreme values were excluded when forming the

means. For regions where the magnetic conditions are disturbed

(as for instance is the case with Finland, Norway and Sweden)
such a chart must be preferred especially by mariners and avia-

tors to charts whose isogonic lines are based on single values.
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2. The Committee recomlnends that, additionally to magnetic
charts representing as many details as possible (which may
be constructed if the observational net is dense enough),
construction of magnetic charts based on mean values (dis—
regarding extreme values) for areas of suitable size be

discussed at the Rome meeting.
Capt. Roberts, U.S.A., has proposed that Committee No. 1 on

Sites of New Observatories, N0. 4 on Magnetic Charts and N0. 6

on Methods of Observatory Publication should be in some way
combined.

3. The Committee recommends that Capt. Roberts’ proposal
should be taken up at the Rome meeting for discussion and

decision.

It has recently been proposed by the Hydrographer of the Navy
and Sir Harold Spencer Jones, Great Britain, that the weather-

ships make determinations of magnetic declination at regular
intervals. The collection of such material — if it can be accurate

enough — will be of great interest especially for the construction
of world magnetic charts.

4. The Committee recommends that the authorities respon-
sible for the maintenance of weather-ships should be urged
to arrange for observation of magnetic declination (com—
pass variation) to be made at monthly intervals for con—

trolling the declination and its secular change.

5. The Committee recommends that declination observations
on board weather—ships should be discussed at the Rome

meeting.

Committee No. 5

Committee on Registration of Giant Pulsations

Report by J. Olsen, Chairman

As recommended at the Brussels Assembly 1951 a complete
Quick—Run (Q.R.) magnetograph from the Polar Year stock was

placed at the disposal of the Magnetic Observatory at Kiruna in

Dec 1951, and 3 variometers from the same stock were sent to

the Aurora] Observatory at Trolnso in October 1052.
Since the 1. of January 1951 G.P.s have been rather frequent

at the four stations: Tromso (Abbrev. T12), Sodankyla ($0.),
Abisko (Ai.), and Kiruna (Ki.) all in northern Scandinavia, and

many of these G.P.s have been recorded simultaneously at more

of the stations as the following table shows:
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Total number of G.Pts recorded at Number of G.P.s simultaneously
at least at

Year Tr. So. Ai. Ki. 2 stations 3 stations 4 stations

1951 12 6 17 17 17 10 5

1952 21 12 20 20 20 15 10

1953 11 5 7 7 7 5 5

Sum 44 23 44 44 44 30 20

The distance between Abisko and Kiruna is only 60 km and

during the whole period under review every G.P. occurring at

Abisko was found also at Kiruna. From January 1952 both of

these stations had QB. and it has been established that in each

single case the oscillation periods found at the two stations were

practically identical. Also the time for the maximum amplitude
of each G. P. turned out to he the same for the two stations.

The table shows that the GP. phenomen is widely extended in

northern Scandinavia. 30 out of the 4-1 G.P.s occurring at Abisko

and Kiruna appear simultaneously also at Trolnso or at Sodan-

kyla. and 20 out of 44 are common for all four stations. In 5

of these cases the GP. phenomenon extended so far south as

to LOVE} near Stockholm and in 4 cases even to Rude Skov near

Copenhagen. But none of these G.P.s occurred at Nurmijarvi,
800 km south of Sodankyla, where a magnetic observatory was

established in April 1952.

The oscillation period for the above mentioned G.P.s common

to all 4 stations has been determined independently at Tromso

and Sodankylii. As Sodankylti was using 15 nun/hour records

until a QR. magnetograph was set up in June 1953, and as

Tromsa was using 15 mm/hour during the whole period this

determination is more inaccurate than at Abisko. Nevertheless

the results seem very promising. In 12 cases the periods found

at the two stations differ less than 5 secs from that found at

Abisko, in one case the difference is between 5 and 10 sees, in

4 cases between 10 and 15 sees, in one case between 15 and 20

sees and in two cases about 25 secs. One of the last mentioned

periods was as high as 332 secs. The shortest period found was

7-1 secs. In 20 out of 30 cases where G.P.s were simultaneous for

the three stations Tromsa, Abisko and Kiruna the time for the

maximum amplitude fell within the same ten minutes interval.

For the time being Q.R.s are established at Abisko, Kiruna and

Sodankyla and the QB. at Tromso will probably be established

during the coming summer.

To judge from the results already obtained it may be expected
that a further study of the results from the 4 QB. stations will

give interesting information as to the character of the GP.

phenomenon.
The records from Nurmijarvi show that no perfectly regular
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G.P. occurred there during the period April 1952 to December

1953. Forms rather much like G.P.s were found 6 times in May—
July 1952 and once in November 1953. Short-living oscillations

with a period of about 100 secs were frequently found, often

recurring again and again during several hours. The diurnal

variation of this type is, however, quite different from that found

for ordinary G.P.s.

The Committee has been informed that there is some interest

in Iceland for the establishment of a magnetic observatory there,
one purpose of which would be the study of G.P.s

The Committee is strongly in favour of a continuation of the

study of the Giant Pulsations, also with a view to the interesting
results which may be expected from the coming International

Geophysical Year. It is felt, however, that on the base already
established such a study may very well be carried on within

the frame of the IATME Committee on Characterization of

Magnetic Disturbances, and if this can be properly arranged
there seems to be no absolute necessity for the maintenance of

the GP. Committee as a Special Committee of the Association.

Committee No. 6

Committee on Observatory Publications

Report by E. B. Roberts, Chairman

The Committee has functioned actively, with the following
composition:

Dr. Julius Bartels — Germany
Dr. J. A. Fleming # U.S.A.

Mr. G. Madill — Canada

Dr. E. Selzer —— France

Dr. B. Trumpy — Norway
Dr. J. Veldkamp _ Netherlands

Capt. E. B. Roberts — U.S.A. (Chairman)

Matters considered by the Committee have been submitted

also to some of the officers of the Association and to outside

experts.
During 1952, the Committee considered the publication pro—

gram of the Wingst Observatory. The Director had requested
advice as to whether the publication of magnetogram reproduc-
tions, following the U.S. example, would be a satisfactory sub-
stitute for conventional hourly values. After consideration, the

Committee gave Professor Errulat a digest of the opinions
received, without specific recommendations upon the original
question, but tending to deplore the abandonment of hourly
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values. The subsequent publication program of the Wingst

Observatory was designed, in accordance with the trend of

opinions, to include both types of publication. This progressive
decision is noted with gratification by the Committee.

The Committee feels that its study of publication procedures
should be based upon comprehensive information about existing

practices. It, therefore, started its work by circularizing 64

available observatories with a questionnaire on existing prac—

tices. The 59 responses contained detailed answers, with many

supplementary remarks. This afforded a broad view of existing
conditions. A list of observatories and a digest of their responses

is appended hereto. In general, it may be said that the level of

performance is unexpectedly high.

Subsequent inquiries were made to members of the Committee

and others for their views about a desirable publication program.

It was asked that consideration be given to the substantial labor

involved, to the existing arrears in many observatories, and to

the possibility of using labor—saving devices, such as punch-card
methods. It was suggested that generally useful details be in-

cluded but that the observatories be relieved of burdensome

details of interest only to occasional users. The resulting recom—

mended schedule is derived from the Committee deliberations

in this matter.

The new schedule referred to does not differ vastly from

previously existing standards. It will be noted that the last

previous formal statement of this matter was published in the

Transactions of the Washington Assembly (1939). A slightly
modified statement was contained in the Report of this Com-

mittee at Oslo (1948) although is was not formally promulgated
by the Association. To eliminate uncertainty, the new recom-

mended schedule is placed before the Association as a proposed
Resolution sponsored by this Committee. A copy is appended to

this Report.

Various suggestions were received relating to an old question
of establishing centralized processing and computing agencies.

Opinions varied as to the value of such establishments. It is,

however, likely that they will find at least some use when their

effectiveness is more widely appreciated. Practical difficulties,

however, exist with no clear solution in sight. The Committee has

arranged to have an informational report presented by a repre—

sentative of the United States at the Rome Assembly on the

experience and benefits realized by the United States in using
machine processing methods for the publications of its seven

observatories and in the work of magnetic cartography.

The very active work of Committee No. 6 continues to be of

sufficient importance to justify continued functioning.
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List of Observatories

Digest of Questionnaire Responses
Resolution on Publications Schedule

Observatory
Ahinger
Abisko

Agincourt
Amherley

Baker Lake

Bangui
Barrow

Committee No. 6

Magnetic Observatories Responding to Questionnaire Inquiry
Counlry
Great Britain
Sweden

Canada
New Zealand

Canada

Africa

Alaska

Chambon 1a ForétFi'ance
Cheltenham
Coimhra

College

Ebro

E]-Al)iod—Siki-
Cheikh

Elisaliethville
Eskdalemuir

Godhavn

Heard Island
l-lelwan

Hermanus

Honolulu

Huancayo

Istanbul-Kandilli
Kakioka

Katuura

Kerguelen Is.
Kodaikanal
Ksara

La Quiaca
Laurie Island

United States

Portugal
Alaska

Spain

Algeria
Belgian Congo
Great Britain

Greenland

Australia

Egypt
Union of

South Africa
Hawaii

l’ern

Turkey
Japan
Japan
Australia

Ind‘a
Lelianon

Argentina
Argentina

Observatory
Lerwiek

Lovo

Macquarie Is.

Manhay-Ucele
Mauritius
Meanook

Memamhetsu

Muutinlupa
M’Bour

Nantes

Pilar

Resolute Bay
Rude Skov

San Fernando
San Juan

San Miguel
Sitka

Sodanhylii

Tamanrasset

Teoloyucan
Thule

Toledo

Toolangi
Tromsii
Tucson

Valentia

Vassouras

\Vatheroo

Wingst
Wittcveen

Country
Great Britain
Sweden

Australia

Belgium
(ireat Britain
Canada

Japan
Philippine ls.
F. W. Afrira

France

Argentina

Canada

Denmark

Spai n

l’uerto Rico
Azores

Alaska
Finland

Sahara
Mexico

Greenland

Spain
i istralia
i orway
United States

Ireland

Brazil

Australia

Germany
Netherlands
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Summary of Questionnaire Responses
to

Observatory Questionnaire 1953

Query in Essence

Do you scale hourly
values?

Are they values of D, H,
and Z?

Are they hourly means?

Are they centered on the

half—hour?

Does first tabulated value

pertain to the first

Greenwich hour?

Are your sealings in mm?

Are sealings reduced to

absolute values?

Do you publish hourly
values?

Are hourly values avail-

able?

Do tabulations give daily
means?

Daily sums of hourly
values?

Do tabulations give
monthly means by
separate hours?

Monthly stuns by separate
hours?

Are monthly & annual

means derived from the

sealings?

\Vould a romputing labo—

ratory be desirable in

your view?

\Vould you use services of

such a computing
laboratory?

1 4

2 5

12 5

17 5

16 9

16 5

1 6

11 3

1 6

1 8

25 13

1 5

25 11

1 5

21 13

18 27

or

(loubI/ul
Remarks

1 ohsy. records D only, another

D & H only, another D, X Y,
and Z.

“No" means instantaneous

values scaled.

17 obsys. read values centered,
on whole hour, including 5 that

read hourly means.

“No" means zone time used. of

the 34 yescs, only 11 come from

ohsys. situated more than 2 hrs.

east or west of the zero meri-

tlian.

Of the 16 that use direct scalings,
10 read hourly means.

* Includes the seven observatories of the Coast and Geodetic Survey
which are already benefiting by a computing service operated at the

Washington Office.
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Proposed resolution.

Standard Schedule of Magnetic Observatory Publications:

The Association recommends the publication, by magnetic
Observatories through the media of year books or other publica—
tions, of the following, in order of significance:

1. Of Primary Importance: —

(a) Hourly values of three elements, with notations re—

garding interpolated values. If mean values are sealed,
they should be centered upon the half-hour.

(b) Yearly and monthly means, at earliest availability.
(c) K—indices, also C-figures if previously reported.
(d) Information hearing on the reliability of the values. This

refers, for example, to absolute observations or conse-

quent base-line determinations, scale—value determina-

tions, performance of absolute and variation instru-

ments, orientation and interaction of magnets, tempera-
ture coefficients, and calibration of the instruments used
for absolute observations.

(e) Reproduction of magnetograms for all (lays; or failing
this, individual daily maxima, minima, and ranges,
plus reproductions of selected magnetograms for stormy
intervals.

(f) With (a) or separately, daily sums and means, and
sums and means by hours for each whole month, and
the corresponding means for the selected five quiet and
five disturbed days thereof.

(g) The times of sudden commencements of magnetic dis-

turbance, and as far as practicable, of crochets, pulsa—
tions, and of similar changes and other remarkable

phenomena not followed by magnetic disturbance, to—

gether with the amount and movement in each magnetic
element recorded.

II. Desirable Additional Data: ‘—

(11) Composite daily variation or hour-by—hour departures
of the general and selected-day means by months, Lloyd’s
seasons, and years, including also noncyclic changes as

appropriate.
(i) Descriptions of magnetic activity, supplementing (c)

and (g) above.

(j) Harmonic analysis of daily variations.

(k Accounts of equipment and records available, including
statements of intervals for which special records were

obtained, such as rapid—run magnetograms, rate-0f-

change records, etc.
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Committee No. 7

Committee on Comparisons of Magnetic Standards

Report by V. Laursen, Chairman

During the three years since the Brussels Assembly 1951, the

Committee has continued its activity for the purpose of organ—

izing comparisons between the standard values of horizontal

force at magnetic observatories by means of QHM-instruments
circulated by mail. It is most encouraging to note how the in-

creasing interest in the comparison programme is reflected in

the fact that while during the three-year period 1948~51 all the

comparisons carried out were more or less arranged on the

initiative of the Committee, a good many of the observations

made during 1951r54 have been organized at the request of

the participating observatories.

UNESCO grants-in—aid have made it possible to acquire some

additional QHM’s so that in the future comparisons can in most

cases he made by means of instruments adjusted approximately
for the horizontal field to be measured. Most of the older instru-

ments have deflection angles giving maximum accuracy at Rude

Skov and other stations in fairly high latitudes, but already at

South European stations the angle becomes too small to give a

satisfactory accuracy, unless a torsion of 3 n or 4 n is used, which

means of course a certain complication of the observations. A

new set of QHM’s, the numbers 228, 229 and 230, has been ad-

justed just for South European horizontal fields, and these

instruments have recently been used for a successful circulation

to Coimbra, Ebro and Chambon—la-Forét.

The following comparisons have been completed during the

period 1951—1954:

(a) Comparisons by means of QHM—magnetometers Nos 34 and

50 between the observatories of Rude Skov (Denmark),
South Orkneys, Pilar and La Quiaca (Argentina), Huancayo

(Peru) and Cheltenham (U.S.A.).

(b) Comparisons by means of QHM-magnetometers Nos 33, 51

and 52 between the observatories of Rude Skov, Ebro

(Spain) and Chambon-la—Forét (France).

(c) Comparisons by means of QHM—magnetometers Nos 132 and

133 (property of the Manhay observatory, Belgium) between

the observatories of Manhay, Hermanus (South Africa),
Elisabethville (Belgian Congo) and Rude Skov.

(d) Comparisons by means of QHM—magnetometers Nos 90, 91

and 92 between the observatories of Rude Skov, Amberley

(New Zealand), Apia (Western Samoa), Toolangi and

Watheroo (Australia).
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(e) Comparisons by means of QHM-magnetometers Nos 32. 33
and 34 between the observatories of Rude Skov and Fi'trsten-
feldbruck and W’ingst (Germany).

(f) Comparisons by means of QHM—magnetotneters Nos 5, 7
and 12 between the observatories of Rude Skov and Vas—
souras (Brazil).

(g) Comparisons by means of QHM—magnetometers Nos 50, 51
and 52 between the observatories of Rude Skov, Kakioka
and Memambetsu (Japan) and Cheltenham.

(h) Comparisons by means of QHM—magnetometers Nos 90, 91
and 92 between the observatories of Rude Skov, Niemegk
(Germany) and \Vingst.

(i) Comparisons by means of QHM~magnetometers Nos 228, 229
and 230 between the observatories of Rude Skov, Coimbra
(Portugal), Ebro and Chambon-la-Forét.

(j) Comparisons by means of QHM—magnetometers Nos 32, 33
and 34 between the observatories of Rude Skov, Pilar and
La Quiaea.

The results of the comparison observations have been very
satisfactory. The circulation mentioned above under (a) revealed
the necessity of determining the induction coefficient for each
individual QHM instead of adopting, as it had been done pre—
viously, a standard value valid for all instruments made from
that special sort of steel. In connection with the comparisons
Dr. 0. Meyer, VVingst, has drawn attention to the fact that the
results obtained by means of a QHM may be seemingly affected

by the relative humidity of the surrounding air. This effect is
now being studied at Rude Skov, and it has in several cases been

possible to confirm — at least qualitatively — the observation
made by Dr. Meyer.

The Committee wishes to express its appreciation of the very
careful manner in which the instruments have been treated by
the observers. Although the QHM’S have been travelling a total
distance equivalent to several round—the-world trips not a single
quartz fibre has been broken during the three years under
review. The observations have in all cases been carried out with
the utmost care and the results presented in the form recalli-

mended by the Committee.

For practical reasons the Rude Skov magnetic observatory
has continued to serve as centre for the comparisons, and the
installations of the observatory as well as its scientific staff have
most generously been placed at the disposal of the Committee
for this special work. Under these circumstances and at the

present stage of the programme all results are given as differ-
ences in gammas between the Rude Skov standard value and
the standard value of the observatory where the observations
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are made. The stability of the Rude Skov standard, based on the

Bamberg tlieodolite No. 1973, becomes therefore a matter of

obvious interest to all the observatories which through the QHM

comparisons have got their H—standard linked up with that of

Rude Skov. It is thought that the stability is fairly well illustrated

by the following summary of the results of all the comparisons
which have so far been carried out between Rude Skov and

Cheltenham by means of QHM’s. The (Zhelteuliam standard value

is based on Sine Galvanometer N0. 1.

1948, April,
(QHM 33, 51, 52) Rude Skov— Cheltenham = 3.0 7

1949, Dec.,

(QHM 90, 91, 92) Rude Skov — Cheltenham = —0.6 y

1949, Dee.,

(QHM 29, 58) Rude Skov — Cheltenham = 3.1 y

1951, March.

(QHM 34, 50) Rude Skov — Cheltenham = 4.6 y

1953, May*Sept.,
(QHM 50, 51, 52) Rude Skov — Cheltenham = 2.5 y

The detailed results of all the comparisons mentioned above

under (a)—(j) are given below:

Pilar:

1950, FebruaryiJuly: QHM 34 — Pilar = 3,4 7

. QHM 50 ~ Pilar : 1,4 y

Mean 2,4 y

South Orlumys:
1950, February: QHM 34 — South Orkneys = —24,4y

QHM 50 # South Orkneys : #253 7

Mean —24,7 7

La Quiaca:
(Standard values based on the Dover—Kew magnetometer
No. 138)

1950, June—July: QHM 34 — La Quiaca = —21.0 7

QHM 50 — La Quiaca = 723,9 7»

Mean ——22,;') y

Huaucayo:
(Standard values based on C.I.VV. magnetometer No. 10)

1951, February: QHM 34 — Huaneayo = 1,3 7

QHM 50 — Huaneayo = —0,9 7

Mean 0,27)
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Cheltenham:

1951, March: QHM 34 — Cheltenham = 4,1y
QHM 50 ~ Cheltenham = 5,1 y

Mean 4,6 y

Ebro:

1951, January: QHM 33 — Ebro = ~1,8 y

QHM 51 _ Ebro = —4,3 7

QHM 52 _— Ebro : —7,2 7

Mean ~4,4 y

Chambon-Itz—Forét:

(Standard values based on magnetometer Chassclon N0. 192).
1951, March: QHM 33 ~- Chambon—la—Forét = —19,2 y

QHM 51 ~ Chambon—la-Forét : —18,0 7

QHM 52 -— Chamhon—la-Forét : ~19,4 7

Mean ~18,9 y

Manhay:
1951, July—Sept: QHM 132, 133

Rude Skov — Manhay : —1,9 7

Hermanus:

1951, March: QHM 132, 133

Rude Skov ~ Hermanus = 0,4 7

Elisabellwille:

1951, April: QHM 132, 133

Rude Skov — Elisabethville = 2,3 7

Amberley:
1952, February: QHM 90 ~ Amherley : —0,4 y

QHM 91 ~ Amhel‘lcy = ~1,9 7

QHM 92 — Amberley : ~2,8 y

Mean —1,7 9/

1952, July: QHM 90 ~ Ambel‘ley : —3,1 y

QHM 91 — Ambel‘ley = ~2,2 y

QHM 92 — Ambcrlcy = ~2,7 y

Mean —2,7 7

Apia:
1952, June: QHM 90 ~ Apia = ~6,4y

QHM 91 _ Apia :

—7,0y
QHM 92 _ Apia : ~10,3 7

Mean ~7,9 y
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Toolangi:
1952, August: QHM 90 —— Toolangi : 6,87

QHM 91 — Toolangi = 8,5 92

QHM 92 — Toolangi = 8,7 y

Mean 8,0 7

Watlleroo:

1952, November: QHM 90 — \Vatheroo = 13,7 y

QHM 91 — VVatheroo = 16,1 y

QHM 92 — Watheroo = 15,2 y

Mean 15,0 y

Fiirstenfeldbruck:
1952, June—July: QHM 32 — Fiirstenfeldbruck = ~53 y

QHM 33 — Fiirstenfeldbruck = —6.0 y

QHM 34 — Ffirstenfeldbruck = —5,5 y

Mean —5,8 y

Wingst:
1952, JulyHSeth QHM 32 — Wingst = —4,0y

QHM 33 — Wingst = —5,5 y

QHM 34 — Wingst : —4,5 7

Mean ——4,7 y

Vassouras:

1951, December QHM 5 — Vassouras = 17,8 y
—1952, May: QHM 7 —~ Vassouras = 18,0 y

QHM 12 — Vassouras = 15,6 7

Mean 17,1 y

(Pending the determination of a pier difference at the Vas-
souras observatory the values must be considered provisional).
Kalciaka:

1952, December QHM 50 ~— Kakioka = —8,7y
—1953, March: QHM 51 —— Kakioka = —8,87

QHM 52 — Kakioka = ~8,8 7

Mean —8,8 9)

Memambelsu:

1953, February: QHM 50 — Memamhetsu = —14,5 7

QHM 51 —

Memambetsn=_»22,8y
Mean —18,6 y

Clleltcnham:

1953, May—Sept: QHM 50 —— Cheltenham = 2,9 y

QHM 51 — Cheltenham = 2,6 y

QHM 52 — Cheltenham = 1,9 y

Mean 2,5 y

20
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Niemeglc:
1953, November

~1954, February:

1V1'ngst :

1954, January:

Coimbra:

1953, September:

Ebro:

1954, January:

CIIambon-la-Forét:

1954, April:

Pi1ar :

1954, May:

La Quiaca:
1954, May:

QHM 90 -— Niemegk = 6,0 y

QHM 91 — Niemegk = 6,1 y

QHM 92 — Niemegk = 4,8 y

Mean 5,6 y

QHM 90 -— Wingst = —5,1 y

QHM 91 —— \Vingst = —5,7 y

Mean ——5,4 y

QHM 228 -— Coimbra = ——7,0 y

QHM 229 — Coimhl'a = —5,0 7

QHM 230 — Coimbra = —4,3 y

Mean —5,4 y

QHM 228 — Ebro = 8,4 y

QHM 229 — Ebro = 9,0 7

QHM 230 — Ebro = 9,0 y

Mean 8,8 7

QHM 228 — Chambon—la-Forét = ~29,6 y

QHM 229 — Chambon—la—Forét = —29,5 y

QHM 230 — Chambon—la—Forét = —29,4 92

Mean —29,5 7

QHM 32 — Pilar 0,4y
QHM 33 _ Pilar ; _1,1 y

QHM 34 _ Pilar : _2,2 9!

Mean —1,0 y

QHM 32 — La Quiaca : ——41,9 y

QHM 33 — La Quiaca = ~37,4y
QHM 33 -— La Quiaca = ——38,2 7

Mean —39,2 y
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Committee No. 8

Committee on Observational Technique

Report by E. Tllellier, Chairman, and J. Olsen, Secretary

Créé a 1’Assemblée de Washington en 1939, 1e “Committee on

Observational Technique” a été maintenu aux Assemble’es d’Oslo

et de Bruxelles. Sa mission est de renseigner et de conseiller les

responsables et les exe’cutants des mesnres magnétiques tant sur

le choix des méthodes ct des appareils que sur les soins a

apporter dans le detail de ces mesures.

Il apparait de plus en plus aux memhres du Comité qu’ils
doivent travailler en centrant leur attention sur un certain

nombre de questions urgentes et en provoquant a leur sujet un

examen étendu. Pour chacune, apres discussion au sein du

Comité, une enquéte générale doit étre ouverte auprés de tous

les services intéressés et un rapport détaillé établi et largement
distribué; les observations provoquées par cette diffusion pou-

vant donner lieu a un rapport additif. Ce programme a été

suivi en ce qui concerne les mesures sur les variations tres

rapides, ou pulsations, du champ magnétique terrestre et il est

amorcé pour d’autres questions.

1°. — Enquéte sur les procédés d’enregistrement des pulsations.

Le principe de cette enquéte a été posé par le Comité pour

l’Année Géophysique Internationale 1957—195810rs de sa réunion

de Bruxelles (1953) et une lettre circulaire du 28 Juillet 1953 a

eté adressée 51 tous les services géophysiques par le Secrétaire

de l’I.A.T.l\l.E. Cette circulaire contenait un questionnaire sur

les dispositifs actucllement employés pour l’enregistrement des

variations magnétiques rapides et elle demandait d’adresser les

réponses au President de notrc Comité. L’enquéte a en un succés

remarquable: les réponses sont venues rapides, nombreuses,

cel‘taines trés documentécs. Partant de 151, une étude détaillée

a été entreprise pour tenter de faire 1e point des méthodes

possibles, de leurs qualite’s, de leur état aetuel d’utilisation

mondiale ; clle constitue 1e Rapport Technique N° 1 du Comité,

écrit volontairement dc maniére a roster accessible aux cher-

cheurs qui he sent pas des physiciens confirmés. Le Comité

espére profiter des reactions que ce rapport pourra provoquer

pour en tirer des recommandations de standardisation sur

l’équipement des observatoires qui vont se trouver engages dans

l’étude (les pulsations durant l‘Année Géophysique (see p. 357).

2°.—— Ame’lioration (les observations magzléliques dans les

re’gions polaires.

Dans les ré ions olaires on se trouve dans des conditions tres
r .

.

,
s I v ‘

spec1ales au pornt de vue des obscrvatlons magnethues, d’ou

20'
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résultent plusieurs inconvénients graves pour la détermination
du champ horizontal.

Une premiere série d’inconvénients vient de l’extréme faihlesse
de ce champ horizontal Iorsqu’on travaille, comme on 1e fait

généralement, avec des variométres a aimant, D—metre et H-

metre, et, précisous hien, lorsqu’on extrait des magnétogrammes
les valeurs de D et H.
— D’une part, on sait que la théorie des variométres de D et H

suppose plusieurs conditions qui sont satisfaites suffisamment
bien hors des regions polaires: faihles variations de D, faibles
variations relatives de H; mais dans les regions polaires mag-
nétiques, ces approximations ne valent plus du tout : 1e D-metre,
nécessairement plus ou moins insensibilisé, a une sensibilité (en
déclinaison) qui varie fortement avec H; l’aimant du H-metre
n’est plus approximativement perpendiculaire au méridien mag-
nétique a tout instant (non pas a cause des rotations de l’aimant

qui restent faibles, mais a cause des rotations fortes de H). Au
total, meme a temperature constante, les lignes de base des
variometres de D et de H ne correspondent plus a des valeurs
définies de ces éléments et les sensibilités ne sont plus constantes ;
il en résulte, ou bien que l’on commet (les erreurs fortes en de-

pouillant les magnétogrammes comme on le fait habituellement,
ou bien qu’il faut se livrer a un travail pénible et presque inex—
tricable pour tenir compte des valeurs de H dans le thpouille-
ment de l’enregistrement du D-metre et des valeurs de D dans
celui du H—metre.
—~ D’autre part, hors des régions polaires, on calcule Ie champ
moyen pendant un intervalle de temps donné en définissant ce

champ par la moyenne des déclinaisons et la moyenne des
valeurs de H observées pendant ee temps. 11 y a la aussi une

approximation qui n’est plus valable si la déclinaison varie

beaucoup.
— D’autre part, enfin, s’il existe des anomalies magnétiques
appréciahles entre le pilier des mesures absolues et celui des

variometres, i1 peut en résulter, a cause toujours de la faiblesse
de H, des differences importantes entre les valeurs de D et de H
aux deux endroits; c’est la une situation fréquente dans les
stations polaires. ll n’est plus alors correct d’admettre que les
variations de D et de H sont les mémes aux deux endroits (ce
qui serait au contraire exact pour des composantes suivant des
directions fixes) et la determination des valeurs correspondant
aux lignes de base s’en trouve encore faussée.

Ainsi on se trouve dans une situation difficile en ce qui con-

cerne le champ horizontal et d’autant plus que la station est

plus proche du pole magnétique d’inclinaison. 0r, il est un

moyen simple d’éviter pratiquement tous ces inconvénients, c’est

d’enregistrer les variations de deux composantes suivant des
axes horizontaux rectangulaires fixes, c’est-a-dire de travailler
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non en coordonnées polaires comme on 1e fait avec D et H, mais

en eoordonnées rectangulaires. Les variometres sont alors iden-

tiques £1 (les H—m‘etres dans lesquels les aimants sont amenés

sensiblement perpendiculaires a chaeune des (leux directions

choisiest ll faut relnarquer ici qu’on peut eonsidérer l’ensemble

habituel eomprenant un D—lnétre et un H-metre comme un dis-

positif enregistrant deux composantes du champ horizontal, sui-

vant une direction Xm qui est sensiblement eelle du champ moyen

et suivant 1a direction perpendiculaire Ym; on pourrait déter-

miner les sensibilités correspondantes et dépouiller les enregi—
strelnents, non e11 valeurs (10 D et H, mais en eomposantes X.“ et

Ym. Cependant, de tels axes sont en fait dos plus arbitraires ; ils

sont Ina] de'finis lorsqu’on s’installe en une station nouvelle, et si

on veut leur garder leur qualité d’étre liés au champ moyen il

faudrait les changer d’année en année. Il est beaueoup plus
logique et plus simple de choisir des directions fixes de caractere

non local et non fonction du temps. L’idée la plus naturelle est

d’adopter les composantes géographiques K et Y; mais les

études magnétiques dans les regions polaires portant de plus
en plus sur les composantes géomagnétiques X’ et Y’ (Carnegie
Institution, publications 578 et 580, par exemple) il est sans doute

plus intéressant de choisir ees axes de fagon que les tableaux de

résultats correspondent directement 51 X’ et Y’. Encore une fois

le choix (les axes est sans importance, l’essentiel étant d’enregi-
strer des eomposantes suivant des directions fixes. Apres dis—

cussion. le Comité pense unanimement que ce procédé doit étre

recommandé. Le probléme est évidemment résolu d’avance pour
la eomposante verticale qui est d’ailleurs toujours forte dans les

regions polaires. On remarquera encore que l’al)andon (les enre-

gistrements de D et de H an profit de deux composantes de direc-

tions fixes pourrait étre généralisé a tout le globe ; il n’y aurait

plus ainsi a changer progressivement l’orientation (les appareils
51 cause de la variation séculaire. Bien entendu, 1e controle de

l’orientement correct des aimants resterait a faire de temps
en temps.

Une deuxieme série d’inconvénients, atteignant d’ailleurs les

trois composantes, est relative a la determination des lignes de

base. A cause de la rapidité et de l’ampleur des variations, sur-

tout (lans la zone aurorale, cette determination demande des

mesures absolues tres hréves ; d’autre part ees mesures doivent

étre synchrones pour les deux composantes définissant le champ
horizontal lorsqu’on ne mesure pas directement les composantes
enregistrées, par exemple si l’on enregistre X et Y et mesure

D et Ht

A priori, il semhle que les appareils éleetriques a compensation
(bobine de compensation et appareil ,de zero), utilisant des son-

des 2‘1 saturation, devraient bien convenir aux mesures polaires.
En effet, les determinations peuvent étre trés bréves et, comme
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il est facile de mesurer une composante quelconque avec ces

appareils, on peut toujours faire porter les mesures directement

sur les composantes cnregistrées, y compris la composante Z.

Au contraire si l’on utilise le Q.H.M. comme on le fait générale-
ment, i1 faut faire (les determinations synchrones de D et H et

la mesure peut paraitre trop lente; de plus i1 faut un autre

appareil pour mesurel‘ Z. Cependant, considérant Ia difficulté

d’entrctenir en hon état, dans les regions polaires, l’ensemble

de l’appareil électrique et surtout son potentiométre, 1e Comite

estime que la mesure au Q.H.M., avec mesure synchrone de D

et H au moyen de deux appareils, reste la plus simple et la plus
sure pour le champ horizontal; i1 recommande cette mesure

partout ou elle est possible.
En conclusion, 1e Comité aimerait que I’cnsemble de la question

des mesures magnétiques polaires soit discuté a l’Assemblée de
Rome et 11 est prét a ouvrir ensuite une enquéte a ce sujet auprés
de tous les services magnétiques.

3°. — Questions relatives aux matériaux constituant les appareils
magne’tiques.

Depuis sa creation, 1e Comité, dans chacun de ses rapports,
a fait d’importantes recommandations a ce sujet. Les matériaux
entrant dans la constitution des appareils magnétiques se classent
évidemment en 3 groupes : les matériaux amagnétiques, les

ferromagnétiques a grande perméabilité (noyaux), les ferro-

magnétiques 51 grand champ coercitif (aimants).
Pour les matériaux amagnétiques, 1e Comité actuel ajoute aux

rapports antérieurs les deux remarques suivantes :

— S’il est intéressant de rechercher des matériaux vraiment

amagnétiques (susceptibilités de l’ordre de 1045 u.e.m.) pour les

pieces proches des parties actives de l’appareil, sur Iesquelles
agit lo champ a mesurer, il est inutile de rester aussi sévére pour
des pieces plus éloignées. Par exemple, l’emploi d’un bronze au

glucinium dont Ia susceptibilité serait de quelques dizaincs d’uni-
tés 10'“ (on peut obtenir beaucoup mieux d’ailleurs) est tout a
fait admissible dans l’embase de la partie théodolite des appa-
reils pour constituer des paliers ou des billes de roulement.
— Lorsqu’on effectue au moyen d’un magnétométre ou d’un

Q.H.l\l. le controle (les qualités amagnétiques d’une partie métal—

lique d’appareil, il faut se souvenir que, dans la piece en mouve-

ment dans le champ tel‘l‘estre, i1 56 développe des courants de
Foucault capables (1e produil‘e d’importantes deviations transi-
toires du magnétométre.

Pour les matériaux 51 haute perméahilité dont l’usage se répand
dans les appareils géomagnétiqucs, une enquéte inventaire sera

ouvertc. Le Comité fait remarquer des maintenant que ce n’est

pas taut de tl‘és fortcs valeurs de la perméabilité vraie qu’il faut

recherchcr, la perméabilite’ effective des noyaux droits générale-
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ment utilises ne dependant presque que de la géométrie de ces

noyaux, mais de honnes qualités mécaniques et une fidélité aussi

grande que possible.
Pour les aciers a aimants une enquéte inventaire est en cours

portant surtout sur des aspects généralement négligés dans les
études habituelles parce que sans intérét industriel. D’une part
sont étudiés des alliages comme 1e Pt-Fe ou Pt—Co, dont 1e prix
n’est pas prohibitif pour les minuscules aimants des variométres,
ou les Mn—Al-Ag. D’autre part l’accent est mis sur la recherche
de faibles coefficients de temperature des moments permanents,
de faibles susceptibilités (coefficient d’induction), de grande sta-

bilité des moments et des procédés de vieillissement l’assurant
au mieux.

4°. — Ame’lioratz‘on des appareils de mesure.

Le Comite’ a discuté de changements possibles sur le Q.H.M.
permettant d’en faire un appareil mesurant D avec precision.
11 espere provoquer des essais prochains dans ce sens.

Le but de nos Comités spécialisés est de susciter des ameliora-
tions dans les recherches, de coordonner les efforts dans les
observations et d’aider a standardiser les méthodes sur I’en-
semble du Globe. Or, l’équipement (les observatoires est en con-

tinuel devenir, l’homogénéité du réseau magnétique mondial est

encore tres imparfaite : i1 semble que le “Committee on Observa-
tional Technique” 3 devant lui une tache quasi pennanente et

importante, a la fois par son ampleur et par son intérét. Ce

Comité nous parait devoir étre maintenu et constituer un des

organismes permanents de l’I.A.T.l\I.E. a condition, évidemment,
qu’il soit actif et que tous les chefs de services magnétiques
reconnaissant son utilité l’aident dans ses enquétes et dans l’ap-
plication de ses recommandations.
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Abstract: It is described how the instructions given to the Committee at

the Brussels Assembly 1951 were carried out. In addition to the current

work, Kp-indices were derived for the three years 1937 to 1939, so that

the lip-series, including 1932/33, is now running into its 19th year. The

system of three-hour amplitudes, or ranges, ap is explained with its daily
average, A13, and its local analogues, ak and Ak. The correlation between

Kp and K, which is the basis of the conversion tables, may also serve to

study the distribution of geomagnetic activity at various levels, throughout
the day as well as geographically. Samples are given of such results from

extended computations for 31 stations with long series of K, showing the

great differences of sensitivity to solar corpuscular radiation varying with

day—time and location. Proposals are made for the future work of the

Committee.

1. Brussels 1951. The Committee’s work was thoroughly dis-

cussed at an open meeting held during the Brussels Assembly,
on 27 August 1051. Some criticism was expressed showing an

aversion against measures of magnetic activity which are quasi—
logarithmic, such as the K-index ; or against the daily Cp—eharacter
(sec IATME Bulletin No. 12c, for 1950) proposed to standardize

and to continue the old series of the international character—

figure. Ci. The principle of the Kp-index, however, was adopted,
but is was suggested to broaden its basis by standardizing the

K—indices of more observatories beyond the original 11 stations.

Considering that the success of the Committee’s work depends
on the collaboration of the observatories, the introduction of any
schemes that have not the whole~hearted assent of the majority
should be avoided. The Committee dropped therefore its proposal
for the international adoption of the Cp—character as a successor

to Ci, and asked the IATME for the following instructions (given
by the Assembly on 28 August 1951):

a) To continue the present Ci—scheme of daily characters for

3 years.

b) To introduce, for a trial period, a system of describing the

level of magnetic activity for daily intervals by equivalent ranges,
in particular by the planetary range Ap for the earth as a whole,
and to derive a long series for Ap on the basis of older data

(please note the misprint — twice saying Kp instead of the

correct Ap H in the IATME Preliminary Trans. Brussels Meeting
p. 15) ;

c) To broaden the possible basis of the Kp-index by cal-

culating conversion tables to standardize K into Ks for as many
observatories as possible;

(i) To invite the cooperation of observatories in lower lati-

tudes in developing schemes to derive, from magnetic time-

variations, current measures of solar wave-radiation. W, and

the intensity of the equatorial ring-current, ERG;

e) To provide for the proper functioning of the K—scheme.
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These instructions were followed as set forth in the following
sections.

2. The equivalent amplitudes. The meaning of the equivalent

range (or “amplitude”, to explain the use of the letter a) Ap will

become clearer if the “weights” g, introduced in Bulletin No. 12e,

p. 111, are re-named. They will be called, henceforth, “three—

hourly equivalent planetary amplitudes”, ap, coordinated to each

planetary three-hour—range index Kp by the following table:

Table 1: Relation Kp . . . ap

“12:0, 0+ 14 1, 1+ 2- 2. 2+ 3- a, 3+ 4- 4., 4+

up :u 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 15 18 22 27 32

lip = 5. 5, 5 + s- o. .5 + 7- 7.. 7 + x7 s, s + 9. 9,

ap
: 39 A18 55 (i7 80 94 111 132 151 179 207 23.6 300 400

At a standard station, with 500 y as lower limit for K = 9, the

average range of the most disturbed of the three force com-

ponents, in three—hour—intervals with Kp, can be taken as Zap;
for instance, for Kp = 50, as 96 y. This is meant if ap is described

as an equivalent range expressed in the unit 2 7.

Since “amplitude” is the same word in all languages, it might
be preferable to talk of ap and Ap as of amplitudes, rather than

of ranges.

A1) is simply the daily average for the eight values up per day.
A complete, though unnecessarily long term for A1) would be

“equivalent planetary daily average three—hour amplitude”. As

explained for ap, Ap may be conceived as expressed in the unit

2 y, for a standard station.

Averages of ap may, of course, be computed for any number

of three—hour-intervals, for instance, for months, years, the five

quiet days per month, etc.; the significance of these averages is

subject to the limitations explained in IATME Bull. No. 12c (for

1950), p. 135.

Tables with daily values Ap for 1932/33 and 1940/51 have been

published in Bull. No. 12f (for 1951), pp. 90’97. Ap. for 1937/39,
and for 1952 will follow in Bull. 12g (for 1952). Current monthly
tables for Ap are furnished with the Kp-diagrams distributed

from G6ttingen about 3 weeks after the end of each month (§ 5).
Bulletin No. 12g, for 1952, will give, for the first time, a table

showing, for each day, the eight Kp-indices, the eight ap, and

Ap and Cp. The character Cp, not adopted internationally, is

given merely to check the standard of Ci, and to allow compari-
sons with the old series of Ci.

In the 18 years for which Ap is available, it ranged between

0 and 230 (1941 Sept. 18) ; if intervals of 24 hours not necessarily
divided by Greenwich midnight are also considered, the quietest
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interval, with Ap = 0, began 1944 Nov. 24d 09 UT, and the most
disturbed day began 1941 Sept. 18d 09 UT, with Ap = 350.

Every observatory may derive, from its own K—indices, a local

analogon to ap or Ap, as follows: Each K-index is replaced by a

local equivalent three-hourly amplitude, ak, as follows:

Table 2: Relation K . . . alc

K=0123456 7 8 9

ak=0 3 715 27 48 80140 240 400

In order to express ak in gammas, these values must be multi-
plied by a factorf depending on the lower limit for K = 9 at that
station; f is obtained by dividing that limit by 250. For a standard
station, for which the lower limit for K : 9 is 500 y, f = 2, just
as for ap (see above). For Sodankyla, with 1500 y as lower limit
for K = 9, the factor f is 6, so that, for K = 3, the equivalent
amplitude is 90 y: In other words, ak for Sodankyl'a correspond-
ing to Table 2 expresses equivalent amplitudes in the unit 6 y.

For days or other combinations of three-hour-intervals, the
average of the ak, called Ak, is the local equivalent to Ap.

For characterization of days, the daily Ap (planetary) or Ak

(local) is recommended in preference to the sum of the indices
Kp or K, for reasons given in Note 1, Bull. No. 12c (for 1950),
p. 130.

For those years prior to 1937 for which Kp and Ap are not yet
available, an approximate value for Ap may be derived from
the international character figure Ci according to the following
table (derived from Bull. No. 12c, p. 111):

Table 3. — Approximate relation Ci . . . Ap
Ci =00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Ap=2456891112141619

Ci = 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
Ap: 22 26 31 37 44 52 03 80110160

3. Relationships between K and K1). As explained in Bull. No. 12b
(for 1948), Appendix B, Kp is the average of the standardized
indices, Ks. for the original 11 Kp-ol)servatorics: Lerwick,
Meanook, Sitka, Eskdalemuir, Rude Skov, Agincourt, \Vingst,
\Vitteveen. Abinger, Cheltenham, Amberley. These are situated
between about 50 end 63° geomagnetic latitude.

\thn in 1952, Kp—indices for 1937-~1939 could be derived, it
appeared that no K-indices for Rude Skov for those years would
be forthcoming. Instead, Lovo, which had furnished a series of
K-indices going back to 1930, offered itself, and conversion tables
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were prepared. With these tables available, since the beginning
of 1953, LOVE) and Rude Skov have been used together for the.

computation of Kp; the average Ks for the two stations is intro-

duced with the weight of one station only. The change against
the old standard is hardly perceptible, because the Ks for the

two stations differ very little.

The southern hemisphere is, in Kp, represented by Amberley
only, in geomagnetic latitude 48°. With the start of the two

Australian—operated observatories on the sub-Antarctic islands

Macquarie Island and Heard Island, both in 61° geomagnetic

Table I!

Macquarie Island, 1952 and 1953, four equinoctial months, MASO. Cor-

relation tables Kp...K, giving the numbers of three-hour-intervals ob-

served for each Combination of the three-hour-range indices, planetary K11
and local K, for the two intervals 00 . . 03 UT and 12 . . . 15 UT. 00 UT = 10.6

local time for Maequarie Island. — Lower limit for K = 9 is 1500 y.

00 .. 03 Univ. Time 12 15 Univ. Time
Interval

10.6 13.6 Local Mean Time
Interval

22.6 1.6 Local Mean Time

K: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum K: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum

Kp=00 1 4 1 _ . . 1 . . e Kp=0D . 1 1
. . 1 , . 1

0+ 1 1 . . . . . . 6 0+ 3 4
. . 7

1* 6
. . 11 1- 5 l 2 . . . . 8

10 . 5 , .
5 1D .

6 4 a 1 . , . 14

1+ 1 12 1 . 14 l 't 1 2 5 4 . 1 12

2‘ 1 6 1 1 9 2- 5 4 5 1 2
1 17

20 1 7 5
.

13 20 1 2 3 6 3 1 16

2+
. 8 6 1 15 2+ 2 l 6 7 3 1 19

3‘ 2 4 7 3 16 3- 1 5 3 5 3 . I7

30 1 4 9 2 16 30 . 2 2 8 9 1 22

3+
1

2 8 4 14 3+ . 3 5 5 . 13

4- . . 5 11 . 16 4- 6 6 2 14

40 1 1 4 9 . 1 . , . 15 40 3 11 1 15

4+ . . 1 4 3 1 . . .
8 4+ 1 4 4 8

5- 1 2 7 1 . 1 .
11 5- 2 3 5

50 z 4 1 7 50 1 2 3

5+ 1 3 . 4 5+ 4 2 1 7

6- 3 1 . . . 4 6’ l
,

1

60 2 1 3 . .
6 60 . . . . . . . l 1 2

6* 1 1 1 3 6+ . 1 . . . . . . I 1

7‘ . . . . . 3 . . 1
3 7*

7o . . . . . . . . . '70 . . . . . . . . .

7* 1 . . . . .
1 1

, .
2 7+ . . . . . . 1 . .

1

8‘ . . 1 . . . . 1 1 .
8-

8D , . 1 . . . . 1 . 80 . 1 . . 1 . . . 1 ,

8v . . 1 . 1 . . 1 1 1 8* . 1 . . . . .
1 . 1

Sum 17 60 49 40 23 10 5 . . 204 Sum 4 26 18 30 23 35 46 18
3‘

203
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latitude, the opportunity has come for a better representation of
southern hemisphere conditions. Although the two available

years with K—indices for MI and HI, 1952/53, are not yet sufficient
to yield reliable conversion tables, especially for the higher
degrees of activity, a few samples on the relations betweens K

and Kp may be of interest:

Table 4 (on page 315) shows the relation between the K-index
as reported by Macquarie Island, and the simultaneous Kp-index,
in the equinoctial months March, April, September, October,
1952/53, by the number of thrce-hour—intervals having the indi—
cated combinations Kp . . . K. The correlation table at the left is
for the three—hour-interval around local noon, that at the right
for the interval around local midnight. It is clear at once that,
around local midnight, MI reacts much Inore to solar corpus-
cular radiation than around noon: for instance, at a planetary
level of activity expressed by K1) 2 3,, the typical K—index at

Maequarie Island is K = 2 around noon, but K = 5 or 6 around

midnight. Expressed in ranges, the level Kp = 3,, yields, at MI,
at noon, ranges around 40;) only, but, at midnight, around 350 7.
Another indication of the great systematic change in “sensitivity”
of MI in the course of a (lay is the result that, around noon, no

index K = 7 or higher has been assigned in the two years, while,
around midnight, about one interval out of every ten has had
K : 7 or 8. — It should, however, he remembered that even at

a time of day that is usually very inactive, there may be rare

occasions of K = 9, perhaps once in 50 years (see Frequency
table for Potsdam, Bull. No. 121), p. 96, month April, interval
06 . . . . 09 UT, the K : 9 that occurred on 1938, April 16!).

Table 4 is a sample of hundreds of similar tables evaluated. and

ready for publication, for all stations with long series of K-indices.
In the evaluation of correlation tables like Table 4, the next

step is shown in Table 5 (page 317). In Table 4, left, there are, in
the noon—interval, 5 observed intervals with Kp = 4“, K = 2,
and 11 intervals with Kp = 4‘, K = 3. Applying the equivalent
amplitudes (from Table 2) ak = 7 and 15, and the factor f = 6

applicable for the scale used at MI, this yields (5 X 7 + 11 X 15)
times 6/16, or a : 75 y as the average local amplitude for the
level Kp : 4‘ in the interval 00 . . . 03 UT. That value is entered
in its proper place in Table 5, as well as other values which could
be calculated with reasonable certainty, that is, wherever enough
intervals with each degree of Kp had been observed, namely,
from about 1., to 5+. By combining the three thirds of each

Kp—degree (e.g., Kp = 2-, 2,, 2+ into a common Kp =2), the
last six lines of Table 5 were obtained. At the right of Table 5,
the average for all eight three-hour—intervals are given, and the
ratios 1' of the highest and lowest ranges for each value of Kp.

Table 5 contains quantitative information about the geogra—
phical and time-distribution of the effects of solar particle radia—
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tion on geomagnetic activity, material which could be assembled

for the first time by means of the K1)- and K-indices.

Similar tables, based on much longer series of available K—

indices, have been computed for 31 stations. A sample is given
in Table 6, which shows the average three-hotu‘—amplitudes a,

in y, for the activity level Kp : 40 around the equinoxes (see
page 318). The stations are arranged according to geomagnetic
latitude, but it is clear (for instance, in the case of the two sub-

Antarctic stations at the end of the table) that geomagnetic lati-

tude is certainly not the only governing factor. It may he that a

few discrepancies will eventually be cleared up as due to a local

conception of measuring K not quite agreeing with the standard

practice; but, on the whole, the table gives a clear and striking
picture.

A few features in Table 6 may be mentioned: At polar stations,
the “sensitivity” to solar eorpuscle radiation changes consider—

ably in the course of the day, as indicated in the high ratios r,

Table 5

Maequarie Island, 1952 and 1953, four cquinoetial months, MASO. Average
local amplitudes at, in gammas, for each degree of lip from 10 to 5+, and for

each eighth of the day, intervals 00.. . 0311’1' etc. (00 UT = 10.6 local time).
Mean = Average for the day; r = ratio of highest to lowest value in the line.

Kp oo...oa...05...09._t 12 15... 18...21 ”.241 Mean 1
j.

10 18 19 12 23 50 26 16 13 22

1 + 19 28 13 51 37 34 16 13 26

2- 26 38 34 121 85 44 25 20 49

20 26 37 54 112 142 81 24 20 62

2+ 32 50 65 175 138 91 55 22 79

3' 40 62 75 220 225 108 59 29 102

30 40 74 135 337 362 150 46 47 149

3+ 52 85 127 377 331 274 59 50 170

4- 75 119 175 327 449 341 127 68 210

4D 67 139 235 490 466 310 117 80 238

4+ 142 239 517 680 660 408 224 106 372

5* 149 242 406 631 696 644 198 99 383

50 160 238 513 660 720 628 412 119 431

5+ 144 284 340 760 720 514 337 159 407

Averages (for Kp=l~, 10, 1+ taken together as Kp:1, etc.)

1'

1 15 23 14 29 42 26 13 12 22 3.5

2 28 42 51 136 122 72 35 21 63 6.5

3 44 74 112 311 306 177 55 42 140 7.4

4 95 166 309 499 525 353 156 85 273 6.2

5 151 255 420 684 712 595 316 126 407 5.7

6 282 366 544 1008 1140 939 453 194 6|6 5.9
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up to 5 or 6. Thus, from 9 . . . 12 UT, LOI‘Wick is less disturbed

than Ahinger, 85° further south, from 18 . . . 21 UT. — Stations

in lower latitudes have small average amplitudes, and small

changes in the course of the day (ratios r less than 2). Since, near

the equator, Z rarely contributes to K, one may infer that, at the

Table 6

Average three-hour ranges, in gammas for the planetary activity level

Kp = 40, for 31 stations, around the equinoxes (four months group MASO).
—— The first column gives the geomagnetic latitude, the second column

gives the local time of Greenwich midnight; then follow the eight average

ranges for the three»honr—intervals 00 . . . 03, 03 . . . 06, . .
.,

21
. . . 24 UT, and

their mean for the day. The last columns give the ratio r of the highest to

the lowest of the eight ranges, and, finally, the estimated local time of the

highest range. For Maeqnarie Island, and for Heard Island, the average

ranges for lip = 4-, 4a, and 4+ combined are given

Geo-

magn. OOaPT
UT

Mean r t

[21111. max.

00...03....061...09 ..... 12 ..... 15 ..... 18,....21..24
a h

T
h

Tromsti +67.1 01.3 403 275 160 154 214 285 420 486 300 3.2 23.8

College +645 14,] 163 190 418 710 600 445 200 132 357 5.4 1.1

Sodankylét +638 1.8 326 127 88 134 182 229 385 450 240 5,1 0.0

Lerwick +62.5 23.9 126 77 62 55 73 93 117 139 93 2.5 22.9

Dombés +623 0.6 116 59 40 51 76 93 112 135 85 3.4 23.5

Meanook +6111 16.4 131 187 404 410 269 132 79 99 214 5.2 1.5

Sitka +601. 150 62 92 163 251 186 102 59 51 121 4.9 1.2

Eskdalemuir +58.5 23.8 59 44 46 46 62 71 76 75 60 1.7 20.5

Lovti +58] 1.2 116 82 68 92 116 148 164 144 116 2.4 2019

Rude 511011 +55% 0.8 54 39 37 39 48 70 74 67 54 2.0 20.0

Agincourt +5510 18.7 83 76 80 74 57 41 48 62 65 2.0 20.9

Wingst +515 0.6 52 36 31 as 47 63 7s 63 51 2.5 20.1

Witteveen +542 0.4 39 31 27 30 39 5O 66 51 42 2.4 20.0

Abinger +54.0 0.0 47 35 36 39 49 52 62 57 47 1.8 2010

Cheltenham +50.1 18.9 56 53 5O 43 36 30 37 48 44 1.9 21.3

Ebro +439 0.0 26 21 17 24 31 33 37 33 28 2.2 19.5

San Fernando +41.0 2316 40 30 3O 34 4O 36 43 47 38 1.6 19.7

Tucson +40.4 16.6 36 38 39 35 28 25 25 30 32 1.6 23.2

San Juan +29.9 19.6 21 20 17 14 15 13 20 19 17 1.6 21.1

Kakioka +260 9.3 16 20 25 34 33 25 20 19 24 2.1 21.0

Honolulu 4-21.] 13.5 14 16 24 23 16 12 14 15 17 2.0 22.2

Alibag + 9.5 4.9 12 14 17 21 22 24 22 13 18 2.0 21.4

Huancayo a 0.6 19.0 34 33 26 30 71 87 66 32 47 3.3 11.3

Apia —16.0 12.5 20 20 23 23 18 11 18 21 19 2.1 21.5

Pilar 720.2 19.7 26 27 16 15 23 23 27 27 23 1.8 19.7

Hermanus 733.7 1.3 19 18 19 26 28 23 25 24 23 1.6 14.2

Watheroo 411.5 7.7 24 22 26 36 39 38 28 24 30 1.8 21.9

Toolangi —46.7 9.7 35 39 46 57 56 44 36 33 43 1.7 21.5

Amberley —47.7 11.5 34 37 46 48 41 28 30 30 37 1.7 21.2

Macquarie 1. 761.1 10.6 95 166 309 499 525 353 156 85 273 6.2 23.0

Heard 151. ~61] 4.9 169 67 56 99 117 180 278 254 152 5.0 1.3
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level K1) = 40, the current-densities in the ionosphere in the

auroral zone are, at the height of the sensitivity of polar stations,

more than 50 times greater than at the times of lowest sensitivity
of equatorial stationsv

Huancayo, on the magnetic equator, shows the well-known dis—

crepaney, namely, much higher ranges (in H) around local

noon; but even at night Huancayo has higher ranges than other

tropical stations.

The incidence of the highest sensitivity, indicated in the last

column of Table 6, varies considerably with the geographical
location. The Western American stations (College, Meanook,

Sitka) as well as Heard Island have their highest activity well

after midnight, in contrast to the European and Eastern Ameri-

can stations.

The material, of which Tables 4 to 6 are samples, will be

published in full and discussed.

4 Wave-radiation and Equatorial ring«currcnt. The fundamen-

tal series of daily values for W, derived from the daily Sq—ampli-
tudes in Huancayo H, (see Note 36 in Journal of Geophysical
Research 56, p. 616, 1951) ends with the published tables of

hourly values, at the end of 1947. According to advice received

from Dr. A. A. Giesecke, Director, Huancayo Observatory, the

magnetograms since 1948 will eventually be reduced. The VV—

series will then be continued.

Dr. W. Kertz, Gottingen, spent considerable effort on the study

of the “post—perturhation” changes in the level of H, in com-

parison with the level of solar corpuscular radiation as indicated

by Kp-indices. Results are not easily interpreted, beyond the well—

known after-effects of some great storms. The aim, namely, a

current measure of the equatorial H-level, has not yet been

satisfactorily achieved.

5. K—sclzeme and compilation of special effects. In 1952, monthly

reports on C-figures and special disturbances were sent by 52

observatories. 41 observatories scaled K—indices in 1952. All col—

laborators received short guides “Hints for sealing K—indices”

(by J. Bartels), and “Hints for the diagnosis of sudden commen—

cements (5.0.) and solar-flare effects (s.f.e.)” (by J. Veldkamp).

Quite a number of questions pertaining to the work of the CCMD

were discussed in individual correspondence.
The current work runs as follows: At the end of each month,

each observatory sends the sheet giving the K-indices, the daily
characters C, and data about special effects (storm sudden com-

mencements ssc, polar or pulsational commencements psc, sud—

den impulses si, solar—flare effects sfe) to the C +K—center at

De Bilt. The observatories collaborating in the Kp-scheme send

their monthly K—lists as fast as possible to G6ttingen also, where
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the planetary Kp-indices, also Cp and Ap are derived. A 27-day
recurrence diagram for the Kp-indices is plotted, supplemented
by standardized Ks—indiees from VVingst and Gottingen records;
this diagram is printed and mailed, together with the monthly
list of Kp, Cp, Ap, to about 160 addresses, usually between the
20th and the 25th of the following month. This material arrives
in time to be used in 27—day prediction of recurrent M-regions,
if such are existing. — At De Bilt, the selection of the 5 quiet,
10 quiet, and 5 disturbed days of the month is made, and a list
is sent monthly, together with the Ci—table, to those who want
these data fast. A wider list of addresses receives, from De Bilt,
Quarterly Tables showing Kp, Ci, the dates of quiet and dis—
turbed days, and the times of observed ssc, psc, si, sfe, This
material is printed in the “Journal of Geophysical Research”.

For the preparation of the annual Bulletin, De Bilt sends out

check—lists with all times of ssc etc., asking each observatory to

inspect their magnetograms and to enter their observations.
These check-lists serve as the basis of the final lists of these
events given in the annual C+K~Bulletins. These Bulletins con-

tain, in addition to the regular tables, short discussions on topics
of interest for the work of the CCMD, for instance, data and
discussions on solar-flare effects, by J. Veldkamp.

6. Future work. The CCMD proposes to be instructed by the
General Assembly as follows:

a) To continue the current schemes of K, Kp, Ap, Ci, ssc, psc,
si, sfe;

b) To provide for further correlation studies of K . . . Kp, to
be used in conversion tables (K into Ks) and for discussions on

the geographical and time distribution of geomagnetic activity;
c) To encourage the scaling of K-indices for years before 1937

by stations with long series of magnetograms;
d) To study the question of indices of activity for shorter

intervals than three hours, to supplement the K—scheme at the
time of the International Geophysical Year;

e) To make further studies on current measures of solar wave

radiation, W, and the equatorial H—level (ERC).
7. Acknowlcdgements: The work of the CCMD depends for its
success on the never—failing collaboration of all observatories. It
is a pleasure to record that the spirit of cooperation has been
excellent, for which the Committee thanks all directors and
observers. The Committee notes with satisfaction the increasing
use, made by research workers in other fields of geophysics and

astrophysics, of the fundamental geomagnetic data offered in
the daily URSlgrams, and in the monthly, quarterly, and annual
publications of the CCMD.
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Committee No. 11

Committee to Promote Observations of Daily Magnetic Variations

in Low Latitudes (1951—1954)

Report by J. Egedal, Chairman

The Members of the Committee are: Bcrlage, Coulomb, Egedal
(Chairman), Gieseeke, Gulatee, Herrinck, Lutzow-Holm, Mad-

war, Martyn, Rayner. Roberts and Bomafia.
In the considered period the character of the work of the

Committee has been changing. In the period 1948—51 observa-
tions of the range of the daily variation of H were made using
absolute measurements. Such measurements have been continued
in the period 1951—1954, but the Committee more and more

has aimed at the establishment of recording magnetic stations.
It has been possible to reveal the main feature of the daily

variation of H in the region near the magnetic equator, but
in order to get more detailed information of changes of the

daily variation of all magnetic elements under different physical
conditions it will be necessary to obtain magnetic records from
this region.

Observations

Father J. O. Cardils carried out observations of H in Bata,
Spanish Guinea in 1951.

Father A. Romafia and J. O. Cardils established in 1952 a pro—
visional magnetic observatory at Niefang (1° 51’ N; 10° 15’ E)
in Spanish Guinea. Registrations of all three elements were ob-
tained in the period from March 5—March 20.

Besides the observations of the daily variation of H arranged
in India by B. L. Gulatee, observations have been arranged
during February and March 1951 by Dr. S. K. Pramanik and
S. Yegnanarayanan at further three stations: Cape Comorin
(8° 05’ N; 77° 30/ E), Palamcottah (8° 44’ N; 77° 44’ E) and
Sankaranaiuarkoil (9° 10’ N; 77° 32’ E). Also observations of Z
were made.

In February—March 1953 further observations of H and Z
were arranged by Dr. S. K. Pramanik and P. S. Hariharan at
nine stations in South India.

Dr. M. R. Madwar carried out observations of H in a chain
of stations in Sudan in 1952. Dr. Madwar with the support of
A. \V. Ireland, Director of the Sudan Meteorological Service,
arranged observations of H at the magnetic equator before,
during and after the solar eclipse of February 25, 1952. Mr.
Mathews carried out these observations in the central zone of
the eclipse. In the spring of 1952 Lélio I. Gama, Director, Obser-
vatorio Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, arranged observations of H

during two weeks on the island Fernando (1e Noronhu.

Finally, A. A. Gieseeke in the spring of 1953 has arranged
21
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observations in South America extending the long chain of

stations occupied in the autumn of 1949 further to the south.

Results

In Bata, Spanish Guinea, latitude 1°.8 N, Father J. O. Cardus

found a mean range of the daily variation of H of 73 y.

From the registrations at the provisional observatory at Nie~

fang a mean range of H of 50 V was found for the period of

observations. The mean ranges for Z and D were 39 y and 2’.0,

respectively.
To the mentioned ranges of the daily variation of H in Spanish

Guinea no reductions have been applied.
The ranges of H for the three stations in India are calculated

to be 155 y, 130 y and 125 7:, respectively, for the period of obser—

vation. The ranges are relatively large and indicate contrary to

the result of Gulatee’s observations the line of maximum range

to be south of Cape Comorin; however, the two series of observa-

tions are made in different seasons.

The results from the observations at the nine stations in South

India have been published in India Journal of Meteorology and

Geophysics (1953) vol. 4., p. 353~358. The main conclusion is:

The maximum diurnal range of H occurs near the magnetic
equator. All the mentioned results from India will be of much

interest at the planning of the AGI.

In Sudan M. R. Madwarfl made observations in a chain of

stations. The ranges of the daily variation of these observations

of H, reduced for lunar and annual variations, are given in the

following table:

Station Latitude Red. range (H) Magnetic conditions

Khartoum 15°36’.2 N 124 Y disturbed

Dueim 13 59.0 83 disturbed

Gebellin 12 351.8 64 quiet
M‘eitiemer 10 59.5 81 quiet
Kubbo 10 07.3 105 disturbed

Malakal 9 33.5 119 quiet
Waw 7 31.0 102 ratherdisturbed

Juba 4 52.0 95 disturbed

The latitude of the magnetic equator in Sudan is about 101" N.

For the station Kubbo at the magnetic equator observations

are used from the day before and the day after the solar eclipse

*) M. R. Madwar: Magnetic observations in the Soudan, January to

fézfibiruary
1952. Bulletin de l’lnstitut de I’Egypte, Tome XXXVI (1953—

).
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of February 25, 1952. On this day the mean values of H for

certain intervals of time were observed, and in the below table

these values of H and the mean value of the time of the cor-

responding intervals are given.
Kubbo, 1952, February 25. 30° E meridian time. Mean values

of the horizontal force:

6‘60m 34532 Y 11l‘28m 34576 Y

9 47 605 12 14 5(52

10 33 589 17 44 556

At Kubbo the eclipse began about 9‘27‘11 and ended about 12116“,
the total eclipse occurred at 10:14ng

Dr. D. F. Martyn is examining these observations from a theo-

retical point of view.

The observations at Kubbo on the day of the solar eclipse were

carried out under rather quiet magnetic conditions while the

observations made in the chain in Sudan in many cases were

carried out under unfavourable magnetic conditions.

The result of the observations at Fernando de Noronha is given
in the below table:

Range of Range of

Date daily variation Date daily variation

(H) (H)

1952 March 25 117 Y 1952 April 3 120 'Y

26 131 ‘5 159

27 109 6 102

29 135 7 109

31 150 8 144

April 1 100 9 106

2 156

The observations are taken 4° south of the geographic equator,
and there seems hereafter to be little doubt that the zone of

large daily variations of H is extending round the whole earth.

Other activities of the Committee

The Committee has corresponded with Dr. R. W. H. \Vright,
University College, Ibadan, Nigeria, who intends to establish a

magnetic observatory at Ibadan,2° south of the magnetic equator.
As very valuable magnetic records may be obtained at that place
the Committee has supported Dr. \Vright in his efforts. It has

been discussed with the Association to lend Dr. Wright vario-

meters and a recorder belonging to the Association, and the

Committee has offered to pay the expenditures for repair and

adjustment of the mentioned instruments. No final decision has

been made.

21'
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Method of observation

The Committee has used measurements with QHM’s for the
determination of the daily variation of H and its range, but as

variation of all magnetic elements should be examined a great
interest has been shown to the application of a combined DHZ

portable variograph. One of the Members of the Committee, P.

Herrinck, has made registrations by means of such an instrument
at 5 stations near the geographic equator in Congo, 8 days at

each station, and he has given a report on his experiences. The

registrations of D and H are excellent while that of Z on account
of the smallness of the variation is less satisfactory.

At the start of the registration the base-line values of H and Z

during a couple of days are changing 0.3 and 1.6 7 per hour,
respectively. Another Member of the Committee, E. B. Roberts,
recently has used a variograph of the same type and had no

such difficulties. Further experiences concerning the variograph
are desirable.

Geophysical Year 1957—1958

As magnetic measurements near the magnetic equator are a

main point in the geomagnetic programme of the Geophysical
Year, the experiences of the Committee may be of interest to
the work of the Geophysical Year, and after discussion with
Prof. Coulomb the problem of making these experiences useful
has been considered by the Committee.

In a memorandum the Chairman has made some personal
remarks on the question.

The future of the Committee

The majority of the Committee vote for an amalgamation of
Committees No. 1 and No. 11. but other possibilities have also
been proposed, so that the question need further consideration.

Finances

The Committee on Dec. 31, 1950, possessed 981,86 Danish
Crowns. A part of the expenditures in the period 1951;1953 has
been paid by the Secretary of the Association, and the Com-
mittee has received no other financial support. The cash balance
on Dec. 31, 1953, was 96.16 Danish Crowns.

Proposed resolution

The Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity ex-

presses its thanks

(a) to Observatorio del Ebro for magnetic measurements made
in Spanish Guinea;

(b) to Dr. M. R. Madwar for magnetic measurements at a

chain of stations in the Sudan;
(c) to the Sudan Meteorological Service for magnetic measure.
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ments at the magnetic equator in connection with the solar

eclipse of February 25, 1952;

(d) to the Observatorio Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, for magnetic
measurements on the island Fernando de Noronha; and

(e) to the Geophysical Institute of Huaneayo for magnetic
measurements in South America.

Committee No. 12

Committee on Magnetic Airborne Surveys

Report by J. W. Joyce, Chairman

Steady progress has been reported in the development and

uses of airborne magnetometers during the period since the

Brussels Meeting of the International Union of Geodesy and

Geophysics in 1951.

From Canada, the Dominion Observatory reports the first

flight tests of its three-component airborne magnetometer in

September 1953. Based on 15,000 miles of flight traverse, prob-
able errors of observation are estimated as 70 gammas in decli-

nation, 70 gammas in horizontal intensity, 10 gammas in vertical

intensity, and 6 miles in geographical position.
In France, under the sponsorship of Centre National de la

Recherche Scientifique, a “magnetometre a for tournant” has
been developed by Mr. H. Gondet, the Director General of the

Laboratoires de Bellevue. This instrument utilizes detecting ele—

ments consisting of an air~driven rotating cylindrical core of
ferrites between two fixed cylindrical cores. It has been tested
on the ground and in flight. In the flight tests, no stabilized

platform was used, although development of such a platform
is now being accomplished. The instrument has been designed
primarily for prospecting surveys, but can also be used for

mapping operations.
In Great Britain, the Ministry of Supply is developing an im-

proved airborne instrument which it is hoped may be test flown

early enough in 1954 to permit the presentation of results at the

Rome Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy and Geo-

physics.
In New Zealand, extensive flights were made up through late

1951 with AN/ASQ-l type airborne submarine detectors, modified

for surveying purposes in England. The instrument measures

total force. The principal areas studied were the thermal regions
on the North Island, although some long range traverses were

run and tied in to the Amberley Magnetic Observatory near

Christchurch.

In Sweden and Finland, regional exploration surveys have
been made by commercial companies using airborne instruments.

In Norway, construction of fluxgate magnetometers is pro-
ceeding at two places.
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In the United States, airborne surveys have been flown for

both prospecting and mapping purposes. The U. S. Geological
Survey has continued to operate the total intensity magneto-
meter in about the same form it had in 1951. Flight traverse

miles have been surveyed at a rate of about 25,000 a year. Em~

phasis has been placed on major geological features such as the

Appalachian Geosyncline and the Boulder Batholith. Interpreta-
tion techniques have been improved and models have been

utilized to aid in making such interpretations.
Commercial companies in the United States have surveyed

areas on a speculative basis, selling results in the same way that

aerial photographs are sold.

The mapping operations are the results of joint efforts by the

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, the U. S. Naval Ordnance Labo-

ratory, the U. S. Naval Hydrographic Office, and the U. S. Air

Force. Progress to date includes the development of successively
improved instruments, designated as Airborne Vector Magneto-
meters VAM—IA and VAM—2A. The first of these instruments was

reported on at Brussels, and a descriptive paper on the second

is now in preparation. The VAM—2A has been flight tested to the

extent of about 40,000 miles of traverse, and based on these tests,

probable errors in the elements F, I, D. H and Z are estimated

to be 15 gammas, 3 minutes, 5 minutes, 40 gammas, and 30

gammas (for a dip angle of 00°) respectively. It is expected that

improved magnetic compensation of the aircraft will further

reduce errors, particularly for the elements F, H and Z. Flights
were usually made at an altitude of 10,000 feet. Plans are now

being made to fly at 20,000 feet to take advantage of smoother

air as soon as pressurized aircraft become available.
In conclusion, it can be said that despite relatively high costs

of instrument development and construction. as well as the

rather extensive ancillary equipments needed to properly locate
the magnetic profiles geographically, airborne magnetic surveys
are being performed at increasing rates in many areas, and
instrumental performance and data reduction techniques are

being steadily improved.

Committee No. 13

Committee on the Study of Lunar Variations in Meteorological,

Magnetic and Electrical Elements

Report by K. VVecIces, Secretary
The Committee was originally appointed at the Oslo Assembly

as a joint committee of the Association of Terrestrial Magnetism
and Electricity and the Association of Meteorology. It was re-

appointed at Brussels as a Committee of the Association of

Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity only. On each occasion a
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grant was made to the Committee and this has been expended

mainly on work carried out at Cambridge by the Secretary and

Mr. Wilkes. A financial statement is given at the end of this

report.

Meteorological Reductions

A determination was made at Cambridge of the lunar atmos—

pheric tide at Oslo using 40 years of observations. A similar

determination was made for Valencia using 57 years. The data

were punched onto cards and the reduction was carried out by
a method equivalent to that described by Chapman and Miller.

The results were reported on briefly at Brussels. A certain

amount of final checking remains to be done before they can

be published.
Since the Brussels Assembly the analysis of seven decades of

data from Copenhagen has been completed at Cambridge. The

cards were punched in Copenhagen under arrangements made

by Mr. Egedal and sent to Cambridge where the tabulation and

final stages of analysis were carried out. In this and later reduc-

tions use was made of the electronic computer in the University
Mathematical Laboratory (the EDSAC). It was found that the

results for a single decade were not significant but that the whole

period gave a determination which was just significant, the am-

plitude of the pressure oscillation being about 13 mierobars. As

is found at most other stations the maximum amplitude was

reached about 11/; hours later in December than in June.

In determining the lunar atmospheric tide it is usual to exclude

days of high daily range. A careful study was made at Cambridge
of the effect of doing this and it was found that contrary to

expectations no large decrease in standard error resulted nor

was there any significant change in the phase and amplitude of

the lunar tide. It thus appears that with the method of analysis
used the gain in significance obtained by excluding days of high

daily range is not sufficient to justify the labour of selection. It is

suggested that this is because in the Chapman—Miller method

allowance is made for the non-periodic component of the daily
variation.

An analysis of the air tide at Santis and at Ziirich (stations
close together but at very different heights) is being undertaken

by Prof. J. Bartels. This project is receiving financial support
from the funds of the Committee.

Harmonic Analysis of Magnetic Observations of Cambridge

The following data have been punched onto cards,

Eskdalemuir 1911—1931, X, Y, Z; 1932—1948, H, V, D.

San Fernando 1911—1948, H, D.

Lerwick 1926—19-18, H, D, V.

As in the case of the meteorological observations the first stage
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of the reduction is being done by means of Hollerith punched
card equipment, and the second stage which consists of the
evaluation of four solar and four lunar harmonies together with
an estimate of the standard error is being done on the EDSAC.

A certain amount of preliminary work was first undertaken
using Eskdalemuir data to get an idea of the dependence of the
harmonics on the magnetic character figure. A number of trial
analyses were made from which all days with magnetic character
figure greater than a critical value C, were excluded. This was
done for a number of values of CC. The dependence of the
results on C, was not as marked as had been anticipated and it
was decided to take CC = 0.5 for the main bulk of the reductions.
Enough work with other values of CE will be done, however, to
enable the effect of magnetic activity on the solar and lunar
harmonics to be adequately discussed.

So far analyses for Eskdalemuir and San Fernando have been
completed with the following subdivision into years:

1911—14; 1922—24 (low solar activity)
1915—16; 1920—21; 1925; 1930—31 (medium solar activity)
1917—19; 1926—29 (high solar activity)
1932—34; 1943—44 (low solar activity)
1935; 1940—42; 1945 (medium solar activity)
1936—39; 1946—47 (high solar activity)

Each group of years has been further divided into three
seasonal groups as follows: November, December, January, Fe—
bruary; March, April, September, October; May, June, July,
August. The total number of individual analyses (four solar and
four lunar components with standard errors) so far made,
including some designed to test the dependence on magnetic
activity, is about 100. Examination of these results will take a
little time but it is hoped to present a full discussion at Rome.

When the work was planned it was considered that the above
division of the data into years of high, medium, and low sunspot
activity would provide a suitable way of investigating depen—
dence on solar activity. It is now thought that a method of
sorting based on daily sunspot numbers would have advantagesand accordingly daily sunspot numbers (divided by 5) have been
added to the information punched on the master cards. These
will be transferred to the cards for San Fernando and the Whole
reduction for that station will be repeated with the data divided
into several sunspot groups based on the daily sunspot numbers.
It is planned also to divide the data into monthly groups with
a view to enabling the dependence of the solar harmonics on
season to be investigated Inore fully. \Vhen the results of the
second analysis of the San Fernando data are available it will
be possible to decide whether to repeat the reduction for Esk-
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dalemuir and also what treatment to apply to the data from

Lerwick.

The Committee is indebted to the British Tabulating Machine

Company for the supply of Hollerith equipment and to the

British Meteorological Office both for making available un-

published magnetic records and for lending volumes of published
records from their library.

Other Work Reported by Members of the Committee

In addition to the above work which has been financed partly
from the funds of the Association and partly (in respect of the

British data) by a grant from the Royal Society, the work

mentioned below has been reported by members of the Com-

mittee.

Dr. J. Egedal has made a study of the lunar daily variation

of magnetic declination at Rude Skov for the years 1908 1951

(Danish Meteorological Institute, Comm. magnétiques, etc. No.

21, Copenhagen 1953).
Mr. M. Hasegawa reports that in Japan Mr. Hirono has investi-

gated the theory of diurnal magnetic variations in equatorial
regions and conductivity of the ionosphere E region (II, Journ.

Genmag. Geoelect., 5, 22, 1953). A semi-diurnal lunar variation

has been detected by S. Matsushita in the E5 region of the ionos—

phere (Journ. Geomag. Geoelect., 4, 39, 1952).
The Geophysical Institute, College, Alaska, under a contract

with the Geophysics Research Division of the Air Force Cam—

bridge Research Center, Boston, U.S.A., and under the technical

supervision of Professor Chapman is making a detailed study
of the lunar daily geomagnetic variation in all three elements

of the field at Sitka. The punching and tabulation has been com—

pleted in the United States and the final harmonic analysis will
be done on the EDSAC at Cambridge.

The Rev. J. O. Cardlis S. J. is completing an analysis of the
lunar variation in declination at Tortosa by the direct method.
Work has also been done in Tortosa on the harmonic analysis
of earth-currents and a comparison was made between values
calculated by the direct method and values calculated by the

Chapman—Miller method. The agreement in the amplitude of
the second harmonic was good but the phase showed a discre-

pancy which is being investigated. The Chapman-Miller method
is also being applied to investigate the lunar variation in the
observations of H obtained during the last polar year at Moka

(Fernando Poo) very near the magnetic equator. It is doubtful,
however, whether the observations were continued for a suf—

ficiently long period to give a significant result.
Dr. Otto Schneider has demonstrated during the course of a

research on the solar diurnal variation in H at Pilar that the
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lunar variation is not wholly eliminated from the so—called quiet
day variation S.l if this is based upon the five international quiet
days. Accidental grouping of selected quiet days around similar

lunar ages favours the “survival” of detectable lunar residuals

in 5,. It is expected that a brief report on this work will be

published in 1954. A paper describing some work on the residual

lunar effects in K indices which was reported on at Brussels has

now been published (Meteoros, Chapter III, No. 2/3, page 135,
1953: also published in Publicacion No. 8, Serie Geofisiea, del

Servicio Meteorologico Nacional, Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Dr. S. K. Pramanik has investigated the lunar atmospheric tide

at Trivandrum and Agustie (Ind. Jour. Met. & Geopliys. Vol. 2,
No. 1, 1951). Mr. A. P. Mitra has published a paper on tides in the

ionosphere (Ind. Jour. of Phys, Vol. 24, No. 9, 1950).
Mr. C. H. Cummack and Miss J. M. Bullen, of the Geophysical

Observatory, Christchurch, New Zealand, using five years data

(1931‘5) for all three elements at that observatory, have deter-

mined the first four harmonics of the lunar daily variations, by
the earlier method employed by Chapman (Phil. Trans, Royal
Soc. London, A, 1919, 28. 1—118). The most remarkable feature

of the results is an abnormally large value for the second (main)
harmonic component of the lunar variation of the vertical force.

The results are being published in the New Zealand Journal of

Science & Technology, and a summary will appear in the Journal

of Geophysical Research. An analysis of the lunar daily variation

of the vertical magnetic force at Amberley (Christchurch) from

the whole available data (1929—1953) using the Chapman—Miller
method is in progress, also a less extensive lunar reduction of the

H data for Apia, using the earlier method.

Mr. R. Turajlie, working under Professor Chapman, has made
an analysis of the semi-diurnal variation of cosmic ray intensity
observed at Huancayo; this was based on published data and data

supplied by Dr. M. A. Tuve, Director of the Department of Ter-

restrial Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of \Vashington.
The Hollerith machines at Cambridge were used for the tabula-
tion and the EDSAC was used for the latter stages of the analysis.

The Secretary has noted the following recent publications in

the field of interest of the Committee.

0. Burkard: Studie zum ionosphiirischen Gezeiteneffekt, J. A. T. P. 1, 349,
1951.

.T. H. Chapman: A study of winds in the ionosphere by radio methods.

(Reports a determination of the lunar semi diurnal wind). Canadian
J. Phys. 31, 120, 1953.

S. Chapman: The calculation of the probable error of determination of
lunar daily harmonic component variations in geophysical data — A

correction. Aust. .1. Se. Res. A 5, 218, 1952.

R. Eyfrig: Une influence lunaire sur l’altitude du centre de la couche iono-

sphérique F2. C. R. Acad. Sci. 235, 736, 1952.
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S. Matsushita: Lunar tidal variations in the sporadic-E region. Rep. Ionos-

phere Res. Japan 7, 45, 1953.

B. W. Osborne: Lunar variations in F2 region critical frequencies at Singa-

pore. Nat., 169, 661, 1952.

G.1.%I)._§hillips:
Measurements of wind in the ionosphere. J. A. T. P. 2, 141,

D .

U.R.S.I. Special report no. 2. Tidal phenomena in the ionosphere, Bureau

General Secretariat, Brussels.

Theory of Geomagnetic Titles

N. G. Baker 6; D. F. Martyn: Electric currents in the ionosphere. Phil. Tran.

Royal Soe., 246, 281A320, 1953.

J. A. Fejer: Semi diurnal currents & electron drifts in the ionosphere.

J. A. T. P. 4,184,1953.
M. Hirono: 0n the influence of Hall current to the electrical conductivity

of the ionosphere. Rep. Ionosphere Res. Japan 6, 44, 1952.

A theory of diurnal magnetic variations in equatorial regions and con-

ductivity of the ionosphere. J. Geomag. Geolect. 4, 7, 1952.

K. Maeda: Dynamo theoretical conductivity and current in the ionosphere.
J. Geomag. Geoelect. 1;, 68, 1952.

Financial Statement
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Table of dmns on page 665.
n = 3, p

2 1 for —0.0098 read —0.0118

p
= 2 ~0.0412 —0.0495

The table given by Chapman and Miller was quoted by K. K.
Tschu in “Australian Journal of Scientific Research”, 2, page 1,
1949.

Appendix to the Report of Committee No. 13

Report on work done by J. Bartels, Go‘ttingen
1. New reduction of L and S in magnetic horizontal intensity at

Huancayo, 1922~1947.

The ranges of Sq (H) at Huancayo have been shown to vary
from day to day with the relative sunspot—number R in such close
correlation that those ranges, freed from the influence of L,
could serve as a current measure of the changes of solar ionizing
wave—radiation, W. Since L will behave similarly, the usual sub-
division of the material according to solar activity (namely,
according to the averages of R for months or years) appears
questionable. Therefore, in the new reduction, every day was

classified according to the value of R on that day. — Another new

feature is the restriction to the day—time, 04 to 21 standard time,
using the experience that L(H) at Huancayo is very small during
the night. This restriction to intervals of 17 hours makes it easier
to select "quiet intervals”, judged by the international daily
character—figures as well as by three—hour range indices (Nie—
megk K up to 1936, then Kp). K-indiccs proved useful in sorting
out short disturbed intervals, as well as in retrieving days which
are only disturbed outside the 17-hour interval considered. H

The division by calendar months was replaced by a sub—division
according to the Sun’s mean longitude, with 24 parts of the year,
starting at December solstice. — Finally, the separation of S,
L(Mz) and L(Ng) was performed by a process of successive
elimination avoiding the difficulty introduced by the small
number of days in each sub—group: By interpolation and smooth-
ing between adjacent sub-groups (adjacent with respect to sea—

son or sunspot-number), the “best” value for S in each sub-

group was obtained. It was subtracted from the original hourly
changes for each day to obtain an estimate for L(Mg+N2) for
that day. Again, when L(M,) had been computed, smoothed
values were subtracted to obtain estimates for L(N2). Attempts
to calculate geomagnetic effects of diurnal partial tides, L(O,),
were made. — Results for S, L(M?) and L(N2) are available. The
seasonal change is radically different in S and L: While S
changes in a double seasonal wave, with maxima at the equi—
noxes and nearly equal minima at the solstices, the solstitial
minima in the amplitudes of L differ so much that L nearly
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vanishes around the June-solstice. This confirms and extends

earlier results by Bartels and Johnston, and agrees with the

seasonal change in L(fF2) as indicated in the change of fF2

from 11 to 18 standard time by Bartels.

2. Lunar variation of atmospheric pressure at Zfirich and on

Siintis.

The Schweizerische Meteorologische Zentralanstalt has pu-
blished tables of hourly values of pressure for these two stations

(475 m and 2500 m above sea-level) for 1894—1930; hand-

written tables were made available on micro~films for 1937——

1949. A new lunar reduction is under way, using the experience
gained with the series of pressure readings taken at Magdeburg,
1881—1900.

3. An ionospheric current diagram showing L at the phase
“first eighth” of the moon is being constructed, to supplement
the well—known diagram showing L at full or new moon.

Special Report on Palaeomagnetism

By Takesi Nagata

Geophysical Institute, Tokyo University

1. Historical Review.

The permanent magnetization of igneous rocks has been

known in Italy since the middle of the 19th Century, being
described, for example, by Melloni (1853), Gherardi (1862) and

Folgheraiter (1890). Since then, a large number of investigators
have attempted to measure the direction and intensity of the

natural remanent magnetization of igneous rocks. The main

purpose of these works was to find the direction of the geo-

magnetic field in remote epochs under the assumption that the

remanent magnetization of examined rocks was produced into

the direction of the geomagnetic field by cooling down in situ

from a high temperature. Indeed, it has been observed that lavas

newly ejected from volcanoes have remanent magnetization, the

direction of which is just in agreement with that of the geo-

magnetic field around them. Thus, Mercanton (1906). Nakamura

(1912), Chevallier (1925) and others examined rather systema-
tically the magnetic orientation of lavas ejected in historic

epochs, and attempted by using their results to trace the secular
variation of the direction of geomagnetic field in those historic

epochs.
It was ve1ified by Konigsberger (1930) that the remanent

magnetization of igneous 1ocks in situ can mostly be attiibuted
to a failly stable magnetization of fine giains of felromagnetic
minerals contained in these rocks, which is reproducible in

—J
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laboratory by cooling down in a weak magnetic field from a

temperature higher than their Curie point, and which is named

by him thermo—remancnt magnetization. It was also pointed out

by Konigsberger that remanent magnetization of some igneous
rocks is so anomalous that the magnetization can not be attri-

buted to their thermo-remanent magnetization. Studies on the
thermo-remanent magnetism were extended later by Thellier

(1938), chiefly for bricks, pottery and other baked earth, and by
Nagata (1941, 1943), chiefly for rocks, and its various charac-

teristics have been revealed in fair detail, the anomalously high
stability of thermo-remanent magnetization at the atmospheric
temperature being especially confirmed. At present there still

remain a number of unsolved problems in rock»magnetism, but
recent progress in physics of magnetism seems to approach
towards establishment of a solid scientific basis for the origin
and the anomalously high stability of thermo-remaneut mag-
netization of rocks.

On the other hand, the usability of remanent magnetization
of sediments was pointed out by McNish and Johnson (1938)
and also by Ising (1943). Since then, this method has been
examined in some detail by many investigators, owing to the

universality of distribution of sedimentary layers to be examined.
The remanent magnetization of sediments is frequently unstable,
but it has been proved that certain sedimentary rocks have

sufficiently stable magnetization for the palaeomagnetic pur-

poses (Graham, 1949). Palaeomagnetic studies by means of
sediments are based on the assumption that their magnetization
results from statistical alignment of magnetic dipoles of ferro-

magnetic grains under the influence of the geomagnetic field

while these grains were deposited together with the other non-

magnetic grains. The above should be the primary reason for

correlating the direction of sediment’s magnetization with the

geomagnetic field.

Thus, the palaeomagnetic studies on igneous, sedimentary and

metamorphic rocks have been carried out at various localities
over the world. Among the results of these studies, many speci-
mens have a magnetic orientation which is not much different
from that of the present geomagnetic field, but others showed
to have a magnetization whose direction is almost opposite. The

significance of this peculiarity had frequently been ignored, and

the anomalous magnetic orientation of igneous rocks had been

assumed to be attributable only to some heterogeneous magneti-
zation other than the thermo—rcmanent magnetism.

However, recent detailed and careful studies on the remanent

magnetization of rocks have revealed that the reversely mag-
netized rocks spread uniformly and widely in many localities
and are distributed rather systematically in various geologic
epochs. This fact may suggest that the reversed magnetization of
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the rocks does not result from some accidental reasons, but from

a certain general cause. The possible cause will be either the

reversed direction of the geomagnetic field at the time when

these rocks were formed or a certain mechanism capable of

producing magnetization generally opposite in direction to that

of the geomagnetic field affecting the rocks. This problem con—

cerns the question whether the geomagnetic field has kept almost

the same direction as at present throughout the whole period
of the earth’s history or whether it was reversed once or more in

the past. This may be the most important problem in palaeo-

magnetism at present.

2. Origin of Natural Remanent Magnetization of Rocks.

The palaeomagnetic studies by means of the remanent mag-

netization of igneous and thermally metamorphosed rocks are

always based upon the assumption that the magnetization is due

to stable thermo—remanent magnetization. No other origins of the

remanent magnetization of these rocks can represent the direc—

tion or intensity of the geomagnetic field in remote epochs when

these rocks were formed. Magnetic minerals responsible for the

magnetization of rocks are mostly titanomagnetites, which are

solid solutions of magnetite (Chemical composition : Fe304:

Curie point (9 : 580°C: Saturation magnetization a
= 92 emu)

and titan—spinel (Chemical composition = FezTiOh non mag—

netic), having crystal structures of spinel type. The Curie point

and intensity of magnetization of the titanomagnetite decrease

with increase in its content of titanium from zero which cor-

responds to pure magnetite. (Pouillard, 1950).
Another magnetic mineral which frequently appears in rocks

is hematite (Chemical composition = FegOg, 0 = 680°C) having
a rhombohedral crystal structure. Its intensity of magnetization
is very small compared with that of titanomagnetites, the satura—

tion magnetization a being about 0‘5 emu in order of magnitude.
but the coercive force of its small grains is exceedingly high,

being larger than 7000 0e. (Requet, 1947). It has been proved
in the laboratory that both titanomagnetite and hematite are

fairly stable, and their fine grains can have the thermo—remanent

magnetization by cooling in a weak magnetic field. Actually in

most cases, they are the origin of remanent magnetization of

igneous and metamorphic rocks and baked earths. The capability
of rocks for acquiring the thermo-remanent magnetization in a

weak field H is usually represented by the ratio (Q) (Konigs—

berger, 1938) of its intensity to the strength of induced magneti-
zation of the same sample in the same field. In proportion as

the grain size of the ferromagnetic minerals decreases, the coer—

cive force (He) and the Q value increase rapidly.
It has recently been found that ferromagnetic solid solutions
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of hematite and ilmenite (FeTiOs) are occasionally present in
rocks and their small grains can acquire the thermo-remanent
magnetization. Systematic studies of this F0203—FeTiOa system
have not yet been completed, but it seems likel v that the com—

position aronnd Fe20;.~2FeTi03 is the most magnetic, its Curie
point being about 230°C. It must be noticed that all examples
so far found of rocks which acquire reversed thermo-remanent
magnetization, (i. e. the direction of thermo—remanent mag-
netization acquired being opposite to that of the magnetic field
affecting them during their cooling process), contain this FeZOr
FeTiOa phase. (Nagata et a1, 1953, Balsley and Buddington, 1954).

Maghemite (Chemical composition 2 Fean) having a cubic
crystal structure is also occasionally the origin of the magnetic
properties of rocks. The intensity of magnetization of maghemite
is much larger than that of hematite, but the former is unstable
at high temperature, being unable to bear the production of
thermo—remanent magnetization. There are several other mag-
netic minerals, but their presence is very rare in rocks.

Magnetism of sedimentary rocks is also due, in most cases, to
either titanomagnetite or hematite contained in them. The re-
manent magnetization of sediments is due to the statistical align—
ment of a large number of small magnetic grains having per—
manent magnetization. Frequently the permanent magnetization
is spontaneous magnetization of the ferromagnetic component,
it' the grain size is so small as to consist of a single domain. In
such a case. the remanent magnetization of the sediments is
exceedingly stable. Sometimes the permanent magnetization of
the ferromagnetic grains is the thermo—remanent magnetization,
which they acquired when they were contained in igneous rocks.
The remanent magnetization of sediments in this case seems to
be fairly stable, provided that the grain size is sufficiently small
for the coercive force to be large. However, the permanent mag-
netization of the magnetic grains in sediments is very frequentlydue to the isothermal remanent magnetization, which is produced
at the atmospheric temperature during a long period under the
influence of the geomagnetic field. In such a case, the remanent
magnetization of sediments is by no means a fossil of the geomag—
netic field in remote epochs. and therefore these sediments must
be excluded from palaeomagnetic studies.

3. Proposed Methods of Testing the Reliability of the Remanent

Magnetization of Rocks for Palaeomagnetic Purposes.
There will be several different methods of testing reliabilityof remanent magnetization of rocks for the purposes of palaeo-

magnetism. They are in principle an identification of remanent
magnetization of igneous and metamorphic rocks with their
stable thcrmo-remanent magnetization acquired in the process
of cooling in the geomagnetic field, or an identification of rema-
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nent magnetization of sediments with their resultant magnetiza-
tion caused by the statistical alignment of many small grains
having sufficiently stable magnetization in the direction of the

geomagnetic field at the time of their deposition. No other pos—

sibility can be considered at present concerning a direct relation

between the direction of the remanent magnetization of rocks

in situ and that of the geomagnetic field at the time of their

formation.

(a) Field evidence,

If horizontally stratified geologic layers such as sedimentary

layers or lava flows and conglomerates of the same materials and

the same age co—exist in the same locality, we can test the stability
of remanent magnetization of the stratified layers by comparison
with the distribution of direction of remanent magnetization of

the conglomerates (Graham, 1949). If the direction of magnetiza-
tion is uniform throughout the layer and that of the conglo—
merates is completely at random, we may conclude that the

magnetization of these rocks has been sufficiently stable during
the period since these conglomerates were formed. If, on the

contrary, the direction of the magnetization of the conglomerates
has the tendency to converge around the direction of the geo—

magnetic i'ield, we may consider that the magnetization is un-

stable, being influenced by the present geomagnetic field. Ex—

amples of such a case where the directions of Inagnetization
of the layer and the conglomerates are identical and nearly the

same as that of the present field have frequently been found.

These cases can not be used for palaeomagnetic purposes.

The same criterion can also be applied for the remanent mag—
netization of folded sedimentary layers (Graham. 1949). If the

direction of magnetization corrected for the tilt of the layer, i. e.

reduced to the direction with respect to the original horizontal

stratification, is uniform everywhere in the folded layer, then

this is satisfactory evidence that this rock has retained its direc-

tion of magnetization since a time prior to its folding. If the

direction of magnetization of a folded layer is approximately
uniform and parallel to that of the geomagnetic field, then the

magnetization is unstable. It must he remembered however that

the deformation of a layer owing to a shearing movement can

keep the direction along the shear plane invariant.

It is fundamentally important for palaeomagnetic purposes

that the direction of remanent magnetization should be sub-

stantially uniform at every part of undisturbed strata or bodies

of rocks. Fisher’s new Inethod (Fisher, 1953) of statistical treat-

ment is most helpful for this examination. (Hospers, 1953).
When thermally metamorphosed parts of sediments near a

lava flow or a dyke have the remanent magnetization whose

direction is the same as that of the igneous rock body, the

22
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reliability of rock-magnetism as an indicator of the geomagnetic
field at the tilne when this igneous rock was cooled may be

emphasized. (Roche, 1953).

(b) Laboratory tests of the remanent magnetization of igneous
and thermally metamorphosed rocks.

The causes of the natural remanent magnetization of igneous
and thermally metamorphosed rocks may be classified into

following four groups:

( i) Stable normal thermo—remanent magnetization;
(ii) Stable reverse thermo-remanent magnetization;
(iii) Unstable thermo—remanent magnetization;
(iv) Remanent magnetization owing to other causes than the

thermo-remanent magnetism.

Here only the stable thermo—remanent magnetization can be used
for the palaeomagnetic studies. The proposed methods of labo-

ratory tests of remanent magnetization therefore concern the
identification of the magnetization with thermo—remanent mag-
netization and the examination of its stability.

The identification of a natural remanent magnetization with
the therm0~remanent magnetization can only be actually made
with an experimental demonstration that the reproduction of
the magnetic properties of the former is the same as those of
the latter. The degree of reproducibility can be estimated by the

degree of resemblance of modes of decay of the natural rema-

nence with temperature to those of the thermo—remauence newly
produced in the laboratory, and also by the coercivity of the
natural remanence against alternating demagnetizing field. If
the dependency of the natural remanence of a rock sample upon
temperature change and the demagnetizing field is quite the
same as that of the thermo-remanenee in their mode and

intensity, there may be very little room for doubt that the natural
remanent magnetization of the rock is due to its thermo—rema-
nent magnetization which was produced when it was cooled
down in .rz'tu.

The stability of the natural remanent magnetization can be
examined by demagnetizing magnetically and thermally. It must
be remembered here that the coercivity of the thermo—remanence
is exceedingly larger than that of the isothermal remanenee

acquired at the atmospheric temperature. This exceedingly high
coercivity of the thermo-remanence holds true against both

magnetic and thermal demagnetization.
Identification of the ferromagnetic minerals responsible for

the natural rcmanenee is most helpful for estimating its stability.
Their chemical and X—ray analyses, microscopic observation and
measurements of their magnetic properties, such as Curie point,
intensity of saturation magnetization and coercive force, are
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practical procedures for this purpose. Ti—poor titanomagnetites
and hematites may be trustworthy ferromagnetic minerals for

the palaeomagnetie purpose, and small ferromagnetic grains less

than 20~30 ,u in mean diameter alone can keep their magnetiza—
tion stable because of their high magnetic coercivity.

Thus, a stable natural remanent magnetization owing to ther-

mo—remanent magnetization of igneous and thermally metamor-

phosed rocks can be distinguished from other unstable and am—

biguous magnetizations. From such stable normal or reverse

thermo—remancnt magnetization of rocks, we can presume the

direction of the geomagnetic force at the time when these rocks

were formed. As for unrepro(lucibility of natural remanence of

some rocks as their thermo—remanence, several possible inter-

pretations have been proposed for individual cases. (Graham,

1953, Nagata et al, 1954). But the best possible way at present in

palaeomagnetism by means of igneous and thermally metamor—

phosed rocks may be to deal only with the stable thermo-

remanent magnetization and exclude such rocks, the origin and

stability of whose remanent magnetization are by any means

ambiguous.

(c) Laboratory tests of the remanent magnetization of sedi-

mentary rocks.

The origin of the natural remanent magnetization of sediments

may be classified in the following two groups:

( i) Stable remanent magnetization caused by statistical align—
ment of a large number of magnetic grains at the time of

their deposition under the influence of the geomagnetic
field;

(ii) Remanent magnetization owing to other causes, such as

the isothermal remanent magnetization under the present

geomagnetic field, etc.

Among the above two groups, the rock samples belonging to the

first group alone can be used for palaeomagnetic studies.

The test of magnetic coercivity and the identification of ferro—

magnetic minerals are desirable methods of testing the stability
of the natural remanent magnetization of sediments. The cri-

terion in this case should be the same as in the case of igneous
and thermally metamorphosed rocks.

In the case of sediments, unstable remanent magnetization
has been experienced much more frequently than in the case of

igneous rocks. \Vhen such unstable magnetized rocks are left

in the laboratory so that the direction of their remanent mag-

netization makes a large angle with that of the geomagnetic
force there, the former changes appreciably within only a month,

generally approaching the latter. (Kawai and Kume, 1953, 1954.

Creer, Irving and Huncorn, 195-1). It is desirable in palaeomag—

22'
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netic studies that the remanent magnetization of sediments is

substantially stable in the above—mentioned test during a possible
period for actual experiments, say a year or more. Othenvise,
the remanent magnetization of sediments is unreliable.

Since there is no direct method of proving the identification of
natural remanent magnetization of sediments with the assumed
reasonable origin described in (i), the field evidence discussed
in (a) is especially important in the palaeomagnetic studies by
means of sedimentary rocks.

((1) General remarks on laboratory tests.

The test methods proposed here are useful only for detecting
the rocks which are not reliable for the palaeomagnetic purposes.
In other words, no perfectly satisfactory method has been found
of proving positively that a rock has kept its remanent magnet-
ization undisturbed since production under the influence of geo-
magnetic field. Under such circumstanees. we may postulate
some ambiguity about the origin and stability of natural rema—

nent magnetization of rocks, and maybe able to actually examine
its evidence in the field or in the laboratory. If the ambiguity is
removed by adequate examination, we may consider that the
rock is reliable for palaeomagnetic purposes. Seine actual me-

thods of examination are discussed in Appendix I of this report.
The best possible way at present in palaeomagnetic studies may
be to deal only with the rock samples which are quite free from

any considerable ambiguity about the origin and stability of
their remanent magnetization.

4. A Summary of the Results of Palaeomagnetic Studies and

Reversal of the Geomagnetic Field.

Based on the criteria discussed in the preceding sections, the
results of recent palaeomagnetic studies made by various investi—
gators will be reviewed. The palaeomagnetic studies referred to
in this review are chiefly those by the following authors: Creer.
Graham, Griffiths, Hospers, Irving, Kawai. Nagata et a1, Roche,
Runcorn, Thellier and Vineenz. As the most important problem
in present palaeomagnetism seems to be the question whether or

not the geomagnetic field was reversed in the past this review
will mainly deal with the reverse remanent magnetization of
rocks and its reliability for palaeomagnetic purposes.

The criteria for reliability of rock’s magnetization used by
various investigators are summarized as follows:

(Field evidence).
1. Direction of the natural remanent magnetization referred

to the present geomagnetic force in situ.

2. Uniform distribution of remanent magnetization through-
out a rock body or stratum.
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Statistical test of the uniformity of the remanent mag-
netization. (Nagata et al, 1949, Vincenz, 1952).

Randomness of the direction of magnetization of indivi-

dual pebbles in conglomerates. (Graham, 1949; Hospers,
1953; Greer et al, 1954; liawai, 1954).

Correction for movement of layer (folding, slumping etc.).
(Graham, 1949, Hospers, 1953, Griffiths, 1954, Creer et al,
1954).

Comparison of the direction of remanent magnetization
of lavas and dykes with that of neighbouring sediments

thermally metamorphosed by these igneous rock bodies.

(Roche, 1953, Kato et a1, 1954).

(Laboratory tests).

7.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Comparison of the remanent magnetization of an igneous
rock with its thermo-remanent magnetization. (JR/J“).
(Vincenz, 1952, Nagata et al, 1954).

Modes of decay of the remanent magnetization of an

igneous rock by thermal demagnetization process. (Modes
of (JII)T). (Roche, 1953, Hospers, 1953, Nagata et a1, 1954).
The same procedure for thermo-remanent magnetization
of the same sample. (Modes of (JT,)T). (Hospers, 1953.

Nagata et a], 1954).
Ratio of the intensity of natural remanent magnetization
to that of reversible magnetization acquired in the geo-
magnetic field. (Determination of Qn). (Hospers, 1953).

Characteristics of partial thermo-remanent magnetization
of igneous rocks. (Hospers, 1953, Nagata et a1, 1954).
Effect of thermal demagnetization by heating up to 200°C.

(Thermal demagnetization of the isothermal remanent

magnetization). (Vincenz, 1952, Roche, 1953).
Tests of stability of the remanent magnetization against
increase in temperature in vacuum and in the atmosphere
by means of magnetic method or X-ray analysis. (Nagata
et al, 1954).

Change in the remanent magnetization of rock samples
which are left in the geomagnetic field in laboratory. (Vin-
cenz, 1952, Roche, 1953, Kawai, 1954, Creer et al, 1954).
Effect of mechanical shocks on the remanent magnetiza-
tion. (Vincenz, 1952, Roche, 1953).

AC. demagnetization of the natural remanent magnetiza-
tion and the thermo-remanent magnetization. (Graham,
1953).
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17. Determination of the intensity of magnetic force, which

produces the isothermal remanent magnetization equi-
valent to the natural remanent magnetization in intensity.
(Vineenz, 1952).

18. Laboratory experiments of re-deposition of sediments in

the present geomagnetic field. (Nagata et al, 1943, Grif—

fiths, 1954).

19. Identification of ferromagnetic minerals in rocks by mag—
netic, chelnical and X—ray analyses. (Nagata, 1953).

The meaning of the above—mentioned tests is discussed briefly
in Appendix I of this report, and their details can be found in

the original papers by individual investigators, which are listed

in Appendix II.

The following tables are the results of palaeomagnetic studies

of remanent magnetization of those rocks whose reasonable

origin and stability could be proved by some criteria. The

methods of examination made for individual examples are noted

in respective results by their number referred to in the list of

criteria described above. As shown in these tables, some rock

specimens were so carefully examined that the reasonable origin
and the stability of their remanent magnetization could be

proved with a high degree of certainty. In some other rocks it

seems unlikely that the examination of the origin and stability
is sufficient for palaeomagnetic purposes, but even these rocks

seem to be free from ambiguity about the origin and stability
of their magnetization as far as the examined data are concerned.

The direction of the natural remanent magnetization of these

rocks whose reliability was proved is classified here into either

“normal” (N) or “reverse” (R). The “normal” means that the

direction of the natural remanence lies within 30° from that of

the present geomagnetic force, while the “reverse” indicates that

the natural remanence is directed within 30° from the opposite
direction of the present geomagnetic force. When the direction
of the natural remanent magnetization of rocks is not included
in the above-mentioned two categories, its declination is noted

for reference.

It is noted in these tables that no evidence of a reversal of the

geomagnetic field has been found in Holocene throughout the

world, while the stable reverse magnetization was found in rocks

of Pleistocene, especially in those of early Pleistocene.
For the Tertiary period, stable normal and reverse magnetiza-

tions appear in the rocks of each epoch, i. e. Pliocene, Miocene,
Oligocene and Eocene. It seems likely in data of igneous rocks
that the normal and the reverse magnetization take place alter-

natively with geologic time in a rather regular sequence. For

Mesozoic and Paleozoic eras data of rock magnetization have
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been available only in sedimentary rocks. These data show that

the stable reversed magnetization can be found in the rocks of

Mesozoic and Paleozoic eras and also in Pre-Cambrian rocks.

Summarizing these results, we may consider that the geo-

magnetic field which influenced the remanent magnetization of

the stable rocks was reversed in various geologic epochs. Even

if the data for discussions are restricted to these rocks whose

reliability was proved with an especially high degree of certainty,
we may still be able to conclude that the earth’s magnetic field

was reversed many times in the past.

Unfortunately, exact comparison of the ages of reversely mag-

netized rocks at a locality with those at distant places is hardly

possible at present. Therefore it seems difficult to find the exact

epochs when the reversal of the geomagnetic field took place.
Some investigators (Hospers, Runcorn and others) have ex-

tended their studies on palaeomagnetism to discussing a periodic
inversion of the geomagnetic field and a possibility of the polar

wandering of the earth (Hospers, 1953, Creer, Irving, Runcorn,

1954). In this special report, however, the reporter would like

to take a rather conservative stand, but still conclude that we

have obtained evidence with a reasonable degree of certainty for

repeated reversals of the earth’s magnetic field in the past; and

that the data for this evidence obtained at various localities are

fairly consistent with each other within the limit of accuracy of
the present geologic time scaling.

Appendix I

Proposed Methods of Laboratory Tests of Remanent

Magnetization of Rocks and Baked Earth

(A) Laboratory tests of the remanent magnetization of igneous
and thermally metamorphosed rocks.

The reliability of identification of the natural remanent mag-

netization of igneous and thermally metamorphosed rocks and

baked earths with their thermo-remanent magnetization can be

actually examined by the following methods.

(i) Heat experiment.

(*) Changes in the natural remanent magnetization, Jn, with

increase in temperature, T, are measured in non—magnetic and

vacuum space, 111(T) being expressed as a function of T. By

cooling in the geomagnetic field, the thermo—remanent magnet-
ization, JTC, of the same specimen is produced, and then changes
of JTc thus produced with increase in T are measured also in

non—magnetic and vacuum space. If the direction of J” is parallel
to that of the geomagnetic field and if the Jn(T) curve is similar

to the JT,(T) curve, i.e. if Jn(T)/JT,(T) is almost constant at any

temperature, we may consider that the natural remanent mag-
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netization is the normal thermo—remanent magnetization, which
is reproducible in the laboratory. If the ratio Jn(T)/JTC(T) is
not much less than unity, being, say, 0.5~1, then we may pre-
sume, under the assumption that the ancient geomagnetic force
is approximately the same as at present, that the thermo-rema—
nent magnetization produced in a remote epoch has been not
much demagnetized during the long period since then, and that
the magnetic properties of the rock sample have remained with

only little change since the time of its formation.

(**) The above—mentioned heating experiment can be re—

placed in most cases by an alternative procedure as follows.
Heat a rock specimen having a remanent magnetization J up
to T in temperature, and then cool down to the atmospheric
temperature in non~magnetic space. The residual magnetization
is denoted by (J)T (Koiiigsberger, 1938; Hospers, 1953; Roche,
1953; Nagata et al., 1954). This procedure is called a thermal
demagnetization at temperature T. \Vhen T is successively in—
creased, (J)T disappears completely at higher than a critical
temperature Tc. \Ve can thus obtain On); and (JTC)T of the
same specimen as functions of T. If the ratio (Jn)T/(JTC)T is

approximately constant and not much less than unity at any
temperature below Te, there is no room for doubt that the
natural remanent magnetization of the rock is the residue of the
thermo-remanent magnetization. Such rock samples can be used

reliably for the purpose of determining the direction of geo-
magnetic field in remote epochs.

(***) It is not always necessary to carry out the above-
mentioned heat treatments in high vacuum. but the same pro-
cedures in the atmosphere are almost sufficient for testing stable

rock-samples which are changed only a little by heating in the

atmosphere. Some other rocks, however, are apt to be changed
appreciably owing to oxidation by heating in the atmosphere
(Nagata et al., 1954). Although such a change in the rocks can

be avoided in their heat treatments in vacuum, it seems better
to exclude them as objects of palaeomagnetic studies. since the
question may arise whether these rocks have been stable against
oxidation at the atmospheric temperature during a long period.

(****) Occasionally magnetic and petrological characteristics
of some rocks are changed appreciably even in high vacuum by
heat treatments. Magnetism of such rocks is due to unstable

ferromagnetic minerals, and therefore these rocks must be ex-

cluded in palaeomagnetic studies (Graham, 1953; Akimoto, 1954).

(ii) Possible interpretation of the results of the heat emperiments.
(it) Sometimes the ratio Jn/JTC is very small, being less than

say, 0.1, although it is approximately constant throughout the
range of temperature below Tc. There may be little room for
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doubt that this J11 is due to the thermo—remancnt magnetization.
Since however the small value of .ln/JTn suggests that the natural

remanent magnetization has been much reduced during a long
period, it seems better to exclude such samples as objects of

palaeolnagnctic studies.

(W) The transition temperature of thermo—remanent mag—

netism, which is approximately equal to the Curie point, is

higher than 450°C in most igneous rocks, indicating that the

ferromagnetic minerals responsible for the magnetization are

chiefly Ti—poor titanomagnetites (Akimoto, 1954). But there are

some other cases where the transition temperature is less than

200°C, the ferromagnetic minerals consisting chiefly of Ti-rieh

titanomagnetites (Chevallier, 1932; Nagata et al., 1954). Since

the stability of thermo-remanent magnetization decreases rapidly
nearer the transition temperature (Curie point), and further

since temperature of rocks could be raised up to 100°C or more

at a moderate depth within the earth’s crust owing only to the

geothermal gradient, it seems better to exclude such rocks

having low transition temperatures from present palaeomagnetic
studies.

(***) It has been found that some particular rocks can have

reversed thermo-remanent magnetization by the ordinary cooling
procedure in a weak magnetic field (Nagata, 1951). Their natural

remanent magnetization shows also a self—reversal in the heat

experiment, .ln/JTc being almost constant and not much less than

unity at any temperature below Tc. Then it is quite certain

that the direction of the natural remanent magnetization is

opposite to that of the geomagnetic field affecting the rock

during its cooling.
As for the mechanism of self-reversal of thermo—remanent

magnetization, Neel has proposed two different possibilities;
(Neel, 1951) i.e. (1) reversal of spontaneous magnetization with

change in temperature caused by difference in temperature
gradients of magnetizations of two mutually opposed sites in a

ferrimagnetic crystal, (N- or V— type ferrimagnetics according to

Néel's definition), and (2) reversal of resultant magnetization
of two different constituents which are so strongly interacted
that their direction of magnetization is opposite to each other.

The first case has not yet been found in rocks, but the presence
of the second case has been ascertained in rocks in Japan
(Nagata, Akimoto and Uyeda, 1953) and U.S.A. (Balsley and

Buddington, 1954). In the Japanese rocks, a constituent which

has a magnetization parallel to the direction of the applied field

is Ti—poor titanomagnetite, while another which is reversely
magnetized is a magnetic solid solution of ilmenite and hematite.
It seems likely that the U.S.A‘ rocks are also composed of similar

constituents.
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(****)If the (J11)T curve is much different in its form from

the (JTC)T curve of the same specimen, (or if the Jn (T) curve

differs from the JTC(T) curve). we may presume that the natural

reinanent magnetization is due to some other cause than the

thermo—remanent magnetization, such as, for example, the iso-

thermal remanent magnetization resulting from a temporary
appearance of a fairly strong magnetic field, or to some chemical

change in the ferromagnetic minerals during a long period. Such

samples must be avoided in present palaeomagnctic studies.

(iii) Test of magnetic coerciuily.

(*) The thermo—remanent magnetization of rocks is very stable

against a demagnetizing procedure by alternating field (i.e. A.C.

demagnetization). The thermo-remanent magnetization acquired
in the geomagnetic field can maintain more than half of the

original strength after an A.C. demagnetization up to 200 0c. in

field intensity. In magnetically stable rocks it decreases only
slightly even after an A.C. demagnetization up to 300 Oe. On the

contrary, the isothermal remanent magnetization acquired in a

magnetic field of say, 200 Oe, can be almost completely demag-
netized by an A.C. demagnetization up to 100 Oe. Hence, we can

distinguish the stable thermo-remancnt magnetization from other

unstable magnetization such as the isothermal remanent mag-
netization with the aid of experiments of A.C. demagnetization
011 naturally magnetized rocks.

(*ii') It has been reported that some rocks have a very large
value of coercive force, being, for example, larger than 2000 Oe

(Balsley and Buddington, 1954). Such a high coercivity takes

place only under the condition that individual magnetic grains
are so small as to consist of single magnetic domains. The rema-

nent magnetization owing to the therIno—remanent magnetization
of such grains of single domain must be extremely stable, being
fully reliable for the palaeomagnetic purposes.

(iv) Erramination of magnetic, chemical and crystallographic

properties of ferromagnetic minerals in rocks.

(*)Determination of ferromagnetic minerals responsible for

the magnetization of rocks is helpful in judging the reliability
of magnetization. Generally speaking, ferromagnetic minerals of

single phase is much more stable than those of poli-phases. \Vhen

the ferromagnetic minerals in a rock are composed chiefly of

Ti-poor titanomagnetites, we may consider that these minerals

have been fairly stable. If they are mainly hematites, there will

be a choice between two possibilities, i.e. that these hcmatites are

the results of oxidation of other ferric-ferrous oxides (such as

magnetite) during a long period since their mother rocks were

formed; or that these hematites were present when their mother

rocks (or the baked earth containing them) were formed and
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magnetized, and since then they have been chemically stable.

The first case can not be used, but the second can be used with

sufficient reliability for palaeomagnetic purposes. Ti-rieh titano-

magnetites are frequently unstable, so that careful attention must

he paid to the stability of their magnetization. Maghemites

(y—FegOa) are unstable and the origin of rcmanent magnetization
in these minerals has not yet been understood (Nagata and

\Vatanabe, 1950). Hence the remanent magnetization owing to

them must be avoided in present studies of palaeomagnetism.

(**) The intrinsic magnetic properties of ferromagnetic mine—

rals can be represented by the curve of relation between satura—

tion magnetization Js and temperature T. The Js-T curve of

rocks of ferromagnetic minerals can be determined with a

magnetic balance with a heater in high vacuum (Akimoto, 1954).
The Curie point 6 thus determined is a characteristic quantity

representing the constitution of the ferromagnetic minerals.

(***) The composition of ferromagnetic minerals in rocks can

be approximately determined with the aid of chemical analysis
and X-ray analysis of the ensemble of ferromagnetic minerals

separated from the rocks by a magnetic separator.

(****) Microscopic and electron-microscopic observation of

rocks are helpful to determine the average grain size of the

ferromagnetic minerals, which is significant for the magnetic

coercivity, and also to find the mineralogical constitution of

individual grains when they consist of two or more phases.

(*****) Occasionally, ferromagnetic minerals are changed by

heating. Such changes can be detected by analyzing the minerals

by X-ray spectrograms obtained before and after the heat treat-

ment, provided that the changes are remarkable.

(B) Laboratory tests of the remanent magnetization of sedi-

mentary rocks.

(i) Test of magnetic coercivity.

(*) It seems that measurement of coercivity is the most signi-
ficant test for the natural remanent magnetization of sediments.

The method of A.C. demagnetization is the same as that proposed
for igneous rocks. When the natural remanent magnetization of

sediments results from stable magnetization of ferromagnetic
minerals such as their spontaneous and thermo—remanent mag—

netizations, it is demagnetized much less than that due to iso-

thermal remanent magnetization.

(**) In order to test the stability, changes in the remanent

magnetization of specimens of sediments, which are left in the

geomagnetic field in the laboratory, are observed (Kawai, 1954;

Creer, Irving, Runcorn, 1954). The specimens must be so set
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that their initial direction of magnetization makes a rectangle
or more with that of the magnetic field in the laboratory. Under
such circumstances, some unstable rocks change their direction
of magnetization with time towards that of the geomagnetic
force, the change amounting to observable quantities within
some days. It may be assumed that the sediment’s magnetization
whose direction does not change at all during a period of one

year and more is fairly stable. But the above—mentioned tests
are carried out only for the purpose of eliminating rock samples
having unstable remanent magnetization. Even if a rock’s mag-
netization is sufficiently stable during a year or so, this fact may
be an insufficient proof for its stability during an enormously
long geologic period.

(ii) Heat experiments.

The rate of change in the remanent magnetization of rocks with
time can be increased when the rocks are kept at a temperature
a little higher than the atmospheric one, say at 100°C. (Kawai,
Kume, 1953). The influence of temperature and time upon the
relaxation of the remanent magnetization of rocks has not yet
been fully understood. Therefore no quantitative formula has
been established about a possibility of reproducing in the labo-

ratory the effect of time on the rock at the atmospheric tempera-
ture during a long geologic time. According to experience, how—
ever, some rocks can acquire a remanent magnetization as

intense as the strength of their natural remanent magnetization
after being kept at 100°C in the geomagnetic field for some hours.
It seems unlikely that the remanent magnetization of such rocks
is satisfactory for palaeomagnetic purpose.

(iii) Identification of ferromagnetic minerals.

Identification of ferromagnetic minerals which are responsible
for the remanent magnetization of sediments is very helpful for
the palaeomagnetic studies as in the case of igneous and ther—

mally metamorphosed rocks. The method of magnetic analysis,
such as measurement of Curie point. coercive force etc., seems

to be the most convenient for the said purpose. X—ray and che-
mical analyses of the ferromagnetic minerals are also desirable
(Creer, Irving and Runcorn, 1954).

(C) General Remarks.

Several hypotheses on the possibility of self-reversal of re-

manent magnetization of rocks have been proposed, but it seems

to me that such a hypothesis becomes plausible only with some

evidence from the field or from laboratory experiments. For
example, Néel has proposed, beside the two hypotheses dealt
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with in (A) (ii) (***), two other alternatives: i.e. that an

originally inferior magnetization of the inverse B sub-lattice in

anti-ferromagnetic configuration of minerals becomes predomi-
nant by subsequent demagnetization or change of the originally
predominant A sub—lattice, or that an originally inferior reversed

magnetization of a mineral of lower Curie point becomes do—

minant after the destruction or demagnetization of the other

normally magnetized mineral. Graham has also proposed a

similar but somewhat modified hypothesis (Graham, 1953). It

seems however that no definite evidence of these hypotheses
has yet been found in the reversely magnetized rocks. Detailed

studies on this problem are now under work. It is expected
therefore that the reversed magnetization of some rocks may be

identified to certain self—reversals of magnetization, the mechan-

ism of which has not yet been confirmed.

The best possible way in palaeomagnetic studies at present
may be to exclude, as objects of our palaeomagnetic studies,
such rock samples the origin and the stability of whose remanent

magnetization are in any way ambiguous viewed from present
knowledge of magnetism, mineralogy and chemistry.
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Special Report on the Equatorial Jet Current

by D. F. Martyn
Radio Research Board, C.S.I.R.O., Australia

(1) Introduction.

The equatorial jet current was discovered as a result of the
establishment of the magnetic observatory at Huancayo, Peru,
by the Carnegie Institution of \Vashington, (Department of
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Terrestrial Magnetism). It appeared that the Sq magnetic varia-

tion in H at this site was some two or three times greater than

that at other low latitudes. In 1948 the International Association

of Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity set up a committee

under Dr. Egedal to further the study of these large variations

in other parts of the world. It soon became apparent that the

equatorial jet current was observable in the data obtained at

many observatories prior to the establishment of Huancayo,

although unremarked by previous observers. (There appears to

be an important moral to be drawn from this, one particularly
relevant with the Geophysical Year imminent; it is important to

set 11p observatories to obtain new geophysical data, but equally

important to devote much effort and time to the study of the

data so obtained. C.S.A.G.I. has already commented on the

importance of this).
The most comprehensive and thorough study of the equatorial

jet, as evidenced in the data of the “Polar Year” 1932733, has

been made by A. T. Price and G. A. Wilkins (J. Geophys. Res.56,

259, 1951). They conclude that the jet is a maximum “between the

magnetic and dipole equators in South America and Africa, but

occurs to the south of both these equators in the Far East”. This

conclusion appears to be thoroughly sound for S.America and

Africa, but rests on slender evidence, as these authors admit, for

the Far East. Unfortunately this is the region in which Committee

11 has thus far failed to obtain new evidence. The brief but

widely dispersed important observations made at the instigation
of the Chairman of Committee 11 tend to confirm the findings
of Price and Wilkins. In lnost cases these observations have been

made by absolute methods on a very few days; What is wanted

now is the establishment of magnetic recording at a few key

positions during the A.G.I. Uncertainty remains about the posi-
tion of the jet in the equatorial regions north of Australia and

New Zealand.

(2) Theory of the Equatorial Jet.

In 1948 it became apparent that the conductivity of the ionos-

phere was inadequate for the purposes of the dynamo theory of

the magnetic variations (Cowling & Berger; Nature, 161, 515,

1948). Martyn (Nature 162, 142, 1948) suggested that the con-

ductivity of the ionosphere might be enhanced by inhibition of

the Hall current. Later Baker and Martyn (Phil. Trans. 246, 281,

1953) developed the dynamo theory in detail, taking account of

Hall conductivity. They found that the conductivity of the ionos-

phere was generally enhanced over the globe, and especially
enhanced in a narrow zone, a few degrees wide, at the geo-

magnetic equator, which they assumed to coincide with the geo-

graphic equator. Thus it appears that the equatorial jet is

23'
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directly attributable to the complete (vertical) polarization of
the Hall current.

In a recent paper (in course of publication) Baker has con«

sidered the case where the geomagnetic equator does not co-

incide with the geographic equator. He finds that “the electroj et
lies in a great circle intersecting the geomagnetic equator in
geomagnetic longitudes 60° and 240°, and departs from this
equator by a maximum of 2° (north) in geomagnetic longitude
330°”. The electrojet is a minimum when it crosses the geomag-
netic equator and a maximum when the two equators are furthest
apart. The total variation of the electroj et current (for uniform
conductivity over the earth) is however less than 1 %.Baker’s
findings in these respects differ somewhat from earlier calcula-
tions due to K. Maeda (Japan).

There remains of course the complex problem of evaluating
the effect of non-coincidence of the geomagnetic equator with the
equator of zero dip, and of the non—uniform distribution of con-

ductivity over the globe.
Nevertheless it may be said that the origin of the equatorial

jet is now understood, though details of the exact position and
magnitude remain to be settled.

(3) Eclipse Effects on the Electrojet.
Observations of the diurnal magnetic variation in H were

made by M. R. Madwar during the solar eclipse of 1952, Febr.
25, and on the two days immediately adjacent. They were made
at Kubbu in the Sudan, (lat. 10° 07.3’ N., long. 26° 37.0’ East)
almost exactly on the magnetic equator. Here the eclipse began
at 9h.27m. and ended at 12h.16m. local time, totality occurring at
10h.49m. All available measurements are given in the table on

p. 357.

Although the data on the two control days is rather fragmentary,
and statistical analysis impossible, there is little doubt that the
eclipse reduced the daily variation of H to almost half its
normal value. This appears to be the first direct evidence of the
effect of a solar eclipse upon Sq. Certainly no more favourable
location for the detection of such an effect could have been
chosen; an eclipse effect ought to be readily detected anywhere
under the electrojet at the time of the eclipse. The world-wide
effect of an eclipse on Sq by reducing the conductivity of the
ionospheric sheet is relatively small, as Chapman has shown; the
total current in the sheet is little affected, since it tends to bypass
the poorly conducting region. Even within this region the current
tends to be maintained at is normal level by the development of
a polarization field on its boundary.

Matters are very different for the electrojet, which is essen-

tially a line current, its breadth being much smaller than the
size of the sun’s shadow. Moreover we know with some certainty
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(Baker and Martyn, loc.cit.) that the electrojet is due to abnor-

mally high equatorial conductivity at a height close to 100 km.

Here the relaxation time of the ionosphere is only a few minutes,
and the conductivity must drop rapidly over a substantial section

of the electrojet. In this case no bypassing is possible, and the

electrojet should be wiped out over all the daylight hemisphere,
whether inside or outside the region eclipsed. One would expect
the field variation in Sq at Kubbu during the eclipse to drop to

less than half its normal range.

Kubbo. Lat. 10°07'.3N Long. 26°37'.0E

1952 Time Horizontal Remarks 1952 Time Horizontal Remarks

Component Component

23—2 171122m 345951 25—2 10h37m 34582~f
36 595 Quiet 49 582

47 597 59 585

24-2 6 42 477
” 08 591

17 587
54 490

28 570
7 08 506

36 565
19 508

50 567
ll 01 634

12 04 562
12 616 Disturbed

14 559
26 586

23 564
40 620

16 56 497 17 33 557

17 06 492 40 557

16 490 47 554

25 494 55 555

2572 6 38 527 26—2 6 30 561

46 530 39 565

54 534 47 566

7 02 537 56 573

9 38 604 10 58 669 Disturbed

46 606 11 O7 676

57 605 16 671

to 08 (:00 Quiet except 28 650

18 594 a Day from

28 589 131110 161:

Special Report on Instrumental Equipments for the Recording
of Rapid Magnetic Variations

At the request of the Special Committee for the International

Geophysical Year (CSAGI) and on behalf of the IATME Com-

mittee on Observational Technique Prof. E. Thellier, in his ca-

pacity as Chairman of the latter Committee has prepared a com-

prehensive report on instrumental equipments used for the

recording of rapid magnetic variations. This report was pre-
sented at the IATME meeting (see p. 36) and is being printed in

the “Annals of the International Geophysical Year”, Vol. IV.
Part V.
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Special Reports on the International Geophysical Year

During the Rome Assembly several working groups were

established by the IATME for the study of observational pro-
grammes to be carried out within different disciplines during
the International Geophysical Year 1957—58. All of these work-

ing groups prepared special reports which were later submitted
to the CSAGI and which, to a large extent, served as base for the
recommendations made by that body during its meeting in Rome
in September—October 1954. The working groups have already
been mentioned in the minutes of the meeting of the Associa-
tion and are listed here for reference:

1. Working Group on Geomagnetism
Membership see p. 17. CSAGI recommendations see

I.U.G.G. News Letter No 9, pp. 109—119.

2. Working Group on Aurora

Membership see p. 25. CSAGI recommendations see

I.U.G.G. News Letter No 9, pp. 120—133.

3. Working Group on Airgiow
Membership see p. 24. CSAGI recommendations see

I.U.G.G. News Letter No 9, pp. 133—136.

4. Working Group on Cosmic Rays
Membership see p. 40. CSAGI recommendations see

I.U.G.G. News Letter No 9, pp. 156—163.

5. Working Group on Rockets

Membership see p. 15. CSAGI recommendations see

I.U.G.G. News Letter No 9, pp. 176—181.



Part V

Communications

In accordance with a policy adopted at the Brussels meeting

1951, the full text of technical communications will not be

included in the Transactions. The presentation will be limited

to references to periodicals where the complete texts may be

found and where such information has become available to the

Editor, or to brief author’s abstracts in those cases Where they

have been supplied and citations are not available.

Observations of low-latitude aurorae in Greece

By W. N. Abbott

University of Athens

It should be very interesting to secure as many observations

of low—latitude aurorae as possible, and stations in Greece would

be very useful. Although by no means frequent, low-latitude

aurorae are not as rare as it is generally believed, and appropriate
team work may yield interesting information as to their fre-

quency, and, thereby, increase our knowledge of the mechanism

of auroral phenomena in general. We shall mention that on the

night of August 19, 1950, the author obtained a photograph of

an aurora from the station on Spetsai Island, located at azimuth

260° (Journal of Atm. and Terr. Physics, vol. I, p. 343). A pro-

gramme of work is, therefore, under study.
These observations in Greece will be made from two stations.

One located on Spetsai Island in South Greece, the other in

Macedonia in the region of Salonica. The length of this base-line

is about 400 kilometres and its direction is almost due N—S.

Observing will be primarily visual, preferably with Patton

auroral filter (5577 A) mounted on goggles and costing about

£50— a piece. Detailed records will be kept in writing and in

drawing of the aspect, orientation, intrinsic brightness, and

shape of the streamers and the position and motion of the base

or bases. Photographic recording will have to be left for the

time being to the judgement and, especially, to the individual

possibilities of the observers, and although of course welcome

will not be compulsory. For the moment it is financially impos-
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sible to supply observers with cameras and appropriate equip—
ment or train them to their use. Altitude and azimuth will be
measured by means of simple and rugged contraptions giving
satisfactory approximation, and continuous measurements of po—sition when an aurora is in view are essential, considering the
impossibility of establishing long»distance telephone contacts on

very short notice and maintaining them through the night. With
the present development of telephone communications in Greece
on an entirely new principle it may be possible in the future to
establish a permanent contact of the two stations at night, by
telephone.

Routine patrol-observing would be ideal. Anyway, and even
if this is rendered possible, the Astronomical and Meteorological
Institutes of the Observatory of Athens will cooperate to alert
observers of eventual solar disturbances.

The Salonica station will, further, be relayed to a Yugoslav
station; if this is located in the environs of Belgrade the base line
will be about 500 kilometres, which is excellent.

This is a very general outline of the project, the realisation
of which will necessitate the collaboration of several depart-
ments.

Observations on the red line of oxygen

By P. St. Amand
U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, California

The complete text is published under the title: “Some possible
relations between the nightglow and the ionosphere” in Ann.
Géophys. 11, pp. 450—460, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 250—260,
1956).

Instrumentation for nightglow research

By P. St. Amand
U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, California

The complete text is published in Ann. Geophys. 11, pp. 435—
449, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15b, pp. 235—249, 1956).

Variations with time of cosmic ray intensity
By F. Bachelel and A. M. Conform
Centro di studio per la fisica nucleare

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Roma
An apparatus for the continuous registration of the total ion—

izing component of cosmic rays at sea level is described. This
has been set up at Rome to study the correlation between cosmic
ray intensity and atmospheric, geomagnetic and solar pheno-
mena.

The apparatus consists of telescopes of Geiger—Muller counters
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in triple coincidence, directed vertically, and inclined at 30° to

the vertical in the directions South and North respectively. The

difference between the diurnal variations in the two inclined

directions is considered free from atmospheric effects and is thus

able to show an anisotropy of the primary radiation.

There are four independent telescopes in each direction, with

a total of about 27000 coinc./hr. in North and South directions

respectively, and about 48000 coinc./hr. in the vertical.

The counters are held thermostatically at (30:1)°C.
The methods used to reduce the instrumental differences and

to obtain the maximum stability and continuity of working are

described.

The preliminary results obtained in the first counting period,
from January to March 1954, are presented.

Correlation of reverse remanent magnetism and negative
anomalies with certain minerals

By J. R. Balsley and A. F. Buddington
US. Geological Survey, Washington, DC. and Princeton, NJ.

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoelectricity, Vol. VI. No. 4, pp. 176—181, 1954.

Interpretation of the airglow spectrum

By D. Barbier

Institut d‘Astrophysique, Paris

The complete text is published under the title: “Analyse du

spectre du ciel nocturne” in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 181—208,
1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 I), pp. 67—94, 1956).

Theory of the auroral spectrum

By D. R. Bates

Department of Applied Mathematics, Queens University of Belfast

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 253~

278, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 135—160, 1956).

Map of the disturbances of the geomagnetic vertical

intensity of Europe

By R. Bock

Berlin — Friedenau

In co-operation with the Amt fiir Bodenforschung of Hannover

it is attempted to make a new map of Europe with the anomalies

of the geomagnetic vertical intensity based on a uniformly
derived normal field.

The first draft (scale 1:6 000 000) will be presented at the

Home Meeting.
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It is suggested that the IATME recommend this work to be
done on a Europe-wide basis, and the Geophysical Department
of the Amt fiir Bodenforschung to be entrusted with the designing,
until the next meeting, of a new sketch corresponding to the latest

situation.

All the European geophysical institutions and companies are

invited to support this task by delivering pertinent values.

Die Zeitdauer (les Blitzes

Don M. Bossolasco

lstituto Geofisico e Geodetico, Geneva

The complete text has been published under the title: “La
durata dei lampi” in Geofisica e Meteorologia, Vol. II, nr. Sgt},
1954.

Physical properties of the earth’s core

By K. E. Bullen

University of Sydney
The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 53—64,

1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 a, 1955).

Etudes des p.s.c. em'egistrées an moyen du variometre electro-

magnétique. Comparaison avec les enregistrements classiques
Par J. L. Bureau

Institut de Météorologie et de Physique du Globe
de I‘Université d’AIger

Les p.s.c. enregistrées 2‘1 Tamanrasset sur un variométre élec-

tromagnétique apparaissent sous différentes formes pulsation-
nelles. Leur repartition diurne présente un maximum entre 21h
et 1‘1 T. U., leur repartition annuelle un minimum en Juin—
Juillet et un autre en Décembre. Quand elles correspondent a
une baie sur un appareil classique, elles Ia precedent ou se trou—

vent dans sa partie initiale. On trouvera une comparaison de
débuts de p.s.c. enregistrées sur variometre électromagnétique
a Tamanrasset et M’Bour.

Variometre électromag'néfique Type B

Par J. Castet et G. Grenet

Institut de Météorologie et de Physique du Globe
de l‘Université d’Alger

Dans ce travail on rappelle les caractéristiques principales du
variometre Type A qui permet d’enregistrer la dérivée des varia-
tions du champ magnétique terrestre par rapport au temps, la
sensibilité restant constante pour les périodes supérieures a 8
secondes.

L‘appareil Type B différe du precedent par son bobinage qui
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combine un solénoide court et des bobines compensatrices. Le

résultat est que l’appareil tout en conservant les memes carac-

téristiques est pratiquement inscnsible a l’agitation microséls—

mique.

The magnetic secular variation

By J. Coulomb

Université de Paris

The complete text has been published under the title: “Varia-

tion séculaire par convergence on divergence a la surface du

noyau” in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 80—82, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 a,

1955).

The direction of the earth’s magnetic field in remote epochs

By K. M. Creer, E. Irving and S. K. Runcorn

Department of Geodesy and Geophysics, University of Cambridge

The complete text is published under the title: “The direction

of the geomagnetic field in remote epochs in Great Britain” in

Journal of Geomagnetism and Geoelectricity, Vol. VI, No. 4, pp.

163—168, 1954.

Contribution to the study of the violet and

ultraviolet airglow spectrum

By M. Dufay and J. Dufay
Observatoires de Lyon et de Haute-Provence

The complete text is published under the title: “Contribution

a l’étude du spectre du ciel nocturne dans le violet et le proche
ultraviolet” in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 209—213, 1955. (IAGA Bull.

15 I), pp. 95—99, 1956).

The origin of magnetic storms and aurorae

By V. C. A. Ferraro

Queen Mary College, University of London

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 284»—

304, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 166—186, 1956).

World-wide variations of cosmic-ray intensity and

terrestrial magnetic activity

By S. E. Forbush

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington

Recent analysis of cosmic—ray data from Compton-Bennett
meters at Godhavn (1939—1950), Cheltenham (1937—1952),

Huancayo (1937—1952) and Christchurch (1938—1950) confirms

that except for solar-flare effects“) the variations at each sta-

tion result from the superposition” of: (1) a seasonal wave (of
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zero amplitude at Huancayo), (2) irregular effects resulting
from unsystematic variations in vertical air-mass distribution
and consequent variations from meson decay (negligible at

Huancayo), and (3) a world-wide component of about the same

magnitude at all stations.

That the upper limit of effects, (2) above, at Huancayo is
small is shown by the small standard deviation of daily means

from monthly means which in 1944 (near sunspot minimum)
was only about 0,2 percent. Comparison of results for Huancayo
with those obtained by J. A. Simpson” with neutron counters and
with those of H. V. Neher5) from balloon-borne ionization cham-
bers indicates that the daily mean world—wide component is pro-
vided by Huancayo with an uncertainty of about 0,2 percent.

The world-wide component comprises: (1) the quasi-periodic
27-day variations" opposite in phase to those in terrestrial mag-
netic activity, (2) an 11-year variation with range about 4 per-
cent, negatively correlated with sunspot numbers, and (3) de—
creases during some magnetic storms.

The main purpose of this note is to indicate results of an

attempt to determine whether terrestrial magnetic effects are

different for storms with and without cosmic-ray effects. Ac-

cording to a theory of H. Alfvén“, changes in cosmic—ray intensity
during magnetic storms should result from the change in energy
of cosmic-ray particles due to the difference in potential to which

they are subjected when crossing a solar stream of particles
carrying a magnetic field. Since the magnitude and direction
of the magnetic field carried in the stream is expected to vary,
from one storm to another, the electric field across the stream

(as seen by an observer not moving with it) would consequently
be different, and would possibly affect the direction of flow of
the electric currents across the polar cap which form the return
circuit for the auroral zone currents responsible for the S, mag-
netic variations.”

An interval of 24 hours was selected, near the maximum of
the main phase, for each of a few magnetic storms dichotomized

according to whether or not the associated cosmic-ray decreases
were large. For each hour of each selected interval, the direction

(relative to magnetic north) of the vector representing the de-

parture of the total magnetic component in the horizontal plane,
from its average for magnetically quiet days, was determined
for Godhavn, and plotted as function of the time of day for each
selected interval. Although the amplitudes of these vectors varied

considerably within the selected 24—hour interval, their directions
varied in a remarkably systematic manner, which was the same

for both classes of storms and also consistent with the variations
of the vectors for the average of disturbed days.“ Thus results
of this study revealed no difference for storms with and without

cosmic-ray decreases.
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Since this investigation was completed, W. F. G. Swann‘” has

shown that if the velocity of the solar stream is taken as 2><10Ii cm

serl, then the change in energy of a cosmic-ray particle crossing
the stream cannot exceed about one percent however large the

magnetic field in the stream or its Width. Nevertheless, it should

be pointed out that the observed world-wide changes in cosmic-

ray intensity may possibly result from scattering effects on

cosmic—ray particles due to the magnetic field of the stream and

that such effects would depend on the size of the stream and the

magnitude and direction of the field in it.
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Rocket results on ultraviolet radiation and X-rays

By H. Friedman

US. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington

The complete text is published under the title: “The solar

spectrum below 2000 angstroms” in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 174—

180, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 60—66, 1956).

Pulsations in the terrestrial magnetic field at the time

of bay disturbance

By G. Grenet, Y. Kato, J. Ossalca and M. Oknda

The complete text is published in the Science Reports of the

Téhoku University, Series 5. Geophysics, Vol. 6, No. 1, July 1954.

The remanent magnetism of varved clays from Swede

By D. H. Griffiths
‘

Department of Geology, University of Birmingham

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoelectricity, Vol. VI, No. 4, pp. 217—220, 1954.
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The lunar air tide

By B. Haurwitz

New York University

The complete text is published (by B. Haurwitz and R. Sa-

wada) in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 145~147, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b,
pp. 31~33, 1956).

Summary of studies on rock magnetism

By J. Hospers
University of Cambridge

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoelectricity, Vol. VI, No. 4, pp. 172—175, 1954.

Machine processing of magnetic data

By L. Hurwitz, P. L. O’Dea and J. H. Nelson

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

The U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey is now using punched-card
techniques for computing the main hourly value tables in the

MHV publication, and for the routine computation necessary for

the construction of world isomagnetic charts, using machines of
the International Business Machines Corporation. The computa—
tion of hourly values includes the application of variometer

temperature coefficients, where necessary, and the use of a code

for taking selected—day hourly sums. The final tables, ready for

reproduction, are then processed by the machines. The machine
work for the world charts includes secular change reductions,
computation of other elements, and averaging operations. The

use of the machines results in a considerable saving in man-

power and money.

Theories of the ultraviolet emission from the sun

By C. de Jager
Sterrewacht Sonnenborgh, Utrecht

The complete text is published under the title: “The ultra—
violet and X-ray spectrum of the sun” in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp.
330—352, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 212~234, 1956).

Mass spectrometric determination of atmospheric ions

By C. Y. Johnson and E. B. Meadows

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington 25, D.C.

The complete text is published under the title: “First investiga-
tion of the ambient positive ion composition to 219 Km by rocket
borne spectrometer” in Ann. Géophys. 11, p. 173, 1955. (IAGA
Bull. 15 b, p. 59, 1956).
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Radioecho from aurorae

By T. R. Kaiser

Jodrell Bank Experimental Station of the University of Manchester

The complete text is published (byT. R.Kaiser and K.Bullough)
in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 279—283, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp.

161—165, 1956).

Atmospheric data from meteors

By T. R. Kaiser

Jodrell Bank Experimental Station of the University of Manchester

The complete text is published (by T. R. Kaiser and S. Evans)
under the title: “Upper atmospheric data from meteors” in Ann.

Géophys. 11, pp. 148——152, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 34—38,

1956).

Investigation of terrestrial magnetism by means of a. fluxmeter

By A. G. Kalashnikov

USSR Academy of Sciences

1. Investigations of the earth’s magnetic field and the mag-
netic properties of rocks can in many cases be reduced to flux-

meter measurements of the changes in the magnetic flux in a

certain circuit. These determinations can be brought to a high
degree of precision.

2. Theoretical investigations of the author enabled him to

elaborate a series of schemes of a fluxmeter for different use in

the field of geomagnetics. In elucidating the physical laws under-

lying the performance of a fluxmeter, definite interrelations

have been found to exist between some of its parameters, en-

abling the scientist to make allowance for the constant errors

of the instrument inherent in its construction. It has been estab-

lished by experiment that a fluxmeter will integrate the impulses
of magnetic intensity and can register their variations in time

with a definite degree of precision.
3. In the fluxmeters constructed at the Geophysical Institute

of the USSR Academy of Sciences, the sensibility is about 60

maxwell units for 1 mm (on the recorder scale), which cor-

responds to an impulse integration of 6-10'7volts per sec. By
means of these fluxmeters a series of precise magnetic determina-

tions can be carried out.

4. The following geomagnetic problems have been solved

thereby:
A. Investigations of very feeble variations in the magnetic field
of the earl/1 due to different causes of geophysical nature. The

instrument was connected with a big induction circuit in the
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shape of a cable ring 100—300 In. in diameter and with an auto—

graphic recorder. Experimental stations thus equipped, register—
ing as slight variations in the magnetic field of the earth as

about 0.005 y, were set up in the vicinity of Moscow and in Central
Asia.

I. The magnetic effect of the meteors during meteoric showers
was investigated at these stations in the period 1948—1952. It
has been found that the frequency of magnetic impulses during
the Leonids and Perseids greatly exceeds the usual frequency
of these impulses. Magnetic impulses of about 0.01 7/ were

registered at the fluxmetric stations, and this fully accords with
the elementary meteoric magnetic effect theory, which forecasts
the appearance of such impulses as a result of the meteor
electronic tracks in the atmosphere.

II. Registering of magnetic impulses from lightning currents

gives the intensity of these currents provided that the distance
between the station and the lightning is known.

III. Microvariations in the terrestrial magnetic field. System-
atic fluxmeter measurements of the earth’s magnetic field have
led to the discovery of new types of microvariations of an ampli-
tude 0.1—0.01 7; among them there are four different groups of

periodic microvariations with the periods of 30—60 sec., 10—15
sec., and 1—1.5 sec.

IV. Constant 24-hour variations of two types in the terrestrial

magnetic field have been discovered from the records of the
fluxmeter stations: series—type in daytime and rather constant
sinusoidal types at night.
B. A magnetic gradientmeter with a fluxmeter consists of two

couples of rotating coils connected with a fluxmeter through a

commutator specially designed for the purpose. This device
serves for measuring the gradients of the geomagnetic field (the
2nd derivative of the magnetic potential) in a sphere 0.7 meters
in diameter: in the test the sensibility was about 3 y for 1 meter
on the recorder scale. Evidently, this device can be equally used
without the impulses being commuted to a fluxmeter, with coils

rotating at constant speed.
C. A combination of a magnetometer with fluxmeter provides
for swift and easy measurements of magnetic permeability and
residual magnetization of rocks. It includes one magnetizing coil
and two induction coils, one serving for the compensation of the
e.m.f. in the measuring coil, while the other contains the sample.
For a field reluctance of about 40 oersted 10—5 C.G.S. units

correspond to 1 mm. scale of the recorder (for magnetic perme-
ability :4). The minimum residual magnetization recorded is
510'4 gauss, cm3. The device can be used as an autographic
recorder for hysteresis loops of slightly magnetic rocks.
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Reverse natural remanent magnetism of dyke of basaltic andesite

By Y. Kato, A. Takagi and I. Kata

’I‘Ghoku University

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoeleetricity, Vol. VI, No. 4, pp. 206g207, 1954.

Instability of natural remanent magnetism of rocks

By Ni Kawai

Geological Institute, Kyoto University

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoeleetrieity, Vol. VI, No. 4, pp. 208—209, 1954.

The Norwegian Hydrographic Office and the magnetic survey
of Norway

By R. Kjazr
Norges Sjokartverk, 0510

The complete text is published in the International Hydro-
graphic Review (May 1954).

The synthesis of external magnetic fields by means of

radial internal dipoles

By David G. Knapp
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys 11, pp. 83f90,
1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 a, 1955).

Le gradient (1e potentiel en altitude (mesures obtenues par

radiosondes)
Par L. Kaenigsfeld

Institut Royal Meteorologique, Ueele

Api‘és avoir obtenu des résnltats intéressants sur la variation

(111 potentiel atmosphérique an sol et en altitude pendant l’éclipse
solaire du 25 février 1952 ii Libenge (Congo Belge), (les mesures

ont été poursuivies ii l’Institut Meteorologique d’Uccle (Belgique).
Les lancés trés frequents de radiosondes, tant de jours que

de nuits, ont été effectués £1 Uccle permettant ainsi de mesurer

les 4 éléments de pression, temperature, humidiié et gradient du

potentiel.
Le résultat de ees mesures a été discuté en 1e eomparant avec

les mesures de potentiel an 501, les difféi'entes masses d’air,

vents, humidité ete

Ces mesures out montré en particnlier que les variations du

potentiel augmentaient progressivement jusqu’au niveau de la

premiere couehe nuageuse.

24
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On observe presque toujours les variations maxima au niveau
(les nuages, meme si la sonde passe dans une partie de l’atmo-

sphere oil i1 n‘y a pas de nuages.
Une augmentation souvent trés nette du potentiel est remar—

quée a moins 32° ainsi que vers moins 40° mais moins fré—

quemment.
A partir de la stratosphere les variations sont trés faibles et

comprises entre 0 et 10 volts.

Enregistrements des courants telluriques :1 l’occasion

de l’éclipse de soleil du 25 février 1952

Par G. Kunetz

Compagnie Générale dc Géophysique, Paris

La présente communication est consacrée a l’étude (les enre-

gistrements (les courants telluriques auxquels on a procédé a
l’occasion de l’éclipse de soleil du 25 février 1952.

Ces enregistrements ont eu lieu, du 24 février £1 20 heures au

25 février a 20 heures (GMT), en France, en Italic, an Sahara,
en Afrique Equatoriale, an Vénezuéla et aux U.S.A. Les deux

composantes N—S et E—\V ont été enregistrées en chacun des

points de mesure a une vitesse de déroulement de 2 cm. a la
minute et une sensibilité qui, suivant l’emplacement et l’intensité
des variations. était comprise entre 20 mm. et 200 mm. pour une

difference de potentiel de lmV entre des électrodes généralement
distantes de 1.000 m.

Aprés une rapide etude dc la précision des signaux horaires

que comportent ces enrcgistrcments, ct de la constance de leur
vitesse de déroulcmcnt, on examine successivement:

1° a la correlation de’taillée des variations rapides au cours

d’intervalles dc temps particuliérement caractéristiques. —

On 011 conclut a la simultane’ité de ccrtaines dc ces variations,
(lans la limite de precision de quelques sccondes que l’on peut
attcindre.

2° —— la correlation du niveau moyen de l’agitation, les moyen—
nes étant étendues a (le intervalles (le temps plus Ou moins

longs. — On constate que les moyennes relatives a des inter—
valles assez courts (30 minutes) présentent une excellente
correlation en llcure GMT et une correlation trés mediocre en

heure locale, alors que les conclusions sont inverses quand on

considere (les intervalles de temps assez longs (3 a 4 heures).
3° — la comparaison des niveaux dc cctte agitation au cours

de l’éclipse et en dehors dc l’éclipse. —— Aucun effet (le l’éclipse
sur le niveau de l’activité tellurique n’a pu étre mis en évi-
(lence.
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The geomagnetic secular variation and induction

in the earth’s core

By F. J. Lowes

Department of Geodesy and Geophysics, Cambridge University

The complete text is published under the title: “Secular

variation and the non—dipole fielc
”

in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 91——

94, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 a, 1955).

Diffusion processes in the thermosphere

By P. Mange

Ionosphere Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University,

State College, Pa.

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 153—

168, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 1), pp. 39—54, 1956).

On the Es near the magnetic equator

By S. Matsushita

Geophysical Institute, Kyoto University

Characteristic variations of the Es near the magnetic equator
are obtained from the studies of the world—wide fEs distribution,

the relations between the Es and the sun—spot number, and the

disturbance daily variation of the Es.

That may be due to the peculiar formation mechanism of the

Es and intense electrical conductivity at the Es level near the

magnetic equator.

Lunar tidal variations in the sporadic-E region

By S. Matsushita

Geophysical Institute, Kyoto University

The complete text is published in Report of Ionosphere Re-

search in Japan, Vol. III, No. 2, pp. 45—52, 1953.

Investigations of the upper ionosphere by observations of

the radio stars

By A. Maxwell

Jodrell Bank ExperimentaI Station, University of Manchester

Drift movements in the F region.
The metre wavelength emission from the radio stars is subject

to considerable fading when it is diffracted by irregularities in

the electron density of the ionosphere; this diffracting screen is

believed to be at a height of approximately 400 km. and is

essentially a night time phenomenon. Fading records taken with

24‘
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three receiving equipments, triangularly sited, show systematic
time displacements, and these are attributed to a steady trans—

lational movement of the diffracting screen. Measurements of
the drift movements in the F region of the ionosphere made in
this way at the Jodrell Bank Experimental Station from 1951
show that the motion is normally of the order of 50—300 m/sec.,
is generally transverse to the magnetic field and often remains
constant over periods of many hours. During the first half of the

night the prevailing direction is towards the West and then at

approximately 00h there is often a reversal, normally effected
within a period of 30 minutes, after which Easterly directions

predominate; observations during the latter half of the night
were, however, limited to winter months and require to be
extended. (It is interesting to notice that the apparent reversal
at 0011 is in agreement with a tentative model of the circulation
in the upper ionosphere proposed by Vestine for magnetically
disturbed conditions.) The effective wavelength of the iono—

spheric irregularities remains appreciably constant over a velo-

city range of 20: 1, so that the magnitude of the drift velocity
may be estimated simply from a count of the fading rate. In-

vestigation of the drift motions at points separated by 800 km.

suggests that the drift speeds and directions are the same over

wide areas. and some experiments made in cooperation with
members of the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, over a 200
km. base line support this. By observing the Cygnus radio star
when it is low on the Northern horizon, it is possible to determine
the F region drift velocities in the auroral zone; these are of
the order of 400 m/see., that is, twice as fast as the F region
motions at temperate latitudes.

The origin of the diffracting screen which causes the radio
star fading is still the subject of some doubt. Investigation of
this problem from the aspect of turbulence theory suggests, how—

ever, that many of the sporadic irregularities in the upper iono-

sphere may result from non~laminar flow in these regions. The

Reynolds number at the 400 km. level, for instance, is of the
order of 300.

Correlation of F region drift speeds with geomagnetic
disturbances.

The remarkable correlation between F region drift speed (and
radio star fading rate) and the disturbance variations in the

geomagnetic field pointed out by Little and Maxwell in 1952
has now been analysed in some detail. At the latitude of Great
Britain velocities in the range 0—50 m/sec. correspond to mag—
netic disturbances in the K index range 0—1; with increasing
K indiccs the velocities increase proportionately until at the

highest K ranges of 8—9, during the most intense storms, drift
velocities of the order of 1000 m/sec. are observed. Collation of
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geomagnetic and F region drift data covering both the auroral

and temperate zones shows that at a given magnetic latitude the

magnitude of the magnetic disturbances, when measured in

gamma units of force, is directly proportional to the F region
drift speeds overhead.

Electronic recording of the transient variations

in the geomagnetic field

By A. Maxwell

Jodrell Bank Experimental Station, University of Manchester

Continuous records of the transient variations in the geomag-
netic field (E—W component) have been made at Jodrell Bank

since 1951 with a saturable core (fluxgate) magnetometer and

amplifier. The output of this equipment is connected to a pen

recorder which is damped with a time constant of two seconds,

comparable with the inertial time-constant of a variometer

magnet. The noise level of the equipment is approximately one

gamma, and the pen recorder gives a full scale deflection of

115 mm at 300 gamma, the major part of the earth’s field being
backed off by a small dc. voltage impressed across a coil wound

coaxially with the fluxgate coil.

A K—scale has been drawn up for the records in accordance

with the international system, and this gives figures which are

in excellent agreement with the Kp values. The fine structure

of the records also shows a high correlation with the variometer

records of declination taken at Ahinger, some 200 km. South of

Jodrell Bank.

Advantages inherent in the electronic equipment are the in-

crease in sensitivity which may readily be attained, and the ease

with which time—constants can be reduced below the inertial

constantsof variometer magnets. Disturbances in the geomag-
netic field are also immediately visible on the pen—recorder
chart. This is of particular assistance in ionospheric wind experi-
ments where it is often advantageous to make a direct com-

parison of sudden changes in wind velocity, or signal fading
rate, with variations in the terrestrial magnetic field.

Analysis and interpretation of a. transient geomagnetic anomaly
in secular variation in “Peninsula Iberica” and North Atlantic

By A. A. Mendonca Dias

Observatério Afonso Chaves, Ponta Delgada, Azores

The geomagnetic secular variation can be considered as a

source of information about mechanical movements in upper

parts of the earth’s fluid core.

The secular variation of the vertical intensity at S. Fernando,
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Tortosa. Coimbra and S. Miguel (Azores) is analysed for this

purpose.
A remarkable anomaly, occurring with difference of time at

these observatories, could be separated from the main secular

variation which was considered as uniform, and only the ano-

maly has been studied.

From the arrival time of the postulated frontal line of this

anomaly to each observatory, it was possible to obtain the di-

rection (SLNWU and the sign (S. Fernando—S. Miguel) of its

drift; it seems that the drift velocity of this frontal line from
S. Fernando to Coimbra (land) is lower than that from S. Fer-
nando to S. Miguel (sea).

It must be remarked that the direction of this frontal line
shows coincidence with the selected direction S\V~NE in the
terrestrial morphology of North Africa, Peninsula Iberica and
North Atlantic.

These movements, occurring in the fluid core, reflected and
detected in the transient geomagnetic anomalies must have im—

portant geophysical significance and possibly offer a good in-
formation about the thermal convective theory; their connection
to the seismic phenomena must be investigated.

Variations at the E-layer

By D. H. Menzel and .7. G. lVolbach

An analysis, on a statistical basis, of the world—wide observa—
tions of E—layer critical frequences, as a function of the zenith

angle of the sun, latitude, and phase of the sunspot cycle.

On the deviations of the course of the atmospheric electrical

elements above the continents from the world-wide course

By R. Miihleisen

Max-Planck-Institut, Weissenau b. Ravensburg

The atmospheric electrical elements, namely the potential
gradient and the vertical conducting current, show on the oceans

a single-periodical diurnal course with a minimum at appr. 4'1
GMT and a maximum at appr. 18“ GMT. Most continental sta-

tions, however, record at good weather single- or double-periodi-
cal diurnal courses with minima at 4“ and possibly 12h and
maxima at appr. 8“ and 16—20h local time. Up to the present time

only the changes of conductivity in the lower troposphere were

considered to be the cause for this. However, the increase of the
vertical current which is mostly observed during the course of
the forenoon. is contrary to this assumption. The author could

prove that charges which are produced artificially on the ground,
and which are mostly positive, are transported from towns,
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traffic centres and industrial regions to the atmosphere. Further

sources are high voltage lilies which — according to the meteoro-

logical conditions —— can produce positive or negative charges.
Further causes are being investigated more precisely. After

mixing up of the atmosphere by air motions we have larger

regions with mostly positive electrical space charge density.

During their existence, which may last for hours, these space

charges are transported far away by the wind. Even at a far

distance from the source they change the potential gradient and

vertical current considerably and in the same way.

\Vorth to be mentioned is the fact that at higher speed of

the wind the nuclear density and space charge density decrease

considerably. In such cases we recorded even within a large town

diurnal courses which were nearly in agreement with the world-

wide course.

It is therefore pointed out that the knowledge of local sources

of disturbances and the utilization of recordings during wind

are essential preliminary conditions for comparative recordings
of atmospheric electricity over large regions. Only if these

experiences are considered it is possible to investigate world-

wide processes as well as the influence of air masses etc. with

sufficient precision.
Ref.: Journ. Atm. Terr. Physics, Vol. 8, pp. 146—157 (1956).

Characteristics of polar magnetic storms

By T. Nagata and N. Fukushima

Geophysical Institute, Tokyo University

Even the sudden commencement part of magnetic storms takes

an anomalously large value in high latitudes. The inverse pre-

liminary kick of SC* is generally distributed within the after-

noon hemisphere, becoming remarkably large towards the polar

cap. The Ds-field (which has newly been defined by Chapman
to be a world-wide instantaneous field, whose average with

respect to time and longitude corresponds to the SD—field),

begins to take place in high latitudes at the time of SC and grows

up with storm time. These facts may suggest that some corpus-

cular stream begins to impinge on the auroral zone upper atmos-

phere from the time of commencement of a magnetic storm.

From analyses of magnetograms during the Second Polar Year,

is was found out that instantaneous Ds—fields in the initial, main

and recovery phases of storms are frequently composed of a

number of elementary storms of short duration, which are

generally a partial incomplete appearance of the SD-field pat-

tern, the locality of its active centre varying with time. The

average of these elementary storms with respect to time forms

the complete pattern of the SD-field. This fact may suggest that
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at the time of magnetic storms, the upper atmosphere is not

always activated simultaneously throughout the whole auroral

zone, but frequently locally by impinging corpuscular streams.

This irregularity of polar storms has already been known since
the time of Birkeland, but it must be emphasized that even an

elementary storm which has only a short duration still has

partially the character of Chapman’s SD-field.
From a theoretical stand-point, the Ds—field can be well ex—

plained by the dynamo-theory by taking into account the high
conductivity of the auroral zone ionosphere; when the whole

part of the auroral zone ionosphere is highly ionized, the result-

ing ionospheric current produces the complete SD-field, while it
causes a partial SD—field when only a part of the auroral zone

is ionized. Further, a distortion of the real SD-field in com-

parison with Chapman’s ideal SD—field can satisfactorily be
attributable to the anisotropic character of the ionospheric con-

ductivity.

Reverse magnetization of rocks and its connexion with
the geomagnetic field

By T. Nagata, S. Alcimoto, S. Uyeda, K. Momose and E. Asami

The complete text has been published in Journal of Geomag-
netism and Geoelectricity, Vol. VI, No. 4, pp. 182—193, 1954.

Preliminary report on a differential magnetograph
By J. H. Nelson

US. Coast and Geodetic Survey

The observation of magnetic gradient fluctuations may con-

tribute to the understanding of ionospheric electric current

systems. An array of magnetometers so connected electrically
as to permit continuous recording of the instantaneous differen-
tial would provide such observations. Such an installation is
under development for use at College, Alaska, by the US. Coast
and Geodetic Survey.

Rocket data on atmospheric pressure, temperature,
density, and winds

By H. E. Newell Jr.
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington 25, D.C.

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 115—
144, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 1—30, 1956).
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Magnetic field variations caused by lightning in vicinity

By H. Norinder

Institute of High Tension Research, Uppsala

An investigation has been carried out at the Institute of High
Tension Research in order to analyse the rapid variations in the

magnetc field as caused by lightning discharges. The frame

aerial method introduced by the author was used in combination

with specially constructed cathode ray oscillographs. By an inte-

grating circuit in the units the variation curves H of the magnetic
field were obtained. A little more than 2000 lightning strokes

recorded during the thunderstorm season of 1953 within the

vicinity region —

up to 19 kilometres from the lightning paths —

were analysed. The investigation resulted in values of H of 200—

300x104 gauss.
From a calculation of simultaneous measurements of the mag-

netic field variations from lightning discharges with frame aerials

placed both in vertical and horizontal planes followed that the

amplitudes of the horizontal components of the magnetic field

attained in average a mere 30 percent of the vertical components.

The interpretation of reversed magnetization in igneous rocks

By J. H. Parry
Department of Geodesy and Geophysics, Cambridge University

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoelectricity, Vol. VI, No. 4, pp. 210-214, 1954.

The fine structure of natural point discharge currents

By E. T. Pierce and M. Large
Department of Physics, University of Cambridge

It is shown that most of the phenomena observed in laboratory
experiments on corona discharge also occur in natural point

discharge. No attempt is made to claim that the point—to-plane
apparatus available in the laboratory in any way simulates the

natural configuration of earth and atmosphere. Since, however,

the discharge from a point depends primarily upon the field

distribution in its immediate vicinity, the relevant parts of many

field distributions encountered in nature can be reproduced
with comparative ease in the laboratory.

The continual variations in natural conditions make it ne-

cessary to make a considerable number of observations in order

to derive a comprehensive pattern for the overall behaviour in

all kind of weather, and work is being continued at Cambridge.
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Diurnal magnetic variation in equatorial regions
By S. K. Pramam'lc and S. Yegnanarayanan

Meteorological Office, Poona

The complete text is published in the Indian Journal of

Meteorology and Geophysics, Vol. 3, No. 3, July 1952.

Diurnal magnetic variations near the magnetic equator
By S. K. Pramanik and P. S. Hariharan

Meteorological Office, Poona

The complete text is published in the Indian Journal of

Meteorology and Geophysics, Vol. 4, N0. 4, pp. 353—358, Oct.
1953.

Causes of irregularities in the rotation of the earth

By R. Reuclle and lV. Mqu

University of California

The complete text is published under the title: “Evidence from
the rotation of the earth” in Ann. Géopliys. 11, pp. 104—108,
1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 a, 1955).

Anomalous relations between H and Z components of transient

geomagnetic variations

By T. Rikitalce and I. Yolcoyama
Earthquake Research Institute, Tokyo University

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoclectricity, Vol. V, No. 3, pp. 59—65. 1953.

Electrical conductivity of the core

By T. Rikitalce

Tokyo University

The complete text is published under the title: “Electrical
conductivity of the earth’s core” in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 95—97,
1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 a, 1955).

Variations in the airglow spectrum

By F. E. Roach

National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado

The complete text is published under the title: “A review of
observational results in airglow photometry” in Ann. Géophys.
11, pp. 214—231, 1955. (IAGA, Bull. 15 1), pp. 100—117, 1956).
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Exposé sommaire des études relative it l'aimantation de

matériaux volcaniques
Par A. Roche

Institut et Observatoire de Physique du Globe du Puy de Dome,
Université de Clermont

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoelectricity, Vol. VI, No. 4, pp. 169—171, 1954.

Sur les aimantations rémanente isotherme et thermorémanente du

sesquioxyde de fer a et de la magnetite
Par J. Roquet

Institut de Physique du Globe, Université de Paris

The complete text is published in Journal of Geomagnetism
and Geoelcctricity, Vol. VI, N0. 4, pp. 200—205, 1954.

Motions in the earth’s core and geomagnetism

By S. K. Runcorn

Department of Geodesy and Geophysics, Cambridge University

The complete text is published under the title: “Core motions

and reversals of the geomagnetic field” in Ann. Géophys. 11,

pp. 73—79, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15a, 1955).

The electrical properties of olivine and related substances

at high pressures and temperatures

By S. K. Runcom and D. C. Tozer

Department of Geodesy and Geophysics, Cambridge University

The complete text is published under the title: “The electrical

conductivity of olivine at high temperatures and pressures” in

Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 98—402, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 a, 1955).

Variations of temperature in the stratosphere up to 30 km

over the British Isles

By F. J. Scrase

Great Britain

The complete text is published in the Scientific Proceedings
of the International Association of Meteorology, Publication AIM

No, 10 6, pp. 514—517, 1956.

Theory of the airglow spectrum

By M. J. Seaton

Institut d’Astrophysique, Paris

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 232—

248, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 11k134, 1956).
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L’application des fusées a l’étude de l’ionosphere
Par J. C. Seddon el J. E. Jackson

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington 25, DC.

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 169—

172, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 55—58, 1956).

The meteorological point of view on observational data.

in the mesosphere

By P. A. Sheppard
Great Britain

An extended summary is published in the Scientific Proceed—

ings of the International Association of Meteorology, Publication
AIM No. 10 c, pp. 509—513, 1956.

The cosmic radiation and solar-terrestrial relationships
By J. A. Simpson

Institute for Nuclear Studies, University of Chicago, Illinois

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 305—

329, 1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 b, pp. 187—211, 1956).

On the movement of geomagnetic intensities’ isoporic foci near the

South-American continent

By L. Slaucitajs
Observatorio Astronomico, Universidad Nacional, La Plate

The Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution
of Washington, has given the isoporic world charts for 10-year
intervals 1912.5h19425, on which basis the situation and move—

ment of foci can be considered (Fisk, Fleming, Vestine). Two

especially pronounced intensities’ foci of Southern Hemisphere,
one of H. the other of Z (also of T) are located near the South-
American continent. Following the resolution 10 of the Brussels

Meeting of ATME the author has made an attempt to extend in

some way the knowledge of these two foci’s movements: at first
back from 1912.5 to 1902.5 (with the intermediate 1907.5), second—

1y from 1942.5 to 1952.5 (with the intermediate 1947.5). This
would mean an extension of Carnegie’s 30-year interval to one

of 50 years.
There were not many stations from which to study the situation

at the epoch 1902.5, but some valuable data of A50 Nuevo Ob-

servatory and of old continental stations can be used. To see

the situation for the epoch 1952.5, an exertion was made to find
out former stations and establish new ones in the region from

Argentine subtropics into the Antarctic continent, using naturally
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all existing observatory data in question. It is to stress also here

the successful use of QHM and BMZ magnetometers. The men—

tioned work is done especially in the years 1950#1954, so the

isoporie epoch 1952.5 falls just in the middle.

For the sake of uniformity the reduction methods used were
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the same as those previously used by the C.I.\V. Nevertheless

there may be some discussion concerning the use of them, f. i.

on proposed geomagnetic departures with sunspot—cycle.
At this moment the author will not give a detailed local isoporic

picture for these epochs 1902.5 and 1952.5, but wants to limit him—

self to present the results, showing only the tendency of inten-

sities’ isoporic foci movement at the mentioned additional epochs
1902.5 and 1952.5.

The tendency is indicated on the attached map by broken-line

arrows, forming extensions of the full—line curves for 1912.5#

1942.5.

Effect of electric current on the magnetic instruments at Alibag
Observatory

By V. V. Solwnz', S. K. Pramam’lc, S. L. Malurkar and

S. P. Venlcitesluuaran

India Meteorological Department

The complete text is published in the Indian Journal of Me—

teorology and Geophysics, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 43—60, Jan. 1953.
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Sur la variation DSt des orages & debut brusque et des orages it

début progressif
Par E. Thellicr at O. Thellier

Observatoirc Géophysique du Parc SaintJIaur

L’e’volution moyenne Dst des orages magnétiques établie par
Moos, puis par S. Chapman, est reprise, pour une seule station,
pour la composante H settlement, mais pour un grand nombre

d’orages en séparant les orages £1 (lébut brusque et les orages £1

(léhut progressif. Puis, séparément sur ces deux types d’orage,
l’étude est poussée en classant les orages suivant l’heure locale
de leur debut (par tranches (le 4 heures); on cherche ainsi a

atteindre l’effet de l’heure locale sur le déroulement de la per-
turbation, effet que recherche autrement S. Chapman en établis—
sant sa nouvelle variation Ds.

Nouveaux résultats sur la direction et l'intensité du champ
magnétique terrestre dans le passé historique

Par E. TheIIier et 0. Thellier

Observatoire Géophysique du Parc Saint—Maur

Alors que la recherche du champ terrestre passé £1 partir des
aimantations rémanentes (les roches (volcaniques ou sedimen—

taires) continue it rencontrer (les difficultés de principe con—

sidérables, cette recherche a partir de l’aimantation thermo-

rémanente (les terres cuites est remarquahlement sure et pré—
cise ; sa limitation est seulement dans la precision de date et de

provenance des matériaux archéologiques utilisés. Depuis l’As-
semblée de Bruxelles, nous avons pu ajouter £1 nos re’sultats
antérieurs des résultats nouveaux sur la direction du champ
aux époques carolingienne et romaine, en Allemagne, Angleterre
et Belgique, ct sur son intensité a l’époque punique a Carthage
et a l’époque romaine en Suisse.

Energy sources in the core

By H. C. Urey
Institute for Nuclear Studies, University of Chicago, Illinois

The complete text is published under the title: “Distribution
of elements in the meteorites and the earth and the origin of

heat in the earth’s core” in Ann. Géophys. 11, pp. 65—72, 1955.

(IAGA Bull. 15 a, 1955).

The intensity distribution of the sodium D-line

emission in the atmosphere

By L. Vegard
Physical Institute of the University of Oslo

The complete text is published in Geofysiske Publikasjoner,
Vol. XIX, No. 3, 1955, under the title “Studies of the Twilight
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Sodium Lines from Observations at Oslo and Tromso, and Results

of Aurora] Spectrograms from Oslo” by L. Vegard, G. Kvii‘te,
A. Omholt and S. Larsen, with an appendix by L. Vegard on

“Cosmic—physical Consequences of the Results regarding the

Sodium D-line in Twilight”.

Intensity variations of auroral hydrogen lines and

the influence of the solar proton radiation on the auroral

luminescence

By L. Vegard
Physical Institute of the University of Oslo

The complete text is published in Geofysiske Publikasjoner,
Vol. XIX, No. 4, 1955.

Geomagnetic and geoelectric pulsations

By J. Veldkamp
Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut

Four selected cases of geomagnetic pulsations published in the

Tables of p.s.c.’s (IATME Bulletins N0. 12 e—h and three—monthly
reports 011 character figures from the K+C~centre De Bilt),
have been investigated. The pulsations were connected with the

beginning of a very local disturbance near the auroral zone.

Whereas the amplitude of the geomagnetic bay falls off very
fast with increasing distance from the auroral zone, the ampli-
tude of the accompanying pulsation diminishes more slowly, so

that the pulsation is recorded over more than half of the earth’s

surface A11 analysis of quick—run records shows that the vibra«
tions occur practically at the same time over the whole world.

This leads to the surmise that pulsations are caused by vibrations
of the ionosphere set up by a disturbance of the normal ionisa-
tion. A similar idea was put forward by Hohnberg (1953).

The geomagnetic pulsations are accompanied by gcoelectric
fluctuations, as measured between two electrodes in the ground.
The north—south component H,. of the magnetic fluctuation cor—

responds to the east-west component F.x of the electric field. In

spite of the fact that the wavelength of the pulsation is very much

larger than the earth’s radius, the formula for the ratio Ex/Hy
calculated by Kate and Kikuchi (1950) and by Cagniard (1953)
for a plane earth is valid; this is caused by the fact that the
index of refraction in the earth has an extremely high value for
all periods involved.

The amplitude ratio EA/H. and the phase—differences between

corresponding maxima and minima of the magnetic and electric

pulsations have been checked by measurements at the observa-
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tory VVitteveen. The values obtained roughly agree with the

distribution of the electric conductivity in the ground as known

from geological side.

Magnetic storms as an atmospheric phenomenon

By E. H. Vestine

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of

“'ashington

It was discovered that the initial phase of magnetic storms is

usually abnormally augmented at the magnetic equator, as in

the case of the solar daily variation, during sunlit hours. This

surprising result was a by-product of an attempt to develop a

dynamo theory of geomagnetic disturbance. At l-Iuancayo. Peru,
this augmentation is by a factor as great as 600 percent or more.

The immediate sources of magnetic field at the ground are

necessarily electric currents of undetermined origin, flowing
within the atmosphere, and in induced form within the earth.

In an interesting speculative study, zonal and meridional wind—

systems that might generate the magnetic fields of storms by
dynamo action were tentatively derived, using previously de-

duced atmospheric current systems of simple form as the as—

sumed immediate cause of a magnetic storm. An interesting
consequence of the dynamo theory is that the zonal winds in

ionized regions should produce toroidal magnetic fields in the

ionosphere. The main electric current flow yielding these mag-
netic fields may be upward near the equator, thence polewards,
and finally equatorwards at lowest levels. If the latter are near

the E-region, westward flowing Hall currents may be expected,
yielding the storm—time variation at ground level. The oppositely
directed Hall currents in higher regions where the gyrofrequency
exceeds the collisional frequency should be negligible, if the

F—region is electrically neutral. Initially, if the wind-system is

heat driven. the air circulation will be mainly meridional, pro—

ducing the initial phase of storms by the dynamo action of

electrically conducting air mowing equatorwards at lower levels

of the ionosphere. It can be shown that the fate of such a meri-

dional circulation, once initially established, will as the result

of further acceleration become a mainly zonal circulation. In

this case the counter—acceleration of the zonal winds will tend

to reduce and extinguish the original meridional flow. A slow

recovery to the initially undisturbed condition may then take

place. It is believed that the dynamo theory of disturbance is at

least partially responsible for magnetic storms. As our Japanese
co—workers have shown, no real difficulty has been found other

than that the upper air winds may not blow in the manner

required.
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Relation between fluctuations in the earth’s rotation, the variation

of latitude, and geomagnetism

By. E. H. Vestz'ne

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of

Washington

The complete text is published in Ann. Géophys. 11, p. 103,
1955. (IAGA Bull. 15 a, 1955).

Travelling disturbances in the upper ionosphere

By H. IV. Wells

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of

Washington

The properties of travelling disturbances in the F—region of the

ionosphere have been observed in the vicinity of Washington,
D.C., U.S.A. A program conducted by the Carnegie Institution

of Washington in liaison with nearby universities has contributed

significantly to the meager information available on ionospheric
“winds” or disturbances which appear to travel at rapid rates

through our outer atmosphere.
Experiments have been conducted using networks or triangula-

tions having station-separations as great as 150 miles, and as

small as 15 miles. The observing instruments have been auto—

matic multifrequeney recorders in some cases, and fixed—fre-

quency instruments in others. A small ionospheric disturbance

is identified by an abrupt change in the record. The same feature

is identified at different times at the other observing stations.

Apparent velocity of travel and direction of motion are deter-

mined from the observed time-differences, and the configuration
of the network. In some cases a fourth station was used as a

“check point” to assess the accuracy and continuity of the in-

formation.

The results show a scatter in apparent velocities between 50

and 700 meters per second. Preferred velocities, however, are

nearer to 100 and 200 meters per second. The predominant
direction of apparent motion is into the east or southeast,

although most apparent directions have been observed, except
in the southwest quadrant.

Further analyses of the multifrequency records have revealed

a downward component of velocity in addition to the horizontal

movement. Estimates of the magnitude of the downward com-

ponent are based on the determination of true heights in the

ionosphere. 0f the several cases analyzed at this time values

close to 100 meters per second have been derived. In many cases,

25
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therefore, the disturbance appears to be inclined to the earth at

angles of 35 to 45 degrees.
There has been much conjecture regarding the nature and

size of such travelling disturbances. or clouds. “’0 know that

some are appreciably more than 100 miles in extent. A basic

question, however, remains unanswered: Are these effects really
winds indicating physical movement through our atmosphere or

are they apparent effects caused by wave motions and possibly
electric fields?

0n the morphology of the cosmic ray storms

By the lVorlcing Association of Primary Cosmic Ray Research,

Japan

After the well known discovery of the world-wide cosmic ray

decrease (A 1) associated with the magnetic storms, it was found

that the amplitude increase (A a) and the phase advancement

(A rp) of the local time dependence of cosmic ray intensity were

associated with A I. It has been difficult to find a simple quan—

titative relation between these cosmic ray variations and the

magnetic storms. But the quantities A I, A a and Aqa are nearly
proportional to each other. Sometimes, a combined variation of

these three quantities occur even if no magnetic storm is re—

ported.
Therefore, the conception of cosmic ray stomn was established.

The world wide distribution of cosmic ray intensity at the time

of a cosmic ray storm was found to be a superposition of DM-
variation (A I) and DS-variation (A a and Alp), where the

symbols Dst and Ds have similar meanings as those used in the

analysis of the magnetic storm or the ionospheric storm. The

beginning of a cosmic ray storm is not associated with the solar

flare but with a magnetic storm, if both of them are observed.

The duration of a cosmic ray storm is longer than that of a

magnetic storm. Cosmic ray storms occur almost always on mag-

netically disturbed days, but the 27day recurrence tendency is

more persistent than that of magnetic storms.

From the preliminary studies, the cosmic ray storm is con—

sidered to be due to the acceleration (or deceleration) of general
cosmic rays through some electric fields caused by the solar

stream. Detailed and systematic studies on the latitude, altitude

and component dependence of A I, A a and A (p will be useful to

know the mechanism of the cosmic ray storm as well as the

nature of the solar stream. In this case, the effect of the cosmic

ray emission from the sun and also the apparent effect due to

the difference in the type of equipment must be carefully taken

into account. Therefore, it is desirable that the world—wide net—

work of standardized equipment should be set up as soon as

possible.
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Part VI

Resolutions and Committees

Resolutions oi the Association

The resolutions have previously been published in the I.U.G.G.

News Letter No. 10, pp. 306—311, 1955. To avoid confusion they
are given here in the standard form in which they were published

by the Union. The French text of the resolutions is to be found

on pp. 393—400.

RESOLUTION NO. 1

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

(1) Considering the World—wide importance of the magnetic

observatory of Hong Kong,

Urges that the observatory be rapidly rebuilt and re—

equipped, in order to make it possible to provide full co-opera-

tion with the International Geophysical Year, 1957—1958.

(2) Considering the importance of the Observatory of Ta-

tuoca for the International Geophysical Year, 1957—1958,

Urges that its construction be actively pursued, and that

the Observatory be equipped and put into service as rapidly
as possible.

(3) Considering the importance of magnetic observations in

Greece,

Recommends that attempts be made to complete the

instrumental equipment of the already established observatory
of Athens.

RESOLUTION NO. 2

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Considering that deficiencies in the magnetic charts caused

by the lack of magnetic observations over the oceans, parti-

25‘
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cularly in the regions of rapid secular change, have now im-

paired the security of traffic by air and sea,

Recommends strongly that:

(a) Steps be taken to arrange for magnetic observations at

oceanic islands, particularly those near regions of rapid
secular change, and that the stations be occupied every
tenth year;

(b) Sites of old Carnegie stations in the oceans be reoccupied
using suitable instruments carried by ships or airplanes;

(c) Non-magnetic ships be equipped for observations over

the oceans by great seafaring nations;

(d) National Committees of the different countries try to

provide that measurements of magnetic declination be
made on board naval and merchant ships.

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity proposes that the results of such measurements be
sent to that agency in these countries which is responsible for
the preparation of geomagnetic charts. The Association autho-
rizes the Committee No. 5 (Magnetic Charts) to contact the
national authorities concerned for implementing the above re-

Commendations.

RESOLUTION NO. 3

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Recommends that in the future, the epoch .0 be used for
magnetic charts. The value to be assigned to the epoch .0 will
be the mean of the values for the six months preceding and the
six months following the adopted date of January 1.

RESOLUTION NO. 4

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

(1) Empresses its thanks to Observatorio del Ebro for mag-
netic measurements made in Spanish Guinea.

(2) Empress-es its thanks to Dr. M. R. Madwar and his staff
for magnetic measurements at a chain of stations in the Sudan.

(3) Empresses itsvthanks to the Sudan Meteorological Ser-
vice for magnetic measurements at the magnetic equator in
connection with the solar eclipse of February 25, 1952.
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(4) Expresses its thanks to the Observatorio Nacional, Rio

de Janeiro, for magnetic measurements on the island of Fer-

nando dc Noronha.

(5) Erupresses its thanks to the Geophysical Institute of Huan-

cayo and to the Inter-American Geodetic Surve for magnetic
measurements at a long chain of stations in Sout America.

(6) Expresses its thanks to Dr. Pramanik and to Mr. Gulatee

for magnetic measurements in South India.

(7) Expresses its thanks to the Instituto Geografico y Cata-

stral of Madrid for magnetic measurements in Spanish Guinea in

connection with the solar eclipse of February 25, 1952.

RESOLUTION NO. 5

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,
Recommends to Committee No. 9 (Characterization of Mag-

netic Activity) :

(a) To continue current schemes of K, Kp, Ap and Ci;

(b) To provide for further correlation studies of K, Kp, to

be used in conversion tables of K into Ks and for discus-

sions on the geographical and time distribution of mag-
netic activity;

(c) To encourage the scaling of K—indices for years before

1937 by stations with long series of magnetograms.

RESOLUTION NO. 6

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,
Instructs Committee No. 10 (Rapid Variations and Earth Cur-

rents) to continue the work regarding ssc, psc, si and ste, which
has formerly been carried out by Committee No. 9 (Characteri—
zation of Magnetic Activity).

RESOLUTION NO. 7

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Sends, on the occasion of the Golden Jubilee of the foundation

of the Alibag Obsewatory, its warmest greetings to all of its

members and expresses the wish that this Observatory will

continue for a long time its excellent work, which, with observa-

tions of the Colaba Observatory, gives us one of the longest
series of magnetic data in the world.
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RESOLUTION NO. 8

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Recommends, to secure maximum benefit from the extended

geomagnetic observations of the International Geophysical Year:

(a) That new stations established in regions where the value

of the horizontal force is lower than 10,000 7 should be equipped
for recording X, Y and Z, X and Y being the components of the

magnetic horizontal force along the astronomical North and

East directions;

(1)) That some magnetic observatories in the auroral regions
should be supplemented by two satellite stations for the measure—

ment of the horizontal space gradients of the magnetic elements;
the auxiliary stations should be situated in directions from the

main station that are approximately at right angles; their dis—

tances from the main station should be about 5 miles; the deter—

mination of the space gradients should be made in the manner

most convenient to the main station, either by the method being
developed by the US. Coast and Geodetic Survey or otherwise;

(c) That international comparisons of magnetic standards be

intensified for the period of the International Geophysical Year

as well as for the periods immediately preceding and following
the International Geophysical Year;

((1) That quick—run recording of earth currents should be

carried out at all stations having the possibility of doing so;

(e) That attention should be drawn to the German procedure
for examining inhomogeneities of conductivity in the earth’s

crust in order to study the magnetic character of the district in

which a magnetic observatory is situated;

(f) That all the International Geophysical Year stations, per—
manent as well as temporary, be utilized for the reduction of

such aeromagnetic surveys as may be carried out during the

International Geophysical Year, and that the Committee No. 5

(Magnetic Charts) of the International Association of Terrestrial

Magnetism and Electricity be charged with the selection of such

oceanic areas where an aeromagnetic survey would be of

special importance.

RESOLUTION NO. 9

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Recognizing the world-wide importance of the Huancayo
Observatory,

Urges that every effort be made in order to provide for its

efficient participation in the programme of the International

Geophysical Year, 1957—1958.
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RESOLUTION NO. 10

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Recognizing the world-wide importance of the Djakarta Ob-

servatory,

Urges that every effort be made in order to have it in full

operation in time for the International Geophysical Year, 1957—

1958.

RESOLUTION NO. 11

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricitr,

Invites the New Zealand Government to consider the possi-
bility of establishing a temporary magnetic station near the

southern magnetic axis pole. This should be of considerable

importance during the International Geophysical Year, 1957——

1958.

RESOLUTION NO. 12

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Following the proposal of the Joint Committee on Atmospheric
Electricity of the International Association of Terrestrial Mag-
netism and Electricity and 0f the International Association of

Meteorology,
Recommends:

(a) That systematic comparisons be made between mete0ro«

logical disturbances and the variations of the electric field

at the surface of the earth, observed at places unaffected

by surface features;

(b) That systematic vertical soundings be made of the earth

electric field at different stations without neglecting the

tropical and subtropical regions.

RESOLUTION NO. 13

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Following the proposition of the Joint Committee on the Upper
Atmosphere of the International Association of Terrestrial Mag-
netism and Electricity and of the International Association of

Meteorology,
Noting that the erepuscular tables of J. Lugeon which have

been of considerable value to specialists of the high atmosphere
are now out of print, and further noting that there is a great
demand for these tables,
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Recommends that the tables should be reprinted together with

a translation into several languages of the directions for their

use.

RESOLUTION NO. 14

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Recommends the publication by magnetic observatories

through the media of year books or other publications, of the

following, in order of significance:

((1) Primary importance:

(1) Hourly values of three elements, with notations regard-
ing interpolated values. If mean values are scaled, they
should be centred upon the half-hour.

(2) Yearly and monthly means, at earliest availability.

(3) K-indices, also C-figures if previously reported, and if

useful description of magnetic activity.

(4) Account of normal equipment, and of records available

and information bearing on the reliability of the values;
this information refers, for example, to absolute obser—

vations or consequent base-line determinations, seale-

value determinations, performance of absolute and

variation instruments, orientation and interaction of

magnets, temperature coefficients, and calibration of

the instruments used for absolute observations.

(5) Reproduction of magnetograms for all days or, failing
this, reproduction of selected magnetograms.

(6) Daily sums and means, and sums and means by hours

for each whole month, and the corresponding means for

the selected five quiet and five disturbed days thereof.

(7) The times of sudden commencements of magnetic dis-

turbance, and as far as practicable, of crochets, pulsa—
tions, giant pulsations, and of similar changes and other

remarkable phenomena, together with magnitude and

sense in each magnetic element.

(b) Desirable additional data:

(1) Composite daily variation or hour-by-hour departures
of the general and selected-day means by months, Lloyd’s
seasons, and years, including also non-cyclic changes as

appropriate.

(2) Individual daily maxima and minima and ranges.

(3) Account of special equipment and statements of inter-

vals for which special records were obtained, such as

rapid—run magnetograms, rate—of—change records, etc.
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RESOLUTION NO. ‘15

The International Association of Terrestrial Magnetism and

Electricity,

Considering the interest in the continuous recording of pulsa-
tions in the Earth’s magnetic field, and the necessity for making
results taken over the entire Globe comparable with each other,

Recommends that magnetic observatories be equipped for this

purpose at least during the International Geophysical Year.

Committee No. 8 (Magnetic Instruments) should undertake to

study the possibilities of making these measurements by means

of electromagnetic sondes.

If such measurements turn out to be impracticable for most

observatories, thereby making it necessary to employ the older

methods, then the minimum equipment is the following:

(1) Rapid recording of the variations of three components by
means of magnet variometers for X and Y (or H and D) and

by means of a coil with fluxmeter for the Z component. The

scale—value for non-polar regions should he 1 y/mm for X

and Y (or H and D) and l/m y/mm for Z. The free period of

the magnets of the variometers should not be more than 3

seconds, and the damping coefficient should be about 0,5.
The paper speed of the records should be standardized

to 6 mm/minute. In these measurements an accuracy of 1

second is necessary for the time marks. The sensibility of

the instruments should be experimentally determined over

the entire range of measurement.

(2) Rapid recording of the variations of the time derivatives for

two horizontal rectangular components. If only one com-

ponent can be measured, the selection of dH/dt is recom-

mended. The scale-value for non-polar regions should be

about 0.05 y/sec/mm. The preceding recommendations con-

cerning the speed of recording, the time marks, and the

calibration of the instruments apply also to these records.

Resolutions d8 l’Association

Les resolutions ont été publiées déja dans 1e Bulletin d’Infor—

mation de l’U.G.G.I. No 10, pp. 333—339, 1955. Four e’viter de la

confusion elles sont données ici dans la redaction standard

adoptée par 1’Union. Le texte anglais des résolutions se trouve

aux pp. 387—393.

26
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RESOLUTION NO. 1

L’Association Internationale de Magne’tisme et Electricite’

Terrestres,

(1) Conside’rant l’importance mondiale de l’Observatoire Mag-
nétique de Hong Kong,

Souhaile inslamment que l’observatoire soit rapidement recon-

struit et rééquipé afin de Iui permettre de participer pleinement
aux travaux de l’Année Géopliysique Internationale 1957—1958.

(2) Conside’rant l’importance de 1’0bservatoire de Tatuoca

pour l’Année Géophysique Internationale 1957—1958,

Souhaite instamment que sa construction soit activement pour-
suivie et qu’il soit équipé et mis en service la plus rapidement
possible.

(3) Conside’rant l’importance des observations magnétiques
en Gréce,

Recommande que l’on essaye de compléter l’équipement de
l’Observatoire d’Athénes.

RESOLUTION NO. 2

L’Associatz'on Internationale de Magnétisme et Electricité

Terrestres,

Conside’rant les imprécisions des cartes magnétiques provenant
du manque de mcsures sur les océans, tout particulierement dans
les regions a variation se’culaire rapide, réduisant la sécurité des
trafics maritime et aérien,

Recommande instamment :

(a) Que des dispositions soient prises pour organiser des me-

sures magnétiques sur les iles océaniques, tout particu-
liérement sur celles situées dans des regions a variation
séculaire rapide, et pour répéter ces mesures tous les
dix ans ;

(b) Que les anciennes stations (In navire “Carnegie” soient

re’occupées au moyen d’inslruments portés par des navires
ou des avions ;

(c) Que des navires non-magnétiques soient équipés par les
nations maritimes pour des observations sur les oceans;

(d) Que les Comités Nationaux s’efforcent d’obtenir, que des
mesures de la déclinaison niagnétique soient effecluées a
herd des navires de guerre ou marchands.
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L’Association Internationale de Magnétisme et Electlicité Ter-

restres plopose que les résultats de ces mesures soient adressés

aux services responsables de la pléparation des caltes magné-
tiques dans leur pays. Elle autorise 1e Comité No.5 (Caltes
Magnétiques) a prendre contact avec les organismes responsables
pour l’exécution de ces recommandations.

RESOLUTION NO. 3

L’Association Internationale de Magnétisme et Electricite’

Terrestres,

Recommande que désormais l’époque .0 soit adoptée pour les

cartes magnétiques. On prendra pour valeur d’un élément a

l‘époque .0 la moyenne des valeurs observées pendant les six

mois précédant et les six mois suivant 1e ler Janvier correspon-
dant.

RESOLUTION NO. 4

L’Assocz'ation Internationale de Magne’tisme et Electricité

Terrestres,

(1) Emprime ses remerciements a l’Observatoire de l’Ebre

pour les mesures magnétiques effectuées en Guinée Espagnole.

(2) Exprime ses remerciements an Dr. M. R. Madwar et a ses

collaborateurs pour les mesures magnétiques etfectuées sur une

chaine de stations au Soudan.

(3) Exprime ses remerciements au Service Météorologique
du Soudan pour les mesures magnétiques sur l’équateur mag-

nétique a l’occasion de l’éclipse solaire du 25 Février 1952.

(4) Exprime ses remerciements :1 l’Observatoire National de

Rio de Janeiro pour les mesures magnétiques effectuées dans

l’ile de Fernando de Noronha.

(5) Exprime ses remerciements a l’Institut Géophysique de

Huancayo et a l’Inter—American Geodetic Survey pour les me-

sures magnétiques effectuées sur une longue chaine de stations

en Amérique du Sud.

(6) Exprime ses remerciements au Dr. Pramanik et £1 M.

Gulatee pour les mesures magnétiques effectuées dans le Sud

de l’lnde.

(7) Exprz'me ses remerciements £1 l’lnstitut Géographique et

Cadastral de Madrid pour les mesures magnétiques effectuées

en Guinée Espagnole a l’occasion de l’éclipse solail‘e du 25

Février 1952.

26'
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RESOLUTION NO. 5

L'Association Internationale de Magnétisme et Electricité

Terrestres,
Recommande au Comité No. 9 (Caractérisation de l’Activité

Magnétique)

(a) De continuer son travail sur les indices K, Kp, Ap et Ci,

(b) De ponrsuivre les comparaisons entre K et Kp et d’utiliser

les résultats pour ohtenir des indices Ks et pour étudier

les variations systématiques dans le temps et dans l’espace
de l’activité magnétique,

(c) D’enconrager les observatoires possédant de longues séries

d’enregistrements £1 déterminer les indices K pour les an-

nées antérieures a 1937.

RESOLUTION NO. 6

L’Association Internationale de Magne’tisme et Electricité

Terrestres,

Charge 1e Comité No. 10 (Variations Rapides et Conrants Tel-

luriques) de poursuivre sur les ssc, psc, si et sfe 1e travail

effectué jusqu’ici par la Comité No. 9 (Caractérisation de 1’Ac-
tivité Magnétique).

RESOLUTION NO. 7

L’Associatz'on Internationale de Magne’tisme et Electricité

Terrestres,
Au moment oil l’Observatoire d’Alibag célébre le cinquantiéme

anniversaire de sa fondation,
Adresse :21 tons ses membres ses félicitations les plus ehaleu—

reuses et exprime 1e voeu que leur observatoire puisse longtemps
encore poursuivre ses exeellentes mesures qui, faisant suite 2‘1
celles de 1’ohservatoire de Colaba, constituent l’une des séries
d’observations magnétiqnes les plus longues du monde.

RESOLUTION NO. 8

L’Association Internationale de Magne’tisme et Electricité

Terrestres,

Recommande, pour assurer la plus grand profit des observa-

tions géomagnétiques étendues de l’Année Géophysique Inter-

nationale :

(:1) Que les stations nouvelles établies dans des régions 013 la
valenr de la composante horizontale du champ magnéiique
terrestre est inférieure i1 10.000 y soient équipées pour enregistrer
les variations des eomposantes X, Y, Z, les composantes X et Y

correspondant an N et a PE géographique;
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(b) Que quelques observatoires magnétiques dans les regions
aurorales soient complétés par deux stations satellites pour la

mesure des gradients horizontaux des éléments magnétiques.
Par rapport a la station principale les stations auxilaires doivent

étre situées dans des directions approximativement rectangu-
laires, leur distance de la station principale doit étre de 10 km

env. La déteimination des gradients doit étre effectuée par la

méthode qni s’adapte 1e mieux a la station principale, soit par

la méthode a l’étude an US. Coast and Geodetic Survey, soit par

une méthode différente ;

(0) Que les comparaisons d'étalons magnétiques soient inten-

sifiées pendant un temps couvrant largement la durée de l’Année

Géophysique Internationale ;

(d) Que des enregistrements rapides de courants tellnriques
soient effectués a toutes les stations en ayant la possibilité;

(e) Que l’on considere l’intérét du procédé allemand pour

examiner les hétérogénéités de la conductivité du sous-sol dans

le but d’étudier 1e caractere magnétique de la région 01‘1 est

situé un observatoire magnétique;

(f) Que toutes les stations de l’Année Géophysique Internatio-

nale, permanentes ou temporaires, soient utilisées pour la réduc-

tion des réseaux magnétiques aériens qui pourront étre effectués

pendant cette période, et que le Comité No. 5 (Cartes Mag-
nétiques) soit chargé de suggérer les regions océaniques on de

tels réseaux aériens seraient particuliérement utiles.

RESOLUTION NO. 9

L’Association Internationale de Magnétisme et Electrictté

Terrestres,

Reconnaissant l’importanee mondiale de l’Observatoire de

Huancayo,

Recommande que tout soit tenté pour qu’il puisse participer
pleinement an programme de l’Année Géophysique Internatio-

nale 1957—1958.

RESOLUTION NO. 10

L'Association Internationale de Magne’tisme et Electricite’

Terrestres,

Reconnaissant l’importance mondiale de I’Observatoire de

Djakarta,

Recommande que tout soit tenté pour qu’il se trouve en fonc-

tionnement régulier durant l’Année Géophysique Internationale

1957—1958.
‘
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RESOLUTION NO. 11

L’Association Internationale (le Magnétz'sme et Electricité

Terrestres,

Invite le Gouvernement de la Nouvelle-Zélande a considérer la

possibilité d’établir une station magnétique temporaire pres du

pole géomagnétique Sud (pole de Gauss). Un tel observatoire
serait particuliérement utile pendant l’Année Géophysique Inter-
nationale 1957—1958.

RESOLUTION NO. 12

L’Association Internationale (Ie Magne'tisme et Electricité

Terrestres,

Suiuant Ia proposition du Comité Mixte de l’Electricité Atmo-

sphérique des Associations Internationales de Magnétisme et

Electricité Terrestres et de Météorologie,
Recommande :

(a) Que des coniparaisons systématiques soient entreprises
entre les perturbations météorologiques et les variations

du champ électrique terrestre au sol en des lieux exempts
d’effet de relief;

(b) Que des sondages systématiques du champ électrique ter-

restre en altitude soient entrepris en dittérentes stations,
sans négliger les regions tropicales et subtropicales.

RESOLUTION NO. 13

L’Associatz'on Internationale de Magne'tisme et Electricité

Terrestres,

Sal'vant la proposition du Comité Mixte de la Haute Atmo-

sphere des Associations Internationales de Magnétisme et Elec-
tricité Tel‘restres et de Météorologie,

Observant que les tables crepusculaires de J. Lugeon, qui ont

rendu des services considerables aux spécialistes de la haute

atmosphEre, sont maintenant épuisées, alors qu’elles sont de

plus en plus demandées,
Recommande leur réimpression avec la traduction en plu-

sieurs langues de leur mode d’emploi.

RESOLUTION NO. 14

L’Association Internationale de Magne'tisme et Electricité

Terrestres,

Recommande aux observatoires magnétiques la publication
dans les annuaires ou par d’autres moyens des données suivantes

par ordre d’importance :
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(a) Donne’es de premiere importance

(1) Valeurs horaires (les trois élémcnts avec indication des

valcurs intcrpolécs. Lorsque lcs valeurs Inoycnncs sont

utilisécs, elles (toivent étre centrées sur les demi—heures.

(2) Moyennes mensuclles et annuelles, dés que possible.

(3) lndices K (et aussi indices C s’ils ont été donnés anté-

ricurement) et si on Io juge utile description de l’activité

magnétique.
i

(4) Renscignements sur l’équipement normal, sur les enre—

gistrements cxécutés, et Sur la précision des mesures

(observations absolues, determination des lignes de base,
valeurs d’échellc, fonctionnement des appareils absolus

et des variomctres, orientation ct interaction des ai-

mants, coefficients de tcmpérature et étalonnage des

appareils absolus).

(5) Reproduction des magnétogrammes de chaque jonr on

au moins reproduction de magnétogrammes choisis.

(6) Sommes ct moyennes journaliéres et sommes et moycn-
nes horaires mensuelles ct valeurs moycnnes correspon-

dantes pour les cinq jours caimes et les cinq jours
pertnrbés sélectionnés pour le mois en question.

(7) Heures des déhuts brusques des perturbations mag-

nétiqucs ct autant que possible dcs crochets, pulsations,
pulsations géantes et changements semblables et autres

phénoménes remarquables, avec indication de l’ampli—
tude et du sens pour chaque élément.

(b) Données supple’mentaires

(1) Variations diurnes 011 écarts heure par heure pour tous

les jours et pour les jours sélectionnés en moyenne sur

les mois, les saisons de Lloyd et les années; indication

éventuelle de la variation non cyclique.

(2) Pour chaque jour les valeurs maxima et minima et les

differences de ces valeurs extrémes.

(3) Descriptions des installations spéciales et indications

sur les périodes de fonctionnement de ccs installations

(magnétographes a marche rapide, enregistrements de

vitesse de variation, etc.).

RESOLUTION NO. 15

L’Association Internationale de Magnétisme et Electricite’

Terrestres,

Conside’rant l’intérét de l’enregistrement continu des pulsa-
tions du champ magnétique terrestre et la nécessité de rendre

comparables les résultats obtcnus sur tout lc Globe.
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Recommande que les observatoires magnétiques s’équipcnt
pour enregistrer ces pulsations au moins pendant la durée de
l‘Année Géophysique Internationale.

Le Comité N0. 8 (Instruments Magnétiques) est chargé d’étu—
diér la possibilité d’effectuer ces mesures au moyen de sondes

électromagnétiques,

Recommande, au cas ou de telles mesures s’avéreraient diffi-
cilement réalisahles par la plupart des observatoires, ce qui con-

duirait a recourir aux procédés utilises jusqu’ici, l’équipement
minimum suivant :

(1) Enregistrement rapide des variations des trois composantes
au moyen de variométres a aimant pour X et Y on H et D et
au moyen d’un cadre avec fluxmétre pour la composante Z.
Les valeurs d’échelle devraient étre amenées, pour les

régions non-polaires, aux valeurs de 1 y/mm pour X et Y ou

H et 1) et 1/10 y/mm pour Z. Les périodes propres des aimants
des variométres ne devraient pas dépasser 3 sec. et le degré
d’amortissement devraient étre amené a 0,5 environ. Les
vitesses de déroulement des enregistreurs devraient étre
standardisées a 6 mm/min. Pour ces Inesurcs la precision de
la seconde est indispensable dans les marques de temps. La
sensibilité des appareils devrait étre déterminée experimen-
talement dans toute l’étendue de l’échelle de mesures.

(2) Enregislrement rapide des variations des dérivées par rap-
port an temps pour deux éléments suivant des directions
horizontales et rectangulaires; si on ne peut mesurer qu’un
élément l’adoption de dH/dt est recommandée. La valeur
d’échelle pour les regions non-polaires devrait étre de l’ordre
de 0,05 y/sec/mm. Les recommandations précédentes sont
valables en ce qui concerne les vitesses de déroulement, les

marques de temps et l’étalonnage.
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Executive Committee and Special Committees

of the Association
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Prof. M. Nicolet, Chaiiman, 3, Avenue Circulaire, Uccle 3,

Belgium

Dr. W. W. Kellog U.S.A.

Prof. E. H. Palmén Finland

Prof. E. Vassy France

Members appointed by the IAGA (IATME) 2

Dr. D. Barbier France

Dr. T. E. Kaiser Great Britain

Prof. J. Kaplan U.S.A.

Dr. H. E. Newell U.S.A.
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JOINT COBTMI’I‘TEE 0N ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

Members appointed by the IAGA (IATME):
Dr. L. Koenigsfcld, Chairman, Rue Etat Tiers 17, Liege, Belgium

DI‘. P. J. Nolan Ireland

Prof. H. Norinder Sweden

Rev. A. J. Yriberry Argentina

Members appointed by the 1AM:

Prof. J. Bricard France

Dr. H. R. Byers U.S.A.

Dr. Ross Gun U.S.A.

Dr. T. \V. Wormell Great Britain








